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INTRODUCTION TO FIRST EDITION

Visnuism is one of the chief religions of the Hindus and the

Pancaratra is the oldest surviving Visnuite sect. The influence of its

tenets on later Visnuism has undoubtedly been great, but has

never been thoroughly explored. Despite change and corruption the

ritual worship described in the old Pancaratra texts is still performed

today in many of the famous temples in southern India and in some

in the north. A deeper insight into the historical development of

the Visnuite sects, into their ritual, occultism and building of

temples and images can only be obtained from the scientific study

of these ancient Pancaratra texts which formulate the relevant basic

concepts.

The theological and ritualistic aspects of the Pancaratra system

have attracted scholars for some time past 1 and a number of texts

have been edited 2
. Some of these publications are of a high

standard and include illuminating introductions. Amongst these,

Professor F. O. Schrader’s Introduction to the Pancaratra still

ranks as the most comprehensive. So far only one Pancaratra text

has been translated into English ,

3 but the omission of explanatory

notes on the meaning of special terms detracts from its usefulness

to the layman. In recent years valuable work in this field is being

done by FI. Daniel Smith .

4

The reason why I have chosen to translate the text of the Laksmi

Tantra is because its philosophical pronouncements incorporate

many of the sect’s earlier traditions. I shall elaborate on this point

later on. A second reason is because of its occultism, which throws

light on an aspect of the Pancaratra system that is not dealt with

1 H. Govindacary, The Pancaratras or Bhagavatas, J. R. A. S. Oct.

1911; R. G. Bhandarkar, Vaisnavism, Saivism and minor religious systems,

Varanasi 1965 ;
H. Ray Chowdury, Materials for the study of the early history

of the Vaisnava sect; Mrinal Das Gupta, Early Vaisnavism and Narayanlya
Works, Ind. Hist. Q. 1931; Dr. S. R. Bhatt, The Philosophy of Pancaratra,

Madras 1968; K. Rangachari, The Shri vaishnava Brahmans, Bulletin of the

Madras Gov. Museum, N. Ser., Gen. Section, II, 2, Madras 1931.
2 For a detailed bibliography see K. K. A. Venkatachari, Pancaratra Nul

Vilakkam, Madras 1967.
3 Parama Samhita, Gaekwad’s Oriental Series LXXXVI.
4 See his Pancaratra prasada prasadhanam; Vaisnava Iconography.
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in any other known text. Since however the size of this book has

grown to be quite alarming, I have here been obliged to refrain

from discussing the interesting topic of ritualistic esoterism. 1

Before starting on my apologetics, certain preliminary explana-

tions about my method of work are briefly called for. My translation

is based entirely on the Sanskrit text edited by Pandit V. Krishnama-
charya and published in the Adyar Library Series, no. 87. I have not

used any manuscript of the Laksmi Tantra. Therefore, whenever I

mention the text or the editor’s commentary on it, I refer to

Krishnamacharya’s edition. Although I have studied the only other

publication of this text, printed in I elugu and published at Mysore
m 1888, I have not based my translation upon it since Krishnama-
charya has utilized it in his edition.

I have aimed at accuracy in my translation—often unfortunately
at the expense of style—and when explanation is needed, it is

supplied in a footnote or inserted in parenthesis in the text of my
translation. I have used parenthesis also to distinguish English

words I have used in my translation to make a sentence complete.

However the reader must not expect to find that every Sanskrit

word has been translated consistently by the same English term.

As words are affected by the context in which they are used, I have
used alternative meanings when and as the sense required. Despite

care, some irregularities may still persist in transcriptions of

Sanskrit words. These are unintentional.

From chapter XXXIII onwards I have not translated the clues

given for constructing the mantras, but have confined myself to

supply the constructed mantras only. My translation of the first

ten verses of chapter XXXIII should, I think, suffice to demon-
strate how the mantras are construed.

Amongst the vast number of Pancaratra Agamas, 2 the Laksmi
Tantra stands out because of its almost exclusive treatment of the

Visnuite mother-goddess Laksmi, the Sakti of Visnu-Narayana.

The text not only glorifies Laksmi, but also women in general as

beings created in the cherished form of Laksmi, and it advocates

their worship. Moreover it alludes to the particular sadhana of the

1 That topic is discussed in my paper on the Mantras and Special Forms of

Worship described in the Laksmi Tantra, which is awaiting publication.
2 See F. O. Schrader, Introduction to the Pancaratra, Madras 1916, pp,

6-12; and K. K. A. Venkatachari.
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left-handed Tantras that requires a female partner .

1 Our text is

somewhat reticent about the details of that practice, perhaps

because it was apprehensive about how the majority of Pancaratra

followers would react. It even launches into a lengthy discourse

upon its ethics and the cautionary measures to be taken. Never-

theless at the end of this discussion it asserts that, though not free

from the moral danger involved in disregarding strict convention,

the practice is not sinful since the participants are lifted to a

supra-mundane level .

2 Undoubtedly this reveals the text's sympathy

with left-handed Tantric practices, which is not at all surprising

considering how prevalent the worship of Sakti was in India. Later

scholars of Saktism, such as Bhaskararaya, the commentator of the

Lalitasahasranamam, Nage£a Bhatta, the commentator of the

Durgasaptasatl and Appaya DIksita, the commentator of the

Candrakalastuti, not only mention the LaksmI Tantra but cite it .
3

Obviously by that time, i.e. the sixteenth century, the text had

gained firm recognition as a standard Sakta Agama. Inspite of its

predominantly Pancaratra character, its undivided concentration

on the worship of Sakti and its assertion that Durga, Bhadrakall and

Yogamaya are merely other names for MahalaksmI, who is Visnu s

dynamic power
,

4 enabled our text to overcome sectarian boundaries.

The LaksmI Tantra deals mainly with Pancaratra philosophy and

cosmogony (which are inseparable in texts of this kind), and with

the mantra-£astra (‘linguistic occultism'). A minimum is said about

the ritualistic side of worship, and iconography is discussed only in

the form of the dhyanas of the most important deities, such as

LaksmI-Narayana, the Vyuhas, the main emanations of LaksmI,

her retinue etc. Temple architecture and temple worship are totally

omitted. The text also ignores public festivals, sraddlia-dharma

(death rites) and expiatory rites. This silence about rites connected

with society and its conventions indicates that the LaksmI Tantra

concerns itself with the individual adept, who desires to be released

from the miseries of worldly existence. This can be achieved by

1 L. T. XXVII, 44-47 and XLII, 30-31; see P. C. Bagchi, Evolution of the

Tantras, The Cultural Heritage of India, vol. IV, Calcutta, 1956, PP-

217-218.
2 L. T. XLIII, 75-90.
3 See V. Krishnamacharya, The Sanskrit preface to the LaksmI Tantra,

Adyar Library series, Vol. 87,. Madras 1949, PP- 39'4°-
4 L. T. IV, 40 and 47.

b
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practising yogic sadhana (worship of God and meditation visualizing

Him as the personification of a mantra accompanied by the repeti-

tion of that mantra), which enables the initiate to receive divine

grace, without which salvation is not possible.

In form, the Laksmi Tantra follows the tradition of both the

Sattvata and Jayakhya Samhitas. It deals exhaustively with the

Vyuha theory. In that connection, it not only mentions the Sattvata
Samhita but proceeds to elaborate on its philosophy. Thus the

concept of Visakhayupa—only briefly referred to in the Sattvata

—

is explained in detail in the Laksmi Tantra. The metaphysical
implications of the Vyuha theory and their bearing on the mantra-
Sastra are put very clearly .

1 The basic need supplied by these

concepts of divine manifestations is to provide the devotee with an
object he can worship in accordance with his spiritual capacity and
meditate upon whilst repeating the relevant mantra. This is the

most important topic in the Sattvata Samhita, which is classified

amongst the texts known as Agama-siddhanta .

2 But in regard to the

ritualistic aspect of worship, the Laksmi Tantra follows the tradition

of the Jayakhya Samhita, which accords a central position to the

worship of Visnu and His consort Laksmi. Texts of this nature,

advocating the worship of a single deity, are called Tantra-siddhan-
ta. Indeed the Laksmi Tantra depends so largely on the Jayakhya
Samhita that it frequently quotes lengthy passages of it. And
moreover one is often obliged to consult the Jayakhya Samhita in

order to clarify many of the actual procedures of worship described

1 L.T, IV, 24 (dhyanavisramabhumayah).
2 The Pancaratra Agamas are classed under four headings:—Agama-

siddhanta, Mantra-siddlianta, Tantra-siddhanta and Tantrantara-siddhanta.
The term siddhanta is apparently a synonym for Agama. The classification is

made according to the deity on whom the text focusses attention. When
attention centres on the four Vyuhas, the text falls within the category of
Agama-siddhanta. When nine or twelve forms of Visnu are worshipped, the
text is classified as a Mantra-siddhanta. When a single form of Visnu is

the chief object of worship, the text is classified as a Tantra-siddhanta, and
when worship centres on a non-anthropomorphic form of Visnu (e.g. the
Man-lion incarnation), the text is classified as a Tantrantara-siddhanta.
The Sattvata Samhita, the Pauskara Samhita, the Jayakhya Samhita and
the Hayagrfva Samhita are respective examples of these four types cf Agamas.
It is very important that the initiate should be careful not to confuse the
different modes of worship prescribed in the various types of texts. Cf.
Vedanta DeSika, Sri Pancaratra Raksa, Adyar Library 2nd ed., Madras 1967,
PP-. 3

-13 -
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in the LaksmI Tantra. For example, the description of the mystic

diagram called ‘nava-padma-mandala
’

1

is so terse and obscure that,

without recourse to the Jayakhya Samhita, it is incomprehensible.

But the LaksmI Tantra’s point of departure from the Jayakhya

Samhita is the emphasis it lays on the worship of LaksmI, rather than

on that of Visnu. It is her retinue that is described and only the

Tara-mantra is prescribed for almost all the various rites included in

the full programme of worship. The text admits no ambiguity on

this point. For instance, in chapter XVI it is said that the way to

obtain liberation from the bondage of the material world is to

worship LaksmI, the Visnu-sakti. One should abandon all other

activity and concentrate solely on propitiating the goddess either

directly, or indirectly through Visnu, in order to obtain spiritual

release. Out of compassion she then comes to the devotee and

liberates him by removing all his impurities (‘aham hi tatra visvdtma

visnusaktih paravard, saksdd eva samdrddhyd, devo va purusottamah].

Hi te kathitdh samyag updyds traya iirjitdh, srmlpdyam caCurtham me

sarvatydgasamahvayam. Tatra (sarva?) dharman parityajya . . . mam
chain saranam vrajet, aham hi saranam prdptd narendnanyacetasd

prdpaydmy dlmandlmdnam nirdhutdkhilahalmasam’)~.

The most striking feature of the LaksmI Tantra is its treatment

of Pancaratra philosophy. Like most texts of this nature, ours is also

basically eclectic. This point is accentuated by its preoccupation

with establishing Sakti as the supreme metaphysical principle. At

the same time, it attempts to make a synthesis out of all the various

concepts current in the Pancaratra and Tantric milieu. It does not

always succeed in blending all these notions smoothly. Sometimes

contradictory ideas, such as Samkhya realism and radical monism

(Advaitavedanta), are presented side by side .
3 Nevertheless at

least some degree of harmonization has been achieved, particularly

in the delineation of the cosmogony. This has given the LaksmI

Tantra a revered position amongst the Pancaratra Agamas.

Date

The next important question is when and where did this text

originate. The LaksmI Tantra mentions the Sattvata Samhita by

1 L. T. XXXVII, 3-19; J. S. XIII, 16-40.
2 L. T. XVI, 43-44.
3 Ibid. XII passim and XIII, 24-25.
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name and quotes extensively from the Jayakhya Samhita. 1 It also

bears a close resemblance to the Ahirbudhnya Samhita. But none of

these Samhitas has been precisely dated. Seeking information from

sources other than the Agamas, we find in the Laksmi Tantra one
list of divine incarnations which are joint manifestations of Laksmi
and Narayana. In that list the Buddha and lara (otherwise called

Dhara) are mentioned as one of these joint incarnations. It is

generally conceded that the inclusion of the Buddha’s name in a
list of Visnu’s incarnations appeared fairly late in history. The other

interesting point is that the text records the worship of Tara as the

Buddha’s Sakti and, at the same time, identifies her with Dhara or
Vasudhara, another Buddhist female deity representing the earth.

It is true that in the usual list of Vyuha, Vibhava etc. of the pure
creation, the Buddha is not mentioned. But when no loyalty to

Pancaratra .tradition is involved and purely Tantric notions are
discussed, the Buddha appears together with his Sakti Tara. This
point is significant for purposes of assessing the date of our text.

In its present form the Laksmi Tantra cannot claim to be a very
early text. In fact according to E. Conze, 2 the Buddhistic Tara
worship was not openly practised before 500 or 600 A.D. The
acceptance of the Buddha as an incarnation of Visnu is prominent
in the Bhagavata Purana. If the ninth century A.D. is accepted as
the date of this last mentioned text, 3 then the date of the Laksmi
Tantra cannot be much earlier.

The first author to quote the Laksmi Tantra was Vedanta Desika.
This celebrated Sri-vaisnava preceptor lived in the latter half of the
thirteenth century.4 It seems that although he attributed some
importance to our text, in his view it had not yet attained the status
of a fully recognized Agama. However, by the time of Bhaskararaya
and other commentators previously mentioned it had acquired that

1 L.T. IV, 2 and 59 and XI, 28. Our text quotes the Jayakhya Samhita so
extensively that it is useless attempting to specify references.

2 E. Conze, Buddhism, Oxford 3rd ed. 1957, P- 176. See also Kees W. Bolle,
The Persistence of Religion, Leiden 1965, pp. 2-3.

3 See Adalbert Gail, Bhakti im Bhagavatapurana, Wiesbaden 1969,
pp. 14-16.

4 Dr. Satyavrata Singh, Vedanta Desika (A Study), Varanasi 1958, p. 4.
Also see G. Srinivasa Murti, Introduction to the Sri Pancaratra Raksa,
Adyar Library Series, Vol. 362

, Madras 1967, p. XXII.
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status, and we find it mentioned alongside the Markandeya Purana.1

Hence, at latest it probably dates from the twelfth century. Since it

is impossible to fix more than an approximate date for texts of this

nature, we may assume that the LaksmI Tantra was compiled at

some time between the ninth and twelfth centuries.

Place of Origin

The geographical problem of locating the origin of the LaksmI

Tantra presents still greater difficulty. Although the text re-

commends that the bark of the Himalayan birch tree (bhurja-patra)

should be used for scribbling mantras on in order to endow

amulets with magical properties, we have no evidence that the

compiler ever actually saw that tree. Mention of bhurja-patra as a

material which can be written on, crops up so frequently in Sanskrit

literature 2 that he may have only read about it. It is quite possible

that this quaint bark was popularly thought to be suitable for

magical purposes. Hence we cannot be sure that the text originated

in the tree’s natural region of growth. Since however Vedanta

Desika mentions the LaksmI Tantra by name, it is plausible to

presume that in his day the text was available to devotees in his

homeland, which was South India. The text also mentions the

Malaya range situated in the South, which may be a later addition,

(cf. ch. I, 19.) But whether or not it was actually compiled there

still remains an open question.

General division of topics

In structure the LaksmI Tantra attempts to follow the classical

pattern of four divisions, jnana, kriya, yoga and carya. In fact

however, the kriya section has been omitted altogether and the

carya section has been reduced to a minimum. A curious sidelight

explaining this omission can possibly be traced to the Appendix

(ch. LIII), where the word kriya pada is used in the unusual sense

of the ritualistic performance of upasana and aradhana, as met with

in Buddhistic Tantras. 3 The jnana pada, or theological section,

1 Lalita-sahasranamam with Bhaskararaya’s Commentary translated into

English. Adyar Library edition 4th reprint, Madras 1970, p. 116.

2 Cf. Kalidasa’s Kumarasambhavam, I, 7, 55; VII, 11, 2; VII, 17, 10;

VII, 18, 1, 4, and 19; VII, 19, 1 and 3 and RaghuvamSam, IV, 73. L.T.

mentions it in XLIV, 38.
3 Cf. Lalmani Joshi, The Buddhistic Culture of India, Delhi 1967. P- 337 -
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occupies almost one third of the entire treatise, which opens with
the traditional introductory chapter and then passes on to discuss

the jnana pada until well into the eighteenth chapter. But within
these chapters other topics often creep in, and likewise theology
crops up rather persistently in chapters dealing with other subjects.

After theology, the mantra-sastra (the science of ‘linguistic

occultism
)
figures next in importance. Third in importance come

upasana or the yoga pada, and a short description of aradhana (the
ritual worship of God) or the carya pada. The only part of the kriya
pada that is mentioned is the rite of installing the image to be
worshipped privately by the initiate .

1 Pancaratra ritual requires the
devotee to worship the deity in four places, viz. in the image, in the
water pitcher, on the mystic diagram and in the sacrificial fire-pit.

The text briefly touches on these points and describes the daily
religious duiies of an initiate. These observations help to explain the
nature of Laksmi Tantra as predominantly a Sakta Tantra. It has
two objectives in view: Firstly, to establish the supremacy of
Laksmi as a philosophical principle ranking, if not higher than
Vi§nu, then at least as equal to' Him. This is achieved by empha-
sizing the mystic tenet of unity in duality, the two-in-one accepted
by the Sakta sects. “ Laksmi as an integral part of Narayana, the
supreme Being, is the embodiment of His sovereign will and the
instrumental cause of all creation. The Laksmi Tantra presents a
systematic exposition of Pancaratra theology, which is firmly
embedded in its description of the cosmogonv with Laksmi at the
head of it.

:*

The second, objective is to set down a full record of exclusive
Sakti-upasana within the frame-work of the Pancaratra religion.
On these grounds it has to be admitted that the Laksmi Tantra can
scarcely claim to, be a full-fledged Pancaratra Agama in the usual
sense of the term, because all four categories of the Pancaratra
gamas (viz. Agama-siddhanta etc.) share the common character-

istic of worshipping Narayana in a single or multiple form. This
may explain why the text is sometimes classified in the list of

1 L. T. XXXVII, and XLI, passim.
See Lalmani Joshi, o.c. pp. 353-354. B. L. Snellgrove, Introduction to

The Hevajra Tantra, part I. London 1959, pp. 22-25. Also E. Conze, pp.
192-193: "In this way a feminine principle was placed side by side with the
Buddha and to some extent even above him” The same tendency can be
found in the Laksmi Tantra.
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secondary books, as in the Adyar Library catalogue and in Dr.

Satyavrata Singh's list.
1 Nevertheless its exclusive nature did not

diminish its value to the Pancaratrins, who always showed a leaning

towards Tantrism. Their rivals, the Vaikhanasas, directed Pancara-

tra worshippers to practise their special type of Visnu worship in

some solitary and secluded place. 2

General philosophical postulates

As pointed out, the main contribution of the Laksmi 1 antra to

Pancaratra theology and cosmogony lies in its systematic treatment

of these subjects. There are thirty-five Sattvata realities. 3 (Brahman

of course transcends all these realities). Starting from the highest

these are Bhagavan (God), the absolute void, Purusa (the Person),

sakti, niyati, kala, sattva, rajas and tamas, maya, prasuti, prakrti,

the three component parts of the inner organ (buddhi, manas and

ahamkara), the ten cognitive and conative organs, the five subtle

and the five gross elements. These represent the basic stages of the

creation generally accepted by Agama tradition. Among these, the

term Bhagavan includes all divine emanations. The absolute void

is the paramam dhaman, where God lives and with which He is

identical.4 This is also a transcendental category not influenced by

the limitation of time. Purusa is the collective Man (i.e. living

being) 5 and his sakti is MahalaksmI, the kriya£akti or the active

aspect of God. 6 Niyati is Mahavidya, who represents the cosmic

wisdom recorded in the Vedas and who controls law and order in the

universe. 7 Kala is Mahakali, who is in fact primordial nature or the

material source of creation. The further realities are variations of

the Samkhva categories. The subtle distinctions in the stages of

primordial nature from kala to prakrti enable the Pancaratra

system to achieve some degree of consistency in incorporating the

Puranic concept of creation.

The cosmogony of the Laksmi Tantra coordinates various streams

of ideas which were prevalent in the diverse religious traditions.

1 O. c. p. 1 1 2.

2 T. Goudriaan, Kasyapa’s Book of Wisdom, Thesis Utrecht 1965* P* 3°7 *

3 L. T. VI, 42-44.
4 Ibid. VII, q-10. See J. Gonda, Dhaman, Amsterdam 1967. passim.

6 L.T. VII, 11.
6 Ibid. VI, and VII passim.
7 Ibid. VII, 13 and IV, 66-67. For the doctrine of niyati, see Gopinath

Kaviraj, Aspects of Indian Thought, Burdwan 1966, pp. 54-60.
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Some of these are : the V edic concept of the anthropomorphic creator
God Purusa of the Purusa-sukta; the mythological concept of
Prajapati Brahma, who creates the cosmic embryo or egg and is

then reborn in it as Hiranyagarbha; the Upanisadic concept of the
undifferentiated, unlimited, immutable, transcendental, supreme
Being, Brahman, which is absolute consciousness and bliss and
which, through Its own will, became qualified and started manifest-
ing Itself as the variegated creation; the Samkhva concept of the
ultimate duality of inert consciousness and evolving unconscious
primordial matter (prakrti)

; and finally the Agamic concept of
creation, coming into existence in three gradual stages, the pure,
the mixed and the impure.
There were also many other ideas and factors that contributed

°^a
+^

S makinS synthesis. Thus, the creation of Brahma

+h
e pure creation (the Pancaratra’s own contribution to the

crearion) and the Samkhya cosmogony of tattvas are all
rnted into a well balanced pattern. The Upanisadic unqualified

man retains Its position as absolute transcendental Being,
onsciousiies5 and Bliss. It is one and integral, but the identification

ls la man with Purusa of the Purusa-sukta is quite obvious .

1

oreover, the qualified Brahman, styled Laksmi-Narayana (Be-
coming and Being) is by no means lower in existential status, as It ism the Upanisads or rather in Sankaracarya’s philosophy. The
e ernal unchangeable reality has two aspects. In one It is devoid of
po anty (mralambanabhdvanam)

, yet all God’s qualities are present

all +1-,

n
°^.

a suspension like a waveless ocean’. In the other aspect,

-r •

6Se
,

lvine finalities are manifest. Thus Brahman is Absolute

in nfh

W 6reaS ak?mi-Narayana is both Being and Becoming, or

f , ,.

Cr W0I
_
S maynfested Being. No reason for Brahman’s mani-

+

0 ri

-i?

r ecorning is proferred and none may be asked for. It is
]us a will, a pleasure or sport (Ilia) of the supreme Being that It
undergoes change and limitation.

The nature of Sakti

This will, this pleasure and the qualities that are manifested in the
second aspect of the supreme Being are combined into one concept,
which is that of Laksmi, God’s Sakti who is knowledge, bliss and

1 L.T. II, passim. Also consult J. Gonda, The Concept of a Personal God
in Ancient Indian Religion, Studia Missionalia, vol. XVII, Roma, p. 124.
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activity. Thus in the second aspect Brahman is polarized into the

divine power (Sakti), and the possessor of the divine power (Sakti-

mat). Sakti is inherent in God just as light is inherent in the moon.

She is inseparable from God, yet not absolutely identical with Him .

1

Two phrases are frequently used in the text to denote this relation-

ship existing between Sakti (Laksmi) and God: bJiavat-bhdvdtmaka

(Being and Becoming) and ahamartlia ahamtd (I-entity and I-hood).

These terms exactly describe the relationship. Laksmi is the Be-

coming, or the subsistence of the absolutely existing God. She is also

the self-hood of the supreme self (paramatman), i.e. of God. In

other words Laksmi, God's Sakti, is His essential nature. She is the

divine presence. She forms the so-called body of Narayana consisting

of the six divine, or ideal, qualities (gunas). Knowledge, the first of

these, forms her essence, which is also the essence of Brahman. Her

other qualities emerge from her first and do not constitute Sakti s

essence, but are her attributes. These six gunas are absolute know-

ledge (jnana), sovereignty (aisvarya), potency (sakti), strength

(bala), virility (vlrya) and splendour or might (tejas). The precise

implications of these terms are explained in the text together with

the cosmic and moral concepts attached to them .

2 It is clear that

these gunas contain all the Pancaratra concepts of a supreme God.

Hence Sakti, embodying these gunas, actually replaces God by

performing all His divine functions j'et, being inseparable from Him,

never supersedes His. This is a unity in duality, or two-in-one, the

advaya tattva.

Once this is acknowledged, it becomes clear that every manifes-

tation of God is Sakti's manifestation, be it transcendental as in

the case of the Vyuhas, Vibhavas, incarnations, etc., or be it

the material creation. Our text contains a striking statement

about the nature of Sakti. She is not inert, she is not active, she does

not even follow the middle course (i.e. of being periodically active).

This declaration makes it clear that no specific characteristic can be

pinned on to her. She is as unqualified and transcendental as

Brahman. She is God's supreme will and she acts under His direction.

1 L. T. II. passim.
2 Ibid. IV, passim. For a detailed description of the Vyuha theory see

Schrader, pp. 35-41 and also S. Gupta, The Caturvyuha and the ViSakha-

yupa of the Paiicaratra Religion, Brahmavidya, Bulletin of the Adyar

Library 1971, vol. 35, parts 3-4, pp. 189-204.
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Or this may simply mean that she litis no separate existence from
God and yet possesses an identity of her own. 1

Sakti’s five functions
The universe is a manifestation of this Sakti, and she is absolutely

independent in translating her will into action. She possesses five
functions. These are tirodhana or delusion, srsti or creation, sthiti
or sustenance, laya or dissolution and anugraha or grace. These are
also called her five saktis as they sum up the different ways in which
she excercises her power of action (krivaSakti). The first is also
known as maya 2 or avidya and, through its influence, part of her
citsakG (consciousness) undergoes limitation (sahkoca) and is

called jiva (an animate being). 1 hese jivas are numberless. They are
affected by three limitations, namely that of space, of knowledge
and of action. The reason for this degeneration of the jivas is their
karma-vasana, the beginningless accumulated potential effects of
tien deeds stored within themselves. Although Sakti’s will is
ota y free, she has to create according to the requirements of these
rma vasanas and the absolute citsakti becomes limited as bhoktas

V,
e
.

those who experience the accumulated results of their deeds
ei er in the form of pleasure or of pain). In order to ensure that
]i\ as experience the results of their actions, Sakti creates inanimate
objects which are the medium through which jivas obtain their
experience of pleasure or pain. Thus basically transcendental and
n lmi e

, citsakti becomes entangled in the process of creation and
consequently in the recurrent cycle of life and death.

e second, third and fourth functions of Sakti are naturally
connected with her first function. We shall revert to these when
discussing the cosmogony. Like her first, Sakti’s fifth function is an
gamic innovation introduced to establish God’s (here Sakti's)

a solute control over living beings. It is Sakti who, by deluding them,
subjects them to the ever-flowing stream of life and death. Again it

1S
, .

a " 1 w ° ^as so^e Power to release them from that bondage,
" 1C s e

^
oes out °f compassion for the suffering jivas. She

performs this in two ways. On the one hand, she creates ways and
means for the jivas to bring about their own liberation and, on the
other hand, she instils in them the inclination to seek her favour in
order to obtain emancipation.

1 L. T. XV, 9-io.

Ramanu j acarya s concept of maya as God's inscrutable power is in-
spired by this theory.
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The first account of the cosmogony

There are three types of creation: the pure, the mixed and the

impure. The first is the purely transcendental creation. It consists of

all the emanations and incarnations etc. of God's Sakti. Hie sole

purpose of this tvpe of creation is to facilitate the release of living

beings from the shackles of life, death and other miseries of this

world by providing them with objects to worship and meditate

upon. The mixed type of creation is purely mythological (the

Jayakhya Sainhita refers to it as Brahmas creation). Here the

traditional divine triad Brahma, Visnu and Rudra aie createc

simultaneously with their consorts. Brahma creates the cosmic

embryo, Rudra breaks it, and Visnu then sustains pradhana

(primordial nature transformed into the primordial waters) wit in

this embryo. Within this cosmic embryo, Visnu floats on these

wraters with Laksnu, and remains asleep. Brahma is then leborn in

the lotus stemming out of the reposing Visnu s navel. Brahma

now identified with Hiranyagarbha and \ irat (the cosmic Person or

the collective jiva, who contains all the jivas of the voild ^ 11 s

still retaining his own divine nature). The position of Rudra wit un

the cosmic embryo is not stated by the text.

The third tvpe of creation starts from this collective jb cl stage.

This is the evolution of the Samkhya categories. The lotus bearing

Hiranyagarbha with his consort Trayl is Time, which evolves ou

of the three divine gunas, viz. bala, vlrya and tejas. This is t e

primeval evolving nature w’hose vibration results in materia

creation. Time is the primary limitation of the material w or .

Hiranyagarbha, who is the conscious principle, stirs primeva

nature into activity. He excercises his ow:n powrer of discretion or

wisdom to regulate the activities of the evolving primordial nature.

The wisdom of Hiranyagarbha (here his sakti) is called ria>i since,

according to mythology, Brahma first created the three \ e as

(collectively called Trayi), and then the world on the Pa^^n

recorded in the Vedas. These ihree (viz. the lotus, Hiranyagarbha

and his wrife Trayl) 1 were the first to be transformed into the ca

^

e

gory called mahat (the great). Mahat consists of the cosmic 1 e-

1 The Ahirbudhnya Samhita 3. 29 gives a different account of J^se

three. In that text Sakti's bhutisakti (material aspect) consis s o

principles, viz. avyakta (i.e. prakrti), pum (i.e. the collective animate ei g;

and kala (time).
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principle, the cosmic intelligence and the cosmic Person. Vibration
is the attribute of the cosmic life-principle, discretion is that of the
cosmic intelligence, and the cosmic Person possesses two sets of
attributes. Morality, knowledge, detachment and majesty constitute
us first set. The four opposite qualities form his second set. Mahat
evolves into ahamkara and from its three components (the three
gunas sattva, rajas and tamas) are created the sense organs, the
motor organs, the mind with its three components, and the subtle and
gross elements. Prom ahamkara onwards, the process differs slightly

tv,

0
”!

/i°

th
-

tlie Samkhya and tIie Veclanta concepts of creation. In
e a smi Tantra, each subtle element is transformed into its own

gross lorm and the succeeding subtle element. There are five subtle
nen s. sound-potential, touch-potential, form-potential, liquid-

pth

la
*

an
^-

srne^’P°^en^a^ ^ he corresponding gross elements are

,

er
’

.

a
!

r
’ flre

’ water and earth respectively. Now the sound-

,

en
! .

transforms ^hself into ether as well as into the touch-

rnJ"
la

’ an
,

d so
.

on - At everY stage of evolution Sakti enters the

Min °r^i,+

nC actA atcs d into the next transformation. 1 Direction

A.
1

^
,

n
!

ng) tlle sun
- the moon and the earth are the respective

Praianof-
eit

i
CSJf the five clements, ether etc.

; Agni, Indra, Visnu,

organs

a 1 a°C * 3X0 tke ^’Ve PresidinS deities of the motor

7 he second account of the cosmology

the Pafip

8
.-1'

crea-tion into the above-mentioned three types,

This term^
ra also d>vides it into six stages called kosas or sheaths.

various manb^T
1 at m 6ach stage ^akti Proi

ects herself into

Drinr nle Ti
while yet "Gaining the transcendental inner

nrakrtik
*'

1CSC stages aie the saktikosa, mayakosa, prasiitikosa,

Of <5 u ,
’ krah"lai?dakosa and jivakosa. The first sheath consists

,

a
,

1 eise
_

111 er ^ranscendental form. This contains everything
a e ongs to the pure creation. Vasudeva is the primary figure at
is stage of creation. He has all his divine attributes and is on the

verge of creating the diverse universe. He is manifest but not
polarized. Samkarsana springs from him and represents the stage
where creation still lies dormant, yet is dimly apprehensible.
1 radyumna appears from Samkarsana and represents the mind of
Samkarsana, while Aniruddha emanates from Pradyumna . and

1 L. T. V, 35, 37 and 39.
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represents Samkarsana’s ahamkara or sense of individuality. 1

After the Vyuhas, appear the manifestations called Yyuhantaras,

Vibhavas and other incarnations both divine and human. Pervading

these diverse manifestations of God’s Sakti, His essence remains

immutable and impervious to diversity. 1 his is then called the

Visakhayfipa. Even though the. Vyuhas show a tendency to represent

a progressive manifestation from indeterminate existence to more

determinate modes of being, the saktikosa as a whole transcends

material existence. Hence it is called the saktikosa when Sakti, i.e.

God’s essential nature, remains basically unchanged.

Maya, the second sheath, represents the starting point of the

material creation based on the three material gunas (sattva, rajas

and tamas). It should be noted that here Sakti combines both the

Agni and Soma aspects of God. The former represents God s

kriyasakti or dynamic power, and the latter His bhuti-sakti or

power to sustain. Sakti is here called MahalaksmI and possesses

both female and male characteristics. 2 Amongst other names, she is

also called Durga, Bhadrakall and Yogamaya. Possessing all three

gunas, she is the material source of the universe. \\ hen the perfect

equilibrium of these three gunas is disturbed, each guna manifests

itself as a separate sakti, springing from MahalaksmI, the first

transformation of a part of God’s Sakti into matter. These three

saktis are named Mahasri, Mahakal! and Mahavidya and respecti-

vely represent the rajas, tamas and sattva gunas. These three

deities are the components of the third sheath called prasuti, or the

mother. Each of these three mothers gave birth, as it were, to twins.

With a part of Pradyumna, Mahasri created the twin deities

Brahma and Laksmi. With a part of Samkarsana, Mahamava (or

Mahakal!) created the twin deities Rudra and Trayl. With a part of

Aniruddha, Mahavidya created the twin divinities Visnu (Krsna)

and Gauri. Thus whereas in the saktikosa, the three Vyuhas

Samkarsana, Pradyumna and Aniruddha have Sri, Sarasvati and

Rati as their respective saktis, in the prasutikosa the same male

deities are consorted with three other female divinities and become

1 L.T. VI, 6-12. .

2 Contrary to the prevailing religious notion that the source of creation is

nearly always a male-female unit, MahalaksmI remains single. But she com-

bines in herself both male and female in the form of Soma and Agni . L. T.

IV, 37-
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parents of the three Puranic primary god.-, Brahma, Y'isnu and
Rudra ancl their respective sakti consorts. At Sakti s bidding,
Brahma married Travl, Visnu married Laksmi and Rudra married
Gtiuri. This traditional div ine triad and their consorts together with
primordial nature form the components of the prakrtikosa. Brah-
mandakosa consists of the Samkhya categories, while all the bodies
of animate beings belong to the jivakosa.

1 he third account of the cosmogony
Creation is in fact a gradual condensation (stvanata) of Sakti.

jroin absolute transcendence, she finally transforms herself into
* erminate beings. Side by side with this material creation there is

S i. +

S
°,
niC crea^on in which, from indeterminate absolute sound,

i ecomes the determinate speech of everyday use. I bis aspect

?
"ea

1

t
.

10r
!

is

,

aIso divided into six stages called the six courses

bhiiv-

3 xa ’ la -)- These are varna,kala, tattva, mantra, pada and

sound i'C.u TCl’
1
'."8 thc absolule Being (Brahman), absolute

pa^antl H
SaM

frahman - The stage of sound is known as

tal i, eah 7
S0U

n
d StandS ‘he brillk °< Polarisation. The third

its meLnW r ^am5 ’ Wh0n 50und is Polarized into word and

The fourth .r
hrrr thc P°la™‘“i°n being fully manifest.

sound The f
,S C

f
64 Va kharb "Mob is the polarized state of

sound. These four stages of sound-polarization f„rm the varna
course. Kala consists of thc six divine attributes. The tattva course
contains the Vyuhas. The mantras, starting from the letters called
matrkas, form the mantra course, and this is the topic that is of
second special importance in the Laksmi Tantra. This is Tantric
linguistic occultism’. Ihe pada course contains the four levels of
consciousness viz. jagrat or thc waking state, svapna or the dream
state, susupti or the state of deep sleep, and turiya or the trans-
cendental state. The bhuvana course consists of the material
creation. Strictly speaking, out of the six courses, only the varna
and mantra courses deal directly with Sakti’s sonic creation. The
others are only "variations of the general cosmogony.

Jiva

Jiva, or the animate being, is the self-imposed limited state of the
absolute consciousness which is God’s essence. All conscious beings
belonging to the five kosas starting with mayakosa and ending
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with jivakosa are called jiva. The three primary divine pairs

(Brahma-Trayl, Visnu-Laksmi, Rudra-Gauri) and all God’s incarna-

tions manifested within the cosmic embryo possess transcendental

bodies. Apart from these all other conscious beings, from the celes-

tial gods to plants, have material bodies resulting from the fruition of

their deeds. Fundamentally speaking, jiva is not different from
Sakti. Just as Sakti creates the universe based on herself as its

support, so also does jiva manifest the universe reflected on him in

the same way as a mirror reflects a mountain .
1 Like Sakti, jiva too

has five functions. His cognition of objects is his creative function.

His attachment to material objects is his function of sustenance.

His satiation by those objects is his destructive function. His desire

for material objects is his function of delusion, and his detachment
from that desire is his function of divine grace. There are three types

of jlvas: those who are fettered to worldly existence; those who are

liberated from that bondage, and those who are ever free. Jiva’s

liberation always depends on Sakti’s compassion which persuades

her to bestow her divine grace on the initiate. This occurrence is

called ‘saktipata’.

Liberation

Liberation from worldly bondage means that the jiva has been

freed from his three limitations of space (anu), of knowledge,

(asarvajna) and of power to act (anaisvarya). There are four ways
whereby a jiva may seek to attain liberation. These are karma,

samkhya, yoga and saranagati—the first three are the traditional

paths. In describing the first, our text follows the teachings of the

Bhagavadgita where it is called the karma yoga. The second path

is the jfiana marga, or the path of knowledge, which involves exact

knowledge of truth about everything, i.e. knowledge of the catego-

ries, of the system of evolution, and of the nature of God, the

supreme and essential consciousness. The third path is the way of

1 L.T. XIII, 24. At first glance the comparison seems incongruous.
But one should remember that our text is strongly influenced by the theory
of reflection (pratibimbavada) advocated by Sarikaracarya, e.g. his commen-
tary on the Chandogya Upanisad VI, 2. I refrain from jumping to the

conclusion that Sankaracarya preceded the LaksmI Tantra, simply because I

do not know whether or not Sahkaracarya himself was not voicing an already
prevalent notion. This also brings to mind .theistic concepts, such as seeing

the universe in one’s body, or the ocean in a drop of water.
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meditation. This is of two kinds, samadhi and samvama. Samadhi
means merging into the existence of the absolute Brahman and
entails direct realization of Brahman, the absolute Being. 1 This is

achieved by practising introspective meditation (yoga). Samvama,
the second type of yoga, is in fact the Pancaratra’s ritual worship of

God and His Sakti. This involves visualizing the rituals as well as

actually performing them. This is the path that is most pleasing to

Sakti. 2

The fourth path to liberation is called the middle way because it

steers clear of both conventionally good and bail deeds. It is the

complete dedication of oneself to God’s will, which leads one to His
presence. 1 his is the path of self-surrender (saranagati) to God in

six different forms. Resolution to perform only those acts that

please God; total abstention from any deed displeasing to God;
unwavering faith that ultimately God will always come to one s

rescue, throwing oneself on the mercy of God alone; unconditional
surrender of oneself to God and absolute humility—these are the

six components of the fourth path to liberation.
Ihe nature of liberation is proper enlightenment about the

essence of the supreme Being (Paravasudeva), which is absolute
consciousness. Upon receiving enlightenment one enters Sakti, the

divine presence. She alone grants this enlightenment through her
grace. The first path (karma), when scrupulously followed by a

person pleases Sakti who, satisfied with his steadfastness, then
bestows enlightenment on him. He who pursues the second path
(samkhya) obtains indirect knowledge of ultimate truth. His
proximity to that truth which is none other than herself, pleases
Sakti and she blesses him with enlightenment. The first variety of

the third way is only for persons of great spiritual capacity, which
indicates that they are already favoured 'by God. The second
variety is obviously meant for the propitiation of Sakti. The fourth
way is the best one because here the initiate sheds the last trace of

his ego. He depends on divine grace with such complete faith that
Sakti has no option but to reveal herself to him, and then the

initiate becomes united with her. This shows, however, that the

1 L. T. XVI, 32.
2 Ibid. XVI, 40. Although the text praises the fourth path to liberation

(viz. Saranagati) as being the best, it here betrays its preference for ritual
worship.
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ultimate goal of each of the four paths is to win Lahti’s favour. She.

then excercises her fifth function, viz. that of bestowing grace and,

consequently, enlightenment on the initiate.

The word knowledge (jiiana) has various connotations in Panca-

ratra philosophy as, for that matter, it has in every system of Hindu
philosophy. As the essential nature of conscious being, it means
consciousness; in the context of liberation, it means realization or

enlightenment ;
whereas in ordinary usage it simply means both

understanding and cognition. The Laksmi Tantra describes the

process of cognition as follows: knowledge is of two types, indeterm-

inate and determinate. The first is the preliminary contact a person

makes with an object through one of his senses .
1 In the case of

determinate knowledge, the mind acts in the following manner. Its

manas part cognizes the object along with its attributes; its aham-
kara (ego) part connects the experience with the personality of the

cognizer who has the experience: this object appears before me and
I am experiencing it. Finally buddhi (the discriminating faculty of

the mind) takes a decision about the experience. The Laksmi

Tantra recognizes three means of acquiring valid knowledge

(pramana)
:
pratyaksa or direct experience, anumana or inference

and sruti or verbal authority .

2

Sthiti and Laya

Although sustenance is primarily Sakti’s function, yet she: herself

carries this out directly only up to the creation of the cosmic egg.

Then the traditional pattern is faithfully followed, and Visnu, the

great cosmic god, takes over the responsibility. On the w'orldly level

the responsibility is vested in Manus, the primary rulers of kalpas,

and then in Manu-putras .

3 The burden of day-to-day responsibility

falls on ordinary mortal kings.

The dissolution of creation is of seven types: nitya, the natural

destruction of every being; naimittiki, the dissolution of the three

worlds i.e. of the visible universe; prakrti, the dissolution of all

cosmic categories in the category of mahat
;
prasuti, where avyakta

prakrti dissolves in the prasutiko^a
; mayi, where everything

1 L. T. VIII, 5-67.
2 Ibid. XII, 50-52.
3 Cf. the Bhagavata Puran'a, VIII. 1. 1,5 and 7; 5.2-5; 13. n-17; 22 - 3 1 >'

1. 19-20; 13. 18-20 and 13. 27-29.
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belonging to this prasutikosa is dissolved in the mayakosa; sfiktl,

where all that belongs to the mayakosa is dissolved in the saktikosa;

and finally atyantikl, the emancipation of the yogin who merges

in Sakti. But this is not a total annihilation of the yogin’s

existence. He continues to exist in a transcendental form. This is the

true nature of Vaisnava emancipation. The emancipated being is

not absolutely extinguished in the existence of the Absolute Being,

but is lifted up to the level of transcendental existence. This

existence is identical with that of Sakti. The concept of emancipa-
tion basically depends firstly, on the concept of Sakti and her

relation to God in the sense of two-in-one; and secondly, on the

concept of jiva and jlva’s relation to God as being parts of a whole.

These concepts have been further elaborated by the later Vaisnavas
and, more especially, by the followers of Caitanya of Bengal.

1

Conclusion

Summing up, it is not possible to claim that the LaksmI 1 antra

has followed any particular philosophical system. As in the case of

most Agamas, here too concepts have been borrowed freely from
various sources with the intention of working them into a synthesis,

which has not entirely succeeded in producing a well-knit system.
Besides combining the two important philosophical systems,
Sarpkhya and Vedanta, which are generally accepted by the

Pancaratra religion, the text reveals traces of Mahayana Buddhism.

~

The influence of the Bhagavadglta is also clearly apparent and
passages from it have sometimes been quoted literally.

3 But
advocacy of Sakti's supremacy is the LaksmI Tantra's primary
objective, and hence it has freely borrowed various concepts
prevalent amongst all schools of ~Sakti worshippers. The text

quotes extensively from the Devl-mahatmya section of the Markan-
cieya Purana, gives a detailed and repetitious exposition of Sakti's

identity with Narayana, introduces the Tara-mantra whenever
possible in the performance of rituals, and discourses at length on

1 See S. K. De, Early History of the Vaisnava Faith and Movement in

Bengal, 2nd. edition, Calcutta 1961, pp. 269, 277-285. Also cf. terms such as

'samaYasya' in L. T. XXIV, 41 and Edward C. Dimock jr, The Place of the
Hidden Moon, Chicago 1966. pp. 165-166.

2 L.T. XIV, 7-16.
3 Ibid. XVI, 43 and XVII, 85.
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the Sri-siikta .
1 All this is done for the sole purpose of underlining

the major significance of Sakti worship in the Pancaratra system.

The main discourse closes by stating that it is an abridgement of the

original Laksmi Tantra: ‘this is a summary of the Laksmi Tantra

which contains hundreds of millions of verses (?) . ..’, 2 and then

from chapter LI to the end it goes on to provide a still more compact

summary of the whole. Whether or not these last chapters were

added at a later date is uncertain, but the advantage of being

provided with a ready-made synopsis condensing arguments

scattered all over the text cannot be denied. These chapters also

confirm my assertion that the main burden of the text is to establish

the supremacy of Laksmi as the basic philosophical principle and to

centre ritual worship upon her.

This completes my attempt to outline the philosophy found in the

Laksmi Tantra. As the scope of this introduction is necessarily

limited, I have not dealt with the different stages in its development.

Certain points of importance have been relegated to footiiotes. The

main purpose of this introduction is to offer the reader a rough

tracing of the philosophical system upon which the religious beliefs

of the Pancaratra sect are based. Some guidance seemed called for

before tackling the text itself.

In conclusion, I wish to express my profound gratitude to Profes-

sor J. Gonda, who has been my unfailing source of inspiration.

Without his valuable assistance and encouragement it would have

been quite impossible for me to have undertaken the present work.

He has carefully checked my translation and suggested innumerable

improvements. I also wish to thank Professor Th. P. Galestin most

warmly for his kind support in promoting the publication of this

book. I am indebted to Professor V. Raghavan, Sri V. Krishnarna-

charya, Sri Parthasarathy Bhattacharya, Sri K. K. A. Venkatacha-

ri, Sri R. Raghava Bhattar and Sri Periyathiruvadi Bhattar for the

useful advice they have given me ; to Mrs. C. R. Strooker-Dantra for

improving my English; and to my colleagues Dr. (Miss) J. L. de

Bruyne and Dr. E. te Nijenhuis for typing the MS and correcting

1 A detailed description of the mantras as treated in the Laksmi Tantra

and also dhyanas relevant to various mantras will, I hope, shortly appear in

an article of mine that is awaiting publication.
2 L. T. XLIV, 52. The text does not specify whether it is referring to

hundreds of millions of verses or books.
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proofs. I am deeply obliged to the Netherlands Organization for the

Advancement of Pure Research for contributing towards the

costs of publication. My thanks are also due to Mrs. C. Hoekstra-
Vos and Miss M. Kruk for kindly giving the final forms to the
coloured diagrams. Last but not least, I affectionately recall all the
help so readily given me by my colleagues at the Instituut voor
Oosterse Talen and at the University Library of Utrecht.
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The publication in 1990 of Vamananadatta’s Samvitprakasa, edited with

English introduction by Mark Dyczkowski, has thrown considerable light

on the date of the Laksmi Tantra. The Samvitprakasa is freely quoted by

Utpalacarya in his Spandapradlpika and by many authors both in the

Kashmir Saiva tradition and in the tradition of the Sakti sadband . It is of

particular interest for the study of the Laksmi Tantra because the latter

quotes quite a few verses from its first chapter. Vamanadatta is respect-

fully quoted by Abhinavagupta. Vamanadatta follows Samkara’s theory of

idealistic monism up to a point, and then, in the true Pancaratra tradition,

refutes the distinction between the Samkhya theory of evolution

(parindma) and Samkara’s theory of illusory manifestation ( vivarta) to

account for causality: “In you (O Lord) there exists no difference

between vivarta and parinamd' (Samvitprakasa I, 106). This could be

equated with the ancient hheddbheda doctrine. This means that

Vamanadatta flourished after Samkara and in the early period of the

development of Kashmir Saivism. The Laksmi Tantva also reflects some

ideas found in Ksemaraja’s Pratyahbijnabrdaya and some ‘found in

Ramanuja. Therefore the Laksmi Tantra is later than these authors; we

can assign its final redaction to the late twelfth or early thirteenth century

C.E.

The Laksmi Tantra *s attempt to emphasize Sakti ’s position in the

scheme of the Pancaratra theology explains why it borrowed from the

Samvitprakasa. In order to establish Sakti’s supremacy it also heavily

borrowed from the ^akta pratyabhijna tradition. Its general indifference

to the temple cult makes me think that possibly, the Laksmi Tantra

belonged to the renounced tradition.-An important feature of the Laksmi

Tantra is its elaborate handling of the fourfold emanation of the supreme

Deity. According to the commentator on the Sattvaia Samhita,

Alasimgabhatta, this links the two texts. The Samvitp?akasa s author, a

practising Pancaratrin, bows down at the end of die first chapter to the

divine form called die Saktlsa who has four faces. Bodi the Sattvata

Samhita and the Laksmi Tantra (VIII, 19) assert diat diis is die form of

the deity which displays total divine majesty and is a direct manifestation

of divine awareness and omniscience, samvit and jnana (SS IX. 50 and

XII. 175-6; LT XI). The same idea is found in die. Samvitprakasa
1

s

descripdon of this form. The Laksmi Tantra quotes the Samintprakdsa

extensively in chapter IV, where the text explains die Pancaratra cos-

mogony and Sakti’s nature as the quintessence of die supreme divinity,

Narayana, which is pure consciousness (samvit); and again in chapter

XIV, where the text elaborates on die true nature of Sakti as pure
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consciousness and as the source of all creation. Vac. Vac is speech:
Vamanadatta calls her Sarasvati (I, 76). The Laksrnl Tantra s account of
Vac closely follows the pratyabhijnd tradition, including the main blja
mantra

,
brim. (See the Yogiriihrclaya Tantra ). For the same reason, the

Laksmi Tantra enumerates the five Saiva kcila
y

viz. Nivrtti, Pratistha,
Vidya, Santi and Santyatlta, but adds five more, viz. Abhimana, prana,
Gunavatl, Gunasuksma and Nirgiina and calls them just sakti of the ten
cosmic principles, i.e. the five elements and the five tanmatra. (LT ch.
XXXV, 14-16). On the other hand the Laksmi Tantra certainly remains in
the tradition of the Pancaratra in describing kalci as the six divine
attributes (chapters II and XXXV) when it describes the theory of the six
courses.

Following the three important Sambitds: Sdttrata, Pauskara and
Jayakhya, the Laksmi Tantra (chs. XIV and XXII) says that the active
aspect of Sabdabrahman is Vac and she is identified with awareness,
^oth contentjess and with content. In the theory of six courses of the
c tvine pervasion of the creation viz. varna

, kala, lattva, mantra
,
pacla

uvana
, Vac constitutes the primary one, varna; she is the

i.

aS unc^ erentiated , reality while the others are all per-™ e
.

ler anc* are differentiated as reference and referent. Sakti as
ac is completely identified witlt the transcendent divine, pure aware-
CSS

’ difference is that as Vac she represents the divine will to
create which refers to the divine act of thinking.

In act the concept ol Sakti is essential to Pancaratra monotheism,
ecause e creation is not unreal, but as a projection of the Divine is in

essence identical with die Divine. The Divine is, nevertheless, unchang-

nrL
Jn<

f TC
r LT

dltl°ned
’ ineffable rea 'ity. The act of creation cannot lie

. ?.

G
.

.° im
’ dierefore Sakti, divine inscrutable Power ;ind Majesty,

leS le Paradox that God is both transcendent and immanent in all

P
n T

Jmena
’ be

,

m8 b°dl pUre consciousness and the evolving source of
a k This is emphasized by Bhaskara in his commentary on the Vedanta
sutra. Vamanadatta s monistic ideas come close to Bhaskara ’s bhedabhecta-

tfaCed baCk t0 lhe 1>auskara Samhitd XXXIII and
III- Bhaskara was a Vaisnava and most probably a renouncer (yati).

t is possible that Vamanadatta too was a renouncer. Old Agamas like the
Pauskata and Sattvata prescribe diat the yoga updsand of the fourfold
yii a cities are ony for renouncers who have risen to die spiritual

state in w uc 1 t ley are capable of pracdsing nirvikalpa samadhi. They
have understood die unreal nature of all dual percepdons. All that
remains for them is to directly realize in samadhi the essential identity
between referent and reference, vedya and vedaka, both being die same
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sakti. The theory of the six ways explains that clearly. As the divine

resolve, samkalpa, to make creation manifest precedes the actual act of

ceation, Sakti's first discernible appearance is as divine knowledge,

Salxlabrahman or Vac. In the Pancaratra idiom this is called the Vasudeva-

sakti whose fourfold vyuha manifestation neatly corresponds to die

four-fold development of Vac, viz. para, pasyand, madhyama and vaikhari.

This is again expressed as the development of pure being into phenom-

ena ( bhavat and bhava) which then diversify into ideas, die content

(atlhci) of ideal speech, and finally appear as conditioned, empinca

cognition (LT. IV. 25). As Vamanadatta says (1.87.), this is how the

practitioner in his nirvikalpa samadbi gradually removes all condidone

awareness, which finally leaves him with pure awareness (samvit matml

1 am grateful to many people who have helped me to prepare this

edition. First and foremost is Mr. Narendra Jain, a friend for many years.

Without his support diis edition would never have appeared. I am very

thankful to Dr. Julia Hegewald for directing me to the painting on the

cover, a Vaisnava version of Ardhancnisvara known as Vasudeva-

kamaiaja muni’. I am very thankful to Mr. Anthony Aris for supplying me

with a transparency of the picture from Kathmandu Valley Painting, by

Hugo E Kreijger (Serindia Publications, 1999). I also thank the Juc -er

Collection, to which this painting belongs. 1 thank my husband ic tare

Gombrich for all his critical remarks.

14, Decern be?' 1999
Sanjukta Gupta





CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCING THE SASTRA

1. My obeisance to the eternally pure, the ultimate cause of the

world, 1 knowledge (absolute) 2
,
the being without agitation, 3 who

is the soul of (both) Laksmi and Narayana. 4

2. I worship the form of Laksnri seated on the bird, 5 embodiment

of compassion, shaped like I,
6 and adorned with Soma, 7 the un-

blemished combination of Surya, Indu and Agni. 8

3-6. (Addressing the sage Atri) :—Discoverer of the essential

purport of the Vedas and Upanisads, unchallenged master of all

sciences, possessor of knowledge peculiar to all systems and source

of all scriptures containing the tenets of all sects and creeds; who

is in full mastery of his senses, has conquered the adhara, 9 on whom

neither attraction nor hostility (towards things of the world) has

any hold, who is indefatigable in practising all fourteen branches of

yoga 10 and unflagging in the pursuit of true knowledge; who

assumed the nature of tapana when in olden times the sun was

pierced by the celestial bhanu; to whom penance is primarily

addressed and who is a concentration of pure energy; (called) Atri,

1 In definitions generally first the incidental, and then the essential,

characteristic is mentioned. Here the immutable, non-dual, supreme God

is mentioned first as the source of creation.
2 Next the essential characteristic is mentioned as absolute knowledge,

elaborated in Chapter II.

3 The primary state of the Absolute is complete passivity. Creation entail-

ing activity is merely an incidental aspect.
4 The Absolute is higher, or more abstract, than the LaksmI-Narayana

state in which God and His attributes are less impalpable and have assumed

personification. Later on however this view was modified and both were

equally regarded as being two aspects of truth.
5 Apparently Garuda.
0 T represents maya or Mahamaya and as such is the all-pervading

Sakti.
7 Either nectar or the moon. Nectar symbolizes LaksmI’s immortality.

The moon (seen partly in some images of the Sakti) personifies her as 1 ime,

the destroyer of all. It also means j on i.
.

8 The Sakti’s varnadhvan manifestation, elaborated on later inch. XXII.
9 Mastery of the adhara cakra, a special yogic achievement. See ch. XLIII.

10 Cf. chapters XVI and XVII.
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who is unaffected, by the three phenomenal attributes, 1 has surpassed
the first three aims of living beings, 2 is immortal, never fails to

meditate at morning and at dusk and is the sage ever engaged in

performing fire sacrifices.

7-9. (Anasuya), unrivalled amongst all devoted wives, the
illustrious lawful consort (of Atri), who for a certain reason became
the mother of Brahma, Visnu and Mahesa3

,
whom even the gods

praise unceasingly, whose tranquility is never ruffled, who practises
penance, is learned, familiar with all religions and ever faithful to
her husband, having been instructed by her husband in many
and diverse religious samhitas, 4 bowed down and uttered these
words

:

10. Anasuya:—Sir, my ’master,' conversant with all religions,
lord of the world, from thee have I learned about various religions

11-12. as well as about their divergent systems, structures and
aims. In my view the Bhagavaddharma5 is superior to all of these.
Whenever a text of the Bhagavaddharmasamhitas 6

is expounded
by thee, it never fails to indicate' the supreme power of LaksmT.

13 - Since its lore is secret and I have not as yet enquired about
it/ thou hast not disclosed it to me. Now I am eager to hear about
Laksmi’s power.

14- The nature of this goddess, her form, her origin, what human
faculty enables one to recognize her, what is her substratum, by
what means is (identification with her) achieved, and what results
from knowing her ?

15. All this I desire to learn from thee who art the most en-
lightened of all scholars of the Vedas. Through contact with thy
mow ledge I shall have accomplished all the aims of my life.

1 Saliva, rajas and lamas.
2 Artha, kama and dharnia.

t

G^er

e

^
c

e

to the legend that, to test Anasuya’s devotion, these three

n l
1 ondTini

t0 ^ncl *hem as sons - She turned them into two-year-

. , .

U 1 ® their wish. They were so delighted that they promised to
de cend to earth as her real sons: Ramayana, Aranya Kanda.Here denoting the book of laws.

6 ^®ner2c_ .
tern

?
*or ^ lu devotional system known as the Pancaratra.

the Pancaratra samhitas as distinguished from the other Dharma-
samhitas.

In Older to be initiated in the sacred lore, it was customary for the
aspirant to present a request for initiation to his preceptor.
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16. Please show me the way, 1 teach me now that I have approach-

ed thee. 2 Having heard her words,3 the worthy Atri said:

—

17. Atrj:—O thou who art familiar with religion and duly prac-

tisest religious rites, it is good that thou hast today reminded me of

that which 1 did not previously reveal since I intended to do so

only when requested.

18. O virtuous one, thou art worthy to hear about the supreme

power of Laksmi which stands on the pinnacle of the Srutis (i.e.

that which is the very gist of the most important Srutis) and which

endures for ever.

19-20. Formerly when the sages of the Malaya range,4 devout in

performing religious rites, had been instructed in the sacred lore of

Sattvata by Narada of godly countenance, they put the same

question to the noble and immortal Narada, w?ho resembles Brahman

and is steeped in knowledge of the Bhagavaddharma.

21. The sages:—Noble sir, from thee have we heard the Bhagava-

ta dliarma, known as Sattvata, 5 which comprises the elements of

sattva (purity) and has but one aim viz. liberation.

22. When expounding the realities Laksmi’s supreme power was

frequently alluded to but, as no pertinent question was asked, it

was not revealed (to us).

23. We are eager to hear about the divine attributes of PadminI

(i.e. Laksmi) which afford protection against the (miseries) of

life. Please enlighten us.

24. We bow our heads down to thy feet that save (devotees)

from the grip of transient existence. As we repeatedly appeal to

thee (i.e. to thy mercy), O sage we implore thee to instruct us.

25. Narada:—It gives me satisfaction that you sages, who have

observed vows,® come with your request to me today. I am pleased

and shall this very day relate (to you) the Tantra of the immortal

Laksmi.

1 Here there are minor variations in some Mss.
2 Astny aham vibho replaces asviy adhihi bho in some Mss.

3 Some Mss. omit this line.

4 Reference to this South Indian range suggests that the Pancaratra

system was influential in S. India, cf. BharadvajaS. ch. 1.

5 Sattvata is used here as a synonym for the Bhagavata dharma; but in

all later Pancaratra samhitas the term is generally used in its derivative

sense.
0 Religious disciplines.
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26. in which she, the goddess Padmini, the divine consort of
Padmanabha, 1 manifests herself on a lotus and appears with all her
essential attributes and powers.

27. Formerly owing to Durvasas’s curse, 2 Indi a lost strength and,
deprived of the daily study of the Vedas and of the observance of
sacrifices, the three worlds lost sight of LaksmI.

28-29. The gods languished and leligion became almost extinct,
sp it up (in sects) and nearly died. Then Brahma along with (other)
go approached the Ksiroda ocean and after doing terrible penance
or many divine years awakened Janardana, the lord of all and the
god of gods (from his cosmic sleep).

3°- And Brahma informed him of the plight the gods were in.
ext they (the gods) started churning up the Ksiroda according

to a plan devised by Visnu.

3 1 32 - (One by one then arose out of the ocean) Parijata, 3 the
est orse, the king of elephants, 5 the host of celestial nymphs, 6

-

T

e P01s°n Kalakufa, 7 Varuni, 8 and nectar; after which the goddess
( a smJ) emerged from the ocean accompanied by the moon, and

mini immediately nestled on Padmanabha’s breast.
33- s soon as she cast her eyes on the gods, they recovered their

os sp endour but, since she did not cast her eyes on the Daityas,
they were defeated. 9

34- While Puramdara was rejoicing over the recovery of his
en ire mgdom, Brhaspati approached him and told him this in

35 37- Brhaspati: I give thee timely warning. Now listen to me,
urarndara. By way of implication I have already told thee that

e mig t o the gieat 10
is subject, O lord, to her control. Lest thou

or ei y supreme sovereignty, thou shouldst endeavour, O king

is stated akrftn k *
S ^erc another name for Narayana, though later on he

'
vfde, Ag. P 3, ^Ti^-

a
’

S emanation (Vyuhaltara).

* Cf - ^ ch - 2 5°. and Ag. P. ch. *
4 Uccaih^ravas, IvJ.P. ch. 250.
5 Airavata, ibid. ch. 250.
6 Headed by Ghrtachi and so forth.

I
P?

S

°f
he 'd

,

in the thr°at by Siva: M.P. ch. 250.An alcoholic drink: ibid. ch. 250.
J

Vide Vis. F. ch. I, J. Gonda, Eye and gaze, Amsterdam Acad. 1069
passim. •

J

10 Some Mss. substitute tasyamdydti te for tasydmdyatate.
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of gods, to surrender thyself to the protection of Padmini. She is

the source of all that is noblest in life and she is our ultimate refuge.

3S. She, the eternal goddess, is the object of all the Vedas; she

is the life-principle of the universe and the potent force behind all

creation.

39. She is the will (volition) behind the worlds and recognition of

this must be absolute. It is she who creates and, when occasion

arises, it is she who protects the three worlds. 1

40. And at the very end, as identified with the respective (mate-

rial) causes, she will dissolve (within herself) what has been created.

Unless she, the mother of the universe, is worshipped, how can any

significant achievement be envisaged ?

41. She is the state ultimately attained by the (Vaisnava) yogin

from which he never returns (to the world of suffering). That is the

final goal of the Samkhya philosophers 2 who know' the Self.

42. It is the aim of all yogins to reach the state w'here suffering

no longer exists, and that is also the goal of the Pasupatas 3 and of

those conversant with the Veda.

43-45. She is the ever-sought goal of the entire Pancaratra system.

This is the goddess Narayani, the abiding quintessence of Narayana,

identical and at the same time not identical (with him) like the lays

of the moon. All the various philosophical systems and all the

diverse Agamas worship

4

the same supreme goddess in different

ways. Therefore seek the protection of that highly exalted being

who appears on a lotus.

46. By worshipping Visnu’s queen, by observing various forms of

penance and by performing the appropriate rites for self-restraint

see to it that thou ensurest thy destiny.

47. This goddess w'hose countenance radiates grace, fulfils every

desire, satisfies the yearnings of the passionate and leads (the adept)

to the state of self (-realization). 6

48. Narada:—Sakra, thus reminded by the preceptor who is

1 Bhuh, Bhuvah and Svah, or possibly svarga (heaven), marttya (earth)

and patata (the nether region).
2 Evidence of the tendency towards reconciliation.
3 Out of all the Saiva systems only the PaSupata is mentioned; possib y

because it was influential in the same regions as the Pancaratra was.

4 In two of the texts samupasyate is replaced by tad upasyate.

8 Echoing both the Upanisadic and the Yogic concept. Cf. Ka. U. 2, 10

Yo yad icchati tasya tat etc.
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none other than Brhaspati himself, and with his mind set on wor-
shipping her, proceeded to the shore of the ocean Ksiroda. 1

49. Theie making his abode under a bilva tree, 2 he did divine
penance by standing motionless as a piece of wood on only one foot,
observing silence, and subsisting on air (alone).

50. With hands, gaze and face turned upwards to tire sky he
practised self-discipline. In this way he did severe penance for two
thousand divine years 3

51. When it was time for his final bath (indicating the end of the
penance), that goddess who manifests herself on a lotus and is
Visnu’s queen appeared before him smiling.

52. akia was overwhelmed with amazement on seeing her, the
goddess and supreme mother of the universe, standing before him.

53- In confusion Indra (lit. the slayer of the demon Bala) 4 made
is obeisance and folded his palms together. Whereafter with songs

o praise the avenger of Paka delighted Sri, who first revealed
herself on a lotus.

. .

rh°ther of the universe, gazing at him who had entrusted
nmse f to the One (God) 5 and habitually performed sincere (i.e.
spontaneous) acts of devotion, spoke as follows:

r*' child Sakra, you have completed such exacting
penance that it has moved me. Make any request, O great one!
what favour may I bestow on you ?

lf^ri .

f^
ra ‘ very day all the penance I have done, all the

se enial and self-control I have practised, fulfilled their purpose
a

.

Pyecisely moment that thou of supreme power becamest
visible to me.

57- But if thou grantest me a boon, O great goddess, then
re\ea to me the nature of truth which thou, O ruler of the gods,
representest.

celestiMoTean .*

Victe Ag^c? f ^ Celestial 6ods; K?Troda the legendary

Vide^T
0

>1

SI

R
CiOUS W°°d ~aPPle tree which often figures in images of Lalcsml.

1956, pp. 370 372
rJCa

' Development of Hindu Iconography, Calcutta

* Vide Vis. P. 3, 8-10.

wnrlrf^rr^?
00

’ V**
^araous 'egend of Indra’s valour when he freed the

A ri ^
1 ry

1^ cmons such as Vala, Samvara etc. Vide John DowsonA Classical Dictionary of Hindu Mythology, London 1961, p. 124.
I ne hkantmas are renowned for their religious devotion, Vide S. N.

asgupta, A History of Indian Philosophy, Cambridge 1940, IV, p. 421.
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58. By what means canst thou be fathomed? What is thy

substratum ? How art thou to be attained, O eternal one? To whom

dost thou belong and what is the nature of thy relationship to him ?

59. Furthermore I beg thee, O mistress (queen), to reveal to me

whatsoever else concerning thee can be gleaned from various

religious treatises.

60. Delighting in him as a milch-cow delights in her calf, Padma

filled with affection answered Pakasasana:

61. Sri :—O Sakra, noble slayer of Vrtra, hear who I am, what my

nature is, to whom I belong and my relationship to him.



CHAPTER TWO

THE PURE CREATION

i. Sri. The supreme state of Paramatman, 1 realized by Suris
alone, is described as devoid of misery and devoid of limitation, its
essence being the experience of bliss.

2 3. One soul
(dtman ) controls others; yet another soul is master

OVCr ^rs ^> and so forth, until when this chain ends the (final
S°U 1S ca^ed Paramatman, the end of the way of ways. 2 Thatw ic the word I

(aham ) denotes is known as atman.
4- tman when free from all restriction is known as Paramatman

and embraces all things sentient as well as insentient.
5
\
lae eternal T denotes the Being, (called) God, Vasudeva, the

great Ksetrajna. 3
b ' '

T hn
^ a^° namec^ ^i^va, Narayana and Visvarupa. His

I-hood pervades the whole universe.

,nf»c

N
i°

S

^
gl

®. material or immaterial object exists that is not

<

+
,

C 1 * *S ^'liood. I-hood is inherent in whatever is stamped
as this (taam, i.e. phenomena).

1
^,
e

is perfectly tranquil (without activity, santa),
4

x-

ge
^

ss and eternal. He is without end and free from all limita-
tions of time, place etc.

exnanc!*
6 SOarce

.

^lat wide diffusion which is called the vast

locatim-.

011

*

lv ine power
(vibhiiti ) is Brahman, the ultimate

knowlpH
°

•
Power where consciousness is absolute (lit. whereknowledge 1S free from reference to any object). 5

/j- • > T
a man

) is like a waveless ocean of nectar with the six
(divine) attributes tally manifested. It is unique, in the form of

t,ir‘
paiam sadd

’ SVS& BtnG TrVTsTnU^'K
'

J u - <*

: *£ « «£$

1

bam abhavanan^^ f
mention niralambanabhavanam instead of niralam-

riding CfBh

“

G X T *>
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concentrated consciousness, quiescent and not subject to expansion

or contraction (udaya and asta).

11-12. Since (in this state) Brahman is not differentiated from

Sakti, It is said to be non-dual
(
advaita). Its supreme power, like

the rays of the moon, is myself, the goddess, the immortal one, who
identifies all states of being with her own self, 1 Brahman’s I-hood.

13. He, Hari being T (the Self), is regarded as the self in all

beings. I am the eternal I-hood of all living beings.

14. I am considered to be the eternal Vasudeva state of existence.

15. Brahman embraces both the principle of existence and its

state of existence, hence It (Brahman) is the eternal state (padam).

(When differentiated) the existing principle is God Narayana and

its state of existence is the supreme Laksmi, i.e. myself.

16. Therefore Brahman, 2 the eternal, is called LaksmI-Narayana
because the I-entity is always inherent in I-hood.

17. The I-entity is always recognized as the source of I-hood;

for the one cannot exist without the other and each is invariably

linked to the other.

18. Realize that the relationship between me and the Lord is

that of identity because without I-hood (i.e. the essential quality

of I) the I-entity would for want of association be meaningless.

19-23. (In the same way) I-hood without the I-entity would, for

want of a basis, lack meaning. In this world all objects of direct or

indirect knowledge are regarded as the principle of existence and

its state of existence, viewed collectively or separately. That

I-hood, the great goddess, remains unmanifested during the time of

(Brahman’s) non-manifestation and, enfolding the universe within

herself, exists in Brahman. 3 The first evidence of Brahman’s

1 This implies that in all manifestations of God, Sakti, being His quintes-

sence. follows Him in personal form, e.g. as Slta when He is Rama.
2 Brahman, as presented in the Upanisads, is the one and absolute truth.

In later Vaisnava treatises this is the state of the Absolute when all Its

powers are latent and unmanifested. In the LaksmI-Narayana state the

divinities manifest themselves in their fullest glory as persons (cf. F. O.

Schrader, Introduction to the Pancaratra, Madras, 1916, pp. 29-31).
3 Dr. Schrader, o.c., p. 31, points out that ‘the transcendent aspect of

Visnu [param Brahma) remains so completely in the background in the

Pancaratra that we are practically only concerned with the one force (Laks-

mi) \ This is due to Upanisadic influence where Brahman is absolutely

devoid of activity (niskriyam santam niravadyam niranjanam). N.B. In

one manuscript sarvam is replaced by visvam.
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expansion, like the moon rising out of the ocean, is my own self,

Narayana's Sakti characterized by Brahman's will to create. The
closing of the eyes [nimesa) of (Brahman), the supreme Self, at the

time of destruction (lit. contraction) is (also) myself, Narayana's
Sakti characterized by the will to sleep. 1 My insuperable and
unlimited divine power issues from my potential state, the will of

God Narayana to create.

24. (Absolute) Knowledge is the essence of Brahman Itself,

which is omniscient and untainted.

25. The essence of I-hood is also'knowledge, which is all-knowing
and all-seeing. The absolute state (lit. form) of both myself and
Brahman is identical with knowledge.

26. The other attributes of (divine power) such as aisvarya,
vlrya, etc. are the ever-present attributes of knowledge; whereas
knowledge is reputed to be the primary expression of ‘I’.

2

27. Luminosity (and transparency) are its (knowledge's) features
just as they are the characteristics of crystal and the like; hence it

is that knowledge is the manifestation of both myself and Narayana.
2 . In referring to my primal state of creativity, 3 all scholars in

a books of knowledge call my sovereignty aisvarya as the will
(tccha

)

.

29. My aspect as the source of the universe is known as £akti. 4

he effortlessness (i.e. ease) with which I create is known as bala.
3°- The term bala also denotes my capacity to sustain creation,
cholars regard this sustaining aspect of mine as part of my sakti. 5

to rrp +

imi G
*°T

^oc* ,s waking and sleeping states. The former corresponds
sustenance of the universe, while the latter refers to its

n . ,

10n ' Unmesa denotes opening of the eyes whereas nimesa denotes
their closing. Vide Schrader, p. 29.

x
K™wle.dge is the- basis of God's essential nature. The other attributes

f , v
1S

,

lvinity» namely aisvarya, Sakti, bala, vlrya and tejas, are components

an i > ^
ssei

^
ce ancl are related to God in the same way as the physical body

and its functions are related to the soul.

creation*

3 ^enTl uĉ yati refers to the immediately preceding phase of

,

inits narrow sense means icchaSakti or kriyaSakti. In other sam-
1 aS

.

1S“ 1S relerred to as Sri to distinguish it from Bhu and both are
conso s of Visnu. They should not be confused with the main Sakti re-
presentmg the aggregate of all six divine attributes. Vide Ahi. S., ch. 3and J.S. 6, 77-80.

6 Bala in this sense denotes the Sakti's aspect as the cause of creative
aptivity and is essential to both acts of creating and sustaining.
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31-32. Although I am the material cause (of the universe), virya,

— (i.e.) changelessness—is my permanent (attribute). When milk

turns into curd it immediately changes its nature, 1 but although

I evolve into worldly phenomena (as milk does into curd), these

changes of mine have no permanence. Hence discerners of truth

hold that virya is immutability.

23-3^. Virya is (also) said to be valour, which is a component of

aisvarya. My capacity to accomplish all things without aid 2 is

called by the enlightened my sixth attribute tejas. Some define

tejas as the power to subjugate.

35. Yet other scholars of truth regard this (attribute) as a

component of aisvarya. These then are the five attributes directly

flowing out (further developments) of knowledge. 3

36. All six of these attributes, knowledge etc., together constitute

my manifestation of the six attributes. This is how a millionth

particle of myself as the will to create initiates creation (evolves into

creation).

37. It (this particle) embraces both groups (of creation), pure

and impure. Here, 0 king of gods, the course of pure creation will be

explained by me.

38. That glorious manifestation (of the six attributes) of the

absolute God 4 assumes four forms in which the six attributes

gradually manifest themselves or else (remain) unmanifested.

39. These (four forms of manifestation) take place in three

extraordinary stages —(i.e.) when the presence of the attributes is

1 It should be noted that, in essence, Laksnu is unchanging; only in her

prakrti aspect is she changeable. Thus she is both changeable and change ess.

Since her prakrti aspect is merely a phase, her changeability is not constant.

Owing to the inscrutability of her transformations she is often referred to

as Maya, magical power. Cf. J.S. 6, 82. , .

2 Stressing that in all her activities of creation, etc. she is free and in-

dependent. Both almighty God and His Sakti possess this attribute reflecting

their absolute sovereignty.
3 Cf. Schrader, p. 32.
4 The distinction between pure and impure creation is that the three

phenomenal attributes, i.e. sattva, rajas and tamas are absent in pure

creation which is sometimes referred to as nityavibhuti

;

whereas impure

creation is termed lilavibhiiti. The former consists of four manifestations

(caturmiirli or caturvyiiha). In the first (i.e. Vasudeva) of these our

festations (Vyuha), the attributes are dormant and hence only very mmy
manifested. As the process of manifestation develops they become brighter

and brighter and more pronounced. Vide Schrader, p. 37 -
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assumed (when the divine gunas are not as yet discernable)
; when

the attributes are in course of becoming discernable; and finally
when, the divine gunas are fully manifested. 1

40. Through permutation and combination the three pairs of the
six (attributes) referred to as knowledge etc. can be seen to consti-
tute the group of the four manifestations (caiurvyuha).

4 1 ' those three pairs of attributes are simultaneously
present in combination as well as separately, that state of mine, the
inert one, is known as my fourfold state.

min
Er WithOUt referring to my visible manifestations and by

•1
asm§ their deduction on the attributes, philosophers

identify my fourfold form with my inert state.

*7"
^
hrough the combination of the three pairs (of attributes)

becomt
n

\
CStatl

°f
(evolutl0n) of my supremely inert stategradually

stateT, r:
m
?

e - The first of (manifestations) in the fourfold

the conrif
1S und^lned

« enduringly pure existence lacking

existence
* ,°,

^art *cu *ar^zati°n . and is known as transcendental

deviation fro
CdSG ' That 1S my first manifestation, my firstdeviation frorn complete inertia.

attributes
mdn^estatlon Samkarsana, 2 embodying the two.

discernible
aUd bala

’ enfolds the entire creation (faintlydiscernible) like dark spots (on a human body).

knowledg^Ld^rThT “T**^ WiSC discern
(
a combination of)

tation I errn rl n" u
rea^er

, in course of the process of inanifes-tation I graduaUy become more and more active.

objects i o
g
p

*7 s^a
fe
e I am called the manifester of all created

attribu;
'IZ

"1 yum"a'
3 in " hid> form I manifest the pair of

,r as ai4vary“ and virya.

iakti) I am swayed b^tho
^

'

nipelus 8ained from activity
(
kriyd-

y v,d to act, the learned call me Aniruddha.4

• v 'd° Ahi * 5 . .7m«.
universe remains contracted or mereed i!

?' contracts - In this state the

signs of its existence resembling sc-m- K-
Sa^ar?afa form

- faintly showing
3 Pradyumna derivatively means he 1,

° SPOt
,

S °"
,

the human ,K)d>
r

-

force or power This is tho chh -

1 ° 1S end°wed with illustrious

worlds.
rtlng POmt °f the actual creation of the manifest

created'Universe ° Thus “• COnCeived as the sustainer of the

evolved form 7s min r

San
,

ta or lnactive state is Vasudeva, when no

bah nd 77fofo7t7
ar?a

-
a iS distinct,y marked by jnana andbala, and enfolds the entire creation within himself. From Pradyumna
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49~
5 I - These consecutive and gradual states of mine are (describ-

ed) as deep sleep, dream and waking (respectively). In the course of

manifestation the three (attributes) vijnana, aisvarya and sakti,

known as my innate attributes, are generally referred to as my
three differentiations. On the other hand the other three attributes,

namely bala, vlrya and tejas, are divine gunas auxiliary to know-
ledge etc., and are defined as the eradication of imperfections such
as fatigue 1 and the like. Hence my states are of two types, i.e. the
inert and the active. 2

5 2~56. My manifestation in creation is only another facet of my
existence which involves no duality, in the same way as waves
surging up in the ocean (remain the same water). 3 Generally
speaking the form of my manifestation is determined by the particu-
lar pair of attributes required for fulfilment of my function (pur-
pose). Hence jnana in combination with bala 4 is named the god
Samkarsana; aisvarya with virya constitutes Pradyumna; and
Aniruddha represents sakti in conjunction with tejas; whereas in

my initial state, the undifferentiated complex of the six attributes

is identified with the absolute entity Brahman. Just as the same
actor may appear in several roles displaying differences in dress,

plot etc., revealing various traits of character such as persuasiveness,

magnanimity, cruelty, valour, etc., 5 so because of my urge to benefit

worlds and by virtue of the attributes knowledge (jHana), power
{sakti), etc. I assume the forms of Samkarsana etc. yet retain my
single entity.

57. My motive is to aid living beings involved in the cycle of

destruction, creation and maintenance by helping them to become
acquainted with, by deepening their study of, and by assisting them

endowed with aisvarya and vlrya,' the universe emanates; and Aniruddha,
manifesting kriya and tejas, sustains it.

1 Some manuscripts read avidya instead of avcidya. But avidya seems to
be a mistake, since 3rama etc. are effects of avidya and are accordingly
regarded as avadyas or dosas, defects.

2 The inert state is that of Para Vasudeva, and the active state is the
\ yuha. There again the first state, i.e. Vasudeva, is 3antodita or that of
spasmodic activity

; whereas the three subsequent manifestations, namely
Samkarsana etc., corresponding to the dissolution, creation and sustenance
of the universe, are characterized by constant activity (nityodita)

.

3 A clear assertion of the tenet of non-duality.
4 Vide Schrader, p. 34.
5 A favourite analogy in Vedanta philosophy. Cf. Vidyaranya’s PancadaSI

ch. X (in extenso) and also Maitrl U. 4, 2 ; nata iva ksanavesam.
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to harvest the fruits of religious instruction 1 (through Samkarsana,

Pradyumna and Aniruddha).

58. My Vyuha states include my four tun a, susupti etc. states

of existence. The divine manifestation
(
Vibhava

)

of the omniscient

(God) originating with Padmanabha has innumerable forms.

59. The various manifestations of Aniruddha are revealed in the

Sattvata. 2 The area incarnations (cult of temple-icons) of those

whose minds have been purified by God Himself (are also described

there).

60. Ihrough the influence of mantras and their presiding deities

(related to the performance of nydsa) 3 such images also embody the

six divine attributes. They are all included in my four Vyuha
states—starting with my para state and ending with my area

incarnation—and should be regarded as included in my (supreme)
fourth (turya) state and other (subsequent) states. The difference

between Vyuha and Vibhavas is very slight. Now, Sakra, listen

whilst I describe the impure course of creation.

1 This explains the motive for creation and the Vyuha manifestation.
The traditional view is that creation has meaning in fulfilment of the su-
preme moral law and order, the way of rta. This Tantra adds that God
creates to help mortal beings to return to Him in love and gratitude, and
thereby stresses God's compassionate nature.

Sattvata here most probably means the Sattvata Samhita, one of the
oldest samhitas of the Paiicaratra system

3 See ch. XXXV, 55.81.



CHAPTER THREE

THE THREE (PHENOMENAL) GUNAS

1. Sri said:— I am Narayani, possessed of eternal, flawless,

infinite and beneficial attributes, verily Visnu’s supreme being.

2. I am regarded as exempt from limitations of space, time or

form. 1 Consciousness
(
samvid

)
alone is the essence of my being (lit.

form); whereas aisvarya etc. are (my) attributes (
gunas).

3. This distinction is effected by my will alone (without aid or

directive) 2 and this polaiizcd state is said to consist of knowledge,

aisvarya and sakti.

4-6. Now (I will describe) my limited manifestation comprising

vijnana, aisvarya and sakti. In accordance with my sovereign (lit.

incapable of being subordinated) will, when I, the inscrutable,

become manifest (active), my form voluntarily undergoes a mutation

(evolution) within the (essential) triad of knowledge etc. Just as the

transparent juice of the sugarcane assumes the form of molasses

(guda), so does transparent knowledge evolve into sattva (the

primordial attribute). (Similarly) my aisvarya develops into rajas

and my sakti. develops into tamas.

7. O Sakra, these three (primordial or phenomenal) attributes

are called the complex of the three gunas
(
traigunya). During the

creation this traigunya changes into a state where rajas predom-

inates.

8-9. During sustenance (of creation) it is dominated by sattva

and at the time of destruction by tamas. Though I am essentially

consciousness, primordial and all-pervasive, O Purandara, I adopt

as my basis (i.e. focus my creative urge upon) the (phenomenal)

attributes (gunas) in order to undertake creation, maintenance and

destruction (of the universe). Although I am attribute-less, I alone

voluntarily preside over these gunas and turn the wheel of creation,

maintenance and destruction.

1 Sankaracarya mostly refers to objects as namarupa. The three em-

pirical limitations are generally time, place and object. Hence it can be

deduced that here rupa refers to objects in general.
2 Laksml’s absolute supremacy is here emphasized by asserting her total

independence in all phases of creative activity.
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10-12. Sakra:—Why dost thou manifest thyself in these two
distinct courses of pure and impure (creation) involving the three

pairs (of attributes, namely) knowledge etc. I salute thee, lotus-

born (goddess)
; as I ask this question please answer me.

12. Sri:—My divine power 1 is sovereign, (so) my will is t lie sole

cause (i.e. instigation for creation).

13. This point even the wise fail to grasp. Vet learn from me
(who will explain) this truth (i.e. relationship). I am ever evolving
both as lord and subordinate. 2

14. Narayana is the supreme Lord»of all and I am His lord-hood.
0 Puramdara, that which is subordinate is known as (a combination
of) consciousness and unconsciousness.3

15-20. Absolute consciousness determines the state of the en-
joyei

, the non-conscious state covers the things enjoyed
(
upa

-

karana). That conscious element
(
citsakti), influenced by beginning-

ess nescience [avidya) which is introduced by me, becomes the
enjoyer and, on account of its own ego-hood, identifies itself with
non conscious objects in terms of the relationship I and mine.

en through the influence of knowledge that avidya is eliminated,
consciousness having dropped its ego-concept recaptures my
essential nature. That (absolute) knowledge present in the pure
course (of creation) is introduced by me as the supreme Vyuha,4

w en out of compassion I reveal knowledge (to the adept). The
r
j
a
^
0nshl^ between the two courses is that of protector and protect-

e . he one course (of creation), i.e. the pure, protects; whereas the

uv,
er * 6 *mPure ) is protected. This concludes my explanation.

What else do you want to hear ?

21. Sakra . Why dost thou function in two states, i.e. as Lord

el
cannot denote the second of the divine attributes, since

f
"or is use for Laksml’s essential nature. Hence in this context aisvarya

rt
' 2"^ u -

a&gregate of the six attributes constituting her essence.
as 0<^ s esscnce, the supreme truth, is primarilv identical with

un
\

la*ec* Brahman. In the next stage God and His essence are
differentiated as embodied attributes, i.e. the divine presence and the
supreme soul represented by LaksmI and Narayana. The next stage is when

r
S 1“man

®.nt in creation yet transcends it. As transcendent He is Ha
^ 'ru

r
'

’
,

w"“e as immanent He is the governed (universe) or Isitavya.

.

us same principle evolves into the subjective as well as into the
objective world. As subjective creation the supreme conscious principle
retains its conscious nature; but as objective creation it changes into matter.

4 The sentence is confused and appears to be irrelevant, but is put here
in order to remind the pupil of the absolute nature of God and His Sakti.
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and as subordinate ? Deign to tell me how many varieties of sub-

ordinates there are and describe their traits.

22. Sri:—This (i.e. distinction Isa and isitavya) cannot be

related to my own or Narayana’s essential nature. The eternal God

and myself do not (really possess the aspects of) Isa or Isitavya.

23. Subordinates are of two types distinguished as conscious and

non-conscious. Consciousness is here the enjoyer and assumes the

forms of conscious beings.

24. Non-consciousness becomes objects of enjoyment and is of

three types. The learned call that (non-conscious) aspect my third

state of expansion.

25. I voluntarily divide myself into these two 6aktis, i.e. con-

scious and non-conscious, to represent my two everlasting aspects. 1

26. The conscious Sakti is flawless and pure, consisting of con-

sciousness and bliss. Influenced by beginningless nescience it

travels unendingly (through the bondage of many lives and deaths).

27. Although the non-conscious sakti is insentient, impure,

evolving and the embodiment of the three (phenomenal) gunas,

yet I voluntarily manifest myself as such.

28. Just as a blazing fire of its own accord produces smoke, so

do 1—though in essence pure consciousness—assume non-con-

sciousness as a mode of existence. 2

29. Although beyond being affected by misconception or even

distortion through word, I voluntarily manifest 3 myself in the

non-conscious state.

30. Although indivisible, through various limiting factors

consciousness is divided into the external (non-conscious) and the

internal (conscious) creation.

31. Such limitations are imposed by my own (divine) sovereign

1 These saklis are apparently accepted as different, but basically they

represent the one and same Sakti. Cf. ch. IV (in extenso).

2 The apparent paradox of the essentially conscious principle assuming

unconscious form is explained by stressing the Sakti’s miraculous wi .

The idea of God’s miraculous power is derived from the Upani?aas. t

Svet. U. 1. xo; 4.9 and xo; Br.A.U. 2,5. I9I Nr.P.U. 3. 1 5- 0- In the

Paiicaratra system Maya, i.e. the miraculous power, becomes personmeu

as a manifestation of Sakti. Vide J.S. 6, 82. _ ..

3 The editor gives two explanations for the word udhyanopaiUn. ) >

will as the limitation; ii) the limitation needed to visualize me. 1 e irs

seems more plausible.
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(will) and I am subordinate to none. Recognizing my sovereignty
you become enlightened.

32. Sakra:—How is it that thou createst worlds in which both
P easure and pain exist ? Would it not be better to abstain from
creation altogether or to allow only happiness to exist ?

. ,

33
'.

.

n:~ 1 crcate a mixcd creation (consisting of both), because Itake into account the cumulative results of acts (both good and

SnalesT^
4 ^ ^ Wh° are under th« influence of be-ginningless nescience.

ob&edtnT? g
,

0dd
u
eSS b0rn 0Ut 0f thc milk

-v occan
» if thou art

whefethenisth f

b
°i

h PlCaSUrC &nd pain 011 account » f karman.wnere then is thy freedom of will ?

mv
5

(cr!aWw
iS k

f
n’’an iS r

.
egardcd as my instrument in fulfilling

“Lume't ,

1Cm ' Tht deP“dence of a creator on use of aninstrument does not impair his freedom of will.

divide mvseH^v
mdepandem ns 1 am, I am subordinate to none. I

performance °' ‘ d«d
- tha «**** ° f

playfulness ^MsThoTeaTon ' T1
“ T°",

<f°'' "’y thiS) ' My
Sakra • p J

ne reason
- Therefore be calm.

hand (in creation^ Th * T-
Y ’ ° 6°ddess! If thou hast such a free

0 lotus-born, I salute'thee.

01611 ^ CXplain the prOCCSS ° f creation ’



CHAPTER l-OUR

VYCHAS and their Saktis

i Sri-—In essence I consist of consciousness and matchless

bliss like pure space. I am Narayani, Hari’s state of existence and

mv nature resembles His. • .

? Mv essence being consciousness, I am neither ineit nor ac 1 ,

nor an intermediary state between the two. I represent the nature

peculiar to Hari, the all-pervasive (Visi.hi), "ho is the soul o

has the same character as myself. 1
. .

, His form is undifferentiated, homogeneous and inscrutable

and I, also undifferentiated, am of His form and possess perfect

tra"q
£“n time to time a billion-billionth particle of ourselves.

composed of consciousness, stirs into activity.

s. (That particle) which is known as the urge to crea c
( . •

is in the form 'I will create according to my liking\ whereupon I

with that particle of myself, instantaneously evolve into pu

creation (visuddhadhva) . . . .. „rHnns
6. As the brilliance of a diamond shines forth in all directio ,

so does my pure course (of creative activity) diffuse its ra> s in e .

direcrion-e

issues from my form of concentrated (absolute)

knowledge, whose (tranquility) resembles a cloudless s y 01 a s

°C

8 Devoid of all activity, ever blissful, pure, all-embracing and

supreme, the primeval jnana (knowledge) 2 becomes manifest and

called Samkarsana.

1 This is the natural state of the truth principle

tranquil state of pure knowledge and and its

state and remains identical with Him, as in that sta
abs0

P
lute truth

quintessence cannot be differentiated. ub
.*

, v terms such as samarasya,
which has been variously denoted in the tantras by t

yamala, advaya-tattva and the like.
-hntes is in full display.

2 This is the state when the first of the divine attributes is m

See ch. II, 9-io.
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r

'
J
,',

^'arya
.

<
the d,vine attribute) is n,v sovereign power to

mvself nJ
W ‘VCr

7,
"'th0M dePenden“ anv factor outside

To V T-T ‘ 0™ ) 1>radyumna . the excellent Person

the whole of this' ZLZTunh' and "' hicl ' Porvades

form.
gated universe is known as my Auiruddha *

Aniruddha an^ Sand^
en 1 ' b

/
Ue lotus_eyed Purusas (Pradyumna,

attributes) vijnana
^ f(

J

rniS
.

Illanifesting (the divine

Aniruddha and Samk-a -

d^ a ^akti Vir*}"*) Pradyumna,

-atimi mainte cea^di^^^rP°nSiblC ^ ^
first stirs in

P
™Va! ^ the urSc to create (the universe)

waveless ocean or to a cloudl^sky
V ^ C°mpared to an absolutely

my diVine i^na,
Vasudeva. ^ tejas in equal proportion is called

ed
> I am SamkVrsMa^ho

lbUteS) °nly
J
"5na and bala are manifest-

He manifests himself di ,

SUpports the entirc creation without aid.

human bodies).
m y lke black rnarks (faintly discerned on

I 5- Hence in Vedanta
My manifestation 6 of vi™

* era*ure lle is named Bala (Samkarsana).
virya and aisvarya is named Pradyumna.

authority over creation.
Preme Lordhood investing the deity with absolute

Aniruddha denotes that Tr,H •

name itself.
God » omnipotent, as can be inferred from the

-In. the sequence of thr*

C°mes first. nex?comes°p
th

a
VyQhas

< according to traditionand that is the order in which
Pradyumna and finally Aniruddha;

commentaries on the Brahma sSrar7^JeCt Created
<vide Samkara's

This order differs however from hint V
42-45 and r - *» 2 and on T.U. 3, 1, 1).

mentions that the Supreme GodhlT here in the Pancaratni, which
(t.e. the state of creation), Samkarsan-i"^

States
'
vl7~ sleePing and waking

and Aniruddha the last (vide SThraderVTs?
Sentmg the firSt

' ^adyumna
vasuaeva represents the f* -4-

' '

His stete »'~ g-KS
in which Bala, or BalaSma, is

C°VCr Vai? 'lava literature,
P_ 44). Sometimes he is identified with 'a”

° SaiTkarsana (vide Schrader,
of Visnu.

tU,ed " ,th Ananta, the serpent incarnation
Two Mss. read samunme$o for samwtme$e.
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16. Since virya signifies immutability, he (Pradyumna) is

changeless. My manifestation of sakti and tejas is known as Ani-

ruddha.

17. Tejas means absolute sovereignty and irresistibility. The

sacred literature, like a clap of thunder, issues from Samkarsana.

18. All activities originate from god Pradyumna. 1 All fruits of

such activities are said to issue from Aniruddha.

19. Here (in the creation of this universe) Aniruddha 2 is verily

the creator; Pradyumna sustains what the former has created, and

the creation thus protected by him is devoured by lord Sarnkar-

sana.

20. These gods function 3 with spontaneous benevolence through

the acts of creation, maintenance and dissolution in accordance with

sacred texts, religious duties (dharma) and the fruits thereof.

21. Though each god manifests only one particular attribute (or

aspect), yet all the six (divine) attributes are vested in all three of

them, (so that in fact) they stand on the same footing as (lit.

neither less nor more than) the eternal Vasudeva.

22. Their major and minor limbs and intelligence etc. are not

phenomenal
; their bodies containing the (divine) sixfold attributes

are divine and eternal.

23. O Lord of heaven, it is erroneous to think that there is any

essential difference between these (manifestations). In order to

stress the particular activity associated with each, (such differentia-

tions) are envisaged (by scripture).

24. Aisvarya is not different from knowledge; and again sakti is

1 Most Mss. read yatah instead of uta\ but the latter reading is more
suitable here.

2 Contradicting the statement in Chapter II that Pradyumna is the

creator. But as Schrader (pp. 37 f,) has pointed out, "Through Pradyumna
the duality of Purusa and Prakrti makes its first appearance: he is said to

perform, by means of his Guna aisvarya, both the manava sarga and the

vaidya sarga , that is, the creation of the Group Soul and of Primordial

Matter plus Subtle Time. Aniruddha finally "gives opportunity for growth

to body and soul" (Alii. S. 52, 51-52) by taking over the creation of Pra-

dyumna and by evolving out of it Manifest Matter with Gross Time, and, on

the other hand, the so-called Mixed creation (misra-srsti) of souls; that is to

say: he becomes, through his Guna ‘sakti’, ruler of the Cosmic Eggs and

their contents".
3 The Vyuhas have a twofold function, one creative, the other ethical;

cf. Schrader, o.c., p. 36.
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not different from aisvarva. These, O Sakra, arc mv (forms) en-

visaged to focus meditation. 1

25. First there is only the substance (of reality)
;
then comes the

state of being; next there is the object created and, last of all, there

is activity. 2 All created beings pass through these four consecutive
states.

26. I (voluntarily) divide myself into four as Yasudeva etc., but
continue to infuse all four forms with my consciousness (

samvid ).

27. In each form the gods Yasudeva and the others (in turn
again) divide themselves into three forms, i.e. into Kesava etc.

3

28. These arc the Vyuhantaras, so called by the Pancaratra, 4

and these twelve gods are engaged in conducting the activities (in-

volved in creation).

29. These projections (manifestations) as Padmanabha etc. are
the Vibhava (evolution) of Hari as Aniruddha who, though omnipre-
sent,

j et assumes these manifold forms for the benefit of the worlds. 5

~>0 ‘ From time to time to benefit the world the Lord of the world
appears in the form of a man or god. 0 Such manifestations con-
stitute a different type of Vibhava.

3 1 - Gods image conceived by Himself or by various deities,
sa

to
es, manes, or demigods for favouring the worlds are His area

orms consisting of pure knowledge.
Thus I have briefly explained the pure course (of creation).

OW ls^en as I describe the other course (of creation) containing
e t ree gunas (components of phenomenal existence).
33 - he (pure) knowledge described to you earlier evolves into

u
M

-
S - reac^n8 is dhyeyah visramabhumaycih and elsewhere

It is dhyana^sramabhiirnayah; I have accepted the latter
'

miinF,^^
1S

. 4.1

16 underlying trait of every object existing alongside its

^
3 a { l]

1

?
0

4-

1011 comes ^le °bject with its distinctive activity (or function).

]

A ful
!
llst 1S given by Schrader p. 41.

this system
1 incdcation that the term Vyuhantara belongs only to

5 Vide Schrader, p. 48.

^ r -T^
S adudes descents such as Kapila, Vyasa, Dattatreya, Matsya,

ara a urma etc. A detailed description is given in the Sattvata Samhita,
ch. 12 (in extenso).

Schrader explains these as the descents where the Lord, “Owing to
His omnipotence is capable of descending into such images with a portion
of His 3akti, that is, with a subtle body”. Apparently that subtle body is

here described as Suddhasattvamayl (pp. 48, 49).
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sattva(guna), aisvarya evolves into rajo(guna) and sakti into

tamo(guna). 1

34. In the process of evolution, rajo(guna) plays the leading

role, whilst sattva and tamo(gunas) stand by (as auxiliaries).

35. As I have already stated a millionth of a millionth part of

myself is (again divided, and) using a millionth of a millionth

particle of that fraction, I create the universe.

36. At the very beginning of all (of saguna creation) I, Maha-

laksmi, 2 the great goddess vested with the three gunas, focussing

my (creative) urge upon the rajo(guna) start creating (emanating).

37. In order to promote the welfare of the worlds, Mahalaksmi

who is beautifully formed, manifests, with herself as the sub-

stratum, the two divine states of being Agni and Soma, 3 charact-

erized as man and woman.
38. She has four arms, large eyes, a complexion like refined gold,

and she holds a matulariga (a citron), 4 a club, a shield and a vessel

containing amrta.

39. That is myself famed as the exquisitely limbed Mahalaksmi,

also known as MahasrI, Canda, Cancli and Candika.

40. (I am also called) Bhadrakali, Bhadra, Kali, Durga, Mahes-

vari and Triguna; and since I am the wife of Bhagavat (the Holy

One), I am also known as Bhagavat! (the Holy One).

41. These and many more are considered to be my names caused

by the various modifications of my original state and I shall

describe them in full.

42. I am called Mahalaksmi because I am characterized all over

the universe as merit and demerit, as completed and yet to

be completed, and also because I am respected as the highest

(mahat).

43. In my aspect as the ultimate resort of the noble (niahat), I am

1 See ch. Ill, 6.
2 Due to the preponderance of rajas, Mahalaksmi is the form in which

the creative sakti is most pronounced, since rajas is a condensation of

aisvarya and so represents irresistable creative power. This is the saguna

Sakti corresponding to Aniruddha Vyuha.
3 Mahalaksmi is the all-embracing creative form of Sakti, representing

both Purusa and Prakrti in the phenomenal creation, and Agni and Soma

in mystic formulae.
1 Vide J. N. Banerjee, The Development of Hindu Iconography, Calcutta

i95b. p. 373-
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called 1 Mahasri. As the wife of Canda
,

2
I am Candi

; and being of a

fierce nature, I am Candika.

44- In my aspect of being beneficial, I am Bhadra; when I

encourage goodness, I am Kali, which is also my name when I

destroy the hostile.

45- As I simultaneously (regulate) the conduct of both friends and
enemies by good or bad means respectively, I am renowned as
Bhadrakali; furthermore (I am called) Maya 3 of inscrutable
qualities.

46 . As I am great (all-pervading), I am called Mahamaya; since
ewitch all, I am called Mohinl. I am called Durga, as I am difficult

to reach, and also because I save my devotees.
47- As I connect (link), so I am known as Yoga or Yogamaya; as
confer knowledge on men, so I am known as Mayayoga .

4

a
4 ‘ By virtue of my existence in the form of all six (divine)
n u

^s
> I am known as Bhagavati. Because I participate with

r

agavan in performing the sacrifice called ‘bhagavat’, I am
regarded as His wife .

5

mv^h
ON' ing

.

t0my vas*ness> I am regarded as Vyoman
; because of

a
aractc r *st *c of abundance, I am known 0 as Purl. As I represent

ne Absolute
(pardvara), I am called Paravara .

7

carlo 1

aCCOUnt of my P°wer to render all things possible, I am
T J C a^ ’ because ofmy invariable power to delight, I am Rajni. As

-t

a

'n
a^S ln c

p
n^Iff°n of inertia, so I am described as Santa.

_
le Universe *s Pr°duced 8 from me (as a ‘mode’ of myself),

2 Ha.?' sVT
S

c
meS

1

(°U"d instead of godyate.

3 Apparentlv
a S

°i

1^C
?
e2

3
1, 73-^5 for Durga's exploits,

performing miracles.
Iaya herC refers to the inscrutable power of

knowledge. Cf. Bh.G. 4 . 6 satnbhavamy

miracles -mrl in m f
enou6^ maya actually is the capacity to work

5 A
*

"tn h
° °f tlm

f
came to mean omnipotence.

Here the sacrifice itT/T
* W

\
e Performing sacrifices with her husband,

token refn^ n H
bh«S™adya]na

,

i.e. God's protection of those who havetaken refuge m Him. It is to be noted that Ahi.S. 3 . „ holds a different

6 In some Mss. smyta is sthitd .

bavlvnv'r
*
S aaal°£ous to the Upanisadic description of Brahman asparavara in tasmm dy$te pardvare (M.U. 2, 2, 9).8 Prakrti means the source of all material existence. Thus the creation

originates from the goddess. In this aspect She is the primordial matter
that evolves into creation.
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hence I am called Prakrti. I am the (only) shelter to be resorted to

and I destioy the misfortunes of the pious.

52-54. I listen to the lamentations (of devotees) and gladden the

world with my virtues.

1

I inhere in all beings (saye) and take

delight in (rame) the virtuous. I am ever worshipped by the gods

and am the embodiment of Visnu. Beholding these attributes of

mine, the learned in the Vedas and Vedantas, who know how to

relate attributes to their possessor, extol me as Sri. The same

Myself am eternal, manifested as all and ever existent.

55. As the tutelar deity of the complex of the three (phenomenal)

gunas, I am named Triguna. Through my urge to create, I cause a

disturbance in the (perfect equilibrium of the) three gunas. 44

56. With a complexion like pure gold and adorned with golden

ornaments, I fill the (otherwise) dark world with my own brilliance.
3

57. In t lie beginning, in order to fill the empty universe with

myself, I assumed another form (mainly) consisting of only tamo-

guna.

58. She (the goddess) is dark like a mass 4 of collyrium, her

worthy face has ferocious teeth and large eyes, and she is a lady

with a slender waist.

59. She has mighty arms adorned with sword, pot, (severed) head

and shield. She wears a garland composed of severed heads and has

a diadem of snakes.

60. Emanating from me, she, Tamasi choicest of maidens, said to

me, ‘O my mother, I salute thee again and again. Deign to give me

a name and function'.

61. Sri:—I said to the fair Tamasi, choicest of maidens, I shall

give you names and functions.

1 Here the name fir! is derived in different ways according to its three

sources: sa and sra stand for the verb-root sri- (sheltering), or for sf- (
es

troying), or for sru- (listening), or for sf- (pleasing), or for si- (sleeping), ra

represents the verb-root ram- (playing) and i stands for the verb-roo i
%

(praising). a
2 This explanation of the original act of creating stresses tne a^

independence. .
.

. ..

3 As essentially consisting of consciousness, Sakti is the 1 umina 1 g

principle of the creation. Her golden complexion suggests this uminosi y.

4 Since bhinnanjana makes no sense, I have made one wor o sa nn

nanjana and broken it down into sa-abhitmanjana, abhinna deno ing a

mass’.
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62. Mahakall, Mahamaya, Mahamari, Ksudha. Trsa, 1 Xidra,
Krsna,

2

Ekavira, Kalaratri and Duratyaya —
63. these are your names and your functions are to be inferred

from those names; and he who learns them with understanding
attains happiness’.

64. Considering the creation to be incomplete, I fill it up withmy first form which resembles the (beauty of the) moon and isperva e by the manifestation of sattva.

_
S
/
le

f!

hat
,

form
) became a noble lady holding (in her hands) a

]]mn
y
j
mJ °f ak?as), a goad, a villa and a book, and I conferred

b er *be following names and functions:

BrShml
Bhira,i ’ Vik

' Sarasvatl, Arva.rahmi Mahadhenu, Vedagarbha, Dili and Gih.

variousS fu
?
Ctl°ns are related to these names and represent the

These th /

eC

f

S ° f the miracuIous activity generated bysattva(guna).

mothers(of alip
^ Sakl t0 bC^ Support of thc universe and the

2 ^^ti
S

J
epla

.

Ced b
-v Kriya in some Mss.

3 A. detail ^ aced Tfwa in the same Mss.

Ahi.S., ch. 3 Schri
C

(Wt

i
0n

°r
thC various of sakt. is to be found inJ nradcr has discussed these in the I.P., pp. 62-65.



CHAPTER FIVE

EVOLUTION OF THE MATERIAL WORLD FROM PRAKRTI

1-6. That primary I-hood of Hari, which has evolved into all

forms, which is eternal, which incorporates pure bliss and con-

sciousness, and which is absolutely inert (is myself). I, the same one,

stimulated by my urge to create, have evolved the pure creation

with an infinitesimally small particle of myself, embodying (the

creation which is) pure and consists of a form containing all six of

the divine attributes. Without changing my own (transcendental)

form, a small part of my self, called Mahalaksmi, evolves into the

complex of the three gunas. 1 There, (in the process of evolution)

when I am dominated by rajas (I am called) Mahasrl, the supreme

Goddess. My form dominated by tamas is regarded as Mahamaya.

My form dominated by sattva is regarded as Mahavidya. I myself

(Mahasrl) and those two ladies (Mahamaya and Mahavidya) are

(all) three stimulated (to create) and have created the three pairs

according to our (three) forms.

2

The pair created to tally with m\

(form) is envisaged as beautifully formed.

7. You should know that this (pair), pregnant with the golden

(cosmic egg)
t
has lotus(-shaped) eyes, is handsome and seated on

lotuses, and is a mental creation based on my form and is created

from a part of Pradyumna. 4

8-15. The male (of the pair) is known as Dhata, V idhi, Virinci and

Brahma; while the female (of the pair) is called $ri, Padma, Kamala

and LaksmI. The pair that is created mentally in Mahamaya from

1 This is the same particle of Salcti which is referred to in the previous

verse.
_

2 Mahalaksmi, the transcendental particle of Sakti, evolves into pri-

mordial nature incorporating the three gunas in equal proportion. Mahasrl,

Mahamaya and Mahavidya represent Mahalaksmi, but each emphasizes

only one special aspect or guna and hence, as they evolve further, the gunas

manifest themselves in unequal proportion. A male and female pair endow

e

witli all the characteristics of its respective parental source emanated ou

of Mahairl, Mahamaya and Mahavidya, one from each.

3 MahairTs.
4 Mahasrl and Pradyumna are the parents of this pair called Hiranya-

garbha, which possesses the traits of its parents.
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the part of Samkarsana, possesses three eyes and is beautiful in all

parts of the body. 1 There the male is (called) Rudra. Samkara,
Sthanu, KapardI and 1 rilocana. Tray!, Isvara, Bhasa, Yidya and
Aksara, also Kamadhenu, Go and Sarasvati an* the names by
which the female of that (pair) is known. Born from Mahavidya
from a part of Aniruddha is the pair whose male is (called) Kesava,
Visnu, Hrsike&a, \ asudeva and Janardana. The female there,
known as L ma, Gauii, Sati and Cauda, is full of virtue and loyalty.
y my order, Tray! became Brahma’s wife; Gauri became Rudra’s

wife and Ambuja (Padma) became Vasudeva’s wife. With these
evolutions of rajas, tamas and sattva, the three pairs, the description
o le first phase (of creation) is concluded. Now listen, I shall
eS

^.

n
;®

th
.
e fiddle phase of (that evolution) of the gunas. 2

irinci along with Bhasa produced the (cosmic) egg. At my
command Sarpkara with Gauri broke it (open).

'

p.,7 _
rahma creatcd Pradliana in that egg and Kesava along withradma preserved it.

ennt^ r
described the middle phase (of evolution) of the

phase

°W 1S *en attention to me while I describe the third

reahtv nnr^

il lna ex ‘sts in t,le (cosmic) egg consists of both

source k
n
?";

reahty - lt has the complex of the three gunas ns its

and is itself undecay^
° f^^ {vy°ma)

' k is the source
<
of all

>

nllerl Ti

hring *urned this principle (pradhdna) that is

with Pad
y (unman«ested) into wateJ,

2

god Hrsikesa along
th Padma accompanied by VidyaMay on that water as He took

2 Saguma
6

or
^ Mah§

^
naYa antl Samkarsana as parents,

manifestation of Mahj^rl^ -
haS ce phasos of development: i)

of the cosmic twin-dekies
^ Mahavidya and the creation

divine couples with definite ,w marnages produce the mythological

pradhana therein aid ?
f *!“ C°Smi° ^

of the gross world.
P vatlon of both

; hi) step by step, the creation

disclosed text™
embodying the three g"aas is Sakti herself as

Sarasvat^^rcimed^l
thological concept of Visnu’s two wives Laksm! and

Fmnl^hnt I J ° m °ther ******** texts; but possibly also
P'y g *hat Saktl m saguna condition has three manifestations, of whicheach emphasizes one of the three gunas and actively participates in directing

the third phase of creation: Padma with rajas, Vidya with sattva, andMaya with tamas, transformed later into Visnu's sleep.
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to meditative sleep; and she who is called Mahakall became (His)

sleep consisting of tainas.

22. Then O Puramdara, when He was lying (there asleep) a

lotus stemmed out of His navel. This (lotus) Pankaja, which did not

grow from mud (pahka), is called Kalamaya (that which consists of

time).

23. It is also called Jaladhikarana, Padma, Adhara (the sub-

stratum), Puskara, Cakra (the wheel of time) and Pundarika.

24. Sakra:—Both the realities, the conscious and the non-

conscious, have been described; the sentient is said to consist of

consciousness; the insentient of the complex of the three gunas.

How is finite time to be conceived ?
1

25-26. Sri:—Finite time is a component of the non-conscious and

is regarded as comprising the finite three gunas. During cosmic

evolution the triad of bala etc. (i.e. bula, aisvarya and virya),

previously described amongst the six (divine) attributes, evolves

into time. That (triad) itself is changeless, whereas only its (aspect)

of three gunas evolves.

27-29. The pair of time and its effect (kola and kalya) is said to be

non-conscious. That time, consisting of me, acts as an instrument

used by my goddess
(
sakti

)
MahasrI to create the diversity of objects.

Emerging from that lotus, which consists of Time (eternal) and

sprouts from Visnu’s navel, holding the Vedas and accompanied

by Tray!, the same mighty Brahma appeared who formerly emanat-

ed from Laksmi and is called Hiranyagarbha. 2

30. Tray! is the woman who emanated from Mahakall. Thus this

pair (Brahma and Trayi) was born out of the lotus from Visnu’s

navel.

31-32. These three composed of this lotus and the pair arising

from it, compose, as ancient savants describe, the evolving principle

called mahan, consisting of tamas (and) characterized by mahat-

hood. These three aspects are the lotus representing the life-

principle (prana) : the male representing Hiranyagarbha and the

female representing intelligence (buddhi).

1 Infinite time, or Time eternal, is the lotus stemming from Visnu’s

navel.
2 Brahma’s second appearance is inside the cosmic egg, whereas His first

was outside it and He was its creator.
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33. The quality of the life-principle is spamla 1 (vibration)
;
that

of buddhi is adhyavasaya (process of decisive thinking). The
quality of pums (the male) is twofold, dharma and adharina (merit

and demerit).

34. The qualities dharma etc. are dharma (merit),
j
nana (know-

ledge), vairagya (renunciation), and aisvarya (sovereignty). The
(qualities) opposed to these are called adharma etc. (i.e. demerit,

ignorance, attachment and limitation).

35 - lo benefit my own creation, I stimulated mahat by penetrat-
ing it. When so stimulated, ahamkara (the ego principle) evolved
out of it [mahat).

36- The wife of the aforesaid Samkara, Garni, who emanated
from Mahamaya, 2 evolved into egohood (abhimali).

37 - Penetiating ahamkara, I caused it to evolve (further). Under
influence of the three gunas it [ahamkara) then became threefold.

38. The tamas aspect is then (called) bhutadi. 3 Now listen to its

escription. The potential element [tanmdlra) of sound [sabda) was
evo \e out of bhutadi; and sound emerged from that tanmatra.

39 4°- touch potential [spar£a[tan)mdtra) arose out of the
sound element when stimulated by me. The touch (element)
e\o \e out of the touch potential. From that (touch) element, the
lorm potential [rupa) arose. From that when stimulated by me,
appease

'

the (element of) the primeval form followed by the liquid
potential [rasa).

41 42 - This liquid (potential) when stimulated by me produced the
e ement o liquid, from which emanated the smell potential [gandha)
a

,
m turn, when stimulated by me, produced the element of

pure smell [gandha). This is the classification of elements. Matras
(e ement potentials) are the subtle elements; the others are gross
elements. 4

43. The qualities such as sound etc., belonging to the (elements

1 Tne life-principle is the vibrating life manifest in all living beings. The
wor spanda suggests close association with Saiva theologv as found in
Kashmir and in Southern India amongst the Paiupatas

2 See verses 9-10.
1

Bhutadi Ahamkara, the origin of all elements producing the micro-
cosmos and macrocosmos.

Panmatias are the subtle elements, the immediate source of the gross
elements (ether, air, fire, wa^er, earth). Tanmatras are called sound, touch,
form, liquidity and smell potentials respectively.
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of) sound etc., are mere products (visarga) of the gross elements and

have no separate existence.

44. T 1 ic manifested qualities of the (ginias) sattva etc., namely

tranquility (sdntatva), movement (ghoratva) and ignorance
(
mud-ha-

tva), are absent in the subtle elements.

45. That is why the subtle (elements) are regarded as possessing

the quality of tanmatra (potentials, elements of potentiality).. The

others are therefore (said to possess) grossness since they cause

pleasure and pain.

46. The gross elements are each said to have three states, the

subtle, the pitrjas and the prabhutas. 1

47. The diverse objects of the material world, such as a pitcher

etc., are classified as prabhutas. The pitrjas consist of those who are

born through the conjunction of semen with blood.

4S. The subtle (state) consists of the five elements 2 that form the

subtle body. This concludes the gradual evolution from (ahamkara

as) bhutadi. 3

49-50. Of the two other components of ahamkara based on

sattva and rajas, the component consisting of sattva is called

vaikarika; the other is called taijasa by the learned. Now hear how

creation evolved from these (components). The cognitive senses,

such as the auditory organ etc., emerge from vaikarika ahamkara.

51. The conative senses, such as the organ of speech etc., evolve

from taijasa (ahamkara). Manas, which is a combination of. the

cognitive and conative senses, emanates from both (vaikarika and

taijasa ahamkara )

.

52-53. The organs of audition, of touch, of sight, of taste and

of the fifth organ smell, are called the five cognitive senses and (their

inherent) £akti (baddhindriya or jnana-sakti) is myself. 4 Speech,

hands (the organ for holding), feet (the organ for movement), the

organs of reproduction and of excretion, these five conative senses

possess the (other) sakti
(
kriyd)

y
which is also myself.

54. My own vijhana£akti (sakti of intelligence) descending

1 Explained in the next verse in reverse order showing their degree of

grossness. Prabhuta denotes profusion, hence the diversity of external

creation.
2 The elements of ether, air, fire, water and earth.
3 The tamas aspect of ahamkara or bhutadi.
4 Each sense organ has an inherent 3akti, a manifestation of the original

Sakti.
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through the successive stages of evolution, directs the cognitive
senses towards their (relevant) objects. 1

55- My own kriya sakti (power of action), descending through
the successive stages of evolution, directs the conative senses to
their respective functions.

56. The object of the organ of audition is sound, and hearing is

recorded as its function. 1 he object of the organ of touch is touch,
and touching is regarded as its function.

57. The object of the organ of sight is form, and seeing is con-
sidered to be its function. Taste is the object of the organ of taste,
and tasting is regarded as its function.

5S-60 Odoui is the object of the organ of smell and smelling is
regar e as its function. The functioning (vrtti) of the auditory
organs etc. in relation to their (respective) objects, viz. hearing etc',

.

et

TV
a ° l"ana ant^ implies cognition of the undifferentiated

moon o , i
he OUr points of the compass), lightning, the sun, the

fsense-W
le earth are thc respective presiding deities of the five

faS.et:r
,0n CtC ' Thdr rCSI>ECtiVe °biCCtS -— “*

J1

^

2

' The (cognitive senses) consisting of the auditory etc.

emanato f^ adh>'at™- Since the five senses of audition etc.

or„„ ncnf
r0

,

m
f

.

the sattva (component) of space etc., these five

Sound io t]

U
v!-°

n are Sa*d to belong t° their respective elements,

function.

]GCt thC °rgan °f SpCCGh a“dWh is said to be its

holding
^ ob^°t of the organ of holding, and

moverrf t

functl°n- Destination is the object of the organ ofmovement and moving is its function.
b

4 easant things are the objects of the reproductive organ and
enjoyment ts its function. What is excreted is the object of the
organ of excretion and excretion is its function

65~67 ' The four orSans 3 of holding etc. relate to five objects.*

sSakti™
6 SenS6S

' being insentient can only function through contact with

Gunfa
l0C

StTd^
ean

%F
irtkv,a!

Pa Pmtyak?a of the Vedanta. See Sanjukta

?966 p. 159

Philosophy of Madhusudana Sarasvatl, Calcutta

3 This omits the organ of speech.
4 The relation between five objects and their respective conative organs

is not clear.
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Agni (fire), India, Yisnu, the original Prajapati, and Mitra are

considered by the wise to be their respective presiding deities.

Those five, namely sound etc. that are regarded as the objects of

speech etc., are known as adhiblnua (related to the elements); and

the (senses) of speech etc. are called adhyatma (related to a subject).

Manas (the mind), on the other hand, functions as the auxiliary

(sense) in both groups of the five (senses).

68. This mind assisted by the cognitive senses grasps (i.e.

determines) the distinctive (object). Yikalpa denotes that which is

differentiated (vividhd klpti), and that is called modification. 1

6q. This (modification) is said to be the relationship between a •

quality and the object qualified. Yikalpa (polarization in object and

quality) is of five types classified according to its being an object,

or an activity, or a quality etc. 2

70-71. Dandin as an object, whiteness as a quality, movement
as an activity, man as a genus, and dittha as speech are (examples

of) these five classifications (of vikalpa). Mind in combination with

the conative senses contains samkalpa (the will).

72. 'l'lie elimination of indifference is samkalpa, which is known
as udyoga (preparation) and, with the ego, relates to both groups

(of senses).

73. In the group of the cognitive- senses it
(
ahamkdra

)

is identical

with abhimana. (The awareness) of the knower in relating time and

place to himself is called abhimana.

74. An object is (always) cognized as 'today (this) appears before

me’. In the group of the conative senses, on the other hand, it

(ahamkdra) operates as samrambha.

75. Samrambha is described as that which is antecedent to

samkalpa. In the group of the cognitive senses, buddhi is adhyava-

saya.

76. Buddhi as adhyavasaya implies the determination of objects

(avadhdranam ) . The avadharana of objects is called niscaya (decisive

knowledge)

.

77. In the group of the conative senses, buddhi functions as

1 ViSesana is the trait of vikalpa which is derived from vi -f kip- meaning

“standing in relation to diverse (natural phenomena)”; hence polarized

knowledge of objects.
2 Matter, quality, function, genus and species are the general classifi-

cations of an object
(
padartha).

3
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prayatna (endeavour). Scholars regard these thirteen varieties as

instruments (of cognition).

78. The external instruments are ten in number, whereas the

internal instruments number three. Ihese twenty-three are called

vikaras (effects)

.

79* The ten (external) instruments and the three subtle instru-
ments 1 produced from the gross (effects i.e. ahamkara’s components
of vaikdrika and taijasa) constitute the (cosmic) subtle body, which
is called viraja.

80. Every individual subtle body differs in each living being

(
jiva). At the time of liberation this product of the evolutionary
process withdraws itself from the (liberated) being. 2

81. These twenty-three resulting (categories), starting from
mahat and ending with visesa, 3 mutually assist each other in
creating the egg.

82 That golden egg became as bright as the thousand-rayed
(sun). In it Prajapati, the four-faced god, was born as Viraj. 4

3 - Manu was born from Viraj, and the descendants of Manu are
nown as Manavas. This world, consisting of both movables and

1mmova les, has originated from them headed by Marici.

Alth ^V,^°
^ar

,

* ^ave disclosed only a fraction of 1113- active state.
oug the sakti of consciousness is pure in essence, through

I™-
Wkh keSinriingless avidya (nescience) caused by misery,

,

lr

,

’ ecay etc., she
(citsakti) manifests herself in an impure

f
a C

’

,

U ^ w^en avidya is destroyed through contact with pure

blissfu

<

ln^

C

-

aCCOmPan’ec* by Pure deeds, she regains her original

(buddhi) and
6

ego (^7amkam) ComP°nents ' mind intelligence

this sfiUsrna^
6 the liberated being ’is permanently relieved of

(subtle body) which usually accompanies the individual

(Sadanand a.

0

*VedSrUas5ra pT^bfW3 The five gross elements
P ' 5 ' Y ' H,r,yana> Poona Uj6z) '

1 Another fusion with prevalent mythology. See Vis. P. 4, 2-10 and 50-52.



CHATTER SIX

THE SIX KOSAS OF SAKTI

i. Sri:— I am the primordial I-hood of Hari who possesses,

though in unmanifest form, the aggregate of the six divine attributes.

Hari is the great ocean of consciousness and bliss and (His tran-

quility and pervasiveness) resemble the waveless ocean.

2-5. Although I am so pure, sometimes I project myself. Ihen I

—Visnu’s absolute essence, the Goddess (Sakti) consisting of

realitv and consciousness, and distinguished by my urge to create

evolve into the states of the six ko^as: 1 sakti, maya, prasuti,

prakrti consisting of the three gunas, brahmanda (the cosmic egg)

and the jlvadeha (individual living being). These six are called the

six kosas. Sakti, the first kosa, follows the pure course (of creation)

and is the urge to create that emanated from Mari’s I-hood. Kosa

is a synonym for kulaya (nest), which is another name for body.

2

6. The supreme God Samkarsana, the Lord, Ego-c.onsciousness,

is manifested in this first pure kosa, which is characterized by the

initial appearance of creative activity {unmesa)*

7. In Him all effects (created things) lie (dormant, indistinct) like

faint marks on a (human) body. The goddess consisting of His

I-hood is myself, called the absolute Samkarsani.

8. Known as Sri, I possess (the divine attributes of) vijnana and

bala. My (further) emanation from her is called Pradyumna.

9. Divine Pradyumna, the supreme Purusa (
Purusottama),

exists as the intelligence
(
buddhi

)

of divine Samkarsana, who is

manifest in saktikosa.

io-ii. There in Him, all the enjoyers and their objects of en-

joyment lie dormant. That which is said to be the I-hood of the

divinity who forms the (cosmic) mind, is myself, bearing the name

Sarasvatl who (out of herself) evolves virya and aisvarya. My

emanation from her is known as Aniruddha.

1 These six kosas roughly correspond to the Upanisadic kosas . anandamaya ,

vijnanamaya, pyanamaya, inanomaya ,
annamaya

.

See Sar.U. 2. 111 ex enso.

2 Ko£a literally means a sheath, hence an abode (
kulaya

)

or body.

3 Santa is the inert state of God and Sakti; unmesa is their active s a o

marking the beginning of creation.
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I2_I 3- I (Aniruddha) exist as the egohood of Sanikarsana. "J iiese

three ancient divinities headed by Sanikarsana arc known as iiva,

buddhi and ahamkara (egohood). 1 These are indeed not phenomenal
(aprdkrta

, i.e. do not consist of the three gunas), but consist of pure
consciousness.

14. In keeping with the special functions of the first Vyfiha
the resplendent God \ asudeva, each 2 is designated bv a special
name.

*6 *6' Ad them aie said to possess all six divine attributes and
all of them are Purusottamas.® He who a]),,cared first out of the
eternally blissful ocean of all six inert gunas is called \ asudeva. in
whom all six gunas simultaneously became active.

17. His I-hood is called Santi (who is) myself, (and) is known as
a ti who is considered to contain the three divinities existing in

the saktikosa. 4

*8
/

A" lri

J

d6ha’s I-hood is named Rati who is identified with the
goddess Mahalaksmi, and he is called the mayakosa.

*9
J „

Mahakall and Mahavidya, a^e said to be the active
state of Mahalaksmi which is known as the guna of maya. 5

A. . T’
reat is known as prasuti and consists of

Mahalaksmi, Mahamaya and Mahavidva.
2x-2 3 . (In that ko£a) were the three pairs about whom I have

a ready spoken. That (famous) pradhana, wherein Purusottama lay
afloat after it had been transformed into water, is called prakrti, the
source (of all

, ,n which the three gunas exist in (perfect) equilibrium.The (cosmic) egg that was formerly created by Virinci, and which
consists of Himself and exists in Himself, is called prakrti by some
sc o ars oi philosophy. The egg, evolving into (creation) starting
wi ma a an ending writh prthivi (i.e. gross elements), is called
brahmanda

, m which Brahma became Viraj. 7 The sixth kosa,

is
StandS for the indlvi<lual self, Pradyumna

is intelligence and Aniruddha is ego-consciousness.
bamkarsana, Pradyumna and Aniruddha

3 Distinguishing.them from ordinary living beines

T th
U
ef,t

alUn
l
° f Sa^r?a9a. Pradyumna and Aniruddha.

1

* »/f ?-??
th

3
tlVe readlnS in the Mss: E and I, viz. Irayas te.

‘ Mahalaksmi presides over mayakosa. Her further manifestations as
Mahalaksmi, Mahakali and Mahavidya respectively reveal the three gunas
rajas, tamas and sattva incorporated in the prakrtiko^a

6 See ch. V, 6-14.
7 cf. N'r.U.U., 9; Chulika, 13; R.U.U. 13.
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comprised of bodies of living beings incorporating organs and

limbs, gradually became gross. 1 These are the six descents of

myself, who am called the Absolute.

26. In the first kosa God Himself exists in all three 2 types of

I-hood. In the other five kosas the jivas (manifestations of God)
exist in diverse forms.

27-28. (These) suffer different fates resulting from (deeds)

classified as good or bad. But the three divine goddesses and the

pairs (emanating from them) and their incarnations in the egg are

created to (share my) sovereignty, and are not affected by the

results of their deeds. 3

29-j^ 1 he bodies of both (gods and goddesses) are not products
of prakrti (i.e. are not influenced by the three gunas). In the five

other kosas, jivas manifest themselves on different levels of existence,

starting from the (celestial) gods and ending with the immovables
(i.e. the plants), and proceed (from life to life) affected by their

deeds. Having destroyed the effects of their deeds [adhikara) 4

through intense righteousness, living beings gain abundant know-
ledge and yoga redeems their sins, whereafter they start ascending
the kosas step by step and never fall downwards.

32. Once having attained the level of satyaloka, from there

onwards they do not return. (They stay there) or proceed higher

(up).

33. Sakra:—O Goddess, who appearest from the milky ocean,

wife of the God Padmanabha, I prostrate myself before Thee, who
art lotus-born. Deign to explain who a living being is.

34 * Sri:—The primordial, absolute I-hood of Hari is myself and I

am the transcendental, supreme Goddess. O celestial Sakra, it is

held that I, the above-mentioned, have four states.

35. One of these states is (that of) pramata (the knower) ;
the

next is (that of) antahkarana (inner sense); the third (state) is

(that of the) external senses and the fourth (state) is the state of

(the created) objects
(
bhdvabhumikd).

1 1 hese six kosas are the stages through which Sakti gradually becomes
gross or empirical.

2 Saktikosa consists of Vasudeva in whom Samkarsana, Pradyumna and
Aniruddha lie dormant and Vasudeva’s I-hood, Santi, contains their three

I-hoods.
3 These are part of the pure creation and so are not affected by karman.
4 Adhikara in this sense is adopted in the V.S. 3.3.32.
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36-37. Pramata is said to consist of the sentient and is said to be

a finite state of mine. Though I am not limited by place, time, etc.,

yet of my own free will I (voluntarily) impose limitations on myself

without, however, abandoning my true nature (i.e. my eternal,

transcendental nature). The first limitation that occurs in this way
is called pramata.

38. Just as this universe is enclosed within me, who am conscious-

ness, so also is it enclosed within the knower in the same way as a

hill is enclosed in a mirror. 1

39’4X - The uniqueness of the knower, or his twofold, threefold,

fourfold, or thirty-fivefold aspects are explained (as follows). He is

unique as identical with the revealing Self; as the knower and the

objects known, he is twofold; he is threefold when the process of

eognition is added (to the list), 2 and as identified with all the cosmic
principles, he is thirty-seven in number.

41-42. Sakra:—O lotus-eyed Goddess, what are these principles,
ow many are they, what are their characteristics ? I prostrate

myself before Thee, who wast born in the sea. Since I ask, deign to

answer me.

42 ‘44 * Sri: The elements classified according to their gross and
subtle forms number ten; the senses also number ten when divided
mto their cognitive and conative groups. The inner senses are three
m number. The realities propounded by the Sattvatas are; prakrti,
piasuti and maya; then sattva, rajas and tamas; kala, niyati (fate),
savti, Purusa, absolute space

(
paramain nabhah) and Bhagavan

(God).

45 . £akra : I prostrate myself before Thee, O Goddess Padma.
I have heard the list of principles from thy lotus mouth. Now deign
to explain them to me.

2

*“fluence of
,

the Vedantic theory of reflection.

_
e ncnver s fourfold aspect is not described, but obviously it is vtuna,

mala, meya and miti, respectively instrument of knowledge, subject of know-
ledge, object of knowledge and cognition.



CHAPTER SEVEN

TATTVAS AND THE JIVA AS THE OBJECT AND
SUBJECT OF KNOWLEDGE

i. Sii. O Sakra, I shall now describe the gradual (development
of) the courses

(ftaddhati)
of the cosmic principles

(
tattvas). This

tattva-paddhati is said to be pure, impure or mixed.
2'3- God (Bhagavan) is known to be the eternal supreme Self

(soul): absolutely unlimited by form, place or time; (pure) like the
cloudless skj

,
(tranquil) like a calm sea; pure

(svaccha

)

and absolute
(svacchanda) consciousness—the great ocean, as it were, of ever
existent bliss.

4. NarayanI is His supreme I-hood, His eternal Godhood. She is

absolute, subtle, undifferentiated and without taint.

5-7- When, as it were, in the great ocean of the six (divine) attri-
butes, jnana (knowledge), Sakti (potency), bala (irresistibility),

aisvarya (majesty), virya (valour) and tejas (indefatigability)
simultaneously enter the active state (unmesa), that primary (state)
consists of both the essence of existence and the state of existence,
and is depicted in two ways: the essence of existence is Vasudeva,
and Ilis state of existence is Vasudeva-hood (Vasudevata), which
is called Santi and is identified with me, the eternal Goddess. I have
already explained the Vyuhas such as Samkarsana etc. along with
their I-hood. 1

8. These three (Vyuhas) together with that which is the aggregate
of all four V yuhas (Vasudeva)—these four indicated by the term
Bhagavat 2 are, O Sure£vara, the sublimest reality unrelated to
other principles.

9'10 - 1 he sky is the great firmament (ftarama vyoma)
;
it is called

the great space (ftarama akasa), where God Visnu, the eternal
supreme Self, divided Himself in two and sports with me, Rama.
That space, where all the six (divine) attributes become active, is

called the supreme void. 3

1 Sri, Sarasvati and Rati. See ch. VI, 7-17.
Bhagavat is the collective designation of the Vyuha manifestation

of God in which all bhaga, or divine majesty is fully displayed.
3 The Goloka.
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xx. Purusa (i.e. Samastipurusa otherwise known as Hiranva-

garbha) is inherent in the aggregate of enjoyers (bhoktd), and is

omniscient and omnipresent. All the eternal jivas issue from a

particle of Him.

12. At the time of dissolution, the beings (jiras) who are identified

with their deeds (karmatmanah)

,

become reabsorbed in this great

Purusa. This is my state as knower
(mdtrdasd ), which I have already

described. 1

13. Mahalaksmi is the name the learned accord to the essence of

Sakti. Niyati is Mahavidya and Kali is time (kdla).

14. The three gunas, sattva, rajas and tamas, have already been

mentioned. Sattva is regarded as happiness (sukJui), as being

transparent, conducive to knowledge and light (lag/in, i.e. subtle).

15* Rajas is regarded as misery
,

2 full of movement, red and actb e.

Tamas is known to be deluding, heavy (gross), black and repressive.

16. O Vasava, I have already 3 revealed mava, prasuti and pi a*

krti which are the three fundamental sources (producers) of the

material world.

J 7 - Elements
(bhuUhii )

arc ten in number; and the senses (kbdui)

are thirteen. Earlier these twenty-three
’

Uattvas) were clearly

explained .
4

18. The afore-said knower, who is my limited state, is Pure
consciousness. Illuminated by his inner consciousness, (the knower)
exists like a mirror.

19. Now listen with concentration to his (the knower's) f°ur

state . 5 of existence. I he first is when the cognizer exists as void 5

(sfiny aniaya, i.e. unrelated), as when a person is unconscious etc.

20
;

when in the state of deep sleep (susitpti ) ,
the knower

is said to exist in the form of prana (vital air), because during the
state of purusa s deep sleep only prana is manifested.

1 See ch. VI, 11-13 and 34-40.
2 Rajas is conducive to action, which results in the living being’s bondage

to an existence entailing life and death and causing miserv.
3 See ch. VI, 43.

h

4 See ch. V, 50-77.
5 This is the turiya state when the individual self is identical with the

unpolarized consciousness of the supreme Self. The explanation offered in

verse 21 substantiates this. The term siinya for unpolarized integral cons-

ciousness is unusual. Parallel use can be found in the Buddhist Tantras.
Cf. D. L Snellgrove, The Hevajra Tantra, part I, Oxford University Press
j 959, p. 24.
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e^
1

‘ ^*nce in the states such as loss of consciousness, poisoning

WitV»

eVeri rever^s (to its source), purusa remains integrated

.

la°thing but his own essence, so that in such cases he is regarded
s eing in the state of the void.

r

22 '23 - In the third state of dream (svapna), the knower is
yarded as consisting of only eight cities {astapuri).

1 These eight

th^

^ n>°Wn *° Prunah, the elements; karman, the senses'; the

^

ee gunas
; the impressions left by previous experiences (prdgvdsa-

yf

1
' nescience [avidyd)

\ and lihga (sarira, the transmigrating subtle
y)- These are called the eightfold citv. In the dream state, the

n°Wer acts with volition aided b\* the inner organ.
24 - When the embodied (being) 2 enters the waking state, its

unctions are performed through physical effort. These are the four
states of Purusa. Now hear about my (i.e. jlva’s) threefold state.

,

2 ^* three types of modifications (which limit purusa), finite
’now ledge, limited function and finite essential form, are his three-
ol(3 state. Now hear a description of it.

26-27. Jiva’s knowledge becomes finite through maya's influence,
is power of action undergoes limitation owing to the absence of the

( ivine attribute) aisvarya. Not being £akti, he is anu (atomic) in
Slze

* He is characterized in three ways as being anu (atomic in size),
us limited in his capacity to act (kincitkara)

,

and as possessing
finite knowledge

(
kincijjna ).

3
I have already explained (the jlva’s)

dual and single states.

28. Thus I have now fully described my state as knower
(
mdtrda-

5
^). Now7 Sakra, hear about my state that relates to intelligence

(antahkaraniki).

29 - I am absolute knowledge and have voluntarily become
sentient;

4

from that (first) sentient state I have continued to descend
step by step (i.e. to become more and more limited).

3°- Mind, which limits the sentient
(
caitya ), is called the inner

1 Cf. Ka.U. 2.2, 1. for the concept of a city to represent the embodied
self

(jiva ).
2 Cf. Bh.G. 2. 13, 22, 30 and 59 for the term dehin for the self.
3 As opposed to God's being omnipresent (vibhu), omnipotent (

scirvakrt

)

and omniscient (sarvajna)

.

4 Absolute consciousness becomes limited consciousness as the individual
self. But there is an echo of the materialistic notion that the individual self

has consciousness as its quality.
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sense
(
antahkarana

)

and that has three components, viz. mind
(manas), intelligence

(
buddhi

)

and egohood (ahamkara).

3 I_32 - Vikalpa (polarization in subject and object), adhyavasaya
(decision) and abhimana (ego-sensation) are their respective
functions. Mind receives the polarized knowledge

(
vikalpayati)

\

ahamkara makes it personal (creates the impression that it concerns
one’s own person, abhimanyaic

) ; and buddhi, always infused by the
sentient (being), takes a decision about the objects (of cognition).
Buddhi is said to be related to the atman (self), whereas decision is

phenomenal (adhibhautika)

.

33-34- Sheltered in the mirror of buddhi, ksetrajha (i.e. the jiva)
is the divinity (adhidaivata) there (in buddhi). Ahamkrti (ego-hood)
is spiritual, whereas the ego-sensation is phenomenal. Rudra is the
divinity there (of ego-sensation). Mind is spiritual, polarized
nowledge is phenomenal and Candra is its divinity.
35- the sphere of action, the respective qualities of these (viz.

intelligence, ego-hood and mind) are prana, sarnrambha and
samkalpa. Prana is said to be activity

(prayatna ) ; and sarnrambha
is called self-esteem

(garva).

36. Self-esteem is awareness of owning the fruits of one’s deeds
and that is called sarnrambha (zeal). Scholars call the loss of
indifference (i.e. the awakening of interest) samkalpa, which is a
quality of the mind.

37'38. Thus I have finished describing my second state, viz. the
antahkaraniki. Passing on from my antahkaraniki state, I

gradually become grosser and am called the external senses. I have
previously explained all these external senses.

39- It is indeed the mind that functions through the activities
of the cognitive senses. (When) the ej'es see an object, it is the
mind that (actually) cognizes the object in polarized knowledge.

40. (Then) ahamkara relates the object of the polarized visual
knowledge to the self, whereafter buddhi, having classified it,

presents it to the ksetrajna (self).

41. The reverse course is considered to take place in the function-

Each of the three components of the inner sense has two aspects, one
representing sensation and the other volition. Thus buddhi has decision as its
first aspect and prana as its second

; ahamkara has ego-sensation and zeal

;

mind has polarized knowledge and samkalpa.
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ing of the conative senses, because acts such as speech etc. take

place only after the functioning of samkalpa etc. (decision etc..).

42. All the particulars about these, such as (the classification of)

adhyatma etc. have been discussed before. This completes the

description of (my) third state as inherent in the external senses.

43. Now hear me describe my fourth state as the objects of

cognition. Objects are of two kinds; those that are external and
those that are internal.

44. Examples of external objects are blue, yellow etc.; whereas

pleasure, pain etc. art' internal objects. In these four states I become
gross.

45-47. Owing to the (influence) of polarization into subject and
object in (the perceiver’s) own mind, although I am perceived, I

am not recognized. (When) guided by virtuous preceptors, in the

course of keen speculation, the intelligent clearly recognize me (as

manifest) in all objects, and thus the whole range of created objects

is dissolved, then I manifest myself as absolute, complete conscious-

ness, pure and purer (than anything else) and am known as the

instrument. 1

48. And becoming still more transparent, I manifest myself in

the knower as consisting of pure consciousness. After having

realized me in both my descending and ascending states, (the

devotee), whose mind is fixed upon me and whose existence (life) is

dedicated to me, attains my status.

1 The recognition of Salcti and God- in true perspective is emancipation
and, as such, Sakti is the aim of spiritual endeavour, but she is also the
instrument assisting the aspirant to that end bv voluntarily revealing herself
to his vision.



CHAPTER EIGHT

THE AVATARAS OF LAKSMl IN THE SIX SHEATHS

1. Sakra: I salute Thee, who wast born in the ocean, I salute
Thee lotus-born; O Ihou, who abidest in the lotus and art the wife
of Narayana, I salute (Thee).

2 . O Padma, deign to describe fully to me, who request Thee, all

(t e forms of) Thy descents in the five sheaths which have been
mentioned. 1

^eiSn > O eternal omniscient goddess, to tell me what objects
icy possess, what their characteristics are, how many they are,

and what their essential nature is.

fla^ f
™ brahman is Narayana, the single, void, pure and

with

CS

t

01

i

le
' C

f

evo' c^ any disturbance (alaranga), ^indefinable,

an 1
°p

VI
.

rat *on
’ matchless, unqualified, integral, undifferentiated

me t
’

an®e
.

ess '^ (things) contained in this world that are cognized,

he
°ne

^
m scrlptures, or inferred, (that is to say) all that can

m
PPr

^
lended (directly or indirectly) through the three instru-

,

n
,j

S ° nowledge, whether of a positive or a negative nature,

..
rnovable or immovable, subtle or gross, sentient or in-

/o ,

*

* ??
con

fl
st °f Brahman, of Narayana, second to none.

man) is bliss without nescience
(
avidyd

), pure, absolute and

J!
Ce" ra 6 consci°usness consisting of both the existent (reality)

, • -1

S

n
ate existence

; the divine and ultimate goal of the
pin ua

) way. It (Brahman) differentiates (Itself) in two ways,
both as the possessor of Sakti and as the Sakti (herself).

_
a a s°lute Brahman, as the possessor of Sakti, is (manifest)

fy .

a
^y

a
j
a

’
^he I-entity, i.e. the existent (principle). As Sakti,

/-f
arayai?i) who is myself, the I-hood of (Narayana) represent-

ing (His) state of existence (bhdva).
10. There is no place where He exists without me. There is no

place that contains me without containing Him.
11. We, the source of all, are sometimes described singly and

The SheathS from maya to jivadeha. Sakti, the primary sheath, is ex-
c u ed because, since it is Sakti's primary state of existence it cannot be
listed as her descent.
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sometimes dually 1 in the scriptures that have reached, as it were,

the other side of the ocean of the cosmic principles. 2

12. Some (scriptures) describe creation (as evolving) out of (the

principle representing) the state of existence (of Narayana, i.e.

bhava); in others, it is described (as evolving) out of the existent

(reality, i.e. bhavat)\ while in yet others (it is said to evolve) out of

both the existent reality and its state of existence; (but since all

refer to the same reality, i.e. Brahman) the learned are not confused
by them.

13. When Narayana descends alone to further the cause of the

gods, I then manifest the active aspect of His nature.

14. When (on the other hand) I descend alone in order to help the
gods, then it is He, God, the I-entity, who manifests His I-hood in

me.

15. When in order to benefit the gods, each of us descends in

a similar manner (i.e. as separate incarnations), we exist (inseparably
in each other) as the existent reality and as its state of existence. 3

16-17. While the realities remain thus (i.e. are absolutely in-

tegrated), the position of the incarnations is (as follows). Listen

(now). Aniruddha is the eternal omnipresent divine being, the

supreme deity, who emerged, O Vasava, from Mahavidya. 4 I then
emanated out of myself, MahalaksmI, and am called Kamala.

18. This divine couple are considered to be the parents of the
universe. In the incarnation as Padmanabha, 5 neither of them has
been born of parents

(
ayonija).

19. The incarnation of Narayana known as the lord of Sakti has
many forms. I follow His functions

(
anuvratd

)

in all cases.

2°. (My descents may be of) one form, two forms, four forms, six

forms, eight forms, or again twelve forms. Now hear my names (in

these forms).

21. Bearing the name Sri, I, the fair one, sit on the lap of the

1 This source is the 3akti sheath, the monistic aspect. of which is repre-
sented by Brahman, and the dualistic aspect by the LaksmI-Narayana
pair.

2 Scriptures that deal exhaustively with cosmology and the realities.
3 That is to say that in those incarnations Sakti and God exist inseparably

both as the state and the essence of existence, e.g. Krsna and Rukminl.
4 See ch. VI, 18-20.
5 In the prasutiko£a.
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two-armed God. 1 O Vasava, I am (called) Sri and Pusti when I am
manifested on either side of Him. 2

22. Visnu enjoys me in the forms of £ri, Kirti,
f aya and Maya

(when I am manifested) on all four sides of Him.
23_25- O Vasava, I manifest myself around Him in a hexagonal

position in six forms, and now listen to their names. (These are)

Suddhi, Nirahjana, Nitya, JnanaSakti, Aparajita and the sixth, is

supreme prakrti. I assume eight forms when occupying the eight

sides 3 of the same (God). (My names then are) I.aksmi, Sarasvati,
Sarvakamada, Pritivardhini, Yasaskari, Santida, Tustida and the
eighth is Pusti

.

26-27. When I - (surround) Him and assume twelve forms in

double hexagonal position (I am called) Sri, Kamesvarl, Kanti,
Kriya, Sakti, Vibhuti, Iccha, Prlti, Rati, Maya, Dili and Mahiman.
o owing the same order I surround the four-armed God in six

(forms). 4

2 2(p 0 Vasava, (likewise) I differentiate myself in multiple
S rou§h various manifestations of myself as (Sakti) of the
e

( od) who possesses six, eight, fourteen, sixteen or eighteen
arms (according to His various manifestations).

four formr
rr°Und ^ incarnation of Visnu called Sindhusayi 5 in

Ihe^ ^^ent (forms are) LaksmI, Nidra, Prlti and

, f
,

ya
j .Jf

1 ^i?hu incarnates as Sripati, I, named Sri, occupy his

t
’

en appears in the incarnation named Parijatajit

cH iri^

ea
a

0n Hari s left thigh, with my hand resting on His
ou tei. 1 ssuming the form of a ship, I follow in Visnu’s wake
e
.

U
.

e aPPears in the auspicious incarnation of Mlnadhara.® The
-
raivi 'ra

L
na appearance is considered to be Visnu’s supreme

1 Narayana.

makei^^r^obl^gedTo^bser^e*^
^ indicated with a Precision that image

sect ing

(

theii^
Card *n£d P°*nts of the compass and the four diagonals inter-

Mavlhdmw «!!l
stations viz. Sri

; Sri and Pusti
; and Sri, KTrti Jaya and

„rn| n f f . . .

e y t.° tIie two-armed image of Narayana. Other afore-said

the fn
1 mam estations may accompany cither the two-armed or

the four-armed image of Narayana.
5 The AnantaSayl incarnation, cf. Ma.P. 276 8
6 Cf. Bha.P. VIII, 24; II, 7, 12 and XI, 4, 18.
1 P - In

* 5 ' and IV
> 34. 79; Ma.P. 176, 59; 53, 45 and 260, 36.

Vis.P. V, 5, 17 and Va.P. 108, 38.
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manifestation, (and then) I flow out of His feet as (the) delightful

Gahga. I occupy the four sides of Hari in four forms when He is

incarnated as Anantasayana, 1 and am then called Laksmi, Cinta,

Nidra and Pusfi.

37-44. In this way I appear jointly with (each of His incarnations)

in the (cosmic) egg. When the incarnations in the cosmic egg appear
singly then too I appear there in the same way but separately
co-operating in their (specific) functions. When Visnu descends as

Varaha 2 who is famous in the Vedas, I too appear separately and
am called Bhu. (When He appears as) the ancient incarnation of

Visnu called Dharma, 3 at that time I, Sri, become the famous
Bhargavl. (At the time of) the incarnation called Dattatreya,4 the
son of Atri, I emerge from the lake to be enjoyed by him. (At the
time of) the holy incarnation of Visnu called Vamana, 5 I, Padma,
appear and am known by the name Padma. When Visnu descends
as Rama, 6 the son of Bhrgu, I then become the earth (Dharuni),
the unborn Sakti. At the time of God’s descent as holy Rama,
the son of Dasaralha, from the field in which Janaka performs
his sacrifice, I spring out of the. furrow made by his plough, and
am named Sita, the illustrious destroyer of Da£anana.

45*50- When at Madhura Visnu will descend in four forms
(Balarama, Krsna, Pradyumna, Aniruddha), I too shall manifest
myself in four forms called Revati, Rukmini, Rati and Usa. 7 In
God’s other incarnation as the enchanting Buddha, (I am) Tara,
also known as Dhara. 8 When Visnu descends singly as Dhruva 9

1 Same as Sindhusayl.
2 Cf. Bha.P. Ill, 13, 18-45 and X, 2, 40.
3 Cf. Bha.P. Ill, 12, 25 and IV, 1, 48-50; Br.P. II, 9, 1, 49-50 and IV, 1, 40.
4 Cf. Bha.P. II, 7, 4; IV, 1, 15 and 33; XI, 4, 17; Br’P. Ill, 8, 82 and

IV, 28, 89. Va.P. 70, 76-8.
5 Cf. Bha.P. I, 3, 19; II, 7. 17-18; VIII, 18, 20-32; VIII, 19; VIII, 21

and X, 62, 2.
6 Rama bearing the axe; cf. Bha.P. IX, 15, 13 to end.
7 Cf. Bha.P. I, 11, 16; X, 50, 12-32; I, 10, 29.
s The identification of Tara and Dhara is an interesting point. I have

not yet found any Buddhist text confirming this identity. Dhara could be
a shortened form ofVasudhara or Basundhara, corresponding to Bhu 5akti
(cf. J. Gonda, Nominal compounds in Sanskrit; in Pratidanam, The Hague
1968, p. 229). The Sadhanamala does not describe Dhara, but in one place
a passing reference is made to this goddess as presiding over the third

finger of the adept: Sadhanamala, Vol. I, Gaekwad’s Oriental Series No. 26,

Baroda 1968, p. 69.
9 Cf. Bha.P. I, 3, 17 and VIII, 8, 41-46!
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etc., then I only form their bodies and am to lx* enjoyed by them.

But in my incarnation as the enchantress holding nectar, (God) is

manifest both as the existent reality and as its state of existence

(bhavat and bhava) perceived in a single form, of which the gods

saw the male form whereas the others (i.e. the demons, saw) the

female form.

50. Thus I have explained my marvellous incarnations either in

conjunction with (god) or singly. Now, O lord of gods, hear from
me about my exclusive incarnations. 1

1 *0 * • .

Cnrl*
incarnations in fulfilment of her purpose, unaccompanied by

s mam est descent on earth as her spouse or partner.



CHAPTER NINE

THE EXCLUSIVE INCARNATIONS OF SAKTI

1. I am Goddess NarayanI, ever co-operating in performing the

functions of Narayana, who consists of jnana (knowledge), ananda

(bliss) and kriya (activity) ; and I too consist of knowledge, bliss and

activity.

2. There is not a single place nor moment when it is possible for

me to exist without Him, or for Him to exist without me.

3. Serving some specific purpose, we exercise our supreme power

to manifest ourselves in a form that may be regarded as normal, or

even as supra-normal. 1

4-5. (When), on account of the austerities practised by the

world-destroying demons, Brahma and the other (high gods) were

obliged to grant their excellent boons, (then) in order to please the

gods, we, the two eternal ones, assumed different forms to meet the

particular requirements of each occasion, and roamed about to

fulfil the purpose of the gods.

6. Concealing my transcendental nature through my inscrutable

power (maya), I, through my (divine) capacity, descend (to this

earth) for the purpose of slaying these destroyers.

7. In the beginning, I, the holy Goddess, (manifested myself) as

the goddess called MahalaksmI. Next I became two by assuming the

forms of Krsna and Brahmi. 2

8-1 1. These are my three supreme forms, as classified by the

three gunas. O Sakra, during the reign of Svayambhuva (Manu),

for the benefit of all worlds, I, MahalaksmI, 3 appeared as Mahisa-

mardinl. The elements of my sakti inherent in each god combined

to constitute my dazzlingly beautiful form (of MahisamardinI). O
king of gods, the saktis belonging to the special weapons of each

god turned into my weapons without undergoing change of form.

1 As normal human beings such as Dhruva, or as supra-normal manifest-

ations such as Nrsimhavatara.
2 Krsna is the dark goddess Mahakall and Brahmi is Mahavidya. Cf. ch.

IV. 57-67.
3 See Ma.P. chs. 74-76.

4
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Worshipped by the gods I, in that form (Mahisamardini), instanta-
neously slew the (demon) Mahisa.

12. Then the laudatory hymn (addressed) t<» the slayer of Mahisa,
which opens with the words devyd yayd etc. and fulfils every
wish, was revealed to all the gods including Indra and the sages.

1

13. O king of the gods, Brahmins skilled in the Vedas relate in
etail (Mahisamardinl's) origin, prowess in battle and the eulogies

(addressed to her).

14. He who praises, meditates on, or even bows down to so

B “ a S°ddess, is rewarded with everlasting .supremacy.

• j ....

,(

?
u should realize that the mysterious (durutyaya) goddess,

uentihedwithHari's meditative slumber (yoganidra), is myself, the

iTm'ieSsinthef^mofMahakalT.

the G 1 T tW° (demons) became overbearing because Visnu,

slew at u
kods ’ bad granted their boon, it was she (Yoganidra) who

slew Madhu and Kaitabha
.
2

V

.

fox ever ^rai7ldara
* in order to praise me, the Goddess Yoganidra,

etc 3 wac 7-1°
audatory hymn, starting with the words Visvcsvarl

18 The
6 t0 Brahma -

belongs To
Crutable Power of the mysterious Mahakali, who

the
1?9U ’ 1S Sucb tbat wben gratified by praise she makes

world
maS‘0r of :he movables and in,movables in this

coJtam remtodero7rh
lnS ^ eXpound the Vedas>

ho,d tl
?
a
!

by the chantine of 1

S goddess ’

s ongin and exploits accompanied

beings.
ler Pla^ses

> bas a beneficial effect on all living

supreme MahavTdyi'
°' T*,nasa <ManU> L

, ^
Gauri to slay all those n I

"' Wh° spr
t
mg from 11,0 body

°f

NiSumbha. Thereby 1 ro*
demous

> including Sumbha and

22-23 In nrH ?
cued the worlds and helped the gods,

in the bodies T +?

16 P me (fight the demons), my powers inherent

divert forms^By virtue
°'^ " ‘°

chieftains who deserved d^h IT^h'
^

T°n
my infinitesimai particle

ffit

ba°k *° W,thm mySeK

1 Ma.P
. 76, 3-35.

2 Ma.P. 73.
3 Ma.P. 73, 53-67.
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24-25. Whereafter I killed those two (demons) Sumbha and Ni-

sumbha. Then to all the gods led by Agni (the fire god) was revealed

the very beautiful hvmn praising me, which is known as the eulogy

of Narayan! and opens with the words Devi prapanndrtihare

prastda etc. 1

26. O lord of all gods, when worshipped with, devotion I, the

goddess Kausiki fulfiller of many desires, bestow omniscience (on

the devotee).

27. The. ancient brahmins, who are conversant with the Vedas

and auxiliary sciences, (pay homage to me) in three ways by

reciting accounts of my origin and exploits in battle and by extol-

ling (me).

28. During the period of Yaivasvata (Maim), these demons

Sumbha and Nisumbha will be reborn (and), intoxicated by the

granting of their boon, will torment the gods.

29. I shall then be born as Sunanda, child of Yasoda, in the

family of the cowherd Nanda and, residing on the \ indhya, I shall

slay them (the demons). 2

30. Once more descending to earth in a terrible form, I shall

kill the mighty demons of the Vipracitti line.

31. And whilst devouring those terrifying demons of Vipracitti

lineage, iny teeth will become as red as the flowers of the pomeg-

ranate tree.

32. Then all the gods and men on earth will propitiate me by

calling me Raktadantika (the Red-toothed one) for ever. 3

33-34. O Sakra, during that period in the fortieth era, drought and

scarcity of water will prevail all over the earth for one hundred

years. When ihe sages then remember me, I shall appear on earth as

(an) unborn 4 (deity) and shall cast a glance 5 on those sages with

my hundred eyes.

35“36 O Sakra, men will then extol me as the hundred-eyed

(deity) and 1 shall nourish the whole world with wonderful life-

sustaining plants issuing from my own body and filled with (my

1 Ma.P. 83, 2-35.
2 Ma.P. 83, 38-39.
3 Ma.P. 83, 40-42.
4 i.e. not in mortal frame, hence as a goddess.
5 For the significance of a divinity’s glance cf.

in the Veda, Amsterdam T969, passim.
J. Gonda, Eye and Gaze
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essence: dvistaih). Then, Vasava, the gods will worship me as
Sakambhari 1 (the embodiment of vegetation).

37. Whereupon I shall indeed slay the great demon called
Durga and gain renown as the goddess Durga.

2

38. O Sakra, he who praises, meditates On, worships and salutes
Sakambhari obtains quick and permanent satisfaction of his desires
for food and drink.

4^- During the fiftieth era containing four ages, when suppli-
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shall appear on the Himalayas in a beautiful
at t le same time ferocious form; (and) to protect the sages I
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r c*emons - Then all the sages with heads humbly
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eagerly Praise me, the terrible, but protective deity

etc 3

h he hymn that Starts) with the wc>rds Bhlme devi prasida

Arnna^
.^udng s *xdedl era there will be one demon, called

aDn
’ who will do much harm to men and sages. Then I shall

the miJht
ee'form mcorPorating innumerable bees, and I shall slay

neonl^f 'll

7 Clem°n and rCSCUe the three worlds. From then on
V

JJJ
praise me for ever and address me as Bhramarl.

4

I shall h* °U^ occasion that the demons disturb the earth,
shall descend on (the earth) to kill these powerful asuras.
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e * ^ave given you a brief account of my myste-rious, exclusive and fearless incarnations.
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hlghest among these is said to be the immutable,

{prakrti

)

^ nous anc^ supreme Goddess Mahalaksmi, the source

ensurefn^Tic^
^ the h°ly hymn namo dcvyd etc., which

headed by BrahmaT
nt ° f W1SheS

’ reVeaIed to a11 the gods -

thf *7 (m
,

this World) he who daily worships me, (who am)

j-rr-
6SS,

j
y rec^ting these laudatory hymns, overcomes all

difficulties and attains great prosperity.

^ virtuous Sakra, formerly during the period of Svarocisa
(. anu), Vasistha told the noble-souled king Suratha all about my

1 Ma.P. 83, 45-46.
2 Ma.P. 83, 46.
3 Ma.P. 83, 48.
4 Ma.P. 83, 49-50.
6 Ma.P. 77, 7-39.
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births and exploits when I manifested myself as the pure Mahalaks-

mi, and (recited) the hymn describing my divine power, etc.

51-55. And ever reverent and devoted to me, Vasisfha, whose

mind was filled with my descents, exploits and praise of me,

chanted (the laudatory hymn) to humble and dispirited Samadhi

of Vaisya descent. 1 He who has learnt about these from a brahmin,

after dispelling all illusion, obtains true knowledge, gains prosperity

and succeeds in destroying all effects of evil; and assisted by me,

achieves good fortune and fame. Although these are my exclusive

(appearances), yet without Visnu I have no separate existence,

hence here (in these, my manifestations) He exists as my Self. The

reason for this is that we are inseparable and are inherent in each

other.

56-59. The supreme God of gods ever abides in me and I, the

ever-existent, in Him. Thus, Sakra, I have briefly revealed to you

my incarnations, along with their modalities, which appear within

the five sheaths (other than the pure sheath). In the absolute, and its

natural state manifested in the pure sheath, the (inseparable)
existence of myself and Visnu must also be viewed in the same light.

Discerning that in my generally accepted appearance my nature
consists of a combination of various natures, and worshipping me in

diverse ways, (the aspirant) escapes the misery caused by his deeds

and attains my own state of existence
(
madbhdvam).

1 Ma.P. 73, 15-27.



CHAPTER TEN

THE THREE TYPES OF GOD'S AVATARAS

1. Sakra: I salute thee, brought into being through the mighty
efforts of the gods to churn the milky ocean, sister 1 of the moon of

immortal origin.

2. From thy own lotus-mouth have I heard all about thy modal-
ities characterized by bhava (the state of absolute existence). Now I

want to know about thy various incarnations, characterized by
eing

(bhavat , i.e. Narayana).
3- O Ambuja, what are the forms of all those incarnations (ava-

aras) of Visnu, how many are they? Asking this. I pay thee

eisance. O thou, seated on the lotus, deign to tell me.
4'.

.

'~^ell ^akra, I shall enlighten you about all Visnu

s

lcations that are characterized by bhavat, disclosing their

number and their nature.
5- Brahman possesses the six (divine) attributes, is pure, flawless,
naecaymg, constant, all-powerful (possessed of all saktis), un-

daunted and has transcendental knowledge.

, tv

7
’

c ,

WaS flrst rnanifestod both as the possessor of Sakti and
s ic a ti herself. As the possessor of Sakti, It exists as Narayana,

• ,

^t

eme /°C^’ (and) I avri His, the omnipresent One’s ever-

,

°n °mniPotent Sakti. To benefit the world both of us

2

underwent various modifications (incarnations).
«. 1 have already told you about my different avataras. Now
cn o me esciibing the modifications of Visnu, the unmodifiable.
9-1 1. In order to serve the world, the Lord of the world, who

presides over and makes use of me, His own Sakti—the great
mys erious source

(prakrti)—manifests Himself in three (types of)

orms w ic aie supra-phenomenal, matchless, and resplendent
with inconceivable majesty. The first (of these three types) is the

1 As both the moon and Laksmi rose out of the ocean they are considered
to be sisters. See Vis.P. I, g t 97-100.

In all God s manifestations and descents Sakti becomes His ‘body/
Thus Sakti, the divine presence is manifest in all God’s manifestations
including the Vyuhas.
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absolute form; the second is when (He is manifest) in theVyuha-

form; (the third type) is when He is manifest in the Vibhava- forms.

Thus, to help His devotee, the glorious and all-pervasive God

appears in various forms.

12. He assumes a form which is incomparable, undefinable,

supreme, refreshing to all and lovely as tens of thousands of full

moons shining together.

13-14. His two hands are held in the gesture of granting boons

and promising protection; he is lotus-eyed and his hands are traced

with lines representing the (auspicious) disc and conch-shell, his

legs are in the normal posture (i.e. in sthanaka posture); he is

exquisitely beautiful, adorned with all six of his own attributes.

15-16. He is erect with perfectly proportioned limbs and has a

uniformly handsome bod}- richly adorned with splendid ornaments.

His traits such as acyuta etc. invariably surround him like a halo

and are as white as a surging sea of nectar. This is said to be V isnu s

supreme and most exalted form, representing his absolute mani

ation. 1

7. Sages, who have achieved the goal of their meditation,

•ship in their hearts this (form) belonging to the fourth (turya)

festation. 1

17 -

worship ,11 Lliv.ll HV-LL. v., l.iw V
.V

,
-

state. Next I shall tell you of the second (type of) form consisting

of Vyuha.

18. The deity divides his Vyuha-self into four as Vasudeva etc.

spread over (the four points of the compass), the East etc., and

pervades the states of deep sleep (amupti) etc,

to'bo'lJ!
10” form of thcsc (Vyuha-lorms) is r.««s\v\v'wi\

possesses <1^“
the (tbree) pairs oljnaiva etc. are assigned to th™r^inta£trh^
Vyuha-forms). O Vasava, the first fourfold form belonging to the
susupti state contains the seed of all activity. Characterized as a
pleasurable vibration 2 with the brilliance of thousands of fires,

suns and moons, it is the seat from which all forms of diversity

(polarized thinking) arise.

22-25. Then in the svapna (dream) state too, the deity, the

excellent Person, divides himself into (four) ns Vasudeva etc,

1

two
2

In His absolute state of existence Visn
hands, since additional limhs indicate
Anandaspandalak$anam.

u is envisaged as possessing only
progressive grossness.
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spread over east etc. and pervades that (state) in (those) four

forms marvellously coloured white, red, gold and like a cloud

(respectively). Ihese (four forms) possess the (divine) attributes

either in aggregate or in pairs (in the manner described before).

1

This is the second form, beautiful as a profusion of nectar, and

fulfilling the (human) aspiration of (either) liberation (or) enjoy-

ment, and destroying the seed of worldly existence.
25-27. Next, in the state of jagrat (waking)

, the omnipresent deity

sportively divides himself into four Vyuha-forms called Vasudeva
etc. and respectively coloured white, red etc. These possess four

arms, a serene countenance, marks of the samkha (shell) and the

cakra (disc) etc. and are decorated with various banners.
27~3 I - There (in that jagrat state) the first form of God is as

(white) as snow or the kunda (jasmine) flower or the moon. He
as four arms, a handsome face, eyes resembling a lotus, wears

ye ow silk raiment and displays the banner of the bird (Garuda).
s

,,

1S ma
*.
n right hand is held in the gesture of protecting (abliayn)

e timid, his main left hand holds the sacred conch-shell. His

, ,

e3" r §^t hand holds the disc called Sudarsana, (and) in his other

and he holds a heavy mace resting on the ground. Vasudeva s

appearance should be so visualized in the East.
3 I_33- With a form like a mound of vermilion (i.e. red), a hand-

some face, four hands, wearing raiment as (yellow as) the atasi

ower dispiaying the standard of tala (palm), 3 his two main hands

,

e *n same posture as God’s, whereas the other two hands
noid a plough instead of a disc and a club instead of a mace. Thus
should Saipkarsana be envisaged in the South.

64 3 • lowing like a host of fireflies assembled at nightfall in

e rainy season, wearing a raiment of red silk, adorned with the

banner of makara (fish), with a handsome face and four arms, thus
appears the third (form) of God. The two main hands of this noble
one are in the same position as in the previous (form) ;

the other
left hand holds a bow and the right holds five arrows. This form
known as Pradyumna should be visualized in the West.

1 See ch. II, 39-55.
Vasudeva s standard is stamped with the sign of Garuda and is therefore

called the Garuda-standard.
3 Besides other characteristic insignia, Samkarsana, being identical

with Balarama, possesses the latter's palm-tree-standard.
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37
'39 -

(Dark) like a mound of collyrium covered by a cloth of

flawless yellow, possessing four arms, large eyes, adorned with the

standard of the deer, (the fourth form of God) should be so visual-

ized. His two main hands are held in the same positions as in his

previous (form), while the two other hands from right to left hold

sword and shield respectively. Thus should Aniruddha be visualized

in the North. All these (Vyuha-forins) wear a garland of flowers of

all seasons
(
vanamala

)

and the mark made by srivatsa. 1

40. This unsurpassed fourfold deity pervading the state of jagrat

wears the kaustubha, 2 the king of jewels, on his chest.

41. One should recognize him, the divine one, to be the controller

of existence, origination and dissolution, possessing all ornaments

and as controlling the continuation of the world.

42. The three manifestations of the fourfold deity in the states

of susupti etc. are well defined; but in the state of turya the Lord of

All can only be inferred from His attributes.

43. Thus I have described Visnu’s second (type of) form-, assumed

through His urge to create the worlds aided by His (attributes)

jnana, kriya etc.

44. Now hear about the third form of Visnu known asVibhava,

manifest in the temples of the world in diverse images, efficacious

in performing manifold deeds.

1 See Va.P. -96, 204 and Vis.P. V, 34, 17.
* See Bha.P. II, 2, 10; VIII, 4, 19; XI, 14-40; XI, 27, 27 and XII, 11, 10.



CHAPTER ELEVEN'

viSAkhayCpa and the vibhava incarnations

1. Sri: Visnu Narayana is pure, not governed (by anything),
flawless, eternal, the possessor of Sri and of the everlasting supreme
soul.

2. He embodies the six (divine) attributes, is ever existent,

supreme and the most exalted ever existing Brahman. I am His
eternal Sakti (potency) and I possess all the attributes possessed
by Him.

3. You should know that I co-exist with God (Visnu) in all His
states of existence. I am pure and absolute; tbe omnipotent (Sakti)
belonging to Visnu, the immutable.

4. Expanding my own state of existence (bhava) consisting of

oth the pure and the impure, I am continuously producing the
yuhas of Hari as distinguished by Paravyuha etc.

5 6. Whenever required, by aid of the pure sixfold (divine)
attributes I instantly manifest God’s different (forms) of bhavat (the
absolute existing principle) by appearing in the diverse states of
Vyuha etc. in whatever manner is appropriate. Without question
I am the action

(vydpdra

)

of God.
7. All that I do is regarded as done by Him. In fact I am con-

sidered to be the function of God.
8. Thus, Sakra, I have revealed to you the absolute, as well as

the Vyuha-forms (of God). Now hear about (His) third (tvpe of)

forms known as Vibhavas. 1

9. The foui states I have described, 2 starting with the turya state
and ending with the jagrat (waking) state, are pervaded by (the

Vyuha-forms of God) originating with Vasudeva and ending in

Aniruddha.

10. As already explained to you, in each particular state the

relevant fourfold (deity) appears in his own unmanifest or manifest
form (as the case may be).

11. When one Vyuha emerges from a (previous) Vyuha, like one

1 See Schrader, pp. 35-58.
2 See ch. VII, 19-24.
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step immediately follows the one that precedes it, all the inter-

mediate space is filled with the brilliant energv
(
tejas

)

of (God).

12. fhat revered (divine entity) consisting of amassed brilliance

is unmanifested and without embodiment and consists of ieality,

knowledge etc. and is called Visakhayupa. 1

13. O Sakra, in each particular state, the four-branched embodi-
ment of God, viz. Vasudeva etc., is manifested in graduated order.

14. Thus when the vyiiha develops out of the transition from the
dream [svapna) state to the waking state, ’ the great taijasa (the

deity called Visakhayupa) is worshipped (filling all the space)
lying between the start of the dream state and the end of the waking
state. 2

1S the holy god, Visakhayupa, the repository of
dazzling energy. Aided by the six (divine) attributes, which are
distributed in varying proportions over the three groups of the four
deities, vested with the divine majesty relevant to each, and exten-
ding from the turya to the dream state with divine pure conscious-
ness ranking foremost, He Himself splits His own self up into the
forms of Vasudeva etc.

I 7
“ I 9 - Again at the time of the Vibhava3 incarnations, the same

Visakhayupa, not being divided in the fourfold embodiment,

1 See Sa. S. ch. 4, 1-7. This is a great brilliant column divided into four
sections. Each section is allocated to one of the Vyiiha deities, but also
contains all four of them respectively occupying the four points of the
compass. This symbolizes the uninterrupted continuity of Vyuhas through
all the four states of consciousness, namely: Vasudeva’s domain turlva,
where there is no polarization

; Samkarsana's domain susupti, where the
first signs of polarization are faintly discernable; Pradyumna's domain
svapna, where consciousness is subtly polarized; and Aniruddha's domain
jagrat, where consciousness is fully polarized and limited. These four deities
Vasudeva etc. being identical with God, each incorporates all four Vyiiha
deities and hence in each state all four are present. In each successive state
they become more and more distinct to tally with the distinctive character
of the main deity of the section. The entire column thus represents the one
and single deity. See S. Gupta, Caturvyfiha and the Vi§akha-yupa of the
Pancaratra religion, Adyar Library Bulletin Vol. 35, parts 3-4, pp. 189-204.

2 Visakhayupa extends over the states that follow after the susupti
state and fills up the intermediary positions between two states as well as
the states themselves. Hence it is the unmanifested totality of all Vyuha
forms whether manifest or unmanifest. It is called taiiasa, as in Vedantic
tradition that is the designation of consciousness in the svapna state, cf.

M.U. I, 2-5 and II, 1.

3 For a detailed description consult Schrader, pp. 42-49.
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develops the Vibhavas. These Vibhava deities are considered to be

Padmanabha etc.

19-25. Padmanabha, Dhruva, Ananta, Saktisa, Madhusudana,
Vidyadhideva, Kapila, Visvarupa, Vihangama, Krodatma, Vadava-

vaktra, Dharma, Vagi£vara, Ekarnavantahsayin, the tortoise-

shaped deity, Varaha, Narasimha, Amrtaharana, divinely shaped

Srlpati, Kantatman bearing arnrta, Rahujit, Kalanemighna,
Parijatahara, Lokanatha, Santatma, the great master Dattatreya,

Nyagrodha£ayin, Ekasrhgatanu (the deity) in the form of a one-

horned creature (i.e-. the fish), the* deity possessing a Vaniana
(dwarfs) form, the all-pervading Trivikrama, Nara and Narayana,
Hari, Krsna, Rama with the burning eye, and the other Rama with

the bow, god Kalkin, Vedavid and Patalasayana. These thirty-eight
1

deities, (named) Padmanabha etc., are God’s manifestations known
as the Vibhava deities.

26. In fulfilment of a specific objective conceived by the all-

pervasive Vi£akhayupa, manifestations called Vibhavas devolve
into existence and their duties are clearly defined.

27. Padmanabha is stationed in the intermediary2 region between
the pure and the impure courses (i.e. creation). The other deities,

viz. Dhruva etc., are on view in (various) temples of the world.
28. Their forms, weapons and other £aktis belonging to them are

well known from the Sattvata(-samhita)
; so here these are only

referred to by name.
29. The branches, viz. Vasudeva etc., which are generally

recognized as belonging to the all-pervasive God, have been extended
by Lord Vi£akhayupa.

30 - The deities (belonging to the group) starting with Ke£ava
and ending with Damodara3 are manifest in groups of three arising

out of these four branches (of Vi£akhayupa) and are called Vyuhan-
tara (secondary Vyuha).

1 Ahirbudhnya enumerates thirty-nine Vibhava manifestations of God
Vasudeva. As the list of names is almost identical in both texts, I presume
that Ahirbudhnya reads Nara and Narayana as two separate Vibhavas
whereas L.T. treats them as one.

2 Padmanabha is the only Vibhava deity whose domain is defined.
3 These four groups consist of Ke£ava, Narayana and Madhava; Govinda,

Visnu and Madhusudana; Trivikrama, Vamana and Srldhara; Hrslke^a,
Padmanabha and Damodara. These groups are respectively traceable to

Vasudeva, Samkarsana, Pradyumna and Aniruddha.
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31. Again from the same branches the saktis, viz. Sri etc.,

originated in groups of three tallying with the aforesaid groups of

threefold deities.

32. O king of the Tridasa 1 (the gods), all these divine beings,

from the Absolute down to the Vibhavas, possess bodies incorporating

(all) the pure sixfold (divine) attributes.

33-36. O, Suresvara, all weapons such as shells, discs etc. associ-

ated with these deities, (their) various ornaments, diverse gar-

ments, different forms of marks, standards, special colours such

as white etc., diverse vehicles, such as satya 2 etc., the £aktis of

various forms, that provide objects of enjoyment, the group

(category) pertaining to the internal organ with all its functions

(vrtti), all other adornments shared in common with other purusas

(deities)—O slayer of Bala, regard all these as composed of (all) six

attributes.

37. It is I, consisting of pure consciousness and totally infused with

(the whole range of) the six attributes, who assume each particular

form as and when required in order to serve the world.

38. I have no (separate) existence apart from the Supreme God,

nor has God Visnu any existence apart from me.

39. Thus though we form a single entity, we remain divided in

two, and (jointly) participate in whatever mode of appearance

circumstances dictate.

40. Sakra:—I salute Thee, O daughter of the ocean; I salute

Thee, Padma. Deign to explain to me why the Supreme God chooses

to manifest Himself in the diverse forms of Paravyuha etc.

41. Sri:—The purpose of the diverse manifestations of the

Supreme God as ParavyCiha etc. is to benefit human beings and
show compassion towards His devotees.

42. Sakra:—I salute Thee, O lotus-born, beloved of the Supreme

1
3 X 10 = 30, i.e. 33 gods. But later this term also meant possessing

only three phases (dasd) of life, namely childhood, adolescence and youth,
and no old age.

2 Satya cannot be the name of any vehicle belonging to a deity. The
J.S. enumerates a series of supreme Vasudcva’s successive manifestations,

namely Acyuta, Satya and Purusa, which are identical with supreme Vasu-

deva and represent His gradual limitation. The similes given there

—

lightning for Vasudeva, for Acyuta a cloud clinging to the sun (representing

Vasudeva), for Satya a bubble produced by the ocean (representing Acyuta)

—suggest that Acyuta, Satya and Purusa respectively represent Samkar-
sana, Pradyumna and Aniruddha. J.S. 4, 4-7.
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God. Deign to tell me why God does not manifest Himself in a

single way to help the devotees.

43. Sri :—0 Sakra, the accumulated merits of souls vary in

quality and quantity and in no sense mature to fruition at the

same rate for all (lit. collected at the same time).

44- Very rarely does it happen that, owing to the ripening of

merits at the time of birth, a particular individual is viewed (in a

favourable light) by the lotus-eyed (God), the Lord of Sri.

45- Some other individual is however (given the opportunity)
at some other time. Ihus good fortune (merit), varying both in

character and in proportion, causes different grades amongst the

worthy.

46. Then again, the intelligence (capacity) of some to apprehend
the real nature of God is low; in the case of others it is of average
level, whereas in the case of yet others it may be divinely (strong).

47~4&- Thus owing to the various degrees of God’s grace, in-

equalities arise. In order to meet the requirements of each particular
function the supreme God manifests Himself in Paravyuha etc.

orms by presiding over me, His Sakti. Those who have become
enlightened through meditation and realize the truth are fit to

(comprehend) the absolute self.

1

49- Persons of average intelligence, who achieve partial enlighten-
ment through meditation, are allowed access to the Vyuha develop-
ments. 1 hose lacking discrimination (true knowledge) are allowed
access to the forms belonging to the Vibhava group. 3

50-

53- Considering differences in (the mental) qualities of

devotees still afflicted by the illusion of egoism and selfishness,
and so fit (to understand God in different degrees of perfection),

4

He (God) assumes states of existence (on different levels) known by
the names of Paravyuha etc. Thus, O Sakra, I have explained to you
m brief the manifestations consisting of both (,bhavat and bhdva),
and of the Vyuhas which follow (the separate existence of) bhavat

1 Those who have undergone the discipline of yoga and mastered it are
worthy for the pursuit of Absolute unqualified truth They do not need
any lower truth closer to ordinary experience and capacity of mind.

2 This second group have achieved some depth of mind and are capable
of understanding the transcendental qualities of these Vyuha manifestations.

Each of the Vibhava deities symbolizes only one aspect of God and
hence those deities are much easier for the ordinary person to grasp.

4 Somewhat freely translated.
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and bhfiva. All these manifestations represent myself and Narayana.

In the group of sheaths (kosa, enclosing me), whether pure or

impure, I have todav related to you our (combined) existence,

either separately, in combination with each other, or exclusively. 1

53-54. Thus clearly discerning me with the approval of all, and

ceaselessly worshipping me who am of manifold nature, in diverse

ways, (the votary) can eliminate the effect of suffering resulting

from accumulation of 1 1 is deeds and can reach my state.

1 Separate v implies that both are manifest at the same time, but as two

entities, e.g. Yaraha and the Earth; in combination with each other implies

as a couple, e.g. Kama and STta; exclusively implies as only one, e.g. Prahlada

or Durga.



CHAPTER TWELVE

THE FIVEFOLD DIVINE FUNCTIONS

1

1. Sakra: O Saroruha (lotus-goddess), if the beginningless
Jiva is thy power of pure consciousness, how comes it that it

suffers from the effects of klesa, karma and asaya ?

2. What are these klesas? How many are they? What is the
nature of deeds and how do they operate ? What is asaya, O goddess,
and what are its consequences ?

3 * O, daughter of the ocean, please clarify all this to me. I bow
own to thee again and again. O omniscient (Goddess), thou alone

canst explain these (to me).
4. Sri. I am Goddess Narayani consisting of pure and infinite

scmusness, I am Visnu s independent and absolute Sri.

*

^
ave created two distinct categories: one relates to Isa

or
) , the other to I£itavya (that which is governed). Again,

on my own initiative I have split up the Isitavya into two groups,
roug my) power of consciousness (evolving) on the one hand as
enjoyer (bhoktr) and, on the other, as the object enjoyed {bhogyu)

, .

1S a^er §roup) I again make two classifications, viz. kala
and kalya (time, and those influenced by it).

.

7
\

etween (time and those influenced by it), the Sakti represent-
ing -alya acts as a temptress. She captivates and is at the same
ime the primordial source (prakrti). The Sakti of consciousness
i.e. e 10 tr) is fettered by her (i.e. prakrti) and by all her
evolutions (vikarah). *

*tu
There are five ways in which the gakti of consciousness as

e 0
^

1S st[ i:)
i ected to suffering; and these five are called

kleSas.* Now hear their names. Tamas, moha, mahamoha, the
darkness called andha, and avidya. These are the five phases of the
supreme course of darkness (illusion or Mesa).

10. Though the Sakti of consciousness is essentially aloof, pure

1 The fifth function is in fact elaborated in ch. XIII.
Klesa

,
propounded by the Yogasutra, is the source of worldly suf-

fering and is of five types: avidya
, asmitd, raga, dve$a and abhiniveia. See

Yog.P. on Yog.S. 2, 3-12.
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and changeless, she manifests herself in a form that is affected by

klcScLS

11 £akra:—I find the notion of connecting the Sakti of con-

sciousness with klesas confusing. My mind is baffled. O Padmaja,

please dispel my confusion.

12 gj-j; 1 am the eternal, independent Sakti of Narayana, the

source of all achievement, the mysterious goddess, continuously

engaged in creating.
. . ,

13-14. O king of the gods, I have five ever existing functions,

viz. tirobhava, srsfi, sthiti, samhrti and anugraha. O Sakra, hear a

systematic description of these functions.

13-16. Among these, tirobhava is said to be appearing differently

(i.e. disguise of one’s own nature). 1 That particular sakti of mine

—through whose influence my cit=>akti (sakti of consciousness)

called the enjoyer, which though pure (by nature) is affected by

prakrti—is called tirobhava and is also known as avidyaSakti.

17. In accordance with my firm resolve I differentiated myself

,

the descending order of which (differentiated) forms I have already

revealed to you. 2

18. Citsakti is called by the learned jtva (the individual self).

Its multiplicity is attributable to my own free will.

19-20. The supreme avidyasakti, referred to as tirobhava, is

(the sakti) by which I identify my modification (caitya)—created

by me in accordance with my firm resolve—with citSakti (under-

standing). Tirobhava 3 has five components, now hear me describe

them. _

21. Tamas is indeed its first component, named avidya. It

represents the element of cognition whereby jiva identifies itself

with material objects other than souls or the self inherent in the

jiva.

22-27. This tamas or avidya is regarded as (jlva’s) ego (
sva

)

and

self-consciousness (
aham). When a material object is identified

with the self-consciousness (of jiva), the ego-consciousness thereby

originated is the second component (of the klesa) mahamoha, also

1 Tirobhava, or disappearance, implies the influence of nescience covering

the real nature of Self, which leads to all sorts of false notions of individiia ty

and involvement.
2 See Chapter V in extenso.
3 Tirobhava is a synonym for klesa.

5
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referred to 1 as asmita. The identification of consciousness with
material objects through the influence of avidya is termed nioha,
asmita and mahamoha. An impression

(
vasana

)

combined with
asmita, which causes pleasant recollections, is called raga, wiiose
objects are pleasant things; and that is the third component of
klesa. An impression combined with asmita, which causes un-
pleasant recollections, is called dvesa, whose objects are repulsive;
t is is the fourth component of klesa. The anxiety about (possible)

obstacles experienced by aspirants while they attempt to repel
misery by (various) foims (of) voga and are eager for happiness, is

the abhimve^a called andha, which is the fifth component of klesa.*
* ^°‘ ^

e8arc^ng the body as soul and hence identifying the two;
see ving objects of pleasure and shunning those that do not (afford
p easure)

, fearing obstacles to that (attainment of pleasant, and

.,

01
f
nce unpleasant, objects) and attempting to remedy that

^a
.

10n
’ whatever activity the conscious

(
jiva

)
is engaged in to

cine 'f

C

7
ia^ *S cove^e<^ an(l to avoid what is repugnant, can be

c?!, i

1 1G
,.

U
.

n
.

er^ree headings to tally with the three (stikha etc.).
3

* c-
a^vi^lcs are referred to as karman by sages and true masters

of Samkhya and Yoga.
^ sc *ence °f the (cosmic) principles, the learned call the

•

<3uenc®s °f this {karman), which entail happiness or misery, or
a mixture of both, the threefold vipaka.

t ^
mPressions produced by the vipakas of klesa karman are

^
aS aSciya

’ for they lie completely buried in the internal
organ.

33 37 Vasanas (impressions) are constantly produced by the
ive components of klesas. Vasana is, on the other hand, the source

,
'

l?
1 aPPropiiate action springs; (and again) the vipakas

pro uce three types of vasana consisting of happiness etc. (Thus the
yc e o vasana, karman and vipaka continues without break). In

exactlv^with
nia^dmoha etc. referred to in verse 9 do not correspond

? IZZ - ?
klesas described in the Yog.S.

rasa and dvesa
’
^nita is a combination of nioha and mahamoha',

seems to hr> nn '

°^c lei termed tamisra; and abhinivesa is andha. There

andhn ic tbn
10na connection between these last two, excepting that

andth^Qiff*
c ]rnax of total involvement of self in the mundane world,

ei
?
n

£>
.

erfby entailed finally drives the individual self to seeka way out, which is abhinivesa.
Happiness, sorrow and a mixture of both.
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this way (the sakti) called tirobhava, marked by the four klesa etc.

(i.e. klesa, karman, vipdka and as'aya
)
imposes bondage on the

jivakosa. Through this power {tiroblidva) of mine arising from the

fettered jivas. my (other) saktissuch as srsti etc. function uninterrupt-

edly. 1 According to purity and impurity my srsfisakti can be

classified in two categories which I have already 2 described to you

in detail. She
(
srsli-sa/di

)

in her turn can be classified in seven ways.

First is the state when she creates incessantly through exercising

the functions called prajapatya .

3

38. The others (the six consecutive states of srsti) occur in the six

(respective) kosasat their respective times.4 In the course Of cosmic

creation, srsti, evolving from prakrti, is known to be of three types.

39-44. (These) are (called) bhaviki, laihgiki and bhautiki. Just as

the banyan tree exists (dormant) in the seed, so does the creation

consisting of mahat etc. exist (dormant) in prakrti, composed of

the three gunas (i.e. saitva, rajas and taaias). This is known as

bhava-srsti (the dormant state of creation). The linga (the subtle

body) which I create is classified as cosmic and as individual

belonging to Viraj 5 and to the individual souls (respectively), and

represents the (state) of creation (called) lirigaja. The twenty-three

(cosmic principles) starting with mahat and ending with visesa, 6

are said to be incorporated by the subtle body of Viraj. The unit of

the collective senses with antahkarana existent in the three

states (viz. buddhi, ahamkara and manas), which inheres in each jiva

and has been described before 7 as the subtle (bodies) of gross

living beings—the eighteen individual (inner and outer senses), and

klesas, karmans, vasanas and the pranas (vital airs)—goes to make

up the above-mentioned linga (subtle body) inherent in the (gross

bodies of) the jivas.

1 Tirobhava is the basic impetus to create, the motive for creation. The

saktis of creativity etc. are instrumental in that they complete the process

started by tirobhava.
3 See ch. V, 25-27.
3 prajapatya is the creative process indicative of her role as the creator.

It is also the name of a sacrifice which refers to the creative function.

4 In the six sheaths mayd etc. she extends herself as the created object

during the different phases of creation. Thus srstisakti as the creator an

the created has seven classifications.

5 The macrocosmic aspect of Self immanent in every created object.

6 The gross elements ether, air, light, water and earth.

7 See ch. V, 23 to end.
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45-47- The citsaktis existing in the subtle bodies (usually)

journey through the transient world from (life to death). (Only)
when in consequence of good deeds individuals acquire true know-
ledge of God, do these subtle bodies of the jivas cease to exist, but
not before that. Yiraj’s gross body, otherwise referred to as brah-
manda, and the other four types of (gross) bodies of the embodied
(;mrs viz. yonija, andaja, svedaja and udbhijja), go to make up my

^ creadon: and this ends my consideration of creation.
48- Now listen, Sakra, whilst I explain to you the nature of the

hu-d of my saktis (functions) already referred to as sthiti.

49-

51- hrough my ability to assume various forms, the function
ot sustaining that which exists in the period between the moment of

creation and the moment my.will to destroy (the creation) awakens,
is called my supreme sakti of sthiti (integration). My coexistence

v
the supreme God, in each specific form is considered

^ 1

J

ghtened t0 be first sthiti. My (coexistence) with the
S

lvr

1 anvantaras (he. Manus) is said to be the second (sthiti)-

etcYic c,

(
co^lstence

) with the sons of Manus (i.e. the saptarsi

fie th

thVthlrd
’ and (™y coexistence) with the ksudra

aml r ,

°rdmary nation) is the fourth (sthiti). My fourth sakti is

samhrti and now hear her different types.

r] „
5
^.?

5
,

That whlch causes the constant destruction of individuals

samhrH r
a
l-

ar
f
yUja GtC

‘ (ie
‘ *»»>« etc.), is called the nityd

ti (sakti. of destruction); while the second tvpe of samhrti,

cause of R
S

? naimittiki -
X She a«ects all three worlds and is the

nr^krt-^K?
hma 5 deep Sleep - The third type of samhrti is known as

+

1 °nSmgJ:o prakrti) and influences mahat etc. The fourth

,•

G
,

1S
?

prasuti (belonging to prasuti) and influences avyakta

'J
1S tbe hith type of samhrti affecting prasuti.

50 . bakti is regarded as the sixth type of samhrti affecting maya.
the seventh type (iakti of destruction) is calied atyantikl and
she merges the yogins in me (i.e. liberates them).

57- When that (liberation) takes place, the pious (votaries)
exis only in their subtle bodies. O Sakra, I have thus dealt with
the seven types of my sakti of destruction. Now hear my explanation
o my fifth sakti (i.e. functional capacity) known as anugraha.

This is the destruction of gross creation occurring at the end of each
Ka pa when all the three worlds with their contents arc dissolved and Brahma
tails asleep. In the puranic tradition only three types of dissolution are
listed, viz. nitya, naimittiki and atyantikl.



CHAPTER THIRTEEN

THE TRUE FORM OF THE JIVA

i. Sri:—O Sakra, the anugraha sakti is traditionally known as
my fifth (sakti). My son, I am now going to describe her true nature
to you.

2-3. These (jivas) are deluded by avidya, subjected to the

(illusion) of asmita and overwhelmed by my sakti called tirodhana.

In general they fall from a higher to a lower position
;
(but) at the

same time they also show a tendency to ascend from lower to

higher positions. 1 Such jivas are subjected to three types of bondage
and move through the three states (regions).

4. Broiling in their own deeds, (they) are in the very centre of the
hot coal that represents mundane life; they inveterately seek
happiness but (instead), owing to ignorance, get crushed by misery.

5-8. As movable and immovable beings they continuously pass
through an endless chain of births. Inextricably enmeshed in the

miseries of body, senses, mind and intelligence through the results

caused by certain deeds, (jivas) are ever subjected to recurrent

birth and death, and undergo affliction through systematic exertion

or its absence (i.e. attempts to avoid misery or to pursue happiness,

as the case may be). (These considerations) engender (in me)
endless compassion for these jivas. I obliterate their sins and I, Sri,

ensure that (such) jivas escape beyond the clutches of misery.
(This act of compassion) is called anugraha, which is also referred
to as the ‘descent’ of the supreme Sakti.

9. Having received my grace, they are absolved from their

karman (i.e. extinction of consequences). The jivas infused with my
grace possess only apa£cima 2 (non-phenomenal) bodies.

10. The precise moment of the descent of this £akti (i.e. anugraha)

is known only to me. It cannot be brought about by human effort,

or by any other means. 3

1 The individual selves become progressively involved in worldly objects

as they proceed through life but, as if to counteract this, the more involved
they get, the keener grows their hankering to escape such involvement.

2 A pure, or sattvilca, body transcending the material body.
3 cf. Ka.U. 2.23.
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ii. Solely through the arbitrary exercise of my own discretion

do I sometimes look upon a certain individual with favour. Thence-

forward that individual (becomes) pure and his internal organ

becomes cleansed.

12-14. And he, having reached the state of karmasamya (pacifica-

tion of karman), then confines himself to performing good deeds, to

attaining knowledge of the Vedanta, to following (the course of

speculation and meditation laid down in) the Sarpkhya and Yoga
and through a correct understanding of Sattvata (philosophy),
becomes imbued with pure devotion for Visnu. Then (gradually)
after lapse of time the yogin (the meditating adept), who has

shaken off all accumulated afflictions (klesas) by freeing himself
from every shackle, glows.brightly (liberated) from all attachments
and (ultimately) becomes one with the supreme Brahman represented
by LaksmI and Narayana. 1

my fifth sakti known as anugraha. The reason for my
cngaging in activities such as tirobhava etc. is purely a matter of

my own choice.

6. Thus, 0 Sakra, understand my fivefold divine functions,
about which I have nothing further to add.
atra: I salute thee, who livest in the lotus, I salute thee, who

shelterest in Narayana.
17-18. I salute thee, eternal and flawless Goddess, who art, as it

were, the ocean of all blessings. (Though) the great darkness (of my
mind) has been dispelled by the flow of thy nectar-like words, (yet),
am eager to know more about the excellent form of citsakti.
1 ‘ -—Narayana is the unique God, the eternal supreme soul.

e 1S tbe everlasting embodiment of (all the attributes, viz.)

jnana, bala, aisvarya, virya, sakti and ojas (i.e. tejas)

.

He is be-
ginningless and without limitation in space; time or form.

T
^°‘ ’ t ^le suPieme Goddess, am His Sakti, consisting of His
00 , resplendently displaying the six (divine) attributes;

omnipotent and eternal.

21. My unique essential form consists of pure and unlimited
consciousness. All the successful (yogins) amongst all the jivas
exist in me. 2

Emancipation
(mukti

)

is being identical with Brahman, the supreme
Essence, which is but a return of the part to its original whole.

The yogins who have become enlightened through the practice of Yoga.
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22. Through my sovereign will, I manifest the whole of creation

on myself as the substratum. All the worlds dart (start) into

existence on me, as birds dart on water.

23. Of my own choice I descend (through limited forms) in

fulfilment of my five functions. This, my descending self is called

citsakti.

24. This is my limited (self) consisting of concentrated conscious-

ness, which is pure and at the same time independent. Even in this

(concentrated consciousness) the universe is manifest, similarly as

the reflection of a mountain may be caught in a (small) mirror. 1

25. This (limited manifestation of mine) is transparent and ever

shining like a diamond. As pure brilliance is the quality of the sun,

so is consciousness its quality.

26. Jiva is spontaneously manifested by her
(
citsakti

)

possessing

similar traits and this jiva is also continuously occupied in perform-

ing the five daily duties. 2

27. The contact (of citsakti) with (objects such as) blue, yellow

etc. is called by the wise srsti. Attachment to such objects (of

citsakti) is called sthiti.

28. The cessation of (the jlva’s) attachment to objects, caused

by the desire to seize another, is referred to by the learned in the

science of the principles, as samhrti.

29. The impression (
vasand

)

left by them (i.e. objects) is tiro-

bhava and the eradication of that impression is anugraha. This

destruction 3 has the propensity, like fire, to destroy everything

within reach.

30. This jiva is sustained bj' merely an infinitesimal part of

myself. I have previously 4 explained to you my illusory form in

association with its relevant objects.

31. When in consequence of (the advent of) pure knowledge, the

jiva discards its limitations, then freed from every shackle it

becomes illuminated (with knowledge).

32. In consequence of (the advent of the divine attributes)

jnana and kriya, it (then) becomes omniscient and omnipotent;

1 The image is peculiarly Vedantic. Another popular image of the kind

is to observe the sea in a drop of water.
2 Corresponding to the five functions of God enumerated in the ensuing

verses.
3 Grasana, to devour.
* See ch. VII.
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and since all fetters have been removed, in acquiring my nature it

even becomes non-molecular (in size, i.e. infinite).

33. As long as it is unnoticed by me, who am moved by pity,

its knowledge continues to be restricted and it (continues) to

experience the universe through its senses (lit. instruments of

knowledge)

.

34. Observing objects with the eye (i.e. a sense organ), using the

mind to form notions, attributing ego-consciousness by virtue of

ahamkara, it finally uses intelligence to determine (an object).

35. Thus from having lived in the waking state, it enters the

dream state by relying then solely on its internal senses. From that

state, in a state of profound sleep, it reverts to its own true nature.

36-39* These three states actually belong to prakrti, and not
to the jlva. Even the state of turya, entered during the jiva's

meditative trance, does not properly belong to it. The jiva does
indeed consist of pure transcendental substance

(
suddhasativa).

It is independent of all states, is unaffected by any attributes

belonging to prakrti
,

1
is unlimited by the conditions

(
upadhis

)

and is indivisible. In fact the jiva incorporates (pure) consciousness.
Lut although that is its essence, it becomes blinded by avidya and
hence does not see me, who am (however) clearly visible and am
identical with its own self.

Sakra: O Goddess, how can you say that you are clearly visible,

when you are beyond the reach of all senses? O Ambuja, even the

Vedanta (Upanisad) fails to clarify your true nature.
40. Sri: O Sakra, consider me to be intuitively realizable 2 by

all embodied beings. Now hear with attention my (true) nature.

1 Sattva, rajas and tamas.
2 Realization of truth or Self-realization is intuitive knowledge, which is

always direct.



CHATTER FOURTEEN

THE TRUE NATURE OF SAKTI (LAKSMl)

j •—(iod Vasudeva is the absolute Brahman. In essence He

is (higher) knowledge; undifferentiated with regard to space, time

etc. ;
devoid of gunas 1 and pure.

2. His nature is bliss, He is ever immutable, possesses six (divine)

attributes, is undecaying and everlasting. I am His supreme Sakti,

His I-hood. I am eternal and constant (i.e. immutable).

3-5. My sakti of action (vydfidrasakti) is characterized by m^

urge to create (sisrksd)

.

With a billionth fraction of myself I

voluntarily embark on creation by differentiating myself in two

separate (particles), of which one is conscious (
cetana)

and the

other is the object of its knowledge (cetva). Of these two, cetana is

my cit£akti. In fact consciousness, consisting of myself, evolves

into both sentient and insentient objects. Absolutely pine and

sovereign consciousness is, indeed, my real form.

6. Like the juice of the sugar-cane, this (consciousness) becomes

grosser through contact with material objects. Hence it is that in

the process of cognizing material objects, the latter acquire the

nature of consciousness.

7. Just as fuel, when kindled, becomes engulfed by fire, so do

(perceptible material) objects pervaded by consciousness adopt

its nature.

8. Polarized thinking aware of (objects such as) blue, yellow,

happiness, sorrow etc., distinguishes undifferentiated pure con-

sciousness by its variegated wealth of limiting conditions.

9. Polarized thought is also one of my forms 2 voluntarily

created by myself whereby, viewed from an internal and an external

angle, perceptible (material) objects become classified as subject

and object.
. .

10. Neither the external (object) nor the internal (cognition)

constitutes the essence of my absolute consciousness. My selfhood

1 Sattva, rajas and tamas.
2 See ch. V, 32-85.
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splits itself in two components: the (objects) capable of being
known, and the (subjects) who do the knowing.

11. That self of mine, which is beyond all polarized knowledge,
free from the taint of words and unaffected by any limiting con-
dition, undergoes evolution in the form of perceptible (material)
objects.

12. When the mind is free of polarized thought, those perceptible
(material) objects that attain the middle mode (madhyama vrtti) 1

become identified with consciousness.
13- Just as the form existing in the eye is seen (by that eye) as

eing the form belonging to a particular external object, so also the
rm exis mg in the knowledge observed (by the knower) appears

to belong to the thing known.
^ a bumine P^ece wood looks like fire, so also are

P pie (material) objects pervaded by consciousness perceived
as consciousness.

5 VI hen the object is related to cognition by the knower
gnizei) and he reflects upon it, it is then myself, consisting of

objelt)^
aUd CVer reVGaled (who is in fact Perceived as that

.

ld ' ^00<^ the essential characteristic of knowledge distinguish-
ng i rom the object perceived; it is unique (salaksana)

,

and that ismy own self. Hence I, consisting of pure consciousness, am all-
pervading.

+v/
7
fi

m the °Cean °f consci°usness the only foothold left on
e xlooded island is the term connoting ‘this’

(
idampada

)

and
percep i e (material) objects are almost submerged I then provide
them with a support to hold on to.

IS - Those whose impressions have all been washed away (i.e.
removed) by the nectar-like flow of meditation upon me, realize me,w o am (pure) consciousness engulfing the multitudinous variety
ot objects, as identical with themselves.

19- People are of opinion that, since I consist of knowledge alone,my unction of revealing objects of knowledge (i.e. cognition) is an
effect of avidya, about which I have spoken before. 2

20-

21. According to my true nature, I am neither tranquil (i.e.

inert), nor creatively active, nor do I follow the middle course
1 The third sonic manifestation, viz. madhyama
2 See ch. XIII.
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between these. I manifest myself as such 1 to those who are able

to discern me with a calm mind devoid of polarized experience even

in the waking state. But even when perceived by those who seek

to know me while still influenced by polarization, I make them

forget me.

22. Just as an object though lying right in front of a person does

not appear in his mind when preoccupied, so also am I not realized

by those whose (minds) are afflicted by impressions. 2

23-24. Just as a person desirous of understanding some particular

object, stills every other movement of his mind and (through deep

concentration) grasps it immediately, similarly, even during

empirical existence, pure-souled (persons) realize my ever-manifest

and sovereign self embodying pure knowledge.

25-26. As a garment which was originally white and is then dyed

red, cannot be re-dyed in another colour without first reverting to

its original state, similarly how can he who has a notion of blue etc.,

envisage yellow, without taking the intermediate step of reverting

to me, the essential pure consciousness.

27. In the same way, whilst spelling out a sentence, how can

one pass from letter to letter without pausing between letters in me,

the essential pure consciousness.

28. Thus, although in essence I am pure and independent, still

after assuming one form and then passing on to another, I retain

my pure nature during the intermediate state. 3

29. My true state of existence, set alight by Agni and Soma,

manifests itself as my abode
(
padam

)

in the middle (duct, i.e.

susumna), when passage through the right and left (ducts) 4 is

checked.

30. When (visionary higher) thought (or wisdom: din) is set free

from contact with all external objects and is also not focussed on

1 i.e. in the true presentation of myself.
2 Blurred by impressions left by the experience of mundane affairs, the

mind fails to reflect truth.
3 This very interesting idea conveys two facts. The first is that Sakti is

always transcendental and none of her modifications affects this fundamental

trait. Secondly, even while undergoing all these modifications she reverts

to her essential form in every intermediate state between two successive

modifications. This implies that each modification is directly linked with

Sakti’s essential form.
4 I<Ja and pingala; cf. Ahi.S. ch. 33 in extenso.
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any particular (symbolic) object, my true self is revealed 1 in that

vacant thought.

31. That which continues to exist both in light and in darkness
and reveals itself both in a positive and negative (object), is my
undifferentiated form.

32. Totally unattached I-consciousness, revealed in the mind of

(the adept) who has completely 1 enounced all craving for material
objects and whose mind delights in 'devotion to me, is indeed my
true body.

33- The self of those persons, who practise that (renunciation and
devotion) and who have acquired true knowledge (by distinguishing
truth from untruth), remains unaffected by t h<* imposition of body,
vital airs etc. (life-principle) and completely identifies itself with
my true state of being.

34- As the rays of the sun become manifest but are not created
(anew), so too the essence of consciousness as such, manifests itself

in various states of being but has never been created.
35- Just as the sun sometimes rises in the sky without there

bein^ any particular object (to illuminate), so also does my true
form (viz. knowledge) spontaneously manifest itself, even when
there is no object to reveal. 2

36-

37* In the same way as crystal etc., being extremely trans-
parent, when tinted by flowers such as the hibiscus

(
japa

)

cannot be
perceived in its original state, I, also being transparent, 3 cannot
be perceived by people apart from the palpable objects created
through my decisive will. That does not imply that I do not exist

there (separately from such objects).

38-39* As the existence of gold cannot be perceived apart from
the earrings made of it and cannot be separately pointed to, and yet
gold undoubtedly exists as gold, so also is my existence, which
consists of consciousness and is eternal, pure and unaffected by
either pleasure or pain, realizable solely through self-knowledge.

40. That which relates the cognizer with both the process of

knowledge and its object, is my relationship to these (= knowledge

Enlightenment conies to a mind freed of all impressions. This state
of mind can be reached only through meditation.

\\ hether the rays of the sun are visible or not, their existence is constant.
Similarly the essence of consciousness may, or may not be revealed to a
particular individual, but exists nevertheless.

3 i.e. unqualified.
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and its object) characterized as the essence of perception (of

objects). 1

41. Space, time and action are well known as the three differen-

tiating factors (bheda).
2 But what can distinguish consciousness

(
samvid), which determines the distinction between (even) these

(three distinguishing factors) ?

42. Even time, with its three components, past, etc., 3 which

is the fundamental cause of differentiation amongst perceptible

(material) objects, becomes as it were merged in the ocean of

consciousness and is identified with it.

43. When past and future merge in me, the eternally existent,

the concept of the present is then also obliterated. 4

44. I am the substratum of everything, but I cannot be enclosed

in anything. Hence there is no particular area of space that can be

relegated to me as my substratum.

45. I have no state exempt from consciousness. Therefore I, who

am unique and of the nature of concentrated consciousness, am

worshipped as the possessor of all forms.

46-54. Time, place, action [kriya), subject (A'arid), object [karma),

instrumental object
(
karana), dative object (sampradana), (i.e.

objects in their various positions in relation to action) and the

consequences (of actions), enjoyment and the enjoyer—all these

merge in the self of consciousness. Gods, demons, nagas, gandharvas,

the flocks of raksasas, viclyadharas, pisacas (malevolent spirits),

the elements—these eight ganas; 5 men, who classify themselves in

diverse groups according to caste and function; cattle and wild

creatures [nirgas), birds, serpents, plants and also insects; the

fourteen worlds 6 existing in heaven and the nether regions; rivers,

islands, oceans and other creations of the cosmic egg; the higher

and lower realities; various collections of sounds; whatever can be

regarded as being either the object, instrument, or embodiment

1 pratyayartha : essence of perception of an object; cf. ahamartha.
2 These three are the basic factors distinguishing one object from another.

3 i.e. past, present and future.
4 Because the present is a relative term .dependent upon the concept

of either the past or the future.
5 Groups of creatures other than creatures of this world.
6 Seven higher and seven nether worlds: bhuh, bhuvah, svah, tapa,

jana, maha, satya; and atala; vitala, sutala, talatala, mahatala, rasatala,

patala.
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of enjoyment; the six sheaths and everything enclosed therein

consisting of both sentient and insentient objects; all existing

objects whether pure or impure; and the four aims of mankind (viz.

dharma, artha, kama and moksa); everything connected with

prakrti and impelled by time; all these (above-mentioned) both

existent and non-existent (objects), whether or not pervaded by me,
merge in me (are contained in me). I, the pure and independent
consciousness, pervade everything.

55~58. I am recognized by the wise as the bliss and tranquillity

inherent in each state of being. Though that is my true nature,

fettered by my sakti called tirobhava, citsakti (i.e. jiva) does not

discover (experience) me spontaneously. However, after receiving a

mere particle of my anugrahasakti, she {citsakti) discovers me
(instantaneously). Then after propitiating me by various means,
the jiva, known as citsakti washes away all klesas and blows away
the dust of impressions; whereby the jiva, that has (thus) already
severed its fetters through meditation (yoga), fuses with true

knowledge and attains me, who am LaksmI and whose nature is

supreme bliss. 1

1 Asserting in unmistakable terms that liberation means achieving
identification with the Absolute Self, in other words with Laksml-Narayana.



CHAPTER FIFTEEN

VARIOUS METHODS OF ATTAINING ULTIMATE TRUTH

1. Sakra:—I salute thee, who art born in the lotus. Homage to

thee, thou lotus-wreathed Goddess. I salute thee, wife of Govinda,

who dwellest in a lotus.

2. I salute thee whose hair resembleth the delicate lotus-filaments,

O omniscient Goddess, who art the witness (principle) residing in

the mind of every living creature.

3. I have followed all (the teaching) that has issued from thy

lotus-lips, (to the effect that) everything thou hast created is

succoured (sustained) by thee and will (ultimately) be merged in

thee.

4. The knower, the instrument of knowledge, knowledge (cogni-

tion) and the object of knowledge, all these are essentially none

other than thyself. Every soul can, as it were, only traverse the

ocean of creation (life) by worshipping thee alone.

5-6. All this, O Goddess, I have fully understood. Now I am

curious to know how, O lotus-born, one may please thee who art

on thy lotus-throne. By what means can one attain the highest

goal, which is (to procure) thy satisfaction- (grace, love: priti).
1

What is the method of pleasing thee, what is its na.ture, what does

it entail ? I salute thee, O lotus-born, deign to reveal all this to me.

7-9. Sri :—The absolute Brahman is identified with the fourfold

(deity), 2 characterized by (pure) existence, consciousness and bliss;

who consists of all, transcends all, is immanent in all and flawless;

who is Vasudeva, the absolute Brahman, the great principle

(mahat

)

consisting of Narayana. I am His absolute Sakti, (His)

I-hood consisting of bliss and consciousness.

1 Man’s highest aspiration is to be liberated from worldly bondage and

the only means to achieve that is through securing God’s or Sakti’s grace.

Hence it is the aim of every adept of this Paiicaratra system to confine

himself to doing what pleases Him or His Sakti, and nothing else.

2 Caturvyuha; the manifestation of God Brahman, whose essence is

Absolute Being, Absolute Knowledge and Absolute Bliss, cf. satyam jnanam

anantam brahma', anando bralimeti vyajdnat; T.U. 2, 1, 1 and 3, 6. It should

be noted that Etrahman in this text is not devoid of personality.
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10. I am identified with, and (at the same time) different from
Him, 1 like the moonlight of t lie moon. This unique existence
(reality) of ours, though single, appears to be dual.

11. There is no way for the wise to progress (towards emancipa-
tion) othei than by seeking higher knowledge, that is the higher
knowledge whereby the seer attains Brahman, that? is Narayana,
that is myself.

12. That higher knowledge derived from discriminating know-
ledge (distinguishing between truth and falsehood), which is

totally pure and devoid of suffering, envisages Yasudeva as its sole
aim and leads to the cessation of rebirth.

I 3_I 4 - Once this knowledge (realization) is obtained, (the adept)
instantaneously enters me (identifies himself with me). Pleased
by these particular methods followed by the pure-souled living
beings, I reveal that knowledge which throws light on the supreme
Self. 1 here are four methods 2 which gain favour.

15- Sakra : O lady living in the lotus, lovely spouse of the
Lotus-eyed One, O lotus-goddess, show me what these four methods
are.

16. Sri. Listen Sakra to the description of these four methods
of acquiring my grace, which w'ill always cause me, the Absolute,
great pleasure.

1

7

* Performance of ones duties as befitting one’s caste; know-
ledge of the principles [samkliya

) ; meditative devotion
(
yoga

)
and

complete renunciation; these are the methods designated by the
learned.

18. The three types of Vedic rites as defined by the four defini-

tions 3 comprise obligatory and occasional rites connected with
one’s social rank and status

(varndsrama ).

19. The first method is to perform a deed not made worthless by
attachment (to its fruits), wherein the wise should practice four
types of complete renunciation.

20. (They should dedicate every act) either to the deity mentioned

1 God and His Sakti are identical yet separate, like fire and its capacity
to bum. This idea was postulated later on by Caitanya’s followers as Acintya-
bhedabhedavada.

2 Karma or virtuously performing one's religious and social duties;
jnana or philosophical contemplation; bhakti or devotion to God; and
nydsa or the dedication of one's self to God.

3 Clarified in verse 20.
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in the mantra, to prakrti, to the senses, or to the supreme God

Vasudeva, Janardana.

21-22. First to glorious Janardana (the adept) should surrender

the idea of himself as being the performer; then he should surrender

the result thereof; and finally even the very acts (functions) them-

selves, performing (only) the compulsory and the occasional duties

enjoined by sacred scripture. Desirous only of worshipping me,

the man ceaselessly ingratiates me.

23. Thus is briefly shown to you the (method) as described by

Sruti and Smrti. Now hear the second method, (i.e.) the knowledge

of the principles. 1

24-25. According to the Samkhya system, samkhya (knowledge) is

of three types. The first is knowledge with reference to the things

of this world ;
the second consists of carcana (speculative knowledge)

,

and complete intuitive knowledge (of truth) is considered the third.

These three types of knowledge are collectively named samkhya.

26-27. (The elements of) earth, water, fire, wind and ether,

ahamkara (the ego-principle), mahat and prakrti; these are the

eight principles (and) 1 am going to explain them to you. Prakrti

is said to be of three types, maya, suti (i.e. prasuti), and gunatmika

(or trigunatmika).
_

28. Maya is the name of that supreme subtle principle relating

to insentient objects, which is in itself free and, at the same time,

not free from attachment. It is unique, devoid of vibration (i.e.

movement) and imperishable.

29. Its (maya’s) slightly less subtle (lit. swollen) state is called

prasuti. The development of all three gunas in equal proportion is

(known as the state of) supreme prakrti.

30. Avyakta, aksara, yoni, avidya, triguna, sthiti, maya, sva-

bhava etc. are synonyms for prakrti.

31. Sattva, rajas and tamas are the three gunas. Sattva is light

in weight, blissful and tranquil.

32-36. Its function (mode) is known as illumination (
prakdsa),

which reflects (lit. lifts up) consciousness. 2 Rajas should also be

1 Samkhya literally means enumeration, and hence enumeration of the

cosmic principles laid down in the Samkhya system. See bh.G. 2, 39 an

R. C. Zaehner, Commentary on the Bhagavadglta, Oxford 1969. PP-

2 Sattva illuminates in the sense that, being pure and transparent, 1

reflects knowledge which is the illumination of truth. Otherwise sat va,

not being consciousness, cannot be illumination.

6
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known as being light (in weight), sorrowful and unstable. Its
function (mode) is activity, which is the cause of all vibration. It is

imperishable, lamas is massive, consists of illusion and is immobile.
Its function (mode) is to fetter (niyama) and is sometimes character-
ized by inducing sleep. O Vasava, neither on earth, in heaven nor
in the space between, does any object exist devoid of these three
gunas, which are the products of prakrti. These gunas, governing
the mind, manifesting themselves through the senses and at the
Sar

?
e
.,^

rne *nherent in every single object, produce pleasure, pain
and illusion. It is these gunas, evolved into the body and the senses,
that are responsible for all activity. He who constantly bears this in
mind, frees himself from these gunas.



CHAPTER SIXTEEN

ELABORATION OF THE METHODS TO ATTAIN
ULTIMATE TRUTH

1-4. Now listen attentively, O Sakra, to my description of mahat,

the first disturbance (lit. activity) in the tranquil equilibrium of the

gunas. 1 It too has three aspects (modes, manners of manifesting

itself) : the sattva-aspect which is buddhi (intellect) ;
the rajas-aspect

which is prana (the vital air)
;
and the tamas-aspect called kala

(time). Now hear me explain these. Buddhi is the incentive to

mental effort (
adhyavasaya) ;

prana is the incentive to endeavour

(
prayatna ) ;

and kala is the incentive to transform in the form of

impulse and effective development (
kalana). Ahamkara results

from a modification of mahat.

5. (Ahamkara) also has three aspects resulting from the pro-

portional difference in the gunas. The five tanmatras (element-

principles), space etc., are evolved from its tamas-aspect.

6-7. The cognitive senses owe their origin to predominance of

the sattva-aspect (of ahamkara)
;
the conative senses to predomin-

ance of its rajas-aspect ;
while the mind

(
ubhayatmaka

)

originates

from both (its sattva- and rajas-aspects). This is how the tattvas

(cosmic principles) exist. 2 Amongst these, only prakrti, the eternal,

is the source of all (and not an effect).

8-9. The other seven (principles), starting from mahat, have

both the aspects of being the source and the effect. The modifications

of the five tanmatras (element-principles), viz. space etc., the

cognitive and conative senses together with the mind,—these

sixteen are referred to by scholars as being mere effects.

10-12. These are the twenty-four tattvas 3 (cosmic principles).

1 When all three gunas are present in equal proportion, the cosmic prin-

ciple containing them is called prakrti; when that balance is disturbed

for the first time, the same principle is called mahat.
2 Here tattva paddliati refers to the unconscious principles. There are

two types of created objects, conscious and unconscious. The latter have

twenty-four components: prakrti, mahat, ahamkara, five subtle elements,

five gross elements and eleven cognitive, conative and internal organs.

Conscious reality consists of two components: creatures and the creator.

3 See note 1 .
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0 slayer of Vrtra, (I have already dealt with) other details and
peculiarities relevant to these. 0 king of the gods, I have told you
about this avyakta (unmanifested) prakrti along with its own
twenty-three modifications. This (prakrti), consisting of both
mamfest and unmanifest objects, is characterized as continuously
producing (effects, kdrya).

13. Citsakti differs from this. It is imperishable; and the wise
(respectable), who are versed in the scriptures dealing with the
categories, call it jiva (the individual soul).

14. In essence this is pure, unmodifiable, unchangeable, con-
centrated consciousness, eternal, endless and unlimited (lit. un-
abating). v

15. These, prakrti and Purusa,’ though by nature unattached,

highest
)

t0 be C°nUeCted a,ld are eveu higher than mahat (the

16. Both these eternal (realities) are identifiable as lihga (indica-
ory roar -

) and (at the same time) are devoid of any indicatory
mark (ahnga). It is therefore left for the learned to deduce their
common characteristics by inference.

*7 W hsten, Sakra, while I recount their differences.
1 rakrti consists of the three gunas, eternal and ever evolving
though it is undifferentiated, impure, and invariably identified
with the jivas. It is also the unconscious (material) object subjected
to the delusion of pleasure and pain. I’urusa is the innermost
ever-existing soul which, though functioning, is uninvolved and is
t e saksin (the witnessing consciousness), the knowledge and at the
same time the knower, who is pure, unending and incorporating the
(divine) attributes.

20-21. I hese are the divergences between the two. Now listen to
a description of their nature. She who (That which) is devoid of
positive or negative material diversity, is unchangeable, ever active
(in creation),, ever blissful, with a form consisting of all the six
attributes, is (in fact) myself, NarayanI, the Sakti of Visnu, pure Sri.

22-25. These two (viz. Purusa and prakrti) originate from me and
will merge in me. Containing all these, I have evolved into various

1 The jiva and the Person are identical since they spring from the same
reality and merely reveal two aspects of the Supreme Conscious Being.

binga means a sign indicating an object’s nature, but it may some-
times denote just sex.
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objects and resting in Narayana, 1 once again I become active in

creation (i.e. develop myself) out of Him. Narayana is the unique

Visnu, the eternal Vasudeva. Since He is not different from (His)

Sakti, He is the one and undifferentiated Brahman; the great ocean,

as it were, of jnana, sakti, bala, aisvarya, virya and tejas; He is

ever tranquil and embraces the entire universe containing both

static and dynamic objects (i.e. living creatures and inanimate

things). Thus, Sakra, the science of samkhya (i.e. the knowledge of

truth) has been briefly revealed to you.

26-28. The wise should first study the science of knowledge

(samkhya) which consists of the enumeration of the cosmic

principles. Then he should master the knowledge concerning

recapitulation {cared) derived from the teaching of the principles set

forth in scripture concerning their common and divergent charac-

teristics, their nature and source etc. The true knowledge at-

tained by the pure soul after mastering the speculative discussion

on the revelation of existing reality, is that absolute knowledge

{samkhya) bestowed through my grace.

29-30. Thus I have given you an account of the philosophy of

Samkhya. After applying themselves to this philosophy according

to the Samkhya system, these adepts of samkhya attain my state of

existence. The third method called yoga will (now) be described

to you. There are two types of yoga, samadhi and samyama.

31. Samadhi results from (practising) the components (of yoga)

known as yama etc., which implies existing in a state of identity

with the absolute Brahman called Srinivasa, without having to

return. 2

32. This state (condition) is proper to those who have realized

Brahman; it consists of intuitive realization based on the identifica-

tion of the meditator with the object meditated on, and arises

through grace 3 bestowed by me.

33. Samyama implies good deeds relating solely to the highest

Self. That again is of two varieties, pertaining to the body and to the

mind.

1 The period of time covering from after dissolution to before creation.
2 This is the ultimate samadhi or meditative trance, in which the yogin

is perpetually united with God. This is emancipation.
3 Liberation is attained solely through divine grace and by no other

means.
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34-37. I shall elaborate on both samyama and samadhi. The

first method consists of performing (religious) duties previously

described by me. It generates pure consciousness by purifying the

inner organ
(
antahkarana). When by confining himself to good

deeds (the adept) receives my favour, I bestow (on him) buddhiyoga

(the realization of truth through mental communion with the

Highest), which (further) purifies the inner organ. 1 As already

mentioned, this is the second method called sainkhya. It eludes

observation and is based on study of the sacred scriptures. When
this last mentioned realization of truth takes firm root (in the

mind), it becomes (as vivid as) direct knowledge (of the Highest)

and gains my supreme satisfaction.

38. Then I, recognized in my own form with my attributes and
vibhavas, disclose that direct higher knowledge which is the

outcome of discrimination (between truth and falsity).

39. The third form of direct (knowledge) comprised in samadhi is

inviolable and firm, 2 resulting chiefly from sattva and is largely

due to grace.

40. That (other) variety of the third (method of knowledge),
which -is described by the name samyama and includes the pure
enjoyment derived from three different sources, 3 greatly delights me.

41. There I, the soul of the universe, Sakti of Visnu the all-

embracing, am worshipped directly as myself, or as God Purusotta-
ma (and through Him as myself).

42. Thus I have carefully explained to you the three exalted
methods (of attaining the highest goal). Now listen to my descrip-

tion of the fourth method called complete renunciation. 4

43. It consists of the (adept's) abandonment of every task however
weighty or trifling; (whereafter) having been made thoroughly
miserable (lit. burnt) by the fire of worldly existence, he (the adept)
resorts to me alone.

1 Contemplation on the cosmic principles clarifies the adept's mind, which
then apprehends the real nature of creation; but the realization of that is

not liberation.
2 Unlike the ordinary meditative trance, this lasts for ever and he who

attains that plane of meditative practice never reverts to awareness of the
mundane world.

3 These sources are explained in the ensuing verses. Pure enjoyment
differs from ordinary enjoyment in that it is not centred on the individual
experiencing it, but on God and Sakti.

4 Elaborated in the next chapter.
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44. When, with unwavering mind a person resorts to me, I

permit him to identify himself with me after his mind has become

rid of all sin. 1

1 The difference between ordinary devotion and total self-surrender to

God is brought out by analogy. The first is called the law of the monkey-cub
and the second the law of the kitten. A baby monkey clings to its mother
with all its might and puts all its effort into that clinging, whereas a kitten

does nothing and allows its mother to carry it in her mouth and puli it by

the scruff of its neck. This complete trust without endeavouring to attract

its mother’s attention is the keynote of self-surrender or prapatti.



CHAPTER SEVENTEEN'

THE SECRET METHOD 1 OF SELF-SURRENDER, THE
FOURTH METHOD OF ATTAINING THE HIGHEST GOAL

1 -2 . Sakra:—I salute thee who resiclest in the lotus, mother of

all embodied beings and wife of Padmanabha. I salute thee (again),

0 Lotus-goddess! Thou hast already revealed to me the three

methods 2 and I
#
have understood them. O Lotus-goddess, my

mother, inform me of the supreme fourth method.
3. Sri:—Narayana is the one and eternal God Vasudeva, the

absolute Brahman, the flawless fourfold (God), consisting of

existence, consciousness and bliss.

4. I am His absolute and unique Sakti, the eternal Goddess,

performing all His functions and sharing all His states of existence.

5-6. Brahman is tranquil, ever conscious and full of bliss,

absolute and constant, the repository of supreme divine majesty 3

and entirely quiescent (samatdm galam). I am Its Sakti Brahmi 4

consisting of tranquility, bliss and consciousness, characterized by

supreme divine majesty, free from impurity and entirely quiescent.

7-8. When to reassure living beings Narayana, the absolute

Brahman, assumes a majestic form of corporeal existence which is

divine and pleasing to the eye, then I too possess a corporeal form.

1 am Narayana’s supreme Sakti, perfect, with well-proportioned

limbs and beautiful in every lineament.

9-13. Our supreme abode untouched by sorrow is the great space.

The whole group of the divine attributes has voluntarily chosen to

be limited by space. 5 That (abode) is attained by successful adepts

1 Rahasya actually means esoteric; rites, here the main dogma of the

Pancaratra. See C. Rangacliari, Sri Vaishnava Brahmans, p. 199-
2 See ch. XVI (in extenso).'
3 The term mahuvibhuti applies to God’s innate sovereign power as

distinguished from lilavibhuti which denotes its operation in creative activity.

Mahavibhuti is greater than lilavibhuti which indicates a special phase of

God’s existence, whereas the former is His eternal natural state of existence.

1 Brahmi denotes that this Sakti represents Brahman’s existence.
5 Evidently God’s abode has no existence of its own separate from God.

It is the same as God’s existence incorporating all six attributes, but expressed

in spatial terms in order to start the adept off with a clear idea of the goal

he aims at reaching and to make it easier for the novice to understand.
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(siddhas) who have proved themselves unfailingly devout in the

performance of their duties, are thorough masters of the Vedas and

of the Upanisads and have purged themselves of all defilement

through innumerable cycles of rebirth; who have attained success

through enduring great suffering; who have gradually removed all

impediments, are versed in reasoning and observance of the pre-

cepts ;
who have attained realization and mastered the philosophy of

the principles (samkhya) ;
who have control over all their senses,

who possess both dharana and dhyana, who are yogins and have

attained samadhi. That (abode) can only be attained immediately

after a hundred years of ceaseless (devotion to God) by those who

are wise and aware of the duties to be performed during the five

divisions of the day, 1 and skilled in performing the five types of

sacrifices.
2

14-16. That ancient space is highest of all and eternal. Arriving

there, those who are familiar with the principles sever all their

fetters. Those who have thrown off the shackles of- transient

existence abide there in splendour, like tens of millions of suns and

millions of full moons. They are free from all sensual defects and

are surrounded with brilliance. They exude nothing and partake

of no food. Their bodies are composed of the six attributes and are

pure.

17. That is where, after exhausting the consequences of their

1 The first part of the day begins with the break of dawn, when the

adept awakes and worships God with japa, meditation, rites and chanting.

This is called abhigamana. Next, in the middle of the morning, he goes out

to collect the flowers, food etc. needed for the worship and dependent

on the alms he receives. This is called upadana. Upon returning at noon,

he makes preparations for performance of the ritual sacrifice with its eight

components, and then performs it. This is ijya. At the fall of evening, he

starts studying texts and commentaries on his own system as well as other

sacred books and ponders on these. This is svadhyaya. Then finally, deep

in the night, he starts performing his yogic exercises accompanied by japa

and meditation which he continues throughout the night, snatching sleep

between periods of meditation. This division of the day is called yoga.

See J.S. 22, 68-74.
2 First, bvahmayajna—studying and teaching; second, pitryajna—offer-

ing tarpana to one’s dead ancestors performing the obligatory rites

prescribed for their benefit; third devayajiia—performing the sacrifice to

God; fourth bhutayajna—offering bali or food to spirits or demigods; and

fifth nryajna—serving guests with dedication. These five are considered to

be a householder’s daily duties. Cf. Ga.P. ch. 115.
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deeds 1 extending over a very long period, tin* highly privileged

ekantins enjoy the constant sight of us. 2

18-25. There the Brahmas and Sainkaras (Sivas) along with

Puramdaras, 3 the gods and the ever successful sages, who are ever

omniscient, rejoice and directlv view tin* supreme form of Visnu.

There too abide those perfect adepts who meditate on (lit. cling to)

the mantra consisting of eight, twelve, or six letters; or else on the

pranava-mantra, the mantra (starting with) jitam tc etc., or on the

larika or Anutara-mantras.4 In that place there is overall rejoicing

amongst the pure (divine beings) including Atlanta, the king of

birds, Visvaksena etc., and all those deities who execute my
commands. I hat is where the divine-bodied possessor of Sri, the

God of gods Janardana, reclines on the resplendent and highly
blissful couch of Ananta’s coils. He is richly adorned with weapons
as well as with divine and wonderful ornaments (consisting of)

vijnana, aisvarya, vlrya and an abundance of sakti, tejas and bala,
Heis served by the king of birds, Suparna representing t lie five,

5

and
formally attended by the glorious commander Visvaksena, who
resembles (Narayana) in form and bears the characteristic mark of

srivatsa.

26-31. In order to bring well-being to all the worlds, to facilitate

contemplation by the wise, to liberate all those in bondage and to
furnish a form for the yogins (to meditate on), Vasudeva, Narayana
the possessor of Sri, the eternal (God), assumes (a body that is)

delicate, young, divine, marked with Srivatsa, four-armed, wide-
eyed, wearing a crown and the jewel Kaustubha, splendidly adorned
W'lth necklaces, anklets, armlets, girdles, clothed in a yellow
garment, bearing the supreme, divide vanamala consisting of the

The term adhikara is fully explained in the VS } ^ 32 and Sankara’s
commentary thereon. .

‘

* ^
he term ekantin is applied to Visnu's devotees, cf. J.S. 22, 11-13.

In each kalpa these gods manifest themselves afresh. As regards Indra,m each kalpa he has a different name. See Vis.P. Ill, 1, 8-31.
4 For the mantras see chs. XXIV, XXV and XXVI. The eight-, twelve-

and six-lettered mantras are respectively the Narayana, Vasudeva and
Visnu-mantras.

*

6 Garuda represents the Pahcopanisad~Tm\.\\tv^. These are: om $dm
namah pardya paramesthyatmane namah) om yam namah pardya purnsaimane
namah\ om ram namah pardya visvatmane namah

;
om vdm namah pardya

nityatmane namah ; and om 1dm namah pardya sarvdtmanc namah.
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five (active) saktis (of Sri) *, perfectly formed and beautiful in

every lineament. He is the supreme kins' of the entire universe, the

highest lord of creation. I, the consort of this beloved god Visnu

possessing all virtues, am the supreme and eternal goddess whose

nature is knowledge and bliss, (I am) perfect and perfectly formed

and always endowed with His (divine) traits.

32. I, lotus-eyed and lotus-garlanded, supreme lord (lit. mistress)

of all beings, am ever served by the supreme eternal saktis, viz. srsfi,

sthiti etc.

33. I am covered with thirty-two thousand creative saktis and

surrounded by twice that number of divine sustaining Saktis.

34-35. And I am filled with twice that number of destructive

saktis. I am the chief of all saktis and supreme controller of the

whole world. I, the queen-consort of the omnipresent God of gods,

(am) the bestower of everything that is desired. In beauty, virtue

and age I equal Hari, whose mind I captivate (lit. stir).

36. In those particular states relevant to Lord Sarngin’s (Visnu’s)

particular requirements, I, ever endowed with all his attributes,

execute His functions.

37. I rest on the knees of Visnu, the God of gods Sariigin and

very much loved by Him, I have attained (absolute) identity of

essence (identification with Him).

38-39. Once on beholding the tormented living beings in the belly

of blazing transient existence (samsara) ,
pity spontaneously arose

in me, who am omniscient; (and I started pondering) how they

might overcome their misery and attain happiness, and how after

(crossing) the samsara, they might come to me who await them on

the further shore.

40-47. Thus overwhelmed with compassion, I pleaded with the

God of gods: ‘Adorable one, lord, God of the gods, master of the

world and (my) beloved, O Acvuta, thou who art the beginning,

middle and end of all, the Ultimate above All, O Govinda, the

ancient and Supreme Pundarikaksa, the (sole) guide for crossing

the treacherous and shoreless ocean of samsara; thou who art

responsible for the four states of existence known as the manifest,

1 viz. srsli, sthiti, samhdra, nigraha and anugrahci, in other words the

goddess’s five functions. Vanamala represents God’s potential power or

kriyasakti.
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the unmanifest, the knower 1 and time (kala) and (art named)
Vasudeva lord of the universe, Samkarsana master of the universe,

the most blessed Pradyumna, and the glorious Aniruddha, the

invincible; who art the aggregate of the diverse Vibhavas; who art

the possessor of all the various aspects of divine greatness; who
possessest a form that is divine, tranquil, active, and blissful,

manifesting the six-fold attributes; who art adorned with a bright

crown, armlets, necklaces, anklets, kaustubha and the yellow
garment, O thou great and generous one with eyes like the lotus;

thou four-bodied Caturvyfiha, brilliant as the autumnal lotus; 0
thou exquisitely beautiful Lord Naravana embracing the whole
univeise! These living beings are all drowning in the ocean of

suffering. O lord, by what device thinkest thou they can be saved?'
48-49. Thus addressed, the God of gods, the lord, answered with

a smile: O lotus-seated, lotus-born lotus-goddess, I have devised
methods whereby these souls may be liberated. (Such methods are)

performing the rites and following the precepts of samkhya and
yoga according to sacred texts'.

50. So informed, I answered God, the excellent Person: ‘O God of

goc it is impossible for them to follow (these methods) in the
course of fleeting time (kala).

51. Kala is the inciter; it is independent and its essence is bhavat
(becoming). Kala severs their jnana, sattva (pure consciousness),
physical energy and also their span of life.

5 2 - Various impressions
(
vasana

)
stored in the inner organ under

influence of a particular kala torment the embodied beings.
53* Although thou art unattached, yet thou ascribest to those

who perform their functions (duties) the results of their deeds as

affected by a particular kala.

54- O merciful Janardana, disclose to me who prostrate myself
before thee the method that thou, in thy compassion, hast devised
to rescue living beings.

55"56. When I had so pleaded, the beloved lord answered me with
a smile: 'O lotus-goddess, thou thyself art aware of the answer,
and yet thou askest me! Nevertheless, O beautiful one, listen. I have
laid down rules for both meritorious and evil deeds and (the latter

should be avoided) as prescribed by the religious texts.

1 That is to say, the cosmic self
(
jlva or Puru$a)

; sec ch. V, 25-32.
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57. Worthy deeds are those prescribed (by the religious texts);

whilst other deeds are prohibited. He who pursues harmful activities

is thereby (spiritually) degraded (lit. pulled down).

58-59. He who follows the prescribed methods is uplifted. (But)

he who renounces both the prescribed methods and the prohibited

deeds and follows a middle course 1 by relying solely on me for

protection, ultimately becomes united with me. O lotus-born

Goddess, hear me describe the method with six components whereby

this can be achieved.

60-62. The resolution to perform only such acts as conform (to

my desires); the abandonment of all acts that displease me; the

firm conviction that (I) will protect him who chooses me as his

(sole) protector; self-surrender and humility; these are the six

components of (the middle course called) saranagati. Having thus

obtained my protection, (the .adept is) freed from (misfortunes

such as) fear, sorrow and exhaustion, from all (selfish) activity and

desire, from self-interest and pride; and sheltering in me alone (he)

is, as it were, carried across the ocean of worldly existence.

63. The pure, who are intent upon confining themselves solely

to the performance of meritorious (pure) deeds and those who know

samkhya and yoga, are in no sense comparable to even a billionth

fraction of him who has (unreservedly) resorted (to me) for help.’

64. These words of the great God Visnu gave me great satisfaction

and I repeat to you what He said.

65. Sakra:—I salute thee, O great Goddess, the beloved of God,

who art seated on a lotus. Deign to explain to me in detail what

conforming to God’s desires:
(
anukulya

)
etc. 2 entails.

66. Sri:—Anukulya entails being benevolently disposed towards

(of conforming to the interests of) all beings based on the conviction

that I exist in all beings.

67. One should always be favourably disposed (dnukulyam acaret)

1 The good deeds, such as the Agnistoma sacrifice etc., are those enjoined

by the sacred scriptures. Bad deeds, such as killing etc., are those prohibited

by those scriptures. A true devotee steers clear of both categories by per-

forming only those deeds which he is bound by duty to perform and refrains

from all others, whilst he dedicates both himself and all the results of his

acts to God. This is elaborated further on in this chapter as Saranagati;

cf. Bh.G. chs. 5-6; and Robert C. Lester, The concept of prapatti in the

thoughts of Ramanuja, Reports of All India Oriental Conference Srinagar

session, 1961, Vol. II, Part I, pp. 271-285.
2 The six components of saranagati. See verses 60-61.
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towards all beings, just as one is towards me; likewise all forms of

hostility towards living beings should be dropped.
68"73- Repudiation of arrogance (implies) humility achieved

thiougli sacred knowledge and good conduct. (Sometimes) upaya
(the prescribed method) cannot be satisfactorily followed owing
to the impossibility of procuring all the requirements for perform-
ance of the supporting rites, because of inability to officiate in the
prescribed manner, or perhaps again for want of an auspicious
opportunity to perform such rites on account of discrepancies in

place, time or qualification; whereas as against what is prescribed,
what is prohibited

(apdya )
is still ’more exacting. The repudiation

of arrogance calls for timidity
(dainyam

)

and humility [kdrpanyam).
Since Sakti is innate in God

(siipasculatvdt

)

who is ever merciful;
and since there is a basic relationship (between God) as Master and
(living beings) as His subjects, the deep-rooted conviction arises in
the mind (of devotees) that, because God is benevolent, He will

protect them.

1

Such implicit trust, O Sakra, destroys all demerit.
though God is the master of all embodied beings, and although He

is full of compassion and capable (of showing it), yet without
prayer He will not protect; (this consideration is inducement) to
pray (by introducing the words) ‘Be my protector’, which imply
throwing oneself on His protection (gop(rlvavaraijain).

74 - (The whole process of renunciation), which starts with
waiving the right to claim the results of the deeds (performed by)
those who rely solely on God’s protection and which ends with
relinquishing that privilege in favour of Kesava, is called self-

surrender
(almaniksepu)

.

2

75 - Nyasa, which is synonymous with niksepa, has five compo-
nents. It is (also) referred to as samnyasa, tyaga or saranagati.

76-

77. This is the fourth method which was spoken of earlier.

It achieves quick results. 1 hose who follow this fourth method
as practised by the brahmins tend to regard the three previous
methods as less attractive. Practice of the anukfilya method and
the (method) other than anukulya (i.e. pralikulyasya varjanain)

ensures the avoidance of prohibited deeds. •

1 Literally ‘God will protect us\
2 See ch. XVI, 42-44 echoing the quotation from Bh.G. 18,66: sarva-

dharman parityajya mamckam iavanam vraja.
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78-80. It lias been said that the practice of karpanya dispenses

with the necessity of (adhering to) the upayas: and yet confidence

in God’s protection makes it desirable to adhere to the upaya.

Goptrtvavaranam proclaims the adept’s yearning for protection.

(The need for this arises from the consideration) that although

the Lord of the universe is omniscient (and) ever compassionate,

yet in order not to disturb the law and order of the world He awaits

being approached for protection. Dedication of oneself and all

one’s possessions is called atmaniksepa.

81. The sastra has indicated that violence
(
himsd), theft etc.,

are apayas; and that karman (religious duties), samkhya etc., are

upayas.
_ .

82-S7. He who rejects both upaya and apfiva and, convinced

of God’s piotection, has recourse to the middle course by surrender-

ing to God all that he possesses, will realize that Purusottama (God),

the God of gods, is (his) protector.

Sakra:—O Ambika, what is this middle course between Upaya and

apaya? Since all action springs from either upaya or apaya accord-

ingly as the prohibitions and injunctions laid down in the sastras

arc obeyed or disregarded, it would appear that every activity

necessarily falls either under upaya or apaya.

o king of gods, there are three inscrutable types of karman

(deeds) ;
learn to distinguish between them by applying the prohibi-

tions and regulations laid down in the sastras. Some deeds produce

harmful results, whilst others produce beneficial results; others

again redeem sins. In the light of the sastras recognize these three

types of deeds.

88-90. The first two types
(
rdsi

)
known as upaya and apaya

should be rejected. The third group that redeems sin (again has two

subdivisions). (Of these the first consists of) deeds called prayascitta,

which annihilate the evil consequences of misdeeds. The intelligent

should avoid deeds of that nature, just as in the case of the first two

groups. Only those duties, which when performed bring no reward,

but when ignored result in harm, should be performed (by the

adept).

91. This is the attitude taken by the Vedas, which endorse t e

middle way between upaya and apaya. He who follows this road

seeks refuge in surrendering himself wholeheartedly (
prapadyate

)

to the Lord of the universe, Janardana.
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92. The method prescribed by this sastra, 1
if practised (even)

once, will liberate the human being (adept)
;
whereas by following

both upaya and apaya he is bereft of that advantage (of prapatti).

93. If one intentionally commits some apaya deed, a redeeming
rite should be performed without delay. But he who has sought

refuge [saranagati), discovers that act in itself to be as efficacious as

praya£citta.

94-98. Again, even if the upayas are accepted as such, the position

remains unchanged. In order not to dislocate the laws of dharma
and to maintain the family, to govern the world (

loka
)
without

disturbance, to establish (social) norms and to gratify me and
Visnu, the God of gods Sariigin, the wise should not violate the

Vedic laws even in thought. Just as even a king’s favourite, who
defiles a river—that is useful to that monarch, a source of pleasure
and beneficial to the community for raising the crop—incurs the
(death penalty) on the stake, even though he be indifferent to (the

river in question), so also does a mortal, who disregards the norm
laid down in the Vedas and thereby disobeys mv command, forfeit

my favour, although he be a favourite of mine.
99-103. Thus mentally giving up attachment to the upayas, the

wise adopt the fourtli method, i.e. saranasraya; and having over-
come all affliction (impediments, klesa), enter the pure state

(padam) of (sattva) existence. Hence the middle course that is

neither upaya nor apaya is (called) saranagati; it is the foremost
means (of attaining the sutnmutn bonum

) and enables human beings
to traverse the ocean of life and death. It is the only way of refuge

whereby both the ignorant and the well-informed may set foot on
that longed for farther shore (of ocean-like mundane existence) in

order to become eternal. 2 The redemption of sinful acts must be
sought through me alone, consort of the God of gods. Abstaining
from upaya, (let the human being) take refuge in me.

io4-io5
. (Thus) gradually nearer to me (Sakti) and intent on

observing upaya, after harvesting the rewards of his immaculate
deeds, he finally becomes detached (from all worldly ties) and

1 Sattvata scriptures.
2
Explaining why saranagati, the middle or fourth course, is the best

method for escaping misery. Since it entails total surrender of oneself with
complete annihilation of the ego, it draws no distinction between learned
and ignorant, intelligent and fool, strong and weak.
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“quires the highest status. This (i.e. iam^gali) 01

^
surrender is a means (of attaining the human go. ) P

follow but in inv opinion 1 difficult to carry out.

.«*£ (Therefore) on.y the cultured and the cv.se have nd

their minds of all desire, choose this road (
saranagati). Hence in

°rder to achieve their aim, whether rid of desire or not.

always worship my mantra-form {mantramayi tan u). In

whh the ritual precepts, the adept should receive uutato fro

a preceptor, attain the fulfilment of his aspirations and worship y

mantra-form with mantras consisting of me.

1 Note use of the phrase ‘in my opinion'. Is it the Goddess’s opinion or

that of the author of the text ?

7



CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

1I-IE COURSE OF MANTRAS AND THEIR
CHARACTERISTICS

i. Sakra: I salute thee again and again. () Goddess, who
a 1

i.?

S

>

m ^°^us an<^ ar *- lotus-born. I have learned whatever is
WG1 ”°'vm8 <UK* difficult to glean, even from the Upanisads.

,,

2 e °ved of \ isnu, describe (to me) the mantra course

form
^ ° 1 C ^oa^’ so I might worship thy divine mantra-

,
^ .'hft is the souice of mantras and to what do they ultimately
ad (lit. in what do they merge) ? O Padma, what is the purpose of

a mantra and how is it sustained during operation ?
'

nl i

ai
,

e ^'^eren ^ f°rms and of what dimension is it?

states?*®

^ aiC c^arac ^eias *-'cs Ihe ksetra and ksetrajna

5- Who is capable of abridging a mantra, what qualities should
preceptor possess and, O Lotus-born, how should one meditate

(on a mantra) ?

i f ^ ^
Lotus-born I salute thee, I bow my head down to thy

o us re er.t and shelter under thy protection. Disclose to me in
etai t ie knowledge required for such meditation

;
the relationship

e ween achievement and the means of attaining it; the relevant
pratyayas (experiences); how yoga should be practised and the
sacred literature

(svddhydya

)

studied;

3

the methods applicable to
raksa (protection from evil)

;
« the ritual of expiation (firdyascitta);

the treatment of funeral rites; the special rites of initiation
(
diksa

)

and establishment of the deity (firatis(Jid) ; and also the rules for
drawing religious diagrams (yaniras),—all these as well as the
unseen agency (potency of deeds: adrstam) which is also involved.

I0 ~ I 5' Sri. Puiarndara, the significance of the questions you

i.e. how is a mantra to be worshipped ?
2 The field and the knower of the field. Tire field is the body and everything

derived from matter; the knower is God. See Zaehner, The Bhagavadgita,
p. 332 and Bh.G. eh. 13, 1-4.

0 6

Literature to be studied for the understanding of mantras
4 Precautionary measures to be taken to safeguard mantric rituals.
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have put is astounding (lit. unparallelled); (and) since I am fond

of you, I shall instruct you in everything you need to know. Listen

O Vasava, the lotus-eyed absolute Person (Purusa), indicated by

(the term) aham (I), is the essence inherent in every positive as well

as negative state of being; that which permeates both existing and

non-existent objects as their ulamta, (i.e.) the characteristic specific

to a particular object. That specific characteristic is (in fact)

merged into 1-hood
(
ahamtva). When this island of idamta becomes

submerged, as it were, in the ocean of consciousness, then the

infinite Vasudeva alone, who is inert and devoid of creative activity,

remains manifest. I am His absolute I-hood, His unique Sakti

consisting of (His) Lord-hood (
Uvaratd), (and I am) ever creatively

active, ever blissful, ever maintaining perfect equilibrium; the

source from which all existent objects (bhava, i.e. objects possessing

a state of existence) originate and become discernable in all that is

cognizable. 1

16. I am the state pratibhd (insight into transcendental truth and

reality) inherent in all created (uddhrtci) objects and adhering to

each of them through all their different phases (of existence). 2

17. Realization (
avamar&itd

)

of Self, identical with knowledge

(avabodha) ,
is said to be that highly blissful manifestation, Sabda-

brahman.
18. I (Sabdabrahman) am essentially consciousness and bliss, the

source of all mantras; the absolute; the mother of all sound; Sakti

not subjected to appearance and disappearance (i.e. she is constantly

present).

19. Narayana is the perfect, all-pervading, absolute Brahman,

1 reflect that state of His being which is known as sdntatd (tranquil-

ity), (wherein) I am tranquil and (at the same time) the source

from which everything originates.

20. That (beginning of) slight effort on my part called sisrksa

(urge to create) which then stirred in me, is referred to as santa

1 The creative sta'e of Vasudeva has two phases, santodita and nityodita.

The first represents the state in which Vasudeva is periodically inert;

whereas the second represents the state in which He actively creates, sus-

tains, destroys, deludes and graces creation.

2 Pratibha implies conscious reality which forms the essence of everything.

The different phases of a created object’s existence are enumerated by

Yaska in his Nirukta (I, 1,1) as; being, appearing, growing, changing,

decaying and being destroyed.
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unmesa (which represents both my inactive and active states)

wherein sound and meaning (the object indicated) are distinguished. 1

21. It is universally understood that indication of an object is

invai iably preceded by use of the sound denoting it. The nature of
the gross foim of sabda is that (it is obvious that) the object
originates from sabda.

22-23. Sabda is the manifest knowledge (hodha), and
(
artha

)

is the
object Sabda (sound) manifests; (whereas) the primary manifestation
of sound (arises) from Sakti in the form of santata, which (aspect of
sakti), known as nada does not at that stage carry any implication
(vdcyatd). The sakti attached to nada is called suksma.

24. The second manifestation (unmesa) after nada arising from
akti is called bindu which,’though carrying implication, is not yet

manifestly polarized.

25 26. This divine and highly efficacious state of mine is referred
to as pasyanti. Besides these manifestations of sakti, her third
manifestation is the state of madhyama, in which samgati (the
ogical relation of word to meaning) transforms itself into an
impression

(
samskara ). At this stage, the distinction between the

o ject indicated and the sound denoting it, is (only) discernable in
the form of an impression.

27.

Sakti s fourth manifestation following that of madhyama is

the state of vaikhari, in which syllables and sentences (words)
become clearly recognizable.

28.

Alongside these saktis of mine, I also have a concomitant
sakti of activity

(
kriya

)
in the form of knowledge

(
bodharupa ),

which animates the progressive manifestations of my other saktis
such as nada etc. 2

29.

Santarupa 3
(i.e. santata ), pasyanti, madhyama and vaikhari

respectively constitute my fourfold form. I 'shall now recount to
you the four objects denoted (by these sounds) that I have created. 4

In this Santonmesa state, the distinction between sound and meaning,
though not apparent, lies dormant. This special feature differentiates this
state from the original inert (sdnta) state of God, when nothing exists save
God.

2 Nada, bindu, madhyama and vaikhari are sonic representations of potent
Saktis, while the main potent Sakti continues to manifest herself as knowledge
or realization.

3 i.e. nada.
4

i.e. objects as comprised in the four Vyuha manifestations.
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30. Yasudeva etc. are successively the subtle objects of denota-

tion of santa etc. (In niv sonic state), (first) I assume the form of

light
(
prakdsa

)

and bliss, known as ekapadl.

}i. Again the same (i.e. myself) am regarded as dvipadl when

differentiated into the object denoted and the sound denoting.

When I am classified in (four categories, viz.) usma (sa, sa, sa, ha),

antahstha (ya, ra, la, va), svara (vowel) and sparsa (consonant), I am
called catuspadi.

32. When classified in eight categories (of consonants, varga)

I am known as asfapadi ; and when associated with unvoiced sound

(aghosa, visarga etc.) I am navapadl.

33. As the divine and absolute Sabdabrahman, I am ekapadl. 1

In the form of sonants (ghosavarna) I am dvipadl. 2

34. When producing the entire range of salila (i.e. the un-

differentiated creation), viz. dravya (objects), jati (genus), guna

(quality) and kriya (action), described as fourfold, I am called

catuspadi 3 by the learned.

35 - Upon further subdivision into names and objects (named), I

am traditionally said to be astapadl. 4 In the state of avikalpa (when

undifferentiated in concept) and vikalpa (differentiated), I am said

to be navapadi. 5

36-

37* In the supreme space (parama-vyoma)
I exist as the divine,

total and original I-hood, adorned with the garland of eternal

aksaras (sounds and letters of the alphabet) spanning all space.

I am known as the mother of all mantras bestowing both prosperity

and liberation. All mantras surge up like waves from me, the ocean,

as it were, of consciousness.

38. These forms (masses) of sounds, lovely as concentrations of

consciousness and bliss, evolve out of me as their substratum and

repeatedlv flow back into me.

1 As Sabdabrahman sound is one, integral reality.

2 When manifest or voiced, sound reveals both the aspects of non-manifest

and manifest sound.
3 i.e. sounds denoting any of these four categories of objects.

4 Each of these four categories is subdivided into two, as the thing and

its name.
5 When these eight representations of sound are counted together with

the one integral unpolarized sound, the sonic sakti is considered to have

nine variations cf. Rg V. 1, 164, 41. For detailed exposition see V. S. Agarwala,

Gaurl, American Oriental Series Vol. 47. New Haven, 1962.
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39-42. Mantras that are of an efficacious and beneficial nature

replete with me; phonetic units; parts of speech; sentences as

well as treatises
(
prakarana

)

and subdivisions (dhnikas ) ;
parts of

texts such as chapters, paragraphs, cantos, ucchvasas, patalas etc.;

prasnas; vaks, anuvaks; mandalas; kandas and diverse samhitas;
Rk, Yajus and Saman

; suktas as well as khilas; words forming
sastras and tantras; also the external (public) and internal (esoteric)

agamas and all the various languages—all these fall under direct or

indirect speech (gtr).

43. This, Sakra, is the form of mantras. In accordance with the
grade (relative strength) of the impulse (mental realization), a
particular mantra is prescribed for the individual adept.

44“45* A mantra is sound
(dhvani), which (the adept invariably)

associates (with the belief that) ‘I his protects me’, and which
always protects from fear a person who (knows) the secret purport
(of mantras). Every manifestation of I-hood in the graded sequence
peculiar to sound, 1 based on absolute I-hood and inducive to
the revelation of pure knowledge, is according to tradition a
mantra.

46. In fact all mantras (repeated) by those who have discovered
the secret of creation and dissolution belong to me. According to the
level of the adept s mental realization, a mantra is addressed
either to me or to some other (deity).

47. Mantras mainly founded on basic words generally belong to
me. By their very nature these attain Brahman, which is both
existent and the state of existence (bhavat and bhdva).

48-50. Mantras essentially founded on basic words protect and
deliver. Mantras that of their own accord reach bhava which
extends beyond bhavat, such as the tara, prasadaka 2 etc., are known
to have an emancipating influence. Mantras,' such as Tarikaetc.,
which state that the condition of bhavat surpasses and, at the same
time, equals that of bhava, are known to be efficacious in procuring
wealth as well as emancipation. 3 Some of these mantras find their

destination in bhava whilst others reach bhavat.

1 Explained earlier in this chapter.
Tara-mantra : om

% Prasaxla-mantra : om han. These solely yield eman-
cipation.

3 Tarika i.e. hrhn, etc., mantras which yield both material prosperity and
emancipation.
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"I It is generally recognized that the very nature of this type

of mantra is directed towards the acquisition of wealth and emanci-

pation, since it is aimed at the attainment of both bhavat and

bhava .
1

trans^ndCtli* Self.

b

She combines in herself two aspects: the material and

the spiritual.

Sakti is manifest in both created objects and the



CHAPTER NINETEEN"

THE ORIGIN OF LETTERS

i. I am the primary, total I-hood of I lari, characterized by the

creative urge (sisrksd). Being the supreme Sakti manifest as

creation, I become creatively active.
2“3- 0 delight of the gods, I have fifteen similar (states) of

existence (dasa). 1 The eternal essence of myself (as) speech (vac)

is akara (a), which is primary and self-revealed, is consciousness and
the root of the entire domain 2 of speech. W hen the same (akara)

develops 3 into the ananda form (d), the latter is regarded as the

second svara (sound, i.e. vowel).

_

4- The third (vowel) appears as iccha (i) and l in* fourth as Isana

(i). The fifth is unmesa (u) while the sixth is said to be urja (/7).

5“7* The four middle (vowels, i.e. r, f , /, /) are modifications of

iccha etc. 4 Combination of the first (vowel) with iccha indeed
produces ekara (c)

; the same (vowel i.e. iccha) when combined with
ananda is named jagadyoni (ai). The combination of the first (vowel)
with unmesa

(
u), indeed, produces okara (o) which, when combined

with the first (vowel), produces the (sound) sadyojata (an). Thus
(all) these (sounds which ultimately) relate to objects of knowledge5

are derived from the first (vowel).
8-9. The thirteen (vowels), viz. ananda etc., are specific elabora-

tions (of the first sound). When these thirteen developments reach

the stage of representing nothing but knowledge itself—their final

and most subtle stage—the fifteenth sound (m) emerges. 6 These

The fifteen vowels: a, a, i, i, u, u, r, f, l, /, e, ai, o, an, w.
2

^*e * everyl:hing that can be traced to speech.
3 The process of cosmic creation is exactly imitated here, a being the

root, all subsequent sounds are projections or transformations of it and
each successive sound is an effect of the sound immediately preceding it.

That is to say, r is a modification of i, p of I, l of u, and 1 of it.

Emphasizing that in this manifest state of sound (vaikhart), it is totally

polarized as the sound and its meaning, and no unrelated sound can be
conceived in this stage. This trait distinguishes vaikhari from the two
states of unpolarized sound (nada and bindu) and from the state when sound
is potentially polarized (madhyama )

.

6 The thirteen modifications of a represent the created states, while a
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fifteen states represent the (results of) the (first) creative efforts

(of Sakti) in (cosmic) creation.

10. Owing to the divine creative sakti’s urge to create furnished

with these fifteen limbs, she becomes active in (creating) each

specific object.

11-12. From me (isakti) engaged in the function of creating,

emerged the twenty-five (cosmic) principles beginning with purusa

and ending with prthivl, as well as (the corresponding sounds,

aksara) starting with ka and ending with ma. (It should be noted

that) each principle emerges from the manifestation of its correlated

sound. The four sounds viz. ya to va 1 are named the fourfold

dharana.

13. As these are. themselves composed of purusa, they are regarded

as dharana. 2 Yakdra, consisting of a particle of (Sakti’s) active

(aspect), is called vdta.

14-16. Rcpha (ra), (being) vidya (learning) which consists of a

trifling fraction of (her) jhana (aspect), is named pavaka. Lakara

(la), representing mava as a combination of insensibility (rigidity)

and delusion (infatuation), is regarded as prthivl. Vakara, which in

essence is jov, is (called) Varuna and (represents) raga (bliss) sakti.

Those versed in the philosophical realities should view these four

dharanas as t lie support of man in between his two states (of

existence viz.) the absolute and the relative (para and apard). The

letters from sa to ksa (sa, sa, sa, ha, ksa) represent the fivefold pure

Brahman. 3

17-19. O lord of the gods, sa, sa, sa and ha should be regarded as

represents the avyakta or primordial state of creation, m represents the

final annihilation of creation when even the primordial nature is dissolved

into the ultimate principle viz. knowledge, or in other words when nothing

save Brahman exists.

1 ya, ya, la, va.

2 ka to ma represent the Self’s material state of differentiated existence;

sa to ha and ksa its unpolarized absolute state; ya to va its intermediate

state when through meditation it descends from the absolute to the different-

iated state. Dharana means deep meditation with the mind fixed on a

single object. Cf. sa tapo 'tapyata Br.A.U. 1, 2, 6. A point of further interest

is that normally these four sounds are called antahstha, which the text

seeks to interpret as possessing God within themselves and to link up with

dharana, which is also derived from the root dlir- meaning “to hold”. See

verse 15.
3 The term Panca-brahman is noteworthy. These are Satya and the

four Vyuhas.
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(representing) Aniruddha etc. 1 That wonderful form which I

assume when I feel the stir of activity at the very commencement
of creation, is the powerful sakti which is the soul of ksa—otherwise

known as Satya. Ihe five divine suktis beginning with prthivi and
ending with viyat (space) 2 represent my divine existence-principle,

the five (divine attributes), such as bala etc. 3 These five saktis

emanating from me as jnana are represented by sa etc. 4 when I am
creatively active.

20. Yisarga (h), formerly described as possessing fifteen com-
ponents (« to m), represents myself when I consist of Soma and am
surrounded by billions of ravs.

21-22. 0 Puramdara, these two, bindu and visarga (>>i
, //) represent-

ing the sun and the moon, are my (i.e. Somasakti’s) contracting
and expanding state of existence. 5 The last 6 of (Somasakti’s
fifteen) limbs, which I have referred to as the fifteenth, is Surya
(the sun) which is receptive in nature and the swift destroyer.

23. Each of these two luminaries
(
devayoh

)

7 possesses seven rays,
so the remaining fourteen

(
u-au

)

vowels arc construed as seven
pairs.

24. 0 Puramdara, the first seven sounds (viz. a, i, u, r, /, e, 0,) of

these seven pairs are the rays of my sun-form in which I am (then)
called the enjoyer, and my rays are the absorbers (sosaka : that
which soaks up).

25. The last seven sounds (viz. d, i, f, l, ai
,
an) of (these) pairs are

the cool, pjeasant and nourishing rays of my moon-form. I ain (then)

called the object of enjoyment.
26. Light, sharpness, pervasiveness, assimilation (the mind’s

capacity to grasp, grahana
), projection (ksepana), agitation (irana)

i.e. £a, $a, sa and ha represent the four Vyuha forms from Aniruddha to
Vasudeva respectively.

2 Ihe five cosmic elements earth, water, light, air and ether.
3 Bala, vlrya, tejas-, 3akti and ai£varya.

£a, $a, sa, ha and k$a. It is interesting to note that these five sounds
represent the original gakti and her subsequent manifestation as different
aspects of kriyaiakti. In this context Aniruddha, Pradyumna, Samkarsana
and Vasudeva respectively represent the ^ila, vlrya, tejas and Sakti attributes
of kriya^akti.

5 m represents the state of dissolution and h the state of creation. That is

why h is said to comprise all fifteen vowels representing both creation and
dissolution.

6 m.
1 h — Soma and m = Surya.
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and maturity (futka )—these are the characteristics of the first seven

rays originating from the sun.

27. Fluidity, coolness, calmness, loveliness, contentment, delight

and bliss are the characteristics of the seven rays belonging to the

moon.
28-29. The great >rsfi (sakti) Mahananda, adorned with clusters

of millions of saktis—resplendent with these rays consisting of

Agni (i.e. Silrya) and the moon and manifesting herself by embodying

(making her own) the Person in the form of bindu (which represents

the state of existence) consecutively following the Soma-form

—

appears actively as the final vowel (//).

30. O lord of the gods, this fivefold Brahman, viz. starting from

£.s'« and ending with sa, issuing from her, 1 is now active and charac-

terized by a (further) manifestation of Sakti.

21-33. Ksa represents great agitation which precedes creation and

is known as Satya. Ha goes by the name of Vasudeva. Sa is the

Samkarsana- manifestation. Pradyumna is represented by sa and Ani-

ruddha by ia. Manifestations of t hese five sublime saktis inherent in

the fivefold Brahman and identical with manifestations of myself,

are the causes for the appearance of the universe. (They stand in a

similar relation to me, who am Brahman) as power to burn

stands in relation to a mighty fire.

3^_37. The four created dharanas, viz. (the sounds) from va to ya

represent, O Puramdara, the person’s (four) states of existence, viz.

turlya to jagrat respectively. In between the two states, viz. the

Brahman state and the created state, they (i.e. the dharanas) are

imbued with the person. In between what is called the Brahman-

state and the prakrti-state beginning with bha, is the state called

ma. The person is regarded as having various (states of existence),

viz. jagrat etc., vested in the four dharanas. If he were not thus

inherent during these (transitional states of existence, viz. dharana),

(the person) would be either in the Brahman-state or in the created-

state, and no movement (in the samsara: samsrti) would be possible.

38. Therefore at my bidding the dharanas are manifested out of

myself. Hence the person known as bhoktr (i.e. jiva) represents a

fourfold state (of existence).

39. Ma, capable of enjoying (the fruits of the jiva’s activities) and

1 i.e. the kriya^akti called the Agni-Soma^akti. See ch. XXIX in extenso.
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at the same time capable of achieving emancipation, is a direct

offshoot of myself, 0 Vasava, for the purpose of creating objects of

enjoyment for this person to delight in.

40. The insentient, supreme, subtle equilibrium of the gunas

—

regarded as peculiar to the womb—has spontaneously emerged out

of myself as bha.

41-42. In order to provide the enjoying sage (the jiva) with

objects of enjoyment as well as the acts of enjoyment, O Puramdara,

all manifested objects have gradually evolved from me out of the

group of sounds ranging from ba to ka\ these are twenty-three in

number. Buddhi, ahamkara and manas are created from the three,

ba etc. 1

43. The five (cognitive organs, viz.) the auditory and other

organs, are represented by the sounds from na to la. The five

(conative organs, viz.) speech etc., are created from the sounds na to

ta.

44. The five element-potentials, such as sound etc., are created

from na to ca. lhe subtle elements such as space etc., are created

from na to ka.

45. Knowledge (insight, bodha) appears as identical with sound,

and sound (as) identical with the objects connoted. Considering
that knowledge (insight) is one of my aspects, it follows that all the

abovementioned sounds (are projections) of myself.

46. O lord of the gods, this course of ^ound (i.e. sonic creation)

representing the intermediate way, has thus been revealed to you.

Now hear me describe the first and the last (course).

1 ba, pha and pa.



CHAPTER TWENTY

EXPLANATION OF THE MATRKAS 1

Sakra— I salute thee, O Sakti who createst, sustainest and

engulfest all, who art the self(hood) of I lari and ultimate knowledge

^
2 . O Padm a, through thy grace I have heard the great secret (of

truth). Now please give me a detailed explanation of the systematic

composition (i.e. method) of sounds (syllables).

gr j. q celestial man, hear the primordial disposition ot the

course (journey) of sound, knowledge of which enables the medi-

tating adept to resemble me (become one in form with me, sarfipatd).

i The ultimate (absolute) imperishable Brahman, undifferenti-

at jng between (the polarization of) knowledge and agent, appearing

in the form of ever shining light and identical with the All, is

termed aham (I ). ,

- Its ever active Sakti is the I-hood identified with It, and

appears as inextinguishable light and is devoid of (polarization of)

knowledge cind its cigent.
.

6_7 . I (the same Sakti) am the essence of light and bliss endowed

with perfect equilibrium. When in order to liberate the jivas, my

own sakti activates merely a ten millionth of a hundred-thousand-

billionth fraction of myself, I then automatically evolve out of the

great God into Sabdabrahman.

8 Consider this unmanifested eternal (Sabdabrahman) as

resembling the faint sound produced by (the automatic vibration

of) the strings (of a musical instrument). 2 That (faint sound) is

indeed multiplied by numerous other sounds (varna) in order to

sustain (creation).

g-io. As the subtle sound (varna), it represents the continuous

flow (of sound immanent in all sound). 3 For he who, freed from the

1 Matrka. is the collective term for the letters or sound units, which are

named malrkd. or mother, because they form the basis or source of all ogos.

2 This attempts to describe the spontaneous sound vibration called

Sabdabrahman by emphasizing its indistinct or
SQtrat_

3 The text here equates various aspects of Sabdabrahman with Sutrat

man. As the Self, being the essence of All, is immanent in All, so is Sab-
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five courses (of creation) 1 and the five sheaths, 2 relies on me and
perceives truth by favour of the Supreme Soul, it (Sabdabrahman)
holds the position of integral intuitive experience (of the Highest,
anubhuti ).

3 My fourfold form (viz. the Withas) is regarded as
identical with it (viz. Sabdabrahman). 4

1 1- 14. During the evolutionary process represented by the
letters a to sa, it (viz. Sabdabrahman) is characterized bv sound,
whereas, dui ing the involutionary process represented by (the reverse
order of the sounds from) ha to d, it is characterized by knowledge. 5

uring the evolution of the four deities (viz. the Vyuhas) ha
represents dvadasanta, whereas during their involution a

(
akdra

)

hedds that position. 6 Thus either of these letters may stand at
c va asanta. In this Vyuha aggregate composed of sound, it should
e recognized by virtue of jnana-samadhi that Vasucleva (and the

o er eities in Vyuha-form)' exist in the states of inertia
(
visrdina ),

primary creative activity (udaya
) ,
pervasion (vyripli) and manifesta-

^V^Jt

!V0lm<1
’ immancnt in all sounds as their essence.

damentally one*'wit^
l

Brahmtm
rahn,an

’ ,M5ing identical with Sakti is fuU ‘

kaladhvan
lv<Lnac^n an

» padadhvan, mantradhvan, tattvadhvan and

3 Here
Piasutiko£a, prakrtikosa, brahmandako£a and jTvakoSa.

which
,dentified with the revelation of Brahman

since Brahman ^
Cause of mancipation and on the other hand,

z&szr ia '-df

maV thi \the PrOCCSS of creation evolving out of Sabdabrah-

a represents 's-ihrlal^T
ltS onglnaI somc character and hence the sound

process of in Joli
.

ra™an as
.

t,lc «inic origin of creation; whereas in the

dissolution of ill rrT'i
'

C u tlmate reality that remains after the totalo;=^^IOn IS r
l

ep
r
esented by the sound ha. and is in the form

and loses its sonic character
^ ldcntity of Sabdabrahman is merged

inne^vL^boUv'nf
CtUre ° f S°U"dS °r is here being fitted into the

adharao'idim. and
person which consists of twelve lotuses starting fromadhmapmlma and ending with dvadasanta (see chs. XXXV. XXXIII and

reorVs^L of
4
tiT

0r " n°tes) ' This bmer body is the microcosmic

ami are d vVi l

'

lc macrocosmos. The sounds also represent the cosmosand are divided into twelve groups of four sounds (i , vowels and T4 other
sounds totalling 48). Each of these fn.„- ^ ,

•

4 ' u" e,s a“u 34 ol“el

K,, r ... ,

se loui sounds is respectively presidedby the four Vyuha deities Vasudeva etc. Further on this is referred to as
obverse and reverse creation where ha and a respectively represent cul-
minating points at the end and at the beginning of creation, the primordial

yV'

1
y

a^? av a
' Jl

a^ numt>er of letter-groups is the same as
that of the deities called Vyiihantaras, emanating from the Vyuhas Cf p 6of
n. 3, supra. '
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tion
(
vyakti

)

1 (respectively). At this point the embodiment (personi-

fication) of each deity should be recognized as linked up with one of

these four states, i.e. visrama and the others.

15-17. One should reflect on the eternal God Vasudeva, the

eternal primary God Punclarikaksa (represented by) the sound a, as

denoting inertia {visrama), for when dissolution comes, the principles

viz. Samkarsana etc., will still be resting in this (Vasudeva). Next,

one should reflect on illustrious Samkarsana as represented by the a

and as being the udaya (primary creative activity)
;
for he is the

creative principle behind everything (created), the deity who

spontaneously started creating the All. One should reflect on

illustrious Pradyumna who, as (being) the i, underwent expansion.

18. Identical with traylkarman, 2 he expands (i.e. manifests

himself as) the variegated universe (and that) manifestation in

turn should be reflected on as Aniruddha, represented by the r.

19. At this juncture all the saktis, such as the functions of

creating the world etc., have become manifest. 3 Thus in structure

they resemble a staff. 4

20. Up to sa mv fourfold nature is connected with the four Vyuha

states. In reflecting on the process of evolution, the sound ha should

be placed last in these twelve groups (of sounds).

21-24. During the process of involution
(
apyaya

)
however, ha

should be identified with Vasudeva in visrama (state of inertia), sa

with Samkarsana in udaya. In the same way one should reflect on

(the aksaras) up to a as representing the Celestial state of the

fourfold existence. 5 The two groups of six dharanas, 6 characterized

by the twelve adhyatmans (letters) serve as steps for the (spiritual)

ascension to the Supreme, which (the adept) reaches at the end of

(these) twelve steps. This explains the first systematic arrangement

of sounds {varnamarga)

,

which is subtle, represents my fourfold

1 These are the respective characteristics of the four manifestations of

God, Vasudeva, Samkarsana. Pradyumna and Aniruddha.

2 See Schrader, p. 82. Besides his creative functions each \ yuha deity

has certain moral functions. Pradyumna is the custodian of law and order

enjoined by the Vedas.
3 Here the term saktis stands for the five divine functions, namely creation,

sustenance, destruction, delusion and grace.

4 Meaning that these twelve groups become manifest in a gradual order

of progressive grossness, in a vertical form.
6 i.e. the four Vyuha deities.

0 Dharana = the object on which the mind is fixed in meditation.
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nature, 1 is unrivalled and lias the form of knowledge. The inter-

mediary (method) has already been indicated; now hear from me its

distinctive (feature).

25. Among the four dharanas already referred to as reflecting

my own form, va is described as raga, the sakti of Aniruddha.
26. Maya, being the other name of Ma.hala.ksmi, is represented by

la. Vidya, represented by repha (ra), is (also) known as Mahavanf.
27-29. ya represents Mahakali, the kriyasakti, (and) is known as

vata. The triad form of Brahma etc. (i.e. Brahma, Visnu and
Rudra) whose wives are Tray! etc. (i.e. Trayi, Gaun and Sri), is

represented by the first part of the subtle ma, the middle portion (of

the same) represents the Bhoktrkufastha Purusa, 2 whereas the
remainder of that letter represents everyone in the empirical
worlds. 3 1 hus has been disclosed to you the intermediary system of

letters.

30. O slayer of the demon Bala, I shall now explain to you the
last method. 4

I his third system of vaikhari 5
is identified with the

seat of effort
(prayatnasthana).

6

3 1 36. 1 his is unmistakably revealed through utterance of the
manifest sound. 1 his (manifest sound) matrka, which indicates to the
jivas that are fettered to bodies the right path they should follow,
is a projection of Visnusakti. It is said that, like Visnu, the matrka
also has fifty saktis resting in it making up a garland of sounds. The
twelve (deities) such as Ivesava and the others associated with the
four Vyuhas of Vasudeva etc., 7 are the presiding deities of the
(vowels). Now hear (the names of) their saktis. (These are) LaksmI,
Kirti, Jaya and Maya, called the Vyuhasaktis. Sri, Vaglsvari,
Kanti, Kriya, Santi, Vibhuti, Iccha, Priti, Rati, Maya, Dhi and
Mahima are the (names of the) saktis of Kesava etc., referred to

1 i.e. Vyuha nature.
2 The cosmic Person.
3 ma is viewed in the three states of existence: the absolute—representing

the divine triad and theii consorts; the subtle or intermediary—representing
the cosmic Person, and the gross representing each and every living being.

Apparently sounds from ha to sa represent the pa^yantl state of sound;
from va to ya the madhyama state; and from bha to ka the vaikhari state;
whereas ma represents all three states together.

5 That which is manifest.

The place in the mouth touched by the tongue in order to produce a
sound.

7 i.e. Vyuhantaras.
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as the vowel saktis. Now listen to a description of the deities that

reside in ka etc.

,
7 _ ^ jhe afore-mentioned (Vibhavas) of Visnu, such as Padma-

nablia etc., are the (presiding) deities of (the sounds) ka etc. (They

are as follows:) Padmanabha, Dhruva, Ananta, Saktisa, Madhusu-

dana, Vidyadhidcva, Kapila, Visvarupa, Vihamgama, Krodatman,

Badabavaktra, Dharma, Vagi&vara, the god Ekarnavasaya im-

mersed in the general flood, Kurma the supporter of patala (the

nether regions), Varaha, Narasimha and Amrtaharana; Sripati of

celestial form, Kantatman the bearer of amrta, Rahujit, Kala-

nemighna, the mighty Parijatahara, Lokanatha, Santatman, the

powerful lord Dattatreya, Nyagrodhasayin, the much loved Eka-

srngatanu, in the form of a dwarf and Trivikrama pervader of the

universe, Nara and Narayana, Hari and also Krsna; Rama with the

blazing axe, and the other Rama with the bow, Vedavid, lord

Kalkin and the lord Patalasayana.

44. The last mentioned group, viz. Rama etc., also preside over

the (sounds) ranga (nasalization), yama (transitional sound before a

nasal), jihvamuliya, and upadhmaniya (substitutes for the visarga).
1

45-5°. Dhi, Tara, VarunI, Sakti, Padma, Vidya, Samkhya,

Visva, Khaga, Bhu, Go, Laksmi, Vagisvarl, Amrta, Dharani,

Chaya, Narasimhi, Sudha. Sri, KIrti, Visvakama, Ma, Sat\'a,

Kanti, Saroruha, Maya, Padmasana, Kharva, Vikranti, Narasam-

bhava, Narayani, Haripriti, Gandhari, Kasyapi, Vaidehi, Ycdavi-

dya, Padmini, Nagasayini—all these goddesses together with the

deities presiding over the matrka, who are instrumental in the

functioning of the phenomenal world, (deities such as) Srikantha,

Ananda, Suksma etc., saktis such as Lambodari etc., the Vinayakas,

Durgas, Ksetresas, Mataras, all the conventional deities (belonging

to this system) as well as the others belonging to the Buddhist and

Jaina systems form part of me and should be regarded as the saktis

of (the sounds) ka etc.

51. As hungry children resort to their mother, so do all these

deities resort to the goddess matrka.

52. This (matrka) is the source of all mantras, the origin of all

sciences and the soil from which all the principles, all sages and all

knowledge are born.

1 See Rgvedaprati^akhya, I, 10 and VI, 29, 30, 32-34.

8



CHAPTER T\VENTY-( )XE

ANALYSIS 01- HIE STRUCTURE OF A MANTRA AND THE
QUALITIES LOOKED FOR IN A PRECEPTOR AND IN A

DISCIPLE

i. Sakia. I salute thee who art the (differentiated) revelation
o sound and object

(
sabda and arlha), who traversest the six

courses (of creation), who art called the illuminating knowledge
(avabodha) that lies beyond these ways and who art the beloved of
Hart.

,

2 ° ^°^ess
> (^e system of) sounds from which all else springs

as ^een ully dealt with. Now please duly explain the system
(usage) of the mantra.

J. Sri. The greatest Person (Purusa), the possessor of Sri, is

• +1

°n
r

so^u^e wh° is the ocean of the six attributes; who
is the divine, inner principle underlying and pervading All. 1

4- L Sri, am His supreme Sakti identical with His I-hood, the
substratum and sakti of everything, omniscient and all-pervading.

5- trough me the universe becomes visible, in the same wayasa
mountain (is reflected) in a mirror. My essential nature {svarnpa) is
intelligence (>bodha

)

characterized by pure bliss.
6. Without hindrance I follow the dictates of my will. Evolving

that part of myself which represents bodha I become Sabdabrah-
man; and continue to evolve (further) through the course of kalas. 2

7. The term kala denotes the six qualities, viz. jnana etc.,
e onging to the supreme God. With these, arranged in three pairs,

I evolve by means of the tattvas.

8. O thou most valiant of all gods, the deities Samkarsana etc. are
represented by the tattvas. Again I evolve by means of mantras
through sound combinations.

g. Nov attend whilst I reveal the system of the mantras. This
(science) has developed out of Sabdabrahman and is endowed with
millions of rays.

1 Lit. facing all directions: sarvatoniukhah'.
2 The divine attributes: jnana, aiSvarya, Sakti, bala, vlrya and tejas.
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10. Consciousness is its (mantra’s) main characteristic; infused

with tht' six (divine) qualities it can be classified in four types.

Sometimes it is bija, sometimes it is pinda, sometimes it is samjna

and at other times it is pada. 1

11-12. O lord of the gods, (the four stages of development of the

individual soul, viz.) turya, susupti, svapna and jagrat are respecti-

vely (represented by) bija etc. A bija(-mantra) may contain either

one vowel or two vowels; it may be formed by coupling a vowel

with a consonant, or it may even contain several vowels. The haris

(consonants) inserted between (the bija and the remainder of the

mantra) are known as the pinda section in which the consonants

are sometimes connected with vowels.

13-14. The samjna is the name of a particular deity addressed in

association with (the words) namas and pranava. A laudatory and

vocative combination of verbal utterance with nominal concepts,

fraught with recollections from the past and used to further the

purpose envisaged, is the essential form of the pada-mantra.

Together these four (sections) of mantras make up a whole that

bears relation to the nature of the deity addressed.

15-16. The latter, approached by means of a mantra composed of

these four sections grants (the adept) the fulfilment of his desire. O
lord of the gods, the wise should refrain from applying these mantras

until they can clearly distinguish between ksetrci and ksctrcijiia

mantras (those pertaining to the body and those pertaining to the

soul)

.

17. Sakra:—O Ambuja, please elaborate on the distinction be-

tween ksetra and ksetrajna mantras, which safeguards (an adept

from delusion) and enables him to achieve speedy fulfilment of his

aspiration.

17-21. Sri:—(In mantras containing a bija) the bija refers to the

soul (
jiva ,

life principle, i.e. ksetrajna
) ; the rest of the mantra refers

to the body. In the case of mantras without a bija, the first sound

represents the soul and the rest represents the body. (In the case of

1 Although bija, pinda, samjna and pada together form a complete mantra,

each of these is in itself efficacious as a mantra. Especially the first is often

used independently. Therefore it is safer to say that these four together

form a mantra-complex appropriate to a particular deity; but one, two, or

three of them may also serve for purposes of meditation. It should be noted

however that the bija invariably constitutes the essential part of a particular

deity’s mantra, cf. verses 13-21.
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mantras consisting of only) a bija or a pinda section, the a is

regarded as the soul and the rest as the body. In cases of (mantras)
without an a, another vowel is taken to represent the soul. In the
case of (mantras containing) only vowels, the first matra

(
mora

,

prosodic unit) refers to the soul, whilst the bodv is represented by
the second etc. When there is only one matra in a mantra the
samskara (i.e. the subtle sound: madhyamd ), characterized as
transcendental, is considered to represent the soul, while the uttered
sounds 1 elate to the body. In the case of pinda mantras that contain
no vowel, the first (letter) represents the soul and the rest the body.

22-25. rhus I have revealed which portions of a mantra relate
to the body and which to the soul. If a pinda or a bija appears in
all three positions of a mantra, viz. the beginning, middle and end,
or in any one of these, that mantra is icgarded as sarvakdlika
(applicable at all times). 1 When there is no bija in a mantra, the
bija should be formed by taking the first sound and joining m to it;

2

in this way the (mantra) can be made into a complete formula.
Mantras have the effect of making the soul (pttrusa) sport 3 when it

is weighed down with passion (feeling) whilst on its journey through
the material world with its fourteen divisions (i.e. whilst passing
thiough the fourteen wrorlds), and also when it passes through the
pada-course of creation consisting of susupti etc. excepting in the
turya state. 4

26-27. Mantras that bestow giace lead a person (adept), who is

under the direct guidance (lit. glance) of a preceptor and whose
senses have been brought under proper control, beyond the course
of the phenomenal world and the course of pada by instilling into

him a sense of complete detachment; and those mantras eventually
guide him step by step along the courses of tattva, kala and varna. 5

28. Having finally obtained grace through the mantras and having

A sarvakalika mantra, e.g. om k$lm ksih namah, narayanaya visvat-
mane hrhn svdha, can be meditated on for all purposes.

As for example the mantra oni ganapataye namah, in which gam is the
bija.

3 i.e. be active^ Cf. V . S. 2, 1, 33 7okavat tn lilakaivalyam *

.

1 Although padadhvan consists of all the four footsteps of the Soul, turya,
susupti, svapna and jagrat, the first has been exempted here since that is

the Soul's natural state of existence.
In other words, mantras lead the adept beyond all the courses of creation

by assisting him to become completely detached and so achieve the state of
absolute liberation.
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shaken off all the fetters (of worldly existence), (the adept) enters 1

that eternal Brahman known as Laksmi-Narayana.
29-

30. Sakra:—O goddess, what are the qualities required of

a preceptor and of a disciple? Which of the mantras is most effica-

cious for attaining the Ultimate (absolute) ;
and how should that be

taught (to a disciple) ? I salute thee, please tell me.

30-

33. Sri :— (A preceptor should be) endowed with all auspicious

attributes. He should be a brahmin well-versed in the Vedas;

infallible in performing his six duties; 2 unperturbed; engaged in

performing the rites prescribed for the five different times of a day; 3

of a pure nature; master of the knowledge concerning the purpose

of the Pancaratra system. He should be silent and exert himself in

(studying) the nature of the aksaras and the mantras. He should be

neither fat, thin, nor short. He should not be blind in one or both

eyes, neither should he be diseased, deaf, an idiot, bald, crippled or

with defect in any limb, or in possession of an extra limb. He should

not be a leper, verbose [dambika?)

,

passionate, suffering from any

skin -disease, or easily overcome by greed.

34'35- One should avoid a preceptor who conies from a low

family, is a rogue, cheat, or dishonest. (He) should possess kindness,

self-control, calmness, firm devotion and should never overlook

(his religious duties) ; he should be truthful, well-mannered, skilled

in drawing diagrams (of yantras), completely rid of all sensuality,

contented and with a mind filled with compassion.

36. He should have all the characteristics of a gentleman, be

straightforward, and have an engaging smile. A preceptor possessed

of all these qualities may be recognized as being a (true) Vaisnava

(guru).
. ,

The disciple, too, should possess similar characteristics ana

be favourably endowed. He should be of a forbearing nature,

keenly intelligent and devoid of anger and greed.

38. He should always be intent on (performing his duties such

as) bathing, 4 worshipping 5 etc., and should be ready at all times to

1 The adept becomes identified with Laksmi-Narayana, or the Supreme

Being. This is in fact what absolute liberation means.
.

2 Studying, teaching, performing sacrifices, officiating as a priest, giving

presents and accepting gifts.

3 See ch. XVII, 13.
4 Religious bath.
5 Worshipping Vaisnava deities.
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obey his preceptor; he should respect brahmins, fire, gods and
forefathers and be disposed to gratify (gods and the dead).

39- He should be of good family, have wisdom and apply himself
consistently to the study of t lie sacred scriptures. He may lie a
brahmin, ksatriva, vaisya or sudra 1 devoted to Lord (Yisnu).

40-

41. After regarding himself as (the disciple’s) preceptor (and
ascertaining) that he (the pupil) possesses all the necessary qualifi-
cations, 2 the preceptorwho is God Himself 3 should teach him all the
mantras. (And he should accord the same treatment even) to a
woman who respects her husband, never neglects her religious and
social duties, lias a clear notion of truth and has obtained her
husband’s permission (to become an adept). 4

rf
C
;
U'a^VyStem admits even a sudra as an initiate, provided he is

dedicated to Lord Visnu.
1

3

^his actualiy means acceptance of the disciple by the preceptor.
10 1S^P e> especially when undergoing purificatorv rites bhutasud-

4-
T n , r

C
?P

I

)r ,S God HimseIf
:

See ch XXXV in entirety.

_r
10 ,dflltlonal Brahnianic religion, Pancaratra admits the right

Tii

' ora,in ° ecome an initiate, provided she has her husband’s permission.

Z\l
Xr^°?10n ° f a pi°us woman is discussed further on in the text,

bee ch. LXIII, 61-79.
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DESCRIPTION OF LAKSMl’S MANTRA-FORM

1. Sakra:—O goddess without beginning and without end,

omniscient and beloved of Ilari, how are these mantras imparted and

what are their forms ?

2. Are they of equal importance, or is their significance of different

grades? Asking thee this (question) I salute thee, O Padma. Please

tell me (all this).

3. Sri:—O Pakasasana, listen attentively to what I tell you about

my mantra-form and how I reveal (the mantras).

4-5. The absolute Brahman, the ultimate resort
(
dhaman

)

of all,

embodiment of the resplendent six (divine) attributes, unlimited

by time or place, formless and unrivalled—that Brahman, the I

(a/iam) itself, perfectly conscious of its own being, is devoid of the

gunas (sattva etc.), is beginningless and endless, and is the great

celestial Laksmi-Narayana.

6. (Brahman) is the essence of consciousness and bliss, divine,

without defect, decay or death. It is in the state of unmanifested

existence where there is no polarization of subject and object.

7-8. When this Brahman is motionless, I am that motionless

state of Its being. Then once in a while by virtue of differen-

tiating between the being and the state of being (bhavat and

bhdva), the absolute Brahman manifests Itself of Its own free will,

without relinquishing (changing) Its form. 1
I am the I-hood of the

Supreme Atman, identical with Its being and should be worshipped

as such.

9-12. Of my own free will, I. emanate fi om the radiant God who is

(pure) being. Supporting the entire assemblage (of creation) which

I have voluntarily created and after having created writing (sound) 2

emanating from myself, 3 I reveal my power during the six courses

1 In the Laksmi-Narayana state, or in other words, in bhdva and bhavat,

the integral nature of Brahman is not changed and no duality is involved.
2 Likhitam primarily means writing, hence the alphabet but also sound

in general.
3 Atmabhittau literally means ‘on the basis of myself, or with myself

as the support' and so implies that sound evolves out of Sakti.
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(of creation). These six courses are known as the ways of sound,

kalas, tattva, mantras, pada and worldly existence
(
bhuvana ). The

supreme I-hood, which is flawless consciousness, first shows signs of

activity during the course of sound. O Pakasasana, I have already

given you a detailed description of that journey.

1 3- T- he most exalted manifestation of mine infused with con-

sciousness and power, undergoes a seeming transformation so as to

undertake the course of creation as kalas consisting of jnana etc.

14. 'I he kalas such as jnana etc., (i.e.) the qualities (attributes) of

the Supreme Atman, have been precisely explained to you earlier

along with their number and characteristics. 1

I5 - Together with the (first) two courses (viz. of sounds and

kalas), that aspect of mine which consists of consciousness is

revealed during the course of the tattvas, when I assume the forms

of Vasudeva etc.

16. I he Vyuhas and Vibhavas and all the other (emanations) of

God are regarded as the seeming transformation of the supreme

Atman during the course of the tattvas.

17* That same aspect of myself revealed during the first two

courses of creation, which is in essence consciousness, appears to

undergo a lasting transformation duiing the most significant of all

my courses of creation, i.e. the mantras.
18-20. During my highly exalted mantra-course when I am

marked as consciousness, I assume the embodiments of Vasudeva

and the other (related) deities in order (firstly) to guide across to

safety the jivas drowning in the ocean of worldly existence; (second-

ly) in order to provide objects of enjoyment for those who (still)

are in the throes of worldly existence and to stimulate a sense of

detachment in them; and (lastly) in order to ensure the efficacy

of worship and encourage mental disciplines (nidnasdlavibana).
2

All these mantras are representations of consciousness, unrestricted

in range and in achievement of purpose.
21-24. These mantras should be regarded as pure embodiments of

myself (and hence) of loid Sarrigin (Visnu). They protect (adepts)

who meditate on them. 3 According to the £astras their formulas are

1 See ch. II, 23-36.
2 Discussed at length in the Vis.P. VI, 7, 38-60.
3 Traditionally using the term mantra in two senses derived from its

double ‘root' : man = to meditate, and tva = to protect.
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secret and they promote worldly enjoyment and at the same time

lead to liberation. The (four padas) jagrat, svapna, susupti and turya

lie on the route followed by the course of the mantras. In the state of

jagrat (waking), the senses register external objects. When the

senses operating on external objects become fogged by darkness

(sleep) and lose their power, the inner organ starts functioning by

registering mere impressions (samskara). This is the state of svapna

(dream). When even that does not function, the state of susupti

(deep sleep) occurs.

25-27. When a wise person, whose mind is not fogged by darkness

(ignorance) and whose being is wholly saturated with sattva, has

completely stilled the functioning of both his senses and his mind

(
bahyantahkarana ) ,

(he enters the state of) pure sattva’s tranquility

(
prasdda

)

(and is then) said to be in (the state of) turya. This is a

definition of the four footsteps called pada

}

(It should be realized)

that (all these states), excepting the turya, form part of the impure

course of creation.

The so-called course of the world
(
bhuvanadhvan

)
begins with

maya and terminates with the dissolution of the world (ksiti)

.

27-31. The course of bhuvana is impure and soiled by filth.

(During it) these mantras 2 always make the passionate man sport

(in this world). (The man is) enticed by the lure of the spell cast by

various forms of pleasure. Then by resorting to a preceptor who

discretely casts a compassionate eye on his disciple, (these mantras) 3

rescue the latter by awakening a sense of detachment in him during

his progress along pada (viz. jagrat etc.). 4 From there, (the mantras)

gradually lead him to the way of purity and (make) him a master in

the (science of) Sabdabrahman, thus finally guiding him to the

(realm) of absolute Sri. In themselves the mantras do (indeed) have

a powerfully purifying effect.

32-35. They are of three types, viz. the inferior, the intermediary'

and the superior. Those mantras, which are associated with the

concrete forms of gods instrumental in producing phenomenal

1 The footsteps of the Soul are its different stages of existence.

2 These are not emancipating mantras, but mantras for fulfilment of a

worldly desire harboured by the adept.
, ,

3 But the same mantras, when worshipped with a sense of perlect aeta

ment, are capable of leading the adept to emancipation.
. .

4 Helped by mantras the Soul retraces its footsteps back to the ongina

turya state of existence.
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existence and that envisage a given result as their objective, are
regarded by the wise as belonging to the inferior tvpe. Mantras,
which are related to Vibhava manifestations of God and their saktis,

belong to the intermediary type; whilst the superior (mantras) relate
to the \yuhas. Mantras that envisage complete absorption in the
supreme Brahman whose nature is identical with Laksmi-Narayana,
and which do not differentiate between the state of becoming and the
state of existence, are finally the supreme mantras. The relative
significance of mantras should be thus graded by the wise.

36 . The mantras of superior type fall solely within the Pancaratra
(system), the intermediary type pervades the Vedas; whilst from
the standpoint of sacred scripture, mantras belonging to other
systems (tantras) are of inferior type.

37"39- Mantras whose auxiliary elements (limbs, anga) are the
kalas (i.e. jnana etc.) are to be regarded as superior; those that have
ot er limbs are intermediary; while mantras without ‘limbs’ are
inferior. Once more listen tome, O Indra: mantras with both bija
and pinda are called superior; those possessing either a bija or a
pinda are called intermediary; but those with neither a bija nor a
pinda 2 are called inferior. Ihe preceptor, familiar with the various
tj pes of mantras and whose eyes are the sastras 3

,
should at the dis-

ciple s lequest adapt his instruction to the latter's requirements.

1 Adding to this system of classification, mantras with anga mantras,
such as jhana etc., are graded as superior; with upaiiga mantras as inter-
mediary, and without such auxiliary mantras as inferior.

Ihis means when neither the bija nor pinc^a is obvious, e.g. the Ganesa-
mantra.

i.e. lie who interprets everything correctly in the light of sacred scripture.
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DESCRIPTION OF MATRKA

1. Sri:— I am the supreme Sakti of Narayana, the I-hood of the

all-pervasive absolute Brahman, the supreme Laksmi-Narayana.

2. In order to help the world, I become the preceptor and, in

the form of Samkarsana, I radiate the sacred texts. 1

3-4. Again, dwelling in the frame of the (mortal) preceptor and

equipped with true knowledge I, through my glance full of sakti 2

and by means of compassionate mantras, protect the disciples who
approach me. Hence disciples should always regard their (mortal)

preceptor as identical with myself.

5-1 1. Now learn how to impart mantras to a disciple. First, a

small earthen pitcher should be worshipped by a mere offering of

pure flowers on ground that is undefiled, level, smooth, free of

impurities, painted according to the social class (of the worshipper), 3

coated with (liquid) cow-dung rendered fragrant by incense, weeded

clean of thorns, decorated with fragrant flowers, saturated with the

five cow-products, and smeared by unguents such as sandal paste. 4

This ritual should be accompanied by my own mantra (i.e. Tara)

preceded by pranava and followed by namas.5 Then repeating the

{mantra) along with the first vyahrti (also) preceded by the pranava, 6

clay should be spread over the ground that has already been scented

with perfume and incense. Whereafter a well-built and regular

1 The first part of the sentence voices the notion that a preceptor should

be regarded as a manifestation of God Himself. The second part alludes to

Sarnkarsana's moral function of teaching the Vedas to mankind. Each of

the Vyuha deities has two aspects, the one cosmogonic, the other moral.

Discussed fully by Schrader, pp. 36-41. But the point of this sentence

is that Sakti as Samkarsana is the eternal teacher of religion, and a preceptor

is an incarnation of that Samkarsana manifestation of Sakti.
2 This is the divine attribute Sakti or omnipotence.
3 White for brahmins, red for ksatriyas, yellow for vaiSyas and black

for Siidras.
4 Although the ground is sanctified with various purifying objects, the

pitcher is worshipped with flowers alone. A diagram of Matrkapitha is

given in P.S. edited by U. Ve. Govindacharya, Srirangam 1953.
6 Om hrim namah.
6 Om hrim bhuli.
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matrka-pltha (pedestal) should he made, either square or well

rounded in shape and measuring one or two cubits across. The
same goddess (i.e. Matrka) represented by fifteen letters can be
traced in different groups (of letters, such as ka etc.). 1 She is the
mother of all mantras (and represents) my manifestation in sound.
The mantra-worshipper (adept) should draw (a diagram) in the
form of a lotus or a disk.

12. (When the mantra) refers to Purusa, (the diagram should)
be in the form of a disk; but if it refers to the goddess Laksmi, the
prescribed form is the lotus, Sakti*, pervaded by Agni and Soma
has sixteen components 2 and is called visrsUJ (created).

13-20. To the east (of the design), (the adept) should draw petals
(in the case of the lotus) or spokes (in the case of the disk) to re-
present her (mantra-matrka) called svara (vowel). The five groups
(of letters), viz. ka etc., (representing principles) starting with
prthivl (ka) and ending in purusa (ma) should be drawn as petals
or spokes in the directions starting with Agni and ending in Vayu. 3

The four (letters) starting with ya and ending in va, which represent
the dharana within (the mind), should be drawn by the wise on the
north side in the form of either spokes or petals as (described)
before. The group of letters starting with sa and ending in ksa,
which terminates in turiya and is said to represent the five Brah-
mans, should be drawn in the form of either spokes or petals to the
north-east (of the diagram). The supreme and pure Brahman,
consisting of light (and) known as Sabda, should be meditated upon
as splendour circumscribing the diagram of the disk or of the lotus

(as the case may be). In the diagram the wise should worship me
the prakrti in the form of the tattvas—with the letters known as

tattvas that start with pranava and end in namas. 4 Then in the
pericarp (of the lotus diagram), meditation should focus on the
mother of mantras (Mantra-matrka), who is beginningless and
endless, the goddess I-hood (of Visnu), the wife of Purusottama,
the goddess Padminl holding the noose and the goad, wearing a
wreath of lotuses, gracious, with a complexion like the heart of a

Matrka is a single entity represented by the fifteen vowels, but never-
theless manifest in all sounds variously grouped Ivarga) according to their
mode of utterance.

v 6 ' b

2 h and the fifteen vowels including m.
3 South-east, south, south-west, west and north-west.
4 e.g. om bham namah

, om bam namah, etc.
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lotus, the great mistress of all the worlds, whose body is composed of

letters and decorated with ornaments (made of) letters. 1

21. Her body represents Sabdabrahman ;
her head pranava ;

a and

a form her eyebrows, while i and i are her eyes.

22-23. u and ft form her ears, r and f her nostrils, while / and/ are

her cheeks, e and ai her lips, 0 and an the two rows of her teeth, m is

her tongue and h her voice; the group of ka and the group of ca are

her two hands, while the two groups of ta and ta form her two legs

and the wise regard pa and pita to be her two Sides.

24-25. ba and bha are the hind and fore parts of her (body), ma

is her navel, ya and ra are her vital airs (prana) and (body-) tem-

perature; la is her necklace, va is her girdle, sa and sa represent her

earrings, sa is her heart, while ha is (her soul) in the heart.

26. (The adept) should recognize ksa to be (her) lightning bright

radiating halo ;
rahga (the nasal modifications of vowels) represent

the tip (of) her nose and the 'twin-letters’ 2 (her) heart.

27. Then the (letters) formed at the root of the tongue (jilwd-

muliyaka) remain at the root of (her) tongue, and the letter upa-

dhmanlyaka (i.e. the visarga before pa and pita) in graded order

lingers between her lips.

28. (Mantramatrka is to be visualized as) wearing the vanamala

consisting of beautiful (auspicious) lotuses made of letters containing

Agni and Soma and reaching from shoulder to feet.

29. The learned should regard ha, belonging to the great Lord, as

the crown (of the goddess) radiant as millions of flames, moons and

suns (put together) and adorned with glittering jewels.

30-33. So envisaging the goddess Matrka, the mother of mantras,

(the adept) should worship her (Matrka) with (offerings of) flowers,

arghya etc. accompanied by (the mantra) containing the words

om namo mantra-matrke idam arghyam grliana (‘O mantra-matrka,

be pleased to take this offering, humbly presented for your gracious

acceptance’), (and) likewise with (offerings of) items of food in due

order. Then, with palms joined, paying obeisance in a prostrate

position where eight parts of the body touch the ground (the adept

should propitiate the goddess with these words:) ‘O Padma, whose

1 This is how LaksmI is envisaged as Mantra-matrka.
2 The consonant not actually written but pronounced as if mse e

between a nasal immediately preceded by one of the four other consonants

in each group. See Monier Williams, Diet., p. 846.
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seat is the lotus, whose abode is the lotus, beloved of the lotus-eyed
Visnu, container of all the tattvas, goddess-mother of all mantras,
reveal thyself to me in thy supreme form as the divine Laksmi'. By
uttering this prayer after due ritual preparation, (the mantra-
worshipper) will become identified with Laksmi.

34- ( f he preceptor), who has thus arranged (the letters beginning
Wlth a and ending in ksa) on the matrka (-yanlra or diagram) and who
himself has (thus) become identified with Matrka, should then
invoke the desired mantra and teach it to his disciple.

35- O SureSvara, those (mantras) that possess both bija and pinda
are consi ered the best of all mantras. Among these, bljas are even
superior to pindas.

36"3^' 0 VSsava
> the jewels among the bijas are the (following)

seven. The first is taraka, the second is Tarika, the third is Anutarika,
uc i is equal in power of brilliance

(tcjas )
to the two previous ones,

e

r
OU
tu

ls whicih is regarded as the great bija.

Q _
3 ‘ e 1 th hija pertains to Pradyumna; the sixth is known as

arasvata
, and the seventh is called the one that contains Mahalaks-

mi .

1

o9. hhe subtlety or grossness inherent in each mantra will be
treated when describing the various mantras separately. (Now) O
Sakra, listen attentively to their respective descriptions.

These are the basic bTja-mantras of the Pancardira system.
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THE STRUCTURE OF TARAKA WITH ITS PARTS AND
THE METHOD OF INITIATION IN THE PRACTICE OF

MEDITATION

x. The absolute Brahman, the ultimate presence (dhatnan),1 the

supreme aiul incomparable (mass of) brilliance, Brahman which is

(identical with) Laksmi-Narayana is faultless and pure.

2. It alone exists, pervading this entire (world). It is the highest

and greatest. I am the absolute I-hood of that Brahman, the

supreme soul.

3. In order to help all living beings, I voluntarily manifest

myself in the forms of matrka-mantras, containing Sabdabrahman.

4. In the form of the mantra, I follow each particular (deity)

referred to in it. In the beginning (the adept) should evoke me in my

original tara-form.

5. First (the adept) should take the (letter) dhruva (a), then add

the (letter) karna to it (a + u), then he should add the (letter)

ndbhi (in) to that and finally unite them together (a + u + in/om)

.

6-7. Having thus constructed out, the adept should first de-

corate that Brahma-taraka 2 with bindu, thereupon with nada.

Then, as accompaniment to this taraka he should meditate on the

eternal Brahman made up of these three letters in the Vaisnava

form (the mind flowing towards it incessantly) like the (continuous)

flow of oil.
3

8. Here (in this taraka), a represents Aniruddha, the fifth vowel

(u) represents Pradyumna, in (represents) Samkarsana and bindu

(represents) Vasudeva.

9. O Suresvara, the indivisibility (i.e. integral nature) of these

four (letters) is- the nada. The highest perfection of nada is the

I-hood (of God), who is the highest goddess.

10. She is the most subtle Sakti called the space 4 that exists

1 See J. Gonda, Dhaman, passim.
2 Taraka is identical with Brahman.
3 i.e. meditate uninterruptedly on taraka.
4 Nada represents the supreme Brahman which is also the essence or
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inside nada. She, who is (identical with) myself, is subtle, pervaded
by Sabdabrahman and is all-pervasive.

11. When the nada ceases to (be actively present), the absolute and
luminous Brahman called Laksmi-Narayana becomes spontaneously
manifest. 1

12. Thus (I) have (now) told you about the supreme Vaisnava
presence

(
dlidman

)

of the Person. Listen now to the description of
the essential traits of its form which is tranquil (inert).

13. First, taking the visarga (h), (the adept) should add surya
(i.e. rn) to it. When these are firmly joined together there arises the
power (i.e. mantra) om. 2

14 - (As this pranava contains both visarga and bindu), this is
the highest presence representing both Sakti and dissolution 3

which, if constantly contemplated upon, reveals (to the meditator)
the unalterable, absolute reality.

15-

18. Dissolving all objects belonging to both the pure and
impure ways (creations), Sakti,- who is (again) ready to start
creating, arranges the further movement on Surya, (i.e.) Purusa,
who is eternal, supreme and is in the form of the enjoyer

(
bhokir).

then, she reappears out of that state of existence which contains
Agni and Soma (and) attains the perpetual intermediary coupled
condition

(dampatya

)

consisting of bindu and nada. Sakti attains
the subtle coupled condition identical with the divine inertia and
exists in the divine, pervasive supreme Self. According to the
learned it (i.e. the coupled condition, om) has three and a half

measure-units. 4

sou o everything. The space that surrounds this soul is called daharakasa
'
see

-a l '

T,» is the legendary abode of Brahman or, in other
words, Brahman s very presence in so far as It can be grasped bv the human
mind. 1

Sabdabrahman represents the dawning of God's creative activity
which, though astir, has not as yet created any object. It is the state of
existence when God or Sakti is potentially creative

According to the phonetic law of Panini, when ah and am are joined
together, the former develops into o. See editor's note.

3 Visarga is the natural inert pure Existence unrelated to creation, whereas
bindu represents the state of dissolution when the creation is dissolved,
or lies dormant in primordial nature or matter (prakrti), which is also the
beginning of creation.

4 One measure for each of the three sounds a, u and m, while it counts
as only half a measure. Note that the Mancjukya Upanisad admits only
three measure-units and omits the half. There the first three measure-units
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19-20. O Sakra, the three fires, 1 three worlds, 2 three Vedas,

3

three gunas,'1 three gods, 5 three Vyuhas, 6 three social classes 7 and

the three (basic) vowels,8 whatever group of three you find in this

world you should consider it to be (representing) the first three

(components of om), while the half measure-unit
(
bindu

)

stands for

the pure (existence).

21. All words have emanated from the letter a. From u have

emanated the three brilliant energies (i.e. sun, moon and fire).

O Puramdara, out of in emanate (all the cosmic principles) starting

with the earth and ending in prakrti.

22-25. The brilliant half measure-unit is the supreme kala

(
nada ), consisting of consciousness. Among the two sets of six

vowels (viz. a-ii and l-au )the even numbered vowels (i.e. a, t, it, l,

ai, an, representing) the six (divine) attributes of knowledge etc.

should, along with the bindu at the end of (each of) them, be placed

on the body of the preceptor. 9 Then again, O Pakasasana, he (precep-

tor) should place the (same) attributes (each) preceded by tara, on

(his own) navel, back, arms, thighs, knees and feet.
10 Having

thus placed the mantra along with anga and upanga (-mantras),

the preceptor should meditate on Purusottama existing in his own

self. (Now) learn from me the accurate (description of the process of

identification of the preceptor) with (the cosmic jiva), starting from

its Vi£va (state of existence) until the dissolution (of its separate

existence as jiva).

are respectively identified with the waking, dream and deep sleep phases

of the Self and the fourth phase is not allotted a measure-unit. Ma.U. 8-12.

1 Garhapatya, ahavanlya and daksina.
2 bhuh, bhnvah and svah.

3 Rg, Yajus and Sama.
4 sattva, rajas and tamas.
5 Brahma, Visnu and Rudra.
9 Samkarsana, Pradyumna and Aniruddha.
7 brahmin, ksatriya and vaisya.
9 a, i and u.
9 Om dm hrdayaya namah', om im sirase svdhd ; om um sikhayai vasat

;

om \m kavacaya hum ; om aim netraya vausat; om aum astraya phat. These

anga-mantras are symbolically placed on various parts of the preceptor s

body by touching them as and when mentioned in the mantras themselves.

10 The upanga-mantras : om jhanaya namah, om aisvarydya namah,

om saktaye namah, om baldya namah, om viryaya namah, om tejase namah,

are also respectively placed on the upaiiga of the preceptor’s body by touch-

ing these whilst uttering the mantras.

9
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26 . Visva is the lord in the state of waking, who stimulates all

the organs of sense into action and who is the enjoyer of the five

objects, (viz.) sabda etc .

1

27-28
. (The adept) should meditate on him (Visva), who is

identical with Aniruddha, as the first sound (a). Then lie should
dissolve that deity with all his accessories, in a and then dissolve a
in the Faijasa deity Pradvumna, who travels through the way of

dream and stimulates all functions of the internal organ.
29"3 I * Then he should merge that deity along with his accessories

in u. That u again (should be merged) in lord Prajna existing in the
foim of Samkarsana the omnipresent ruler, who abides in the state
of deep sleep and ever stimulates the activity of breathing. After
having merged him, the Lord of the gods, in the half measure-unit
that stands for turya

,

2 the divine Vasudeva in whom knowledge and
bliss inhere, (he should) merge that turya in that which is beyond
turya 3 and consists of LaksmI-Narayana.

32"34* Then merging his own self (therein, the preceptor) should
dissolve (his own individuality) into her, the divine I-hood belonging
to Visnu. Having become identical with her and having reached the
state of laya

,

4 he should come down gradually to the state of waking.
Then after initiating the disciple, the good preceptor, who has
become identified with me, should himself first teach the disciple

during a long period of time, the tara(-mantra) along with all its

branches and accessories and (also the method of attaining) sama-
dhi 5 (by meditating on om). He (i.e. the disciple) should give himself

together with money to the preceptor as a daksina .

6

35-36. Then obtaining his (the preceptor’s) permission, he (the

disciple) should practise the ritual performance called purascarana 7

i.e. material objects. Sabda etc. refer to the five element-potentials or
tanmatras, namely sound, touch, form, taste and smell.

2 cf. Ma.U. 6-8.

The concept of turyatlta is peculiar to this system and differs from
turya in that the latter is the soul's state of existence just beyond material
influence and polarization

; whereas turyatlta denotes its supra-Vyuha state
of existence where the soul s infinite divine majesty and splendour are fully

manifested.
4 laya denotes complete identification with Sakti, the presence of God.
5 Deep meditative trance when the adept is so absorbed in what he is

meditating on that he is completely unaware of everything else.
6 Gratuity due to a preceptor or officiating priest/
7 Collective term for the five rites which enhance the divine power of a

mantra and are performed after initiation in the worship of a particular
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etc., betaking himself to the bank of a great river, or to the temple

of a siddha 1 etc., or to a forest of palasa, 2 from where the (rest) of

the world is (screened) out of sight. There the ascetic (adept),

completely controlling his senses, should daily practise (the duties)

of bathing and savana (ablutions) three times a day.

37. Me should eat only once (a day), either milk or barley grain

or (such food as he may obtain by) begging; he should have only

grass as a seat
;
he must wear coarse garments made of grass and

should lie on kusa grass.

38-39. niust always hold a staff of palasa wood and cover

himself with a black (deer-)skin. Then with his mind fixed on me,

he should remain completely pervaded by me and then, following

the method directed by the preceptor, he should constantly practise

yoga, culminating in the attainment of true knowledge andsamadhi.

(Whereafter) remaining silent, he should repeat the tara (-mantra)

a million times, which saves souls from worldly existence. 3

40-41. He should (then) perform sacrifice (offered to the deity of

the mantra) a hundred thousand times
(
dasamsam

)
with leaves

(possibly tulsi), wood for the sacrificial fire or purified butter.4

Then I, the absolute I-hoocl belonging to Visnu, being pleased (with

him) manifest myself to the mind of this adept, which (i.e. the

mind) has accurate distinctive knowledge of the truth. (And) that

(accurate knowledge of the truth) reveals the (absolute) identifica-

tion (samarasya)
(of myself with God), which state is known as

Laksmi-Narayana.

42-43. (Such an adept) becomes emancipated while still alive

(
jivannmkta ), sanctifies the world with his eye 5 (glance) * and all

his mantras, (both) popular and Vedic, become efficacious; he be-

comes a master in the Vedas, in all (other) sciences, in all systems

and (in the knowledge of) sacred places.

44-45. All applications and methods of application of all the

mantra. These are: japa, sacrifice, libation, ritual bath and offering food to

brahmins.
1 Established by an adept who has achieved liberation from the bondage

of transient existence and rebirth. Other kinds of temples are arsa, daiva and

laukika.
2 Butea frondosa.
3 i.e. perform japa, the first component of puraScarana.
4 Apparently the sacrifice includes all four of the other components of

purascarana.
5 The adept’s eye has become identical with God’s, and his glances

possess as much divine grace as God’s own. See J. Gonda, Eye and glance.
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mantras are (in fact) an application of this (i.e. pranava). The three

vvahrtis 1 emanate from its three letters and the Savitri, 2 the all-

purifying (mantra), emanated from its feet.

46. From her (Savitri’s) feet emanate the three Vedas, known as

Rg, Yajus, and Saman. Thus all speech, (both) secular and Vedic,

consists (only) of it (the pranava).

47. As the (tiny) seed of the banyan tree contains the germ of

the whole big tree, so the entire world of speech is ever contained

in it (pranava).

48. This (om) is the primary great blja, the primary source of

sound, Salxlabrahman, the supreme presence and the purest and
highest principle (mahat).

49-5°. Omkara, pranava, tara, hamsa, Narayana, dhruva,
vedatman, sarvavedadi, aditya, sarvapavana, moksada, mukti-
marga and sarvasandharanaksama,—these and (many) others are

the different names of it (used) by the learned in different sastras.

51-52. 1 he highly auspicious aspects of the excellent omkara
have (now) been mastered (bv you). It is the protector of the igno-

rant as well as of the learned. For those who seek heaven and want to

cross (the samsara), it (om) serves as a boat. As it is a combination
of the letter ha and the letter au, this is called prdsddti

.

3

53-56. This eternal concentrated (mantra) is the essence of all

realities. O lord of the gods, consider the means (of attainment,
sadhana), attainment

(pratipatti) } application (viniyoga) and deep

concentration (dharand)

,

—(all these) as belonging to this bija

(called) prdsada. ITamsa, the great mantra, is its samjna (i.e. the

addressing) mantra. Consider its (viz. hamsa-mantra's) first letter

(to represent) the enjoyer, and the second the object of enjoyment.
I he first letter (ha) contains Narayana, while the other (letter, sa)

contains Sri. Consider, O Sakra, these two. eternal letters to be

consisting of Agni and Soma, (and) in between these two exist

bindu and dharma. 4

57”62. Let ' the bhoktr-letter (ha) be brought forth (i.e. breathed

1 bhiih, bhuvah and svah.
2 The famous Gayatri-mantra

: om tat savitur varenyam bhargo devasya
dhimahi dhiyo yo nah pracodaydt.

3 The prasada-mantra is om haa, which is the blja-mantra of tara,

whereas hamsa is its samj ha-mantra.
4 Bindu is creation, and dharma (a name of the deity of death) is dissolu-

tion.
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out) from the adharasthana (muladhara, i.e. the place below the

navel) to the murdhan (the top of the palate, by drawing the air

from deep down near the navel up to the top of the palate), then

the second letter called bhogya
(
sa

)

must be breathed out from the

mouth. By the utterance of the hamsa, the entire creation is re-

constructed. This science
(
vidyd

,
i.e. mantra), which is perfect in

every part, is known as ajapa. This mantra utters itself (i.e. is

uttered automatically) in the eighty hundred million and sixty-four

types of living beings and all the individuals belonging to each type.

This vidya glowing inwardly, surges up (spontaneously) together

with breathing. Its appearance and disappearance are like the

inhaling and the exhaling of breath. Prana contains sixty breaths;

six pranas are counted as one nadika. Sixty such nadikas make one

whole day and night. These are the divisions of time. 1 O king of the

gods, know that when this hamsa (-mantra) is awakened, it is as

potent as twenty-one thousand six hundred times of repetition of

(any mantra).

63-65. But at the beginning of each day, the intelligent (adept)

should resolve to do a certain number of japa (repetitions of this

mantra) and he should then arrange its (i.e. the mantra’s) five

limbs (accordingly). 2 Now hear (from me) the form of these (five

limbs). The faultless and illusionless Surya and Soma
(
ha and sa)

having the ending of the fourth case (dative), are connected with

namas and svahd, then (follow) vausad hum phat and then the

mula-mantra followed by phat i.e. the astra-mantra (namo hamsdya

svahd vausad hum phat). These are the five limbs of the mantra.

66-70. This very (mantra), when reverted (so ’ham), is called the

paramatma-mantra. Having envisaged Sakti (sa) along with all the

auxiliaries, connect it with Surya (ha), the enjoyer; the rest must be

considered to be like pranava, (and) this is the method of (forming)

the samj ha-mantra. According to the Pancaratra injunction, this

1 So every day each embodied being repeats (japa) this mant ra twenty-one
thousand and six hundred times.

2 Stressing that no mantra is efficacious unless the adept resolves to

repeat it a specified number of times whilst observing the accompanying
ritual. Thus even if some one casually repeats a mantra twenty-one thousand
and six hundred times every day, it lacks efficacy for that person for want
of the necessary conscious effort on his part, which is an essential factor in

all mantras. The complete form of the mantra is om namo hamsdya svahd
vausad hum phat, followed by the adept’s basic mantra ending with phat.
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has three pada-mantras, (viz.) Visnave namo, namo Nardyanaya,

and Vdsudevaya preceded by namo bhagavate. 0 Puramdara, jitam

te Pundarikaksa namas te visvablulvana namaste >
stu Hrsikesa

mahapurusa purvaja constitutes the fourth pada-mantra of the

pranava. The masters of ancient sciences knew (the mystery) of

these mantras along with the omkara.

71. The anga-klpti (i.e. anga-nyasa) should be performed with

words expressing gunas e.g. jhana etc., joined by pranava and

ending with a namas. In the same way (the adept) should perform

upariga-nyasa.

72-73. While performing upaiiga-nyasa, if the mantra to be used

possesses less letters (than is required), 1 then the last letter (is to be

repeated till the required number is reached) along with the appro-

priate guna-word. Similarly, in the case of mantras possessing too

many letters, 2 then the excess number of letters (coming after the

first) twelve letters (inclusive) should be used all together with

(the guna-word) tejas in the final upanga-nyasa.

74. The single taraka(-mantra) and the four (mantras) preceded

by it are considered to be the vyapaka-mantras in the Pancanitra

(system).

75. There is nothing impossible (to attain) in this world through

(the power obtained from worshipping) these excellent mantras.

Together they serve as the ladder
(
niirem

)
consisting of five steps to

ascend to the (state of) absolute Brahman.

76. This divine and highest existence, consisting of five mantras

verily consists of me (Sakti). (The adept) who has properly acquired

skill in the application of mantras through their worship {arcana),

repetition (muttering: japa) and meditation
(
dhyana),

achieves,

after having attained my own essence belonging to Visnu, the

absolute Brahman.

1 In this instance twelve is the minimum number of letters required,

so for example in the mantra namo visnave, the last letter has to be repeated

until the desired number is obtained.
2 e.g. in the mantra jitani te etc.



CHAPTER TWENTY-FIVE

TARA- AND ANUTARA-MANTRAS

1. Sri:—Thus, O Sakra, I have told you in detail all about the

taraka (-mantra). Now listen to me describing the way of Tarika,

who saves the world.

2. In order to determine the rules regarding the letters (which

are the basis of mantras), first hear their characteristic names
which, when properly learnt (by the adept), give (him) the key to

the system of mantras.

3. The letter a is (called) aprameya and is also known as prathama
and vyapaka. The letter a is called adideva, ananda and gopana.

4. The letter i, called rama, is also known as iddha and ista. O
Puramdara, the letter? is (called) pancabindu, Visnu and maya.

5. The letter u is known as bhuvana, uddama and udaya. The
letter u is called urja, loke£a and prajnadhara.

6. The letter r is (called) satya, rtadhaman and ankuSa. The
letter f is called visfara, jvala and prasarana.

7. The letter L is traditionally known as lingatman, taraka and
bhagavan, while the letter l is called dirghaghona, devadatta and
virat.

8. The letter e is called tryasra, jagadyoni and avigraha. The letter

ai is traditionally known as aisvarya, yogadhata and airavana.

9. The letter 0 is known as otadeva, odana and vikramin, and the

letter an as aurva, bhudhara and ausadha.

10. The letter m is famous as trailokyaisvaryada, vyapin and
vyomesa. The letter h is named visarga, srstikrt and paramesvara.

11. The letter ka is called kamala, karala and paraprakrti. The
letter kha is (called) kharvadeha, vedatman and visvabhavana.

12. The letterga is (called) gadadhvamsin, govindaandgadadhara.
Then the letter gha is (named) ghannainsu, tejasvin and diptiman.

I 3- The letter n is called ekadamstra, bhiitatman and bhutabha-
vana. 1 he letter ca is said to be (named as) cancala, cakri and
candramsu.

14. 1 he letter cha is (called) chandahpati, chaladhvamsin and
chandas. The letter ja is (named) janmahantr, ajita and £a§vata.
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15. The letter jha bears the names jhasa, samaga and samapatha-

ka. The letter ii is called isvara, uttama and tattvadharaka.

16. The letter ta is (called) candrin, ahlada and visvapyayakara.

The letter tlia is called dharadhara, nemi and kaustubha.

17. The letter da is (called) dandadhara, mausala and akhandavi-

krama. The letter dha visvarupa, vrsakarman and pratardana.

18. The letter na is famous as abhayada, sastr and vaikuntha.

The letter ta is known as talalaksman, vairaja and sragdhara.

ig. The letter tha is (called) dhanvin, bhuvanapala and sarva-

rodhaka. The letter da is known as dattavakasa, damana and

£antida.

20. The letter dha is known as sarrigadhrt, dharta and Madhava.

The letter na is said to be Kara, Narayana and pantha.

21. The letter pa is (called) Padmanabha, pavitra and pascimana-

na. The letter pha is called phullanayana, langalin and £veta.

22. The letter ha is referred to as vamana, hrasva and purnanga.

The letter bha is known as bhallataka, siddhiprada and dhruva.

23. The letter ma is named mardana, kala and pradhana. The

letter ya is called caturgati, susuksma and 6amkha.
24. The letter ra is called a^esabhuvanadhara, anala and kalapa-

vaka. The letter la is called vibudha, dhareia and puruse^vara.

25. The letter va is known as varaha, amrtadhara and Varuna.

The letter sa is named Samkara, santa and pundarika.

26. The letter sa is (called) Nrsimha, agnirupa and bhaskara. The

letter sa is called amrta, trpti and Soma.

27. The letter ha is called Surya, prana and paramatman. The

letter ksa is (called) anantesa, varganta and Garuda.

28-29. Thus I (conclude) my detailed description of the letters.

O Sakra, highly intelligent one, (this enumeration of) letters (in

a mantra) described in successive or reverse order 1 (dependent on

whether they are mentioned by) name (samjna) or by numeral

(according to their position in the alphabet) merely gives a general

(samanya) description (of them) and in fact all these letters possess-

ing luminous forms are parts of (absolute) consciousness.

30. Letters are the source of all mantras. They are made strong

1 When the letters in a mantra are mentioned by name, they follow each

other as named. When on the other hand they are referred to by a numeral

representing their position in the alphabet, their position in the mantra

is reversed. This is illustrated in the Vi.S. ch. V.
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by the Laksmi-sakti. They are reverentially praised, worshipped

and meditated upon (by the adept) by means of (their) names.

31. They bestow great prosperity (on the adept) and produce

(promote) the highest knowledge (in his mind); when used in

mantras they become parts of each other.

32-33. There is nothing in this world of movables and immovables

that is not produced by them. Although the forms of the mantras

are divine and eternal, yet mantras are thus conceived to be

produced by letters. According to the sacred scripture, such

mantras are full of efficacy. 1

34-37. And, O highly intelligent one, in this way they become

the basis for inspired thought. Just as human thought imagines

divisions in the sky (space) though it is indivisible, so for the sake of

convenience are the divisions of letters assumed in a mantra.2 As

soon as he has performed the worship of this mental expansion of

letters three times (viz.) on the ground, on the lotus (diagram) and

on the body of the goddess, (the adept should) reconstruct the

mantras (in the following way). Taking paramatman (ha) let him

connect kalavahni (ra) to it, and (then) let him join maya (t) to it

together with trailokyaiSvaryada (m). This (resultant form, viz.

hrim) is the supreme Sakti of Visnu, which bestows (on the adept)

all desired objects.

38. This is my state of integral existence, the constant form

containing consciousness and bliss; this is that supreme state which

becomes everlasting to the knower of Brahman.

39. In order to abide in it (i.e. hrim or Tdrikd) the knowers of the

realities enter Brahman, which is identical with me. It is thus that in

all sacred scriptures the leading savants of the cosmic principles

look upon (Tdrikd).

40. The entire world consisting of words and their objects is

woven through and through with her (Tdrikd). It is through her

that I, the eternal, am always explained by the philosophers

(sdmkhya)

.

41. 1 1 is by her aid that those who aspire to the meditative trance

1 Implying that mantras are eternal, integral manifestations of Sakti s

different aspects. The motive for teaching the adept how a mantra is

constructed comes from the conviction that such knowledge will strengthen

and ensure fulfilment of his aspiration.
.

2 Sound is an integral concept like time or space. Its divisions are artificial-

ly conceived in order to provide objects for adepts to meditate on.



are meditatively absorbed in me. It is through her that I am called

by the Saivas the final one of the thirty-six. 1

42. It is through her that I am considered bv the Sauras to be
the great queen in their mandala, the supreme travi containing
Rg, Yajus and Saman.

43. It is through her that the Lokayata adepts often seek (me, in

the form of) a young handsome girl, attractive in everv single

limb. 2

44. (It is through her that) the advocates of the theory of

momentary existence 3 contemplate me as being the indeterminate
(supportless) wisdom. It is through her that the Jainas always call

me the Yaks!. 4

45-48. Parama Tarika, Sakti, Tarim, Tarikakrti, LaksmI,
Padma, MahalaksmI, Tara, Gauri, Niranjana, Hrllekha, Paramat-
mastha-sakti,. Bhuvanesvarl, Cicchakti, Santirupa, Ghosani,
Ghosasambhava, Kamadhenu, Mahadhenu, Jagadyoni, Vibhavari,*

these are the names of larika that (are explained) by the wise in

all sacied scriptures and by the learned in all the Vedas. Anutarika
is, one should know, another form of her.

49. Instead of the aforesaid paramatraan, insert £anta (s'a), the
rest is just the same as before; and this is my Anutarika form
[irim).

50. Consider her (Anutarika) as the great power to be equal to
that of Tarika; O Puramdara, these two highest divine saktis are
my (two) forms.

51. W hatever is within the capacity of the one will also be within
the capacity of the other. They accept by mutual consent their

rank as first and second, but both (possess equal efficacy to) fulfil

the adept’s desires.

The thirty-six categories are pati 4- sakti, pasu or jiva, kala, kala,
niyati, vidya, laga, prakrti, guna, the five tanmatras, five bhutas, ten sense
and motor organs, ma,nas, buddhi, ahamkara and the four paSas.

2 The pure materialists and empiricists are worshippers of material
pleasure derived, for instance, from women, food and drink etc.

3 Buddhist philosophers.
4 The female deity assuming various esoteric forms in Jaina tantras.

The purport of the verses from 39 to the end of this chapter is to stress that
every female trait that is highly esteemed by any religious or philosophical
sect is ultimately traceable to Sakti.



CHAPTER TWENTY-SIX

ELUCIDATION OF THE SEVEN VIDYAS, VIZ. TARA,

TARA, ANUTARA, VAGBHAVA, KAMA, SARASVATl AND
MAHALAKSMl BlJAS

i gakra:—O Padma, absolute Brahman, absolute presence,

residing in the lotus, garlanded with a lotus-wreath, born from the

lotus and consort of Govinda, I salute thee.

2. O goddess, these two ever-existing forms of thine have been

enumerated. Are they distinct from thy subtle form ?

£rl:—There is (but) one original, supreme and absolute reality

consisting of LaksmI-Narayana, wherein all the six (divine) attribu-

tes exist motionless (unmanifested). It is pure, spontaneous and

consists of concentrated consciousness.

4. I am its supreme Sakti existing in union with it in all its states

of existence. That goddess (i.e. myself) is the supreme divine

(Sakti) known to be the gross, the subtle and the absolute (in the

gradual process of elimination).

5. These two saktis (viz.) Tarika and Anutarika are my (mantra)

forms. O Puramdara, (the fulfilment of) all desires is milked out of

these two.

6. Both are considered divine, both are known as supreme states;

all things are regarded as existing in these two (i.e. all manifestations

are these two) and both are consorts of Yisnu.

7. (Adepts) achieve the highest goal by meditating on both of

them. Now listen to my account of the absolute and the subtle

reality.

8. Primary (reality) is the absolute Brahman, then comes santa

and then nada ;
this is the sequence (of the gradual manifestation of

reality). I remain (an integral part) of every state (of reality) in the

form of nimesa and unmesa (twinkling of reality’s eyes).
1

9. The primary state (i.e.) the absolute Brahman, subtle and

1 Conforming to the idea that the opening of God’s eyes represents

creation and sustenance, whereas their closing represents the dissolution

of creation. This simile underlines that, from God’s point of view, the whole

process is as fleeting and continuous as the automatic flicker of His eyelids.
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with Sakti, who is (as yet) motionless (unmanifested), is the base

on which Tara 1 expands (into) the extensive wav (of creation).

10. The first manifestation of the absolute Brahman, the existing

(bhavat), the supreme self, contains (both) bhavat and bhdva (the

state of existence) (and) Tarika inheres therein.

11. Anutarika inheres in the inert state 2 called sdnta, which is

Brahman s first descent caused by Its creative* urge that is chiefly

characterized by existence. 3

12. O Vasava, bljas such as vagbhava etc. 4 exist in the second
descent of (the reality) called sakti/5 wherein the (creative) state of

existence (<bhdva )
abounds.

13. Thus I have explained to you the difference between these
two (viz. Tarika and Anutarika), which (is based on the) subtle
wisdom that pervades them.. Now listen to my description of bljas
such as vagbhava etc.

14. Take the letter called aisvarya (at) and connect it with the
letter called trailokyaisvaryada (m). This bija (viz. aim) is the
source of creation and is known as vagbhava.

15 - Now listen to the description of the sakti known as Kunda-
linl, which contains the entire creation in a coiled (i.e. concentrated)
form and which is identical with £abdasakti. 6

16-

20. The letter t is maya, the supreme £akti, the pure jagadyoni
(source of the creation). She is Sri, the wife of the inscrutable
householder (god Visnu). With subtle vision let (the. adept) place
the letter i before this (letter i). Thus the letter called isfa, that

(brings about) all desired objects, is established (within the bija).

Next, (the adept) should direct his thoughts with subtle vision

towards ananda (a) to precede it and, with the same subtle vision,

1 Representing Sabdabrahman.
This is the state of Brahman's existence which immediately precedes

the beginning of creation. The qualification ‘inert’ points to the relation
between this state and Brahman’s creatively active state. This concept of
relationship is the first step forward or downward towards Brahman’s
state of actual creativity.

3 Since bliss and knowledge, the two other aspects of Brahman, are not
emphasized in this stage.

4 Vagbhava, kamablja, Sarasvati, Mahalaksml.
5 Pa^yantl. See ch. XVIII 20-29.
6 For a detailed description of KundalinI see Ahi.S. ch XXXIII (in

extenso) and Sir A. Avalon, The Serpent Power, passim.
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(he) should join aprameya (a) before it (a). 1 This sakti
(
ai

)
is the

source of creation
(
jagadyoni), the giver of wealth to the three

lokas (trailokyaisvaryada), bright, the concealer (of the direct

vision) of all beings from (the realization of) the unfathomable

(all-)pervading absolute self without beginning and end; the sakti

that is full of bliss, and containing volition, knowledge and action,

(the traits) belonging to the letter i (incorporated in the letter ai).

21. He should meditate on Abja (i.e. LaksmI), who is the object

(vdcya

)

of the bija jagadyoni, 2 (envisaging her) as the goddess, the

wife of Visnu, the bestower of sovereignty over the three worlds and

the source of creation.

22. The word rati (the name of i) means sport in the worldly sense

and my activity is but my sport. (The word) indhana (meaning)

illumination (and that also means) knowledge as well as will

(iccha i.e. ista), is also indicated (accomplished) by the (letter) i .
3

23. (The word) trailokya meaning three lokas (indicates) the

three states of existence of living beings (i.e. baddha, mukta and the

nityamukta).4 As she (sakti) brings about aisvarva (prosperity) to

them, she is called trailokyaisvaryadd.

24-25. She, with the unfathomable
(
aprameya

)
etc. unfolds the

worlds through the journey of creation (bhuvanadhvan) ,
and again

in that same highest, the vyome£a (that is) the absolute self,

1 Thus ai is derived from a combination of the four vowels a -f- a + i + i.

The first two letters, namely aprameya and ananda

,

as their names suggest,

represent Visnu; while i and i form ista representing the object of desire,

and mdyii representing Sakti. Hence ai combines both God and His creative

Sakti, and thus represents the primordial source of all creation.

2 aim is another name for the vagbhava-blja-ma^tra. Vacya actually

means the sonic form of the deity whom the mantra .^presents.

3 This explains how divine volition, action and knowledge are represented

by the vowel i. Rati, or Rama, another name for i, connotes sport that gives

pleasure and its secondary meaning is function or activity, which construed

together mean that creative functions is the sport of the divine. Ista

(another synonym) is derived from the root i$- to wish, which in this context

means divine volition, lddha means kindling or lighting the fire and illu-

mination, hence knowledge. The names iddha, ista and Rama indicating

knowledge, volition and action actually refer to the first three divine

attributes jhana, aisvarya and Sakti. See ch. II, 27-29.
4 Living beings are classified in three categories: i) those who are still

bound to their karma and transient existence, ii) those who are delivered

from such bondage, and iii) those who are never subjected to such bondage.

Great sages such as Kapila, or devotees such as Narada, belong to this third

category

.
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she finally comes to rest
; such is the course of mv rising and setting

(i.e. my creative existence and my inert existence). This is the

description of the mahavidya-(bija) (called) jagadyoni ,* which is the

source of speech.

26. The fifth vidya, otherwise called kdmabija, is the producer of

the fulfilment of desires. This is the great sakti of Pradyumna;
learn her form from me.

27-30. Pascimanana, 2 which is said to be the middle one of the

guna tattvas (i.e. rajas) is delightful
(
ranjana), which is somewhat

tinged with the enjoyment of sattya and tamas. It (represents) the

same absolute prakrti called (the letter) ka which regulates the

cosmic process. Joined by purusesvara (la) she is determined to

create, (and) manifesting the threefold forms (viz.) avyakta, purusa
and 16a, the same goddess (i.e.) Maya

(
i

)

(or) Sri resides in vyomesa
(m). Thus (I) have revealed' both the form and the might of kama-
bija. 3 The sixth (blja) is the Sarasvati vidya (bija), now listen

to my account of that.

31. 0 Sakra, I am prajiiadhara (?7), the place where excellent

knowledge becomes manifest. The same myself, the source of

knowledge, is connected with udaya (u) of Visnu (i.e. the active

state of Visnu).

32. Then with subtle vision (the adept) should add ananda (a)

to precede that (letter u) and through the (same) subtle vision

aprameya (a) should be inserted before that (letter a).

33-34. She (this mantra who is verily) myself, arising from

aprameya, contains great bliss and is auspicious, and as the con-

tainer of knowledge, (she) again resides in vyomesa (m) whereafter,

in order to be connected with dissolution, she comes to paramesvara

(A). 4 (Thus) the sixth vidya has been duly recounted to you, both in

its wording and in its meaning.

35-36. This mantra(-complex, vidya) consisting of the trio of

bijas, is referred to as Tripura. (When it is practised first) in the

1 The blja starts with a
, aprameya

,

the inscrutable existence which is

the source of All, and ends with m, vyomesa, the absolute reality wherein

at the time of destruction All is dissolved. This blja represents the complete

cycle of creation and dissolution.
2 Fierce-faced, or wearing a malevolent expression karala, one of the

names of the letter ka.
3 kllm.
4 a + a + u + u -\- m h = auh is the kama-blja-mantra.
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reverted order (vyutkrama) (and then) in the regular order (anukra-

ma), 1
it also brings about identity with the Self. This vidya, when

successfully practised with japa and homa (i.e. accompanied by

repetition of the mantras and proper rites), is said to fulfil all

desires. (The wise) know that it has many different forms arising

from the combination of various consonants and vowels.

37. The seventh, viz. the Mahalaksmi-vidya (bija), is the

source (for satisfying) all the four aims of human life
(
purusartha),

2

both individually and collectively and is capable of accomplishing

anything.

38-39. Taking the absolute prakrti
(
ka), (the adept) should join

bhaskara (
sa

)
(to it) and then having added mardana

(
via

)
to that,

he should join it to kalavahni
(
ra ). (Then) he should decorate it

with maya (i). (The resulting) complex aksara should be made to

terminate with vyapin (ra). 3

40-41. While performing japa with this bija, the adept should

envisage me as settled in vyomesa (w) and engaged in the phase of

creative activity through the brilliance of my own power, after having

passed through the state of pradhana (prakrti) and having manifest-

ed the three forms (avyakta etc.) and having created all that

exists.

42. These vidyas such as Anutara etc. are to be regarded as the

rays of the vidya in the form of Tarika and so they consist of Tarika.

43. Those who worship this Tarika-vidya 4 according to the ritual

precepts enjoy imperishable pleasures, both in this life and in the

life to come.

1 Vvutkrama: auli, klim, aim ; and anukrama: aim, klim, auh.
2 Sexual gratification, wealth, religious merit, and liberation.

3 The Mahalaksml-mantra : k$mrhn.
4 Either in the pure Tarika form i.e. hrim, or in any other manifest

form, such as irim etc.



CHAPTER TWENTY-SEVEN'

DUTIES OF AN ADEPT

1. Sakra:—I bow down before thee, O mistress of the world,

beloved of Pundarlkaksa (Visnu), almighty goddess of the entire

creation, omniscient (one) existing in all states of existence.

2. I have heard in detail the excellent principles of the vidyas.

Now explain to me the mode of (worshipping) Tarika.

3. Sri :—The original, unique and absolute Brahman is omniscient

and consists of existence and consciousness. Active through Its

own Sakti, (Brahman is) divine and (the same as) the great Laksmi-
Narayana.

4. I am that supreme Sakti, called I-hood, eternal and ever

vested with all (God’s) attributes like the pure rays of the sun.

5. 0 son of Aditi, I, possessing the form of Its creativity, do

indeed incessantly perform God’s five functions. 1

6. O Puramdara, hrllekha, the supreme vidya (i.e. the Tarika-

mantra) is identified with me; she is my divine, absolute §akti,

perpetually endowed with all my attributes.

7. You, who have approached me faithfully and devoutly (by

surrendering yourself), may receive this account of her with a

constantly alert mind.

8-9. (That) which is regarded (by the Vedas) as the absolute self

(principle) of (all) dynamic and static (creation), the source of

creation, sustenance and absorption named Surya, which con-

tinuously activates the eternal (force) called prana ;
consider It,

(viz.) the excellent Person
(pnrusa), as the first letter ha (i.e. the

first letter of hrllekha, i.e. hrim).

10-11. Consider that which is its first active state {unmesa),

which embraces the three worlds and is the substratum of the

entire creation, which possesses a glowing form and is not limited

by anything else, to be the letter ra, whose form is luminous and

eternal, being the real active state that pervades the entire way

(i.e. all the cosmic stages of creation, modes of existence: gatim).

1 Creation, sustenance, destruction, delusion and grace.
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12-13. Displaying the five activities, the pancabindu (
l
)
character-

ized by creation etc.,

1

having the form of wonderful knowledge and

successively (representing) the closing and opening (twinkling) of

the eyes (of the creator expressing both the states of creation and

non-creation); displaying the form possessing (the attributes)

iccha, jnana and kriya (iddha, ista, maya) and the order of expan-

sion 2 this is the eternal condition of the pair (of letters) i and i

(appearing in the bija hrim).

j.

. ^ Hence one should know that it is myself in the form of the

exalted creatively active state, who manifest the creation containing

(the attributes) iccha, jnana and kriya and fulfil the five functions of

the (all-)pervading (Lord), perform various miracles, consist of

concentrated consciousness, possess the form of bliss, exist in the

supreme Self, am omnipresent and beloved of Visnu.

16-17. I, who am the bestower of power upon the three worlds and

am devoid of any parts, after performing all the (five) duties,

(ultimately) dwell again in the divine supreme Self, vyomesa,

contracting (within me) the entire (world of) objects. Those versed

in (the science of) realities say that she (myself as Tara) has five

18 O Suresvara, listen to me while I describe those forms. The

one form that ends with vyomesa has (already) been described.

19-21. Some like to place paramesvara (h) after vyomesa (w).3

Others prefer to replace vyomesa by pradhana {ma
) ,

followed by

both bindu (m) and nada {m) to resemble pranava. 4 Some wise

persons say that only pradhana should be at the end. 5 Other

followers of the Vedas hold that there should be srstikrt h (alone) at

the end. 6 The learned recognize as such these five forms of Tarika.

22-25. O Suresvara, these forms of the one (Tarika) dwelling in

Santa (God), viz. the one ending in pradhana, the one ending in

visrsfi, the one ending in vyomesa and the one ending in vyomeSa

and visrsfi—these four forms (bring about) glorious fulfilment of all

individual desires both in this life and in the life after death ;
while

1 The five divine functions discharged through Sakti.

2 i.e. creative evolution.

3 Hrim + h makes little difference as to the sound.

4 Hrim + m + th produces a prolonged nasalization similar to that heard

in orh.
5 Hrim .

0 Hrih.
10
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the form that ends with pradhana, bindu and nada (brings about)
the unique bliss of emancipation.

• Thus having ascertained the real
nature of lanka, the preceptor should teach the vidva, which is the
essence of the absolute Brahman, to the disciple who is honest
possesses good manners and who is well disposed towards the
preceptor and towards Brahmins.

26. First, he (i.e. the preceptor) should perform (the rite of)
consecration (nyasa) on his own hands, body and limbs (and) after
performing the same rites on the body of the disciple, he should
teach him (the disciple) the mantra (Tarika).

27. He (i.e. the preceptor) should place the mantra, preceded by
bhava,- on the heart of the disciple. Thereafter he should place the
excellent mantra on his own heart.

• :
t

-

rece ' ve<^ from the preceptor preceded by

! t
-
( ?fl)

’ the intelligent disciple should perform all these
(consecration ceremonies).

th^’-
(fh

?

dlSC
.

lple should hereafter) offer himself as a daksina to

arrn
P
rd f

0r
’ al°ng Wlth

<al1 his
) wealth or one half of his possessions,

accordingly as the preceptor desires.

3

I.0'31 ' (
T

,

he adCpt) Sh°uld fulfil the duties enjoined bv the
\ edas and by convention, behave attentively towards his teacher,
superiors and Brahmins, consistently practise non-malice (adroha)
tovvaids all the four types of living beings;* lie is always adorned
with the qualities of the atrnan 3 and pursues all that bears the
stamp of virtue (dharrna).

/|
C s ^ IOtdd he consecrated by all the pure sacramental

1

Ua
m’

i°

.

SerVe ds du tp's towards the gods, pitrs and guests; he
should be learned in the divine (sacred) scriptures and the nigamas

a (. ong to tic Vedas, he should carry out the injunctions (of
e sacrec scriptures) with a detached mind and try to acquire

knowledge about each individual object.
p^e sh°uld not abuse the sacred scriptures and should try

° 0 0 vV t eir (injunctions) about the appropriate means of

1 Evidently hriih is the noblest of all Tiriu
conducive to liberation.

Tanka-mantra s five forms as it is

2 Om.

'J!t^i{i

?
SJh

1 ?
SCip

l
e

’

S total ^lf-dedication to his preceptor, but
leaves it to the latter s discretion to allow provision for the disciple's family.Mammals; birds and reptiles; insects and plants.

6 Bliss etc.
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acquiring knowledge. He should perform the daily devotion (dhni-

ka) 1 according to the precepts of the sacred scriptures in the order

prescribed for rituals, starting from the beginning of the day

(continuing) throughout the course of the day and night until

(ending with) the close of the night, successfully (without distraction)

and always adhering to the aforesaid order. 2

3b-37- He should never fail to observe the rites (that are) to

be performed live times a day and should always carry out the five

(obligatory) sacrifices;3 he should be vested with (qualities such as)

self-control, charity, truthfulness and non-violence and, after having

performed (all) vidyas in the aforesaid order, he should maintain a

tranquil attitude towards matters that concern himself and others.

'38. He should always strive after absolute perfection and reject

incidental occult power; he should sanctify all beings with his

mind, glance and speech.4

}0. Practising the four (virtues personified as) goddesses (viz.)

maitri etc. 5 which produce tranquillity of mind aimed at securing

peace, he should occupy himself with performing the sacrifice

(called) japa.
. ,

40. He should fulfil his own duties without fail and with regard

to (mistakes committed through invisible influence, daivata, he

should observe) the expiatory rite (prescribed) for each particular

fault.
6

.

4 1 Devoutly, he should always seek the protection of J anardana,

the God of all gods and of myself who possess the same divine

attributes as He has, (dedicating himself) through each activity of

body, mind and speech.

3 > If he observes an excellent man and an excellent woman, he

should worship (in them) the (divine) couple, thinking of me and

without relinquishing thought of their (inseparably) coupled

existence (as LaksmI-Narayana).

1 See Rangachari, The Sri Vaisnava Brahmans, p. 60.

2 See p. 80 n. 1 supra.

3 See p. 8y n. 2 supra.

4 i.e. be so pure that Iris very presence has a purifying effect.

5 Maitri, friendliness; karuna, sympathy; mudita, happiness; and upeksa,

detachment.
, . , , +Vlo

6 It is worth noting that, unlike most other Samhitas of this nature, the

LaksmI Tantra does not devote a lengthy discussion to expiatory rites,

although these have been mentioned as ah important topic. See p. 98 supra.
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43* Wherever in the nature of words or in (their) meaning there
is any trace of manliness, he should always take it for granted that
womanliness also resides there, because he bears in mind (the
inseparability of) Laksmi-Narayana.

44- When he sees a surpassingly virtuous, beautiful young
woman, bearing me in mind he should look upon her without any
lust.

45-

48. He is never moved by passion for women, he never utters
harsh words; he avoids mistakes and (if) he commits one, then
without argument he expiates it by (performing) purifying rites.
He never despises abnormality in any woman such as a hunch-back
or other disfigurement; consistently adhering to the precepts of
t e sacred scripture, he performs deeds that please women. The
person who thus performs virtuous deeds, who is free of sin and a
devotee of mine habitually performing deeds that please me, who
worships me and is wholly devoted to me, attains the highest
place the abode of Visnu.

S*
^a^ra> thus I have concluded describing the nature of

Tanka. Now tell me what else you want to know about the other
vidyas.
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DAILY DUTIES OF AN ADEPT

1. Sakra:—I bow down before thee, O dweller in the lotus. I

prostrate myself before thee, who existest in the Trayyanta (i.e.

Vedanta); through thy grace and through samadhi I have duly

heard (all about) mantras.

2. (I have also) attentively (listened to) the explanation of their

(meaning) and of their true forms. Now pray tell me the duties (of a

devotee) during each day and each night.

2. Sri:—Narayana is the unique (one), the possessor of Sri;

He is beginningless, lotus-eyed and the great ocean (i.e. repository)

of jnana, aisvarya, mahasakti, virya and tejas. 1

4. He is the self of all living beings, harnsa, Narayana, and the

controller (of all). I am His potency and I possess all His attributes.

5. When worshipped, the same I, repeatedly producing all condi-

tions, viz. creation etc., guide all (beings) safely across the ocean of

life.

6. Pleased by the adept’s (adherence to his) duties, I bestow on

him various (objects of) enjoyment. My form of sattva etc. abides in

(persons, who) fulfil their duties
(
saddharmapara

)

properly.

7. These duties are forms of ritual conduct and their characteristic

(feature consists of) rites. (Now) I am going to describe that ritual

conduct which is observed by the virtuous.

8. Abandoning the state of sleep that is yoga and waking up

when the night ends, (the adept) should obtain the protection of

HrsikeSa, (i.e.) Hari, the husband of Sri.

q. O Suresvara, you have already been informed about the

natuie of self-surrender (
prapatti). (But) I shall go over that once

more so that it may remain firmly (imprinted) in your (mind).

2

10. After having sipped water and having become internally pure

(clean), (the adept) should reflect on the astra(-mantra) ? which has

a blazing form and, through its brilliant power, he should become

1 Bala is omitted, probably because it is included in mahaSakti.
2 Repetition of this topic indicates its importance.
3 om hrim astraya phat.
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purified by (mentally) merging himself in, and (then) emerging out

of, it.

11-16. Then he should perform prapatti in all its five parts.

(These are), ‘I have icjected all feelings of antipathy and have

adopted an attitude of friendliness towards all livings to the extent

that my ability and mental capacity permit. Since I am lazy, of

limited capacity, and ignorant about the nature of things, the means
(that I adopt) can never (be adequate to) save me. Therefore I am
downhearted and poor, without ties, without possessions; (I also

know) that all doctrines
(
siddhanta

)

and L’panisads (\ edanta)

proclaim that Hrsikcsa along with Laksmi, who is the very embodi-
ment of compassion, is the guardian (source of emancipation).

Whatever I possess that. is difficult to forsake, such as wife or sons,

all these, O husband of fsri, 1 offer at thy feet along with myself.

O my lord, master of the gods and consort of Laksmi, be my
protector . When once the adept surrenders himself in this way,

no further duty is imposed on him.

17. For the man who, because he possesses little intelligence,
1
is

barred from (the use of) good means (of attaining liberation) and

(yet) is not hindered (from achieving ir) and who thus stands

between (the two of these), the proper course is to resort to other

means.

18. Now learn the proper duties (of an adept) as I enumerate

them. (Ihe adept) should rise in the morning with the desire that

happiness may dawn for all living beings.

19-22. Wishing well-being to everybody in thought as well as in

utterance (with the following words), ‘Let all beings abide in the

pure way of sattva, let them worship Sripali for ever and consequent-

ly enter the supreme abode (of Visnu)’
; lie should purify his body as

instructed by the sacred scripture; then, after liaving washed

himself thoroughly, he should clean his teeth. Next, he should rinse

his mouth according to the instructions about methods of purifica-

-
1 This is what is termed the middle course which is open to a devotee

who lacks sharp intelligence enabling him to discriminate between the

beneficial and the harmful activities in which people get involved. It takes

keen watchfulness to follow the narrow road of proper duty. Often what is

noxious appears as salutary and vice versa. Moreover this constant alertness

makes a man prone to forget its purpose and carries him still further away
from God. So a true devotee does not bother about that and throws himself

simply on God’s mercy.
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tion enjoined in the scripture and then, pouring (water, i.e. washing
the place), he should worship Sandhya,1 who is the purifier of the

three worlds, who consists of myself and who is the threefold sakti

in the forms of Surya, Agni and Soma.

23-24. The function of the goddess Sandhya is to purify all beings.

After having worshipped the shining, supreme Person existing

inside (the disc of the sun), he (the adept) should then perform
agnividhi 2 and (then) he should start upadana (which primarily

consists of begging for the necessary requirements for worship).

(Bui), if they are rich, the wise should omit performing upadana.

25. There are seven lawful ways of obtaining money, (viz.)

through inheritance {daya), profit {lablia), purchase {kraya, of land

etc.), victory {jay

a

in contests), application {firayoga), a vocational

job
(
karmayoga )

and lawful gifts {satpratigraha).

26. After taking the three types of daily baths according to the

precepts of the scriptures, he should perform bhutasuddhi and the

internal sacrifice. 3

27-28. He should sacrifice to me, to Visnu, or to both of us,

offering objects either produced by himself, or which are abundant,4

or brought by the disciples, and he should follow the method (of

performance) in eight parts that ends with the anuyaga. 5 In

the afternoons, the wise (adept) should engage in studying the

scriptures.

29-30. He should study the sacred scripture (of his own system)

and the Vedic nigamas as well as other scriptures (belonging to

other systems) with a view to realizing the self, without (being

distracted by) greed, attachment or hatred. He must never abuse a

scripture, whether high or low, either in thought or word.

31. (Nevertheless) he should only accept that much of such

scriptures as (depicts) something about himself. (The reason is that)

all sacred scriptures are developed to promote the welfare of all

living beings.

32. Step by step these (scriptures) reveal the ultimate good, (by)

commencing with an indication of purpose, (by continuing) in the

1 Twilight and dawn, junctures of day and night.
2 See ch. XL, in extenso.
3 See chs. XXXV and XXXVI, in extenso.
4 The reading kritaih

,
purchased, is more appropriate in this context.

6 See chs. XXXVII and XXXIX.
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middle (to expound a justification of method) and (by finishing) at

the end (with confirmation of the doctrine expounded).

33-35. (One should remember that) it is the illustrious Narayana,

who is described in (these) in their own way. Existent in Narayana,

I am omnipotent and all-seeing and, like a physician familiar with

the causes and symptoms of diseases, by way of the teachers of

particular (religions) I introduce various scriptures, each (based) in

its own way (on) particular sources of knowledge suited to (men of) a

particular capacity; hence no scripture should ever be rejected.

36. The ultimate good is easily discernable in all (scriptures);

sometimes but faintly revealed, sometimes revealed to a fuller

extent. Hence, one should not be antagonistic, (but) should accept

them in so far as one has access to their contents.

37. (Yet one should be cautious) about adopting their specific

practices and about undergoing initiation (according to their

customs). After that (study of the scriptures), (the adept) should

perform the rituals of the late evening (when) the sun is half set

(in the western sky).

38-39. After performing the rituals of fire etc. and after purifying

himself by observing (yogic disciplines such as) yama and the like,

(the adept) should engage in meditation in some completely

isolated place which is undefiled, thornless and attractive, covered

with a soft sheet of cotton, hide or kusa-grass and consecrated both

within and without.

40-44. After sitting in a posture of either cakra (disc), padma

(lotus) or svastika, 1 as he pleases, and after controlling the artery-

way of (the vital air) as well as all (the five vital) airs,
2 he who has

conquered his sense-organs by pratyahara 3 should carefully

perform the rites of concentration (dhdrand)
;

4

and then, when

firmly in the meditative trance [samadhi)
,

6 he should (continue) to

meditate on me, as the peerless, inscrutable, undifferentiated, pure,

omnipresent LaksmI, who abides in every cognition; or the medi-

tator (may meditate on me) in the form of Padma, the supreme

(goddess), with her hands held in the attitude of granting a boon

1 For a description of these see Ahi.S. 31, 31-46.
2 System of controlling breathing and its total suspension etc. known

as pranayama. See Yog.S. 2, 29 and 49.
3 See Yog.S. 2, 54.
4 Ibid. 2, 53..
5 Ibid. 3, 3.
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and protection, with a complexion like the heart of a lotus, holding

a lotus in her hand and adorned with (all) auspicious marks; or (he

may meditate on me as) the goddess existing (seated) on the lap of

Narayana, completely identified (with Him), and consisting of

knowledge and bliss; and also on the husband of Sri in the same

state.

45-46. O Suresvara, these are the various ways of meditating and

one may follow any of these methods
(
dharma

)
that one specially

likes (and has faith in) ;
and after having reached the deepest point

of meditation, one should continue in the state of meditative trance

where the distinctions between meditator, meditation and the object

meditated on merge into oneness.

47-50. At such a time it is myself alone that am left revealed,

I who am the eternal and absolute I-hood (of God). When in the

ocean of consciousness the meditator achieves identity with me,

there appears at that time nothing else but me, the absolute.

Wearied of meditation {yoga), he must mutter prayers ijapa),

wearied of japa he must practise yoga. 1 Thus when he is constantly

engaged in japa and meditation, I very soon bestow my grace upon

him. Having thus spent the first part
(
yama

)

of the night, the

intelligent and sober (disciple) should, without interrupting his

meditation, then sleep for the two (remaining) portions of the night.

Waking up in the latter half of the night (i.e. in the morning), he

should repeat the aforesaid programme.

51. Thus I have recounted to you, O slayer of Bala, (the duties)

combined with various rites. (An adept) should spend all five

divisions of (the day) continuously performing services to God.

52. O slayer of Bala, there is no difference whatsoever in merit

between an initiate well versed in the duties of the five sections of

the day and one who is engaged in pronouncing the mantras of

LaksmI. 2

53. Both of them are accepted as devotees, both become bearers

of (the holy marks of) the conch-shell, lotus etc., and he who

steadfastedly continues to serve LaksmI becomes one with me

after death.

1 Repeatedly alternating japa and meditation.
2 Implying that the adept has abandoned all other religious practices

and confines himself to the continuous performance of japa and meditation

on the LaksmI-mantra.
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54. (The adept) should be loyal to hi* wife, should practise self-

restraint at all times, should worship my mantra daily with his

mind fixed on me and should always (be faithful) in my service.

55~59* He should recognize all words, whether ranking high or

low, 1 as manifestations of that (i.e. of myself as Sabdabrahman).

The person, who possesses knowledge of tin* difference between

Agni and Soma and who can also differentiate between kriya(sakti)

and bhuti(sakti)
;

2 who realizes correctly (the reality) in the gross,

subtle and absolute states (of sakti); 3 who possesses knowledge of

the tantras along with their subordinate and auxiliary subjects and
knows the science of the different mudras; 4 who has at his command
knowledge of the requirements for internal and external sacrifices,

japa and homa; who is familiar with different modes of purascarana 5

and has knowledge of reality as the goal and at the same time the

means of attaining it; who is familiar with the precepts regarding

names and forms and also with their modes of worship; who
recognizes the reality of sariradhara (i.e. adhclra cakra ),

6 is skilled in

the methods of yoga and can also discern other (hidden) meanings
in the sacred scriptures; who (possesses virtues like) sobriety,

intelligence, non-violence (etc.) and who habituallv practises self-

control and generosity; such a person will love (serve) me, i.e. Sri.

1 The term ‘words' here stands for mantras which—whether they rank
high as pranava-, Tara-, Yisnu- or Laksml-mantras. or are graded lower
as mantras of secondary deities—are all ultimately manifestations of the
supreme Sakti.

2 See ch. XXIX, 4-1 1.

3 See ch. XXXII in extenso.
4 See ch. XXXIV in extenso.
5 See p. 130, n. 7.
6 See pp. 280 f.



CHAPTER TWENTY-NINE

DISTINCTION BETWEEN KRIVASAKTI AND
BHUTISAKTI, OTHERWISE CALLED AGNI AND

SOMA RESPECTIVELY

1. Sakra:—I bow to thee, the basis of the variegated (painting)

of the creation called the six courses, comprising both the pure

and the impure (creation)
;
(to thee) who art the beloved of £ri-

vatsa and who art the remover of the miseries of this world.

2. O Padma, pray explain to me the precise difference between

Agni and Soma and also the ways of the kriya(sakti) and the

bhuti(sakti) and everything that concerns knowledge of Tarika..

3. Sri:—I, representing both the all-pervasive absolute Brahman
and the Sakti of Narayana, evolve into the form of pranava.

4. O dear to gods, listen to (my explanation of) the differentiation

between Tarika as Agni and as Soma. I shall also explain to you the

ways of the kriya(sakti) and the bhuti(sakti).

5. As I have already told you, I am the Sakti (of Visnu), the

sustainer of every object, and I represent Visnu’s supreme creative

state consisting of the six (divine) attributes and consciousness.

6. As such, while engaged in creating the whole universe I

become manifest in two forms characterized by my two activities,

(namely the act of sustenance and the act of creation), primarily

(revealing two different attributes, viz.) aisvarya and-tejas. 1

7. (Of course, even then) my form consists of all the six attributes,

(but) in this state (of creation) (i.e. Agni) tejas becomes somewhat

prominent; (similarly) my form consists of (all) the six attributes

(yet in the state of Soma it is considered) to incline towards the

supremacy of aisvarya.

8. The form when tejas is predominant is known as kriyasakti;

the same is called Agni since it bums away all miseries.

9. My form which is inclined towards aisvarya is called bhuti

(sakti) (or) Laksmi
;
that sakti of mine abounding in aisvarya is my

form containing Soma.

1 Aisvarya is the sakti’s sovereign will (see ch. II, 28), whereas tejas is

omnipotence (see. ch. II, 33-34).
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10. As she dries up (destroys) all evils, Agnisakti consists of

action (kriya). The other (sakti, viz.) bhuti, which gladdens the

creation, is called Soma in this world.

11. These two of my forms with iccha, jnana and kriya in pre-

dominance are manifested from my Vyfiha-state of existence; while

in my form that contains (all) the six attributes (in equal pro-

portion) I am the highest goddess manifested in the Vyuhas. 1

12. My special sakti called kriya, containing the six attributes,

bright with (an abundance of) tejas, has three components (Vyilha)

viz. the saktis (of) Surya, Soma and-Agni.

13. The first of them is the supreme, divine and resplendent

sakti called Surya, who is ever evolving, performing (the function

of) creating the world.

14. O lord of the gods, this (sakti) called Surya has three aspects,

(viz.) that concerning the self, that concerning divine powers and
that concerning the elements.

15. In her aspect concerning the self, (the sakti) named Surya
passes (during the Yogic process) through the (duct) pingala. (In her

aspect) concerning the elements Suryasakti proceeds (manifests

herself) as light.

16-19. Ihe sakti existing in the disc of the sun (as the presiding

deity) is her (aspect) which is concerned with divinity. O Suresvara,

look upon those rays which belong to the disc of the sun as the Rg
(-mantras) that, being identical with the heat of the sun, warm us.

Consider my brightness that exists there in to be the Saman.

Consider the supreme (Sakti) that remains enclosed in the body

of the Person to be the divine, charming Person
(
purusa

)

consisting

of Yajus. He is the master of Sri, carrying the conch-shell and disc,

possessing long, rounded arms and a gracious face. He sits on the

lotus and has eyes like lotuses.

20. O Suresvara, this Person (purusa), who abides in (the body),

has the dasa hotr 2 for his head. The (hymn called) catur hotr 3

constitutes the legs and hands of this deity.

21. O SureSvara, his hair, flesh, bones, marrow and blood are

t The absolute Sakti manifests herself in the pure creation, whereas the

partial saktis in the form of Agni and Soma manifest themselves in the

impure creation.
2 Tai.A. 3, 3.
3 Ibid. 3, 2.
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made up of (the hymn called) paitca hotr.

1

(The hymn called) sad

hotr 2 forms his breasts, testicles, manhood and anus.

22. The seven vital airs that exist in the head are said to be the

(hymn called) sapla hotr.

3

Daksind 4 forms his beauty and the

sambharas 5 are considered to form his joints.

23. (The hymn called) devapatnyas 6 constitutes (his) arteries,

while (the hymn called) hotfndm hrdayam 7 is (considered to be) .his

mind. The Purusa-sukta 8 is known as his consciousness and his

sakti is called the Sri-sukta. 9

24. Omkara, Pranava (and) Tara are (his) secret names, which

are eternal, while his gross (i.e. unconcealed) names are Yajus,

Rudra and Sukra.

10

25. The person who practises the divine Purusa-mantra and the

Yajurmaya-mantra (i.e. the Savitri) after (pronouncing) the

vyahrti (-mantras) is even released from the sin of (practising)

abhicara (rites for malevolent purposes).

26. Thus the supreme sakti, Trayl, who is called Surya blazes in

the sky. This absolute sakti, famous as Surya, is known in three

aspects.

27-29. Savitri, who is the mother of the Vedas, evolves (into

sound). She has the three-lettered pranava as her substratum;

bhuh, bhuvah and svah, (i.e. vyahrtis) as her three (yogic) ducts;

the words tad etc.
(
tad savitur varenyam etc. of the Gayatrl-mantra)

as her (vital) air, and her head is decorated with the sirah 11 (-man-

tra)
; her body consisting of manifestation and bliss (contains) the

letters from ksiti
(
ka

)

to ptirusa
(
ma), She arises from Brahman and

reverts back to Brahman. This same mother of the Vedas is (also)

the absolute mother of the letters (sounds). 12

1 Tai A., 3, 3.
2 Ibid. 3, 4.
3 Ibid. 3, 5.
4 Ibid. 3, 10.
6 Ibid. 3, 8.
6 Ibid. 3, 9.
7 Ibid. 3, 11.
8 RgV. io, 90, i a

.

0 RgV.Kh. 5, 87, I*.

10 Tai. A. 4, 5 and i, io, i a .

11 om dpo jyotl raso amrtam brahma bhur bJmvas suvar om, Tai. A. io, 15, 1.

See Rangachari, The Sri Vaishnava Brahmans, pp. 31-32.
12 See Ahi.S. chs. 58 and 59 for further details.
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30-32. O handsome one, (the sakti) belonging to Agni is here

described in successive and reverse order. 1 The same, possessing

the form of the sun, is my role of Savitri. (She is called) (iayatrl

(because) she saves from terror those who chant (her mantra), 2 (by)

absorbing in her rays, life (i.e. water) from the earth, rivers and living

beings and, after retaining it in her rays for nine months, releases it

back in (the form of) clouds. Thus I have described (to you) the

Sakti consisting of Surya; now listen to the (description of the abso-

lute sakti) consisting of Agni.

33-35- 0 Ssakra, my sakti consisting of Agni also has three states.

The celestial one (i.e. lightning) 3 has water as its fuel, the other

(terrestrial) existing on the earth 4 has earthly fuel (e.g. wood etc.),

the third remains inside the abdomen 5 and has food as its fuel.

These are the three states of my sakti consisting of Agni. The same
(6akti) representing all deities is called the mouth of all deities.

6

The wise (people) who are occupied with the three purposes of life

(trivarga)
1 praise her and call her Tristubh. 8 Those are who engaged

in taking themselves across (to the other side of the ocean of life)

are helped across by her on the difficult journey.

36-37- The other sakti which consists of Soma is also described as

having three states. One is in the sky, (where) she is identified with

the disc (of the moon). The other (is on the earth) in the form of the

plants. In the (third form) she moves inside living beings through the

(duct called) Ida which is in the nature of nectar. 9 When she is

praised wjth (mantras) in anu.sfubh (metre), she is called Anustubh.

1 Implying that in the process of creative evolution Sakti is represented

by the letters a to ha, and in the process of involution leading to dissolution

by the letters k$a to a.

2 The word gayatrl is treated here as derived from two roots, ir = to

save and gay = to sing or chant.
3 Lightning is closely connected with rain clouds, hence water is considered

to be its fuel.
4 i.e. fire in the ordinary sense.
6 i.e. fire in the digestive sense.

®. Cf. RgV. II, 1, 13.
7 Sexual pleasure, wealth and religious merit.
8 A Vedic metre, especially the metre of the Gayatrl-mantra.
9 Note that here again the text adopts the Vedic tradition of assigning

three aspects to these luminaries, namely the celestial and the terrestrial,

but for the third aspect abandons the spherical and resorts to the physical

body. See A. Bergaigne, La Religion V6dique, Paris, 2nd ed. 1963, pp.
XIII-XVI.
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38-39. This mantra (in anustubh: vidya) is called mrtyunjaya and .

it overcomes death. 1 O Puramdara, Surya, Soma and Agni, all these

are its (i.e. this mantra’s) different forms. As the performer of (the

oblation), her (i.e. kriyasakti's) Soma aspect is manifested as arising

from Surya and as identified with the butter offering. Then she

eats that butter (havis) under the name of Agni, being the mouth

belonging to Agni, the Brahmin. 2

40. The entire system of creation is conducted day and night by

these three (saktis). This is the essence of the three Vyuhas 3 that

consist of the kriya (sakti).

41. This supremely profound sakti of mine, manifested with a

predominance of tejas, is as bright as multimillions of suns, moons

and fires in profusion.

42. She (sakti) is (identical with) the disc named Sudarsana,

which destroys enemies. This highly powerful weapon made of fire

belongs to Visnu.

43. Its essence is supreme effort
(
udyatna

)

and it is the dominating

life-principle
(
prananam

)
of prana etc. All weapons and all saktis

arise from it (viz. Sudarsana).

44. Of all Hari’s modes of activity based on his five functions

this is the most effective. No single act on the part of the great

Visnu can (be performed) without (the aid of) this (Sudarsana).

45. This (sakti) is identical with Visnu’s resolve (to become

active: samkalpa etc.) and starts functioning at the moment of

creation. She adheres to her disc-form even when sustaining and

absorbing creation.

46. This supreme kriyasakti born from a part of myself, belonging

to Visnu and identical with Agni, pervades (the whole of creation)

from Brahma to a tuft of grass in six (different) courses (of creation).

47-49. Among these, O Vasava, listen first to the (description of)

the cycle 4 (of creation) consisting of letters. (In this cycle, which is

represented as a wheel) the pair of Tarika (-mantra) and taraka

(mantra) belonging to Visnu is present in the axle (of the wheel).

The sixteen svara letters, possessing the form of the light of Surya

1 This refers to the Vedic hymn RgV. VII, 59, 12. See Rangachari, p. 75.
2 Or, the flickering one (vipra denotes that which trembles).
3 Samkarsana, Pradyumna and Aniruddha.
4 Here adhva (course) has been replaced by the word cycle

(
cakra

)

to

emphasize the identity between kriyasakti and Sudarsana.
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and Soma, occupy the hub (of the wheel). The twenty-four letters,

(viz.) from kci to bha and the other letters (viz.) from mu to hn,

(occupying the spokes) reach the inner circumference. 1 he (letter)

vargdnta (ksu), which is identified with Agni and appears like a round

form
(
pinda), extends up to the periphery (of Sudarsana). In this

way the divine cycle of letters extends itself over the course of the

letters.

50. O Sakra, the cycle of kala (exists) in the (following) way.

Jfiana occupies the axle, sakti the hub, aisvarya the spokes, while

the threefold bala etc. (i.e. bala, virya and fcjas) occupy the inner

circumference etc. (i.e. the inner circumference, the section adjacent

to this circumference and the periphery). 1

51. O Sakra, (in the cycle of the) tattvas, Yasudeva (occupies)

the axle, the hub is bright with Samkarsana, Pradyumna is the

spoke, while- Aniruddha takes the form of the periphery.

52. The cycle of pada consists of turya and the others (viz.

snsupti, svapna and jdgrat

)

occupy the axle, hub, spokes and the

inner circumference (respectively). (In the cycle of) mantra, the

axle etc. are occupied by bija, pinda, samjna and pada (respectively).

53-55. In the last cycle of bhuvana, extending as far as the

worlds and their objects, kala occupies the axle, avyakta the hub;
mahat etc. occupy the rib-like spokes; and the mind, the auditory

organ (and other sense organs) along with their objects etc. which
are modifications (of prakrti), occupy the circumference (of the

disc). Kriyasakti, (called) Sudarsana, possessing the form of the

Person and belonging to Visnu, exists in the centre of the disc and
holds in her hands the six cycles (of creation). (Now) listen to the

(description of) her (mantra as) the bija, the pinda, the pada and
the samjna.

56-60. First taking the letter soma (s), one should join on the

letter prana (
h

)

at the end of it
(
saha). Then taking also the letter

amrta (s), one should add the letter kalapavaka
(
ra ), to it. Next one

should join the letter anala (ra) to it and then place beside it the

letters maya and vyapin (bn). This (sahasrdra im) is the bija of

Sudarsana, a manifestation of my kriyasakti. This bija consisting

of seven 2 letters brings about great prosperity. The same (mantra)

1 Implying that the outer circle of the wheel, being solid, has thickness
with an inner and an outer circular edge.

2 Usually referred to as the six-lettered bija by omitting om.
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is (called) the great pinda, when it is devoid of the letters niaya and

vydpin (Ira). This great pinda, consisting of five letters, possessing

a form resembling (in brightness) ten thousands of the fires of

destruction together with the sun, with a voice like a thunder-clap

difficult for (both) gods (and) demons to bear, is to be envisaged

(only) once by the pure, but cannot be visualized by those who have

no control over their senses; after that, one should recollect my

two bijas (viz.) Tarika etc. (Tarika and Anutarika), in order to

pacify (Sudarsana).

61. The letter called kalanala (m), that stands in the latter part

of the pinda, burns the demon kings and the worlds at the end of a

cycle (of creation).

62. The fire is ignited by the flame that exists in the second sakti.

It is this second sakti that is enlivened by the life-principle filled

with amrta and energy.

63-67. O great celestial person, thus I have recounted to you t e

form of the pinda(-mantra of Sudarsana). Its samjna-mantra is this

pinda with the interspersed insertion of the five vyapakas (m) and

joined by the letter dhruva (a) at the beginning and the mantras

varma (i.e. kavaca) and astra at the end. 1 The letters soma and

surya (sa and ha), forming the first part of the pinda, shoul e

joined with two vyapakas (sani ham), while at the end of tie

combined letters soma and agni (
sra

)

another vyapaka should be

introduced (srdm). (The remaining) two vyapakas are recorded to be

at the beginning and at the end of the last letter (of the pinda).

The varma(-mantra) composed of the letters prana (h), urja (u) and

vyoma (m) 2 is efficacious in destroying evil calamities. The soun

phat represents Samkarsana, who destroys everything at the end 0

a kalpa, and the letter dlildda (/) at the end of it [phut) is capable of

evoking a sense of peace. In this way, O handsome one, the mantra

belonging to Soma and Agni is traditionally conceived as ha\ ing

developed from its pinda form.

68. This powerful mantra of Sudarsana is formed with its own

letters (since the whole mantra is an elaboration of sahasrara) and

is instrumental in procuring all the objects of enjoyment, whether

pertaining to heaven, to the atmosphere or to the earth.

1 om sam ham sram ram hum phat.

2 hum.

11
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69-71. O Puramdara, this mantra acts like a wish-fulfilling tree
for those who have taken shelter under its (protection). O killer of
Vrtra, thus I, who am eternally manifest (emanating) from Naraya-
na for benefit of the world, have explained the distinction between
Agni and Soma. (I have also told you) about the difference between
knya(sakti) and bhutisakti) and about the efficacv of kriya
(sakti) according to the variation in the bija, pinda etc.' Now listen
again, O Sakra, (to the description) of the expansion of kri}-asakti.



CHAPTER THIRTY

THE TWO ASPECTS OF SAKTI, VIZ. SOMA AND
SORYA, AND FURTHER ELUCIDATION OF THE

SUDARSANA-MANTRA

1. Thus, O Sakra, I have explained my kriyaSakti to you. I have

also told you about her developments as distinguished by Surj a,

Soma and Agni.

2. I have also described to you her complex (mantra-form), s

tinguished by the bija and pinda (forms of the mantra). Now,

Sakra, learn from me (the structure of) her pada-mantra.

3. The first pinda (jrah) is a combination of (the letters) ajita,

anala and sarga
(
ja ,

ra, h). The second pinda (
krah

)
is a combination

of (the letters) katnala, anala and sarga (ka, ra, h).

4-5. The combination of (the letters) sveta and ahlada is called the

third pinda (phat). The fourth pinda (is a combination of the letters)

surya, iirja and vydpin (hunt)’, then between these, three astias

(phat) are (inserted) and followed by (the words) kalacakraya an

the name for the wife of the god of fire
(
svahd). It has taraka

(
oni

)
at

the beginning. This cycle (of letters) is the king of all pada-mantras

(om jrah krah phat hum phat- phat- phat kalacakraya svahd)

.

6. O Vasava, there is nothing that cannot (be achieved) by this

mantra. Those who have concentrated their minds on it ne\ er

(again) experience defeat.
,

7. O Vasava, I shall again explain (to you) all the efficacies 0

this (mantra which is) the best of all the mantras (and) which

contains three pairs of letters (saliasrara hum phat) that I ha\ e

already mentioned.

8. This cycle has neither name nor form. It shines with the

splendour of the six (divine) attributes. The adept who meditates

on it, repeating this mantra with (its) bija, becomes emancipated

from the bondage (of samsara).

9. This great mantra is the immediate form (embodiment) of my

kriyasakti. It consists of six letters supported by the wheel (cakra)

existing in the essence (
veddnta

)
of the Atharva Veda. 1

1 See Ahi.S. ch. 18 in extenso.
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10. The wheel of Sudarsana extends over the six journeys (of
creation); it is full of power and is supreme (of ail). One should
meditate on (its) various luminous parts, viz. the axle, the hub etc.

xx. The letters of the mantra starting with amrta (sa) should be
envisaged (as existing) in each part (of tlx- wheel), axle etc., i.e. the
axle, the hub, the spokes, the felly (-- inner circumference of the
wheel) and the periphery (outer circumference of the wheel)
including its edge.

12. The periphery represents the (cosmic) principles, starting
with prakrti 1 and ending with visesa. In the (wheel of) Sudarsana
t le felly represents maya, prasuti and the combination of the three
gunas.

I3~i4 - fixe pada course forms the boundary enclosing the spokes,
mantras form the one-thousand spokes, the ends of the spokes
epict the course of Vyuha, whereas the hub depicts (the course of)

va a ' rhe course of the sound (extends) up to the axle and in the
ery centre (of this) I, the absolute Sakti, exist, and within me

exists the supreme Brahman, devoid of polarization (of knowledge).
I5

„
0nc should reflect on the tara (-mantra) as contained within

(the Sudarsana) and one should envisage Tarika as falling outside it
(= tara). Beyond that one should meditate on the bij a (-mantra) of
the kriyasakti and the first letter that follows it.

16. Thus, one should understand (how) the four bijas keep their
regular order within the hollow of the axle. The hub of the cycle and
the spokes (should contain) Surya etc. in the manner previously
mentioned. 2

17-20. The (mantra)- which essentially is hra and sra has a
thousand variations. (These are constructed) by adding (each of the
sixteen vowels) aprameya (a) etc. (separately) to the pair of silrya 3

and kalanala 4 as well as to that of amrta

5

and analli .
0 To (each) of

these vowels, pervaded by Agni and Soma, 7 the thirty-one letters 8

1 This implies the gross course of creation called the bhuvanadlwan
2 See the previous chapter.
3 ha.
4 ra.

5 sa.
6 ra.
7 See ch. XXIII in extenso.
8 ha — ma = 25 -f- ya, la, va, sa, sa and hsa = 31 x 16 vowels x 2

categories viz. surya and soma = 992.
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(that is, all the letters of the alphabet) excepting surya [ha), soma

(sa) and anila (yci) are (separately) joined, which immediately add

up to eight less than a thousand in number, whereafter the addition

of the eight bijas,

1

joined with lira and sra (completes thousand

variants). After that (these thousand letters) are arranged (in the

circle diagram) starting from the north-eastern corner and proceed-

ing through the south-eastern corner up to the north-western corner.

21-24. Placing two threads diagonally across, one divides the

circle (diagram) into four (equal) sections. In each section, one

arranges the spokes that are five times fifty in number. This makes

the number of the spokes one thousand. Thereafter one places on

these one thousand letters (in their proper order), starting at the

eastern (quarter) and ending at the soma 3 (northern) quarter.

Thereafter, starting from the south-east and ending at the north-

east, one successively places on the diagonal threads (placed

obliquely to divide the circle) the four attributes of Agni, (viz.)

Jaya, Vijaya, Ajita and Aparajita, the deities who preside over the

mantra. The periphery of the Sudarsana circumscribes the spokes.

25-26. O Vasava, all the weapons (i.e. astra-mantras) (are placed)

within the periphery of the spokes. 0 Puramdara, the adept should

meditate on all the pravartakas 4 (mantras) placed in front (of the

weapons) and the nivartakas 5 are placed beyond (these last). One

should envisage them as of equal number and as situated on the

two sides (of the diagram). Their heads are marked with the (rele-

vant) sastra (sword)-sign, their hands are joined and they display

a spirited disposition. 6

27-28. The space (covered) by the felly of the wheel is occupied

by Mahalaksmi in the eastern quarter, by Mahamaya m the south,

by Sarasvatl in the west and by Mahisamardinl 7 in the nort

Encircling them exist the triad forms of Brahma etc.
8

1 The seven main bijas mentioned in ch. XXVI and the Sudarsana-blja.

2 The description of the thousand letters is quite different in Ahi.S. 23,

81-85.
3 Cf. verses 27-28.
4 Explained in ch. XXX, 35-48.
6 Ch. XXX, 35-48.
6 The verses 25 and 26 seem to be corrupt. Whether the weapons are

separate from the pravartaka and nivartakas or not, is unclear.

7 The special form of Durga, cf. Br.P. IV, 25, 75 and 88.

8 Brahma, Visnu and Mahe^vara, see ch. V, 6-23.
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29_33- Next are placed the manifestations of Turya etc., 1 along
with their saktis. The twenty-four realities starting with prakrti

and ending in the elements are arranged in successive order in the
inner edge beyond the felly of the wheel. 1 he deities presiding over
material for creation (i.e. cosmic principles) occupy the middle part
of (the felly), while the objects of the worlds along with the worlds,
viz. bhuh, bhuvah, svah etc., 2 are placed at the outer edge of the
felly. (Ihese worldly objects consist of) all the mountains such as
Meru etc., all the rivers such as Ganga etc., all the oceans such as the
milky-ocean etc., all the islands (i.e. countries) such as Jainbu 3 etc.,

all the groups of objects of the firmament, the planets such as the
sun etc., the naksatras (such as Rohini etc.),4 the stars and the
depaited souls who have become stars.

34- O Puramdara, the thirty-three hundred million gods occupy
the circumference just as bees swarm around honey.

35- O lord of the gods, twice ten thousand fires (called) pravarta-
kas and nivartakas encircle the two sides of the felly of the wheel.

36-

37. There, the pravartaka fires, bright with a thousand fires of

dissolution formed by hosts of glowing flames, burn the demons and
titans. The nivartaka (fires, on the other hand) are restrained,
steady and sober, with rays that are luminous and pleasant (and),

guided by me, the) - pacify the pravartakas.
38-39. That particular mantra (viz.) the langalastra (phat),

which comes after the Sudarsana-mantra traceable to Samkarsana, 5

is very terrible and a destroyer of all. The pravartaka (fires) are

born out of the fore-part of it (the weapon-mantra) which exists in

an oblique position at the end of the felly, while the nivartaka
(fires) are born out of its other part.

40-41. These pravartaka and nivartaka (fires) consist of Agni and
Soma. These weapons filled with Agni and Soma produce (other)

weapons twice ten thousand in number. Now listen to the descrip-

tion of the forms of these various fires, remembering which men
can cross even the terrible ocean of calamity.

42. The pinda (mantra), consisting of (the letters) asesabhuva-

1 Ihese incarnations and emanations are Vasudeva etc., the Vyuha-fornis,
which preside over the states of jagrat etc.; cf. ch. X, 18.

2 These are bhuh, bhuvah, svah, tapah, janah, mahah and satya.
3 See Vis.P. ch. 1-2.
4 These are the bright stars belonging to various constellations.
5 Samkarsana (Balarama) : a plough is his natural weapon.
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nadhara (
ra), caturgati (ya), iirja («) and bindu (m), (preceded by) the

taraka (om rymn), is called the form of the former fires (i.e. pravar-

taka)..

43. The pinda (mantra), consisting of (the letters) amrtddhara

{pa), vahni {ra), urja (u) and bindu (m) with taraka before it (om

vrum), is called the divine form of the nivartaka (fires).

44-46. Having divided the felly into ten parts to represent kala,

Purusa, avyakta and the seven manifested (svaras), the form of

the pravartaka (mantra) should be written with the pair of surya

and anala (lira) preceded by the first and last of the vowels that

characterize its forms (ryum), and then it (the pravartaka-mantra)

should be arranged (on the circle diagram) starting from the

easterly direction onwards and accompanied by the eight main

bijas viz. lia etc. with tara (-mantra at the beginning) and followed

by namas. The form of the nivartaka (fires) should be written in

the same way (except for substitution of) the pair (of letters called)

amrta and agni. 1

47-49. Each (group of) fire has, according to the seven pairs of

the separate vowels, seven terrible and (seven) tranquil flames. 2

(And to form the mantras these should be added to) the letters,

such as the pair of surya and agni (lira) and the pair amrta and

agni (sra), vargdnta (ha), pradhdna (ma), siddhida (bha), vdmana (ba),

sveta (pha), tattvadhdra (n),jhasa (jha), sdsvata (ja), chdndalipah (clia),

cakri (ca), kdla (ma) etc. each combined with the bindu (m).

50-54. The points where the ends of the spokes are joined to the

hub are occupied by the four (forms) belonging to God, (i.e. the

Vyuhas). The (Vibhava) deities starting with Kesava and ending

with Damodara encircle, (the circumference enclosing) the spokes,

and should be meditated upon in association with their personally

appropriate emblems, such as the lotus (mark) etc. All the deities

viz Padmanabha etc., each accompanied by his personal sakti,

crowd around the external border of the felly of the wheel. The

goddess Kamala occupies the eastern side, the resplendent Kirti

the southern side, while Jaya occupies the western side and Maya

the northern side. Each of them is surrounded by a retinue of ten

millions of £aktis (and) they reside in the thousand-spoked Sudarsa-

na (or, in sahasrara, i.e. the bija of Sudarsana), which is the wheel of

1 Cf. J.S. ch. 26 in extenso.

2 See Ahi.S. ch. 23 in extenso.
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time and their power is described as without beginning and
without end.

55-62. The five divisions (of time) called year, season, month,
half-month and day plus night, that are associated with the axle,

hub, spoke, the inner edge of the felly and its periphery, as well as
the five times five (letters or principles), viz. pumdii etc. 1

(i.e. from
ma to ka), are held in position by the thousand-spoked disc, the
wheel of time which is adorned with the inner edge of the felly,

spokes and its periphery, (and which also) holds the six courses
(sadadhvdnah) viz. varna, tattva, kala etc. The supreme Person, 2

belonging to Visnu, pervading this instrument
(
yantra

)
holds

together and moves this great form (of His), which consists ot all

the principles. Within this disc, which has a thousand spokes
radiating from the spherical section of the hub and (encircled by)
the felly, are the ogres, the demons and titans killed (by God). When
this (Sudarsana) composed of various mantras lias been thoroughly
mastered by the mind (of the adept), recollection of it brings about
the immediate destruction of an enemy. This Sahasrara (-mantra)
when continuously repeated by some one, instantaneously dispels
all demerits that are the source of all miserable karman. 3 The disc

Sahasrara which is without beginning and without end, along with
rhe four (accessories, viz.) bija, pinda, samjha and murti, sustains
this world containing (objects) both movable and immovable, by
pervading it (i.e. the world) with Surya, Soma and Agni.

63. The primary form of the divine sakti, called kriya(£akti)
belonging to Agni, creates, protects and destroys (the creation) by
attaining the form of the thousand-spoked (disc).

64. O Sure£vara, this (sakti), named kriya, (has) a complex form
owing to the combination of Surya, Indu (i.e. Soma) and Vahni
(i.e. Agni) and is in the creative state. O lord of the gods, realize her
again (through) my (instruction).

65. Thus I have (concluded) the enumeration of the group (of

saktis) in the form of Surya, Soma and Agni. Now learn from me
about the kriyasakti, who presides over this group. 4

1 See Ahi. S. ch. 23.
2 The construction of this sentence is ambiguous.
3 Cf. klesaharmavipakasayair aparamrstah purusavise§a isvarah (Yog.P. 1,

24) •

4 VyuhinI i.e. the presiding goddess of the Vyuha.



CHAPTER THIRTY-ONE

THE SUDARSANA (KRIYASAKTI)

i-2. The kriyasakti exists (as the essence of) the six (divine)

attributes (with a leaning towards) tejas and, as (previously) ex-

plained, assumes the form of the Person. She originates from Surya,

Soma and Agni 1 and consists of the body of Agni, who combines (in

himself) all weapons and sharp instruments. 2

3. In the heart of (Sudarsana) exists Sakti in the form of the

Person, identical with Soma and Agni, who acts according to the

specific requirements of the moment. 3

4. (I have) already explained to you the four 4 sacred sounds that

express this (sakti). Among these the samjna-mantra is all-powerful.

5-9. O Sakra, listen whilst I give you a detailed account of that

(i.e. the samjna-mantra of Sudarsana). That sakti, consisting of

Soma, who represents the primeval active state of Hari, is myself

(viz.) Sri, the principal Sakti existing in the first letter (of the

mantra sahasrara, i.e. sa). (She is) the amrta;' (she) incorporates

trpti, is identified with Soma, and she is the mistress of All. Abiding

in the moon-digit, she infuses the creation with amrta. The mantras

sirah or padma 5 etc., when joined by her (sa), to which (the

sound of) paramesvara (
h

)
is added, bring about satisfaction

and success. The same (sa) with the addition of (the letter) srstikrt

(h) is the everlasting jivasakti. In order to destroy (an enemy)

one should add to her (sa) the sound containing vayu (ya) with

trailokyaisvaryada (m) added to it
(
syam

)
and envisage her as

Tara standing on the enemy’s head.

10. The brilliant hymn of Purusa 6 originates from this £akti,

1 Because the blja-mantra, viz. sahasrara
,
contains letters called soma,

surya, and agni (sa, ha, ra).

2 Cf. Ahi.S. ch. 20 in extenso.
3 i.e. in her Soma form she gratifies her devotees; in her Agni form she

punishes the wicked.
4 viz. blja, pinda, samjna and pada.
5 otn sah sirase svcihci, om sah srinivasapadniaya svalia ; cf. J.S. ch. 6, vv.

111-163.
6 Rg. V. 10, 90.
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who is hidden in (the letter) aprameya (a) and which dwells in

everything that contains Agni and Soma. 1

11. A thousand (innumerable) sages know the hymns which start

with this (i.e. the Purusa-sukta). This mantra, (infused) by me who
reside in Agni, invariably gratifies (the worshipper).

12. There is nothing in the three worlds 2 that cannot be attained
by this (sakti), who dwells in every single ritual and who abides in

each of the three saktis 3 belonging to the letter.

I3-I 4- She produces all the saktis, appoints all of them (to their

duties) and again dissolves them (within herself)
; hence she is

considered to be the (Sakti identical with) the highest Self, the
sovereign power, the eternal Hetideva (Sudarsana), who dwelling
in his own creative state becomes active for the benefit of the
world.

15-16. Adopting the state of the enjoyer, siirya (ha) is regarded
as the life-essence bringing forth life. 4 In combination with (the
letter) trailokyaisvaryada (m) , with the speed of an arrow shot
(from a bow-string), on reaching its target it (ha) reveals to the
yogins, who attain it through proper meditation the self within the
lotus of the heart.

I7 I9- ^ is called prana, since it invigorates the life-essence
{prana). The (same),

5

hidden within the disc of the moon, combined
with (the letters) vyapin and aprameya (m and a) 6 and meditated
upon as coming from the root of the tongue, 7 produces the act of
speech. The same, meditated upon as existent in the circle of (the
sound) am

,

8 dripping nectar (sudlia), removes poisons from the
world. Verily, the hymn of Sri has originated from this (letter)
when it was coupled with (the letter) rdma (i).

20-22. This and other hymns are familiar to thousands of sages.
Each hymn was at some time or other imbued with one of the three

1 Cf. Ahi.S. 18, 33.
2 The expression usually means the entire creation.
3 viz. Surya, Soma and Agni.
4 This refers to the name Prana given to the letter ha. Prana usually

means the vital air breath, but, in this case, the proximity of the word
prdnayan more appropriately suggests that prana is understood to mean the
life-essence.

6
i.e. the letter ha.

6 aham or so *ham.
7 jihvamulasthita.
8 Evidently the dot symbol of the nasal sound.
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saktis of the letters. 1 There is nothing in the three worlds that

cannot be achieved by this (sound ha). It (will) destroy (all)
2 and

(can) lead (the adept) to the pure state 3 (of existence). It (helps)

practitioners of yoga to progress (towards their spiritual goal)

casting away all afflictions
(
klesdh). Those who live righteously,

who cling to the right explanation, say this about ha (the sakti).

23-24. The same sakti of the supreme self possessing the letter

(called) asesabhitvanddhara (ra), which intensifies her volition is

recognizable (in the sound sra). All movable beings flow out of her

and all take shelter under her (protection). 4 The same (sakti)

existing in (the sound) prthivl (ha), having flowed into the static

root (of creation), occupies herself (with the function of preservation).

25. (The sounds) sahas (in the mantra) meaning bala
,
sport

(ramate )
in a thousand different ways (or, in the form of sahasra). 5

Thus my (sakti) consisting of Agni and Soma becomes a thousand
(.sahasrati )

6 and is called sahasra.

26-28. The same sakti of mine (viz. ra), consisting of Agni and
Soma, is capable of performing all activities. Enkindled by good
intention and effulgent with a mass of power, she becomes the

embodiment of fire and attains the state of the fire of destruction.

In the pure state of ra she is incessantly active and blazingly

radiant. (Coupled) with (the letter) paramesvara (h), she performs

miracles. Ra is indeed my primary supreme sakti, called kriya.

29-30. Sahasra (that is) a countless number and that refers to

the innumerable spokes. 7 O Puramdara, I have already revealed to

you the nature of her varma and astra 8 (mantras). I have observed

before that pranava 9
(i.e.) dhruva is her origin. In this way this

great mantra represents the concentrated (sakti) originating from

Sabdabrahman.

1 Viz. Surya, Agni and Soma.
2 The letter ha is taken here in the sense of hanyate, from the root han-.
3 The same root han- may also mean movement or mobility.
4 sr- may mean movement or attainment. Like ha from han-, here sra is

considered to be a derivative of the root sr-.
5 sahasradha literally means in thousand different ways, but here the

context seems to indicate the meaning conveyed by the combination sahas-ra.
6 This is a play on the letters sahasra.
7 sahasra here denotes countless. Thus sahasra -j- ara means innumerable

spokes of the disc Sudar^ana.
8 See ch. XXIV, 64-65.
9 Ibid, verses 4-14.
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31-32. The great sakti, belonging to the Atharvan, is the precious

body of kriyasakti. The supreme Sruti called the Atharvan contains

five divisions. 1 This is the essence of the Tray! (the three Vedas)

which are nourished by this mantra similarly as a tree is nourished

by manure. Those conversant with the rules about the structure (of

the scripture) say that it has six parts. 2

33"36. (It) also (has its own) Gayatri-mantra, called cakra, the

encloser known as Agni. (This runs as follows). (The letter) gopana
(d) is combined with (the letter) varuna (va), and (the letter) cunrta

[sa) with (the letter) udaya (u). 3 Following these come (the words)

cakrdya ca svahd. Next (the first three anga-mantras) starting with

lirdaya and ending with sikhd are added, followed by (the letter)

surya (ha) and (the word) jvdla. Thereafter comes the word Sudarsa-
na preceded by the word mahd. After that, (the words) cakrdya
svahd follow along with (the remaining three anga-mantras)
starting with the varma and ending with the astra. At the end of it

stand the four pairs (of letters), viz. namas cakrdya to which the
(word) vidmahe is added. Further, the (word) jvdldya is placed at

the end of the (word) sahasra coupled with (the word) dlilmahi.
This (mantra) consists of nine letters. This is followed by the eight
letters contained in the words tan nail and pracodaydt whereby the
word cakra is inserted between them. 4

37“39- Bending all fingers excepting the forefinger into a fist and
holding the forefingers (poised) in the gesture of warning, (the adept
should) while engaged in meditation make a circular movement
with his hands to encircle the (sacred) fire that exists in the enclosure.

(And then) placing the right and left palms face to face, with the
little fingers and thumbs touching at the tips whilst still keeping
the rest (of the fingers) erect, he should make a circular movement
(with his hands) which is called cakra-mudra. 5 The anga-mudras 6

will be described later. Now listen to (the explanation) of the mantra
(called) saktigrasa.

1 viz. naksatra, vidharia, vidhividliana, samhita and ganti.
2 The six angas viz. hrdaya etc.; see ch. XXXIII, 2-11.
3 Thus: vam sum.
4 vam sum cakraya ca svdha, om ham namah, om ham svahd, om him vasat

hamsaya namah, hram mahasudarsanaya cakrdya svahd, om hum om vausat
otn phat namas cakrdya vidmahe sahasrajvaldya dliimahi , tan nah cakvah *

pracodaydt.
6 Cf. J.S. 8, 39-40.
6 Cf. J.S. 6 , 105-134.
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40-44. Let (the sound) pavitra (pa), that comes afterpranava.be

coupled with (the sound) anala (ra) to which (the sound) vyapin (m)

has been joined on. Thereafter come (the words) mahasudarsana,

cakrardja, mahadhvaga, followed by (the words) asta gata sarvadus-

tabliayahkara chindhi chindhi, and then bhindhi bhindhi should be

uttered along with (the word) vidaraya (pronounced) twice,

paramantran grasa grasa, then bhaksaya (pronounced) twice, then

bhutani with (the word) trdsaya (pronounced) twice (ending) in the

varma (hum) and astra (phat) and the name of the wife of fire

(svaha ).
1 This is the mantra called saktigrasanakrt. Identifying

oneself with Suaarsana whilst pronouncing this mantra, one should

suck out the enemy’s power from his heart and mouth. 0 Puramdara,

listen (to the description of) the meditation on the mantra which

contains six letters. 2

45-60. (The adept) who has performed the consecration of the

limbs (nyasa) with the application of cakra-mudras, having entered

the sacred place of fire, should meditate on the thousand-spoked

great disc, which is as terrifyingly brilliant as a combination of ten

thousands of fires, which pervades the six courses of (creation),

is unlimited and expanded from my sakti. Lord Narayana, who is

flawless and exists in the axle' (of the disc), should be envisaged as

the Lord in the disc, saffron-complexioned, wearing yellow-

coloured apparel, who is divine and adorned with pearl ornaments.

In times of grave danger he should be visualized as possessing eight

arms and knees raised, 3 multifariously weaponed and as very

handsome. In his four right hands he holds the disc, the invincible

mace, the goad and the lotus; while in his four left hands he holds

the conch-shell, the bow and arrow, the noose and the heavy club.

He possesses a benevolent divine face, (the beauty of) which is

emphasized by the lustre of the teeth, tawny eyes, thick tawny hair

and (he is) surrounded by a wreath of flames.4 Also in situations

when one suffers irremediable defeat from an enemy, to enable one

1 om pram mahasudarsana cakrardja mahadhvaga astagalasarvaduslabha-

yankara chindhi chindhi bhindhi bhindhi vidaraya vidaraya, paramantran

grasa grasa bhaksaya bhaksaya bhutani trdsaya trdsaya hum phat svaha .

2 Sahasrara. In ch. XXIX, 56-58 this is counted as five but the vowel

a is not accounted for there. In Ahi.S. 18, 9-12 all the vowels are counted

thus making it a ten-lettered mantra.
3 The typical posture of a fighting warrior.
4 The word pari§krtam, which may also mean “adorned

0
,
is not very clear.
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to punish enemies (even if they are) absolutely safe, or when one is

very much afraid of (an attack from) a thief, tiger or leopard etc.,

God Sudarsana should be envisaged as possessing sixteen arms,
standing in the posture of pratyalldha 1 facing the enemy. He is

decorated (in this form) with muscular arms raised, as it were, to
strike (the enemy)

;
in his right hands proceeding upwards from

the lowest, he holds the flaming spear, the sword, a hundred-flamed
fire, the goad, the staff, the burning dagger, the axe and the disc,

(respectively), while his left arms proceeding from the uppermost
downwards are (decorated with) the blazing weapons viz. the
conch-shell, the bow and arrow, the noose, the plough, the thunder,
the weapon (called) mace, the club and also a lance. He is enwrapped
in a profusion of flames from the fierce fire caused by (the lustre of)

his teeth and is encircled with the heavenly vanamala, which
effuses the realities. 2 He drives away the frightened king of the
demons and titans with his fierce laughter. A man living in great
fear should meditate on this deity in this form, who is (the presiding
deity of) the incomparable disc belonging to the proprietor of the
disc (i.e. to Visnu) who resides in the disc, where the flames are smoky
due to the burning fat of the demons in the disc, w'hich is the
repository of brightly burning flames extending over the six
courses (of creation).

61. After meditating on (Sudarsana) in (the above manner), one
should once more meditate on Sudarsana as possessing only four
arms. Otherwise, the powrer of Hari (i.e. the disc) is such that there
would be no peace Again. 3

62. Thus, O powerful god, I have recounted to you the (method)
of meditating on the Person in these two different states, (viz.) the
fierce and the tranquil; now* listen to me describing the (nature) of
meditation upon other (deities of mantras).

63. All the various states of the Person pertaining to me, as
stated in this (description) of meditation, should be reflected upon,
so as to bring about quick success.

1 Pratyalldha, a position peculiar to shooting, the left foot being advanced,
the right drawn back, is the technical term for the fighting posture.

2 Thus the vanamala consists of the twenty-four cosmic principles. It is.

curious to see that the vaijayantlmala of Visnu later on got mixed up with
the vanamala of Krsna. The name suggests a simple garland of wild flowers.
But this has been sublimated into an abstract cosmogonic idea.

3 See Ahi.S. ch. 47 in extenso.
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64. O Sakra, this is a marvellous secret (lore), which I have

described to you. O celestial man, now listen to me (describing) yet

another secret (lore).

65-69. My sakti, consisting of Agni, that I have previously

described to you and which is as bright as billions of suns and fires,

is (identical with) my form consisting of vibration, which resembles

millions of moons. (This is) the mantra (that runs as follows)
:
(The

sounds) amrta {sa), paramatman {ha), and asesabhuvanadhara (ra)

are (together) connected with (the sound) pancabindu and vyapin

{ini). 1 This sakti, arising from the great Self to help all beings, is to

be contemplated upon as forming the axle (of Sudarsana cakra),

while the halo (of the sakti) forms the circle of the hub. The (six)

sounds of the mantra (should be regarded) as the six spokes. The

(sounds) siirya
,
itddama and bindu {hum) should be meditated upon

as being firmly fixed over the felly and the rest of the mantra (i.e.

phat), as pervading the circle, which is the peripher}'. One should

meditate on one's own self as existing in the middle of Maya

2

and of the supreme self.

70-71. Having removed the Person (self) (from the manifested

creation), one should meditate upon him as existing in Surya and

Agni. The yogin engaged in meditation eradicates all the flaws of

life through his meditation and experiences supreme devotion

towards me, finally taking shelter in me.

72. The intelligent (adept), who is engaged in muttering (the

letters called) paramatman and amrta {sa and ha) 3 should continu-

ously bear in mind how pleasant is (the taste of) nectar.

73-76. Inundated by the nectar flowing from within the sakti,

4

enlivened by prana? all the yogin's defects having been burnt by

the flame of fire {anala)? he attains supreme power {aisvarya)

through the efficacy of pancabindu; through constant practice of

yoga (he acquires self-) mastery, concentration (of mind) (and)

command over his senses. Casting away all affliction, he obtains

my form {vesam). Through his deeds the elated yogin becomes

1 This refers to the mantra called Sudarsana i.e. sahasrara im.
2 Maya is here LaksmT herself.
3 This means the entire Sudar^ana-mantra.
4 i.e. the letter that is called amrta.
5 Reference to the letter ha.
6 The letter ra. All these letters including i (pancabindu) refer to the letters

used in the Sudar^ana-mantra.
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powerful and self-controlled in all respects. Identified with the

supreme Isvara, he attains through my grace my state (of existence,

dhdma), which is, indeed, identical with myself. 1

77-78. That which is (called) kriyd is also named cit (conscious-

ness) and that which is (called) cit is (indeed) the supreme kriyd
(action). These two, together with divine bliss, are recognized as

constituting one integrally supreme sakti, identical with conscious-
ness, action and bliss. That supreme I-hood of Visnu is my (own)
self, who fulfils all desires.

79-82. Through my own independent will, I expand rnvself into
two (saktis)

,
one of these saktis is called kriyd and the other is the

great bhuti . 0 Sakra, I as the great goddess, remain common to
both of them. Thus, I have shown you (the secret) of this sakti that
is identical with activity, along with all its components. Now listen
to the (secret of) Tanka, in her (successive) gross, subtle and absolute
(states). Bhuti, called Tarika, possesses the form consisting of the
six (divine) attributes, (but in her) the attribute of activity is

subdued and the attribute of supreme power
(
aisvarya

)
is empha-

sized. Now listen attentively, O king of gods, to me describing in
detail her states (of existence), such as gross etc.

1 Cf. J. Gonda, Dhaman, pp. 79-81.



CHAPTER THIRTY-TWO

TARIKA in the three states of existence
VIZ. THE GROSS, THE SUBTLE AND THE ABSOLUTE

STATES

1. Sri:—Listen to the description of the three states of existence,

viz. the gross, subtle and absolute (states) of (the sakti), which is the

supreme science (i.e. mantra) called Tarika, the saviour (of the

devotee from the sufferings of) existence.

2. The gross form (of Tarika, who is identical with) me, contains

five sounds or (sometimes) four; 1 my subtle form possesses three

sounds; 2 and (my) absolute form consists of (the sound called)

visnu.

3

3-4. Each of these three states of mine (i.e. of Tarika) is again

subdivided into three conditions. The absolute condition in the

gross state contains (the sound) paramatman (ha), joined with (the

sounds) asesabhuvanddhara (
ra), Visnu (i) and vyapin .

11 This (state)

contains both the enjoyer and the object of enjoyment. Now listen

to me (describing) its form.

5-6. The beloved of Hari, existing (in the space) that lies behind

the forehead (i.e. the sahasrara cakra),
5 arising from (the letters)

asesabhuvanddhara, vyapin, paramatman etc., 6 ascends to Visnu’s

form (of existence), and regains her own form 7 adorned with the

(sound) nada from which tara originates.

7. The Goddess, enfolding in her wisdom the entire world

consisting of the enjoyer and the objects of enjoyment, dwells in the

all-pervading supreme soul.8

8-9. The gross state of (Tarika) in her absolute condition has the

1 Five letters when hvlm is adorned with the sound called nada (th) after

the bindu which resembles the tingling sound of a bell; otherwise four letters.

2 fan.

3 1.

4 i.e. hrfan.
5 See M. V. Jhavery, Comparative and critical study of Mantrasastra,

Ahmedabad 1944, Introduction.
6 i.e. hvlm.
7 Cf. ch. XVIII, 24.

8 i.e. ham; the words vyapin and paramatman are used in double-meaning.
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form of Visnu
(
i

)
and retains it. Performing the five functions, 1

expanded by the three types of divine majesty and sheltering in the
Anala 2 to surge like the sea, vitalizing that deity (the goddess i) is

regarded as existing in her subtle condition.
10-11. After having accomplished the creation (of the universe),

she, the goddess who is gross and marvellous in her gross state, who
can perform miraculous deeds, who is the source of creation,
preservation and dissolution and who is sheltered in the absolute,
existing in the void (m), regulates the existence of the universe in
the form of surya [ha) and Visnu (f) 2 aided by the power of the fire
of destruction (ra):

1

I2 ‘ "^us, 0 Vasava, the three conditions of my (Tarika’s) gross
state have been explained. Now, 0 killer of Vrtra, listen to (the
description of) the three conditions of the subtle state.

13 - This subtle supreme goddess exists permanently in the det-
ers) vyaptn and paramatman 6 and is not governed by kala 6

14. The evolved objects (of creation) are said to be of two kinds,
(viz.) the category of the pure (creation) and that of the impure,

e gross condition of (the subtle Tarika) comprises the impure

C TH
’ Whl 6

J
he Subtle condition comprises the pure (creation). 7

• S'
T re

V°
n ti°nS ° f this (subtle ™ka) are noticeable asm the case of the gross (Tarika). O Sakra, now listen to (the descrip-

tion of) my (— Tarika s) form in the absolute state.
16. She is all-pervasive, divine, integral, flawless; this supreme

sakti consisting of myself is described by the name Visnu (i).

17. She is the essence of Visnu and is regarded as the I-hood of
Han. The yogms aspire to her and she is the goal of those who
follow the Samkhya (system).

1 i.e. creation etc., see ch. XIII, 27-29.
2 Agni identical with kriyaSakti.
3 The letters m, ha and i are referred to
4 These three letters viz. ha, ra and i, together form the Tarika-Biia-mantra hnm. J

5 Ham.
6 This implies that in the gross state Tarika is governed by Kala (thetime eternal). The concept of kala is discussed in ch. V.
7 The difference between the subtle and the gross states lies in the fact

that the subtle state comprises the pure creation, whereas the gross state is
mainly occupied with the impure creation. Moreover, the subtle state of
Sakti indicates her immanence in All, without emphasizing her function
of creation etc.
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18-26. She is the supreme form (i.e. manifestation) and is the

sublime way (to achieve the Pancaratra goal). Sakti, Kundalini,

Adya, Bhramari, Yogadayika, Anahata, Aghosa, Nirmaryada,

Nadodgat’a,1 Sabdabrahman, Saktimatrkayoni, Uttama, Gayatrl,

Kala, Gauri, Saci, Devi, Sarasvati, Vrsakapayi, Satya, the famous

Pranapatni, Indrapatni, Mahadhenu, Aditi, Devanandini, the

divine mother of the Rudras and the Vasus,2 Hita (an artery), the

Sister of the Adityas, 3 the Navel of Amrta, the absolute Dhrti, Ida,

the lovely Rati, the noble Gurudhatri, the Earth, Viiruti, Trayi,

Go, Pranavatsala, Sakti, 4 Prakrti, Maharajni, Payasvini, Tara,

Sita, Sri, Kamavatsa, Priyavrata, Taruni, Vararoha, Nirupa,

Rupa£alini, Ambika, Sundari, Jyestha, Varna, Ghora, Manomayi,

Siddha, Siddhantika, Yoga, Yogini, Yogabhavini etc.—these are

the mysterious names of Sakti mentioned in the various sacred

scriptures by scholars well versed in doctrines.

27. That absolute, divine Sakti exists in three forms. This

threefold nature of hers as gross, subtle and absolute is now revealed

(to you).

28. (The letter) i is said to be its essential nature. That exists in

three ways. Now listen to the description of its nature according

to the Aprameya (
a

)
etc.

29-32. When the absolute Brahman called the undecaymg

Vasudeva, possessed of the six divine attributes, after attracting

(to Itself) all diversities has integrated them and become one, this

divine being is called by the yogins aprameya. 5 At that juncture no

polarizations exists, either in the form of the pervader and the

objects pervaded or in the form of the act of creation and objects

created. It has no (attributes) and is not cognizable. Brahman

possessing the six attributes is then virtually regarded as being in a

deep sleep, appearing as void. At this stage (Tarika) aoides under

the name of Visnu 6 and, resembling a waveless ocean, she represents

the state in which sakti is identified with the possessor of sakti.

33. When, through Its own volition, the pure (
avranam

)

Brahman

1 Here Nada means Nada.
2 The twelve Rudras and the eight Vasus. See Vis.P. 1 ,

I 5-_I28
' I 3

3 The number of Adityas varies in the Vedic and in the Puranictex s rom

six to twelve.
4 This is a repetition.

5 a.

6
i.
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called Vasudeva once again awakens (i.e. becomes creatively active),
(It) is then called prathama (viz. samkal-pa).

1

34. During the stage that Brahman expands (Itself) over the
pure and the impure creation, this (sakti), identical with the will of
Brahman, is called maya.

2

35-36. (All creation) starting from Samkarsana and ending with
the earth (principle) remains in her womb. When the absolute
Brahman voluntarily splits Itself in two as the pervader and the
pervaded, the goddess, who performs the five functions s (of God)
exists as pancabindu. 4

37-38. The form of my absolute state in its three (conditions) has
thus been explained to you. It manifests (itself) in different forms to
illustrate different principles vested in the sounds (denoted by the
alphabet) and, (manifesting itself) of its own will in the shape of the
world, it becomes the signification of each (of the letters). There it
vests in each principle in its own form.

39-43- °n attaining the form of each (of the relevant letters),
SU
, n

6 6 enient
’ ca^ec* the eternal sevanl, 5 remains concealed

eaC
|
et

^
er

^.

*n same way as fire remains concealed in firewood.
Through affinity with each individual sound, my absolute element
in the form of Sakti belonging to Visnu (i), vests in the body of
each separate (sound) and governs (the sounds) as (their) presiding
deity. Then Yogini, the imperishable and supreme goddess, becomes
the object of their signification, the substratum of the entire world;
she is represented by the letters manifesting the pure principles and
becomes the bestower of lordship over the three worlds. 6 Every
single gross principle is my eternal utterance. 7 (This is assumed on
the basis) of the fact that all (gross principles) represent specific

1 a.

4

Cre"ti0n
' Pr

.

ese
^
va^on ' dissolution, concealment or delusion and grace.

, j-rT
C imPllcation is that different names for the same letter signify

the different states of existence of God and of His Sakti in their absolute
lorm.

5 This alludes to the procedure required for the position of the tongue
etc. in producing various sounds.

This refers to the letter in. Here an error in gender has obviously beenmade due to the syntactic confusion.
This is said in order to establish the permanence of these principles

possi j y implying a covert refutation of the Yogacara theory of their moment-
ary existence.
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states of (my) existence and also because it is acknowledged that I

dominate them (gross principles).

44-45. This goddess who controls (all things) stands in a double

relationship (towards them): the same (goddess) abides in the

sounds ksci etc., namely in the five Brahmas starting with ksa and

ending with sci which I mentioned (previously), as the bestower of

dominion over the three worlds, 1 and has two forms of existence,

viz. as the essence (of all things) and as their controller.

46-47. The four dharanas, viz. the sounds which, as explained

(before), start with va and end with ya, contain both the subtle and

the absolute form (of Tarika) who, as already (described), exists in

them (those letters) in fulfilling her two functions. The letter via has

been referred to earlier as representing the conscious (being) in its

three states 2 and (in that letter her) subtle and absolute states both

exist together.

48. The sound blia is said to represent maya, the source, with

its threefold attributes. There also the goddess (Tarika) exists in

the two forms referred to above and bears the name £.

49. The three sounds ba etc. 3 represent (the principles) buddhi,

ahamkara and manas and in those letters too this goddess exists in

the two aforesaid forms.

50-51. Also in the two groups of senses represented by the (two

groups of letters) na etc., and na etc., (the goddess exists) in both

her subtle and absolute states (as said before). The two groups of

vibhutis in their subtle and gross forms 4 are represented (by the two

groups of letters viz.) n etc., and n etc., and (there) also the goddess

exists in the two aforesaid forms.

52. Assuming different bodies, like an actress, 5 sakti represented

by l extends herself over the pure and impure creations by means

of the seventy different (principles). 6

53. He who concentrates on this supreme goddess i, who has

1 The letter m.
2 See ch. XIX passim.
3 ba, pha and pa.
4 The five tanmatras and the five gross elements.
5 As an actress in her diverse costumes portrays various persons, so also

the goddess, though one and the same, manifests herself as the different

principles embodied in different sounds. The simile recalls to mind Vidya-

ranya. Muni's concept of Natapradlpa in PancadaSI.

« Thirty-five in each of the pure and impure creations.
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expanded herself in this manner, attains the ultimate, eternal
abode of Visnu.

54. Wherever this sakti existing in (the letter) l goes, be it in the
pure or in the impure course (of creation), she never severs her
relation with Visnu.

55. She exists pervading the pure and the impure course (of
creation), assuming many diverse roles according to her existence in
one, two, three or more vowels and consonants.

56. Again, philosophers should know her further threefold
classification in gross forms etc. which is not related to ja or ta.

1

57 - When she is related to srsfikrt, she is in the gross state; when
related to vyomesa, 2 she is subtle; when related to i (alone) she is
the spotless, absolute Sakti.

-ju-
suPreme spouse of Visnu remains steadfast in all the

adharapadmas 3 like the unwavering flame of a lamp.
59-61. Following the course of Brahman, starting from the lower

region of the abdomen and ending at the top of the head, this
unique, brilliant, shining, purifying and well known (sakti) escaping
through the opening at the top of the skull < attains the great lotus.

This implies all the sounds represented by the alphabets.
2 Srstikrt = h; vyomeSa = m.
3 Of foremost importance in the system of Tantric meditation is the

awakening of the kundalini-^akti and its upward journey through the
susumna-column of the spine, piercing the various seats of varying degrees
of consciousness till it reaches the sahasrara-padma, the seat of the absolute
and integral consciousness, and thereby annihilates all trace of polarization
The main purpose of hathayoga, an inseparable part of Tantric worship
is to achieve by this means the liberation of the adept from the bondageferial existence. These centres of consciousness are variously called
a adharapadmas, cakras or padmas. The lowest centre is called
muladhara, situated at the base of the spinal cord. The next is the svadhi-
;• ana, located below the navel. The third is called manipura and is located

u
regl°" ab°ve the navel. The fourth is the anahata, higher up near

e heart isext comes the ajfia which is situated close to the forehead.
Finally, the sahasrara padma (the thousand-petalled lotus), situated on

e^ crown or more precisely above the crown, represents the culmination
of the upward (spiritual) journey of the kundalini-Sakti belonging to the
iving being. This is the objective of every living being that brings about his
total merger m the all-pervading source, which is absolute consciousness.

c^* 5“8; and M. P. Pandit, Studies in theTantras and the Veda
Madras 1964 pp. 78-84; Jhavery, o.c., pp. 39.46; Arthur Avalon, Ser-
pent Power, Madras 1950, passim.

P i^
6 C ^ 5 » x 50 and A. Dani61ou, Yoga, London 1949,
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On the path to supreme bliss she is the immanent essence of the

mantras, whose essence I am, as well as of the mantras whose

essence is Yisnu and it is she who destroys the mortality (of the

adept) and saturates him with amrta.

62. Those (mantras), five hundred in number, 1 which are supreme-

ly powerful, when muttered along with the mantras belonging to

the Advaya 2 of the Samkhya system bring forth both enjoyment

and liberation.

63-65. These (mantras) are described as the drops (minute

emanations) of the absolute (state of the goddess). Just as myriads

of rays pervade the brilliance, or as permanence pervades all the

(divergent) objects of the world, so the illustrious spouse of Visnu,

the goddess existing in i, who pervades various glorious emanations

(Vibhavas) and various created objects, exists as (their) external and

internal states of existence, as identical with Sabdabrahman.

66. O Sakra, in this way I have shown you the different (states)

of Tarika, the gross, the subtle, etc. Now learn from me the aiiga

(-mantras) belonging to her (= Tarika).

1 AnunaSrl.
2 Advaya is the Purusa of the Samkhya system.



CHAPTER THIRTY-THREE

ANGA, UPANGA AND OTHER MANTRAS

i. Sri. O lord of the gods, my son, listen to the (description) of

the mantras (called) angas and upangas, which contain various
mantras, belonging to the Tarika-vidya.

2”3- The letters prana [ha) and anala
(
ra), joined separately to

each of the five (vowels), viz. gopana (a), pahcabindu (f), urja [u),

airavana [ai) and aurva (au), followed by the anusvara, form the
pindas.

1

These are to be regarded as the bijas 2 [hrdm, lirim, hrum,
hrairti and hraum) of the (five) angas, starting with the heart and
ending with the eyes. 3

4'5- After the bija of the heart
(
hrdrn

)
one should add the words

jnanaya hrdayaya namah. This mantra brings about (the yogic
mental stage called) dharana.4 Beginning with the pranava and
ending with namah, this mantra consists of eleven letters. 5

5*10. After the pranava and the (second) bija one should add
the voids aisvaryaya sirase svaha: this (again is an) eleven-lettered
(mantra 6 belonging to the anga, called sirah). After the pranava
and the (third) bija one should add the words saktaye sikhdyai
vausat. This is the ten-lettered (mantra) belonging to (the anga
called) iikha. 7 After Pranava and the (fourth) bija one should add
the words balaya kavacaya hum, (and) this ten-lettered mantra
(belongs to the anga called kavaca). 8 The word tejase is to be added
after the pranava and the (fifth) bija (followed by the words)
nelrabhyam vausat (and this constitutes) the ten-lettered mantra
belonging to (the anga called) netra. 9 Similarly, om hrah virydya
aslraya ca phai is the astra-mantra.

1 The second part of a complete mantra, see Ch. XXIII.
2 The main part of a mantra.
3 The five Angas represent the five parts of the divine body viz. hrdaya,

siras, sikha, kavaca, netra.
4 See Yoga. S. 3, 1 and the commentary Yogapradipika of Baladeva

MiSra there on.
5 Om hram jnanaya hrdayaya namah.
6 Om hrlm aisvaryaya sirase svdhd.
7 Om hrum Saktaye Sikhdyai vausat.
8 Om hraim balaya kavacaya hum.
9 Om hraum tejase nelrabhyam vausat.
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I11 a similar way the text enumerates the following man-
tras r

1

A) (11-14) The six upariga-mantras (connected with the minor

limbs or parts of the body)

:

1) om hrim jiidndya udaraya namah
; 2) om lirim saktaye prsthdya

namali
; 3) om lirim baldya bdlmbhydm namah

; 4) om hrim aisvarydya

iirubhydm namah
; 5) om hrim virydya jdnnbhydm namah ; 6) om

hrim tejase carandbhydm namah.

B) (15-28) The mantras of decorations and weapons, viz.

kaustubha, vanamala, Srlnivasapadma, pasa and arikusa:

1) om tliam rhriih tham namah prabliatmane kaustubhdya svahd
;

2) om Isvim namah sthalajalodbhuta bliiisite vanamala svahd] 3) om
bsum namah srinivdsapadmdya svahd

; 4) om rndm kastha kastha thatha

varapdsdya svahd
; 5) om Im rkrm nisitaghondya ahkusaya svahd.

C) (29-39) The six mantras of containers
(
ddhdra )

:

1) om hrim adharasaktyai namah
; 2) om rhrum kdlagnikurmaya

namah] 3) om ham anantdya namah] 4) om ksmlam vasudhayai
namah] 5) om svdm ksirarnavaya namah] 6) om pam ddliarapad -

mdya namah.

D) (40-43) The sixteen adharesa-mantras :

1) om dhrm dharmdya namah) 2) om dhfm jnanaya namah] 3) om
dhlm vairdgyaya namah] 4) om dhlm aisvarydya namah] 5) om jrm
adharmdya namah

; 6) om jrm ajhandya namah
; 7) om jlm avaira-

gydya namah] 8) om jlm anaisvarydya namah] 9) om vrm rce

namah] 10) om vfrn yajusc namah] n) om vim sdmaya namah]

12) om vim atharvaya namali] 13) om Irm krtaya namah] 14) , om
Inn treldyai namah] 15) om Urn dvdpardya namah] 16) om llm

kalaye namali.

E) (44“48) The mantra of avyaktapadma, the three mandala-
mantras viz. Surya, Indu and Agni and the cidbhasana-mantra.

(These five mantras with the afore-mentioned sixteen adharesa-

mantras (sam
j
namantras) constitute the asanamantras)

:

1) om bsum avyaktapadmdya namali] 2) om suryamandaldya

1 Prom here to the end of this chapter I have not translated the verses,

but have only constructed the mantras from the text. The last anga-mantra
is listed under the tenth verse of this chapter. Furthermore I have listed

mantras in groups classified as A.B.C. . . . with references to the verses in

parenthesis. At the end of the chapter, Sri warns Sakra, that he must keep
the secrecy of these mantras and should teach them only to the very worthy
devotees.
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namah ; 3) om indumandaldya namah
; 4) om agnimandaldya namah

;

5) aham sah.

F) (49-60) Mantras belonging to ksetrapala and other deities of

the door (dvaradevatas)

:

1)

orn ksmrdm ksetrapdldya namah
; 2) om srlm sriyai namah

; 3) om
crom candaya namah

; 4) om prom pracanddya namah
; 5) ow 7V0W

jayaya namah
; 6) ow v/om vijayaya namah

; 7) ow gnw gahgdyai

namah
; 8) ow yrfw yamundyai namah

; 9) sn7w sahkhanidhaye

namah
; 10) om prilm padmanidhaye namah.

Ci) (61-63) Ganesa mantra
:

ganapataye namah.
H) (61-63) The anga-mantras of Ganesa: (om) gaw hrdaydya

namah
;
(om) gfw sirasc svdlia

; (0?^) gww sikhayai vausat
;
(o;n) grt/w

kavacdya hum
;
(om) g^?/m netrdya vausat

;
(om) grt/* astraya phat.

I) (64-68) The Vagisvarl-mantra : om rksrlm hrim srydm styram
a d i i u u r file ai 0 au m K ka kha ga gha h ca cha ja jha n
ta tha da dha na ta tha da dlia na pa pha ba bha ma ya ra la va sa
sa sa ha ksa vagisvaryai namah.

J) (69-70) The six anga-mantras of Vaglsvaii: om srydm hrdayd-
ya namah

;
om srytm sirase namah

;
om sryum sikhayai namah

; om
sryaim kavacdya namah

;
om sryaum netrdya namah

; om sryah
astraya namah}

K) (71) The guru-mantra (the mantra for the preceptor):
om om om gum gurave namah.

L) (72) The paramaguru (grand preceptor)-mantra: om om om
pam paramaguravc namah.

M) (73) The paramesthin (great grand preceptor)-mantra: om
om om pam paramesthine namah.

N) (74"75) The pitr-mantra: om om om om om thmrum svadha
pitrbhyo namah.

O) (76-77) The adisiddha-mantra: om om om om om om am
adisiddhebhyo namah. (77 The mantras from ksetrapala to adisiddha

(F-O) are efficacious in removing obstacles).

P) (78-88) The loke£a-mantras : om hlam indrdya namah
; om

hram agnaye namah
;
om hmdm yamaya namah

;
om nlm nirrtaye

namah
;
om hvdm varunaya namah

;
om hyam vayave namah

; om
dhvam somdya namah

;
om hcum Isanaya namah

;
om hndm anantdya

namah
;
om hkham brahmane namah .

1 There is a slight difference from the same mantra recorded in J.S. 7,

53-54-
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Q) (89-98) The mantras of the weapons of the lokesas: om,

rjmriih knlisaya namah; om jmrih saklaye namah; om dmfth dandaya

namah; om tmruh khadgaya namah; om tsah pasdya namah; om

jvdh dhvajaya namah; om hrfih ntusaldya namah; om rjuh iiilaya

namah; om hroh straya namah; om vndli pad-maya namah.

R) (99-101) The visvaksena-mantra: om rhum vaunt jhanadaya

namah .
1

S) (102) The anga-mantras of visvaksena: om rhram hrdayaya

namah; om rhrhn sirase svahd; omrhrftm sikhdyai vausat; omrhraim

kavacdya hum; om rhraum net-raya vausat; om hrah astraya phat.

T) (103-104) The surabhi-mantra: om svhn snrabhyai namah.

This mantra fulfils all desires for.enjoyment.

IT) (105-107) The avahana-mantra: om om hrim hnm parama-

dhamavasthite madanugrahabhiyogodyatc ihavatarehabhimatasiddhide

manlrasarire om hrim namo namah.

V) (107-108) The arghya-mantra : om hrim ham ham ham hrim

hrim hrim idam idam idam arghyam grhdna svdha .
2

W) (109-110) The prasadana-mantra : om im hrim im hamsapare

paramese prasida om hrim namah.

X) (111-112) The visarj ana-mantra: om hrim bhagavati mantra-

miirte svapadam samdsddaya -samdsddaya ksamasva ksamasva om

hrim namo namah.

1 This mantra is slightly different from the same recorded in the *J S- 7 >

87-89. There Visvaksena is mentioned by name.
2 The J.S. records a shorter mantra: J.S. 7, 101-103.



CHAPTER THIRTY-FOl'R

THE HAND POSTURES AND METHOD OF THE RITUALISTIC
BATH

i. Sn: O Vasava, I shall now describe to you the store of hand
gestures (mudras) 1 which (are related to) the store of mantras. The
mere knowledge of them results in great success in the (science of)
mantras.

2-3. The adept who knows the mantras should make such
gestures: in the (holy) water at the time of bathing; when he
performs his own (consecration by) nyasa; (or) the prescribed rites
connected with a mandala, after a (particular) ritual (fiuja) comes
o e end, when mantras are placed on the image (area), on the

vessels containing arghya, 2 on (the offered) food after offering the
complete oblation'

(purndhuti), and on the mantra which exists
inside.3

4-7- For purposes of destroying enemies and removing all
ai ners, one should (make the following hand gesture): the hands

are kept in front of (the adept’s body), joined together and fully
stretched, the two arms are so posed that these (i.e. the hands)
remain facing each other, while all the fingers (excepting the
middle fingers of both hands) may touch the pair of middle fingers.
This (mudra) is called mahasri

; it grants all good fortune, removes
all evils, hastens the fulfilment of desires and is the embodiment of
the awakening of knowledge in persons who are ignorant.

7-xo. Stretching the left (hand) out, with its fingers separated
(from each other) and their tips bent, one should put the thumb
like a bridge, touching the middle (finger), opposite the other
fingers. Then one should touch the front of one’s chest with this
sakti-mudra which bestows happiness. These two mudras, which

1 Madras here exclusively mean the hand postures that accompany
mantras. y

2 This consists of sesame seed, darbha-grass, barley, white rice, water
milk and fruits put into two small bowls and used as a purifying agent!
See J.S. 13, 65-75, also Ahi.S. 28, 33-34. There the eight purifying objects
are white mustard seed, darbha, sesame seed, barley, incense, fruits and flowers.

This refers to the mula-mantra.
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are great and praised b}r masses of yogins, occupy the place of the

highest subtle (represent the highest spirit) and give satisfaction

to me.

10-14. Learn now the yoni-mudra of myself who occupies the place

of the gross. Stretching out the hands firmly (and) well pressed

together in front (of the body), one should reverse each ringfinger

over the back of the other. From their middle and base the (two)

index fingers, (each) touching its base, should be nestled in front

of them (= the ring fingers). The two little fingers (of the hands)

are first placed in front of the remaining two middle (fingers),

touching each other's surface, while the palms are concaved in the

middle. The two thumbs should be placed in the direction of the

first part of the middle fingers.

15-18. (Now) are described the modifications (i.e. emanations)

of the £akti-mudra called suksma. The thumb (of each hand) should

be placed on the fingers (of the same hand), one by one, starting

from the index finger
(
pradesini), like a bridge. O Puramdara, these

four mudras belong to my saktis (viz.) LaksmI etc. 1 These goddesses

(viz.) LaksmI, Kirti, Jaya and Maya are my saktis. The right hand

is to be clenched into a fist. (Then) 0 greatest of all gods, the thumb
of the left (hand) should be -placed inside (the fist) in an erect

position, (and kept) in front of the heart. This mudra, belonging to

the (anga called) hrdaya, increases intelligence.

19. (If) all the fingers (of each hand) are stretched out and are

touched by the thumb, this mudra belongs to the (ahga-mantra)

called siras and it brings the mantra near (the adept).

20-21. (The mudra formed by) clenching the fingers, with the

exception of the index, into a fist, with the index finger pointed

upwards, is well known as the sikha-mudra, 2 which is terrible to all

evil influences. One should always show it to destroy all evil and

hindrances. Hence one should diligently show it at the beginning

(of the worship), in the house of sacrifice.

22-24. (This aforesaid mudra) connected with (the relevant)

mantra eradicates all obstacles. The fingers of both hands are

projected in front (of the body), while their middle (parts, i.e.

1 See ch. VIII, 22.
2 The mudra that belongs to the part of the body called sikha, i.e. a tuft

of hair at the back of the head.
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palms) are joined from the wrist. This mudra belongs to the armour 1

(
varman). One should touch both one's shoulders with it. The forma-

tion of this mudra by a mantrin 2 during (performance) of a ritual

makes him invincible even to a host of wicked beings, ghosts,

ghouls and magicians.

25-26. The fingers of both hands are interlaced and bent towards
the back of the palms. The index fingers of the two (hands) are

joined at the tips to form a vertical hole. 3 The thumbs are joined

together at the base and are reversed. This mudra belongs to the

eye (<caksus)
and (the hands in this posture) should be put near the

eyes. 4

27-28. The index fingers of both hands are snapped

5

quickly
with the thumb, (and the adept should) gaze at them all the time
and direct them to all the ten directions. 0 This is known as the
astra-mudra, which frightens the enemies of the gods.

This group of six imudras belonging to (the mantras of) the parts
of the body are capable of doing all (functions)

.

29-30. Now listen to the description of the mudras belonging to

(the mantras of) the three pairs of secondary limbs
(
upanga).

7 Let
all the four fingers of the right hand be joined together and the
thumb be placed slantingly touching their bases. This mudra
belongs to (the mantras of) the secondary limbs

(
upclngas

)

and each
of them should be touched by it (in their specific) positions.

31-33. Listen now to the (description) ‘ of the mudra pertaining

to the mantras of the ornaments (<alankara )
and the weapons

(astra
)

8 The little finger, the third finger and the middle finger of

1 Unlike the other parts, the "fourth part of the body", viz. the varman,
is not a limb in the proper sense, but the armour of a warrior which is indis-
pensable to him. The gesture associates the mantra with the body from
waist to shoulders.

2 A mantrin is an adept who, at his initiation ceremony, was allotted a
special mantra of his own, which is to be kept secret by the preceptor and
the initiate.

3 This is an attempt to imitate the form of an eye.
4 This actually means touching the outer corners of the eyes with the

hands in this posture.
5 The word sphotayet means "let it be snapped producing a sound".
9 The four cardinal and the four intermediate regions along with the up-

ward and downward directions form the ten quarters.
7 These are the belly, the back, the arms, the thighs, the knees and the

legs (see ch. XXXIII, 12-13).
8 These are not the weapons that belong to the six aiigas (cf. ch. XXXIII,

4-1 1) but the secondary weapons adorning the body of the deity.
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both hands should be (bent) so as to reach the middle of the palms

like fists. Then these two fists of the two hands are joined together.

After that the two index fingers are raised and joined at the tips.

The position of the tips of the thumbs is reversed and they are

placed in between the index fingers. This mudra is known as

belonging to (the mantra of) kaustublia (gem). 1

Now listen to this (description of) the mala-mudra.

34. One should simultaneously make a circular movement with

the two index fingers over (one’s own body) starting from the neck

and reaching (down) to the feet across the two shoulders. This is (the

mudra) belonging to the (mantra of) vanamala.

35. Leaving out the two thumbs, one should interlace the eight

fingers (of the hands) in front (of oneself) and let the arms hang down-

wards. This is the alternative (mudra) belonging to (the mantra of)

vanamala.

36. The mudra (formed by) joining the thumbs together side by

side while keeping the (other) fingers apart from each other,

belongs to (the mantra of) the lotus (pankeruha), which promotes

strength and good fortune.

37-39. Turning the right hand upwards, one should join the

thumb and the little finger together in front (of the palm) like a

bridge, while the three (remaining) fingers are kept well-pressed

(against each other) and are bent like the hood (of a snake). This

mudra belongs to (the mantra of) the noose (
pdsa).

After having first (clenched the palms) of both hands into fists

•with the thumb of each fist on the back of it, one should turn the

left fist downwards and place the right on the.back of it (= left fist).

This afore-mentioned mudra belongs to the (mantra of) adhaia-

sakti, (viz.) kurma, the fire.
2

40-42. The third and the index fingers of the left hand, which is

turned downward, should be bent and placed firmly on the back of

the middle finger. The middle finger of the other hand should be

straightened and turned downwards. Then the little finger and the

thumb are firmly stretched out. This mudra pertains to the anan-

tasana(-mantra) and the rising Ananta.3 This is well known as the

chief of all asana-mudras.

1 The kaustubha gem adorns the chest of Visnu (cf. Harwaiyi^a, cli. 22).

2 Kurma is designated as the fire of destruction; see ch. XXX 1H, 32.

3 Ananta is the great mythological snake, an incarnation of Samkarsana,
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43 _45* The undifferentiated absolute Sakti is called adharadhara.
The kurma-mudra is her unmesa (state, the first state of differentia-
tion) and the ananta-mudra is her nada (state). 1 One should keep
her (= Sakti) in mind in this way while performing the asana-rites
Both hands are clenched into fists with three lingers (in each) and are
joined together in front (of the body). The two index fingers are
made to touch the tips of their (respective) thumbs and these should
again be joined together.

46-48 This mudra belongs to the (mantra of) prthivi, the sup-
porter of all created (objects).

The wrists and the tips of the finger-nails of both hands are
jomed together, the fingers are pressed face to face. The two lips

e thumbs are moved quickly in the hollow inside. The middle of
e

-

palms should be made hollow like a cavity. This mudra belongs
to (the mantra of) ksirarnava. (The mudra of) the padma (-mantra)has been mentioned before. 2

49-51- After separating the two hands, one should join the index
fingers against each other in front. In the same way, one after
another, one should join the pairs of the middle fingers and the
third fingers and then join the two little fingers face to face, while
the pair of thumbs should be placed in front of each pair of fingers

mudras belonS to the four (adharesa mantras of) dharma
etc. The four (mantras of) adharma etc. possess four similar mudras >

52-56. The lotus 6 that exists above them (= dharma etc.)
possesses the mudra called padrni, which lias been described
before. 6

After having joined the index finger and the thumb of the right
hand, one should disjoin them slowly. Afterwards, one by one each

who supports the earth on. his thousand hoods; cf. Bha P s ?6 n . .

5 , 25, i-ii; 7, 7, xo-ix.
• -5. 4. 9.14.

1 See ch. XVIII, 19-23.

nf

1

,,
S

,

e
,
e
.
VefS 35-36. J S. is more explicit here and says that the mudraof (adhara-) padma is the same as ksirarnava, only differing in the accompanying mantra.

3 These are dharma, jnana, aisvarya, vairagya. Adharma. ajnana anai<5-varya and avauagya are the counterparts of the preceding group of four,see cii. 40-43.
4 It is interesting to note that the J.S., which is the model of this textdoes not mention adharma etc. separately.
5 This is called avyakta-padma. Ch. XXXIII, 45.
8 See verses 35 and 36.
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finger is made supine. This is the mudra of the three dhamans 1

(i.e. mantras of the dhamans).

Listen (now) to the (description of the mudra) belonging to the

cidbhasana. 2 The hands should be spread out distinctly and then

shaped in a cup-like form. This is the mudra of (the mantra) of

cidbhasana, which is absolute and contains pure sattva.

Thus, O Sakra, you have heard the description of the thirty-two

mudras belonging to the (mantras of) ornaments, weapons, seats

etc., whicli
(
= mudras) destroy all evils. (Now) listen to the (descrip-

tions of) the ten mudras pertaining to (the mantras of) ksetre§vara

etc. 3

57-60. Both hands (each) clasping all the fingers (of the other)

should be pressed with force, while keeping the thumbs turned

upwards. This mudra belongs to (the mantra of) ksetrapala, which

removes all evils.

0 Puramdara, making both hands supine and placing (them) on

(the body), one should bend all the fingers and put them in the

middle (of the palms). Then after placing the thumbs (over them),

one should open them (= the fingers) gradually. This mudra,

described to you for the first time, belongs to the Sri-blja (-mantra).

(The mudra of the) Canda-bija (-mantra) should be (formed) by

raising the index finger of the left hand.

61-68. The same (index fingeF 4 raised) from the right hand

indicates (the mudra of the mantra of) Pracanda(-bija). When the

middle finger of the left hand is raised, it (forms the mudra of the

mantra) of Jaya. (The same pose of the finger) from the right hand

is known as (the mudra of the mantra) of Vijaya. The third finger

of the left hand, if (raised) in the afore(-said) manner should be

known as (the mudra of) the Gahga (-mantra). (The same finger)

raised from the right hand, O Vasava, is said to belong to the

Yamuna (-mudra). The mudra with the little finger of the left

1 The surya-mandala, indu-mancjala and agni-mandala are regarded as

the three dhamans; ch. XXXIII, 46.
2

J .S. mentions this mudra as the bhavasana mudra and the editor there

names it the hamsa mudra. In fact all these mean the same, namely the

highest plane that an adept aspires to reach in meditation. J.S. 8, 79.
3 Ksetrapala, Sri, Canda, Pracanda, Jaya, Vijaya, Ganga, Yamuna,

Sankhanidhi and Padmanidhi. See ch. XXXIII, 50-51.
4 The word pradesini literally means that which indicates a direction;

hence the index finger has obtained that name. See T. T. Bhattacarya,

Vacaspatyam, Benares 1963, Vol. VI, p. 4469.

13
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hand (in the same pose) belongs to Sahkhanidhi
; the mudra with

the little finger of the right hand in the same pose, to Padmanidhi.
The right hand (with all the four fingers and) the thumb as well, is

clenched into a fist firmly holding the index and the third fingers of

the left hand. Next the middle finger (of the left hand) should be
carefully placed 1 on the back of the fingers (of the right hand)
posed (in the aforesaid manner), so that it (=; the middle finger)

looks like the dangling trunk (of an elephant). The little finger of the
left hand is held not too close to the fist (but) by the side of the
right thumb, and is placed (in such a position) as to resemble a tusk.
The left thumb as well as the right thumb are held quite clearly in

a somewhat slanting position, so that they look like the auspicious
ears of an elephant. This mudra belongs to (the mantra of) Ganesva-
ra 2 and it (= mudra) destroys all hindrances.

69-72. After having first joined the wrists of both hands together,
the pair of the middle fingers should be lifted and joined at the
tips. The pair of the index fingers are (posed) in the same way and
the two third fingers (are held) in a similar way. The thumbs are
(bent) double and gradually lowered downwards until they touch
theii respective palms. (Next) the two thumbs are clearly straighten-
ed. The two little fingers (are to be held) in a similar position. This
is the vaglsvari-mudra, which bestows command of language.

73_79- The two hands should be cupped (and joined together)
in front of (the adept). Then they (= the joined hands) should be
stretched (until) touching the forehead (of the adept, whose) head is

bent. This is the mudra of the three (mantras of) guru etc., 3 which
please the mind.

After having turned the right hand upwards with the fingers

joined together and slightly bent and the thumb spread out in a
slanting position, one should then lower it a little. This mudra
belonging to (the mantra of) pitrgana (forefathers) is considered to

create permanent satisfaction. This (— mudra) is always more
pleasing to the ancestors than (the performance of) a thousand
Sraddha (the funeral rites). 4 This should always be carefully shown
while worshipping the ancestors.

1 Prayatmkrta literally means processed.
2 Gane3a, the god of success and the remover of hindrances.
3 Guru, paramaguru and paramesthin. See ch. XXXIII, 71-73.
4 The statement does not imply that this mudra should be substituted
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The two hands turned upwards are to be placed near the navel,

with the right (hand) on the back of the left. This mudra belongs to

(the mantra) of siddhasamsad. 1

The right hand with (its fingers) well pressed together should

be turned opposite (i.e. with back) to the (adept’s) own self and the

left hand, (also) turned opposite, should be (kept) hanging. These

two mudras (called) varabliaya are considered to belong to (the

mantra of) the lokesas.

80-84. Together with each mantra of the vajra etc. (the weapons

of the lokesas), 2 one should show the aforesaid 3 (mudra) called

astra along with the sakti-mudra. (This is the mudra belonging to

the mantras of) the weapons of the lokapalas, which are worshipped

here in (the proper) order.

The three (fingers) of the left hand, (viz.) the little finger etc.,

are placed on the palm of the same (hand). The index finger is to be

raised on the back of them away from the thumb. Thereafter,

making a fist with the right hand with the three fingers as before

and placing it (= the fist) by the side of the nostril, one should

double the index finger and put it at the tip of the thumb. The right

arm should be poised as if about to throw a disc. This is the mudra

of (the) Visvaksena (-mantra), which severs all bondages (of the

world)

.

85. The right hand should be slightly folded and placed on the

chest with the thumb 4 held apart and clearly (visible). This mudra

is considered to (belong to the mantra of) invocation.

86-89. The fingers of both (hands) should be kept apart and

(posed) like the blade of a sword. (Next), after having raised the

two thumbs like sticks, one should gradually (close the hands) into

fists, starting from the little finger. This' mudra is for the visarjana

(-mantra). 6

Having straightened both hands which are turned downwards

for the SraddhA rites, but only emphasizes its higher capacity for pleasing

the pitaras. .

1 See ch. XXXIII, 77. There the siddhas are moreover called ancient

(adisiddha)

.

* See ch. XXXIII, 89-98.

3 See verses 27-28.
- T ~

4 Although the text mentions 'thumbs 1

I have used the singular, lor j ,0.

gives the singular form and moreover no mention is made of the left hand,

cf. J.S. 8, hi.
6 This is the farewell rite.
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and held close together with the two little fingers and the two
thumbs well pressed together and (each of) the two middle fingers
placed on the back of the opposite (palm), one should throw the two
index fingers and ring-fingers apart. This mudra, which fulfils all

desires, is said to belong to the kamadhenu (-mantra).
90. O Vasava, realize that there are two ways of applying the

mudras, (viz.) that pertaining to the spirit in the form of conscious-
ness, and that pertaining to the external (activities) arising from
speech, action and mind. 1

91. The one who, being well versed in the prescribed application,
practises a mudra according to this method, makes all this display
(of mudras) to stop rebirth.

92. Thus, 0 Puramdara, I have told you everything about the
group of mudras. Now, to broach the subject of propitiation, listen
to the (description of) the supreme method of ablution (sndna-vidhi).

2

93. Alaksmi 3
is regarded as being covered both inside and

outside with dirt. In order to prevent (i.e. the dirt from corrupting
the body of the adept), her ablution is prescribed in all (scriptures).

94. That ablution again is of three kinds, (viz.) with water,
mantra and mind (according to the) order (of merit). O Puruhuta,
(each of) these three excels (the preceding one) a hundred times (in
merit).

v

95. Ablution in the holy water of Puskara etc. 4
is regarded as

The external mudra obviously combines the relevant mantra and themental disposition. The Parama Samhita is more explicit about the medit l
tive type of mudra and says that it is purely meditative and solely efficacious
for achieving emancipation. It also claims that the mudra is the cokcreteform of the specific grace accorded to the adept by the particular deitvinvoked. Pa.S. p. 98 and 100. y

2 This should have formed a separate chapter, as in J.S In this context
it should be noted that the L.T. mentions only three types of snanas, whereas
the Pancaratra system recognizes seven types, namely vayavy-i i c
covering the body with the dust raised by home-coming cows- pLthiva'
marking the body with sacred mud; divya, bathing in rain falling from a
cloudless sky; varuna, bathing in water; agneya, smearing the body with
sacrificial ash; manasa, meditative purification of the body before the wor-
shipper starts the actual worship; and mantra, sprinkling water with blades
of kusa-grass while uttering the Vedic mantra apo hi etc Re V m k
cf. Vi. S. ch. X, 4-15.

• -5- • 10, 9, ,.

3 It is interesting to note the mention of this deity who, as far as I know
is worshipped by the women of Bengal with the aid of a Brahmin or some
other male person. See S.R. Das, Folk Religion of Bengal, Calcutta, p. 24-26.

4 A place near Ajmer, Rajasthan.
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water (-ablution). Ablution (conducted according to the method)

prescribed by the Bhagavata 1 scriptures is a hundred times (more

efficacious) than that.

96. The mantra (-ablution) performed through (the use of)

mantras and the consecration of the body
(
ahganydsa

)
is a hundred

times more (meritorious) than that (i.e. ceremonial ablution). The

meditative (ablution) 2 consisting of pure consciousness is a hundred

times more (meritorious) than that (i.e. mantra-ablution).

97. First one should perform the water-ablution following the

general rules and then (one should perform the same) following the

special rule. The method (of the performance of) the special (ablu-

tion) is as follows:

98. Having first performed ablution with earth 3 and water, one

should apply perfumed ointments etc. (to one's body). 4 This bath,

which should be combined with pranayama, 5 destroys dirt.

99. First one should inhale (ptirana) twelve times (while mutter-

ing) the Tara (-mantra). (The breath) should (then) be held (for as

long as it takes to mutter Tara) sixteen times, and it should again be

exhaled accompanied by (muttering the Tara) twice six times.

1 00- 1 01. This cycle of (the breathing of) the air, ending in

exhalation and (inhaled) from left to right alternately, removes all

dirt which has previously gathered in the life-artery (prananddi).

Having thus realized the True state' (tattvamayo bhutva), one should

purify by means of (practising yogic) concentration
(
dhdrana

)

6 (on)

the dirty and worthless created mass (i.e. the body), wiiich is (created

through the order of the) six sheaths
(
kosa).

7

102. One should, through the practice of dharana, gradually

merge all the principles of the earth etc. in their respective origins,

ending at the (stage of) avyakta.8

1 This perhaps means the scriptures of the Bhagavatas.
2 This means the ablution in meditation.
3 Fine earth is used as a cleansing agent.
4 Sandalwood paste, saffron, musk etc. are smeared on the body to

perfume it.

5 This is an important Yogic breathing exercise which is of four kinds.

It is a method to break the normal rhythm of breathing and make it very

subtle through prolongation. See Yog.S. 2, 49-53 and the commentary
thereon in Baladevami^ra’s Yogapradlpika.

6 See Yog.S., 3, 1 and the Yog.P. thereon.
7 See ch. VI in extenso.
8 See ch. VII and ch. V, 20.
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103. Then one should merge one’s own self into me (Laksmi) like

milk merges in milk (i.e. without differentiation). After having

become identical with Laksmi, one should become identical with

Narayana.

104. Having achieved (the state of) deep meditation (dharand-
bandha) with a mind containing pure essence, (one attains the state)

which is identical with the state of Paramatman, and that (state) is

considered to be the same as the supreme Sakti.

105-109. Remaining in that (state), one should burn one’s body
(pincla) with the fire of dharana. Immediately thereafter, one should
envisage consciousness, the mass of light (tejahpunja) of fire

containing particles of rays, as descending on the head (of the*, adept)
and subsequently setting the body afire. The real (sal) sattva
existing within (then) becomes calm, while the rajas and the tamas
are burnt. Having removed the ashes containing the rajas and the
tamas with the upsurging air, one should call to mind the amrta-
water as flowing through the course of creation from the great
ocean, as it were, of blissful consciousness

(
cidananda), which is

waveless and the source of all gunas. Having thus strengthened the
internally existent sattva, one should embody it. Through this
course of creation he (the adept) obtains a pure phenomenal body.
Thus the internal purification has been described. Listen now to a

description of the external purification.

no. In the order that is about to be disclosed, step by step, one
should perform the rites of the mantranyasa. Having accomplished
thus the external purification, one should perform the ablution.

in. Having obtained a bit of clay with hands that are purified ]

and consecrating it with mantras, it should be placed in three
portions on the end of the left hand (at) the base, the middle and the
tip (of the fingers).

1 1 2. One should first perform the purification of the holy water-
(tirtha) with that which consists of the conscious sakti. 2 That holy
water is said to be of three kinds according to (whether it is) gross,

subtle or absolute.

113-114. One should worship 3 the whole gross world with the

gross form (of the holy water)
; one should worship the (deceased)

1 With a sprinkling of arghya.
2 This is the jnanaSakti mentioned in ch. VIII, 23.
3 Tarpana means' worship with water alone.
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ancestors along with the gods with the subtle (holy water) which

contains sattva. With the absolute (form of holy water) which is of

the blissful form, one should acquire the capacity for performing my

worship. That is the reason why (it is said that) one should first

perform by one’s own self the rites of purifying .the holy water

according to the rules of scripture.

115-117. Having obtained the essence of the holy water
(
tirtha-

satta) belonging to Visnu by means of concentrating thought and

merging it in me, the sakti, the great source of blissful consciousness,

and burning the gross (body) with the fire of knowledge, one should

fill it (i.e. body) up with the bliss of Brahman. Thereafter placing the

essence of Visnu in the holy water imbued with the conscious Sakti,

the intelligent (adept) should meditate in turn with the astra

(-mantra), mula-mantra and anga-mantra on the first, middle and

last portions of the clay (respectively).

118-119. I'1 order to pacify (i.e. to remove) all hindrances, one

should throw (the portion of clay which has been consecrated by)

the astra (-mantra) to all the ten directions. The portion connected

with the mula-mantra should be thrown into the holy water. By

(doing this) my proximity (i.e.) the mantra-form (is achieved)

instantaneously. One should smear one’s limbs with the portion of

mud that (has been consecrated with) the anga-mantra.

120-122. Having entered the water and taken a dip and come up

again, one should throw over one’s head the first handful (of water

after consecrating it) by uttering the astra (-mantra) ;
the second

(handful should be consecrated) with the mula-mantra and the

third with the anga-mantra. Then returning to the bank and

performing acamana 1 properly, one should perform the ablution

with mantras and proper rites of consecration
(
nyasa). Next one

should perform the meditative ablution with an attentive mind.

123. Contemplating on the lotus-eved Laksnildhara (Narayana)

existing in one’s own self, one should envisage the flow of the water

as originating from his 2 (= Narayana’s) feet and falling on (one s

own) head.

1 The word acamana means sipping water from the cupped right hand

and then touching the ear and other parts of the body for the ceremonial

purification of the body.
- This refers to the river Gariga, which was mythologically described as

originating from the feet of Visnu. This flow of water came into existence
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124-129. One should bathe one’s entire body, both inside and
outside with this (water). After entering into (the state of) medita-

tive trance (samahita), one should perform these three types of

ablution at the proper times once, twice or thrice according to one’s

capacity. After having performed the tarpana to the gods who are
pervaded by me and to the sages by (pronouncing the mantra
consisting) of the names (of the relevant god or sage) preceded by
the pranava and ending in namas, one should perform tarpana to

the (deceased) ancestors (by only substituting the mantra with)

the svadha ending. After concluding the ablution in this manner,
by means of puraka 1 one should invoke the deity of the (mfila-)

mantra existing in the holy water, 2 and consider it (= the mfila-
mantra) to be placed in the mind. (Next) having gathered the astra
(-mantra) which was formerly scattered in all directions, 3 one should
collect all the sacrificial ingredients and repair to the temple to
make the sacrifice. This Pancaratra-shrine

(
vimana ), full of all the

(requisite holy) signs, may be constructed by oneself or may
belong to some sage, or may be made by some successful adepts or
erected by some man whose mind has become purified and identified

with me. 4

130-134. He should willingly repair to the bank of an auspicious
lake, quiet and pleasant, or to a quiet garden decorated with holv
trees, or to a charming broad bank of a river spread with sand, free
from (strong) wind, solitary and untouched by evil, or to whichever
place his mind takes a fancy.

(The adept), who possesses the supreme mantra that remains in

the heart in the form of blissful realization, should not look in anv
other direction, should stay silent and hold his breath 5 and, having

by the melted mind of Visnu that overflowed while he was listening to divine
music. Vis.P. I, 9,103; II, 2,334; 8,108-113,120-2; III, 14.18; IV, 4
26-30.

1 This is the first type of pranayama consisting of slow and deep inhala-
tion.

2 See verses 1 18-119.
3 See verse 118.
4 Verses 128 and 129 seem irrelevant to the topic and do not conform to

the ritual sequence followed by the J.S. Ch. 10, which the present text
more or less follows as a model. Possibly these two verses are a later addition.
The mention of Pancaratra further strengthens this doubt as it is abrupt and
unnecessary.

5 This is called kumbhaka

,

the second part of pranayama, where the inhaled
air is held for as long as it took to inhale.
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reached the holy place, should through the tip of the nose emit the

breath 1 (with the utterance) of my mantra, the supreme self

possessing a blazing, fiery form. (Next he should) place the astra

(-mantra) outside (his body) and strike the earth with (his) foot.

135. Bearing in mind me, Laksmi, the unique, highest goddess in

mantra- form, one should find a quiet place and construct a beautiful

seat.

136-137. After having (placed on a seat made of) grass, hide,

cloth, or a plank of sacrificial wood and praising with devotion

Hari, me and the group of preceptors, one should with bowed head

mentally beg their permission (and then) mentally perform 2 all the

(sacrificial) rites by means of concentrated thought (jiianasamadhi).

138. Whatever rites are performed through realization in the

(state of) meditative trance (which is identical with the state of)

Brahman, become filled with pure sattva and are surely undecaying.

139. The forms of evil generated by rajas and tamas concern

external objects and accordingly their purification by action, or

speech, or thought (is external too). 3

140-141. Therefore that which is ‘scented by meditation is

absolutely free from fault. Hence one should stay (in the state of)

meditative realization originating from pure knowledge and per-

form all the spiritual rites by meditating on the (highest) knowledge.

Thus, O Suresvara, is told to you the proper method of (the rite)

of ablution. Hereafter I shall recount to you places where anganvasa

etc. should be performed.

1 This is obviously the third part of the said
.
pranayama viz. vccaka,

exhaling slowly. See Yog.S. 2, 49-51 and the Yogapradlpika thereon.
2 nirvapana literally means to pour out, or to offer a libation.
3 This verse is also confused in its language and subject matter. At the

expense of clarity, apparently a whole chapter on the rules of ablution

and another chapter on the adept's preliminary meditation have been

condensed and inserted as an appendix to the chapter on the mudras.



CHAPTER THIRTY-FIVE

THE PURIFICATION OF THE BODY (BHCTASUDDHI)

1. Sri:—O Sakra, in order to perform successfully (the rites such as)

the internal sacrifice 1 etc., listen attentively to the description of

the bhutasuddhi 2 recounted by me.

2. In this (system) bhutasuddhi is the name given to the mental
process of identifying with me (the principles) starting from the

earth (element) and ending in prakrti. (This is done) by means of

(the sounds representing them) starting from ka and ending in bha.

3. Consider that the existing eight principles 3 (earth etc.) have
two forms differentiated by being gross or subtle.

4. That which comes within the range of the eye is described as

having the gross form. Its dormant existence in its source is called

the (subtle) element-potential
(
tanmdtra ).

5. According to the difference of grossness and subtlety these

principles are (classified as) sixteen in number. One should sus-

pend their relation (vrtti) with their respective objects and
organs.

6. One should bring the three (sets) of the (senses of) smell etc.,

(i.e. cognitive organs), (the organs of) excretion and procreation

etc., (i.e. the conative organs) and fragrance etc., (i.e. the qualities

therein) to rest in the (respective) element-potentials such as the

1 This will be described in the next chapter.
2 Bhutasuddhi is the process of purifying the five elements of the adept’s

body. This rite makes the body fit to worship God. The method, as described

in the second verse, is to dissolve each element into its source. This process

of dissolution is conducted in meditation and finally it reaches the point

of the primordial source, prakrti. Thus the adept merges into the Sakti.

the ultimate source, and emerges, with a spiritual body which consists

of Sakti alone. This is total identification with the basic mantra which is

accomplished by uttering a series of mantras with their appropriate mudras.

The final merging is with the miila-mantra representing God. This ritual

of visualizing the identification of the adept’s material body with the mantric

manifestation of the supreme deity totally eradicates the adept’s impurities.

The performance of bhutasuddhi is preliminary to all forms of ritual wor-

ship, and is compulsory for all followers of the Tantric tradition. See Age-

hananda Bharati, The Tantric Tradition, London 1965, p. 112.

3 See ch. XV, 26-27.
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earth (element) etc., following the course that is opposite (to that of

creation).

7-10. Just as waves are dissolved in the sea because of the wind,

so also a wise (man) should dissolve the waves of sense and objects

in the ocean of the great elements through (the power of) his

correct knowledge. The mind (
manas

)

and the ego (abhimdna)

1

should be dissolved in ahamkara ;
the vital air

(
prana

)

and determina-

tion [adhyavasaya)

2 should be thrown down into the principle of

buddhi; the three gunas (viz.) sattva, rajas and tamas should be

dissolved into prakrti. That which contains the three gunas and the

unmanifested (
avyciktci

)
source

(
katana

)
of mahat etc., 3 is threefold,

viz. traigunya, prasuti and maya. 4

11. Thus, those who are well versed in (the knowledge) of the

principles [tattvas) recognize the ten

5

sources [prakrtayah). These

again are considered to be twenty in number according to the

differentiation of gross and subtle.

12. These are considered to be the ten mantras of the gross

sources, (viz.) the name of the principle (intended), ending in

hum phat and preceded by the Tarika (-mantra) with the pranava

(-mantra) at the very beginning (to complete the mantra).’

13. One should similarly (formulate the mantra by) thinking of

(the words) the flesh, the fat and the juice (belonging to the body of

the adept) coming after the three letters with vyoma and the two

paras adorned with the bindu and nada. 7

14-16. There are nine forms of the primary (Sakti), which are

considered to belong to the ten subtle forms (of bhuta-mantias).

After (recalling the above-mentioned mantras), one should recollect

(the names of) these saktis which are said to be (identical with) the

supreme (sakti) that has become the soul (jiva) in the individual

bodies, together with (the letters) maya and vyoma. 8 Their names

1 Ego is the function of the principle of ahamkara.
2 Adhyavasaya is the function of the principle of buddhi.
3 All the other principles, proceeding from avyakta, the supreme source.

4 See ch. VII, verses 16, 30-33, and ch. XV, verses 26-31.

5 The five elements, ahamkara, mahat, traigunya, prasuti and maya:

ch. XV, 26-27.
6 e.g. om hrlm ahamkaraya hum phat.
7 Om hrlm hum mamsamedarasebhyah (ham (hah. This is not found in

J.S.

‘

'

.

8 Om nivrttaye Im etc. The word nava is difficult to translate, since there

are ten saktis mentioned.
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are traditionally said to be Nivrtti, Pratistha, Vidya, Santi,
Santyatlta, Abhimana, Prana, Gunavatl, Gunasuksma and Nir-
guna.

17. The mantras formulated by adding (the letters) vahni,
Visnu and the half-moon to the afore-said bijas of the ten (principles)
are known to be those of the tutelary deities (of these saktis). 1

18-20. Possessing the names of Gandhasri, Rasasri, Rupasri,
Sparsasn, Sabdasri, AbhimanaSri, Pranasri, Gunasri, Gunasuks-
masri, and MayaSri, they remain inside the ten (aforesaid) Saktis
as their guardian (deities). This is the way how bhutasuddhi has to
be performed, considering it to be a part (of the method leading to

^er N°w listen attentively to the description of (theme od of) sthanasuddhi (consecration of the place), which should
be performed before (bhutasuddhi) 2

...
22 ‘ Thinking of me as the smokeless burning embers glowing

1 e ousands of fires of destruction or suns, one should (mentally)

-fi

ea!"^ ^re c
i ected ^rom my mouth, and then sprinkle

* e m°isture derived from my face, which resembles ten
thousands of moons. This is the rite called sthanasuddhi. Now listen
to the process of (performing) bhutasuddhi (purification of the
body-elements).

23-24. Through the force of the mantra 3 attracting the earth-
element-quadrangular, flat, yellow and marked with the sign of
thunder-to proximity with one’s body that is present in the same
place, one should merge it in the smell-potential. Thereafter that
should be dissolved in me, who am the substratum of it, with its
own bija (accompanying it) and then one should throw me (its
Sakti) in the external water-element.

25. (Then) that (external water-element) which possesses the
divine form of the half-moon with the mark of a lotus, should be
merged into its own place (of origin), the liquid-potential, by means
of its own (bija) mantra. 4

26. After having established it (there) with (the relevant)
mantra, it should be dissolved in me (its Sakti) and I should be

1 Om xm gandhairiyai vim etc.
2 The worshipper must perform five types of preliminary consecratory

rites: consecration of the place, of the vessels, of the image, of his own
self and of the mantra.

3 In J.S. the mantra is mentioned as slam
: J.S. io, 17.

4 In J. S. the mantra is mentioned as §vam: J.S. 10, 19.
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thrown into the external fire (-element). This method should be

pursued (in the proper order) till (one reaches) maya. 1

27-28. The wise should know that the process of the involution

of my saktis is not the same in each case. Just as butter churned out

of milk may be thrown into the same milk, (or) (the butter) may
sometimes be thrown into some other milk, or it may be thrown into

other butter, so the wise think that the tutelary Saktis may be

thrown (into their sources) till the (attainment) of the prakrti-state

(in a different order of dissolution). 2

29-30. Thus I, the supreme Sakti associated with this nine sakti

(group), who am meditated upon as the end of the attributeless

(state, nirgunanta) and who constitute the basis of maya, the tenth

(sakti, called Nirguna), should be taken to the next sakti existing in

the eleventh (principle) 3 (who is) LaksmI (Herself), filled with

great activities (lit. vibration) and is endowed with the form (of the

state where she is) manifested as Vyuhas. 4

31. (Then) dissolving this eleventh sakti into the twelfth (sakti),

which is identical with the great self, undefinable and peerless, one

should merge this twelfth sakti into me.

32. Thus, after having raised it (the sakti of the individual) to

the position (called) dvadasanta 5 one should meditate on this

supreme twelfth sakti which consists of all, as merged in me, who
consist of the sounds.

33. My subtle body, which consists of the sounds, is as (bright as)

millions of fires and moons and suns, possessing eyes, heads and

faces in every direction, resembling in form an ever-flowing stream

(of nectar).

34. This (sakti) first appeared (actively) from Visnu, as the

luminous (flash of) lightning (appears) from the (dark) cloud, fully

equipped with all completeness (in order) to help all living beings.

35. Sakra:—O Lotus-born (goddess) deign to speak to me about

1 See verse 10.
2 The idea seems to be that the effect may go back to its immediate

source or to its ultimate source or to another preceding effect. This allows

for considerable flexibility in the process.
3 See IV, 4-32. This is.the Vyuha-Sakti or Suddha-Sakti. The word nirgu-

nanta means mayakoSa.
4 See ch. V, 7-19.
5 A place above the top of the head, i.e. the seat of maya. Cf. Prakaia

on Varlvasyarahasya by Bhaskararaya, The Adyar Library Series. Vol.

XXVIII, 3rd ed. 1968, p. 91.
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the places of the body where one should practise gradual involution,

and also (to explain to me) the nature of the images of the elements,

the earth etc. 1

36-37. Sri:—The place of the earth(-element) is up to the knees.

The place of the water(-element) is considered to be up to the waist

;

the place of the fire(-element) is up to the navel; and that of the air

(-element) is up to the heart. The place of the ether(-element) 2
is up

to the ears. The place of ahamkara is up to the hole (the cavity of

mouth or the hole on the crown). The place of mahat is up to the

brows, and in the space (above the head) is said to be the place of the

absolute. 3

38-39. Then, one step higher (than the place of the absolute)
four fingers above the crown, is the position of prakrti. The place of

the avyakta (principle) is situated sixteen fingers higher up above
that (location of prakrti). Twelve fingers higher up (than the loca-

tion) of the eleventh is the seat of aksarasri (i.e. Sabdabrahman). 4

The great image of the earth(-element) is quadrangular (in shape)
possessing the mark of the thunder.

40. (The image of the) water(-element) is considered to be like the

half-moon (in shape), white and possessing the mark of the lotus.

(The image) of the fire(-element) is said to be triangular (in shape)
possessing the mark of svastika and red (in colour).

41. (The image) of the air(-element) is said to be a grey circle

possessing six dots, while that of the ether(-element) is black in

colour like collyrium and possesses only the image (i.e. without any
definite shape)

.

42-43. Having thus dissolved the (cosmic) principles, one should

conduct the individual (self)—which exists within the dvada£anta, 5

1 The word bimba means an orb or disc; it may also denote an image.
Dictionaries give a number of meanings. Here I have taken the meaning
‘a copy' of the imagined shape of the elements.

2 The text has nabhas.
a It is difficult to determine the exact meaning of this word para. In

chapter VI no less than thirty-five principles are enumerated. It may mean
here cosmic intelligence or the life-principle or the group of pure undifferent-

iated sattva, rajas and tamas.
4 Four fingers above the crown is the position of prakrti. The position of

avyakta is sixteen fingers above that. The place of the eleventh category,

viz. maya, is eleven fingers higher than that. Twelve fingers higher is the

place of the supreme SabdaSakti, a position also called dvada£anta.
5 See above, p. 205, n. 5.
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appears from the cavity of the heart

1

and is the support of the

series of cognition, and which passes through the duct of susumna

upwards from the knees—over the steps (consisting of) saktis “ and

dissolve it in me, who remain inside.

44. At the end of that (viz. dvadasanta), there exists the great

lotus possessing a thousand petals, which is as brilliant as millions

of suns and as lustrous as millions of moons. 3

45. The form that contains Agni and Soma, which abides in (all),

which consists of great bliss and is indefinable, incomparable and

identical with consciousness, (is regarded as) absolute and belonging

to me.

46. A partial projection of it (i.e. of the above-mentioned form of

blissful consciousness) is the excellent stream of the blissful indivi-

dual (consciousness). One should bring the bliss in oneself back to

(me,) the great blissful one. 4

47. Then the body (of the adept), which is (dissoluble) like a

heap of salt, should be thoroughly burnt in the great and swiftly

moving fire of consciousness, which comes out of my mouth.

48. Those who possess sastric vision should consider the dahapa-

vaka (ra) together with the rasa (tha) and the sixth (vowel, viz. u)

and bindu (the mantra of dahapavaka) as standing between Tarika

and (the word) for salutation (nati).
5

49. Then one should sprinkle it (the body of the adept) with the

(flow of the) nectar originating from my mouth, who am pervaded

by Soma. The refreshing (mantra) is considered to be the candra

(ta) and suksma
(
ya

)

(together with) vyoma (m). G

50. (Next) one should contemplate the saktis (formerly) sent

(as cosmic principles) by me—who was actively manifested with a

will to create and who dwelt in the consciousness and in the life-

1 Cf. Ch. U. 3. 12. 8.
. .

2 The above-mentioned twelve sa”ktis of the twelve cosmic principles or

categories.
.

3 This lotus is here identified with the great 3akti in the state immediately

prior to the state of creation. It grew out of Visnu’s navel, and manifested

Brahma. L.T. V, 22-23 and VI, 5. .

4 This is the dissolution of the inner individual self in the cosmic sakti.

5 hrim rthum namah.
8 tyam. The entire mantra should run as follows: hrim tyani namah.

These two processes, in which the body is first consumed by spiritual fire

and then bathed in the nectar, makes it thoroughly pure like burned gold.

The second mantra is cited differently by J.S. as vsam : J.S. 10, 78.
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principle (the two cosmic principles)—as merged in me, who consist

of sound.

51. Then one should recall (these principles) starting with maya
and ending with the earth(-element) as being recreated together

with their own saktis, preceded by the (creative) impetus. 1

52-55. Then (the adept should recall) the creation of (his own)
body, bright (i.e. cognizable) due to the cognizance of the instru-

ments (of creation). Aftei having (re-)created the body in this

manner, which (now) consists of the pure Laksmi and is great', the

adept should bring the heart, i.e. the individual self, through the
same channel. The mantra of the body is said to be the complex of

the three sounds anala (ra), soma (sa) and candrl (ta) which is

placed not too near the middle (of the mantra). 2 The (adept) who
possesses a pure body should practise mantranyasa so that lie may
acquire the capacity to worship, please worshippers, dispel demons
etc. and overcome obstacles. 3

56-57* The adept should recall each (object), the wooden plank
etc., which was previously4 laid, on the ground, through its own
mantra, and visualize these in five different forms namely adhara-
sakti, kuima, the earth, the milky ocean and the lotus. (He) should
then meditate on larksya

5

as being there, existing as one whose
essence is the bija kharva G

(i.e. who exists in the kharvablja).
58-60. After being seated there and having meditated on the

spouse of Laksmi as (identical with) one’s own self, around the seat
(of meditation) one should set up a boundary (which consists as it

were) of a wall (made from) the repeated (utterance) of the astra
(-mantra) 7 and which resembles a thicket of arrows. One should
(then) protect that place and the wall with the kavaca(-inantra). 8

The performance with (mantras), which remain, in the sky, 9 is

necessary in order to make a (mantra)nyasa invisible.

1 Codana.
2 hrim rtsani namah.
3 This is the praise of the mantranyasa ritual. It is customary to praise

and give information about the usefulness of the object discussed.
4 See ch. XXXIV, 135-136.
5 Name of Garuda, the vahana of Visnu.
6 Khani.
7 Om virydya astraya phat.
8 Om balaya kavacaya hum.
9 Nyasa is not a visible process and the placing of mantras is done in

the void. See Agehananda Bharati, The Tantric Tradition, London 1965,
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(Next), one should perform (in the following manner) the rite of

dehanyasa, which is preceded by the hastanyasa. 1

61-63. One should (start the hastanyasa by) placing Tarika on

the thumb and all her other saktis 2 on the (remaining) four fingers.

Laksmi should be placed on the index finger, Kirti on the middle

finger, Java on the ring finger, while Maya is placed on the little

finger. The order of (words in these) is as follows: taraka, Tarika

and the (respective) names (of the saktis),3 starting (the process)

from the little finger.

One should next perform the nyasa of the five parts of the body

(anga),4 starting with the heart and considering the eyes to be one

of the ahgas. 5

64. The (mantra called) kaustubha 6 (should be placed) on the

palm of the right hand and (the mantra called) vanamala ^ on the

palm of the other hand. The (mantra called) padma 8 (should be

placed) in the middle of the palm of the right hand as well as on the

palm of the left hand.

65. The (mantra called) aiikusa 9 should be placed on the palm

of the right hand, (the mantra called) pasa10 on (the palm of) the

left. This is the way how (the adept) should first perform the hasta-

nyasa (the nyasa of the hands).

66-67. Listen now to how the dehanyasa (i.e. the nyasa rites of

the body) should be performed. (The mantras of) the two taiaka

and Tarika, 11 resembling the sun and the moon, should be placed

(all over the body, i.e.) from the crown to toes and from the feet to

the head. Then the (mantra) of Laksmi12 is to be placed on the

'left shoulder and (that of) Kirti on the right.

p. 91-92; M. B. Jhavery, Comparative and critical study of Mantrasastra,

Ahmedabad 1944, P- 79 -8 1 -

1 All anganyasa should follow the hastanyasa.
2 Laksmi, Kirti, Jaya and Maya.
3 o)ii hrim Iciksmyai tarjanibhyam namah, etc.

4 Hrdaya, Sikha, Siras, astra and kavaca.
5 Nctra should be added to the above list of ahgas.
6 Ch. XXXIII, 15-17.
7 Ch. XXXIII, 18-20.
8 Ch. XXXIII, 21-23.
9 Ch. XXXIII, 26-28.
10 Ch. XXXIII, 24-25.
11 om and hrim. A . ,

12 The mantras of Laksmi, Kirti, Jaya and Maya are discussed in cn.

XLV.
14
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68. The (mantra of) Jaya is put on the right hand and that of

Maya on the left hand. The mantra of the heart exists inside the
nose and the mantra of the head on the head.

69-70. The (mantra of) the £ikha (the tuft of hair on the top of the
head) is placed on the tuft of hair, while the (mantra) of the armour
remains on the shoulders. After having placed the mantra of the
eyes on the eyes and (the mantra of) the weapon on the two palms
of the hands, the noble holder of mantras (adept) should place the
six (mantras of the) upangas 1 on the navel, back, the pair of hands,
thighs, knees and feet.

71. The (mantra of) kaustubha existing inside the breast (should
be placed) on the middle of (the body) and (the mantra of) vana-
mala on the neck. Two (mantras of the) lotus should be placed on
the two hands by repeating each mantra twice.

72-73. (The mantra of) paSa (is to be placed) on the left hand and
(the mantra of) ahkuSa on the right. The (mantra) of the gross

a Trl
2

T the fCet and the subtle
(
TiLrika

)
on the joints (upasandhi-

A:a). The final (i.e. absolute) Tarika should be placed on the brahma-
randhra (the cavity of the crown) because this is the best of all
mantras. (Hence) with each individual nyasa 3 the adept should
think of this mantra (as being luminous) like moonshine.
74 76- The adept should mentally construct the appropriate

hand postures (accompanying each nyasa). He should meditate
upon all the mantras used in all the nyasas as being pervaded by
Tarika, the absolute goddess, in the form of a deluge. When all the
mantras, relating to the different courses 4 are thus meditated upon,
they merge into oneness just as all the (streams of) water reaching
the ocean become one. When he who practises the mantra has thus
performed nyasa, he directly becomes pervaded by Laksmi.3

77. The (adept) possessing power
(bala), which has been acquired

by means of meditation, enjoys then (after the performance) the
privilege of being capable of all (religious practices). Success in all

(endeavours) comes to him who meditates.

1 Ch. XXXIII, n-13.
2 See ch. XXXII, 1-37.
3 This means that the mantra hrim should accompany all mantras used

in performing nyasa rites.

4 This indicates the different courses of creation.
6 Thus the performance of bhutaiuddhi sublimates the material body

of the adept by transforming it into pure sattva.
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X

78. The person, whose body has gone through (the process) of

nyasa, can remain undaunted in places infested with evil. He may

also overcome (the peril of) accidental death and all incidental

calamities.

79. The (adept) whose body has been consecrated (
nyasta

)
and

who practises the mantras in the proper way, should, with a mind

such as is prescribed by the sacred scripture, meditate on me, who

am the great goddess possessing the form containing (all) mantras.

80. The yogin, who possesses the knowledge that I am God

Visnu and that I am the eternal LaksmI, will never again be reborn.

81.O Sakra, (the process of) bhutaSuddhi has thus been described

to you. Now listen to (me) describing the (process of) inner sacrifice.

x



CHAPTER THIRTV-SIX

DESCRIPTION OF THE IMAGES AND THE PROCESS OF
THE MENTAL SACRIFICE

I
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akra
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nanda) and who exists within the heart should be worshipped with
(spiritual) offerings relating to supreme truth. This is considered
the inner (or mental) sacrifice (ritual worship).
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co"'*raPla*« »" the goddess earth (located) abovehim. She ,s (ocre) as the paste of saffron, her body (is) variouslydecorated with gold and jewels, (she) possesses a face and eyes with

head as°

k
h

(eXpreSS,°n >’ Pal™ (*«) joined and placed on herhead as she remains meditating on the Omnipresent (God). Oneshould meditate on these deities (vis.) adharasakti etc. located) in
the space between the navel and the genitals, which is divided into
four parts.

1 See Ahi.S. ch. 31, verses 34 and 40 for the padma and
the yoni posture is described in B.K.S. Iyengar, Light
*965 , P- 333 - The latter is not so commonly mentioned in

2 This is the basic sakti existing as the jlvaSakti in
region called muladhara. See Agehananda Bharati The
p. 263.

3 The plough is mentioned because the serpent Sesa
Balarama, who alsq indulges in getting intoxicated.

svastika postures;
on Yoga, London
Pancaratra texts,

the lowest bodily
Tantric tradition,

is an ^vatara of
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8-9. One should meditate on the milky ocean (ksirdrnava) (as

located in) the navel (and) possessing a form (white) as the kunda

(flower) or moon, 1 surrounded by the rays (as it were) of the streams,

(and) having a face (beautiful) as a full moon. One should meditate

upon this (one) as being of inscrutable form, the formless possessor

of a form. 2

10-12. Thereafter one should meditate on the lotus appearing

from inside the milky ocean, (resembling) the unwavering (mass of)

fire and full of lustre like the rising sun, with a pendulous belly (and)

disclosing white teeth in a smiling and auspicious face. It has two

arms and is ever surrounded by a variety of auspicious bees. It has a

thousand petals and is covered with thousands of rays like the sun

(the thousand-rayed one). (Hence) one should put the seat
(
dsdna

)

on the back of it.

13. Dharma, jnana, vairagya and ai£varya are in succession

considered to be the legs of the seat situated respectively in the

direction of Agni etc. 3

14. All of them have human forms, afair complexion, a lion's face,

and (they are) very energetic, highly valorous and full of vigour

owing to (the duty of) holding my (seat).

15. The opposites of the (seat-supports) dharma etc. are placed

in the direction of the east etc. 4 (They are called) adharma, ajnana,

avairagya and anaisvara.

16-17. These (adharma etc.) are of human form and (are red in

colour) like the bandhuka flower. 5

The four (sacred scriptures), Rgveda etc.,6 possessing the (com-

bined) form of horse and man 7 and yellow (in colour), stay on the

(four) comers, viz. between the east and north-east, between east

1 Kunda is a species of jasmine. Both kunda and the moon are used as

similes to indicate a pleasing, fair complexion.
2 This is beyond both that which has form and that which has no form.

Here the adjective arupin probably means without definite form.
3 These are the four corners, south-east, south-west, north-west and north-

east.
4 East, south, west and north.
5 Pentapetes phoenicea (a red flower).
6 Rg, Yajus, Saman and Atharvan respectively.
7 This is a reference to god Hayagrlva, the bestower of learning and

the restorer of the four Vedas when he recovered them from the demons.
He is described as having a horse’s face but human body and represents

the Vedas. Pau.S. XXXIV, 35; HayaSIrsapahcaratra 1, 8-23; H. Daniel
Smith, Vaisnava Iconography, Madras 1969, pp. 193-196.
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and south-east, between west and south-west and between west and
north-west. 1

18-22. The group of (four) yugas, viz. krta etc., which possess

dark and (combined) forms of bull and man, are placed at the (four

corners viz.) between the north and north-east, between south and
south-east, between south and south-west and between north and
north-west.

All of them 2 possess four arms. With two of these they hold the

seat, while with the (remaining) two folded together they salute the
(deity) seated thereon.

One should think about the supreme seat consisting of intelligence
as being above them, (and) over that, one should recall the eight-
petalled white lotus, which is the unmanifested. The orb of the sun,
which is as bright as ten million suns, (is contemplated upon) above
that. On top of that, the orb of the moon, as brilliant as ten million
moons, is (contemplated upon). The orb of fire, as bright as ten
million fires, is (visualized) above that.

23-24 * One should remember that tamas, rajas and sattva are
their (i.e. the sun's, moon's and the fire's) respective gunas. The
mantras of the principles starting with the (principle of) intelligence
(buddhi

)
and ending in sattva are considered (to be constructed by)

placing the names of the principles between the pranava and the
word of salutation.3

Thereafter one should offer the seat of consciousness which is

identical with the absolute self-consciousness.

25-

26. Of the space (bet\yeen) the navel and the heart, which is

divided into five sections, four should be used to (hold) (the deities)

starting with the ocean and ending with the seat. 4 The seat of the

lotus etc. should be placed nowhere else but in the fifth (section).

26-

30. The elements exist in the adharaSakti; the element-
potentials are in the turtle; speech etc. (the conative organs)

remain in Ananta. The five (cognitive organs) viz. hearing etc.

remain inside the earth. The mind exists in the milky ocean; the

1 Instead of naming the directions, the names of their protecting deities

are given. These are Indra, Agni, Yama, Nirrti, Varuna, Vayu, Kubera or

Soma and ISana, guarding respectively east, south-east, south, south-west,

west, north-west, north and north-east.
2 All the sixteen deities, viz. Dharma etc., supporting the seat of Sakti.
3 om siiryabimbdya namah and so on.
4 The milky ocean, the lotus, the supports and the seat.
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ego-principle should be meditated upon in the lotus. The intelligence

(dhi) is regarded as (occupying) the sixteen ('supports') dharma etc.

and the seat. Avyakta (occupies) the pure lotus (existing) above

that (seat). The three gunas, tamas etc., are considered to consist of

three lotuses. Some call it time
(
kdla

)

1 which consists of the three

(principles) viz. the ego-principle
(
bhutadi

)

etc. (mahat and pradha-

na). Others hold the seat of consciousness to be the person called

Ananta. Some hold that Garuda exists above the seat of consci-

ousness. 2

31. O lord of the gods, kharva joined by vyoman and followed

by (the words) khagdnana and namas constitutes the mantra (of

Garuda). The learned say that this is the ninth mantra. 3

32-34. Thus after having taken the steps to establish the seat

with the various mantras, (the adept) should meditate on Visnu-

Narayana, the flawless resplendent one who consists of the universe

(and is) the supreme Self, who holds conch-shell, disc and mace and

possesses four arms. His dress is yellow and He has eyes like the

lotus. He is to be recalled as actively roused by His sakti which

consists of vibration 4
(i.e. creativeness).

Now learn from me (the method of His worship) so that you may

meditate on Him in the correct way.

35. After having accurately performed the nyasa of the mantras

and the parts of the body and after having correctly established

the internal seat 5 (of God) and after having shown all the mudras,

one should recall the majesty of the mantras.

36-38. The absolute Brahman is the absolute state, which is

situated beyond darkness [tamas). It is the supreme (integral pair)

1 Here the text is somewhat confused. What is meant is that the white

lotus is the seat of the unmanifest which, together with the three orbs,

consists of a group of lotuses which the Parame£vara Samhita calls the cycle

of time (kalacakra, P.S. 5, 14) and which J.S. calls simply time (kala, J.S.

12, 19).
2 Vide J.S. 12, 20.
3 Kham khagananaya namah. The ninth position of the mantra is found

by counting the mantras of adharaSakti, kurma, Ananta, bhu, kslrarnava,

padma, the supports and the asana jointly, then the Avyakta-padma and

finally ‘Garuda. It would appear from verses 29 and 30 that avyakta-padma

and the bimbas are often counted together. J.S. assigns to Garuda the

eleventh position. J.S. 12, 20.
4 Spanda\ the first manifestation of the creative energy of God.
6 See the preceding verses.
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LaksmI-Narayana 1 (existing) as the Sakti and the possessor of

Sakti. It is (identical with) the All, It transcends the All, It abides

in the All and It regulates the All. It is the concentrated conscious-

ness and bliss and the immortal embodiment of the complete group

of the six (divine) attributes. Because It is the inner soul of all

existing objects (whether) conscious or unconscious, positive or

negative, It is the support of all individual ego-hood (ahamkdra).

39. For some inconceivable and unaccountable reason, It

(Brahman) differentiates so as to be twofold as the Sakti and as the

possessor of the Sakti. 2

40-44. That which is the object of the word I and the idea
conveyed by it, is Narayana. That which is His absolute self-

consciousness, possessing all His characteristics, is LaksmI, the
Sakti, in the form of (His) state of existence. The same omnipotent
Sakti, resorting (by an act of her will) to3 the possessor of Sakti, like

the beam of the moon to the moon, expands (herself into) the
world. Formerly, being desirous of expansion as (identical with)
Sabdabrahman, she stretched her expanding self through the
course of the (created) objects. The first, which is indeed the primary
creative state (of the Sakti) as Sabdabrahman, is flawless and
consists of the course of kala 4 and is experienced by those mcdit-
ating in yoga

(yogusthuih). He (Sabdabrahman), who contains a
steady flow (of sounds), is called the course of sound.

45~46- Resorting to

5

the course of kala, he (Sabdabrahman)
again actively manifests himself through the mantra-course in

three absolute forms as described to you before, 3 together with
the whole group of Visnu’s supreme and brilliant saktis, 7 who are

characterized by blissfulness.

47- The same absolute form extends in the form of the stream
(i.e. of the manifested) mantras through the course of the subtle
(creation), and that is what I am (going to) relate to you.

1 See ch. II, 10-15.
2 This is the first awareness of the creative urge in the absolute state and

this changes It into duality in which God and His creative urge are recog-
nized as distinct. See ch. II, 9-29.

3 For adhisthaya (taking as its seat, depending on) compare Bh!G. 4, 6;

15, 9; 18, 14.
4 See ch. XXII 13-14.
5 adhisthaya, see above.
6 See ch. XXXII, 2-16.
7 Viz. LaksmI, Kirti, Jaya and Maya.
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48-49. Again, that subtle (state of Sakti) exists in three states

along the course of the gross (creation). The gross state is that

primary form of Laksmi and Naravana increased by the six (divine)

attributes, in which the limbs and other parts of the body (of the

divine couple) become distinguished. One should, indeed, find here

all the conscious and unconscious (objects).

50. The learned should know that the Vaisnava 1 embodiment of

each mantra is its power to bestow particular majesty (on the

adept) and to be its presiding deity.

51. The sakti who is effective for the particular function

belonging to each particular (mantra) is my own self, the lotus-

goddess, who the consciousness belonging to (each) mantra is

called the person
(
purusa).

52. The feature (of the mantra) which has the capacity for

producing (successful) results belongs to prakrti. The feature of

determinateness is the attribute of mahat. 2

53. The association of the mantras with the ego-sense is the

quality belonging to the ego-principle. The mental vision of the

mantra is the cause for its sensuous knowledge.

54. Whatever is in the form of sound in the mantra should be

considered as existing in the ether. The tremor
(
kampa),

which

occurs at the advent of the mantra, is said to be the form (character-

istic) of the air (-element).

55. The quality of revelation in the mantra during meditation

is contained in the fire(-element). The satisfaction derived from the

actualization of the mantra should be known as (the quality) of the

water (-element).

56-59. The state of existence belonging to the mantra is said to be

the quality of the earth(-element).

In this way the holder of the mantra (the adept) should concentrate

his thought on the all-pervasiveness of the mantra, (and) by the

power of the mantra he will soon become (endowed with) that

condition. 3 Thus, by the capacity of one's own consciousness one

should visualize the pervading and vibrating Tarikasakti in front of

1 The mantras bear the form derived from the majesty of Visnu; hence

they belong to Visnu and are subordinate to Him.
2 Mahat is the first principle, which is (also) an effect in the gross creation

and, as such, it is the first determinate state of creation.
3 tena bhdvena here refers to the cosmic qualities of the mantra.
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(oneself) (spread) over the sky like lightning. (Then) within the
lotus of the heart, on the aforesaid (seat of) glowing consciousness, 1

one should meditate on the eternal divine pair inside the luminous
form of Tarika (as) Sabdabrahman. Listen now to the proper
method (of such meditation).

60-61. (The adept) should meditate on the flawless Narayana
who is the repository of integral parts of Surya and Anala, who is

seated on the seat of consciousness, who possesses large eves which
resemble the lotus, who has yellow garments, who has noble limbs
and is adorned with girdle and anklets and dazzling with necklace,
ear-rings, armlets, crown and golden bracelets.

62-63. His complexion either follows the (particular) yuga 2 or is

(dark) like the blue sky. The deity carries conch-shell and disc, and
bestows (on devotees) boon and protection. He is brilliant like a
gem and deep like the full ocean. He is glowing like the sun and
shining like the moon.

64 66. After having first meditated on Hrsikesa, possessing a
pleasant lotus(hke) face, one should first worship the excellent
Person (Hrsikesa) with eighteen (items of) offerings 3 with the
Purusa-sukta and the pranava (mantra). Then, O Vasava, after
worshipping likewise the divine Lord with the Purusa-sukta, the
pranava and (the mantras possessing) twelve letters and eight
letters and six letters, and the (mantra beginning with) jitam te

(etc.), 4 (the adept) should meditate on Laksmi as pervading the
entire body (of the adept). Then after worshipping her as identified
with the destruction of the (body as has been described in the
process of bhuta£uddhi), one should invoke Laksmi.

67. Thereafter, with various offerings, as prescribed by the
sacred scriptures, one should worship her as seated on the left (side

of the) lap of god Visnu.

68. Sakra:—I salute thee, beloved of God, Goddess of the gods
and possessor of lotus eyes (eyes like the lotus). Deign to describe the

1 See verses 24-30.
2 In each of the four ages of the world, the colour of the image of Narayana

varies. Thus in the krtayuga it is white; in the tvetayuga it is red; in the dva-

parayuga it is yellow and in the kaliyuga it is black. See Sa.S. ¥,82-92.
3 These are described later in verses 77-79.
4 See ch. XXIV, 67-69. OmBhagavate Vasudevaya namah; Om Ndrayanaya

namah ; Om Vi§nave namah
;
Jitam te Pundarikdksa, namas te visvabhavana,

namas te *stu Hy$ikeia mahapurusa piirvaja.
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method (of worship with) the Purusa-sukta and the (mantras) such

as Tara.

69-70. Sri:—God Narayana, the possessor of Sri, the lotus-

eyed one, is the unique one. I am Hari's unique Sakti, who performs

all (functions). Both of us are seated in the supreme expanse of the

void for the purpose of bringing happiness to all souls, the two

masters served by the sages (devotees). 1

71. Once, there arose in our heart the intention that we should

find out some means for the deliverance of the living beings.

72-74. The great ocean of Sabdabrahman is the energy which

arose from us. Then two nectar-like hymns emerged from the

churning of that (ocean of Sabdabrahman) : the hymn of Hari, the

Person, and similarly the hymn of myself (the Sri-sukta). Each of

them is related to the sakti of the other, being furnished with each

other's sound. The hymn of the unmanifested Person has Narayana

as its seer. The other, which is called the SrI-sukta, has me as the seer.

75. The five mantras starting with the pranava, have been

earlier shown (described to) 2 you. Now listen to the brief (descrip-

tion) of the order in which they are worshipped.

76-79. In the greatest of all hymns belonging to the Person

eighteen res are pronounced.- One should perform the (offerings

of) avahana etc., the eighteen excellent objects of enjoyment with

these (res). These eighteen (offerings) are considered to be (as

follows). 3 Avahana (evocation) 4 and the seat, (water) to wash the

feet, together with arghya 5 and (water for) washing the mouth,

(ingredients for) the bath and the dress along with the scarf and the

sacred thread, 6 perfume, flower, lamp, incense, madhuparka, 7

prapana, 8 betel-leaf with camphor and the offering of a handful of

1 This is obviously inspired by the Vedic statement tad visnor pavamam
padam sada pasyanti surayah etc., Rg V. 1, 22, 20. Vyotnan stands for padam
(the supreme abode of Visnu).

2 Namely tara, jitam, the six-lettered, eight-lettered and the twelve-

lettered mantras.
3 The Purusa-sukta (RgV. 10, 90) has 16 stanzas; usually there are 16

upacaras (offerings). See also J. Gonda, Visnuism and Sivaism, London

1970, ch. IV, n. 196.
4 The entire rite with avahana-mudra etc.
5 This consists of rice-grain etc. mixed with butter; see ch. XXXVII, 30.

8 Upavlta is always given to the male deity.
7 This consists of a concoction of curds, milk, butter and honey.
8 Offering of foods such as rice etc.
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flowers to the feet (of the deity), the dedication of the propitiation
of the self and the meditation on the desired state of existence. 1

80-86. The bright form of Visnu, which is full of all (lucky)
signs and consists of the substratum of all, which is supreme and
eternal and possesses all the six (divine) attributes in their totality,
is said to be the mantra-embodiment. (The faculty) whereby the
adepts makes the deity his own through the power of his own self
and by the (practice of worship) with the mantras which are identical
with consciousness, is called dvahana by experts in the science of
mantras. The following act by wrhich Hari spontaneously inhabits
the universe (consisting of both) conscious and unconscious with a
view to well-being (svastikrti

) ,
is (called) dsana. The (adept should)

think about arghya etc. (as follows): The blissful £akti of mine
(i.e. Laksmi), by which the deity is strengthened, is indeed the
arghya, acamanlya and so on. The existence of all the worlds and of
a lving beings is based on water and both are comprised of it.

2

This is expressed by the offering of padya (water etc. to wash the
eet). I satisfy the eternal by dividing myself in six ways; as sound

etc., i.e. the five external objects, and as the internal ego'. 3

86-93. One should assiduously propitiate the Lord of the world
with the objects of enjoyment relating to the ‘complete sight’

(
samdrsti

)

which are actually collected. Those auspicious (objects),
impressive in the forms they take (such as) lamps or vehicles the
very sight of which gives rise to pleasure, are regarded as relating to
samdrsti. The objects of offering, which bring luck and which
always satisfy with a relish, (namely) prapana, acamanlya etc. are
(called) dbhyavaharika. Those objects offered, (such as) padya,
asana and so on, which are pleasant, pleasantly soft to touch, and
which satisfy the Unborn with (the sensation of) touch, are (regarded
as) sdmsparsika. Some include the perfumes such as scented air 4

in the category of samspar£ika, and others in abhyavaharika. The
remaining processed incenses, the offerings consisting of sound (such

1 The type of liberation envisaged, such as sarupya etc.
2 The primordial water is the first manifestation of prakrti: ch. V, 19-21.
3 The material objects offered are Sakti herself manifested in two

ways, viz. as the external objects such as sound, touch, form, taste and
smell; and internally as the ego which should also be offered.

4 Air circulated by fans and scented with natural scents such as sandal-
wood paste etc., while incense produces perfume through being processed.
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as) eulogies, instrumental (music), songs etc., and humility, folding

of the hands etc. are considered dbhitnanika. Thus, following the

instruction of the sacred scriptures, one should please the Excellent

Person with these four types of offerings and with the res, 1 preceded

by the pranava. At the end of the mantras 2 the offerings (should be)

indicated. Thereafter the pleasure (of God, solicited by the adept,

should also be mentioned). 3

94-96. Then having pronounced orn, the rc and the five mantras

beginning with the pranava, (the adept should pronounce the

mantra) “I evoke the Lord of LaksmI, the undecaving supreme self,

the Lord of the world, the divine Narayana, the Person; let Him
abide in this image, together with Sri, through inclination to favour

me”. Thus (by the power of the mantra) inducing the (deity) within

the flowers of his hand to occupy the image (conceived by) himself,

he should salute (the image) and after exchange of greetings, the

(adept) should gratify Him with the following (formula expressing)

inspired thought (dht).

97-99. “ Having, O Adorable One, prostrated (myself), I worship

(thee) with a seat”. Then uttering the (relevant) mantras and

pointing out (the objects offered) by pronouncing (the word) 'this'

three times and then pronouncing the name (of the object), he

should thereafter perform the (rite of) soliciting (God’s) pleasure

(by saying)
4

4

Let God Vasudeva be pleased”.

4

(Next) he should

sprinkle the arghya over the seat (vedi). This is the process (prescri-

bed for) the rite of (making the) offerings. The indication of the

asana, arghya etc. among the (objects of) offerings should be made

according to their gender. 6

100. (The adept) should perform the avahana (rite) with the

first (rc of the Purusa-sukta), the asana with the second, arghya

should be offered with the third, together with (sprinkling) of water

held in a flower on the head.

101. The padya should be offered with the fourth (rc), (and) the

1 The res of the Purusa-sukta.
2 This means the offering of the objects, a topic elaborated further

on.
3 This is also a part of the total offerings.
4 The offering is made by saying for instance idam idam idam pddyam

priyatam bhagavan vdsudevah.
5 In place of idam one should use other suitable forms of the pronoun,

e.g. ayam gandhah
,
or iyam puspanjalih etc.
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acamaniyaka with the fifth. The bathing rites should be performed
with the sixth (rc), the (rite of) dressing with the seventh.

102. The scarf (should be offered) with the eighth (rc), the
fragrant unguent with the ninth, the garland and ornaments with
the tenth, and the lamp with the eleventh.

I03 - The fragrant incense (should be offered) with the twelfth
(rc), madhuparka with the next, prapana with the fourteenth and
anuvasana 1 with the fifteenth.

104. The salutation 2
is performed with the sixteenth, the handful

of flowers (is offered) with the next. The (entire) rite of propitiation
(is offered) with the eighteenth (rc).

105 109. (The adept) should perform the rite of acamana (also)
in (the offerings of) the bath, the dress and the lam]). The ceremony
of arhana (special worship) should be performed before offering
madhuparka or rice. 3 Afterwards the rites of tarpana 4 and acamana
are to be performed with two pranavas. Thus the adept should
conduct the ritual of the bath etc., offerings, as befits a king, with
the appropriate mantras according to place and time. Following
the requirement of place and time (the adept) should always
perform the three (ritual acts), samkalpa (intention), pradana
(offering) and priti (propitiation) with regard to each object offered.
Thereafter, being concentrated, he should hold his palms together
and uttering Om bhagavan, I worship thee with the seat”, he
should offer the seat, pronouncing (the relevant) mantra and indi-
cating (it) as “This is the seat”.

110-113. (Next) he should fetch water for arghya (respectful
reception) etc. saying om om priyatdm bhagavan vasudevah” (and)
then place that near the deity. (This sentence should be concluded
with the words) abhir arghyabhih etc., (and) similarly (in the case
of other offerings with) abhih pddyabhih

, abhir acamaniyabhih, abhir
arhaniyabhih , tarpaniyabhih, adbhih, sndmyabhih and so on. Thus
should be pronounced the propitiation and the intention. At the

1 Anuvasana means scented t>etel leaf and other such items (areca nut
and herbs), which are offered for chewing after a meal. These promote
digestion and remove the stale taste of food from the mouth.

2 Anjali, joined palms of both the hands.
3 This is technically known as prapana. Arhana is a generic term for

worship with offerings associated with reverence, such as the seat, the dress
etc.

4 Tarpana, on the other hand, is worship with the offering of water.
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moment of offering (one should) pronounce (the formulas) such as

ima arghyah in accordance with the proper gender. In case of

external worship, the practice is to offer arghya etc. first.
1

114-118. Thus (the adept) should propitiate the Lord of all gods,

Janardana, with six (offerings such as) the garland etc., 2 or with

five or with four or with three or with two or (even) with one, as

place and time permit. (Next) he should meditate on Janardana,

the Lord of all gods as being indeed worshipped with me, just as the

rising of the moon makes the ocean swell all over. 3 (Thereafter) the

(adept) possessed of the mantras should, while concentrating his

thought, 4 worship me as prescribed with the sacrifice (called) the

layayaga, 5 and consider me as the undefinable, incomparable,

infinite, the enduring essence of existence, inseparable from the

excellent Person like the fragrance from a flower or the flame from

a lamp, and the unique one. Finding out the method of Tarika 6

worship, he should worship me, the Tarika, with that.

119-121. Thereafter, the wise (adept) should mentally conceive

me as arising from the excellent Person by His will, as the flash of

lightning arises out of the cloud. He should then meditate on me as

seated on the left (side of the) lap of the Lord of gods. Knowing our

identity and that we are essentially soothing (lit. cool),

7

he should

surrender himself to Janardana (uttering) the two supreme res,

which begin with (the word) hiranya, 6 and also appease her, who is

myself, not differentiated (from God) (by uttering) the next two

(res).

1 That is, instead of saying for instance om oyn priyaldm bhagavan vasudeva

dbhir acatnaniydbhih, one should say om om dbhir acamaniyabhih priyatam

bhagavan vasudeva.
2 Garland, lamp, incense, madhuparka, prapana and anuvasana.
3 This simile is not clear. Probably, as in mental worship, all the ingredients

consist of LaksmI, so the one who meditates should think that God is indeed

being worshipped with LaksmI (XXXVI, 147), whose very presence exalts

God.
4 For bhdvayan see L. Silburn, Instant et cause, Paris 1955, P- 3°® h.

5 Conceiving the mantra as God with all His marks and adornments,

weapons and secondary manifestations incorporated, one should worship

Him with the relevant basic mantras, flowrers and unguents. This is called

layayaga. See J.S. 12, 76-81.
6 See ch. XLII in extenso.
7 i.e. that we are perfectly free from terrifying emotions.
8 Hiranyavarnam and tam ma a vaha\ these mantras are in the Srf-Sukta,

st. 1 and 2.
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122-131. Conceiving me with (visionary) thought as being
gracious, (the adept) should surrender (himself) to me (uttering)

the fifth (rc). 1 Fully cognizant of the power of Tarika as mentioned
before, O lord of gods, while pronouncing the mantra called avahana
accompanied by (the practice of) puraka 2 and showing the (relevant)
hand-posture, 3 (the adept) should evoke me from the deity, 4

(envisaging me) as seated on the lap of the supreme self and always
with a gracious face and possessing all (auspicious) marks. (I as
Tarika) possess (a complexion) like the inside of a lotus, am beautiful
and have large black eyes, am decorated with glittering golden
bracelets, armlets, necklace and ear-rings, and possess a deep navel,
lean belly adorned with the three lines 5 (and) hard, firm, high, full,
rounde d and close-set breasts. (I possess) locks like moving swarms
of black bees, rosy lips like the bimba, 6 teeth like rows of pearls, the
shining mark on the forehead resembling a half-moon, and am
endowed with all (auspicious) signs, black curls, hands in the
posture of granting favours and holding a lotus 7 and am adorned
with a lotus-garland, (I am) embraced by Visnu with His left hand
and my lotus-hand is placed on His shoulder; with the left arm (I)

carry a blossom of the celestial flower.
8 (My Tarika form) may

otherwise hold the hands in the posture of granting boons and
protection or may carry the noose and the goad, (whilst I am) reclined
in the half-svastika position and adorned with a brilliant diadem.
Having meditated on me, the eternal mantra form, he (the adept)
should visualize me (as such).

IJ2_I 34- Then again, as before, the adept should perform the
nyasa of the body without performing the nyasa of the hands,
accompanied by the basic mantra and other mantras. (Then he

1 The fifth rc of the Srl-sulcta.
2 A part of the pranayama when deep breath is inhaled. See Ahi.S. 32,

51 -55 -

a See ch. XXXIV, 85.
4 It is not clear why the ablative is used. Probably to mean "from within

the image'
1

.

6 Three horizontal shallow lines across the lower part of the abdomen
are a sign of perfection in the female body.

6 This fruit of the plant Momordica Monadelpha is a common simile
foF the lips because of its deep rose colour covered by a papery thin trans-
parent skin.

7 One hand is held in the said posture, while the other is holding the lotus.
8 Most probably the parijata is meant here, as nothing has yet been

said about the tulsi plant or about the branch of bilva (Aegle Marmelos).
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should offer) mentally, flowers, arghya, a lamp, incense, garlands,

unguents; then (he should furthermore) respectfully (offer) water

for washing the feet and sipping; he should salute, or prostrate

(himself) 1 mentally (uttering) the word jaya (victory be unto thee),

and thereafter he should show the hand postures which have

already been described to you. 2

135. (He should then repeat the following words:) '‘Welcome to

thee, lotus-eyed one. O Ambuja, deign to remain close to me, (and)

accept the mental worship that has been properly conceived/'

136. After obtaining my permission, he should perform the

mental sacrifice, with offerings created by a constructive (realizing)

mental impulse 3 and with pavitras 4 which relate to supreme truth.

137-139. Thereafter the proficient (adept: sunisndta) should

worship me with external rites which are to be described at length

further on. Having performed (the rite) with offerings of the

samsparsika etc. (categories) till the prapana, he should then

remember his preceptor who induced (him to perform this rite), be

he alive or dead, and the knower of the mantra should offer him all

his wealth and should mentally give a portion of the prapana to

those alive and those dead, in due proportion. 5

140-141. (The adept) should recall to (mind) all (my) subordinate

(deities) who will be described in detail (later). 6 (Bearing) these (in

his mind) as lying dormant in me—the source—just as trees lie

dormant in the seeds, he should perform the sacrifice of dissolution

(laya-yaga )

7 together with the application of their individual mantras.

142- 145. Having produced the fire (consisting of) consciousness

by rubbing the (pieces of) wood for kindling 8 (which consist of)

meditation, (and) after consecrating it with the consecratory

(procedures) 9 and illuminated thought
(
dhi

)

as described (later on),

1 astangapranarna is the prostrating of oneself in such a way that eight

parts of the body touch the ground.
2 See ch. XXXIV, 85.
3 For samkalpa see Silburn, o.c., p. 202 f.

4 This is a tuft of darbha grass with three blades bunched together with

two loops. Two of these grass heads remain in the plate containing the

ceremonial offerings; ch. XL, 54.
5 These verses are not clear to me.
6 See ch. XXXVII, 41-74.
7 See ch. XXXVIII, 14-27.
8 A piece of wood taken from the Ficus Religiosa or Premna Spinosa.

9 samskaraih : vaisnavikaranaprakriyci', see p. 257 f. infra.

15
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the wise (adept) should in that triangular fire, consisting of the
three gunas (and) which exists in the location (support: adhara) of
the three gunas, perform the (mental) sacrifice which brings the
wealth of liberation. (He should perform it) in the fire-place (mahd-
nasa). 1 This fire of Visnu having been placed in the container of
that which possesses the three characteristics, 2 (the adept) should
bring the purified butter (consisting of) Brahman, distilled from the
(mantra of) Tanka, from the atmosphere (which is) the seat of
nada and enter (into his body) through the (passage of) the cavity

? '

C Cr°^n (brahmarandhra)
. Then, after purifying the (said)

V ,

an aving approached the abode of the lire, in accordance
with the authoritative treatises he should perform all the prescribed
rites with that sacrificial butter. 3

146. At the end of the sacrifice, the wise (adept) whose intention
it is (to perform) that (rite) should, with illuminated thought which
wi e described later and in the right frame of mind, surrender tome the mental rites (of the sacrifice).

147. The whole order of (successive rites) prescribed for the
performance of the external (sacrifice) is applicable to this mental
(sacrifice). But one should perform that carefully with all the requi-
sites which are identical with me. 4

148 This mental sacrifice, which is the destruction of all evils
and which brings about all (expected) results, has now (been)
described. (The adept) should perform this sacrifice till the end of
his life.

149. After carefully preparing all the requisites pervaded by me,
(the adept) should perform the external sacrifice to mitigate the
impressions (of the mind) arising from external objects.

150. Thus, O Sakra, my internal sacrifice has been told to you.
Listen now to the exact description of the nature of the external
sacrifice, which I am about to give.

.,

1 This seems to be a highly cryptic description of the entire process of
the Rundalmi-Yoga. The fire-place, or sacrificial pit, is the circle of the navel,
on which the adept should fix his concentration in order to wake up his
individual 3akti which abides there contracted and asleep See [ S 12 115
Ahi.S. 32, U-12 ‘triangular fire’ refers to the Sakti-yantra •

2 The “locus” of the three gunas is prakrti. The lotus of the heart is the
container of prakrti, bearing the characteristics of the three gunas.

3 Brahman or Sabdabranman, the pure Sakti distilled from' the Tarika.
4 The objects of internal sacrifice are all products of thought. Hence

they are conceived of as the manifestations of Sakti herself.



CHAPTER THIRTY-SEVEN

EXTERNAL SACRIFICE (CONSTRUCTION OF THE
PLATFORM FOR WORSHIP; MANDALA OF NINE

LOTUSES)

i. The external sacrifice is considered to be that in which I am

worshipped (by the adept) with offerings consisting of (external)

objects (of enjoyment), objects which are outside the vedi etc. and

are looked at by my consecration. 1

2-3. Impressions (vasana2
)
are said to be of two types according

to whether they are produced by external (causes) or internal

(causes). The excellent mental sacrifice removes all internal (im-

pressions caused by) the external (causes), while the external sacrifice

is prescribed for purification (eradication) of the ‘stock’ of impres-

sions (caused by) the external (causes).

4-7. Having found the site 3 according to the (direction) of the

sacred texts, one should (first) construct a pavilion there. Then, one

should build a platform at the centre of it (brahmasthana ) ,
pos-

sessed of all good qualities. One should then lay a thread, wholly

white with its end turned eastward and measuring either eight

hands, 4 half that length, or half of that (half) length, over the

centre of the platform. (The line WE in diagram I). Marking off

three equidistant points over it (namely), on the centre (of the line,

i.e. point Y) and on the centre (points) of the two sides (WY and

YE, namely points X and Z), one should then nail five wooden

1 madbhavanek$itaih = madatmana bhavitaih ("promoted, or consecrated

by my essence, by means of a gaze”)

.

2 Residues of deeds done remaining as mental deposits unconsciously in

the mind.
3 The topic about the ground, suitable for worship is described in the

HayaSirsa Pancaratra, ch. 5, 1-53. One might consult also the well-known

handbooks on architecture, temple building and mandalas.
4 The exact measurement of a hasta is twenty-four fingers. Eight atoms

make a ratharenu, eight ratharenus make a trasarenu, eight of these make

a baldgra, eight balagras make a Hksd, eight of these make a yukd and eight

yukas make one yava, while eight yavas make one arigula (finger). Ibid.,

7, 2-5. The thread is smeared with white chalk so that when it is laid on

the ground, a white line is imprinted on the ground.
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pegs 1 at the two ends (W and E) and the three middle points (of the

first mentioned line, namely WXYZE). Since the centres of the

two halves of (the main line) are determined by the two pegs

standing on the two (points X and Z) next to the end points (W and

E, through the equidistant points X, Y and Z), one should place the

foot of a measuring compass 2 successively on the two centres (X and

Z) and draw two (successive) circles (with it)
3 and thus determine

the exact centre of (the first mentioned) line (WXYZE).
8-13. Further, (placing the foot of the compass) on the two

above mentioned centres (X respective Z and taking a radius

longer than the distance XY), one should draw two circles (the un-

marked X and Z circles in the first diagram) and mark two points on

the left and right (side of the centre Y, where the circles intersect

each other, namely the points O and P in diagram I). 4 Then one

should ascertain the centre points (A and B of the lines NOY and

YPS, drawn perpendicular to the line WXYZE, through its centre,

and both the lines measuring exactly the same), on the left and

right side of the centre (Y). 5 Since the centres of the lines (NY and

YS) are thus determined, one should now place the (foot of) the

compass (first) on the point (Z) at the east (of the centre Y) and

(draw an arc with an arbitrary radius at the south-east corner of the

platform) and then on the point B at the south of (Y) and draw

another (arc at the same corner with the same radius as to the first

arc, intersecting it at the point SE, which determines) the south-east

corner of the centre (Y). Similarly, the north-east corner of the

1 SaYiku is a peg, nail or gnomon. See P.K. Acharya, Manasara, An Ency-

clopaedia of Hindu Architecture, vol. VII, Oxford 1946, pp. 476-482.
2 The same Sanskrit word is sometimes used for the pin of a gnomon

or measuring compass. The change of the verb serves as a clue to determine

the meaning of ianku.
3 Viz. the X and Z circles, see diagram I. The radius of the circle is one

fourth of the length of the line that is the distance between any two adja-

cent pegs.
4 The method followed is obviously that of drawing a perpendicular on

the centre of a given line.
5 This means, on the north and south sides of the first line. The centre

points are determined by ascertaining three equidistant points on the line

NOYPS see diagram; I. It is to be noted that in the tradition of Hindu

temple architecture the exact direction of the east and the west is determined

by a gnomon. This process of determining these directions is known as

apacchayanirnaya. Cf. Hayailrsa Paiicaratra, ch. 8; Pau. S., ch. 3 and

P.K. Acharya, o.c., vol. VII, pp. 476-482.
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centre point should be ascertained in this way, (only replacing the

southern point B) by the northern point (A). The other two
corners, namely the south-west and the north-west, should be

determined by drawing successive pairs of (intersecting) arcs as

(shown) before, (one at each of the corners, using the points B and X
and A and X respectively as centres and keeping the same radius).

In order to indicate the area clearly, one should draw four boundary
lines (NE-E-SE; SE-S-SW; SW-W-NW; and NW-N-NE of diagram
I) on four sides (namely the east, the south, the west and the north).

After dividing the area into sixteen parts (squares), 1 (the adept)

should draw nine lotuses (one on the area covered by the) four

squares at the centre (of the area) and (one in each of) the directions

of East etc. and the four corners (NE etc., vide diagram II).

14-15. Now listen about how to draw the eight-petalled central

lotus. Four circles should be drawn on the central area in such a way,
that one eighth (part of the entire area of the squares) is left out.

(These circles are drawn to help the drawing of) the pericarp, d, the

filaments, c, the base of the petals, b, and their sections, a, (all of these

belonging to the central lotus) respectively (see diagram II).

Beyond these (circles) a section measuring one fourth of the (area)

should be left empty. 2

16. W ithin (that encircled area for the drawing of) the (central)

lotus, (the adept) should draw .eight lines, (four) in the (four)

cardinal and (four) in the (four) intermediary directions. Between
these lines he should draw eight more lines (diagram II).

17-19. He should then draw eight petals to accord with the

(cardinal and intermediary) directions with the aid of the thread

attached to the (circle drawn) for the specification of the bases of

the petals. 3 (These) simple and well-drawn lines are called vyomare-

khds .

4 The other eight lotuses are drawn in the same way. This

enchanting great square diagram of nine auspicious lotuses should

possess gates on the outside together with sobhas and the konas and
1 See diagram II, the numbers 1-16 on the two hands of the outer square

indicates these squares. The J.S. clearly describes these as squares. J.S. 13, 24.
2 This is the length of the radius of the first and the smallest of the four

circles, d, which is drawn on the centre; see diagram II.
3 According to the J.S. a compass is used to outline the petals by drawing

semicircles, whereby the foot of the compass is placed on the circle that

specifies the bases of the petals of the lotus: J.S. 13, 31.
4 The meaning of this word is vague. It may imply curved lines, which

tends to confirm the notion of semicircles for petals.
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(the lotus should have) four colours so that the pericarp etc. are

distinguishable.

1

20-23. When for some reason worshipping (the deity), the holder

of the mantra should, on a flat surface (prastara) made of flowers, or

on (one made of) a piece of pure (unwashed, i.e. new, ahata).
3

wholly white, incensed and perfumed 3 cloth, or on a besmeared

level sand-platform
(
sthandila), recall to his mind the nine lotuses

(of the mandala). In conformity with the prescripts of the scripture

(he may) also carve an image of the deity of his meditation. He may
(even) propitiate (the deity) in a pitcher (i.e. instead of an image),

made of gold or silver etc. but avoiding metals such as iron etc.
4

which contains curds (or) milk (or) water, with any of the recom-
mended (auspicious) leaves arranged on it and decorated with

cloth and silks. The noblest among those who possess knowledge
of the mantras should (in all cases) worship the (mandala of) nine

lotuses, visualizing it there.

24-25. In the pitcher, or in the temple, or in the image-form, (or)

wherever the holder of the mantra performs the w'orship, he should

(first) meditate on the (mandala of) nine lotuses, wrhich contains the

whole world and represents the exalted home of all the gods, which
encompasses all (other) loci and is the paramount abode. He should

then (worship) by offering arghya etc., uttering (each time) the

sounds of the name of Tarika together with namah.
26-29. F°ur pots, made of metals such as gold etc. and filled

with purified water, witji scent, garlands, jewels, herbs and water-

soaked ku6a-grass are to be set in the four corners of the pedestal,

facing the image. These should be arranged from south-west to

south-east in the order of arghya, acamaniya, padya and snaniyu
5

respectively, the adept reciting the relevant mantras whilst arran-

ging them. (First) om, then the name of the offering inserted in (the

mantra) and then (the word) kalpayami (‘I arrange’). In the centre

1 See diagram No. Ill for the meaning of Sobha and kona. The JS.
gives a more detailed description of the mandala and the scheme of colours:

J.S. 13, 31-40.
2 Cf. Vacaspatyam, vol. I, p. 576.
3 perfumed with fragrances other than incense.
4 Besides the two precious metals J.S. recommends copper and clay for

the sacred pitcher. But there again, iron and other baser alloys such as

bell-metal etc. are prohibited.
5 See ch. XXXVI, 77-78.
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one should set a pot containing arghya, which is composed of various

ingredients. 1

30. White mustard seed (siddhdrthaka)
,
sesame seed, panic grass,

barley grains and white rice-grains mixed with water, milk and

fruits are said to be the ingredients of arghya.

31. Filling (one) pot (with arghya) accompanied by (the utterance

of) Tarika in the material form of flowing nectar, (the adept) should

meditate on the cycle of mantras in that (pot), the container of the

Undivided (the unanalysed One).

32. (Immediately after), the Undivided (mantra-form), as existing

within the (first) arghya, should be worshipped first with a flower

etc. That (arghya) should be conceived
(
bliavaniya

)

as being

identical with the container of Agni and Soma. 2

33-34. This is the first sacrament. 3 Now listen to the second one.

(The adept) should burn that (offering) with the tremendous

multitude of the sun's rays and then should extinguish (that fire)

of the burnt (offering) with the cool rays of the full moon. He should

(then) fill it with the waves of the nectar-ocean of Brahman's bliss.
4

35. Having consecrated it with all the chief mantras such as

Tarika etc. he should take the water (of arghya) and pour it from

that (vessel) into another bowl.

36. Such a method of (performing a) sacrament is prescribed for

each bowl. One should by this (performance) bring prosperity and

gratification to the bowls. 5

37“38. (After placing the bowl of arghya), one should make the

hand posture of the wish-yielding (cow) together with her own
mantra called Surabhi. 6 After having meditated on Surabhi 7 who

1 There are two readings of this word, viz. anekartham and anekankam.
The latter must be rejected since it makes no sense in the present context.

But J.S. records this as anekangam
,
which has more bearing here, and possi-

bly anekankam is a corruption of that word.
2 See ch. XXIX, 12.
3 Here identification of the receptacle used for such sacraments is ambi-

guous, since the word dvitlya leads to an expectation for more. J.S. makes
clear that the two sacraments are for the two bowls of arghya which meaning
is preferable here

4 The process is the same as that for purification of the ground. See

XXXV, 21-22.
5 This verse seems irrelevant here and breaks up the continuity of the

discourse.
6 See ch. XXXIII, 10 for the Surabhi-mantra and ch. XXXIV, 87-89

for the Surabhi-mudra.
7 The mythical wish-yielding cow, daughter of Daksa, wife of Ka^yapa
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resembles the Snow Mountain in colour and dwells at the place of

the substratumless (Brahman), 1 one should attentively show her

(Surabhi) the hand gesture with one's two hands anointed with

perfume, imitating the udder (of that cow).

39. After sprinkling the mandala and the pavilion with the water
from the bowl of arghya, (the adept) should strike 2 all the ingre-

dients of the sacrifice with the mantra of the weapon
(
astra ).

3

40-44. Thereafter, he should wash them with the basic (mantra).
(Thus) these (ingredients) become (sacrificial) offerings. Then, after

saluting Visnu, he should worship the lotus goddess, seated on His
(= Visnu s) lap, by offering loose flowers etc. together with the
basic mantra. Afterwards, taking the vessels containing arghya, the
flowers, the incense, the unguents, the lamp and the food-offerings,
he should perform the worship at the gate.
At the threshold of the gate outside the entrance in the middle,

(the adept) should worship the lord of the area, envisaged as

standing on that ground, by resort to meditation and other (parts of

the worship). One should meditate on the lord of the ground who
always keeps his left hand clenched, who is as (dark as) the inky
cloud, carries a staff in his hand and has a huge body. He should also

show (the deity) the (appropriate) hand posture. 4 This is the order
for performing (the various rites) in all other cases (of worship).

45. He should worship Laksmi, placed on the door at the top
door-frame; Laksmi, who holds the lotus in her hand and who is

standing on the lotuses.

46. (He should also worship) Canda and Pracanda on the outer

sides of the bottom of the door-frame facing south and north, and
Jaya and \ijaya, on the inner sides (of the door-frame also facing

south and north). 5

and mother of all cattle and animals with cloven hoofs. See the Bha.P.,
I, 17, 9; VI, 6, 26-27.

1 For the meaning of pada see J. Gonda, The concept of a personal God in

ancient Indian religious thought, Studia missionalia 17, Rome 1968, p. 121.
2 tadayet: this is a form of purification; see H. Brunner-Lachaux, Soma-

sambhupaddhati, Pondicherry 1963, p. too.
3 See ch. XXXIII, 5-10.
4 See ch. XXXIV, 57-58. The Vigvamitra Samhita gives almost the same

description.
5 Jaya and Vijaya are the traditional gate-keepers of Vaikuntha in the

mythologies: Bha.P. Ill, 16, 2 and 26-37; VIII, 21, 16. There are four pairs

of chief gatekeepers in the Visnu pantheon: Canda and Pracanda; Jaya
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47-48. All these (Visnu's gate-keepers) are known to possess four

arms. They hold in their hands the mace, the disc as well as the

conch-shell and they are of great strength. They frighten the non-

devotees and are ever ready to destroy all evil. They should be

worshipped and meditated upon in these forms and (their) hand-

postures 1 should also be shown.

49-51. From left to right across the middle of the two side

frames, (the adept) should then worship Ganga and Yamuna, who

bear in their hands pitchers containing holy water, and are pretty

in their pristine youth, of white complexion and smiling counte-

nance. Ganga should be meditated upon as gracious and with a face

(as beautiful) as the full moon. The river Yamuna should also be

(regarded) as (possessing) similar (form), (only) she is (dark) as an

ink}7 cloud.

52-53. Following the same order 2 (the adept) should worship

with arghya, flower etc. the two lords of the treasures, called

Sarikha and Padma, who stand on the inner side of the door. Those

two lords of the treasures are envisaged as being seated on the

jewel-box. They are fat-bellied, tawny-eyed, two-armed and full of

divinity.

54-55. Having completed the worship of the door, (the adept)

should take some flowers, and holding them in front with his thumb,

index and middle finger, whilst uttering the mantra of the weapon,

should recall (to mind) the disc as existing on that (flower). This

should be consecrated with (its) mantra.

56-57. This sharp-spoked, fire-formed, fire- and thunder-shower-

ing destroyer of all hindrances should be placed within the sacrificial

chamber. Then (the adept) should point the index finger of his right

hand straight upwards and recalling that lightning brilliance (of the

disc), while reciting the mantra of the tuft of hair, he should enter

the sacrificial chamber, twirling that (raised index finger). 3

58-59. He should then sprinkle his own seat with water' from the

vessel containing arghya, and at the same time (recite) the astra-

mantra. He should worship there the seats composed of mantras

and Vijaya; Dhata and Vidhata; and Bhadra and Subhadra. H. D. Smith,

o.c. pp. 233-234.
1 See ch. XXXIV, 60-62.
2 The order of Ganga and Yamuna, namely from left to right.

3 This symbolizes the whirling of the disc.
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such as adharasakti etc., 1 and should also demonstrate with each
its respective hand posture. 2 Then, sitting down on that (seat), he
should worship the lord of the gods, who dwells in his heart.

60-

61. (Thereafter) he should (mentally) bring to his eyes that
majestic state of the couple, which is called Laksml-Narayana, the
eternal supreme dweller of the heart and identifying himself with
that (he) should view all (the ingredients of the worship) 3 with a
steady gaze.

61-

62. Wherever (the adept) wishes to perform the worship,
whether in the pavilion or on a pedestal, he should (first) worship
the seats (namely) adharasakti 4

etc. with arghya, flowers and so on.
Afterwards, he should worship dharma etc. 5 appearing in their
respective directions.

63. Ihen after visualizing in meditation (the containers), (viz.)
the lotus, the orbs 6 of the sun etc. ending with the seat of spiritual
realization (bhavasana

) , successively situated one above the other,
one should worship them with (offerings of) flowers etc.

64-67. The area of the mandala, extending from the right of the
deity who is in the mandala to (the location) of the yugas such as
krta etc., should be divided into seven sections from north-west to
north-east. In the first (section) the adept should worship Ganesa 7

seated in the posture of the lotus 8 on the filaments and petals of the
lotus (of the mandala), and holding with his two upper hands the
rosary (of eleocarpus seeds) and the axe, whereas the two main

1 See ch. XXXVI, 2-12.
2 See ch. XXXIV, 39-48.
3 This process of gazing at the objects of enjoyment offered to the deity

makes them identified with the great divine couple. This is known as the
rite of Iksana, while the sprinkling of water from the bowl of arghya is cal-
led proksana. See J.S. 13, 87-89. The significance of gazing is extensively
discussed by J. Gonda in his monograph ’Eye and Gaze in the Veda’,
Amsterdam 1969.

4 This is necessary in order to identify the material seat of the image with
the spiritual seat, meditated upon, and the external worship becomes entirely
symbolic of the spiritual worship through meditation.

5 Seech. XXXVI, 13-19.
6 See ch. XXXVI, 20-31.
7 This text is obscure and perhaps corrupt. J.S. describes a square to the

left of the mandala, which falls outside the area of the deity's main seat and
beyond the position of the corner seat-supports such as krta etc. J.S. 13,

95 -97 -

8 See the Ahi. S. 31, 34.
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hands are held in the gesture of granting boons and protection.

Or, these hands held in the posture of granting boons and protection

may also be envisaged in the pose of discourse
(
vydkhyd

)
by joining

the index finger to the thumb.

68-72. The wise should place the plump and pendulous-bellied,

stout elephant-headed (deity) with only one tusk along with the

six anga(-mantras) on the six filaments of the lotus, while reciting

his (= Ganesa’s) own mantra and making the appropriate hand

gestures and offerings of flowers etc. 1

The wise next worship goddess Vagisvari with her personal

mantra. She is envisaged as seated on the white lotus within the

orbs of the sun, the moon and fire, unfettered by any limitation

whatsoever, yet assuming embodiment
; she is the first manifestation

of my power consisting of sound. She is white, has two eyes and

two arms holding the conch-shell and the lotus, and is clad in

garments and ornaments as (white) as the surging waves of nectar.

Thereafter (the adept) should worship his own preceptor and his

preceptor’s preceptor. These (should be envisaged) according to

those forms which are well known in the world.

73. After that, (the adept) should worship his (= the preceptor’s

preceptor’s) preceptor, the exalted one (paramesthin).

Then the pitaras are to be worshipped as bodiless, devoid of form.

74. Thereafter he should worship the successful worshippers

who preceded him (ddisiddhas
) ,
who are engaged in meditating on

God and are calm in (appearance), with eyes closed, have auspicious

limbs and who are full of excessive power.

75. Having successively obtained the permission (of these deities),

he should then invoke and worship me envisaged as being seated on

the lap of the highest god. O Suresvara, now listen to the particulars

about the formalities of (worship).

1 See ch. XXXIII, 61-62 and ch. XXXIV, 64-68.



CHAPTER THIRTY-EIGHT

EXTERNAL WORSHIP. FURTHER DETAILS WITH A
DESCRIPTION OF SOME LESSER DEITIES

1. Narayana is the unique God possessing the form of the full six-

fold attributes. I am His great Sakti, (His) eternal selfconsciousness.

2. I, the above (Sakti), underwent embodiment with the intention

of obliging my worshippers. Listen (now) to a detailed description

of the rites prescribed for worshipping me, who am seated on the
lap of the supreme God.

3-4. After obtaining permission from Gane£a etc., 1 (the adept)
should invoke (the Sakti) existing within his own heart. 2 He should
(then) meditate on the supreme soul, which is worshipped (by the
adept) in the internal (or spiritual) worship (antaryaga), which
possesses all the unmanifested

(
stimita

, motionless) six attributes in

their entirety and which is the container of myself, Sakti. This
(Supreme God) taraka (as He is called in His mantric form) 3 should
be pronounced thrice and then Tarika 4 should be uttered thrice. 5

5. He should (then) invoke the lotus-eyed Person, possessing a
strong and noble (form) with four arms, by uttering the mantra in

masculine gender [pranava)

.

6-9. Following the method of recaka, 6 (the adept) should invoke
the lord of Laksmi, coexistent with the divine Sakti, to descend
from the seat of anahata, 7 by using the intermediary (duct) between

1 See the previous chapter, verses 65-75.
2 This is the inner principle, known as jiva-sakti, or anugraha-iakti .

See ch. XIII, 2-15 and 24-27.
3 om is the mantric form of the supreme God and utterance of the mantra

ensures the presence of the deity.
4 Here also the utterance of hrim ensures the presence of the deity.
5 om om om, hrim hrim hrim.
6 Recaka is the third part of pranayama, when air is exhaled slowly

over a period of sixteen smallest units of time
(
§oda£a-mdtra). This can be

counted by slowly tracing a circle around the left knee-cap with the left

hand. The exhalation is done either through the ida duct or through the

pingala duct. The first runs from the left nostril to the complex of ducts

near the navel, the other runs from the right nostril to that complex. See

the Ahi.S. 32, 8-29 and 32, 44; 51-55.
7 The twelve-petalled lotus at the heart.
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the two (other ducts) Agni and Soma 1 which has its outlet within the

nose (of the adept), or he may visualize the resplendent (God) as

(already) freed (from his heart), like a flash of lightning bursting out

of a cloud and then subsiding into complete tranquility (afterwards). 2

lie should next envisage Him as existent in the handful of flowers

(to be offered) and enthroned on the spiritual seat (bhavasana)

whereafter he should perform the rite of nyasa.3 The rite (of nyasa)

should be duly performed step by step in his (= the adept s) mind

accompanied by the four hand postures, samnidhi, samnirodha,

samstambhana and sthapana.

io-ii. The process of samnidhi (proximity) is (the position)

made by turning the hands upwards with fingers pressed tightly

together, and placing the thumb of each (hand) over its owrn little

finger. When in the same (gesture) (instead of the little finger) the

ring-finger and the middle-finger are (successively) covered (by the

thumbs), the two (hand gestures) of samstambha and samnirodha are

(respectively) formed.

12-15. O Sakra, the four fingers of each hand should be clenched

(and then) the two thumbs (of both hands) are placed diagonally,

across them (= fingers). This completes the posture of samsthapana.

Having made these hand postures accompanied by the utterance of

the mantra of Tara etc., one should continue to meditate on Han

as being present (having arisen there) until the offering of padya and

arghya has been completed. (Also) wrhile offering the bath, the

ornaments, the garment and the garland, or in the case of other

(types) of worship (bhogaydga) ,
where other objects appropriate to

that (particular ritual) are offered, one should visualize Hari as

possessing the form stipulated by the sacred scriptures, and as

being full of compassion and indulgence.

16-19. The absolute Sakti consisting of myself, who is already

associated with the image and exists in its form, should as in the

1 The duct pingala and the duct ida, respectively. See Ahi.S. 32, 30.

The intermediary duct is susumna, the most important duct for the yogins,

since it reaches the Brahmarandhra and is the most effective means of

lifting the kundalinlsakti from the complex of ducts. See Ahi.S. 32, 11-12.

Cf. Svatmarama, Hatha Yoga Pradlpika 3, 3. .

2 Yad va : these two words pose some difficulty in following the ntua
,

but since J.S. regards the process as a continuous one, I too have preferre

to do so.
3 The ritual prescribed for placing Visnu in each ingredient of the worship.
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case of Hari also be visualized as entering the objects of enjoyment
offered (to the deity). (The adept should then continue) the worship
of the invoked (deity) by throwing a full handful of flowers mixed
with arghja. (Then), with head lowered and hands clasped over
his head, he should slowly worship (the deity) by reciting the two
mantras of tara and Tara together with namas. 1 (Thereafter) he
should successively offer the deity flowers, arghya, incense and
unguent accompanied by the mulamantra etc., either briefly or
elaborately as the time permits.

then) he should, reciting the mantra of Tara,
wors ip t e formless and peerless Sakti 2 pervading every part of
the (deity s) body. After that, with their own mantra he should
wors ip t e deities of the weapon and of the ornaments as well as

e sa tis etc. in their relevant positions on the (deity’s) body. This is
called the layayaga, the great fiilfiller of all desires.

,

2
*?’ !

Fhe
,

reafter w*th my aforesaid mantra the intelligent

|

a
T \r

S °U
^v°he me as distinguishable from the body of

°a f
1

m
U

’ *s totahy infused with (my) Sakti. (I,) the
un e ma e an unparalleled goddess, who am all-powerful, divine
and unique, whose highly luminous body is composed of the six
(

vine) a tri utes, correspond with Visnu in every respect, at all
times and in all places. I have voluntarily accepted embodiment out
of compassion (and) m order to benefit the adept. Without abandon-
ing God s form, I nevertheless remain separate (from God’s body) 3

After this, the wise (adept) should perform the successive rites that
are enumerated for proper observance of the rite of invocation.

26. He should then meditate on my dear self as seated on Visnu’s
left thigh. I have already described how my body should be visualized
in meditation. 4

27-28. After that, continuing to follow the process of dissolution
(the adept) should worship the sakti etc. in me (i.e. the subordinate
deities of my retinue), envisaging them as gradually emerging from
me like sparks from the blazing fire. 8

1 om hrim namah.
2 The spelling is irregular.
3 This duality in perfect unity is the central postulate of the system
4 See ch. XXXVI, 124-131.

J

6 The purport of this simile is to emphasize the fact that the minor
deilies belonging to the main deity’s retinue are components of the one,
absolute deity.
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Now listen to how each (subordinate deity) is placed on the site of

worship (bhogasthana)
.*

29. (The adept) should envisage the lotus-eyed Person and the

lotus-goddess seated on His lap as (both) occupying the seat of

spiritual realization
(
bhdvdsana)- situated in the pericarp of the

central lotus (of the mandala).

30-34. LaksmI 3 should be visualized on the pericarp of the lotus

to the east (of the central lotus), emanating.from her 4 body which

possesses two arms and two eyes and wears attractive earrings, a

white wreath and robe. She is adorned with necklaces, armlets and

all auspicious marks; she has firm and high breasts; wide eyes

resembling full-blown lotuses; a face lit up with a charming smile;

lovely tresses resembling a swarm of bees in flight; she has a bright

mark on her forehead, lips that are red (and soft) like petals; her

hair is black and curly; her teeth are like rows of pearls. She is

seated in the lotus posture, holding the noose and the goad in either

hand, and her (appearance) resembles the inside of a lotus.

5

She

faces us.°

35 _37- One should visualize the supreme Ivirti as existing in the

pericarp of the lotus to the south (of the central lotus), who emanates

from my body. She consists of renown and resembles LaksmI in her

garb and ornaments, except that sometimes her (complexion is fair)

like the kunda flower. 7 Jaya should be visualized as seated on the

pericarp of the lotus to the west of us, 8 (as) emanating out of my
body and possessing a body similar to (that of LaksmI), (but) red

(in colour). One should visualize Maya as being present in the peri-

carp of the lotus to the north (of the central lotus) issuing from my
body, and she (also) resembles LaksmI but is occasionally of a red

(colour).

38-39. (The mantra) of the heart
(
hrdaya

)
should be placed on the

lotus at the south-east corner, (that of) the head
(
siras )

on the

1 This apparently means the mandala.
2 See ch. XXXVI, 24 and 58.
3 One of the four principal saktis of the absolute Sakti.
4 The absolute Sakti.
5 The colour is light pink.
6 ‘Us’ here refers to Sri and Narayana.
7 A variety of white jasmine.
8 ‘Us’ here denotes the divine couple, LaksmI and Narayana, visualized

on the central lotus of the mandala.

16
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lotus at the south-west corner. (One should place the mantra) of the

tuft of hair (iikha) on the lotus at the north-west corner, (that of) the

armour
(
varma

)
on the lotus at the north-east corner. (The mantra of)

the eyes (should be placed) on the foremost petal of the central lotus,

while (that of) the weapon on the corner (petal)

.

40-41. (The adept) should meditate on Vasudeva as being
present in front of (the mantra) of the eyes, and should envisage
lord Samkarsana (as present) on the southerly petal of the central
(lotus). Pradyumna should be visualized on the westerly petal of the
central lotus and Aniruddha on the northerly.

42-43. One should visualize the elephants known as Gulgulu,
Gurunya, Madana and Salala, who are the embodiments of nectar,
on the two corner petals behind (the mantra of) the weapon; they
carry a jug of nectar in their hands and are fair like the conch-shell
or the kunda-flower and they have four tusks. 1

One should place (the mantra of) the kaustubha on all the petals
of Laksmi’s lotus. 2

44. Similarly (i.e. on all the petals), one should place (the mantra
of) the vanamala on the lotus that (contains the mantra of) the
heart. (The mantra of) the decorative lotus 3 should be placed on the
petals of Kirti’s lotus.

45- Likewise one should also place (the same) on the petals of all

four lotuses (such as) the petals of the lotus of Jaya, the petals of the
lotus of (the mantra of) the armour and (other) lotuses. 4

46. One should place ^(the mantra of) the excellent goad on the
petals of the lotus of (the mantra of) the head. (The adept) should
place (the mantra of) Garuda, the best of all birds, in front of the
four gates.

1 catur + radan.
2 The lotus to the east of the mandala belongs to LaksmI
3 Ch. XXXIII, 21-23.
4 This is a very corrupt verse. The four emblems, namely the conch-shell,

the lotus, the disc and the mace should be placed on the petals of four
lotuses. But since J.S., the basic text of the LaksmI Tantra, is already so
confused on this point, where only three lotuses are mentioned for these
four emblems, the redactor is here at a loss. In J.S. the lotus is placed on the
petal of the KIrti-lotus ; the conch-shell on that of the Sikha-lotus

; the disc on
that of the Jaya-lotus. But about the mace, it states that it is placed on the
petals of the lotus of that place ( ?) . L.T. is silent about the lotus of Maya,
whereas J.S. assigns the noose to it. In short, the difficulty about deciding
where to place the mace remains unsolved.
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47-49. Alternatively one may place the elephants in front of their

own gates. 1 One should place Balakika on the ground of the east-

gate. She carries a lotus in her hand, is white-complexioned, has

eyes like lotus-petals, a gracious expression and a dwarfed form.

The blue-complexioned Vanamalika is placed on (the ground of) the

south-gate, the red-complexioned \ ibhisika inside the west-gate

and the multi-coloured 2 Madhudidhiti within the north-gate. 3

50. The eight guardians of regions, called Indra etc.,
4 togethei

with their conveyances, remain outside the gates from the east to the

north-east corner.

51. Further on, (the adept) should envisage Brahma and the king

of the serpents 5 and still further on, he should meditate on their

(
= the lokapalas') weapons 6

,
viz. the vajra etc.

52. At the north and the north-east corner (the adept) should

meditate on Visvaksena, who has noble features and is descending

from the sky.

53-59. O Puramdara, now hear from me about how to meditate

on (the deities) who are not yet described.

(The adept) should visualize Vasudeva as consisting of amrta,

with (a dark) body (like) a cloud and wide eyes (resembling) the

lotus. (In each of his hands) he (respectively) holds the conch-shell,

disc, mace and lotus, and he has the £rivatsa on his chest, is

clothed in yellow and possesses four arms.

Samkarsana should be called to mind as possessing (a white)

body resembling a mound of snow, he is clad in blue and has foui

arms (the lower two of which) hold the plough and (the mace called)

Saunandaka, 7 while (the other) two hands are held in the pose of

granting boons and protection and he is capable of rescuing (the

people) drowned (in misery).

(The adept) should call to mind Pradyumna as the red (-coloured)

god clad in red, displaying the bow and arrow and the hand

postures of granting boons and protection.

1 The gates at the four corners. See ch. XXXVIII, verses 39* 4 1
* 42 -

2 Samkarhn, read samkarim, or perhaps a proper name ?

3 Cf. Ag. P. 308, 6-8,
‘ and M. T. De Mallmann, L’Agnipurana, Paris 1963,

p. 189.
4 See M. T. De Mallmann, o.c., p. 188; also see p. 214 n. supra.

5 Brahma is the guardian of zenith, Ananta of the nadir.

6 See J.S. ch. 7, 78-86.
7 This is the special mace of Kamapala. See Bha.P. 10, 66.
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He should envisage Aniruddha as being yellow (-coloured),
clothed in white, with the sword and the shield in two of his hands,
while the other two are held in the posture of granting boon and
protection. All these lotus-eyed individuals are seated (in front of us)
and are looking towards us (i.e. towards) myself and Visnu in a
north-easterly direction, while elephants resembling mountains of
snow pour (water) on us from the pitchers of nectar.

1

60-62. The wise should meditate on the mantra of the heart as
being white and red in colour, clad in a white garment, as having
four arms and as sitting in the lotus posture. In (two) of his hands he
carries (lit. he is decorated with) the lotus and the conch-shell,
(while the right) hand (of the remaining pair of hands) is held in the
posture of the heart 2 and the left hand (is held) in the posture of
granting everlasting protection. He remains seated facing us,
pro usely adorned with white ornaments and attire, his body
smeared with camphor.

63-64. The wise (adept) should visualize the lord, (the mantia of)
the armour asseated before us, as red as the (flower called) bandhu-
Ji /a, he holds the lotus and the disc and is supreme. He is as dark
as crows, bees or collyrium (alternatively, he is as dark as the raven
or coUynunDA He is holding a lotus bud. His (main) right hand is
held in he posture peculiar to himself,* while the other (is held in the

PFOtection - He is smeared with musk and is
(decked) with dark-coloured flowers.

65-66. (The adept) should visualize (the mantra ol) the weapon
of great activity as seated facing us, coloured yellow and red, and
holding the mace and the lotus respectively (in his two upper
hands His two front hands are held in the posture associated with
himself. a He is richly adorned with golden clothing and ornaments
and is fierce like the fire of destruction.

1 See M.T. De Mallmann, o.c., p. 188-189
2 See ch, XXXIV, 17-18.
3 Pentapetes Phoenicea. A red flower.
4 be taken as a compound of three words (kaka, ah and

kajjala: kakahkajjala) or of two words (kakali and kajjala) The text is
C°,

nfUSi
f!u

SinC
u,

SUCCessiv
,

e verses the deity is first described as being
red and then black. Moreover, he appears to be holding both a lotus and a
lotus bud.

5 See ch. XXXIV, 23-24.
6 See ch. XXXIV, 27.
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67. Alternatively, the eminent adept may conceive these (man-

tras) of the heart etc. to be female (deities), 1 profusely adorned with

the afore-mentioned robes and ornaments and smeared with unguents

tallying with (the colours) of their own forms.

68-72. Thus (I) have described how the bodily forms of the anga

(-mantras), which dispel all sins, should be envisaged in meditation.

(The adept) should visualize (the mantra of) the kaustubha (gem)

as having two hands and the brilliance of thousands of suns. He is

richly clad in gleaming robes and ornaments, his hands are held

close to his chest, in the posture peculiar to himself. 2

(The adept) should meditate on (the mantra of) the vanamala

who is composed of five colours and lovely with eyes that are

auspicious. She holds her hands in the posture resembling a mature

woman.3

(He) should meditate on the lotus-faced lotus, kindly and

(pleasing) like the moon. He possesses two hands, is handsome in

every limb (of his body) and holds his hands in the posture of the

lotus.4 (The adept should meditate on) the (mantra of) the lord of

the noose, who is as dark as the new blades of the durva grass and

with the face of a snake. He has two hands, of which the right hand

is held in the posture peculiar to himself, 5 while the other is held in

the posture of granting boons. He is terrible and awe-inspiring in

appearance.

73. One should visualize (the mantra of) the goad as being sharp,

long nosed and fierce (in form). His right hand (is) held in the posture

(of the goad) 6 and the left hand in the (posture) of (granting) boons.

74. The apparel, appearance and ornaments of the guardians of

the quarters are well known; 7 their weapons are of human form

and their heads bear their (identifying) marks. 8

1 Apparently these deities of the anga-mantras may be either male or

female, but their distinctive features such as colours, ornaments etc. are

the same in either case.
a See ch. XXXIV, 31-33.
3 There are two postures belonging to the vanamala (see ch. XXXIV,

34-35), but neither tallies with description of the resemblance to a mature

woman, which may possibly refer to the deity, and not to her hand posture.

1 See ch. xxxiv, 36.
5 See ch. xxxiv, 37-38.
8 See J.S. 8, 49-50.
7 See M. T. De Mallmann, o.c., pp. 124-127.
8 See J.S. 7, 78-86, for the names of the weapons. The descriptions of the
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75. The four-armed Visvaksena should be envisaged as holding
the conch-shell and the lotus, while the two other hands are held in

the posture of Visnu’s own hands.

76-77. One should then visualize Garuda at the gate as the
possessor of terrifying eyes, a red head, a huge beak and as having
the colour of hot gold. He has large teeth and a vulture-face and is

adorned with a circle of feathers.

Thus I conclude my brief description of how the (deities in)

the retinue (of myself and Visnu) should be envisaged (in

meditation).

78. Above our gross (form), one should meditate on the subtle
(form) of (the mantra of) Tarika, consisting of the state of the
couple both perceptible and imperceptible and free from (moral)
impurity.

79-84. One should meditate on the (mantra of) the absolute
Tara above that, who possesses the complete sixfold attributes
and consists of consciousness. That (is) our divine absolute (state of)
the couple, consisting of the great God who has hands pointing to
every direction, feet and eyes, head and face, seeing in every direction,
who

(
the couple) manifest both sound and meaning and are ever

active by virtue of their own power. The entire circle of the mantras
is reflected in that (= absolute Tara). After comprehending her
fully and adhering strictly to the ritual of'nyasa, (the adept) should
worship Tara, the all-pervasive and absolute, in both her forms of
evolution and involution. He who is conversant with the mantras
should first mentally worship us, who are complete (i.e. the sub-
stratum of all) and who are unblemished, with all the objects of
enjoyment starting from arghya and ending with prapana. 1 Then
he should worship all the (deities) of our retinue, starting with the
saktis and ending with Visvaksena. (But) Garuda and the four
celestial female gate-keepers 2 (should be worshipped) first of all.

female door-keepers are already given in the verses 47-49. Cf. also De Mall-
mann, o.c., pp. 187-189.

1 Food offered to the deity. V ashed uncooked rice is arranged on a platter
in a central mound surrounded by six or eight smaller mounds. Some sweet
meats and fruits and often a piece of betel leave are arranged on the top of
each mound. This food offering is called naivedyci. Besides this, other food
articles like fruits, roots, bulbs, sweets, cooked food etc. are also offered.

All these are collectively called prapana.
2 Balakika etc. See ch. XXXVIII, 47-49.
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Thus, O Sakra, I have revealed to you (the process of) nyasa,

(relating to the main deity and the retinue on the nine -lotus-man-

dala), where objects of enjoyment are offered in worship. Now hear

from me the number, description and names of these objects of

enjoyment.



CHAPTER THIRTY-NINE

VARIOUS REQUISITES FOR EXTERNAL WORSHIP

i. Sri: O lord of gods, now listen to (the description of) the
objects of enjoyment which, when offered, are gratifying to nio, and
wherein my Sakti, manifested for the enjoyment of these objects,
exists.

2-

3. In arranging those objects of enjoyment (offered) according
to the means (of the worshipper), through her diverse and manifold
powers which have become manifested in material form (my sakti
has purified them), all these (= objects of enjoyment) are to be
considered as wholly worthy of God.

3-

4- First, the excellent seat is spread on the soft cover (of the
ground) 1 followed by (the offerings of) arghya, padya, madhuparka
and requisites for sipping water (dcamaniya) 2 and then comes the
0 ering of one s own self and belongings, 3 preceded by the saluta-
tion.

5-6. Having obtained permission, (the adept) should then
offer (to the deity) the excellent snanasana, 4 (consisting of) a
footstool, the arghya, then the gifts of padya (such as) the water (to
wash) the feet, the slippers, the cloth

(
sati

)

(to wear during the act)
of bathing, a plate full of £ali rice, the mirror, scented water and the
requisites for washing ttfe hands.

7‘ 1 3- (The snanasana also consists of) the tooth-pick, water to
wash one s face and rinse one’s mouth, scented oil, mixed flour of
rice (salt) and wheat and powdered turmeric mixed with a little

1 In the ritual for worshipping God, the Pahcaratra enumerates six
sets of objects of enjoyment as offerings to the deity, namely mantrasana,
snanasana, alamkarasana, bhojyasana, repetition of mantrasana and paryan-
kasana. The details of these are now being enumerated. Cf Ahi S 28 36-50.

2 See ch. XXXVII, 28-30.
'

3 The Pad. T. cites the mantra as “O Lord of the universe, I am thy
slave, together with my son etc. (members of) the family, deign to introduce
me, who am attached to thee, to beneficial duties”: Pad.T. 4, 3, 140.

4 This is the second set of offerings. The Sa.S. mentions the mantra as
O God, I have made these manifest to thee, who art engaged in taking a

bath. This is the highly auspicious snanasana, which (consists of) a foot-

stool; deign to arrive here soon in order to help me”: Sa.S. 6, 26.
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bit of (powdered wood of) padmaka, 1 meant for cleansing (and

rubbing the body) and thereafter, tepid water together with oil-cake

for bathing 2 and sandal-wood (paste) mixed with camphor for

smearing (the body after the bath); (then) cow-milk, cow-curd and

cow-butter (clarified), honey and juice of the sugar-cane. 3 (It is

also accompanied by) scented amalaka, 4 water mixed with (the

pollen of) lodlira, 5 the red sandal-wood water, the excellent dew-

water (night-dew), the water with granthiparni 6 in it, the tagara-

water 7 and then, gradually, water mixed with priyangu, jatila and

white mustard and sarvausadhi, 8 water mixed with flowers, fruits

and leaves, water mixed with seeds and perfume, water mixed with

gold and jewels, river-water, water from sacred places and pure

water. These (special) waters are to be offered together with the

bathing water and one should, during the progress of the bathing

ceremony, offer, from time to time, arghya from the bowl of arghya.

14-18. From time to time he should also offer a wash
(
ksdlana)

with water sprinkled with flowers.

(After performing the bath), in one hand he should take the

pitcher containing water left after the bath, which is mixed with

turmeric, the sali (rice), garland etc., while in his other hand he

should take an incense-burner containing some white mustard seed

and, moving it around his head he should throw (both of) them

outside (the mandapa).

1 Padmaka is the wood of Cerasmus Puddum, which possesses the scent

of the lotus. This mixture of wheat etc. is an excellent toilet article for skin-

care.
2 This is the lump of pressed oil-seeds from which the oil is extracted;

a mild detergent. The use of tepid water is unusual for the Indian plain,

especially in South India. Maybe this indicates a colder region of the origin

of the text. Kashmir?
3 The mixture is known as the madhuparka.
4 The fruit of Embelic Myrobalan. A citrus berry, frequently used in

various remedies.
5 Symplocos Racemosa. The pollen of its flower is used as a face-powder.
6 A kind of fragrant plant.
7 Tabernaemontana coronaria. A fragrant powder is prepared from it.

8 Priyangu: Panicum Italicum, a medicinal plant and perfume. Jatila:

long pepper. Sarvausadhi : a combination of different herbs, namely kustha,

mumsl, haridra, vaca, saileya, candana, sura, campaka, karpura and musta.

Sometimes karpura (camphor) is replaced by another type of haridra (tur-

meric) and candana (sandalwood) is replaced by sathi (a creeper used for

medicinal purposes).
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After that, he should offer two nicely washed (pieces of) cloth

for (the deity’s) body, (one-for) drying the water from his hair and

(the other for) wiping the water from the body.

Thereafter, he should offer bhadrasana (consisting) of two

garments, nicely washed and perfumed with incense, (namely) the

lower garment and the upper garment. He should then purify the

place with a pitcher full (of water) and meditate on Hari as soaring

in the sky. 1

Next, he should offer an alamkarasana2 consisting of a soft thin

coverlet.

19. There (on that carpet) he should offer all (the objects)

previously enumerated, such as arghya, padya etc. (with hairpin

etc.), to part the hair and a comb to comb (the hair). 3

20. (He should also offer) flowers that decorate the head, then
other objects to adorn the crown

;
perfumes such as the sandalwood

etc., fans to ward off (perspiration).

21-23. He should also offer wonderful adornments (for the head
such as) a diadem etc. and garlands of various shapes made of

flowers (that are considered) pure; offerings of a handful of flowers

to (the god’s) feet, surrounding them with flowers, and collyrium,

cooled with scents to darken (the deity’s) eyes. He should similarly

(offer) other cosmetics 4 and put the mark on the forehead, and
(should hold) a clear polished mirror before (the deity’s) eves.

24-26. (He should also offer) the lamp, the incense, the conveyan-
ces, whether living or otherwise, 5 eulogies, auspicious songs, dances

and instrumental music; also bowls full of jewels to make up for

(possible) deficiencies in the offerings, and all those special (objects of

adornment and toilet) worthy of use by an emperor, fashioned by
the (adept by relying on his own) inventiveness. All these objects

1 This spot represents the highest seat of God in the human body known
as dvada^anta.

2 Asana here means a carpet or a piece of cloth spread out on which the
ritual offerings can be placed; cf. Ahi.S. 28, 31.

3 Obviously here the real act of hair-dressing is not intended, but the

requisites with which it is done.
4 The alambhana here means cosmetics such as the lacker and saffron

colourings used for painting the lips, hands and feet, the gall of the cow
for painting the forehead, and the like.

5 Means of conveyance such as the real elephant, horse, chariot etc., or

gold or silver replicas of these.
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of enjoyment placed on the carpet for adornment (
alamkdrasana

)

are

imbued with me. 1

Next should be offered (to the deity) the carpet for food-offering,

on which are laid out the padya, arghya etc., as stated before.

27-28. Now, learn from me how one should worship with ma-

dhuparka. A combination of milk, honey and curd is (called) madhu-

parka. Having placed a bowl in front (of the deity) the (adept)

should fill it with madhuparka, and he should (set before the deity)

arhana 2 and tarpana 3 in two bowls separate from that containing

arghya.

29-30. (He) should first worship (the deity) with (the. offering of)

arhana, then with (that of) madhuparka and (after that) he should

perform (the rite of) tarpana with all the (waters required) for

tarpana and then lie should do the fanning (nispnmsana) 4 with the

hands. Thereafter, he should offer acamana 5 and a full bowl of

madhuparka containing only cow products. He should perform the

rice-sacrifice together with its subordinate rites, as in the case of the

madhuparka (rite).

31. For the rice-sacrifice, one should offer (the deity) a bowlful

of sali-rice.
6

(In mantrasana, the fifth set of offered objects) one should offer

(to the deity) betel with camphor and perfumes. 7

52. Thereafter, (the adept) should offer a marvellous couch to

rest on. 8 There (on the couch), he should repeat all the offerings of

objects such as arghya etc., as before.

1 Seech. XXXYI 1 I, 1O-17

2 Arhana here consists of a watery substance for sprinkling, which is

also called arghya. Cf. Ag.P. 34, 20: tathdstdngarghyam dkhyatam, yava-

gandhaphaldkmtam hitsasiddhdvthapuspan i tilddravyani edrhanam.
3 Tarpana consists of the offering of drinking water.
4 This is a special way of pleasing God : the worshipper, standing, spreads

all the fingers of both his hands and. while joining the hands by the tips

of the thumbs, moves them around the entire length of the image, while

shaking the fingers slightly.
5 Acamana is the offering ol water for rinsing the mouth. This water is

mixed with clove, pimenta acris and jasminum grandiflorum. Cf. Ag.P.

34, 21 : lavangatakkolayutam dadydd acamaniyakam and Ahi.S. 28, 35.

0 Sali is a special type of rice of inferior quality with very small rounded

grains. Eight types of grains are offered to the deity: 3ali, mudga (lentil),

nivara, syamaka, priyangu, sesame, barley and wheat.
7 The word anuvasana means perfumed betel etc. which soothe the

stomach after a heavy meal.
8 This is the last set of offerings to the deity known as paryamkasana.
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33‘34- After that, in a (quiet place) unseen by anyone he should
perforin japa (muttering of the mantra) with an auspicious rosary,
properly consecrated by mantra. In ordinary cases, when the num-
ber of (mantra-repetitions is) over ten, one may use the knuckles of
the fingers (of one s hands) for counting. But it should be understood
that when the number exceeds a hundred, one should use a rosary.

35- The vacika (type of japa) 1
is (desirable) for minor rituals,

the uparnsu (type) 2
is for rituals leading to the achievement of

success, the manasa (type) 3 for rituals yielding the wealth of libera-
tion, (while) the dhyana (type of japa) is for achieving success in
every (endeavour).

36. The rosary should be made in such a way that no ordinary
man can see it. A rosary made entirely of the hard cores of aksa
(nuts) is considered the best one. 4

37- A (rosary) made of dhatriphala, resembling the core (of the
aksa), is said to be of medium excellence, while that made of badara
nuts resembling the cores is (said to be) of minimum excellence. (A
rosary) containing one hundred and eight (beads) is regarded as
exce cnt, that (containing) half (that number of beads) is of medium
(excellence) and the one containing one fourth (of that number) is
said to be of least (excellence).

38-

39- (A losary with beads) made of gold is utilized in (rituals
intended for) the access to some object, the attainment of prosperity,
or worship of the ancestors.

(The same) made of silver or copper is (utilized in rituals intended
for) acquiring intelligence, valour or victory.

(The same) made of tin (is utilized in rites intended for) mastery
over female spirits (yaksinis), (beads) made of lead are useful (for
the mastery) over the ogres and ghouls

(
raksas

,
pisdca).

4°‘43- (A rosary consisting of beads made of) bell-metal is

(used in rituals intended for) mastery over vampire spirits
(
vetala ),

while the same made of brass (-beads) is (used for) mastery over
serpents and reptiles, (and) an iron (-beaded rosary is used in)

minor rituals. This completes (the description of) metal beads.
For the (rituals performed in order to obtain a long) span of life,

1 The vacika japa means the muttering of the mantra aloud.
2 Uparnsu japa is when the mantra is repeated in a whisper.
3 The manasa japa is repetition of the mantra, done mentally.
4 Eleocarpus seeds.
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cure from any diseases or to gain prosperity, the beads should consist

of all (kinds) of jewels. Crystals are said to be (most efficacious) for

the (rituals intended for) the attainment of liberation and tran-

quility, coral beads for good luck, and those made of (just) thread

for liberation.

For the attainment of tranquility, liberation and prosperity

beads made from the root of the tulasi plant (are most useful).

Lotus beads are considered to bring about success in all (aspira-

tions), while those made of shell bring prosperity.

44. Beads made of excellent pearls (are used in rituals) yielding

longevity, children and fame.

44-47. (The adept) should use (a rosary consisting of beads) made

of any one of these (aforesaid) materials at an auspicious moment

which is full of good qualities.

He should then wash it with perfumed water accompanied by

the (utterance) of the mantra of the weapon.

Spinning thread, fresh and strong, of jute or cotton fibre, he

should take three strands of it three or four times the length

required for strength. Washing that (thread) with water (conse-

crated by) the mantra of the weapon, he should string the beads on

it. The beads should not fall short of or exceed the desired number,

should be equal in size and should be tightly strung. The two ends

of the string fitted with beads of the desired number (are then

joined together with) a bead set there to form the Meru (centre) 1 of

the rosary. This is how the rosary should be made!

Cf. J.S. 14,27.1



CHAPTER FORTY

THE DAILY DUTIES OF AX ADEPT
(iConsecration of the rosary

,
japa, the significance of the bell, details of

the sacrifice including subsequent duties
,
anuydga).

1. Sakra:— I salute thee, water-born (goddess), I salute thee,

lotus-born (goddess); 0 Lotus-born One, deign to tell me how to

consecrate (pratistha) the rosary.

2. Sri: After preparing the rosary (in the aforesaid manner), one
should place it on an auspicious plate. (Then the adept should first)

worship it with (all the above mentioned offerings such as) arghya,
flowers etc., whereafter he should subject it to a purificatory rite (in

the following way).

3. First, burn the rosary with the (mantra of) the weapon 1 and
extinguish (the fire) with the (mantra of) the armour 2 and then
soothe it (= rosary) with (the mantra of) Sri in the paramrta-form.
Thereafter, (the presiding £akti of the rosary) should be visualized
(by the adept as follows).

4. She has four arms, is of matchless (beauty), is pervaded by me
and she indeed (resembles) my second self. (Two of her) hands are

held in the position of granting boons and protection (while the
other) two hands are clasped together.

5-7. (The adept) should begin by envisaging the flame-like
goddess s presence in the lotus of (the cavitv called) 3 bralnna-
randhra and then visualizing this supreme Sakti of Visnu consisting

of myself and the destroyer of all conceit, in (the lotus of) the

dvada£anta 4 he should envisage her gradual (descent to) the lotus

of the heart and her manifestation in the rosary, after she has

1 orn hrah vlryaya astrdya phat. This is the first stage of purification where
all impurities are burnt away by the fire of the mantra of astra.

2 The mantra of varma, om hraini baldya kavacaya hum, covers and ex-
tinguishes the fire of astra.

3 The duct of susumna has five cavities, the brahmarandhra being the

middle one. It is filled by the coiled up sakti (kundalini), while the other

four cavities are filled by blood. Ahi.S. 32, 23.
4 Seat of the Self, twelve fingers above the top of the head.
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(again) risen from the lotus of the heart, emerged once more

through the brahmarandhra and by degrees become effusive.

7-9. O Suresvara, when visualizing mv presence in the 6akti (of

the rosary) (the adept) should envisage me (in my three states,

namely) the gross, the subtle and the absolute larika forms accom-

panied by the series of (mantras called) ahgas and upangas. 0

Suresvara, he should envisage may a, 1 (wherein) the beads, the

thread, the rosary and even (the sakti) of Visnu (who is) present in

the rosary are all joined together.

9-15. Regarding this consecrated rosary as a gift from me, (the

adept) should then perform the rite of japa following the method

already described. 2 He should visualize it (= the rosary, as embody-

ing) the five states (of existence) of the Self, (viz.) the Undifferent-

iated, the absolute, the subtle, the gross and the Laksmi-Narayana

state. Similarly, (he should visualize) the five conditions 3 (of the

Self), viz. turyatlta, turya, the deep sleep, the dream and the

waking (to be present therein). He should also (visualize) the

(differentiation of the Self) as' the agent capable of initiating

activity (from) the first inkling of that agency (in the Self) to the

state of (full) performance (as the agent), the instrument and then

the objects created; the sounds of the mantras as well as the gross

sound—all these he should visualize as vested there (in the rosary).

He should envisage the pride-destroying £akti of Visnu, consisting

of sound, as present within the lotus of the heart and poured out of

my lotus mouth ;
he should visualize the rosary as pervaded by me

and then perform japa with that (rosary) which consists of (all)

mantras. He should envisage all the mantras represented in that

(rosary) as flowers on a creeper.

16. Whilst performing (the rite of) japa, the wise (adept) should

visualize the lord, (i.e. the deity invoked) by the mantra, as manifest-

ed each time (his finger) contacts a bead and as vanishing within his

heart when that (contact) is interrupted.

17. Bearing in mind this constant (alternation) of appearance and

disappearance (
utkrama

)
of (the one who) is the product (

sums

-

yuti) of the essential radiance of the heart, (the adept) should continue

to repeat (his basic mantra) ten million times.

1 See cli. VI, 18-22.
2 See chs. XXXVI and XXXVII.
3 See ch. XXIV, 26-31.
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18. Having completed the rite of japa according to the prescribed
method, he should dedicate that rite of japa to me. 1 He should
(then) meditate on that sakti in the form of japa (of that mantra),
whose seat is my mouth. 2

19-21. (The adept) should ring the (hand) bell (close to) the
lamp, the incense and the arghya. I he wise should make t He sound
of the bell whilst invoking (the deity), offering arghya and madhu-
parka and (other objects) pleasing to (the deity). 3 Except for the
(purpose of) worshipping (a deity) the expert should not ring it (= the
bell), nor should those desirous of success in (ritualistic) endeavour
either in this life or in the next, perform a rite (of worship) without
(ringing the bell).

This is the sakti, Sarasvatl, the deity of speech, called the bell.
22-26. All the mantras are present in the sound (and) the entire

world is comprehended in the mantras. When this (bell) is shaken
(rung) all the mantras eagerly approach the bell, mother of all
mantras, without delay, just as calves (approach their mothers when
they moo). (The adept) should envisage (the dome of the bell) as the
inverted cosmic egg 4 crammed full with the worlds. The wise
shoud visualize (the handle) on the upper side (as) the stem
(supporting) the circle of an eight-petalled, white, auspicious
lotus adorned with pericarp and pollen. 5 Therein the (presiding)
goddess (of) the bell should be visualized with eight arms. In her
four main hands she holds a noose, a conch-shell, a lotus and a goad,
while her remaining four hands are (adorned with) the rosary, books

1 This echoes the famous doctrine of the Bhagavadglta that advocates
solving the problem of accumulated 'karma' and its consequences by dedi-

uSSj _^
ctlvltles specially the religious duties, the resulting

. .... .
sequences to God and that regards every personal act

in fulfilment of a duty as a conscious effort to please God devoid of selfish
motive. Cf. Bh.G. 3, 30; 4, 20/

2 The SabdaSakti is assumed to reside in the mouth of Sri.
3 Offerings of this type are elsewhere termed abhimanika, ch . XXXYI

93 -

4 Brahmanda, or the cosmic egg, contains within itself all the worlds.
These worlds may be three, viz. bhuli, bhuvah and svah; or they may be
seven by adding four more, viz. tapal.i, janah, mahah and satya.

The bell is shaped like a small handbell with a stem that terminates
in a circle for use as a handle. The latter, the seat of the 3akti of sound is
visualized as a mandala of lotus. This confirms the previous description
of creation by Sabdabrahman, which gradually manifests first sound and
then objects.
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(on various) sciences and are held in the position of granting

protection and boons (respectively).

27-29. She is seated in the posture of the lotus, has (large) eyes

like a lotus (bud) and (a rosy) complexion like the colour within a

lotus. She wears a garland made of lotuses and uses unguents and

robes that are yellow and white in colour. She is continuously

pouring forth a host of mantras and is being highly eulogized by

(deities such as) Brahma etc. Whilst reciting (the mantra of)

Tara (the adept) should go on swinging a pair of (bells). He who

uses this (bell) in rites of worship never fails to achieve success

with his mantra.

29-

30. Thereafter, bringing in (inviting) the superiors, either

those who have (through meditation) become identified with

myself or those who are worshippers of Visnu, (the adept) should

whilst reciting my (own) mantra 1 make a gift of half of the prapana 2

to them.

30-

32. O king of gods, listen now to how tarpana 3 should be duly

performed (to) me, the absolute one, present in the fire and com-

posed of the totality of Agni and Soma. 4

On ground complying with all the requirements, situated within

the northern section (of the temple) or externally adjacent thereto,

(the adept) should dig a pit (for the sacrificial fire), either in the

shape of a perfect square, or in that of an attractive lotus (i.e.

circular) 5 with (all prescribed) characteristics.

33-34. (When the adept contemplates) performing fifty sacrifices,

the pit should measure twelve fingers; it should measure a cubit

minus the depth of the fingers (when performance of) one hundred

and eight (sacrifices is intended)
;
a cubit (for performance of) a

thousand (sacrifices) ;
two cubits (for performance of) ten thousand,

four cubits (for performance) of a hundred thousand and eight

1 The mantra of Tara (hrini)

.

2 Naiuedya, food stuff consisting of rice and fruits, sweets and betel

leaves, offered to the deity is called prapana.
3 This indicates the libation, the offering of water etc. to a deity.
4 See ch. XXIX, 4-9.
5 When on a circular pit instead of the three usual ridges (

mekhald),

eight or twelve petals are made, it is called a padma-kunda. See Varahaguru,

K.K.C. p. 62. For further details on an agni-kunda see H. Brunner-Lacliaux,

SomaSambhupaddhati, Pondicherry 1963, part I, p. 230 and p. 232 n., and

part II, Plates nos. 1-3.

17
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cubits (for performance of) ten millions (of sacrifices). He should
dig that (pit) in compliance with the scriptures.

35 -

36.

Alternatively he may construct a triangular pit with
three ridges.

Fetching (water with a ladle) whilst reciting (the mantra of) Tara,
he should then wash the ground (for the sacrifice) three times (while
still) reciting that (mantra). (And then) he should with (the mantra
of) Tara duly perform (the rites of) evaporating, burning and sa-

turating.

36-

38. After having brought .about the descent of the eternal one
from the lotus-heart (of the adept) through the course of creation
starting from the adharasakti and ending with the bhavasana,
there (in the sacrificial fireplace) he should worship the Sakti
called Narayana who consists of fiery energy, is absolute and is

identical with myself, who is an embodiment of amrta in all forms
of abundance, who is inherent in the complex of all saktis and in all

objects (and envisage her on all the vital points of his body).
39 "40 - Having thus brought about the descent of Tarika,

embodied in pulsation, from the lotus-heart (of the adept), he should
throw hei in the fireplace, a second lotus, whilst practising recaka.
(Thereafter), having worshipped her with (offerings of) incense,
flowers etc., and having shown her the hand posture of the lotus,
he should visualize the Sakti as having completed her monthly
period and as clothed in a clean garment after her bath.

41. He should envisage this same all-pervasive Sakti's presence
in the lower piece of wood for kindling fire

(
arani ), whilst envisaging

the presence of Hari completely consisting of fiery energy in the
upper piece of wood.

42-45. He should diligently rub (the two pieces of firewood)
together, whilst reciting (the two mantras of) Tara and Anutara.
Whilst reciting (the mantra of) Tara, the adept should hold the
fire offspring of the Sakti, produced (through the friction of the
pieces of wood) and shielding it with the fingers (of his hands),
he should perform all the sacraments of the Visnuite faith. 1 Preceded

1 All the ten sacraments of the higher castes, namely garbhadhana, pum-
savana, and slmantonnayana (described in verses 40-42), jatakarnra, na-
makarana and annaprasana (verse 43), cudakarana, upanayana and marriage
(verses 43-45), excepting the funeral rites, should be performed whilst
worshipping the fire, replacing however the Vedic mantras by the mantras
of Tara and Anutara in accordance with the Visnuite doctrine. The entire
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by the sacrament of the first introduction of solid food (grains) the

sacrament of the tuft of hair is performed accompanied by the

recitation of (the mantra of) Tara. 1 The sacrament investing the

fire with the sacred thread should be performed along with (the

recitation of) the Tara and Anutara. Thereafter, (the fire) should be

married to the two goddesses, Svaha and Svadha, while reciting (the

mantras of) Tara and Anutara. All these sacraments starting with

the birth-sacrament, naming-sacrament etc., are performed mentally.

46. If for some reason (the adept) obtains fire by rubbing (a

piece of) iron with (a piece of) flint
2 or (from any other) secular

(source of) fire, he should (nevertheless) dedicate all the (personal)

sacraments, (namely) fertilization 3 etc. to (the fire).

47. Depositing (this fire), the husband of Svaha together with

(his wives, Svaha and Svadha), the goddesses, in a metal or a new

earthen bowl, the intelligent (adept) should perform his worship

while reciting (the mantra of) Tara.

48. (Thereafter) he should conclude (the rites) while taking in

deep breath (piirana) 4 and (then) he should extinguish (the fire)

within his own self. Whereafter it (= the fire) should be gradually

merged in the destruction, (i.e.) the anandasakti.

49. Then once again (the adept) should bring down (the fire)

step by step through the courses of creation, and, whilst reciting (the

mantra of) Tara, 5 he should deposit it in the place existing within

the lotus (drawn) on the (base of the sacrificial) pit.

50. He should then worship the fire, the husband of Svaha and

Svadha, who consists of Agni and Soma,6 by offering three sticks of

wood one by one and by reciting (the mantra of) Tara (with each piece)

.

process is merely envisaged by the adept, not actually performed. \ isua 1-

zation of the Sakti and Visnu in sexual congress (verses 40 and 41) engenders

the fire as Visnu’s child. These sacraments are more clearly but slightly

differently explained in J.S. 15, 130-150. The entire process is called vais-

navlkaranam, i.e. to make the sacrificial fire a child of Visnu.

1 Here mention of the rite of annapragana anticipates the rites jatakarma

and namakarana.
2 Pasanamani

.

3 This is described in the verses 41 and 42.
4 See Yog.S. 2, 50 and Yog.P. thereon, and Ahi.S. 32, 51 -55 -

6 This is the general process for purification of the beings created. .

bhutasuddhi, ch. XXXV, 1-54.
6 KriyaSakti and bhutiSakti.
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51. (He should further) offer sail, 1 sesame and aksata, 2 followed
by three oblations of purified butter. Whereafter he should twice
pronounce (the word) be conscious’

(
bodliaya

)
preceded by the

(mantra of) Tara. 3

52. The fire, when correctly worshipped, awakens by itself.

52‘53- The rite of encircling the fire is performed (by the adept)
with wet hands while reciting the (mantra of) Tara.

4

Then continuing
to recite that mantra, he should perform the rite of enclosing the
fire within (a boundary of) panic grass, (using) three handfuls of
grass for (each of the) four points of compass and closing the
boundary by spreading the bunch of darbha on the north side of the
fireplace. 6

54- He should (then) arrange all (the objects needed for the rite),
namely the two bowls of (sacred water called) pranita 6 and proksani,

7

the ladle, (the pieces of wood for) fuel, (the two spoons called)
sruk 9 and sruva, 10 the plate of butter, and the two pavitras 11 there
(on that grass border).

55;
After having, while (reciting the mantra of) Tara, filled the

pranita with incensed water and purifying it thrice by (dipping) the

1 A type of rice.

Rice husked after drying in the sun, as distinct from rice husked after
boiling paddy and then drying it.

3 0771 hrim bodhaya, om hrhn bodhaya.
4 Picking up a bunch of kusa-grass (kiirca), the adept should dip it in
e wa er con ained in the proksanl-jug and then sprinkle the water dripping

from it all around the pit and platform, thus making the place a protected
area This procedure is usually accompanied by recitation of the varma-
mantra. See J.S. 15, 78; and ViS.S, XI, 21.

,

Pwistarana

.

the adept makes four looped bundles of kusa-grass. With
these he then forms a boundary on all four sides of the fire, laying the
a e ends in a northerly direction. On this boundary all the requirements

for the sacrifice are placed in pairs, e.g. the sruk and sruva, the proksani
and pranita, the two darvls, the idlima and barhis, etc.

These are the two vessels holding sacred water. The pranita contains
water used in some quantity, whereas all the sprinkling is done with water
from the proksani.

7 See note 6.

8 The darvi is the ordinary wooden ladle used in ritual.
These are the two long handled wooden spoons with ornamented ends.

See H. Daniel Smith, Vaisnava Iconography, Madras 1969, pp. 288-294.
10 See note 9.
11 Two rings made of panic grass worn by the worshipper on his ring-finger

in religious rites. P. V. Kane, History of DharmaSastra, II, part II, p. 657.
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two pavitras (into the water), he should visualize me, Sri, while

(reciting the mantra of) Tara.

56. Placing the proksani on the northern boundary of the fire,

he should fill it (with sacred water) while (reciting the mantra of)

Sri. Having purified it (as before), he should sprinkle all the objects

required for the sacrifice (with water from the proksani).

57-58. He should then fetch the plate for the butter and place the

butter on it. He should visualize Brahma emerging out of the sea

of butter to be present north of the fire. Lighting it (= the butter)

while reciting (the mantra of) Tara, he should place the kindled

butter on the tips of the panic (grass). (Thereafter) he should again

kindle that (darbha) while reciting that (mantra of Tara) and

perform the rite of paryagni. 1

59. He should then place that (darbha) behind the fire and after

purifying it with the two pavitras while reciting (the mantra of)

Tara, he should throw the pavitras into the fire.

60-64. Thereafter he should encircle the four sides (of the fire)

within a boundary in keeping with the ritual.

He should (then) place two (pieces of) fire-wood at the south-east

and north-east corners of the fire-pit.

Then, taking fifteen (pieces of) dried fire-wood (he should start

the ritual in the following way).

Having, while reciting (the mantra of) Tara, sprinkled the fire

(with water) he should warm the sruk and the sruva and then wipe

and sprinkle them (with sacred water) while reciting the (mantra of)

Tara. Next, using the sruk, from north-west to south-east and

(again) from south-west to north-east he should pour (the butter)

into the fire. After that he should use the sruva to make an offering

(by pouring the butter) into the centre of the fire. While reciting

(the mantra of) Tara ending with (the word) svaha, he should make

offerings of the butter (by pouring it with) the sruva a hundred and

eight times, or fifty-four times, or twenty-seven times. This (fire is

thus) made fit to receive offerings (to carry them to) God. 2

65. The intelligent (adept) should take seven (pieces of) fire-wood

1 A handful of kusa-grass is dipped in the melted butter and then set

alight. With this the adept encircles the pit three times, and finally throws

it into the fire. J.S. 15, 76-83 and Vis.S. XI, 25-26.
2 The complete purificatory rite is condensed here. It is elaborately

described in J.S. 15, 110-130.
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(from) the brahma 1 and the ksatra 2 trees, and while reciting the

(mantra of) Tara (offer these in the sacrificial fire).

66. The remaining 3 ten (pieces of) fire-wood (from any kind of)

wood should also be offered while reciting (the mantra of) Tara.

(The adept) should envisage me, the absolute one, seated on Visnu’s
lap as being present in (the fire).

67. He should visualize LaksmI, seated on the lap of God (vibhoh),

who is occupying the pericarp of the lotus consisting of Brahma-
bliss, and he should offer all (pieces of) fire-wood to her.

68. Whereafter he should offer (her.) the flowers followed by the
offering of incense and other objects. The wise should offer these
three (types of objects) by hand.

69-70. Next, using the sruva, the intelligent (adept) should offer

the madhuparka (to the deity), and with the sruk he should then
spoon up rice mixed with butter as before and offer (her) this rice four
times while pronouncing (the mantra of) Tara with (the word)
svdhd at the end of it. (After that) using the sruva he should make
as many offerings of the butter as tally with the (previously) stated
number of the (pieces of) fire-wood. 4

(Then) taking a handful of flowers, he should mentally
worship (me who am) present in the (sacrificial) fire. This is the
form of the daily sacrifice (offered to) me. For (the fulfilment of a
particular) desire (entertained by him), the adept should make
further offerings (to me) as prescribed by the ritual adopted. 5 When
performing prayascitta 6 (expiatory rite), after (first) sprinkling
water over the fire with (the mantra of) Tara, (the adept) should
throw the oblation (into the fire) ten times, while mentally adding
the words pardon me (ksainasva) to (the mantra of) Tara. Taking
the bowl (called) pranlta to an uncontaminated place and striking

the entire boundary (of the fire with his feet), he should perform

1 The brahma-tree is the Palana, i.e. Butea Frondosa Konig.
2 The ksatra-tree is the Mucukunda, i.e. Pterospermum Suberi folium.
3 The seventeen pieces of fire-wood required for the offering are bound

with a blade of ku^a-grass called barhis and are placed ready near the fire.

See verses 60-61 of this chapter.
4 This means that the adept must offer the butter seventeen times.
5 Kdmyaydga is the ritual performed for the attainment of a particular

objective. It may be of various types such as marana, ucatana, vaslkarana,
akarsana, 3antikannan, paustikakarman and vidvesana.

6 This rite is performed to redeem some unintentionally committed sin.
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(the rite of pouring water on the fire, viz.) samsrava. 1 (Then)

throwing the grass-border into the fire 2 and filling up the sruva

with butter he should offer the final offering while reciting loudly

(the mantra of) Tara ending with (the word) svdha. (Thereafter)

drawing Tara (the mantra) together with its (presiding) sakti, the

absolute one consisting of myself w'ho am seated on Visnu’s lap

and w'ho am present in the fire, through the passage of the nasal

joint 3 by means of air-pressure, (the adept) should place (us) on the

lotus of the heart.

77. He should then bring (us) to the sacrificial ground and merge

in me, who am present (as the sakti) in the (mandala of) the nine

lotuses. Whereafter he should dedicate the entire ritual to me, who

am present in the image (which is worshipped by the adept).

78-83. The adept should remove a portion of rice from the

prapana before offering it (to the deity). He should (now) perform

a sacrifice by offering that rice to the four-armed Visvaksena.

After invoking him from the atmosphere and bringing him to the

edge of the mandala, the intelligent (adept) should gradually

worship him (= Visvaksena) whose colour resembles the buds of the

mango tree, w'ho possesses tawny brow's, beard and eyes, is clad in

yellow raiment and has four teeth. (With) tw'o (of his hands) he

strikes his own pose 4 (while in the other tw'o) he carries a club and

a sw'ord. After demonstrating the deity’s (own) hand-sign together

with (all the) angas, 5 (the adept) should approach the (sacrificial

fire-)pit and should devoutly offer Visvaksena tarpana (consisting

of) sesame seed and sun-baked rice. Whereafter he should offer

(him) the final oblation reciting (simultaneously) the mantra 6 (of

Visvaksena) with a final vausat (added to it). Having thus completed

1 Sarnsrava is performed by filling the 3ruva with sacred water and pouring

it over the boundary enclosing the fire.

2 Stara is the border of panic grass spread at the commencement of the

rite to keep the fire from contamination. This is known as samstarana.

All the articles required for the sacrifice are set on this borderline in pairs.

See J.S. 15, 76-78. Normally the grass border is thrown into the fire to signify

the conclusion of the sacrifice.
3 This is the susumna duct and the pressure of air actually means the

function of recaka. See Ahi. S., ch. 33, 51-55.
4 See ch. XXXIV, 83-85.
5 Ibid., verses 19-26.
6 om hum vaum vi§vaksenaya vausat.
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his worship within the mandala, (the adept) should perform (the

rite of) visarjana 1 to the deity, making the deity's own sign with his

hands, (he should perform this rite) while pronouncing his
(
=

Visvaksena's) own mantra with the addition of the word ‘pardon
me (ksamasva)

.

And then he should envisage him as flying off in the
sky.

84. He should throw all (the ingredients used for) the worship of

Visvaksena into some deep water. Thereafter he should wash the
mandala with water (consecrated by him) by reciting, in a low tone,
(the mantra of) the weapon (over it).

85-86. He should then worship (sampnjayet) all the guardians of

the regions (jointly) in one (collective) oblation into the fire with (all

the prescribed offerings) starting with the flowers and arghya
and ending with the rice-offering. 2 Alternatively, if unable to offer
moie, the adept (may offer only) rice 3 (whilst reciting) the mantra
of each guardian. After (completing) this ritual, he should (perform
the rite of) visarjana (to these deities). He should then worship all

the weapons (of these deities). 4

87-89. Is ext, (the adept) should worship the guardians of the
grounds along with their entire retinue 5 and following the order of
their position, offer (each) a libation by pouring it into the fire.

(Then) completing the (ritual) worship of all the saktis of the seats
starting with the adharasakti and (of the deities such as) Ganesa
etc. 6 and having offered libations of butter etc. to them, he should
perform the final oblation, either once or three times. He should
(also) worship (the saktis such as) Laksml etc., before worshipping
Visvaksena.

90. Worship of the guardians of the regions follows that of

Visvaksena. Whereafter, having purified the platform (for worship)

1 literally the word means abandonment but here it refers to the rite
of bidding farewell to the deity after the ritual has been completed.

2 See verses 68-71.
3 Two different readings are possible for the first word of verse number

86, viz. vahnibhih or vrlhibhih. Neither of the two is altogether satisfactory;
but the second reading appears to be more appropriate.

4 These are Indra, Agni, Yama, Nirrti, Varuna, Vayu, Soma, ISana, Naga
and Brahma, their weapons are Vajra, Sakti, Danda, Khadga, Pasa, Dhvaja,
Mudgara, Sula, Sira and Padma respectively.

5 See J.S. 7, 78-86.
6 See ch. XXXVII, 65-74.
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(the adept) should spread the panic grass on the south side (of it).

91-93. He should then worship his ancestors in order of preceden-

ce, (offering) a remainder (avasesatah) from the articles of prapana. 1

Preparing three soft balls (of cooked rice, pinda), 2 he should offer

these to the ancestors (by placing them) on the border (of panic

grass). Then he should offer to each of them a handful of water

(from the bowl of) arghya. (After that he should) offer (the food) 3

dedicated to the ancestors to a follower of Visnu or to a distinguished

brahmin, recalling each ancestor by name. The devotee should then

relinquish to me all (results derived from the performance of the

ancestor-worship). (Whereafter) he should visualize the disappear-

ance of the ancestors one by one.

94. He should then remove the arghya etc. (i.e. the implements

of the sacrifice), annul (the operation of the two mantras of) the

armour and of the weapon,4 abolish (the effects of) nyasa 5 and

perform anuyaga. 6

95. (Whereafter) he should wash the site (with water out of the

proksanl) while (reciting the mantras) of the weapon and of Tara,

he should sprinkle (water over the offerings) while (reciting the

mantra of) Tara, and after pouring water (over the fire), he should

perform the sacrifice of prana, 7 (while reciting the) same (mantra).

96-97. Those who are uninitiated (in the Pancaratra discipline,

should) perform the anuyaga while reciting (the mantra of) Tara

together with the mantras (prescribed by their own sacred texts)

and they should visualize me, the divine bliss of Soma as being

present in their hearts and as gradually being evolved into food

grain, who am the embodiment of virya (power) and taste and am

identified with (the divine attributes of) tejas, virya and bala.

1 See ch. XXXVI, 79.
2 The rice offered to the ancestors is cooked in milk and called pinda

because of its sticky consistency.
3 Cf. Sa.S. 6, 167-179.
4 Brought into operation at the beginning of the sacrifice. Although

L.T. does not mention this rite, J.S. gives a full account of it.

5 This is to deconsecrate the objects offered so that they may be used

in the normal way and the devotee may partake of the food offered to the

deity. See K. Rangachari, o.c., pp. 93-96.
6 Activities subsequent to the sacrificial rite, such as partaking of food-

offerings by the devotee, deconsecration and extinction of the saqrificial

fire etc. The adept's meal is in itself a separate ritual which is called Anuyaga.

The entire process is described by K. Rangachari, o.c., pp. 93*9^.
7 See P.V. Kane, History of Dharma^astra, Vol. II, part II, pp. 7d3

-
7^4 -
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98. (The adept) should (then) envisage his own self as the lotus-

eyed Supreme Person (God), the undecaying enjoyer 1 incorporating
(the divine attributes of) aisvarya, sakti and knowledge.

99. Thereafter, while reciting (the mantra of) Tara, he should
pour water over the rice. 2 And after rinsing his mouth twice, he
should relinquish the (result obtained from the performance of)

the anuyaga to me.

ioo-ioi. The wise should then study sacred texts until the day
ends. Sacred texts (are of) four types 3 and cover the whole field of
established subjects arising out of them, as for instance (the nature
of) Tarika etc. (The adept) should study them with insight and
objectively in order to clarify his mind.

102-104. (At dusk) he should according to the ritual injunctions
perform the rite of sandhya. 4 Then thinking of me with a pure
mind, he should, practise meditation according to the injunctions
(of the sacred texts) at the commencement and at the close of the
night, (when his) physical faculties are calm. Thus, O Sakra, have I

described to you the elaborate ritual for performing the sacrifice.
Now learn from me the condensed form of this ritual. Performance
(of the sacrifice) should be elaborate or concise, accordingly as
circumstances of time and place permit.

105-110. No distinction should be drawn (between offerings) and
one may worship me with a mere handful (of water). One may
worship us (my own self and God) jointly with the Purusa-sukta.
Similarly, (one may worship us both jointly) with my own sukta, 5

or one may worship- us separately with (both) those (two siiktas).
Instead of all the different mantras it is permissible to use only
(that of) Tara. At the beginning of the ritual one should Tesolve (to

perform certain rites in a fixed order), and at the end of the ritual
to surrender (the result obtained thereby). 6 Alternatively, the

1 The food offered is identified with the Sakti, while the worshipper
identifies himself with God, the supreme Person.

2 This is called aposana, or sipping of water. See P.V. Kane, History
of Dharmaiastra, Vol. II, part II, p. 763.

3 These are the agamasiddhanta, mantrasiddhanta, tantrasiddhanta and
tantrantarasiddhanta.

4 The daily rite of obligatory devotion.
6 The Srf-sukta.
6 Before undertaking any form of ritual worship the adept must decide

on the steps of the ritual to be followed and select from the prescribed
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sacrifice may be simplified by not adhering to any fixed specification

of the objects offered. (In short) performance should be according

to ability. One should not neglect (one's duty to perform) the rite

(even if one is obliged) to offer nothing but a handful of water. If not

a single object (= offering) is available, the wise will content

themselves with the study (of) Tara, visualizing her form in every

detail. (In fact) all the rites enjoined by the sacred texts are (merely)

to rouse to action those who arc free from sensual desire, are pure

and have attained the desired state (of existence).

in. When (the adept) becomes all-pervasive and achieves

complete equanimity, who is there then to act, who to receive the

dedication, what is the object and to what purposes and in what

manner ?
1

112. (Such a being then) leaves behind the general empirical

courses of Agni and Soma2 and, having found his way through them,

traverses the course beyond.

113-116. He who has destroyed the evil course (of mundane

existence) with the fire of destruction (during meditation), becomes

cool (calm) and freed from all misery. He is aware of the (gradual)

ascension (of the soul through the different states of existence as)

the gross, the subtle, the absolute and the supra-absolute. He

performs all the activities of seeing, hearing, touching, smelling,

eating, moving, sleeping, breathing, raving, abandoning, accepting

and opening and closing the eyes, yet in effect these acts are altogeth-

er devoid of (results of) activity. Since he becomes identified with me,

he escapes identification with the category of ‘This’. 3 Without any

limitation of rank, place or time, he acquires identity with the cate-

gory of T. 4 Like the yellow fire and the yellow smoke (i.e. like the

yellow colour common to both the fire and its smoke), he remains in

variety and number of objects those he intends to offer to the deity. This is

called sanikalpa. On completing the ritual he must relinquish to God all

results obtained from its performance; this is called samnyasa.
1 Since such an adept becomes identified with the Sakti, the ritual, the

objects offered, the deity etc., all being various facets of that Sakti, lose

their significance.
2 The kriya and bhuti 6aktis of God manifested in the creation.
3 Idam represents the unconscious material creation. Cf. Sankaras

Adhyasabhasya on the Brahmasutra.
4 A ham represents that which is one (indivisible) and eternal, the essence

of God.and of His Sakti. Hence in this state the devotee becomes identical

with Sakti.
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the middle of both the Surya and the Soma (i.e. he achieves identifi-

cation with both). 1

117. The yogin, who having pierced open the palate fixes his

mind, which is in the state of being pervaded by siinya2 that is also
in the state of dissolution, 3 on the eternal abode 4 in order to
meditate on Tarika, is he who (simultaneously) pursues the course
of duties, the course of knowledge, the course of yoga and is a
(follower of the system of) Sattvata. 5 He should also be regarded
as a (follower of the system of) Pasupata. He is (indeed) well versed
in all systems, riius I have revealed to you my absolute state of
existence. Now listen to me as I am about to tell you all other
things that (you wish to learn.)

Jiist as the colour yellow is visible both within the fire and in its smoke,
so

. ,

xc
.

,

e/^eo *n s*a*e being merged in the Sakti, achieves identificationW
2 rr

°th
-I

ier aspects
\
namcly the kriyasakti and the bhuti§akti.

f 6
1 1S in*eresting co note the use of the word Siinya for the concept

°
i

1 s ^differentiated state, which is also the state of dissolution.3 See note 2.

5 wS

„
1S elsewhere described as the dvadasanta. See ch. XXXV, 32.

, , .

0 °'\e
t

r ^ie Sattvata system makes use of all the three means
of attaining liberation, namely through karma, jnana and yoga.



CHAPTER FORTY-ONE

THE INITIATION AND ABHISEKA CEREMONIES

1. Sakra :— I salute thee, eternal and flawless mother of all corporeal

beings and the basic Sakti of all pure and impure courses of (crea-

tion).

2. I have listened (to the) detailed (description of) the ritual of

worship in its external (bdhya) and in its internal (i.e. mental,

antara) form. Now I wish to hear from thee about the ritual for the

initiation (ceremony).

3. Sri :—Narayana is the unique one
; He is the possessor of Sri and

shines with the glory of His six attributes. I am His one (= sole)

and eternal Sakti, whose primary form (embodies) the six attributes.

4-6. O Vasava, (although) I am one (and unique), through (the

power of) my divine knowledge I express (divide) myself in five

ways, (namely) in the form of sound, of objects and of action, as

well as (in the role of) preceptor and in the (form) called initiation.

I hose versed in the Vedas call (the ceremony of initiation) dlksa

(because) it (= diksa) severs 1
(all bonds such as) klesa, karma etc. 2

and ‘sees’ (reveals) all states of existence (padam ) ;

3 or alternatively

(because) it (= dlksa) destroys all evil (leading to worldy existence)

and gains (for the initiates) the supreme state of existence.

7. According to (its nature whether) gross, subtle or absolute,

this dlksa is, to begin with, of three types. Again (each of) these

three types is divided into four subdivisions to suit the nature of the

person to be initiated.

8. (These) are (called) (firstly) samayin
,
(secondly) putraka, then

thirdly
(
sadhaka), and (lastly) (deary

a

).
4 These persons are eligible

1 Dlksa is here derived from root clo~ (dyati) meaning to cut.
2 The root causes leading to all the miseries of existence in this world

of living and dying. See the Yog.S., 1, 24.
3 Akhilam padam : the reality underlying till divergent manifestations of

existence.
4 Those who have undergone the first of the five forms of dlksa and

belong to the denomination are called samayin. They have no knowledge of

tantras and are not eligible to worship in temples. The next category
consists of those who are somewhat advanced in their tantric knowledge
and practice tantric forms of worship. They are called putraka, because
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for initiation and a detailed description of them is given else-

where. 1

9-14. According to the status of the rich, of the relatively poor,

or of those without any means whatsoever, such initiation is respecti-

vely of three kinds, (namely) when it is accompanied by the maha-
mandala-sacrifice, 2 when accompanied by (the simple sacrifice of)

butter alone, or when it is accompanied solely by sound (of the

mantra). The preceptor should introduce the (prospective) disciple,

who is of resolute mind and who has been repeatedly tested (by the

preceptor), who has prostrated (himself before the preceptor) and is

weary of the fires (sorrows) of life. (He) leads in the disciples, whose
sins have been absolved by expiatory rites, who are devoted to God,
who have bathed, have worn clean clothes, have washed their

bodies, purified (themselves by eating the) five cow-products 3 and
cleaned their teeth. (The preceptor should) similarly accept girls

or women with auspicious signs. 4 He should (then) first construct a
new lotus (-mandala, i.e. cakrabja-mandala, see appendix), and
worship the pitcher (of sacred water) set therein. Then, holding a
handful of (loose) flowers and blindfold with (a piece) of new cloth,
they should be measured by the preceptor from top to toe, with a
strand of thread.

15. Then this thread (should be made of) three strands (to

correspond with the number of gunas), each strand possessing three
times three knots (twenty-seven) to correspond with the number of

the principles, and (the preceptor) should envisage (in that thread)
the whole range of the principles as covering the body (of the disciple)

from top to toe.

16. The (twenty-seven) knots should be regarded as representing

they are like the sons of all initiating teachers. The third type is called
sddhaka, which includes those who have undergone tantric initiation and
are engaged in meditation and the worship of a particular deity. They are
entitled to officiate at all kinds of worship including temple-worship.
Acaryas are the wise interpreters of the sacred literature and mantras.
They are entitled to initiate adepts. In fact they are the elders of the sect.

1 L.T. does not elaborate this topic. But J. S. and most other samhitas
give a fuller description. Cf. Pau.S., ch. 1; J.S., ch. 17; and Sa.S. Brahma-
ratra, V, 1 19-224.

2 The ritual worship with the cakrabja-mandala.
3 The milk, curd, butter, urine and excreta of the cow.
4 In the Pancaratra system the right of young unmarried girls and married

women to be initiated receives special emphasis.
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the twenty-seven principles starting from Isa and kala and ending

with the earth and (the three strands of the thread) holding the

knots as representing the three gunas.

17. Consisting of maya, avidya and kriya (delusion, nescience

and activity) these (principles forming the body) arc called the

bondage (of living beings). The body, consisting of both the gross

and the subtle, produces results (of deeds) both auspicious and

inauspicious.

18-

19. This (body) 1 is variously coloured (influenced) by

(material) qualities and is the seat of all flaws. At the conclusion of

the rite of the sampala sacrifice, 2 the (disciple) should himself

continually tear to bits (his) body as represented by that thread

and sacrifice the pieces which action causes the destruction of all

enjoyments (of the accumulated results of his deeds).

19-

26. (The preceptor) should envisage Isvara as (located) on

(his own) forehead. Visualizing Him as the essence of consciousness

and with His face pointing in each direction (= as omnipresent)

and existing together with His own bija, 3 he should offer Him

sacrifices in keeping with the number of the principles. He should

envisage pradhana red as a lump of vermillion and located between

(his) brows. (He should visualize) buddhi (bright) as the rays of the

full moon, and as present on the top of (his) palate; Ahamkara as

(ochre) coloured like the saffron (flower) is visualized as occupying

the middle of (the preceptor’s) palate. He should envisage the mind,

with the brilliance of a diamond, 4 as occupying the space between

his palate and ear. He should visualize the five (cognitive organs),

the ear etc., as endowed with the lustre of the stars and as placed

equidistantly between his throat and the lotus of his heart. He

should similarly envisage the five (conative organs), speech etc.,

as occupying the space between his heart and navel. He should

envisage the five element-potentials, speech etc., as existing between

1 The three-stranded thread symbolizes the disciple’s body. The three

strands stand for the three gunas of the cosmic source prakrti. The knots

of the thread represent prakrti’s first evolutions, namely the principles.

The word guna is used in the double sense, meaning both a strand of thread

and a ‘quality’ of the source.
2 This is a type of bhutaiuddhi, which sublimates the body of the guru.

The rite is described in the ensuing verses.
3 om.
4 Vajropala.
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his navel and groin. He should visualize the gross elements within
the space extending from his thighs to his ankles. These also,

together with their individual orbs
(
biniba), resemble the- stars.

(With each of the above-mentioned visualizations of the principles)
he should utter the sound of pranava followed by the bija of the
relevant principle, then name it and end with the word svdhd (while
offering a saciifice to the fire). 1 his is called the oblation of sampdta.
On completion of this sampdta sacrifice the preceptor himself
becomes identical with Laksmi.

27-28. Next he should offer the final oblation while reciting the
mantra of Tara followed by vausaf. Thus completing the sacrifice
(called) sampdta he should offer to me the strong knotted thread
between two plates. Leading the disciple there (to the sacrificial
site), he should remove the disciple’s eye-cover.

29 30. The disciple should then duly salute the preceptor, who
gave him his book. 1 Iaking his place near the fire he should then
perform the entire ritual of sacrifice step by step, while mentally
reciting (the mantras of) Tara and of her ahgas and upangas2 and of
the tram of Laksmi etc. He is thus made fit to (perform) japa, the
ritual of (sacrificing into) the fire, listening to the sacred scripture
and undertaking ritual ceremonies.

31-32. In order to purify the process of initiation, lie should
recite his basic mantra etc. while performing the ritual of sacrifice.
Whereafter he should make first one hundred and later ten offerings
of sesamum seed. He should (next) throw (into the fire) the final
offering of butter, whilst reciting (the mantra of) Tara.

32_34- This initiation is the mantra-initiation, which associates
the (disciple) with all the mantras (of the system). (The* preceptor)
should, however, permit disciples, who being vested with no great
authority aim solely at enjoyment, to choose between the mantra
of the source (i.e. prakrti, the sakti) or (the mantra) of any of her
evolutions. All the mantras derived directly from the source
[prakrti) bring about success. 3

34"35* (Now) the ritual for purifying the principles (forming) his

1 This is probably a reference to the primary teacher who taught the
disciple how to read etc.

2 See ch. XXXIII, 1-13.
3 Prakrti-mantra is the basic mantra of the system, namely the mantra

of Tara. All other mantras are diverse manifestations of this basic Sakti.
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(= the disciple's) body will be revealed. A mantra is only acceptable

from (him) in whom the (embodied) principles have been purified.

This being the mantra-initiation, now hear about how to conduct

the initiation of principles (tattvadiksa).

36-37. The group of principles is purified by performing ten

oblations together with the visualization (of the deity) foi each

principle, starting with the earth-element and ending with Isvara,

whilst at the same time (reciting the mantra which is constructed

as follows) : first om ,
followed by the blja(-mantra), 1 then the name

of the relevant principle followed by (the word) sodhayasva in

combination with the name (of the deity of the basic mantra).

However, at the beginning of the fire-ritual the (disciple) who is to

be initiated should be properly invested with a name. 2

38-40. With his disciple being seated in the lotus posture close to

himself, the good preceptor should visualize the entire group of

principles starting with the earth(-element) and ending with

Isvara. He should then fix both his eyes, (which are now identified

with those) of Laksmi,3 on the (disciple) and touch (him) with

hands (which too have become identified with those) of Laksmi.

(He should then mentally) bring about the dissolution of the

(principles forming the body of the disciple) starting with the

element of earth and then evolve them afresh starting from Isa.

This method quickens the awakening (of consciousness) in the

(otherwise) insentient principles present within the disciple s body.

This (type of) initiation consists of meditation.

41-43. Taking the knotted thread placed between two plates,

he should approach the pit (of the sacrificial fire). There he should

perform (once again the process of) elimination and reinstatement

(of the principles). 4 (Thereafter) he should offer first a thousand and,

1 The blja-mantra of the disciple.
2 This naming ceremony runs as follows: the preceptor should put a

flower in the hand of the blindfolded disciple and let him throw that away.

The disciple should stand near the lotus diagram (cakrabja-mandala, dia-

gram IV) which has been divided into nine sections. According to the position

where the flower has fallen, the disciple is named after one of Visnu s in-

carnations, e.g. Ke3ava. He should add as an ending bhagavata or bhattaraka

for a .brahmin, deva for a ksatriya, pala for a vaiSya and dasa for a sudra

initiate. See K.K.C. pp. 170-182.
,

3 Performance of the sampata-homa has already achieved the preceptor s

identification, with Laksmi. See verse 26 of this chapter.
4 The entire process is somewhat clumsily described here with much

repetition and confusion in the order of the rites.

18
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later, a hundred (more) oblations accompanied by the recitation of
the (mantras of) Tara and her atigas. Whereafter, picking up a
flower he should consecrate it reciting various mantras, and then
strike the disciple on his chest with (that flower) while reciting (the
mantra of) Tara ending with (the sounds) hum and phaf. Envisaging
the disciple as filled with the principle of the earth-element, (the
preceptor) shouid visualize the action of feeding him with all the
edible products derived from the earth.

1

44;49- Having finished (feeding the disciple with) all the food
obtained from the earth (the preceptor) should then identify him
with the element of water. Here again he should imagine the
process (of feeding 2 the disciple) in the same way. (Meanwhile)
haying placed offerings (in the fire) while reciting the (mantra of)

ihpth
(tHe mantras of

)
her a*gas, he should tear (from

the thread) the knot which represents the element of earth. Putting
bUttGr t0 it * he should °her that as an

fh TH Ia
u
lka

’ thC SUpreme P^sence in the blazing fire inside
he pit. Then he should pass it on to the subtler principle 3 of the
water-element and perform the sacrifice in a similar manner.

ereafter he should pass it on to the still subtler element of fire
and perform the rite of the final oblation (offered to the deity).

o owing this method for each (of the principles) in consecutive
or er he should make the final offering with each (of the principles), 4

an (gradually merging it) in the prakrti he should (merge the
prakrti) into the (cosmic) Person and merge the (cosmic) Person
in o svara. ere is not- a single principle in the whole group that
surpasses Isvara. Indeed the Sakti is of the form of l£vara in (all her
three states, viz.) the gross, the subtle and the absolute. 5

1 This probably implies forms of solid food
2 Liquid food.

thln^ It.

r6VerSed and 6aCh successive principle is subtler

ficltlnw^th thpTT
th
a ?.

UrU t0 begin by envisagin8 the disciple’s identi-
fication ^Mth

_

the last and the grossest of the principles and to lift him stepby step in the traditional order from the grosser to the subtler principle
P

Each time he passes from one to the other, the discarded principle representedby the previously mentioned knot in the thread is sacrificed in the fire.
Purusa (Person) is the totality of all individual selves. See ch. VII 11God here means God, the creator. Creation is Sakti’s function, so ISvara is

identical with the Sakti. See ch. IV, 3-5.
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49-50. Since in descending downwards from l£vara the individual

becomes impure, so on regaining that supreme principle he becomes

pure indeed. (It is only) then that he, having become the abiding

essence and the beholder of all, becomes worthy of initiation.

51-57. In order to emphasize the enjoyment (
bhoga

)
and release

(from bhoga), two final oblations should now be made.

Envisaging the disciple as (both) differentiated and absolute, the

preceptor, who is (himself) in the state of paratita, 1 should take

butter twice in the sruk 2 (representing the disciple’s two states).

Then combining both (portions of) that (butter) he should visualize

(himself) as consisting of the sound-consciousness, the excellent

form of pasyantl, 3 the absolute state of 1 arika, undifferentiated and

undisturbed. Identifying the disciplewi th this (state), he should

make the final offering (of the above-mentioned butter) accom-

panying it with the (recitation of) (the mantra of) lara ending it

with the word vausat. Whereafter, in order to preserve the disciple

from death, he should offer many oblations while (reciting the

mantra of) Tara starting with the pranava (
dhruva

)

and endin^

with the namas. 4 Next the preceptor should envisage the mergei o

both his disciple and himself in me, the eternal Laksmi, in the same

way as milk mixes with milk (losing separate identity), whilst he

throws (into the fire) the great final oblation after the last (customa

ry) final offering has been made. Thus having identified the disciple

with Laksmi, he again extricates, stage by stage, this mantia (from

his own heart) through the force of the air of knowledge,
5 causes it to

be heard, establishes me in the (disciple’s) heart and teaches him

(the mantra of) Tara.

58. He should (also teach him) all the (mantras of) angas and

uparigas and all the methods (performances of rituals) according to

the sacred texts. He should advise him of all the duties enjoined by

the conventions (of the community), 6 such as respect foi the

secrecy of the mantras etc.

1 This is the super-transcendental state beyond the absolute, state. This

is the state of God’s existence transcending even the absolute Sakti.

2 The sacrificial ladle. See ch. XL, 54, notes.
3 See ch. XVIII, 25 and 29.
4 Otn hrim namah .

5 Vital air passing through the susumna duct. ., ,

6 This is known as samayopadesa. Most of the Tantras give a e ai e

description of these duties which emphasize the secrecy of man ras,

J.S., ch. 16.
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59- Thereafter touching him (= disciple) on the head, back and
the chest with his (= preceptor s) hand (which now represents
that of) Visnu, he should consecrate all the parts of the (disciple’s)
body 1 by displaying (relevant) mudras

2

(and by reciting the mantra
of Tara). Whereafter he and his disciple should join in worshipping
me.

60-63. Taking the pitcher (filled with water) from where the
preceptor has previously worshipped, reciting at the same time the
(mantra of) Tara, he should then, favourably disposed, pour the
water over the disciple whilst mentally reciting the (mantra of)
Tanka together with (those of) her ahgas and upahgas. The disciple,
who has thus acquired a (new) form and crossed over the ocean of
hfejsamsdra), should then make a costly offering to his preceptor.

Preparing (a seat and equating it with the divine seats of medita-
tion) such as the adharaSakti etc.

4

he should seat his preceptor on
it and worship him with (the offerings of) arghya etc. with all the
other (previously mentioned offerings) and also with gold and
jewels After offering him food and a libation he should worship him
with the following mantra.

64. Salutation to (my) preceptor, who has the form of Surya,
Soma and Agm ® illuminating the deep (darkness of) ignorance andwho quenches the burning fire of three types of misery

65. And after obtaining permission, he should start practising the
(japa etc. of the) mantra and freely perform (the rituals) of his
choice.

66. O slayer of Vala, here I conclude the description of the rites
of initiation and abhiseka. Now, after due consideration tell me what
more you wish to hear.

67. Sakra . O Padma, (tell me), O Goddess, whether only those
initiated in the (manner) described by you are entitled to worship
Visnu (the enemy of Madhu), or whether others are also so entitled;

68-71. Sri:—O Indra, because of my affection for you this is a
great secret which I am now' going to reveal to you.

1 See J.S. 16, 334-336.
2 See ch. XXXIV, 18-30.
3

J.S. gives a clearer description of this ceremony See
4 See ch. XXXVI, 2-36.

y ‘

5 See ch. XXIX, 1-41.
6 The verses 67-78 are found only in the Telugu

Mysore r888, as a parenthesis.

J.S. 16, 360-362.

printed edition,
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(The right to perform the ritual) for liberation belongs to all the

members of the three (higher) classes of society who have undergone

initiation. But not all of these are fit to worship (God) on behalf of

others. Among (the initiates of the higher classes) in this world

there are one hundred and eight illustrious sages, who have placed

their prayers at Visnu's feet, who arc supreme Ekantins, 1 who are

well versed in the contents of the Kanva and Madhyandina (schools

of the White Yajurveda), who are wholly devoted to (the rites) of

the Pancaratra (system), who have realized the religion of Sarana-

gati, 2 who have mastered the two (principal) mantras 3 and who
carry out the rites and duties enjoined by the aphorisms spoken by

the sage Katyayana. 4

72-76. Sages such as Kasyapa, Gautama, Bhrgu, Asvalayana,

Angiras etc. are best (fitted) to officiate on behalf of others at

religious ceremonies dedicated to Hari. Others (bhagavatas) have no

right to officiate (on anyone else's behalf). These bhagavatas,

(worthy) worshippers, are dear to me and to Hari, others do not

become bhagavatas by worshipping the two of us 5 but are bhagava-

tas only through their devotion (to 11s). Alternatively those who are

firm devotees of the glorious Hari are called bhagavatas by ordinary

people. 1 he highest worship should be performed b}T appointing a

member of the families of the eminent sages such as Kasyapa etc.

(to officiate as priest). If through ignorance the highest task of an

officiating priest is performed by some other (ordinary) bhagavatas,

great calamity to the king and to the state will ensue.

77 ”
7S. Hence one should take good care to appoint a priest who

belongs by birth to the families of Kasyapa etc., who is a bhagavata,
an initiate, and silent. 6 He is indeed well fitted to perform religious

ceremonies, he purifies others and has great knowledge of Brahman.

1 This is a name for all the followers of the Paiicaratra system. Cf. H.
Raychaudhuri, The early history of the Vaishnava Sect, Calcutta 1936 .

p. 21.
2 See ch. XVII, verses 61, 75 and 101 and ch. XXVIII, 9 and 11 describing

prapatti.
3 Most probably the eight-lettered mantra and the twelve-lettered mantra.

See ch. XXIV, 67-69.
4 The Katyayana Dharma Sutra.
The word Bhagavata is used in two senses, those who officiate in the

ritual worship of Bhagavat and those who are devotees of Bhagavat.
6 Niraksara : uneducated ?



CHAPTER FORTY-TWO

THE RITE OF PURASCARANA, THE RITUAL
WORSHIP OF THE MANTRA OF TARIKA

1. Sakra : O possessor of the two feet which (as it were) serve as

the boat to cross the ocean of worldly existence, O queen of Hnsikesa,

I salute thee again and again.

2. By thy grace, 0 Goddess, I have followed (lit. heard) step by
step the gradual order, the procedure (for performing the) rite

of initiation. O Lotus-enthroned, deign to reveal to me the? purasca-
rana rites 1 of the (mantra of) Tarika.

3- Sri. I am called NarayanI, the Sakti inherent in Xarayana.
Tarika, mistress of the universe, is the supreme form (manifestation)
of that self of mine.

4
_8. Now listen (what is) my Self, which is (considered to be) the

wrhole valuable range of religious practices (sadhana) (concerning
the worship of her) who is the concentrated form 2 of my very Self.

The period covering the eighth to the fourteenth day of the dark
fortnight has been indicated by the experts in Tantras as being
the (most propitious) time for the successful (worship) of Tarika.
The adept, who is untouched by (~ who never committed) any
grievous sin

(
inahdpdpci

)

3 or (one of the) well-known heinous crimes

0atipataka),
4 wrho has overcome disbelief and is without unseemly

habits, who is always friendly towards all living beings and is

contrite for all sins committed, should by performing expiatory
rites (first) obliterate (the after-effects of) major and minor sins.

(Then) the (adept) who practises asceticism and only eats havisva, 5

1 Purascavana is the collective term for all post-initiation rites prescribed
for efficacious worship of the mantra especially imparted to the adept by the
preceptor at the former's initiation. It also includes performance of the thrice
daily duties of japa, tarpana and the feeding of Brahmins. See Kularnava
Tantra, 15, 8.

2 This refers to the pinda mantra of Tarika. See ch. XXIX, 49.
3 These are murder of a brahmin, drinking alcohol, stealing, having

intercourse with the wife of one's preceptor, or associating with those who
have committed any of the above-mentioned crimes.

4 e.g. incest.

5 Havisya is a meal composed chiefly of boiled grain and vegetables
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who is truthful and holds fast to his vow, should mentally pronounce
the word orn a million times, while visualizing Visnu (to be) near

(him).

8-9. (Thereafter) he should make ten thousand sacrifices with

butter, while (reciting) the three great vyahrtis. 1 He should then

perform an equal number of sacrifices with sesame, while (reciting

the mantra of) Savitrl. 2 These obliterate the effects of 3 the two
major sins, (namely) mahapapa and atipapa.

10-

ii. Ihus he who performs these three rites accompanied by
(the recitation of) the three mantras of pranava etc. becomes
absolved of undisclosed sins such as mahapapa etc. Similarly (he

should free himself from) the disclosed sins by fasting etc.

11-

14. He who is expert in the (rites connected with the mantras
called) aghamarsana 4 should fast for three nights. The one (engaged
in the recitation of the mantras called) the three gems (triratna)

should enter water three times a day and three times a night with

his clothes on. Every evening (the adept) should thus take three

dips (in the water) while performing the japa of the aghamarsana

eaten with butter and sea-salt, omitting food fried in oil. Bananas and
other fruits with milk and molasses comprise the dessert.

1 These are bhuh, bhuvah and svah.
2 The Gayatrl mantra. See ch. XXIX, 27 and 30.
3 Vihaya usually implies ‘excepting’, but according to the editor V.

Krishnamacharya the implied meaning of vihaya prathitau is ‘obliteration’
or 'effacement'.

1 Three mantras, namely dntpadad ivd etc., ytah ca satyah ca etc., and dpohi
^th ci etc., (AV. 6, 1 15, 3; KV. 10, 9, 1 ; 190, 1), are collectively called aghamar-
sana-mantras or triratna-mantras. He who has committed a grave sin may
obtain absolution by performing special rites in which three consecutive nights
are spent in fasting and making ritual dips while reciting (in a low tone)
the above-mentioned mantras. See P. V. Kane, History of Dharmasastra, vol.

II, part I, pp. 661 and 686. The Tan trie aghamarsana rite differs somewhat
from the Vedic. Here, after performing sadanganyasa, the adept should
hold water in the hollow of his left palm and covering it with his right hand
he should thrice utter the formula ham yam ram lam vam . Then, while
reciting his own basic mantra, he should display the tattva mudra and
sprinkle his head with the drops of water escaping between the fingers of
his left hand. Lastly, transferring what remains of the water from his left

to his right palm, he should envisage the water as full of tejas, inhale it

in imagination through his ida duct and, after rinsing the interior of his body
in the same imaginary way, bring that water out through his pingala duct.
The water he visualizes by now to be black with filth, and envisaging it to

be the embodiment of his sins, he throws it away. See Tantrasara as quoted
by T. Tarkavacaspati, Vacaspatyam, I, p. 68 (Chowkhamba Samskrta
Granthamala 94).
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(-mantras) three times and he should pass the three nights dipping

himself repeatedly. (At the end of three nights) on the fourth day he

should make a present of a milch cow to a Brahmin. This is (also) a

way to obtain absolution from all distress (as by the other way)
stated above.

I 4" I 5- Alternatively, lie may (perform a different expiatory rite

by) sprinkling himself three times 1 a day with the five products of

the cow. 2 By passing three such nights (in performing the above
mentioned rites) he can obtain absolution from all sins.

15-16. He may also perform japa of the five Vaisnava (-mantras)
Tara etc. 3 all together or each individually, while visualizing them
as spotlessly bright and drinking (as it were, the amrta oozing out of

them). Day and night performance of these rites sets him free from
all sins.

I7 - Or, if allowed to share a meal with those followers of Visnu
who are virtuous in the world because of their staunch adherence to

(all the religious) duties (of the Visnuite faith), seated in the same
row, one is absolved of every sin.

18. Having thus obliterated all sin by (performance) of (the

expiatory) rites enjoined by the great sages, (the adept) should pass
on to (the worship of the) Tarika(-mantra), which is the saviour
from the ocean of (worldly) existence.

19. The adept should, according to the sastric canon, fast on the
seventh day of the dark fortnight. Then, at dusk on the eighth day,
he should (start) performing japa of (the mantra of) Tarika.

20-22. Without neglecting his religious duties and with no
other desire, (the adept) should (betake himself to) an untainted
\ isnu sanctuary (erected) by some god or successful adept or sage

;

or (should repair to) the top of a mountain, or on the bank of a
river, or in a meadow, or in a bilva 4 grove and there, subsisting on a
single daily meal of havisya, milk or barley, he should for seven
days perform the japa of (the mantra) twelve thousand times.

22~33 * Then he should offer the libation and the butter oblations

(to the deity, each) a hundred times (dasdmsam ) . If on the fourteenth

1 The word trisandhyd denotes three junctures of the day, namely dawn,
noon and dusk.

2 For a more detailed description see J.S. 25, 14-22.
3 Pranava, vyahrtis, Gayatrl, Tara and Anutara.
4 Aegle Marmelos or the wood-apple.
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night of the (dark fortnight), (the adept) thus engaged in worshipping

the mantra of Tarika has an auspicious vision (i.e. a clream, such as

that) of receiving a jug of wine, of drinking wine, of an erotic

meeting with a woman, of the look in (her) beautiful eyes, of affec-

tionate embracing or sharing pleasure with her, of an assurance by

her of his success in the mantric practice, of the forthcoming

attainment of good results, the sight of something (somebody)

auspicious or of a handsome couple, of an audience with the king or

the queen, of direct confrontation with Narayana or myself, of a

loyal wife, of the advent of Visnu’s devotees—or whatever else is

recorded as an auspicious omen in the science of dreams—then

having obtained that assurance, he should arise (immediately

after having dreamt) and shake off sleep, feeling refreshed. There-

after rinsing his mouth (and) duly disposed, the adept (seated on a

coverlet) should, by night, meditate on me. In the morning he

should quit (his bed) and duly perform the sandhya rites. 1 He should

then invite a couple equally matched in good manners, looks and

age, who are beautiful and engaged in performing pious deeds, who

are neither pitiable nor mean in demeanour but full of charm,

intelligence and youth, and who are attractive and soft-spoken.

Invoking them as Laksmi and Narayana, (the adept) should bathe

them and then, sparing no expense, (clothe and) adorn them with

garments etc. and, after anointing their bodies with fragrant

unguents, he should feed and gratify them with a present (
daksind).

Thereafter he should beg them, who are identified with Laksmi and

Narayana, for an assurance that his Tarika worship will be fruitful.

When they pronounce the words ‘let it be so’, he should seek refuge

with them. 2

34. He (= the adept) should then persuade them to say ‘We

accept’ 3 (your offer of yourself). Thereafter he should satisfy (with a

libation) the followers of Visnu, who are the greatest expounders of

(the doctrines of) the Vedas and foremost amongst the twice-born

(caste). Henceforth he remains in the desired wealth (of merit).

35-43. If (on the other hand), he (= the adept) fails to see a

1 See P. V. Kane, History of Dharma£astra, II, part II, pp. 312-321.

This is obligatory worship that every brahmin must perform three times a

day.
2 For all ritual purposes this couple is identical with the divine couple

Laksmi and Narayana.
3 This exclamation indicates acceptance.
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(lucky) vision in his dream on the fourteenth clay (of the dark
fortnight), then during the period starting from the day of the new
moon and ending on the seventh day (of the dark fortnight) he

should observe the vow (of abstention), eat (only) one meal (a day)
and perform japa three thousand times (every day). If within (this

period) (his) young wife has had her period, he should not let that
pass unheeded. He should not disparage the ways of women. He
should bear in mind the blessed state of married couples. He should
do everything to please the woman, (but) with mind detached, so
that no sin is committed. Then, when the eighth day of the (dark
fortnight) has come, he should perform japa as before and carrying
out all the (rituals) such as the fire sacrifices etc., he should prepare
himself to see the dream-vision. Thus he should continue to act in
this way until he observes (in dream) the (lucky) signs. By this
means he who has mastered the (mantra of) Tarika can achieve
anything. He is an expert in performing all the (rituals prescribed)
by the sacred scriptures. He has insight in the spiritual methods. He
has the knowledge of all the injunctions contained in all Tantras and
is a master in all Vedantas. He has solved all problems (of religion)
and is well versed in all (religious) dicta. He is truthful, sincere,
frank in speech and a past master in (steering through) the ocean of
religious practice. He is always ready to apply religious injunctions
to himself as well as to others. And whether or not conditions are
favourable he succeeds in all (his endeavour).

43-46. Sakra. I salute thee, the embodiment of all the six
attributes, O beloved of Hari, who abidest in the lotus, and O
spouse of Govinda. I have heard from thy lotus-mouth about the
excellent efficacious (practice) of the (mantra of) Tarika'. This has
been duly (explained to me) in its (three states), namely the gross
state, the subtle state and the absolute state. Now, O lotus-born,
deign to tell me about the specific application of (the mantra of)

Tara in its three states after the ritual has been duly performed.
46-50. Sri: Lord Narayana is unique and is essentially the

aggregate of six attributes and is the soul {hamsa). I am His Sakti,

the female (counterpart of the) soul {hamsi), the Mistress over (all

creation) and the bestower of all that is desired. Together as

Hamsa and Hamsi we jointly (manifest ourselves) in action as

Tarika.

Now listen when I (describe) the application of this (mantra)
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which is essentially (identical with) ns. Without question its applica-

tion covers all the various other applications of all the mantras of

every description in each group, whether supreme or ordinary,

whether external (gross) or internal (subtle). Nevertheless, 0 Sakra,

hear trom me some particular applications (of this mantra).

51-53. I should be visualized as the one who generates instant

understanding of (the four objectives of life, i.e.) duty, subsistence,

desire and liberation, who wears the hide of a black deer over the

upper part of her body, who is seated on and wrapped in black deer

skin, who has auspicious eyes resembling a shy black fawn, who is

(as lovely) as the full moon, who displays the gesture of Brahma

(with one hand) and holds the rosary (in the other), whereas in each

of her other two hands she holds a lotus. 1 Alternatively, the lotus-

eyed Janardana, the Lord of all gods, may be visualized (by the

adept).

54-61. After (this) visualization (the adept) should perform japa

of the (mantra of) Tara a hundred thousand times (and thus)

should bring his (accumulated) merit within the bounds of percep-

tion. Next, filling many prasthas 2 with sali (rice) and an equal

number of prasthas with butter and palas 3 with sugar or molasses,

he should cook them together in one pot (adding) the same quantity

of milk to make the oblation nice and thick (in consistency). Then,

on the morning after the day of the full moon, when the sun has

only half risen, the intelligent (adept) should make one offering of

the contents of that big pot by sacrificing it in the big fire in the

great pit, whilst (reciting) t lie mantra of Jatavedas etc. 4 in tristubh

metre, which includes the mantra of Tarika, using the yantra 5 as

well.

Thereafter, from dawn till sunset, without respite the intelligent

(adept) should continue to make repeated offerings of butter by

pouring it from the sruva, which has been similarly consecrated by

1 She appears more like some Buddhistic Tara than LaksmI. Cf. B.

Bhattacharya, The Indian Buddhist Iconography, Calcutta iQ5 ^» PP- 22 ^*

2 3B 3°7 -
3°<)-

2 A prastha is two earthenware plates full of food.
3 A measure for liquids such as oil or melted butter. It is a small bowl

with a spout and a hooked handle and holds about one ounce of oil.

4 Rg.V. 1, 99, i a .

5 The Tantric diagram. See Swami Pratyagatmananda Saraswatl and

Arthur Avalon, Sadhana for Self-realization, Madras 1963, pp. 39 -69 -
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the (mantra in) tristubh metre. From dawn onwards (he should also)

go on feeding a number of brahmins, one at a time, with sali (rice)

mixed with milk, curd and butter. And when the brahmins of superior
Vedic knowledge have been persuaded to pronounce (a blessing:
svasti), he should satisfy them and the Vaisnava couple with a
libation addressing the latter as LaksmI and the husband of Laksnri.

62. Helped by his strenuous effort he who performs this ritual
obtains ten millions of matchless imperishable jewels.

63-67. Now, O Pakasasana, listen to the following highly mira-
culous application (of the mantra of Tara). Taking the (basic
mantia of) Tara, add on the word subhage to the end and finish
with the woid svdha . This (mantra of) Tarika has thus become
six-lettered.1 After fasting on the fourteenth day (of the bright
ortnight, the adept) should commence performing (this special
rite) on the day when the moon is full. Seated between a pitcher
completely filled (with water) and a (burning) lamp, in a garden full
of beautiful plants, and envisaging me (i.e. the embodiment of the
above mantra) as possessing the colour such as possessed by the
inside of a lotus and holding a lotus in each hand, with two arms,
with dark (eyes) glancing sidelong and black curly hair, with a round
smiling face and of an attractive appearance, with firm, higli
breasts, lavishly adorned with all (sorts of) ornaments and wearing
two garments of exquisite beauty, he should recite this (mantra) ten
thousand times.

68-71. Thus visualizing me, the auspicious and lucky one, he
should (complete) his japa. He should (next) satisfy (me) with a
hundred offerings and a hundred libations (to me), accompanying
them with the recitation of this (mantra of) Tara. He should then
offer me food consisting of £ali (rice) mixed with milk, butter and
molasses. Whereafter, the intelligent (adept) should worship and
give food to a woman possessing (all auspicious) signs. He himself
should have only one meal at night consisting of nothing but
havisya (food) and must observe complete abstention. This vow
must be unfailingly observed for thirty nights by performing the
(prescribed rites for) japa, libations [tarpana) and offerings, without
interruption and with diligence. On the next full moon day, having
performed the rites entailed by his vow, the adept may be absolved

from it.

1 (om) hrim subhage svdha.
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72-75. Oil fulfilment of the vow a Yaksi, called Subhaga, who

is essentially myself, appears there. She will ask the adept: ‘What

shall I do for you ?’ (He) may regard her as being his mother, sister,

wife or friend. If she is approached (by the adept) as (his) mother,

she protects him from all misfortunes. If she is approached as (his)

sister, she bestows upon him whatever (he desires). If (he) accepts

her as his beloved, he satisfies all his (passionate) yearnings for the

duration of his life. If (on the other hand) he accepts her as a friend,

she gives him all the quarters (lands). 1

75. But the adept who yearns after liberation should always

recite (the mantra of Tara in its three forms, namely) the gross, the

subtle and the absolute. 2 (Then) gratified (by his performances of

the rituals) I lead him to the divine state (pada) of Visnu. However,

whatever be the (practical) applications of other supreme mantras

which I shall tell you later, all those (practical) applications of differ-

ent mantras should (also) be regarded as practical applications of (the

mantra of) Tarika. 3 Thus I have given you a detailed description of

how to perform purascarana rites and have included (an explanation

of) the application (of the mantra). Now, in order to complete your

understanding, learn from me the method of performing a ritual

worship (with mantra) efficaciously. 4

1 This may imply that the deity makes the adept a great king; cf. express-

ions such as sarvadtgvijaya.
2 See ch. XXXII, 2-37.
3 As previously pointed out Tarika is the source of all mantras and is

immanent in all of them. The other mantras are merely various manifesta-

tions of Tarika.
4 The term mantra-siddhi really means that, when the adept has fruit-

fully completed all the rituals and meditations relating to his own basic

mantra, which is a sonic manifestation of the supreme Sakti, he becomes

identified with the Sakti present in that particular mantra and acquires all

the divine power belonging to that Sakti.



CHAPTER FORTY-THREE

DIFFERENT METHODS OF WORSHIPPING THE MANTRA
OF TARIKA

1. Sri: Listen now, Sure6vara, I shall tell you the supremely
efficacious results obtained from the various ways in which the
concentrated form

(
pinda

)

of the mantra of Tarika may be worship-
ped.

2. The yogin should (begin the ritual worship) by duly attaching 1

the (mantra of) Tarika to the range (of the parts) of (his) body,
(especially) to the tip of his nose and to the tip, middle and root of
his tongue.

3-6. He should carry 2 the group of (cosmic) principles, from the
earth-element to the (cosmic) intelligence between his throat and
chest and thighs and following the natural order of (the relationship
as the cause and) effect of each (of the principles) he should pass from
the one to the other (while performing an equal number of) japas
(of the relevant mantra)

;

3 (he may perform the japa) twice, four, six,

eight, ten, sixteen or twenty-four times. After (cosmic) intelligence
he .should visualize prakrti and should recite (the mantra of) Tara
eighty times. (Then) he should there (in the prakrti) envisage the
individual self

(
jtva

)
its scope, nature and identity—and perform

japa (of the same mantra) a hundred times. He should then visualize
the lotus, which is the seat of unmanifested consciousness.

7. After visualizing it in the form of a lotus 4 on which the
principles exist and which is the infinite abode of the (various)
parts (of prakrti) such as the principles etc., the wise (adept) should
perform the (same) japa a hundred and fifty times.

1 The method of anganyasa referred to here is described in ch. XXXV,
60-81. See K. Rangachari, o.c., pp. 63-67.

2 The nyasa is extended to the cosmic principles forming the adept's cor-
poreal body.

3 Each successive principle ensues from the one immediately preceding
it. For example the element of earth results from the element of water
which, in turn, results from the element of fire and so on. For the order of

these principles see ch. V, 38-79.
4 See ch. V, 22-28.
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8-9. Thereafter, (he should visualize) the stem (of that lotus) as

combining in itself Time unmanifested, the individual self and the

immutable being {akscira), which is represented by (the unlimited)

space (kham). 1 Time is represented there in (the stem) as tamas and

forms the hollow (of the stem). Reflecting upon that which contains

all the three (above-mentioned realities): ‘that inner conscious-

ness is that (which abides in all)’ (the adept) should duly perform

two hundred japas.

10. Under the stem (of the lotus) the sakti called Aniruddha, who

is pervaded by me, the divine (Sakti), should be remembered by

him as (characterized by the first manifestation of) form, time etc.
2

and he should perform a hundred japas.

11. Thereunder (he should visualize) Pradyumna£akti and

(perform) the same number of japas and thereunder (visualizing)

the sakti of Samkarsana (he should again perform) the same

number of japas.

12-13. Under all (the above-mentioned £aktis) (he should consecu-

tively visualize) Vasudeva (sakti), who is the (divine) couple, in

gross form, in subtle form then in transcendent form and lastly in

the supra-transcendent form which is the incomprehensible,

incomparable manifestation- of Laksmi and Narayana, the im-

peccable Sakti and the possessor of Sakti, vibrating (
spandamana

)

everywhere.

14-16. (By that time the adept feels sleepy), which (= sleep) is

(itself a form of) yoga 3 and (in the course of his meditation) he falls

asleep. Awaking in the late (hours) of the night he (immediately)

starts practising dharana 4 (using each of these) twelve, from

Vasudeva to the element of earth, 5 following the order of their

position enumerated (before). All these dharanas may be (envisaged)

as held in (the adept's) heart, or (alternatively) these twelve dhara-

1 Vyoma, Sunya, Kha etc. represent the same undifferentiated, unmani-

fested supreme Self.

2 See ch. II, 41-48 and ch. IV, 13-19.
3 When a yogin constantly practises yoga, the little time at night which

he can spare for his sleep, needed to refresh his body, is not regarded as

wasted, since even then he remains in constant contact with his Self.

4 See the Yog.S. 3, 1.

6 Vasudeva, Samkarsana, Pradyumna, Aniruddha, jiva, prakrti, the

cosmic intelligence and the five elements.
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nas could be (envisaged as) existing in Tarika. This is Sarvahitayoga
covering all the (cosmic) principles.

I7
“ I9 - Alternatively, (the adept) may make his mind totally

vacant by dissolving (all the principles) forming the manifested and
unmanifested creation (each in its immediate source) and he makes
(his mind) supporiless and arrives at the state of voidness 1 (think-
ing) I am now entering the'state of mahayoga which in form
resembles the form of void, possessing the characteristic (calmness)
of the void resembling a (calm) completely filled ocean’ and
when the yogin remains always attached to (my form) which
resembles the blissfulness of a silent and dark cloud, 2 then that
yogin is for ever dear to me.

20. In that state there is no finite object to concentrate on;
a un nowable transcendent form is indeed my revealed form. 3

2i 23. Within himself the yogin causes all the objects of know-
edge to become, at once, one with the Atman. He (envisages) my
orm as a vast expanse of extensive and unflickering fire, wherein he
mentaHy sacrifices all created objects and all the worlds. Whence-
or e attains for ever my own state of existence, which is the

All. He mentally offers (to me) the created
objects, his beads (aksa) 4 and the world etc. (tendering them as it
were) with the sruk and then throwing that sruk 5 (into the fire),
the yogin becomes identical with me.
24 28. An object that imposes limitations on something else is

(a ways) wider (in scope) than that (the latter). Higher knowledge
(c n) nuts all things whether existent or non-existent, whereas in
itse it is ree from all limitation. 6 lhat (knowledge) is my flawless
orm. ot ing, whether negative or positive, is beyond the scope of
(that) knowledge, nothing remains unembraced by (that) knowledge
and that is my immaculate form. When the ocean overflowing its
boundaries floods the world no dry land or lowland remains (visible)

;

of this chaptei^
^ ^ '

StatC °f unP°larized knowledge. Cf. verse 8 (khatn)

a Form not in the material sense; it means as she is revealed in the in-
tuitive knowledge of the adept.

Implying that the mind becomes totally free from all impressions and
thereupon reveals the true essence of Sakti.

Sacrificing the beads of the rosary symbolizes the adept's attainment
of the final goal.

6 Denoting the end of the ritual.
0 Hence knowledge in its widest scope is the cognition of the eternal truth.
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so (do I flood) this universe. 1 This exalted state of existence cannot

be attained by beings of limited capacity. Therefore one should

perform yoga in stages to attain this (state).

28-35. (The adept) should visualize the supreme God as the

essence, in a more concentrated form (than even the §akti), and as

immanent in all objects, whether good or otherwise, which have

existed, still exist or will exist in future. Just as bees gather only

the honey from flowers, so from everything does the yogin gather

(experiences) only (of) myself. In whatever Iris mind dwells on he

perceives only Laksmi. If anything attempts to escape (from me),

where can it run to since everything is permeated by me ? I he

adept should envisage the (cosmic) principles as a garland strung

on me (as the thread) . Or else he may regard this universe as a painting

of which I am the canvas. 2 Just as foam amasses on (the surface of

the) calm, shoreless and deep ocean, so should (the adept) call to

mind the cognizer etc., (i.e.) the four-fold universe,3 both at the

time of their creation and at that of their dissolution. All the

(cosmic principles) evolve from me and again merge back into me.

The Person is my first manifestation designed by my intention.

4

My second manifestation is called the mind (which is) of more

concrete (nature). The external instruments of cognition which

have undergone further concretization constitute my third (mani-

festation), while my fourth manifestation is in the objects forming

the content of cognition and is the lowest in material (grossness). 6

36-48. It is by my own will that (the adept) who constantly

meditates on me, the ever blissful consciousness, should, with a

mind (dhi) rising higher and higher, detach himself from these four

1 At the final stage of yoga the adept realizes the Sakti as the eternal

consciousness, the unpolarized knowledge, which is the single '-abiding

principle pervading everything.
2 The first image of Sakti as the honey stresses the adept’s detachment

from worldly objects. They are only means to experience the existence of

Sakti. The second image emphasizes Sakti ’s immanence in all the cosmic

principles, evolving into the creation, as the antaryamin or sutratma of

the Bhagavadglta. The third image is more in keeping with the Vedanta

metaphysics since it underlines the illusory aspects of creation, by comparing

it to a painting on the vast canvas of the all-pervading Sakti.
3 The cognizer, the cognition, the instrument of cognition, namely the

senses, and the content of cognition, in the order of manifestation’s progressi-

ve grossness.
4 santkalpa: ‘creative intention, determination, constructive imagination.
6 Cf.’ Ka.U.3, xo.

19
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(forms in which the universe is manifested) and attain my own state

of being. Or else, in the thirty-two lotuses supporting true knowledge*
he may visualize me as. the flame of a lamp, or as a beautiful lady-
The yogms must imagine that six lotuses occupy the region that

extends from the adharapadma to just below the lotus of the navel-
- ear their names from me. (They are called) Vyucchanti, Vyusita.
Vyusta, Vyususi, Vyosusi and Rama. The five lotuses present
between the lotus of the navel and the lotus of the heart are called
asyanti, also known as the lotus of the navel, Pasya, Pasyetara,

Drsya and Dfsyamana. Now listen to the names of the five lotuses
that occupy the region between the lotus of the heart and the lotus
of the neck. BodhayantI, Boddhri, Budhyamana, Budhyamanetara

W arC names °1 the lotuses existing between (the

tf

S

^
K e

t

art an<^ ^at °0 t l*e neck. Now listen to the names of
those lotuses that exist between the throat and the palate: Ghosa-
yanti,Ghusyanti Ghusta, Ghosa and Ghosetara. (The following) are
tne names of the lotuses existing between the palate and the eyebrows:
uranayanti, Grhnana, Jighrksa, Grhitika and Nirniti. Now hear the
names of those six lotuses that exist between the eye-brows and the
foreheacL Pranayani,, Pranatl, Prana, Pranavabodhini, Para and

/f

° 6 S^0U^ Ca^ me to mind as rising step by step
the lower t0 the higher lotuses) as the flame of a jewelled lamp,w 1 o uttering me (i.e. the mantra of) Tarika, loudly and long like

soun o a ringing bell. The yogin, who visualizes me as such#
or as a eautiful lady, discards all misery and attains my own state
of being. ^

49 5 °- Alternatively, (the adept) may visualize (Tarika) aS
existing in the nine lotuses and as successively rising (from the
lower to the higher lotus). The arrangement of these nine lotuses is

as follows, three are located at the adhara (padnia), three are below
the lotus of the heart and three are below the forehead. Or, (he may
envisage Tarika as existing successively) in the twelve lotuses,
(counting) two (lotuses) at each location (of the six vital parts of the
body), (namely) the forehead etc. 1

51. Alternatively, (he may envisage her) in the six primary
lotuses. 2 He may also envisage Tarika as containing taranada 3 and

1 The forehead, eyebrows, palate, throat, heart and navel.
2 The traditional satcakra or satpadma.
3 Nada, or tara, is sound unmanifest. See ch. XVIII, 23.
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as located in the three (lotuses placed) at the mula (adhdra), at the

heart and between his two eyebrows.
# , . .

52-54. (The adept) should first envisage the bindu as a s 1 &

minute (atomic) grain of lentil, 2 growing in size to that o a

seed, and then as assuming the form of various and unspeci 1

objects such as a pitcher, bowl etc. to represent the content ot tn

mind (cognition). He should also envisage all the (cosmic) princip es,

whatever their number may be according to the sacred °°'s ’

contained there (in the bindu). Thereafter identifying that (
in

with me, he should envisage (me as identical) with his own se

consciousness. .

54-59. All objects of this world invariably conceived m pair*

—-such as those associated with (the concepts of) cause an e ec ,

with protection and that which is protected, with transparency anc

opaqueness, 3 with existence and the essence of existence, wit &°°

and bad, with productivity and non-productivity, with qu ity an

that which is qualified, with the container and that which is c

tained, writh that which is pervaded by Sakti and the possessor o

Sakti, with that which is enjoyed and the person enjoying, wi

man and woman, with action and its agent, with means an en

with the inflectional forms 4 denoting masculine and feminine

(gender), sound and form—should be envisaged by the yogin as

manifestations of Laksmi and Narayana.

59-65. O Puramdara, listen now to this highly secret rule (holy

practice) of the tantra, 5 which, in the worship of Laksmi, a yo^m

should (always) follow. When at the very beginning, emanating

from the primal God, I manifested myself in this world of systematic

creation, I intentionally chose to assume this feminine form.

(Therefore) a yogin, desirous of pleasing me and expert in t e

Laksmi Tantra, 6 should never abuse a woman, either in deed,

thought or speech. Wherever I exist, the realities exist too, wherever

I exist, the gods exist too; wherever I exist, merits exist too, an

1 See ch. XVIII, 24.
2 Mudga.
3 Ghana.
4 Praiyaya.’ jrraiyaya. , .

6 Tantra may mean the secret lore in general, or may refer on y

particular text.
. . .

6 This statement establishes the basic tendency of this tantra 1

women occupy a specially honoured place.
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wherever I exist, KeSava also exists. 1 Therefore I (should be

regarded as) thewoman(-hood) inherent in all women, that pervades
the universe. He who abuses a woman thereby abuses Laksnu
(

erse ). He who praises her, praises Laksmi and so praises the

hree worlds. He who bears ill will against any woman is ill-disposed
towards Laksmi (lit. the beloved wife of Hari).

6

tr
3 ' Wh°Se heart ddights at the sight of a woman, re-

enTertTf
no?^A (gladdening his heart), and who never

fnvnuH ^
an

,

e^0uSht (about her), is regarded as my most

in mvself

°ne
-'
0 ^kra

’ ]USt as there .is sin neither in Narayana nor

aToVi
r m
l
C0W

' n°r in a brahmin
- nor in a scholar of VedSn-

P ’
,,

Sakra
’ bere can be no evil in a woman. Just as the rivers

an extWa Sarasvati and Aruna are devoid of stain, so also is

Mother nf !iTT
an reVered (aS being' sinless)- The (fact) that I, the

'(

hnnrll 1

C worlds
' am the basis (avastambha) of woman

woman*
^

!r
mdeed

' my great
(divine) prowess (bala). Since

worlds and" iT*
Cmbodiment. is the mother of the three

Z re Tf fddeSS ful1 0f abundancc (capable of fulfilling all)

i
p n

° ever

y
? y)» how can the yogin refrain from worshipph l6

e s ou not commit a wicked deed involving a woman

,

one should not (even) think about sinful acts in connection with a
woman. Those who aspire to the attainment (of fulfilment) in yoga
should always act so as to please a woman barring to commit a sin.
One should regard her as one’s mother, as god and as myself. He who,
ou of ignorance, hates women and does not help them ... 2

73-77- O Sakra, you are particularly dear to me, now listen
(carefully) to what I am about to say. Having heard it, you too
should put it in practice, (but) you should not tell anybody about it-

If a yogm should meet a beautiful and shapely (lit. fine-hipped)
woman, he should visualize me in her whilst mentally reciting (the
mantra of) Tarika. He should contemplate her beauty with a mind
free from lust. He should envisage her vital air {prana) as the sun,
and her soul (,hrdayapurusa

) as the highest Self. He should envisage
her beauty and charm as fire. He should visualize that highly gifted
woman as identical with me. In this way, after seeing me (in her).

1
‘I in the form of every woman' is implied here.

2 This sentence is incomplete.
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he should with his enlightened mind meditate on me

1

whilst

reciting Brahma (i.e. t«ira-mantra).

78-85. By and by, wfhen he achieves the state of samadhi, - I enter

there (in the person of that woman). The sign of my advent (in her)

is a stillness and relaxation in all parts (of her) body. After duly

'worshipping me (as embodied in her), with a mind free from desire,

he should stop (the moment) he is united and should avoid all sin.

The wise should never perform this with the wives of others,

(because) she in whom such samadhi occurs is sure to love it.

(Therefore) one should perform this with one's own wife or with a

common woman. (Of course) deviation from (this rule) is not wrong

as (such a woman) is envisaged as identical with me. 5 The intense

delight derived from the enjoyment through physical contact should

be meditated on (by the vogin) with an unflickering mind as being

my own person. 6 The state of pleasure obtained from stimulation

and friction with some recommended object (of delight) (i.e.) the

erotic enjoyment, should be cultivated (by the yogin). The pleasure

derived from seeing some object with the eyes, from tasting (some

object), from listening to (some sound), from inhaling some smell, is

my blissful manifestation. As revealed (here), this becomes true in

the case of the yogin who practises self-restraint, when (sensual

enjoyment) arising from listening, tasting, touching etc. comes

naturally to him (without his conscious desire).

86. Enjoyment derived from (mere physical) contact only brings

misery. It has a beginning and an end, (hence) (a yogin’s mind)

should not find (real) pleasure in it.

87-94. The supreme delight experienced through the intuitive

knowledge of (the yogin) who has conquered the rajas and destroyed

the tamas (in himself) and who exists only in the state of sattva

—that (experience of) bliss without a beginning or end is my body

1 bhavayed evu mam dhiya .

2 Meditative trance, the final stage of meditation.
3 Yunjanah implies sexual union. A yogin may not prolong this lest he

lapses into carnal pleasure, which is sinful.
4 The caution is for the woman's sake, since she may become so attached

to the blissful state that she may neglect her duty towards her husband.
5 The cautious moral tone is somewhat lowered in favour of the yogin

who practises such rites with a married woman, since he looks upon her as

LaksmI Herself and thereby offers no insult.
0 The pleasure is identical with the supreme bliss, which is the essence

of LaksmI.
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pervaded by knowledge. That (pleasure) can never be expcri«^
ccd

(in the pleasure) obtained from (the enjoyment) derived from obj cC
^

of physical contact, because afterwards these pleasure-indilC,1,b

objects imprison a person in misery. What (is the use of) the boncy

in which poison lurks, even if it tastes sweet, since afterwards

kills its consumer? A person seeking to obtain happiness fr°m
enjoyment derived from physical contact is like one shelter^
under the shadow of a vicious snake when exhausted by heat o f t 1

sun. Which happy person will be deceived by such pleasures, wb|
c

are t0 be obtained through great hardship, which though seeding

to entice hold misery, which are limited and decaying? The y°Sin ’

who has purified himself by reciting the prescribed (mantra),
wll°

eats with restraint and whose (two lesser gupas) rajas and tanias,

already diminished by his divine sattva (guna), are further reducer

by the performance of rites pleasing to me! should never cease to

discipline his mind in order to attain samadhi. Indeed, he who has

conquered his mind is always able to win the world. My pure body

automatically, reveals itself to a mind (fully) conquered (by

possessor). 1

95-96. Sakra: 0 regulator of all these (created things) conscious

and unconscious and all these tantras and yantras, creator
a

that may be enjoyed, I salute thee who art enthroned on a lotus.

How can the mind which always has a (natural) tendency to seek

contact with (external) objects, which is so strongly inclined to be

frivolous, which is difficult to bend and can wander far (out) in a

moment s time and which is undeveloped, be controlled ?

97. Sri: O Sakra, the mind is (indeed) always hard to control*

difficult to restrain, atomic in size and (hence) (its workings alC )

improper and not easy to understand, and it is restless; nil that

should be checked by ceaseless effort
(
abhydsa

)
and by overcoming

passion [vairagya )

.

98-105. Passion is the attachment to (material) objects arising

from natural instinct or long habit. Vairagya, which is the absence

of that (passion) is generated by the realization of truth. That

realization is the true understanding of the evil nature of (material)

objects. A wise man should through intelligence discern that

evilness (of such objects) by four means. He should ponder over the

1 The trend of these verses is directed against the abuse of rites involving

the sex-act.
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object—what it is, what are its characteristics, what is its source and

to whom does it belong—(consideration of these four aspects

reveals to him) that the object is nothing but a shackle binding him

who takes pleasure in it. These (objects that produce the feelings of)

pleasure and sorrow are manifestations of the unmanifested

(prakrti). These objects (affording pleasure) to those who desire

them are never self-determined. 1 They are products of a huge amount

of money, effort and hardship. They do not produce any (leal)

happiness whereas misery flows (freely) out of them. The intelligent

should mentally figure out this mixed nature of each object recogn-

izing that whatever delight it gives is but momentary and that even

that is inherently mingled with unhappiness. Thus the nature of

true knowledge has been described in (both its) general and particu-

lar (aspects). The passion for (material) objects is caused by the

notion that they produce happiness, and that (notion) is (what is

known as) the false knowledge. That is why true knowledge removes

that (false knowledge) by contradicting that notion, so that to

regard them as being the source (of happiness) cannot stand

scrutiny.

106-109. Nobody aspires after unmotivated objects for fulfilment

of his purposes. Ceaseless effort to realize this truth is called abhyasa

by the scholars in their treatises on true knowledge.

Focussing his mind to concentrate on any of these objects,

subtle, great, atom-sized or gross, immobile or mobile, as suits (him)

the yogin should practise this abhyasa and carefully following (this

method of) overcoming passion and of sustained effort he surely

succeeds in checking his wayward mind and make it tranquil.

109-m. Sakra:— O lotus-seated one, I salute thee who movest

skillfully on these many lotus-like tattvas and abidest in the mind of

Madhu’s vanquisher. 2 Deign to show me the way how to restrain

the mind, effectively and firmly, through abhyasa. I salute thee

(again) O lotus-born (goddess).

m-114. Sri:—One may either fix one’s mind on objects becom-

ing progressively less distinct such as on a bird in the sky,* which

becomes smaller and smaller in its swift upward flight or on (the

1 True knowledge, being absolute, is -self-determined and the opposite is

false. This is ascertained by the Vedanta metaphysics.
2 The demon Madhu; see Ahi.S. ch. 41 and Jayakhya S. ch. 2.
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star called) Arundhati. 1 Alternatively, one may fix (one’s mind on

some vast object such as) a huge mountain or something infinite.

One may fix attention on the tiny (central hole) in a whirling
disc

and allow the mind to swirl along with the disc’s movement. One

may similarly allow one’s mind to vibrate along with the trembling

tips of leaves of the sacred fig tree. 2 One may fix one’s mind on an

immobile object, or one may let one’s mind travel along with a

mobile object. 3

1 15. O Puramdara, I have told you this only by way of giving

a few examples of this method.

4

He who controls his mind by *uch

a method acquires great (skill in) Yoga.
1 16. (The exalted form of) the Person existing in surya M as

polarized by (two aspects namely) that of the Master and servant,

the absolute and the limited, should be called to mind as feminine

when the pancabindu
(
i

)

is added to it.

II7 < Thus, O handsome one, have I revealed to you every aspect

of Tarika. He who has learned the truth in this way desires to know
nothing more.

1 18. 0 Sakra, thus have I briefly disclosed to you how (the

mantra of Tarika in its) pinda-form & can be effectively worshipped-
Now listen as I explain the samjna-mantra (of Tarika) and its

application.

1 This is a famous dictum referred to as avundhciti-nydya. The said star

shines faintly near a bright star belonging to a well-known constellation
and in order to discover Arundhati one has first to fix attention on that

constellation, then on the nearest bright star and finally to pick out Arun-
dhati.

The tips of these leaves form a slender strip and are easily agitated b\

the faintest breath of air.

The implication is that the adept should focus attention on some object

and be open to the impression received without attempting to interpret

tnem. The mind then becomes relaxed and tenseness is avoided. Later

the mind slowly and naturally gathers concentration and dives deeper into

the basic qualities of such objects.
4 There are various other methods for concentrating the yogin's mind but

the main principle is conveyed by these examples.
5 The pinda mantra of Tarika is im.



CHAPTER FORTY-FOUR

REVEALING THE SECRET MANTRAS OF THE
TARIKA GROUP

i-2. Sakra:— I salute thee who art skilful in protecting (both) the

conscious and unconscious groups (of creation). I prostrate myself

before thee who art the artist of the cosmic system of law and wife

of Visnu. The differentiation of the (mantra of) Tara has already

been revealed. Now, O Lotus-born (goddess), deign to show me the

division of (the mantra of Tara) into bija, pinda etc.

3) Sri:—Narayana is the unique possessor of Sri, and embodies

all pristine six attributes. I am His unique great Sakti embodying the

six attributes.

4. In order to serve the world’s purpose, that same I, who am

manifest as Tarika and incorporate (both my aspects of) knowledge

and action, always sustain and purify (the world).

5. O Sakra, I have already revealed to you its (the mantra of

Tarika’s) different forms as transcendent etc. Now listen to me as I

enumerate the bija, pinda etc.

6-8. O Sakra, when I described the threefold form of her (Tarika s)

absolute state, 1 I told you that (God’s) I-hood in that form is

referred to as the bija of Tarika. 2 The concentrated (sound of)

surya (ha) and anala
(
ra

)
together joined with visnu (

l
)
with vyo-

mesa (m) at the end (is the bija) 3 and its effectiveness in the purasca-

rana yoga has already been mentioned.4 O Sakra, the yogins

worship the sarnjna (-form) of Tarika. Now listen to me attentively

as I describe it.

9. O Sakra, taking one pure (bija-mantra) one should join it

with svdha. This constitutes the mantra of sarnjna, which is wor-

shipped by yogins and gods (such as) Brahma etc.

10. O lord of the gods, the might of this sarnjna can only be told

by the yogins who practise it and by myself or Narayana.

1 See ch. XXXII, 15-37.
2 Tarika in the absolute form represents the Sakti’s original state of being

as Visnu’s I-hood.
3 Hrim.
4 See ch. XLII, in extenso.
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II_I 3- The samjna requires the addition of the supreme un'

decaying subha only. 1 Remembering that all fruits derived from the

worship of sakti and all methods (of worship) belong to its pin#
form, by constantly practising (yoga) the yogin dissolves his body
into me, and thus steeped in me attains my state of existence. Or,

(seen from another angle), roused by (the vogin) I appear before

him and fulfil, whatever the yogin may long' for.
14. Thus, Sakra, I have briefly stated the mantra of samjna.

Now hear from me the pada-mantra which accomplishes all.

15. It should never be quoted or written in fragments. Its true

form is taught so that there should be no mistake about it.
ib-18. Om om om . . . srfm hrlm om. Thus have I revealed to you

. f.
V6

.

r^ miracul°us pada-mantra. The wise who have undergone

ratr Sh0Uld receive 11 {only
) from the mouth of their preceptors,

en (a yogin) has mastered this mantra, I then manifest myself

rotes

m ^ m a S^°^ess rn ^rror in all my capacities, aspects and

18. (It is) appreciated by all adepts who have reached their goal

an to w om the real
. nature of cosmic principles (forming) their

(
o y) is revealed. Listen now to me as I enumerate its parts (

ariga)*

19 20. e wonderful hrnmantra should be pronounced as

0 ows.
^
m prakasdnandasare sarvadarsini satsattvavyanjikc pa

brahmarupe bhagavati visnupatni jndndya hrdaydya svdhd.
21. Om avyahatanandagate paramesvari sarvopari sthite jHandy

a
iirase svdhd.

saktisampurne jagatprakrtike jndnavaisvdnarasikhc
jndndya sikhayai svdhd.

23. Om prdnaprdnamayonmesamahdspandamayi sarvasramapadd-
tite jndndya kavacaya svdhd.

24. Om vikdravidhnfe svasvabhave mahaviryamayi jndndya as-

traya phat.

25. Om paranapeksasamarthye sarvaprasavini ante bodhamayi
jndndya netraya svdhd.

26. A group of five sounds composed of brahma (pranava) ,
maya

(f) connected with £anta (sa) and anala
(;ra )

with vyome£a
(
m

)
at the

end: this is (the mantra) called brahmasri [om om om om om irlni)

.

27. am am am am yrim: this is dharana£ri-mantra.

1 Samjna differs from the blja by replacing the sound ha by $&» Thus 1^- ^
irlm.
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28. mrlm should be known as the (mantra ol) purusasri, which

spreads a profusion of knowledge.

29. bhrim is known as the pradhanasri(-mantra) which causes

enlightenment to all.

30. bam pliain pam prim: this is the antalikaranasri(-mantra).

31. nam dham dam thani tarn trim: this (mantra) relates to

jnanasri.

32. nam dham dam tham tarn trim: this mantra relates to 'ar

masri.
_

33. ham jham jam cham cam ham gham gam kham ham krim . t us

relates to bhutasri.

34. These eight deities (namely) Brahmasri etc. present on the

eight petals (of the central) lotus (of the mandala) are known as the

retinue of the pada form of the (mantra of) T. arika.

35. All eight of them possess the colour that resembles the inside

of a lotus, and have pleasant lotus-like faces. In each of theii two

upper hands they carry two full-blown lotuses.

36-43. With her two primary hands Brahmasri displays the

graceful brahmanjali 2 gesture. Dharanasri (Laksmi) with hei two

primary hands (indicates) the distinction between pure and impure.

Purusasri with her two primary hands (displays) the gesture

(ahjali) of granting favour, while Prakrtisri carries the noose and

the goad in each of her two primary (hands). Antahkaianasri

displays (with them) the gesture of reasoning (
tarkamudrd ) ,

(the

left) palm is turned downwards, its little and ring-fingers are bent

while its two other fingers are held close together and the thumb

stands straight. The right palm is raised and faces forward. This

position of hands is called the gesture of reasoning. The gesture of

explanation which is formed by holding both palms in the same

manner (i.e. as the left palm in the gesture o* reasoning) is displayed

by Jnanasri. Now learn from me about (thv' pc dtion of the two

primary hands) of Karmasri. The attitude prescribed for the

Karmalaksmi is, O noble one, as if both her two (primary) hands

are ever occupied in performing her (own) activities. The two

primary (hands) of Bhutasri (Laksmi) are held (in the attitude of)

bestowing various objects of enjoyment (on the devoted).

1 All these deities possess four arms. Cf. Dhanada Tara, B. Bhattacharya,

o.c. p. 307.
2 Here ahjali is used in the sense of mudra.
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44-50. Now, O slayer of Bala, listen with attention to this

complex (of sounds) constituting (the mantra of) MahalaksmI that

produces all kinds of happiness. Ksam . . . kam kritn: 1 this (sound-)

complex (i.e. mantra) consists of the jVIahalaksml (-mantra) and

Mahasri is its (presiding) deity. She is unique, yet possesses diverse

characteristics. Although she is formless, she possesses form. She is

the supreme being with countless faces, innumerable feet and hands.

She is ever present in all places as the container and at the same
time as that which is contained. She is multicoloured and carries a

host of various weapons. She is both cruel and pleasant (in appear-
ance). She remains seated and displays various (aspects of her)

perfection. She should be envisaged as in every respect blessed
(subhaga) and radiant with (a colour resembling the) inside of a lotus.
O noble (god), the same (mantra) recited in reverse order ending
with ksa (i.e. kam . . . ksam krlm) 2 and visualized as described above
achieves the same result (i.e. all forms of happiness). The two groups
of seven vowels 3 are arranged as the deity's rays. As the basis,
bindu, 4 she creates the universe by projecting her own mighty form.

5 I “53 - Thus what is known as Tanka's pada (-mantra) has been
revealed to you. \ ou should always concentrate your mind focussing
it on her. Thus from the vast LaksmI-Tantra containing ten
hundred millions of verses I have picked out this essential portion
and revealed it to you because of my affection for you. Long ago,
in order to please me who am seated on His lap, the lotus-eyed
Janardana disclosed this supreme science to me.

54~56. Just as the sight of the moon delights people's heart, so
also, does the sight (knowledge) of this mantra (lit. science) please
the mind of the yogins. Here it is not necessary to undergo the
hardships

(
pariklesa

)
of yama etc., 5 nor (need) the tiresome sitting

postures (be practised), nor does the painful pranayama (need to be
observed). Seated with ease in the posture of his choice and with a
tranquil mind, (the adept may) constantly visualize (worship) this

mantra and that secures his objective.

Ksam ham sam sam sam vam lam ram yam mam bham barn pham pam
nam dham dam tham tarn nam dham dam tham tarn ham jham jam cham cam
ham gham gam kham kam krlm.

2
* kam kham gam gham . . . sam §am sam ham ksam krlm.

3 a i u y e o m and a i u f ai au h.
4 See ch. XVIII, 24.
5 Yama and niyama, the two preliminary stages of yogic practice.
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57. Just as all rivers and streams flow into the mighty ocean,

so also do all supreme mantras flow into this pada (-mantra).

58. Just as the lord of the rivers and streams (i.e. the ocean)

possesses countless jewels, so also the pada (-mantra) is known to

possess immense powers (tcjamsi).

.59-60. Just as when honey is added to rice the rice tastes sweet,

so also these bija etc. (various) states of Tara, add pleasure to her.

Seated on the lap of Narayana, I, the great goddess of the entire

universe who possess every perfection, should be meditated upon
envisaged as the embodiment of the pada (-mantra).

61-62. 0 Sakra, the same absolute, undifferentiated and integrat-

ed Self of mine, moved by pity and desirous of helping the adepts

with a view to the purification of their minds, filledwith good inten-

tion divides this mantra form (of mine) in four ways. 1

63. O Puramdara, you should now duly listen to my exposition of

these four divisions of my manifestation.

1 As LaksmI, Klrti, Jaya and Maya. See ch. XLV, 2.



CHAPTER FORTY-FIVE

REVELATION OF SRl’S VARIOUS MANIFESTATIONS

1. Sri:—I am goddess NarayanI, older even than the first created

objects, Lord Visnu's primary LaksmI (sovereignty), the un-

changing Sri.

2. Through my sovereign power I divide my own self into four

forms. These four manifestations are LaksmI, Klrti, Jaya and Maya.

3-4. When to benefit the world I divide myself into four forms,

the first embodiment of myself, the great Sakti, I-hood of the

omnipresent Hari, the absolute LaksmI, the supreme I-hood, is

called the great and illustrious LaksmI who bestows (upon the

worshippers) all kinds of prosperity and fruitfulness (in aspirations).

5. My second form is called Klrti, the bestower of fame. My third

form is called Jaya, the bestower of victory.
6-1 1. My fourth form is called Maya, the performer of all (kinds

of) miracles. LaksmI, Klrti, Jaya and Maya are thus present in

Narayana and are thQ highly radiant forms of myself, who am
present in Narayana. These (manifestations) are devoid of a corpo-

real body and are integral (i.e. not divided into separate parts).

They are surrounded by the multitude of their saktis like the rays

(surrounding) the sun, or waves (covering) the ocean. LaksmI
belonging to the husband of LaksmI is present in every (form of

divine) sovereignty (such as) excellence etc. and is covered by
various special and countless splendours.

In the same way Klrti exists in the body of God and is not

separate (from Him). Nothing exists that is not pervaded by her

universal (common) form. Whenever fame is acquired by a person

through his own effort, her universal form becomes manifest in that

particular fame.

Similarly Jaya, God's (incarnation of) victory, has an all-pervad-

ing existence (i.e. it has a universal manifestation).

12. O Sure£vara, whatever supernatural power there exists

(mdya vidyate

)

1 in this creation headed by the celestial beings,

1 Maya represents the supernatural element inherent in all deities.
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should be recognized as myself arising from God s power to work

miracles. 1

13. O best of gods, what independent existence can there be in

this ocean of (cosmic) principles apart from the integrated fourfold

form of Him and of myself ?
2

14-15. These (saktis, Laksmi, Kirti etc.)—perceived through

practising yoga accompanied by (the mantras of) these powers of'

God and who have manifested (themselves) through their power of

divine knowledge—should be visualized, offered oblations and

worshipped by the best of the adepts with a view to the realization

of their aspirations.

Now hear about the form of Laksmi, the first of these (my

manifestation).

16-21. I as goddess Laksmi, present in the Vyuha, should be

visualized as possessing a handsome face, beautiful eyes, two arms

and wearing attractive earrings. Her colour is like that of the inside

of a lotus and she is adorned with a chained girdle. She wears a

white garland and (white) clothes and is ornamented with necklace

and armlets. She bears all lucky signs and has round, high and close-

set breasts. Her eyes are large like a full-blown lotus and she has a

smiling expression. She has locks that resemble a swarm of bees in

flight. Her forehead is marked with a decorative and charming spot,

her gemlike lips are (ruby) red and her teeth are like rows of pearls.

Her forehead is shaped like a half-moon and her tresses are dark and

curly. The goddess, who bestows (on the devotee fulfilment of

ambitions, namely) religious duties, advantage, sensual pleasure and

liberation, carries (in her hands) the noose and the goad. She is

seated in the lotus posture and is adorned with an excellent diadem.

22-26. Now listen to me as I recount her mantra, which as

described by me (runs thus) : om hritn 3 Iciksmyai namah parania-

laksmavasthitayai hrlm srim hrlm svdhd. This twenty-syllabled

mantra is the murti-mantra regarded as Laksml’s very self.

27-29. O slayer of Vrtra, now listen to the correct form of its

1 Here too Maya represents that element of God's majesty which

performs wonders and deludes, in fact, His function known as tirodhana.

2 Vasudeva etc. are God's four manifestations, while Laksmi, Kirti^etc.

are Sakti's fourfold manifestation.
3 The Tarika-blja-mantra ;s sometimes referred to as the heart of Tarika

and sometimes as the sign of Tara's heart
(
hrllekha). Cf. ch. XXV, 48.
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ariga-mantras . om strum (am jhdnaya hrdaydya namuh, om slrivi

tam aisvaryaya sirase svdhd, om slrum tarn saktaye sikhayai vausat,
om slrlm tam balaya kavacaya hum, om slrem (am tejase netrdbhydm
vausat and om slrom (am virydya astraya fihat. O Vasava, these
s*x starting with the heart and ending with the weapon—are
known to be those (anga-mantras).

_ 30-32. Now listen to the mantras of Laksmi’s female companions.
Rm vrm sim vim these (sounds) with (am added to each of them
form great bija-mantras of (the four) (female) companions (of
Laksmi, who are called) Rddhi, Vrddhi, Samrddhi and Vibhuti and
their (full) mantras areom fm tamrddhyai svdhd, om vrm (am vrddhyai
svdhd, om sim (am samrddhyai svdhd and om vim (am vibliutyai svdhd.

33_34* All four of these companions possess two arms. They are
handsome and have the colour of the inside of a lotus. They carry
(in their hands) the symbolical (branch of) a woodapple tree and a
y whisk, are seated in the lotus posture and they gaze at my face.

This is how these companions should be visualized. Now hear about
(Laksmi’s) four attendants.

35- Lavanya, Subhaga, Saubhagya the third one and Sauma-
nasya the fourth—these are my four attendants.
^6 37. They all possess four arms, have handsome faces, wear

blue silk clothing and in their four hands respectively hold a
blossoming branch of the amalaka tree, 2 a lotus, a pitcher and a lotus
banner. Now listen to me as I recount their mantras.

38-39. One should know that the bija (-mantras) of these (atten-
dants) are: lam, sum, saum, saum and tam. The full mantra should
run thus, owi lum, tuvz Idvuftydyu iicwnuh etc. 3

40. This ends the description of Laksmi's manifestation and of
her retinue. Now listen to the (description of) the forms etc. of (my)
second manifestation called Kirti.

41. In form she resembles Laksmi (except that) her colouring
resembles that of the campaka flower

;

4 for the rest her form is the
same as Laksmi s. Now learn from' me her murti-mantra.

1 The branch of woodapple tree is Laksmrs traditional symbol and the
fly-whisk made of the tail of the yak is a traditional symbol of a companion
maid.

2 Emblic Myrobalan.
3 oyyi slim tam subhagaya namah, om saum tam saubhagyaya namah and

om saum tam saumanasyaya namah.
4 Michelia Campaka of a golden yellow colour.
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42-44. om hrim krim traim namah sadoditanandavigrahayai hrim

krim svaha, this mantra of twenty syllables (belongs to her form).

45-46. Now learn the ahga-mantras (of Ivirti by) listening to

my description (of them). The ahga-mantras of Kirti are krdm tarn,

krim tarn, kriim tam, krfm tam, kraim (am and krdum turn etc. (like

those of Laksmi). Now listen to the (description of) the forms and

mantras of the (female) companions of (Kirti).

47-52. Dyuti, Sarasvati, Medha and fsruti are said to be the com-

panions (of Kirti). They are all two-armed, golden coloured and

(possess the other special features of) Kirti’s form, and all of them

have smiling faces. They have a dainty book in their left hands and

a fly-whisk in their right hands. Now listen as I enumerate the

mantras of Kirti’s companions. One should regard (the sounds)

mrim, srim, mrim and irim with tam attached to each of them, as

the respective mantras of the companions. Now listen to "the names

and forms of Kirti’s attendants. Vagina, Jayadeva, Prasada and

Trana, (these attendants of Kirti) should be visualized as possessing

the colour of the kimsuka flower, 1 as being handsome, attractive,

clothed in white, possessing four arms and richly adorned with

ornaments.

52-56. One should visualize their main left and right hands as

respectively holding a conch-shell with the brilliance of a hundred

moons and (a branch of) the noble tree known as Ivadamba 2 with

flowers and bees hovering around. Now I shall tell you about

the other two (hands). The left hand (of these deities) holds a

mirror resembling the full moon while in their right hand these

lovely-eyed (deities) hold a white fan made of peacock’s feathers.

The mantras of these attendants are (the sounds) vain, am, pram and

tram with tam added to each of them respectively.

57. Thus Kirti, the second manifestation, has been described in

proper order
; now listen to the (description of) the form etc. of

Jaya, my third manifestation.

58-64. The very beautiful Jaj'a resembles Laksmi in her form.

om hrim jayayai om mail ajitddhdmdvasthitdyai hrim jrim svaha :

this is Jaya’s murti-mantra. Now hear from me her ahga-mantras.

(The sounds) jram, jrim, jrum, jrim, jrem and jroni with tam are

1 The flaming red flower of the tree Butea frondosa.
2 Nauclea Cadamba.

20
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regarded as the blja-mantras of the heart etc., Jayas respective
angas.

65. Jayanti and Vijaya, Aparajita, the third, and Siddhi, the
fourth, are regarded as Jaya’s (female) companions.

66-67. (The sounds) jim, vim, am and siin with tain and the
respective names of these companions added to each (of these
sounds) and each ending with svdha, are known to be the mantras of
these companions.

68-69. All these companions are as dark as the (indigo-) blue
clouds. They have pleasant faces and eyes. They are wearing yellow
raiment and golden earrings. They hold a white fly-whisk in (one)
hand, while in the other hand (they) hold a brightly'- coloured cane.
All of them gaze at the faces of Jaya and Ajita (Visnu).

70. PratapI, Jayabhadra, Mahabala, the third, and Utsalia—this
group of (four) are known as Jaya’s attendants.

71-74. All these attendants should be envisaged as clothed in red,
as being four-armed and of immense power. They carry the bow and
arrows in (two of their) hands and the mace and disc in (the other
two) hands, and their ornaments are made of flowers. O Suresa,
slayer of \ rtra, (the sounds) pram, jram, mrarn and um with tarn
(form their respective bija-mantras and) om followed by the
particular blja and the particular name ending in namah form their
respective mantras .

1 This is the wonderful method (of worshipping)
Jaya, my third manifestation.

75-82. Now listen to the method (of worshipping) my fourth
manifestation (called) Maya. This goddess, called Maya, performs
all miracles (and) is the great sakti of the highest God Visnu.
She (indeed) is my fourth (and) supreme form. 2 In form she re-
sembles Laksmi. Now listen to (her) murti-mantra. om hrim mdya-
yai namah, mohatitandmasritayai 3 hrim mrim svahd—this twenty-

1 E.g. orti pra^ii tarn pratapinyai namah and so forth.
2 Maya is obviously God’s mysterious creative power whereby, on the one

hand. He deludes people and, on the other gives a deceptive appearance
to worldly objects. This being the basic philosophy of creation in this system,
Sakti or the mysterious power of God has its most important manifestation
in Maya form. Cf. H. Zimmer, Myths and symbols in Indian art and civili-
zation, New York 1946, p. 24.

3 Here the mantra differs slightly from that given in J.S. (mohdtita
9padasritayai

)

and would appear to be faulty since the two syllables making
the difference are very confused in their relation to the essential vowel.
Also use of the word vamabhrii for d is somewhat unusual. Cf. J.S. 6

,
101-105.
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syllabled mantra is considered (to be the Maya-mantra). Now listen

as I describe her anga (-mantras), mrdm mrlm mriim mrlm mraim

mraum together with the other previously mentioned relevant

angas respectively form the anga-mantras.

83-87. 0 Sure£vara, Mohini, Bhramani, Durga and Preram are

known to be the four female companions of Maya, who possess the

radiance of gems. All these goddesses resemble Maya in their

comeliness, prowess, beauty and energy. They are clothed in white

and (smeared with) white unguent. They hold (in their two) hands

a fly-whisk and goad (respectively) and they are seated in the lotus

posture. O slayer of Bala, listen to me telling you their mantras.

om mom lain mohinyai svdhd
;
om bhrdm tarn bhramanyai svdhd,

om mum tarn durgayai svdhd ;
om yraim tarn preranyai svdhd these

are said to be the mantras of the companions of Maya.

88-100. Mayamaya, Mahamoha, Sambara and Kall£vara aie

(Maya's) four attendants, who resemble the rook or the collyrium

(in their dark colour). They have four arms, huge bodies, handsome

and smiling faces. They wear armlets and other ornaments and

garments of yellow silk. They have necklaces and anklets and are

decorated with various flowers. White as the snow-dust they

(hold in their two) raised hands a sword and a noose respectively and

in their two other hands they (respectively) carry a bow and arrow

and an umbrella. O slayer of Bala, om mom tarn mdydmaydya namah ,

om mam tarn mahamohaya namah. om sam tarn sambardya namah and

om ham tarn kalisvardya namah are the mantras of these four

(attendants, namely) Mayamaya etc. Thus (ends my) general

description of how all the anga-mantras should be envisaged. I have

(also) specified the mudras 2 of the deities connected with the angas.

All those (mudras), which I described (before) should be displayed

(by the adept, along with the mantras). He, who worships one, or all,

of these goddesses with concentration and zeal becomes identified

with the supreme Sri. These four manifestations of mine are rays

radiating from the (body of) God. When accompanied by all of

them, God has His complete form. Each of them possesses innumer-

1 An exact quotation from J.S. but contradicting their dark colour

mentioned in the previous verse, cf. J.S. 27, 149. The same quotation las

been repeated in ch. XLIX, 5-10, contradicting once again the statemen

about their dark complexion.
2 See ch. XXXIV, 19-30-
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able £aktis who, in every case, are identical with her and so they
(= these four goddesses) possess retinues (of) countless (individual
£aktis), so that the universe is pervaded by saktis. (The adept)
should meditate on me as the chief Sakti, who is the basic source of
all these four saktis, the supreme Goddess, Visnu’s I-hood, through
whom aU his functions are performed, who consists of the aggregate of
all Saktis, the head of the group of Saktis and inherent in (absolute)
conciousness and bliss. I am present within Agni and Soma and
follow the middle course. 1

101 102. The intelligent individual, who with introvert mind has
engulfed the sun and the moon in his susumna duct, should intro-
versively focus (his mind) on me.

102 103. Sakra. O Goddess, who art pervaded by the supreme
o an art present in the lotus, deign to reveal to me the mudras of
ie female companions and the attendants of (these) goddesses.
103 113 O slayer of Bala, I have already revealed to you themu ras o the goddesses. 2 Now learn from me (those of) their

six een companions. (First) the adept should stretch his hands out

“ ^ °
j
m as visibly as possible. (Secondly) he should pair off

G 1 6 an ^le Angers (of both hands) by joining them at the

rrr.

S

f u f
C

,*° with nails touching and pressed together).
(Then) he should turn these four fingers towards the middle of the
palms without actually touching the latter. (Thereafter) he should
hold up both thumbs like two straight sticks and standing along the
sides (of the hands) and stretch them towards the middle of the
hollow (made) by the four aforesaid fingers (of his hands). (Next)
he should take pains to bend his two index fingers like coiled snakes
and the two middle fingers (of his hands) should be stretched up to
touch at the tips. O SureSvara, (then) the two hands should be
firmly pressed together from the two straightened little fingers to
the base of the wrists, while at the root of the two thumbs the
wrists should be slightly apart. O slayer of Bala, this mudra, called
Mahayoni, is the supreme mother of the three worlds. If (properly)
displayed this can (empower the displayer) to have mastery over
the entire world whenever he pleases. If a woman engaged in
performing this (worship) fixes (her hands in this gesture) and

1 See ch. XXVIJI, 17.
2 See ch. XXXVIII, 17-18.
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displays it (even) from a distance, it will immediately cause distur-

bance in the mind of (even) a sage who has overcome all passion.

If a man engaged in this (worship) displays it to women who have

discarded all sensual pleasure or to the wives of sages, he would

cause restlessness (even) in them who are devoid of passion, let

alone in passionate women.
1 14. O Vasava, this mudra is common to all of these (companions)

.

Now I shall briefly describe (that of) the sixteen attendants.

115-119. O noble (god), (the adept) should (first) place his two

hands on his back and then release them. (Thereafter) the two

pairs of the index and little fingers should be turned visibly down-

wards and between these the (pair of) little fingers are pressed

together while that of the index fingers is kept apart. The pairs of

his middle and ring fingers are joined together from nail to middle

section (of the fingers) and, O greatest of gods, facing upwards these

are held straight for ten palas. 1 The two thumbs are visibly turned

downwards and separate from each other. This mudra produces all

that is desired. This one (mudra) should be displayed (to each of the

attendants) during (the recitation of) their individual mantras.

120-121. This is the description of the two mudras each respective-

ly common to the companions and the attendants (of Laksmi etc.).

(The adept) who worships me thus identified with (in the form of)

these four manifestations (of mine) together with their respective

retinues, finally merges into my very self. My manifestations

(
vibhiiti

)
consisting of both the (cosmic) principles and their products

are innumerable.

122. O Vasava, each of them (= manifestations) has a retinue of

millions of attendants. The (already) described four (saktis, Laksmi

etc.) are said to be the chief ones. Thus I have accurately described

to you my murti-mantras together with their anga-mantras. Now
listen to me (describing) how they should be worshipped.

1 A time unit, dharana = io palas.



CHAPTER FORTY-SIX

MODE OF WORSHIPPING LAKSMI-MANTRA AND
RESULTS OBTAINED

i. Sri: O king of the gods, now learn (from me) in systematic
order how to worship (the murti-mantras of these goddesses,
namely) LaksmI etc. and how to perform various rituals accom-
panying these mantras.

2-17. Drawing, as mentioned before, a four-doored square
diagram in the eastern direction, (the adept) should draw an eight-
petalled lotus in white and red. He should then draw four svastika
(-figures) in white at the four corners (of the square). After that he
should first perform the vyapaka nyasa 1 of the basic mantra (mfila-

mantra) only, on his hands starting from where the wrists begin
and continuing on his body. Thereafter he should first perform the

nyasa of the Laksmi-mantra on his two hands as before (i.e. starting
from the wrist). Next the should likewise perform nyasa of its (=
Laksmi-mantra s) ariga (-mantras) on his hands and body. He
should then perform nyasa of the four (mantras belonging to) the
goddesses who are her (= Laksml’s) companions

2

on both his hands,
starting from the index finger and continuing on his body (i.e.) on
the upper part of his body (head), chest, both thighs and both
knees. O Vasava, thereafter, having performed nyasa of (the

mantras of) the four (attendants of LaksmI, namely) Lavanya etc.

on his two hands starting from the ring finger and ending on the

thumb, and on his body (i.e. on his left and right shoulders and on
both sides of his neck), (the adept) seeking wealth

(
sri

)

should duly
perform nyasa of Laksmi-mantra and applying the method of

laya-yaga,° should worship only that (mantra) within his heart.

And, O Vasava, after performing the rite of looking etc., 4 he should

perform nyasa of (Laksml’s) murti-mantra, combined with his

1 The vyapaka nyasa entails covering the worshipper’s entire body, with
a mantra.

2 See ch. XLV, 30-32.
3 See ch. XXXVIII, 14-21.
4 See ch. XXXVII, 61.
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basic mantra on the pericarp (of the lotus) outside. 1 After that he

should (envisage) the Omnipresent, both in His undifferentiated and
composite aspects, as comprising all mantras and with Laksmi,

seated on His lap, whom he has caused to descend (on that lotus

diagram through the force of) his (basic) mantra. In order to achieve

(his aim of obtaining material) enjoyment (or) liberation, envisaging

(the divine couple) as described previously, he should perform

nyasa of the four (aiiga-mantras, namely) the heart etc., at the

south-eastern, north-eastern, south-western and north-western

corners (respectively). (The mantra of) the eyes should be placed

(nyasa) on the filaments of (the lotus in the diagram). Whereafter he

should perform nyasa. of the four (mantras of) Rddhi 2 etc. on the

front, right, back and left sides of (the lotus) respectively, (envi-

saging the divinities to) have two arms, to be as fair as the colour of

a lotus, holding the characteristic woodapple branch and .fly-whisk,

seated in the lotus position and gazing at her (= Laksmi’s) face.

After performing nyasa of the four (mantras of) Lavanya etc. 3 on

the svastikas (drawn) at the north-eastern etc. (four) corners

respectively and (visualizing them as) having pleasant faces, four

hands, wearing blue silk garments, holding a lotus and a pitcher in

their (two main) hands and a lotus-banner and amalaka plant with

fruit in their (two other) hands, he should perform nyasa of the

astra (-mantra) on the doors and at the four quarters. O delighter of

celestial beings, finally he should worship goddess Laksmi (i.e. her

mantra) and his own basic mantra.

18-21. As previously stated he should also display the relevant

mudras at the appropriate moment. 4 And then he should perform

japa, followed by homa (fire sacrifice) offering butter, sesame seed

and aksata rice, amalaka fruits, wood-apples and, if available, lotus

flowers. O slayer of Vrtra, having performed homa as many times as

possible, the adept, convinced of being identified with the body of

Laksmi, should perform japa five hundred thousand times, mean-
while he should eat only pure food and practise abstinence. After

japa, he should according to his capacity perform millions of homa
offering woodapples, amalaka fruits and lotus in that order.

1 The lotus diagram, which is a variation of the cakrabja-mandala. See
diagram IV.

2 See ch. XLV, 32.
3 See ch. XLV, 35.
1 See ch. XXXVI, passim.
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22-28. O Sakra, at the end of homa the great goddess (= Laksmi)

manifests herself (before the adept’s mortal eye). The goddess then

says 'My son, you have fulfilled (your vow of worshipping me).

Disclose the wish you cherish in your mind (and I shall grant it).

Henceforth, from today you are at liberty to perform undauntedly
any ceremony you wish involving the use of my mantra and no
contest or calamity will arise for you’. Whereupon the goddess
returns to where she came from. Henceforth (the adept) may
continue to perform (religious) ceremonies by my (i.e.) Laksmi’s
leave. If he is satisfied, he (is then empowered) to bestow on the

suppliants the wealth they desire 1 and, if angered, to make by his

mere word a pauper of a very rich man. By performing japa only
once and meditating on (the mantra) he would be able to turn
(even) copper into gold. If after filling a pitcher with water, milk or

honey he places it on his right hand covering it
(= pitcher) with the

left (by putting the hand) over it and performs japa of the mantra a

hundred and eight times, whilst meditating upon it (= mantra)
with deep concentration in a meditative trance and fixing his

mind on mercury, that water (etc. he) fetched in the pitcher, turns

into mercury. 2

29. O Puramdara, he who has (this) rasa (nectar) hits any target

(aimed at by a weapon). He frees the body from (such disabilities as)

old age or disease and renders it immortal.
30-40. If (the adept) fetches a pebble the size (and shape) of his

thumb and holds it (tightly) in the hollow of his right fist, whilst he

holds another (pebble) the size (and shape) of a badari (nut) 3 and
holds it in his left fist and then performs two hundred and sixteen

japas of the mantra (of Laksmi) over those two (closed) fists, the

pebble in the right fist becomes a gem and (the pebble) in the left

fist becomes a pearl, both being very precious. He can produce any
type of precious stone at will. So also, in function and appearance

the pearl exactly resembles a real (pearl). Holding in his hand the

bone of a cow, horse or elephant, if he performs japa of the mantra
fifty times, that piece 01 bone becomes a (piece of) coral. If he

1 Abhistam should be the correct reading.
2 A particular sect believed that mercury duly treated with magical rites

turns into nectar. See RaseSvara-dar^anam of the Sarva-DarSana-Sam-
graha of Sayana-Madhavacarya, Govt. Oriental Series, Class A, no 4, Poona

195 1
, pp. 202-207.

3 The jujube nut.
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performs japa of the mantra a hundred times on (pieces of) tin,

lead or iron, these will turn into the purest gold or silver (at his

will). O king of gods, (such a person) may transform any thing into

any metal according to his (whims of) pleasure or anger. Likewise

he can turn a pebble into (any precious) stone (he chooses). What-

ever wealth (a suppliant) is desirous of possessing, whether in form

of money, grain or cattle, (such an adept can) immediately

bestow upon him. Inscribing the mantra of Laksmi with rocana 1

or saffron on a bhiirja leaf 2 and encasing that (leaf) in gold and

wearing it on his body so as to worship and perform nyasa, he

lengthens the span of his life, triumphs wherever he goes and is

treated with great honour. O most powerful amongst gods, here I

have finished describing the worship of Laksmi, who is my first

manifestation. This propitiation is especially appropriate for those

who seek prosperity.

1 Yellow powder found inside the skull of a cow.
2 A species of birch tree.



CHAPTER FORTY-SEVEN

MODE OF WORSHIPPING THE KlRTI-MANTRA AND
RESULTS OBTAINED

i. Laksmi is the first amongst the group (of my manifestations)
and is named after myself. I have just finished dealing with the
efficacious performance of her (mantra). Now listen to (the worship)
of the second (of the group).

2-3. Regard the nyasa-process and (he worship of the lotus
( diagram) (in the case of Kirti) to be the same as was mentioned bv
me (in the worship of the LaksmI-mantra). Drawing a mandala 1 as
was a read} instiucted (the adept) should design the white and
ye ow lotus within that (mandala) and then perform the nyasa of
Kirti seated on God’s lap and (her angas, namely) the heart* etc. as
previously described.

4 i~. Jsowr leain in systematic order the visualization of (her)
rien s. They should be envisaged as possessing twro hands and a
golden colour, with the same features as those of Kirti and with
smiling faces. In their left hands they hold a beautiful book and in
theii right hands a fly-whisk. (The adept) should envisage her four
attendants as having the (red) colour of the kimsuka (flower),

^.attractive features and charming forms. They have four hands and
wear white garments. They should be envisaged as carrying in their
mam left and right hands (respectively) a conch-shell as white as
hundreds of moons and (a branch of) the tree called kadamba
(decorated with) flowers and bees. Now learn from me that in their
two other hands they carry in the left a mirror resembling the
full moon, and in the right a white fan made of peacock-feathers.
After \ isualizing them in this way, the adept should displav the
mudra requiied for each (rite) and then continue the worship
(offering) arghya, flower etc. Next according to his capacity
he should then perform japa and homa (offering) sesame seeds
soaked in buttei and mixed with fragrant sali (rice). After (perform-

homa he should clothe the image of the deity and adorn it with
flowers and collyrium. Whereupon he should retire to. a solitary,

1 See ch. XLVI, 2.
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quiet place and, eating only fruits and roots and uttering no word,

should perform japa of (Kirti-) mantra three hundred thousand

times. Whereafter, O king of gods, he should perform homa a

hundred thousand times (offering) a combination of rice and sesame

seed mixed with butter (made from the milk of) a red cow and with

milk of the same type.

•13-33* Thereafter he should perform a thousand homas using

each of the (six ahga-mantras, namely) the heart etc., following

which he should offer the final oblation consisting of milk mixed

with butter. If this be done on a day when the moon is full, the

great goddess (Kirti) appears (there before the adept) and sa.s

'Well done, well done, pray come to the supreme presence (of God ,

leave this mortal home, (or else) enjoy immortal pleasure whilst stil

living amongst mortal beings; O (my) worshipper, be fuc to

perform any rite you please using my mantra*, whereupon t n

goddess goes up in the sky. Whenceforth the adept may perform

any rite he chooses which involves the use of the mantra of Kirti

and whatever he gives to any person never diminishes and so brings

(the adept) fame that lasts the duration of the sun and the moon.

When he discloses his knowledge amongst people of great power 01

lectures to whatever assembly, fame is showered upon him. ut

witting all (learned) people he establishes his own superiority. In

times of scarcity and famine, if he performs japa on a pot (of ma^ica

power, he can feed people whenever he wishes and in accordance

with their desires. If he continues to give this inexhaustible (gi t o

food to people) for seven days, he becomes extremely famous and

that fame endures until the dissolution of the universe. In time o

prosperity (
subhiksa

)
should he take a tiny piece of gold and a tei

duly performing japa a thousand times over it, lay it aside ncai at

hand, it will greatly increase in quantity and continue to be available

for lavish distributions among (many) needy people duiing two

w'eeks, so that there can be no doubt whatsoever (about his power).

Consequently he acquires great fame as a benefactor of mankind.

Fetching a pitcher of water from a pool inhabited by a great

serpent, if after having done a thousand japas he pours that water

over (the sands) of a desert he has come to, or on low ground, or on

the top of a mountain, that giant serpent and his dependants come

to live in that water and protect it as long as the eaith will exist.

1 Literally nimne tn bhutale means ‘On a low part of the earth .
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O Vasava, in this way he gains great fame in this world. If the god
concerned with the growth of seed does not send rain in the right
period, he takes a bit of earth and soaks it with water from a pond,
or he takes a bit of wet (clay) from within that (pool) and performs
three hundred japas (of the mantra) over that (piece of clay).
Whereafter he warms it with breath from his mouth and recalling
t e mantra of Kirti throws that (bit of clay) up into the sky where
it ven y turns into a cloud. That cloud will cover the entire earth
wit water. At his bidding the king of clouds remains there pouring
(rain) c own for as long as is necessary and useful. This brings him
great lame that travels throughout the three worlds. O excellent
god this royal mantra called Kirti is influential in granting people

a evert ey desire. Writing down the mantra as described before 1

wearing it on one s right hand brings great fame, honour,
prosperity and learning to its wearer.

34- O Vasava, this briefly describes how to worship Kirti-mantra,

^te^i

C

forms
manifeStatl0n

’ ° y°U glorious one
> amongst all mani-

35- Following this delightful method of worshipping Klrti-man ra, (the adept) gains pure fame and brings wealth to a multitude
(of people). 2

1 See ch. XLVI, 38-39.
The mudras and mantras mentioned here are described in ch. XLV.



CHAPTER FORTY-EIGHT

MODE OF WORSHIPPING JAYA-MANTRA AND RESULTS
OBTAINED

i. Sri :—O slayer of Vrtra, now listen to the description of how to

worship efficaciously (the mantra of) my third manifestation Jaya,

who is praised by many illustrious (holy) people.

2-4. Performing the nyasa as before and worshipping Jaya

within his heart, (the adept) should make a mandala as previously

described and draw a fair-petalled lotus in it, using (blue) powder

resembling (the hue) of a blue lotus. 1 On the pericarp (the adept)

should place Jaya (by fetching her there) from Visnu’s chest. He

should also place other mantras accompanied by the performance

of their nyasas, in the already stated order. But listen now to how

these (divinities) are to be correctly visualized.

5-6. All female companions of (JayS.) are dark in colour like an

indigo cloud, and have a look of pleasure on their faces and eyes.

They wear yellow raiment and golden earrings. In (one of their

hands) they hold a white fly-whisk and in the other a decorated

cane in raised position. All of them gaze at the faces of Jaya and of

Ajita (Visnu).

7-8. (Jaya/s) four attendants should be envisaged as being as

(white) as the colour (of the bud of a kunda flower), 2 as having

pleasant lotus-like faces, red garments, four hands and great

strength. They hold in their hands the bow and arrow and the

mace and disc and they are decorated with ornaments made of

flowers.

9-10. (The adept) should display all the mudras appropriate to

each of them as previously instructed. Then he should worship

them with devotion and thereafter perform homa (offering) sesame

seed mixed with white mustard seed, butter and bdellium {gulgula).

At the end of homa the adept envisages his own form as identified

with Jaya.

11-20. When the supreme realization that T am Jaya/ awakens in

1 See chs. XLVI-XLVII and note the use of different colours for the

lotus of different Saktis.
2 A kind of jasmine flower.
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the mind (of the adept), he should betake himself to a safe, solitary

bank of (a river or suchlike place). And setting up a (magical)

boundary by applying (the mantras of) the weapon and armour, 1

which repels evil influences, he should start performing japa and
meanwhile subsist on milk, rice and fruits. O Vasava, first he should
bow down before Hari and recite his own (basic) mantra with
fervour; (the adept) who adheres to the habits of Ekantins 2 eats
light food, remains silent and practises meditation; he should
perform japa (of Jaya-mantra) four hundred thousand times.

Aftei japa he should perform homa. For fuel he must use a million

pieces of red sandalwood, each piece measuring a pradesa, 3 soaked
in butter; well-concentrated he should perform homa two billion
times offering white mustard seeds mixed with honey. Whereafter
lie should perform homa either a million or a billion times, offering
black mustard seeds. To end with, he should perform the final

oblation three times, offering the three (items, namely) honey etc.

O Sakra, he should perform these (three) final homas by offering
honey, milk and butter in that order. Whereupon the illustrious

goddess Ja^a appears there spontaneously and speaks the following
words. My son, your worship of me has borne result. Henceforth
you may perform any ceremony you please entailing the use of my
mantra and need suffer neither fear nor distress’. Having spoken
thus the £akti embodying Narayana disappears. Henceforth (the

adept) may perform a host of various rites as selected by himself
or by others, in this world.

20-26. Listen further, O wielder of thunder, as I give a detailed

specification of these (rites).

Envisaging a rope as if emanating fire, whilst he recites the mantra
of the goddess (Jaya), the adept r. ay (with that rope) bind whom-
ever he pleases to whatever object (he chooses) and thereby legiti-

mately defeat (his enemy in battle) by gaining an easy victory. 4 Upon

1 The so-called digbandhayna) rite for making a charmed boundary.
2 Devout worshippers of Visnu, the only God. See ch. XVII, 17.
3 One pradesa equals the length of a palm with fully stretched thumb

and index finger placed side by side and measured from the root of the thumb
to the tip of the index finger.

4 The rope mentioned here refers of course to the noose which is always
identified with a snake, hence spitting the fire or poison. Resort to a magic
weapon of this kind was regarded as perfectly possible and legitimate and
is frequently referred to in the Mahabharata.
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catching sight of someone's mighty army with elephants, horses and

(heavily) armed men (drawn up) in battle array, if (the adept)

performs japa (of Jaya-mantra) over a bow, sword, shield and five

arrows and, handing these to a single individual, dispatches him

alone to confront the enemy army, he (single-handed) destroys (the

whole army) and gains a lasting victory. Envisaging on his light

palm a blazing triangular fire,

1

(the adept) should visualize the

goddess with her ent ire retinue therein. On being confronted by a mad

elephant, lion, snake or a flash of lightning, he should (display that

palm). At the sight of this palm, these (vicious beings) will turn tail

in a great hurry.

27-30. O king of gods, holding a club made of khadira wood

(the adept) should perform (japa) of the mantra a hundred times.

Then proceeding to the mouth of a cave,3 which is of four colours

(accompanied by persons 4 belonging to the four orders) and

furnished with the Jaya (-mantra), he should leisurely strike that

(cave-opening) with his club eight times. Next, ho should worship

the trap-entrance to the cave by using the mantra of goddess

(Jaya) enclosed in a case with his own astra-mantra

5

ending with

(the word) phat . Whereupon the noble adept should enter the cave

with all those who (accompanied him). In advancing he breaks open

numerous trapdoors, conquers several powerful demons and settles

his followers and their wives (in that conquered territory).

31. After drinking a pure drink G from his own hand, 7 the great

powerful (adept) returns to his own home following the same route

(which) he used (to enter).

32. O king of gods, if the adept sets his mind to be always

indisputably victorious in all the three worlds, he need only use

1 Symbol of the yoni.
2 Acacia Catechu.
3 The demons reign in the nether regions: a common theme of folklore,

cf. Da£akumaracaritam of Dandin, the beginning of the adventures of

Prince Rajavahana (Dandin, Dasakumaracaritam, ed. M. R. Kale, Delhi,

Varanasi, Patna 1966, p. 25-29).
4 The reading is corrupt. J.S. reads correctly jananvitam'. J.S. 27, 128.

5 For samputita see H. Brunner-Lachaux,. SomaSambhupaddhati, Pon-

dicherry 1963, p. 218.
6 The term “pure drink’

1

(sattvikarn panam) poses some difficulty, and

possibly denotes a non-alcoholic beverage.
7 Using his own hand as a cup to avoid using a defiled cup belonging to

the impure demons.
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his hands armed with a raised club and a disc, (to vanquish an army
in battle); or he need only carry a noose and a goad (for that
purpose) and then alone can he gain victory by this means. 1 If one
uses rocana, saffron or ink to inscribe the (mantra) on a bhurja
leaf and encloses it in a case (worn by the adept), on entering a
crowd (of enemies), he gains an easy victory (aided by) all divine
(powers). O Sakra, if a person writes (that mantra down on a leaf)
with sandal-paste, milk or saffron and wears it (encased) round his
neck, head, left or right hand, at all times and in all circumstances
he becomes victorious. 0 king of gods, wherever and whenever an
adept resorts to the mantra (of Jaya) in order to obtain victory, he
always becomes victorious.

O Sakra, here I have explained to you how to worship my third
manifestation known as Jaya.

1 Obviously only these four weapons can be vested with supernaturalpower by using the Jaya-mantra.



CHAPTER FORTY-NINE

MODE OF WORSHIPPING MAYA-MANTRA AND RESULTS
OBTAINED. PRATISTHA OF AN IMAGE OF

LAKSMl-NARAYANA

1. Sri:—O Vasava, my fourth manifestation in a mantric body is

Maya. Now listen to the method (of worshipping her) together with

(the description) of the (subordinate) mantras and rituals.

2. (The adept) should perform nyasa of the mantras of Maya s

murti, ahga, companions and attendants on his own hands (first)

and then on (the rest of) his body as described before.

1

3-4. Likewise, he should next worship her when she is within his

own heart by offering her all articles of enjoyment. Then making

a mandala outside, he should draw an auspicious lotus in it and

(envisaging) her seated on Visnu’s lap, he should cause her to descend

from his heart (to that lotus). Whereafter he should propitiate

Maya together with her ahga (-mantras) and companions etc.~

5-10. The four celestial companions (of Maya, namely) Bhramapi

etc. should be envisaged as having lotus(-shaped) eyes, clothed in

white and glittering with jewels. They hold in their hands a fly-

whisk and a goad and are seated in the lotus position. The four

attendants, Mayamaya etc., should also be envisaged as possessing

fully developed bodies, and as being friendly, and (dark) like a

swarm of bees. They have four arms, huge bodies and handsome

faces wearing smiling expressions. They are decorated with armlets

and other ornaments, wear yellow garments, necklace and anklets,

and are decorated with various flowers. White as the snow-dust they

carry (in their two) raised hands a sword and a noose (respectively),

while in their (two) other hands they (carry) a bow with arrow and

an umbrella. Having displayed the relevant mudras to each of them

as enjoined (by tradition), he should perform homa, offering sesame

and white mustard seeds.

11-19. O Vasava, still following rules (of conduct conforming

to the vow the adept has taken), he should steadfastly envisage

1 See ch. XLVI, 5 and ch. XXXV, 60-76.
2 See ch. XLV, 83-91.

21
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himself as identified with the person of the goddess. And after

retiring to a solitary place, taking his wife (seat ?) along, 1 the adept
(lit. the person observing a special vow) should perform seven
hundred thousand japas as prescribed before. Meanwhile he should
eat only fruit, root and milk, as time or place permit. He may even
live on barley flour. But he should not beg and must only eat
(whatever lie receives) by way of alms voluntarily offered on a
single occasion. Alternatively, he may eat rice collected (from
begging) by his own disciples and consecrated by him with a
mantia. He should eat that (rice) without salt, oil or meat at fall of

dusk. He should eat until satisfied and may mix honey and clarified
butter with the rice (to improve the taste).
On completing japa, the adept should then duly perform homa

accoiding to the sacred injunctions. Making a mixture of bala, 2

inota, 3 mams!, 4 cakrangl, 5 nagakesara, 6 sandalwood(-paste), pow-
dered saffron and powdered turmeric, he should further add to
it fiist butter of good quality, and then sesame seed, honey, ghee
and a little solid rice (each separately). (Using this mixture as
offering) he should perform three hundred thousand liomas (and
throw the offering in the fire) with only the thumb, middle and
third fingeis (of his right hand). O Puramdara, thereafter he should
perforin thiity thousands of homas offering nothing but pieces of
firewood. The first ten thousand (pieces should be) made of raja 7

and arka 8 w ood, (the second ten thousand pieces should be made of)

khadira 9 vrood and the third ten thousand pieces should be made of

sura-wrood. 10

20-23. He should forthwith offer the final oblation with an
entirely pure mind. As soon as the final oblation has fallen (in the

1 Praudha and uttar

a

seem to denote either (his) main seat (as in the
expression praiidha-pada)

,

or his wife (praadha denoting a mature married
lady). Another, likewise uncertain probability would be ‘mature, excellent
companions . Jayakhya reads pvci'iidhayuk svusandnvituh, cf. J.S. 27, 174.

2 Semi -ripe barley grain.
3 Sida Cordifolia or Sesbania Aegyptiaca.
4 Nardoslachys Jatamansi.
5 The gall-nut.
6 Mesua Roxburghii (using the blossom of this tree).
7 Plerospermum.
8 Calotropis Gigantea.
9 Acacia Catechu.

10 Pinus Devadaru (a type of pine commonly called Deodar).
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fire), Maya accompanied by her retinue arrives there from the atmo-

sphere saying: ‘Well done, well done, from now on, go ahead and

perform all rituals (which you may) choose to perform entailing use

of my own mantra’. With these words the goddess instantly returns

to the abode of Visnu. Whereupon, O Sakra, the great adept

immediately starts performing various rites which he in his heart

longed to perform. He may perform these rites either on behalf of

himself or on behalf of another. Now listen, I shall confine myself

to mentioning some of them.

24-33. Performing japa just once on an amalaka fruit and on a

bilva fruit (the adept) should enter the palace of a king, and,

standing wherever he pleases, throw these down in front of the

(king’s) treasury, whereupon the sky immediately rains down on the

place the desired wealth, attractive jewelry or beautiful garments.

Adopting the same method but using instead a small ball of (ground)

rice or rice mixed with sesame seed, and throwing that on a closed

granary, cowshed or a (mere) pit belonging to himself or to the

king, the sky immediately pours down on the place where he stands

the desired (food), rice or other such grain. Similarly a small ball

made of cooked rice consecrated by japa and thrown on a stove

instantly produces cooked rice. Making a small ball of cow-dung of

the size of a badari (nut) and (consecrating it by) recrting the

mantra seven times while visualizing a great cauldron full of milk,

curd and butter, if he throws the ball in a cowshed, instantaneously

these actually appear behind him. Consecrating a badara (nut) or

any other fruit with japa, upon throwing it into a royal pleasure-

garden an abundance of fruits will appear there. In a nice flower-

garden someone need only point at a particular flower and vrith

only three japas in an instant the adept turns it into a lavish display

of flowrers.

33-34. (In short) wiienever with specific intention (sankalpa) (the

adept) takes hold of a part of any object and (consecrating it) with

seven japas throws it down on a (certain) *pot to which he has

betaken himself, he is able to reproduce that object in whatever

quantity he pleases. 1

35. The worthy adept never falls into debt (i.e. never becomes

poor). 2

1 Translated rather freely, since the text is somewhat ambiguous.

2 The other reading, namely sajlrno, is closer to the reading in J.
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35_43- If on picking up a piece of charcoal and concentratedly
performing a hundred japas over it (i.e. consecrating it) the adept
throws it in water, that water appears to have caught fire.

(Holding a tiny) drop of water on a ku£a-blade and (consecrating it

with) a hundred (recitations of) the mantra on throwing that (drop)
over an expanse of fire, the latter is instantaneously transformed
into something (cool) like water before one’s very eyes. Confronting
a wilderness of nothing but sand, entirely devoid of grass, as soon
as he throws one blade of grass into it after (consecrating the blade
by) two hundred mantra(-recitations), it (= the wilderness) is

filled with flowers and leaves and is covered with foliage resembling
e celestial garden) Nandana containing lakes, an abundance of

various birds, cities, gardens with palaces, walls and temples
resounding with the sound of the chanting of the Vedas and adorned
wit

( eautiful) girls. (The adept) should always demonstrate
(such miracles) in the presence of royalty. With (mere) lumps of
ear 1 (smeared) with cow-dung and consecrated by (reciting the
mantra) eight times, (the adept) can at will turn a wilderness,
evoi 0 water and grain, into a (region overflowing with) water,

rice and other edibles.

43 53- If when standing alone against a host of armed enemies
\v 10 provo 'e im, the angry adept starts wishing intensely for a
a
[§

e^ ec
fu *Pl3ecI with soldiers, chariots, horses and elephants,

w 11 st e eeps on repeating the mantra, a vast, formidable and
powerful army will immediately come (to his aid). On beholding it

the enemy s army, robbed of courage, takes to flight.
O akra, (whatever wish comes to his mind, if the adept) visualizes

it whilst uttering the mantra, that (thing) is sure to appear there
whether it be real or imaginary. On beholding a dead tree, he should
strike it with his foot whilst reciting the great mantra, and that tree
will turn into (a live tree) lavishly bearing flowers and fruit. (If on the
other hand) whilst uttering the mantra, he presses in his hands a
tree in full leaf, bearing flowers and fruit, it loses its sap. If standing
in front of a mountain he performs japa for its destruction, it

crumbles down to whatever level he wishes. Once satisfied, he may
later fetch that mountain back, even from the nether region and
restore it to its imposing height.

(samvinno)

,

but the reading sarno is more in keeping with the purport of
the theme as a whole; cf. J.S. 27, 197.
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He should inscribe the mantra inside a lotus with the sap of

sandalwood (-paste) and also write the anga-mantras on the petals

of that lotus. Then, after worshipping it on a propitious day, he

should cover it with flowers etc. and encase it in the manner

described before. If he wears this yantra 1 (on his bod}’) all powers

immediately vest in him. He becomes dauntless on this earth, has

good luck and a long life ; beyond (death) he attains happiness.

54. O slayer of Vrtra, here I (conclude) telling you briefly about

the miraculous power of my fourth manifestation. It is indeed

(almost) impossible to enumerate all my (marvellous potentialities).

55-58. This brief description of the powers (obtained through

worship of) these four goddesses is given for the benefit of adepts.

Besides all good things, both divine and mundane, this (worship)

bestows on them unblemished purity of mind, and finally Visnu’s

indestructible, absolute state of existence is revealed to the devotees.

(Therefore) having quietened their minds (adepts) should adore me,

Laksmi, as projected in these manifestations.

58-

59. Sakra:—I salute thee, O most exalted of all divine beings,

I salute thee, O beloved of the Vaikuntha. 0 Lotus (goddess), on

what should I concentrate when I worship you ?

59-

62. Sri :—Narayana is the unique Self, the ocean of amrta as it

were? embodying the aggregate of the six attributes. I am His supreme

Sakti, never departing from Visnu. I have already told you that I

rest on His lap. 2 O Sakra, that (combined image) will indeed be the

focal point of concentration that quietens your mind. Following the

directives of the sacred texts, an image should be made of myself

seated on Visnu’s lap and, after performing the ritual of pratistha 3

in conformity with scriptural injunctions, you should worship us

(in that combined image) with various forms of objects.

63. Sakra:—Adoration to thee, O abode of the universe, delight

of the inner eye and embodiment of the six attributes, by what

means can one ensure that thou and Narayana are both present in

the image ?

64-66. Sri :—As God Visnu, the embodiment of the six attributes,

is the essence of the All, so is my marvellous self, immanent in the

1 A plaque inscribed with a sacred diagram.
2 See ch. XXXVI, 124-131.
3 Pratistha is a rite to infuse a consecrated object with a divine presence.

It can be performed on temples, images, dwellings, tanks etc.
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essence of the All. Therefore the point is, since both myself and

Narayana are present 1 everywhere, why in fact is it necessary to

reinfuse our presence? 2 It is well known that Visnu pervades all.

Keeping this actual situation in mind, the sages assert that (these

rules regarding) the images and their pratistha (establishment) are

mere imagination. 3

67. O slayer of Bala, listen now to the proper (method of performing)

my pratistha which, when effected, brings satisfaction to a person.

68-73. Have our images made as mentioned in Yoga 4 (by a

craftsman) in conformity with the sacred texts. Next, bathe them
in sacred water (consecrated) with two Vedic hymns and pavitras.

5

Whereafter covering these (images) with (a piece of) new cloth,

study 6 sacred texts of the Vedas and the Sattvata with pure
brahmins who are scholars of religious texts. And while still holding
the pavitras, they should recite (the mantras of) taraka, Tarika,

Anutarika and the Sakuna-sukta. 7 When the sun sets, he should
perform the adhivasana 8 of water, on the image covered with

doth whilst reciting the suktas ftan ca 9 etc. and the Sarasvata
10

and also the (Srl-sukta containing the stanzas) hiranyavarnd etc.

At sunrise (they) should first perform the rite of the ‘boundary
making 11 and then they should approach the pedestal with such

words as deign to arise, O Brahman'. Whereafter remove the

(covering) cloth and start bathing (the image) with pure water. 12

1 Lit. “are established'*.

A free translation, lit. ‘what would, in fact, be (our) establishment ?”

3 Vikalpa implies imagination. Cf. sabdajnananupati vastusunyo vikalpah

,

Yog.S. 1, 9.
4 Implying the texts of the Pancaratra school.
5 Tips of panic grass with three blades.
6 Lit. “have studied".
7 Rg.V. 2, 42.
8 The ritual of adhivasana is a consecration of the image to be porformed

the day before actual worship. It mainly consists of a bathing ceremony
with some other minor rites. A special platform is set for this rite, often
near some water resort. This rite should be done before the eyes of the image
are carved. Cf. Pa.S. 18, 39-75, pp. 121-124 of the Sanskrit section and pp.
t 16-120 of the English section.

9 Rg.V. 10, 190, 1.

10 Rg.V. 6, 61.

11 Probably the digbandhana rite, setting up a boundary of safety by

reciting the mantra of the weapon and visualizing that it encloses the main
place of worship.

12 This is in fact a detailed description of the water adhivasa.
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74-80. On the right side of the platform which is covered with a

soft cloth the image should be laid down with its head towards the

eastern direction and this should be preceded by the performance of

japa. And then taking a thin stick made of gold, (the craftsman)

consecrates it with the mantra of the weapon, whereupon the eyes

(of the image) should be outlined with that stick while reciting the

mantra of the eyes. Then after the craftsman has bathed and

changed into a clean garment and been viewed by the divine eyes,

he should duly open the eyes (of the image) with the stick that has

been consecrated by the mantra of the weapon. Thereupon (the

adept) should fill two bowls with honey and butter and display them

to the (image). At the same time he should dedicate (to the deity)

two (lavishly) decorated cows. (The adept) should present all these

items used for the opening (of the image’s) eyes to the craftsman as a

gift. Thereafter, tying a few black mustard seeds in a fair (piece of)

cloth with white thread, (the adept) should tie, reciting Tara, this

charm around the (image’s) right hand. Then he should set the

image up on a firm pedestal (bhadrapitha) and duly worship it

following the order of the adhara etc. 1 Henceforth he should, by

means of visionary sight, 2 sec that the image is infused by the six

attributes.

81-82. He should strike it with (the recitation of) the mantra of

the weapon and then he should guard 3
it with (the recitation of)

the mantra of armour. Whereupon he should bathe it with water

containing all sorts of herbs and then with ordinary (water). After

wiping (drying it) with a (piece of) freshly washed cloth, he should

then remove the charm. Whereafter the knower of mantras should

sprinkle arghva on the head of (the image) whilst reciting the

cakra-mantra. 4

83-90. Having performed adhivasana to the image as the reflection

of the most beautiful (goddess Laksmi), with liquids out of brimful

pitchers set on each of the sixteen petals of the sixteen-petalled pure

lotus, consecrated by the recitation of mantras. . .
5

1 Ch. XXXV, 57.
2 For dhiya see J. Gonda, The vision of the Vedic poets, The Hague

1963,' esp. chs. II and IX.
3 Lit. ‘surround’.
4 om sahasrara hum phat.
5 The sentence is incomplete as parts of it have probably been lost. A

fuller description is given by P.S. XIV, 102B-115A. A diagram is given
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The first pitcher contains the five cow-products, 1 the second

contains cow’s urine, the third contains cow-dung mixed with

water, the fourth contains water mixed with the ash from three

different (ritual fires), 2 the next (contains) water mixed with soil

from an ant-hill dug up by the horns (or tusk, as the case may be) of

elephants, cows or bulls; the following one is filled with water from a

rice field, a river, a lotus pond etc.; the seventh contains water

mixed with mustard seeds; the eighth contains water mixed with

all sorts of herbs; the ninth contains milk, the tenth curd and the

next one butter. The twelfth pitcher is filled with honey, the

thirteenth with water containing all kinds of seeds, the following

one contains fruits and the next paddy. The sixteenth pitcher is full

of fragrant water. First (the adept) should consecrate each full

pitcher by (reciting) the mantra of the heart, (then) he should
reverently bathe (the image) with the contents of all sixteen

(pitchers). Thereupon he should smear (the image) with (paste made
of) arghya and flowers, incense and (soot of) lamps in water, and

powder of masura,3 mcisa 4 and wheat, and then wash (the image)

with milk.

Whereafter he should perform the nyasa of the mantra of the

supreme Tarika on the head of the (image).

9I_93- The wise (adept) should perform the nyasa of the subtle

and gross forms (of Tarika) on various parts (of his body) in the

order (here mentioned), viz. on his head, face, shoulders, ears, chest,

navel, back, small of his back, thighs, knees, ankles and feet. And lie

should likewise perform the nyasa of Taraka and Anutarika and that

of the Purusa-sukta and the Sri-sukta and that of the formula siro

me srih etc. 5 (on parts of his body) following the order indicated in

(each verse) thereof.

94'95- He should also perform the nyasa of the hotr-mantras, 6

as has been mentioned, on the Person who consists of Yajus and

then he should do the same on me.

by the editor of this text. P.S., p. 9.
1 Milk, curd, butter, cow's urine and cow-dung.
2 The household fire, the ritual fire used for sacrifices and the fire used

for ancestral rite.

3 A kind of lentil.

4 Phaseolus Radiatus.
5 Tai. Br. 2, 6, 5, 3.

6 Cf. ch. XXIX, 20-23 with relevant footnotes and Ahi.S. ch. 58.
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(It should be noted that) first the Sri-siikta is (the object of)

nyasa, tlien the formulas siro me etc. and lastly the nyasa of the

hotr (-mantras) is performed on our two bodies. 1

96-98. After performing the preliminary rites in the firepit, (the

adept) should perform the sacrifice for universal peace, accompany-

ing it with (recitation of) all previously mentioned and present

classes of mantras. This (hoina) is to remove all evils. The mantras

belonging to the Rg-veda are recited at the cast side (of the pit), the

Yajur-mantras at the southern side, Sama-mantras at the western

side and the Atharva-mantras at the northern side (of the pit),

while mantras belonging to the Sattvata system are recited right in

front

2

(of the pit). This is how (the adept) should instruct the brah-

mins to recite the mantras.

99. He should first bathe (the deity) from all four sides with

(fluid from) the pitchers set on the pericarp of the sixteen-petalled

lotus whilst reciting the mantras of tara, Tara and Anutara.

100-101. (Then in turn he should bathe the image with water)

from the pitcher containing flowered water, whilst reciting the

mantra vasavas tvd etc.,2 (next) with water from the pitcher contain-

ing fragrant water and then with water from the pitcher containing

water mixed with gold and (with water from) the pitcher containing

jewelled water, whilst reciting the mantras rudras tvd etc. 4 and

adilyas tvd and visva 5 etc. He who is familiar with mantras should

then sprinkle the image whilst reciting (the mantras) of tara,

Tara and Anutara.

102. After that lie should bathe the image with pure water whilst

reciting the mantra of Tara in its three aspects, (namely) para

etc., whereafter he should sprinkle arghya on the head (of the

image).

103-108. After smearing the image with unguents, such assandal-

woodpaste etc. he should worship it by offering articles of enjoyment

beginning with clothing and ending with prapana. 6 Afterwards he

should worship the pedestal containing the brahmasila, 7 whilst

1 Cf. ch. XXIX, 18-24.
2 Lit. ‘in the vicinity of'.
3 Tai. Br. 2, 7, 15, 5.
4 Ibid.
6 Ibid.
8 See the note on ch. XXXVI, 79.
7 The stone-base on which the image stands.
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displaying the appropriate mudras. 1 He should envisage the pedestal

as containing all courses (of creation) pervaded by Visnu and as

being'radiant. He should visualize the divine brahmasila as identical

with adharasakti. This applies when both the pedestal and brahma-
sila have been constructed together. If these have been made
separately, then the (consecration of brahmasila through visualiza-
tion) should be performed after laying down (the image). The rules
for (the ceremony of) laying down a fixed image will be stated
presently along with (rules about) how to approach t lie temple,
fix the pedestal and brahmasila, perform the ceremonies of their

pratistha, the invocation of the image and nyasa of the twelve
parts of the body, 2 observe the three-day-festival and perform the
ceremony of avabhrta 3—mention of all these will follow. (These
descriptions are not found in the present text).

iog. The pratistha

4

(ceremony) for a movable image begins with
its ablution with the water from the four pitchers (situated on the
peiicarp of the lotus design). Learn from me how to (perform the)
invocation ceiemony following the (preliminary) worship (of the
deity).

110-116. It is necessary to offer three articles 6 to the deity
before commencing the invocation ceremony.
The preceptor (envisaging himself as) identified with the essen-

tially pure, calm and flawless paratita (super-absolute Self), should
then visualize in (his) lotus-heart the presence of Visnu’s Sakti,
incorporating an existence similar to (Visnu’s). And then he should
visualize (the Sakti) as infusing the already consecrated image. He
should then visualize (Sakti s) state of existence consisting of Agni

(
pingala

)
and Soma 6

[ida) as present in his own body. These two

1 Mudras of adharasakti etc., all the seats of Sakti. See ch. XXXIV,
36-48.

2 The head, face, shoulders, ears, heart, navel, back, flanks, thighs,
knees, ankles and feet.

3 Final ablution of the adept at the. end of the ceremony.
4 Pau.S. ch. 38, 18 defines the term as whatever exists for the benefit

of the devotee. This in fact entails invocation of the deity in a particular
place.

5 For instance padya, flowers, arghya and the like.
6 The two ducts, ida present at the left side and pingala present at the*

right side of the main duct susumna. These two ducts are often regarded

as parts of the main duct susumna which contains the brahmarandhra
and is most important for yogic practices. Cf. Ahi.S. 32, 23-30.
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great luminaries run through his body as well as the image’s from

top to bottom. Next, he should visualize his self as leaving his body

through the right hand course (the pingala duct) and entering the

image’s heart through its left hand entrance (i.e. the ida duct).

Just as he feels his own excellent self within his own heart, so should

he feel that same self of his within the heart of the (image). Visual-

izing (his own self) as filled with noble bliss, surrounded by its own

glory, as being present both in (his own heart) and in (the heart of the

image), he should meditate on its
(
— his self’s) identity with

absolute Brahman.

1 17. Having thus combined (all manifestations of) that supreme

Visnu-majesty (mahah)
,

1 (the preceptor) should focus his concentra-

tion on it and keep his mind absolutely still.

118-119. When the mind begins to stir (again), he should (once

more) reflect on his own separateness 2 from that (soul of the image)

and envisage his self as moving out of the image by the right hand

exit and entering his own lotus heart through the left hand entrance.

This (special) yoga introduces all the ducts within the material

image. 3

120-123. Whereupon (the preceptor) should perform another

form of yoga to infuse it (— image) with the nature of the supreme

God. While meditating (he) should envisage his self escaping from

his lotus-heart and during his recitation of the (mantra of) Tarika,

that bears people across (the ocean of life), as soaring upwards to the

supreme state of perfection. He should then envisage the Absolute,

of its own free will, tending to grow restless 4 (i.e. vibrating),

whereupon (his own self) as identified with that vibrating Self

possessing (the three attributes of) knowledge, aisvarya and sakti 5
,

quietly returns through the same way into his lotus heart. Then

(envisaging) both (his own self and the supreme vibrating Self) as

1 Mahah = mahat, here the individual Self.
2 The reading dvidha is the more plausible one, since it bears out the

general trend of the argument and at the same time corresponds with the

reading of J.S. 20, 218.
3 This process is called dhyanadhivasana. Cf. J.S. 20, 207-208.
4 The reading ksobha is preferred since it obviously fits in with the rest

of the sentence, is retained in J.S. and is quoted in the ParameSvara S.

Cf. J.S. 20, 224 (the published edition of Gaekwad’s Oriental Series, no. 54,

gives a wrong reading) and P.S. 15, 451.
5 As the process is called tsvardnusandhana it therefore refers to the in-

troduction of the creative aspect of the Absolute Self to the image.
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being identical, 1 (the preceptors self) emerges from his body
through the right hand course (i.e. the pihgala duct) and enters the

lotus-heart of the image through the left hand course (i.e. the ida
duct)

.

124-128. Whereupon, having envisaged the identity (of the
supreme Self, the preceptor s self and the image’s self) as described
before, 2 the (preceptor should visualize his own self) as rising
through the (duct) leading up (to his head) and entering the (position
called) dvadasanta. Wherein he approaches the vibrating (Self) 3 and
(identifying his own self with it), the wise (preceptor) should reenter
the lotus-heart of the image through the same passage. Whence he
emerges through (the duct called) agni (i.e. pihgala) and enters his
own heart through the left side (i.e. ida duct). He should then
identify his two eyeballs with the vibrating (Self) and (replete with)
aisvarja and he should fix his gaze upon the eyes (of the image).

is mutual exchange of glances brings about a fusion between the
two bodies (the preceptor’s and the image’s) which he should
visualize as (his body) becoming one with (the image's). This
particular yoga is known as the process of inserting God, the
creator (in the image). This (yoga) introduces divine sovereignty in
all images. Now (I shall state the yoga called) sabdanusanidhana
(introduction of sound), which is virtuallv the identification of the
image with the (body of) mantra.

129-130. That (essence of the mantras) belonging to Visnu is

regaided as being Visnu s subtle and faultless sakti. (The pre-
ceptor) should envisage (his) identification with that (sakti) and
then merge his own self in the (sakti, 4 essentially) sound

(
dhvani ),

which is free from all determining (conditions) and from the
elements of phenomenal sound

(
sabda ). This state should be known

as the state of rest (sdntam) which is absolute, subtle and consists
solely of absolute knowledge.

I3 I - The next (to the absolute state) is the state when (absolute
sound) begins to vibrate actively on account of (distinguishing
features) resulting from latent impressions derived from sounds and

1 This is a free rendering of parasparasahdyavdn, lit. "having (them) as
each other's companions".

2 See verse 117.
3 This is the spandatman, the vibrating cosmic creator. This state of

God has been described as His unmesa. Cf. ch. II, 21-24.
4 Sabda^akti. See ch. XVI II, n-27.
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the matters denoted and (the preceptor) should envisage this state

of pasyanti as the highly subtle and active (state of sound).

132-134. He should then visualize within his lotus-heait the

madhyama manifestation of the sound, which is the active state

when (the sound is) polarized, clearly influenced by each qualifying

impression and differentiates itself from the (thing) expressed.

Vaikharl is known to be the state where t lie sound is produced

by means of various forms of bodily activity through movements

(lit. rippling) of organs and the process of breathing and where

clearly distinguishable sounds denote syllables, words etc. 1

I35 " I37 - Whereupon, identifying his (own) body as identified

with the Conscious sound

2

in all (its states of) distinction, (namely)

the absolute (transcendent), the subtle etc., (the preceptor) should

envisage the image as incorporating (that sound-body). Then

following the yoga of sonic dissolution {sabdasamhdra) he should

visualize the two bodies, his own and that of the image, as meiged

in the unflickering conscious sound. After which, following the

previously mentioned order, he should envisage the unaffected

Sabdabrahman inhering the sound(-pervaded) image, through the

successive (states of) pasyanti etc.

138-141. Having thus introduced the presence of sabda (in the

image) and having finished the mantra-introduction,

4

the wise

(preceptor) should start the ritual yoga in the following way.

(Envisaging) the integral absolute (sound) as reaching the

pasyanti state at the navel, (he should then visualize it as) approach-

ing his lotus-heart through the middle channel, 6 which resembles

the fibre of a lotus stalk. After allowing it to tarry there awhile, he

should then envisage it as entering the heart of the image through the

vaikharl (manifestation). Whereupon he should visualize the Lord

of the world in mantra form manifested as the glorious nada,

pervading all mantras and present in the heart of the image.

(When the ceremony of) pratistha is performed in this manner,

the image bestows (upon the devotee) the rewards (of such perform-

ance) in the form of enjoyment and liberation.

1 See ch. XVIII and XIX for the various grades of sonic creation.

2 Sabdabrahman.
3 The process is the same as that of the cosmic dissolution, i.e. each

principle is dissolved by reverting to its immediate source.

4 Mantranusandhana, described in detail in J.S. 20, 244-24S.

6 The susumna duct.
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142-144. After that he should invoke the essence 1 of Hari in the

image, by (first uttering the words) 'I invoke thee\ and then he

should envisage the entrance and emergence of Laksmi in and
from God's body, of which every limb is a mantra. Her (== Laksml's)
invocation is regarded as (comprising) the first five rcah (of the
SrI-sukta). Whereupon (the preceptor) should perform nyasa on the
twelve parts of (the deity's) body just as it was (previously) perform-
ed on (the body of) Gods (image). Lastly, lie should perform the
santi 2 (rite of peace) to both (these deities) with the words: ‘let our
minds be at rest'.

i45” i46. Here ends the (description) of the pratistha ceremony
for movable images. The scholar of Sattvata injunctions should
perform the ceremony for immovable (images) in accordance with
the previously set rules. All these three above-mentioned (rites of)

introduction (of God and His Sakti etc. in the image) 3 are, in my
opinion, applicable in both types of pratistha.

I47" I 49- When the pratistha ceremony is thus conducted, the
wise (pieceptor) should then visualize the presence of Laksmi and
of the husband of Laksmi in those two images. Focussing his mind
fixedly on them, being their zealous devotee, who constantly
worships them, performs japa relating to them and meditates
on them, he finally surrenders himself completely 4 to them.
Here I conclude my description of the supreme pratistha, which

is directly infused with knowledge. This knowledge is considered to
be the sole deliverer of mankind (from misery).

1 The Sakti of Hari, i.e. Laksmi.
2 Santikarman.
2 Isvardnusandhana, sabddnusandliana and mantrunnsandhana .

Prapadyate; for prapatti see J. Gonda. Die Rcligionen Indiens,
Stuttgart 1963, p. 139 ff.

II.



CHAPTER FIFTY

THE POWER OF THE SRl-SOKTA

1-2. Sakra:— I salute thee, the source of the universe,1 adoration

to thee who abidcst in the universe as its glory, O primary cause of

all (spiritual) ability (acquired through mantra-worship), I salute

thee, who art identical with the primeval God and art Narayana’s

spouse. O universally propitiated, lotus-born (goddess), I prostrate

myself before thee.

3-4. By thy grace have I heard about the efficacy of all thy

mantras. I have also duly learned how all of them should be rendered

favourable. Now, I desire to hear from thy lotus-mouth all the rules

relating to the (worship of) thy sfikta. I have approached thee

(filled with faith), deign to instruct me.

5-10. Sri:—God Narayana is lord over (all things) movable and

immovable. Embodying the six attributes and bliss, He is the Self

(essence) of all worlds, the material cause of all (created things), the

sovereign ruler, omniscient, omnipotent, free from all misfortune,

flawless, and the repository of all that is beneficial. Being self-lumin-

ous, He illuminates both darkness and light
; He is the inner

- lord (Self

abiding in every being), the controller manifest in (both) the positive

and the negative (phenomena). The possessor of Sakti and the

substratum of all, my Lord is almighty. I am His unique, supreme,

eternal Sakti known as Sri. Free from all blemish, I fulfil all the

Omnipresent’s desires (entailing activities) and, with a fragment of

my own self as the foundation, I evolve (into the creation), both in

the pure and in the impure groups. I am ardently attached to

Hrsikesa in (all His) functions and at the same time in the state of

absolute equanimity.

10-16. In order to be merciful towards the worlds and benefit

living beings, this pair of us, the ultimate parents of the world

dwelling in infinite space with divine majesty
(
paraya iriya), once

(thought) out of compassion 'how can these creatures be happy and

1 Visvarane : an arani is a piece of wood which, when rubbed against

another, produces fire and so symbolizes a pregnant woman who is im-

pregnated with fire, hence life. Cf. Ka.U. 4, 8, also.ch. XL, 40-42.
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be united with us? While searching for a solution in profound
concentration that (pair of us) churned (as it were) t lie vast, deep
ocean of Sabdabrcihman. When churned, out of that

(
Sabdabrahman

)

containing Rg, Saman and \ajus, emerged the divine twin suktas,
in the same way as butter comes out of (churned) thick milk.
Ihis pair (of suktas) is integral

(
anclhata ), unambiguous, clear,

undecaying, containing all majesty and attributes and possessed of
flawless syllables and words. At the beginning and end these two
possess identical letters, which are imbued with Sakti and with the
possessor of Sakti. 1

16-20. Of the two, the sukta with male characteristics is adorned
with aH the chai acteristics of Brahman, that Is, has its foundation
in His own gloiy and is acknowledged by the Lotus-eyed One to be

is own. The other sfikta possessing female characteristics (is also)
adorned with the characteristics of Brahman, that Is, and has its
oun ation in my own glory and is accepted as my own 3 by me
w o am wholly concentrated. These twro noble sfiktas have been
stu led by great sages. When studied and meditated upon they
carry one to one s final destination. Ancient (sages such as Saunaka
anc t l like), who are responsible for (modelling) the kalpa

,
have

ai own thousands of special and simple rules about how to
worship (these two suktas). O guardian of the immortals, now listen
to the rules concerning the worship of my sukta.

21 22. I myself am regarded as its seer, its metre is said to be
Sri. I, the wife of Visnu and the Goddess containing everything, am
its deity. It is used -for the worship of LaksmI and Narayana.

22-23. (The adept) should visualize me, the noble Goddess
LaksmI,4 as seated on Visnu’s lap, perpetually embraced by the
Supieme Self with Ilis left arm (encircling me), while (one of) my
lotus carrying hands rests on His shoulder.

The text is not clear. Perhaps reference is made to the repetition of
the letters Art and sa at the beginning and end of both suktas, which letters
represent Surya and Soma and together make up the «/«/>«-mantra, hamsa,
i.e. Paramatman.

2 Implying that Narayana is the sage as well as the deity of the Purusa-
sukta.

3 Implying that LaksmI is the sage and Sri is the deity. It is to be noted
that the name Indirasuta is mentioned as one of the four sages of this sukta.
See J. Scheftelowitz, Die Apokryphen des Rgveda, Breslau 1906, p. 74.

4 LaksmI and Visnu in combined form.
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24. Then with the rcas of (the Sri-sukta) the adept, well-prepared

and devout {prayala), should (start) worshipping me, the supreme

Goddess seated on the lap of the paramount God Sarngin.

25-26. The (adept) should indefatigably invoke (us) with the

first re; with the second, he should offer a seat to the paramount

God Samgin. With the third, he should offer arghya and padya to

God (and to myself). With the fourth, he should offer dcamana and

with the fifth, he should proffer an oblation.

27-31. The worthy adept should bathe us while reciting the

sixth (rc), should offer clothing with the seventh and ornaments

with the eighth. With the ninth he should offer perfumes, with the

tenth flowers and with the next two (rcas) incense and lamp.

Madhuparka should be proffered with the next (rc). (He should

offer) prdpana with the fourteenth (rc) and perform the salutation

with the fifteenth (rc). At the end of each rc the adept
(
mantrl

)

should not fail to add regularly (the mantras of) Tara and Anutara

1

and duly perform japa (of these two) as many times as possible.

Whereafter lie should envisage the dissolution of the sukta within

the (mantra of) Tarika. And then, after envisaging us in (the

mantra of) Tarika, he should meditate upon our omnipresence.

31-35. Alternatively, the invocation (ceremony) may be perform-

ed with the first four rcas. Then the pure-minded (adept) should

resort to me, Sri, with the fifth. The offering of arghya, padya and

dcamana should be accompanied by (the rc) starting with the words

dpah 2 etc. He should bathe me (while reciting the rc) drdrdm 3 etc.

and offer clothing with (the rc) kardamcna 4 etc. He should offer

perfume with (the rc) gandhadvdrd 5 etc. and ornaments with (the

rc) upaitu 0 etc. (He should offer) incense and lamp with (the rc)

kam so ’s/ui 7 and an oblation with the sixth (rc). He should offer

madhuparka with (the rc) manasah kdmam 8 etc. Prdpana should be

offered with the (rc) ksutpipdsam 9 while with the last (rc) he should

1 lirim and srim.
2 The twelfth rc.

3 The thirteenth rc.

4 The eleventh rc.

5 The ninth rc.

6 The seventh rc.

7 The fourth rc.

8 The tenth rc.

9 The eighth rc.

22
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perfoim the salutation. In other respects 1 he should follow previous-
ly given instructions.

36. This sukta contains my fifty-three names, O slayer of Jambha.
Listen now to my enumeration of these.

37~42 - I am immanent in all beings and I hum like the female
bumble bee. 2 From my abode in Surya and Cancfra 3

I gush forth
in an unbroken flow of absolute sound (ndda) like the flow of oil 4

during the interval between the closing and opening of (God’s)
eyes^ As I travel (in turn through) all the centres of the body, from
muladhara to the dvddasdnta 0 with the brilliance of thousands of
risen suns, fires and moons, I unfold (myself) from the cakraka, the
an repository, as (manifested sound) Santa, pasyd, madhyanul and
vaiaarl. On enteiing (this last state) I am present in the eight
p aces and become the mother of (all) sounds, showering objects
ot enjoyment in the same way as a cow (showers milk). Having
praise me, addressing me as Hiranyavarnd, the very wise Prajapati
o tamed my grace and became the narrator of the yoga religion. 9

is (— Hiranyavarnd) preceded by pranava and ending in namah 10

orms m\ nine-syllabled mantra, which is pervaded by the Sabda-
ra u.ian and is the direct means whereby yogins attain yoga.
43'4

itv
a d°e 1 flee farther and farther from the mind of the

yogin. V ogins observing their vows bind 12 me through their own
evotion. Sixtj, -eight thousand yogins engaged in worshipping me

an me itating on me as Harinl have attained complete inwardness
of mind

(pralyahdra).

45 47* Meditating upon me, as Harirri who is covered with a deer-

r

1 the
i
aPa of hrim and srhn at the end of each rc, the dissolution

of the Sn-sukta in Tarika and
couple therein.

2 Analyzing the word hiranyavarnd, hi stands
vana for ranana = humming sound of a bee

3 Hamsa.
4 Cf. Ramanuja’s Srlbhasya on Br. Su.
5 i.e. God’s Santa state.
6 See editor’s note, ch. XXXV, 32.
The vital air which ordinarily remains within the ndbhi-cakra

.

See
Ahi.S., ch. 33.

visualization of the omnipresent divine

for nihita = immanent,
varnd = sounds.

1, i, 1 avicchinnatailadhdraval.

' 8 Namely hantha, tain, murdhan, danta etc.
9 yogcLnam dharmam ucivdn.

10 om hiranyavarndyai namah.
11 A reference to the goddess’s inscrutability.
12 badhndti = harati.
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skin, seated on a deer-hide, embraced by Hari (or, is slenderwaisted

like a doe), and possesses large doe-eyes, a yogin attains supreme

serenity (of mind). Being Hari’s creative potency I engage Hari

in (all His) functions and am myself initiated to activity by Hari.

Fawn-coloured, fair-cornplexioned as I am, I always iemo\e

misfortune from the honest. 1 his my six-syllabled mantra is

preceded by pranava and has namah at the end. 1

48-50. My garland made of golden lotuses is always regarded as

efficacious for the fulfilment of all desires, and is the best of all

direct means of voga (i.e. the adepts’ identification w:ith God).

I create (all) fair letters. Or, 1 nicely accept the universe.2 Innumer-

able birthless (souls) both bound and liberated, flow out of me.

The king of the Guhyakas,3 (worshipping me) as Suvarnasraj and

arriving at the centre of the earth (Meru), became the guardian of

wealth and remained there ever after.

51-53. My spotless garland made of silver lotuses is ever sparkling.

All creators, who create 4 the worlds are adorned with me (i.e. with

my presence). In ancient times the forefather of the Rudras

(propitiating me) as Rajatasraj ,
went to mount Kailasa and became

the lord of silver. 5 When these tw'o eight-syllabled mantras with the

addition of the tara (-mantra) and namah 6 are offered japa,

worshipped, offered homa and meditated on, they fulfil all desiies.

54-58. Ever in motion, 7 I remove all the sins of my devotees.

Like the moon I unceasingly delight (lit. melt) the minds of m\

devotees. Characterized by the vibrating happiness in the minds of

the yogins, I rise and like the (rising) moon illuminate their fourth

(i.e. turiya) state (of existence). When the noble sage V asistha was

struck by the calamity hindering his yoga, reflecting on me, the

pure one, the internal moon,

8

the great ocean as it wrere, of blissful

consciousness and present in his (vital) duct
(
nddl), he recovered his

owrn yogic (capacity). This mantra of mine consisting of six syllables

1 om harinyai namah.
2 Visva may connote either Vistin or the universe.
3 A reference to Kubera. See J. Gonda, Aspects of early Visnuism, Delhi

1969 2
,
p. 223.

4 Sraj derived from the root s/7-, denoting the creative function.

& Is this a reference to Siva, who is often compared to a silver mountain .

6 om suvarnasraje namah ;
om rajatasraje namah.

7 The ca of candra stands for cakra ,
the whirling disc Sudarsana.

8 See ch. XXIX, 36-41.
9 om candrdyai namah.
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produces instant bliss and ultimately brings about emancipation to
those who are consumed by the flames of worldly existence.

58-6i l, the Hiranmayi, bright as the sun. who span (the
region) from the ddhdraPadma to the dvddasdnta, rise (become
manifest) as buds of sound-conceptions.

1

For the benefit of thewodd I abide in the absolute void beyond (the reach) of prakrti,

f fi° v T 1C ®°^eu centre
(
piandala

, i.e. brahmdnda) consisting

f xr~ 1 •
,

lS rais *n
l? me as Hiranmayi, the sages who were masters

of Veche doctrines secured the best of all yogas obtainable by the
yogms and longed for by them. This my seven-syllabled mantra*
is capable of achieving all desired objects.

„n 1

° witness (Self) abiding in all beings, notice

3

what is

? th ,

What 1S
.

eviL 1 am Hari’s eternal majesty (laksmi) and I

/boon cl
° w r

C0Snit*ve knowledge. I am ever bestowing2 Tl 1 ^CCt a11 activities - and I activate the three (acts'

1, P yS1Ca
’ vcrljal aruI mental). I am also identical with the

knowledge manifesting itself in every individual cognition.

1 .
,'.

aC ua<:c PrakHi in (all three of its functions, namely)

the n
10n< SUStenance and creation. I represent the minimum and

manifestation of the trait revealing the essential
character of every object. 5

b

5 nherent in the (principle of) existence, whether manifested

!l th'

ai
!

lf®Sted
’ }

am at a11 times the inciter (potential element of
lings) manifest myself (as the creation), I ultimately dissolvem

y
Se

.,

he tlme of destruction) and I occupy myself with
activity (when creation starts functioning).

t

6
,

6 '6
i

7 ‘ 1 al0ne send
(the creation) forth and (again) destroy it.

absolve the sins of the good. As the (mother) earth towards all

1
.

Pard°n them
.

(
a11 their sins)- I mete everything out. I am

the thinking process and I am contained in everything. Aware of all

1 i.e. pasyanti etc.
2 om hiranmayyai namah.

]

an etymological explanation of the name Laksmi.
™® ^ksmi is denved from the root la- "to give”, and ksml from

the root ksip - to despatch, direct".
5 Laksana means an essential trait distinguishing one thing from another.

It is comparable with the category of visesa of the VaiSesika system.
The la is denved from root la- "to dissolve”, whereas laksmi is derived

from laksa

-

appearance".
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these significations (of my nanie), the noble-minded sage Kapila

exclaimed: ‘O Laksmi, cast thy eyes 1 on me’.

68. This five-syllabled mantra 2 enables a person to descend into

the Patala. It also produces all objects of enjoyment, whether

heavenly, spheric or earthly.

69-70. My body incorporating knowledge resides in Visnu’s

heart. This is the sacred knowledge relating to the Self and this is the

absolute yogic knowledge. Just as the beauty of moonbeams is

identical with the moon, so am I, Sakti of Visnu the possessor of

Sakti, abiding inseparably (in Him).

71-75. I alone become the element of 3 water, being its great

(essential) quality, viz. liquidity. In ancient times I, as Sarasvati,

requested by Visvamitra, caused sage Vasistha to be carried off 4

in the waters of Sarasvati. When thus the waters of the truthful

Sarasvati were about to wash Vasistha away, 5 the sages addressed

me: ‘O (embodiment of) truth, save the truth-loving Vasistha

from the enemies’. Then I myself as Sarasvati rescued him from the

(hands of) enemies, and was given the name Anapagamini by the

sages. This nine-syllabled mantra removes all dangers. 6

75-79. In the threefold abode, namely the intelligence, vital air

and the physical body, I exist in three ways, namely as a horse

(asva), castle {pur) and a carrier
(
vdhani).

7 At the beginning of the

meditation I produce a sound {tidda) which resembles the neighing

of a horse. When I enter the arterial duct, I produce a sound

resembling the rattling of a chariot, and when I am inside the

hollow within (the susumna), I produce a sound resembling the

trumpeting of an elephant. Yogins practising (yoga) comprehend me

in these three ways. The first two mantras are eight-syllabled and

the last one is eleven-syllabled. 8 All these three mantras yield

whatever is desired.

1 laksdya.
2 om laksmyai namah.
3 Anapagamini is analyzed as apsu -f garni nl.
4 Apsu avahayam is the derivation.
5 Apsu uvdha is the derivation. See E. W. Hopkins, Epic Mythology,

Delhi 1968, p. 183 f.

6 om anapagdininyai namah.
7 Intelligence is compared to a horse, because it travels from one thing

to another. Pur implies that she is the shelter of the vital air and she is

called vdhani, since she as the individual self guides the physical body.

Cf. Ka.U. 3, 3-4.
8 om asvapurvayai 'namah, om rathamadhydyai namah and om hastinada-

pvahodhinyai namah.
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79-87. I listen to (srnomi) (my devotee’s) lamenting propitiation
and I demolish {srndmi) the misfortunes of the honest. I cover
{srndmi) the world with mygunasandl protect (sarana) it eternally. 1

I am Hart s body (sanra) 2 and the gods desire (ipsitd) me with faith
(sraddhd). When in the state of sdntd, the substratum, I rumble
(rant!) as pasya, (sound) produced from the navel (i.e. the sound
°m); (Then) as the initiative {prerant) I, madhya, urge the minds (to
activity) and I occupy the mouth in the form of the creator of
sounds {ariiaS' = varna).

3 Present, thus in four maimers distinguished
by santa

,
pasya etc., I take shelter (in Visnu), whereas I myself give

sheltei to the saktis (such as Jaya etc;). I destroy {remi) (the sins of
the piotecterl) and at the same time fulfil their wishes {rami). I am
t le most resplendent and most beneficent rati (revelling capacity) of
* e *V *-’ ^cs *rcc^ (

by ab)* It is thus that the masters in meaning of
the Vedanta recognize me directly as Sri. Nevertheless, the master,

4

m} universal power (vibhuti)
, the three worlds, together with the

creator and the gods do not account for even a sixteenth part of my
sound(-body). The first three (mantras) comprising the three
syllables imbued with me, namely srtm, hrim and om, and then this
(mantra) all these four form my bod}’. 6 If any one, two, three or all

foui of them are repeated (japa), worshipped, offered sacrifice to and
meditated upon, it or they ensure the fulfilment of (the adept’s)
desiies. Hence these four gems should be carefully stored in secrecy.
Betwixt themselves they produce all (the divine) attributes.

88-89. I cognize {mime) and mete out (miye) (the creation) with
the help of all standards of measurement. At the time of dissolution
the cieation is engulfed within me. 7

1 consist of God’s essence 8 and I

pervade (meti) the clear apprehension of Self. 9 That is v’hy those
vrho know me realize that I am held in highest esteem like one's own
self. This five-syllabled mantra 10 yields all desired objects.

The name Sri is derived from the root svu- or sr- in three senses.
2 Sri = sarira. Then again sra ** sraddhd and i = ipsitd.
3 sa = santa, ra — ranti

, pasya, i = prevani
, madhya and the varnas,

i.e. vaikhavi.
1 api natho etc. seems to be an incomplete sentence.
5 om sriyai namah.
6 snip hrim om om sriyai namah.
7 Lit. “corresponds in measure with me"
8 Or “I consist of atman and Isvara'* ?

9 md- iti — meti. ma = aham. Hence meti dhih = aJiam pratiti.
10 om mdyai namah.
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90-

gi. Since I am the bestower
(
praddtrl

)

of all that is desired, the

promoter (avitri) of all activities and at the same time I am God’s

(deva) beloved, lienee the sages know me as Devi .
1 This five-syllabled

mantra 2 bestows (upon the adept) enjoyments and liberation.

91-

94. I, consisting of consciousness, am ever inherent in all

beings and produce sound (speech). 3 All the Vedas establish (kaye) 4

me. I am the object of such enquiry about 'who is she?’ (
kd iti).

Wearing my hair in a matted mass and assuming the form of Brah-

ma, 5
I create many beings who are expert in Vedic studies, hence

the sages, masters of Vedic learning, call me Kd. This five-syllabled

mantra 6 yields the fruits of studying the Vedas.

94-95. Brahman’s name is indeed represented by the letter u

{iid iti ndma), whereas smita denotes its pervasiveness. As this

pervasiveness depends on me, I am known as sosmitd (= sa-u-

smitam ).
7 This seven-syllabled mantra

8

procures great expansion

(prosperity).

96-97. My own absolute prakrti 9 is beneficial
(
hitd

)
and holds

charm (ramaniyd). Holding on to her, who incorporates sattva, sages

cross (the ocean-like) tamas. That is the reason why they worship

me as Hiranyaftrdkdrd. This ten-syllabled mantra10 bestows (upon

the adept) fulfilment of all desires and prosperity.

98-101. I directly dissolve
(
drdvini

)
all the shortcomings of those

who approach me (and take refuge in me). I am continuously

.saturated (
drdrd

)
by the flow of amrta oozing from the inverted lotus

of the head. 11 My mind melts with pity (for the living beings). I burn

for ever in the deepest sphere of everybody’s mind as the pure,

1 da- ava- — devi.
2 om devyai namali.
3 sabda = ha etc. sounds.
4 kdye = I am substantiated by.
5 Ka is a name of Brahma

,
the progenitor of beings. This description of

the goddess vaguely resembles that of BrahmT, one of the matrkas. Cf.

Gopinath Rao, Hindu Iconography, Vol. I, Part II, Madras 1914, PP- 3^3"3^4-

6 om kdyai namali.
7 She who possesses the ut and smita of Brahman : uditi ndma. etc., cf.

Ch.U. i,6, 7, smitam being explained as vikasti, vikdsa, brhattvam.
8 om sosmitayai nmnah.
9 Implying that the word prdkara is derived from the word prakrti.

10 om hiranyaprakdrdyai namali.
11 In the creature's body this is the highest lotus seat of the Self, from

which amrta drips incessantly on the kundalinisakti, who sleeps cone

around the nabhi-cakra. Cf. Ahi.S., ch. 32.
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impeccable reality illuminating the world with my rays,
sometimes

with no flame at all, 1 sometimes with three 2 and sometimes with

twenty-five flames.

3

In the last form I may again have only seven
^

or only three (visible flames).

5

These two six-syllabled
mantras

'

yield (the states of) emancipation and realization (of truth).

102-104. I am filled with everlasting love for Hari and when-

pleased (lit. satisfied) I constantly shower gifts upon my devotees.

I take spontaneous delight in the offerings of non-material (aprdkr

tay objects. Sages, well versed in the Vcdic learning, envisaging me
as the ever contented (goddess), attain to me (i.e. my state of

existence) who am the source of all knowledge, the transcendent and

everlasting contentment full of nectar. This six-syllabled mantra
sheds joy over the entire universe.

104 105. I satisfy Visnu with the libation of my s,uaas and
myself (am saturated) by His attributes. By force of the stimulant
of the vital air, I am ever saturating the ocean of the (living beings )

bodies with sap carried by seventy-two thousand arterial ducts.
9

106-107. In the pure yogic mirrors (minds) of (vogins) who have

ascended to the absolute state through the channel of the sitsuvW
duct,

10

mv image (bimbo) is reflected. (And then) I saturate the

superb saliva (pure essence) of the vogins with the divine nectar-sap
derived from the reflected Self, which is infused with consciousness.

108-111. Ever stimulating through my power (i.e. divine capaci-

ty), I invigorate the evolving principles, starting with prakrti and

ending with visesa, ]1 which have (already) been evolved into effects

and I pour vital air into them in the same way as the rivers pour

water into the ocean. Like the fat that keeps a lamp burning I

lubricate the senses of living beings with my own sap of conscious-

1 The sdnta state.
2 The pasyanti, madhyama and vaikhavi states.
3 All the sounds produced by the contact of the tongue with some part

of the mouth.
4 The sounds ya, va, la, va, sa, sa and sa.
5 The sounds ha, la and ksa.
0 om ardrayai namah and om jvalantyai namah.
7 pvdkytasya vind = that which is not material.
8 om trptayai namah.
9 Cf. Ahi.S., ch. 32, 20.

10 Reference to the yogic process of self-purification. Cf. ch. XL, 115- 116
and Ahi.S. ch. 31 and 32.

11
Vis'e$a, the cosmic elements—ether, air, light, water and earth.
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ness. lienee vogins, experts in vogic practices, call me Tarpayantl .

This seven-syllabled mantra 1 supplies (life-)sap to the entire

universe.

m-114. A* time cuts off (minoti) all objects of knowledge

(padyamdnam
) ,

so it (— time) is called padma (lotus). Ever present

in this kclla (time) I destroy all (at the end of creation) ;
hence having

praised me with this name, (the adept) who has passed beyond (even)

time becomes successful (in Ins spiritual endeavour). Owing to my
own prowess (I ever expand 2 this creation) through the Person,

pradhdna and Tsvara (the creator), 3 therefore my body is adorned

with the letters (or, with the colour) of the lotus (i.e. padma). Those

who praise me as padmavarnd etc. 4 acquire vast sastric learning.

114-1 16. The primal ray that emerged from the ocean of milk as it

was churned, is called candra and was the ray that heralded my
radiant presence, when I was about to appear. Hence sages who

recognized my power called me Candra. That which is (now known

as) the moon (candra) is produced from a million millionth fraction

of my rays. This six-syllabled mantra 5 purifies the mind.

1 1 7-12 1. My radiance is always and in all states superb (
prakrsya-

mana). Even the (brilliance of other luminaries such as the sun etc.)

with which (the latter) try fo outshine (all else), is eclipsed by my
radiance. 6 Because the shadow of a person's feet cannot overlap the

shadow of his head, so some other (shadow) must be found to extend

beyond that of his feet, if he wishes it to fall across (the shadow of

his head). My brilliance, which is the ever active blissful conscious-

ness, is always (matchlessly) bright. The brilliant sakti in the

objects of enjoyment
(
bhogyasaktiprabhd

)
throws sraddhd ,

soma,

water, food, virile power and butter respectively into six fires.
7

Hence I am called Prabhdsd 8 by sages who are experts in the Tantra

1 om tarpayantyai namah.
2 Lit. “depict": varnayami.
3 pa = the Person, da = pradhana and rna = the creator.
4 om padmavarndyai namah. Varna is used in the double sense of sound

and colour.
5 om candrayai namah.
B Both the analogy and the main sentence are somewhat muddled. Appa-

rently the word prabhdsd is analysed as prakrstah bhdsah yasyd sd ‘She

who is endowed with the brightest luminosity'. The comparison aims at

stressing that LaksmVs radiance is unsurpassed.
7 Enumerated hereafter, in verse 124; cf. Ch.U. 5, 4-8.
B Here the word prabhdsd is split into pvabha asyati “fire" and “throws".
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and Vedanta (teachings). This seven-syllabled mantra 1 endows

(the adept) with uninterrupted brilliant energy.

121-123. All the glorious fame acquired in this world on accoun

of a person’s scholarship or charity etc. is a (manifestation) 0

myself. This (fame) may be of various types. You should realize

that it is myself who am (in fact) the recipient of all fame, brilliant

power and beauty (or welfare: sri). Therefore the wise know me, the

famous (goddess), as Yasasd. This seven-syllabled mantra, 2 when

repeated (japa) brings fame (to the adept).

124-126. Dividing myself into six forms, namely svarga, parjanyd,

him
,
pum, stri and vciisvcluaya (heaven, air earth, man, woman an

fire) and respectively receiving the appropriate offering (havtjj)>

such as sraddhd, soma etc. I consume them, whereupon having

become fire I blaze brightly and so sages chant mV name as the

radiant sakti of the enjoyer
(hhoklrsakliprabhd ). When divided into

Agni and Soma 3 I embrace

4

the whole of creation. (The adept)

worshipping me with this mantra 5 can perform whatever (ceremony)

he chooses.

127-130. I am loved by God Hari and all the gods are ever at my
service. With me as support the senses (devah) (can) contact their

objects. (The senses such as) the faculty of hearing, the faculty of

speech, mind etc. being different evolutions of prakrti (matter), are

insentient, and so (can only) make contact with objects through my
sakti consisting of pure consciousness and activity. Therefore in

order to function, the senses (aksaih) rely on me; so people recognize

me as Devajustd. Always meditating on me (as this mantra),
6 the

bestower of all powers and the beloved inherent sustainer of the

senses, (the adept) achieves complete control over his senses.

131-132. I11 this world, all sublime revelation of great sages as

well as all the capacities and activities of people in both the higher

and lower stations of life (come from me). Moreover, I bestow (upon

men) their (greatest) aim (in life, i.e. liberation), the shattering of

1 om prabhasayai namah.
2

* om yasasdyai namah.
3 The two great sacrificial gods.
4 I prefer the reading bhavamy aham to bhajatny aham.
5 om jvalantyai namah.
6 om devajustayai namah.
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bondage (of life and death). Therefore the wise know me as Uddra .
1

This seven-syllabled mantra 2 fulfils all desires.

I33" I 34- I intensify (tanomi) mv five duties 3 and spread (or

protect, tclyc) the universe by (infusing) myself (into it). Hence

those who know the truth and are expert in Vedanta (philosophy)

call me Tam. This five-syllabled mantra 4 promotes the extension of

good luck.

I 34~ I 35- Through my own brilliant energy I induce (
nayami

)

prakrti and the Person (to create), and I stretch beyond the reach

of even the (eternal) time, hence people know me as Padmanemi.
5

This seven-syllabled mantra

6

is the bestower of all fortune and

prosperity.

136-142. I alone make t lie sun brilliant with luminosity, illustri-

ousness and beauty. Present in the sun
(
sftrya

)

7 as the essence of

sound, embodying the divine Vedas, I reveal all objects (of cogni-

tion), even those belonging to the past and to future. I am the

eternal eye (i.e. vision) of the ancestors, of celestial beings and of

human beings. Tara, the first denotative sound, is my primordial

(sound-expression). Being present therein as potential but (as yet)

tranquil bliss, I delight t lie Self with my own self. My sound-body is

the subtle flame of pranava and resembles the continuing resonance

of a ringing bell like a flow of oil. He who has realized Brahman will

soon recognize my presence there (in pranava) and I, consisting of

sound, come together with all sounds produced from the aditya-

sound (i.e. pranava). (That presence of mine), as santd and pasya

etc. 8 manifests the vaikharl sounds and like the wish-fulfilling cow

exists to produce all (created) things. The sages are familiar with all

these various significations of my name Adityavarnd. This nine-

syllabled mantra 9 fulfils all wishes.

1 Derived from the root dr-, meaning to break.
2 ora nddrayai namah.
3 Creation, sustenance, destruction, delusion and bestowing grace. See

ch. XIII, 26-29.
4 ora tayai namah.
5 Padma, derived from the root pad- “to lead on, to induce”, and nemi

(connected with nayami) denoting that which encircles the periphery.
6 ora padmanemyai namah.
7 See ch. XXIX, 2-32.
8 Para, pasyanti and madhyama. See ch. XVIII, 20-27.
9 ora adityavarnayai namah.
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I43-I45- 1 spread (my luminous) rays (kiranti kiranam) all over

this universe. I gradually manifest
(
kiranti

,

myself as sonic

creation). Resting on the petals of each (of the twelve) lotuses

I slowly soar up along with the air, the friend of gods and with the

gem, the basic fire and finally attain the (state of) dvadasanta.

Hence the wise sages praise me as Kirti. This five-syllabled mantra

produces flawless yogic power.

146-147. I flourish (rddhami) through Visnu’s attributes; I make

the yogins happy [ardhaydmi). I gradually expand myself over all

the petals of the lotuses of (the yogin’s) yogic body, coming out of

(the lotus called) udliclra, and finally achieve the absolute (state) of

expansion. 2 Hence in ancient times yogins called me Rddhi, the

brilliance of yoga. 3

148-149. Smell etc. 4
(essential qualities, of) the earth (element)

etc. are gateways leading to the realization of myself. I am the

ever-existing cause (that produces) all holy fragrances. The brah-

mins, who are masters in Vedic learning, name me Gandhcidvarci .

5

I49" I53- I am invincible against all titans, demons and ogres.

Being pure consciousness and pure activity, I cannot be eliminated

by any (counter-knowledge or act). Since I am myself consciousness
and activity and at the same time the self of all beings, how can a

person, desirous of denying me do so bv experiencing a negatory
knowledge or committing a negatory deed ? No one is capable of

going beyond my manifestation as consciousness. As there is no

such (person), so the scholars of Samkhya knowledge, who regard

me as verily being unsurpassable consciousness, call me DuYughciYScl-

This eight-syllabled mantra 6 destroys ignorance.

1 Referring to the yogic process in which the kundaliniiahti is roused
by the adept and by means of pranayama and other yogic practices is made
to soar upwards, step by step through the adept's yogic body consisting
of twelve lotuses, until it merges in the absolute Self at the point called

dvadasanta, or the end of the twelve (lotuses). Thus the Sakti, the indivi-

dual self identifies itself with the Self- the supreme, sublime bliss, the goal

of all yogic practice. Since this process involves pranayama (or controlled
breathing) and mani or the basic sakti of the adept, these are referred to as

the air (devamitra) and the basic fire (adhdra-vahni)

.

2 The state of dvadasanta where Sakti is united with God.
3 This name signifies Sakti's contribution to the yogic meditation.
4 Implying that the other four essential qualities, fluidity, form, touch

and sound correspond to the elements of water, fire, air and space.
5 om gandhadvarayai namah is the mantra.
6 om durdghar$ayai namah.
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154-155. I am invigorated by the eternal Visnu and am perpetual-

ly nourished by virtues. My transcendent body (being) absolute

consciousness constantly flourishes, unassisted by any object of

knowledge. It is verily this (body) that charges inanimate objects

with spirit. Hence the great sages, endowed with insight in (the

nature of) consciousness, address me as Nilyapusta. This eight-

syllabled mantra

1

ever deepens consciousness.

156-159. Karinah (from the root kr-) denotes those who fulfil

three types of functions, pure in their (= functions) three forms,"

and I am ever eager to have a view of them and I always approach

them (ydmi) in mind. The big elephants as white as the snow-

mountains are my mount and I am ever in motion as their mistiess

(
isvard). Since as the creator and the destroyer I constantly conti ol

(ydmi) all, the learned address me as Karisini. This seven-syllabled

mantra 3 fulfils all desires and bestows prosperity.

159-161. Together with my beloved God I have dominion over

all crea'ures and I as supreme controller am ever granting boons and

being solicited by all. Perpetually flourishing, I bestow prospeiitj

(on the adept) and destroy distress. Therefore in the Vedas my name

is laid down as Isvari. This six-syllabled mantra 4 yields all riches

and prosperity.

162-164. All desires (for objects) belonging to the earth, atmo-

sphere or heaven, as well as for the non-material Absolute, which

always hold pleasure are contained in me. I am the ultimate basis,

upon which all objects of longing are displayed. I surpass everything

and am the object of Visnu’s mental longing. Therefore gods praise

me as the manaaah kdma (desire). This nine-syllabled mantra

fulfils all desires and bestows wealth.

165-168. That which is known as speech belonging both to the

secular and (to the sacred, viz.) Vedic and external Agamas,

whether unpronounced or pronounced, when produced through

effort, always refers to me (alone). Therefore the scholars of the

Vedas infer that I am that which is referred to (akfiti) in all forms of

speech whose utterance involves physical effort. This eight-syllabled

1 om nityapnstdyai namah.
2 Performing sacrifices, giving gifts and studying are the three functions,

and the three types of action are physical, mental and verbal.
3 om karisinyai namah .

4 om isvaryai namah.
6 om manasah kamdya namah

.
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mantra ensures the fulfilment of all sought to be gained by sound .

1

168-169. The whole creation, which true knowledge reveals ^
separated into the two categories of true and false,

2 is myself-

Hence the sages call me Satyd. This six-syllabled mantra 3 yields al

the true results (of good deeds).

170-173. The individual selves, the living beings {pain) envisage

(themselves) as existing in three states. 4 O Sakra, consciousness is

truly their unblemished essential form (of existence). I myself am
that form of concentrated conscious bliss. All the individual sukl^

(which are the essences of the individual selves) are indeed merely

particles of my sakti. It is my Agnisakli (i.e. bhoktrsakti), who
undergoes birth as this or that living being. That is why scholars of

the Samkhya (system) address.me as pasiindm rupam (the true form
of living beings).

5

This nine-syllabled mantra c vields the fruit of

true realization,

I73-i77. Objects of enjoyment are said to be of two types to be

stinguished as those produced by the three gunas (which are

material) and those produced by the six attributes (which are non-

material). The enlightened describe me as the self in all created

beings, the superb manifestation of the glory of both types of

created things {anna), those embodying the three gunas and the

others embodying the six attributes. All objects of enjoyment, both
material and non-material, are products of my Soniasakti {

bliogy

sakti). So the people engaged in speculating about reality, know me as

annasya yasah (the glory of created things). This nine-syllabled
mantra 7 bestows (upon the devotee) all objects of enjoyment.

177-181. When engaged (in creation) I limit the six courses (of

creation). (Being the principle of measurement) I measure everything

1 Here the word sound refers only to the vaikhari or manifested sound.
Hence the importance of effort in producing sound. The mantra is om
vaca akutyai namah.

2 Cf. sac ca tyac cabhavat: Tai.U. 2, 6, 1.
3 om satydyai namah.
4 As the celestial gods, human beings and the lower animals ;

or as the
bound, the liberated and the ever-emancipated.

6 Pasu denotes living beings as described by the Saiva philosophers. It

is interesting to note that both spanda and pasu, the two very typical
Saiva' terms, are used in this text quite freely.

8 om pasiindm rupdya namah.
7 om annasya yasase namah. Here it is interesting to note the influence

s6i the Vedic formula annddo ’ham . . . bhiiydsam, cf. Ap.S.S. 6 , 21, 1.
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according to units of measurement. I am the knowledge acquired

through all senses and (when the time of dissolution comes) I

embrace all (creation) within myself. 1
I carry the whole of creation

across the shoreless ocean of created existence; beyond the reacli of

the ocean of all imperfection, I float in the minds of the living beings.

Transformed into clouds I flood the entire creation with (rain-)

water. I am ever concerned about the happiness and welfare of all

creatures and act accordingly, therefore the yogins know me as the

mother of all creatures. This five-syllabled mantra 2 presents (the

adept) with all objects of enjoyment and wealth.

181-1S8. The arterial duct called susnmna, which is the most

important in the complex of ducts 3 and which is described in the

sacred texts as being the vehicle of emancipation, the mighty

vehicle or the vehicle of yoga, is called the subtle Visnusakti, which

is identical with myself. It forms the basis for all objects on which

(the yogin’s) concentration is focussed and runs through the human

body from head down to the end. That (duct) which encases the

supreme space (brahmarandhra) is called susumna . O £akra, it is

myself who am present in all embodied beings as the susutnnd duct

in their bodies with the view to the final liberation of all souls who

are distressed in the samsdra . Running from the bottom of the

navel to the top of the head ranged over that
(
susiimnd)sakti ,

theie

are thirty-two lotuses called the supports (adliara ) . Since I pervade

this row of lotuses, I am (envisaged as) wearing a garland of lotuses.

As I incorporate prakrti, the Person and the time eternal, 4 I am
called Padmamdlini . This eight-syllabled mantra 5 yields the fruits

of karman (good-deeds).

188-190. I cause all (beings) to wax in beauty, fame and wealth.

I alone lead the ptiskara ,
the lotus-formed (entity) called time

(eternal). 6 Hence the sages call me Puskarini. This seven-syllabled

mantra 7 yields the fruit of all-round prosperity.

190-192. I am the cherished aim of all the gods and am always in

1 mdtavam is first split up into md- (to measure, to cognize, to dissolve)

and tara- (to take across, to save, fo flood).
2 om matre namah.
3 NadT-cakra, cf. Ahi.S., ch. 32 in extenso.
4 See verse 1 13.
6 om padmamdlinyai namah.
6 See ch. V, 22-23.
7 om pitskarinyai namah.
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union with Hari. Supporting all the worlds, I also fulfil all desires.

I am the substratum of prakrti, the Person and the other (cosmic

principles). Therefore sages call me Yasti (the staff). This six-

syllabled mantra 1 bestows (upon the adept) all the rewards of

yogic practices.

I93-I94 - Due to my complexion of pure gold I am of a tawny

colour. In ancient times I gave [lami) Pinga, the king of the Yaksas,

great wealth. O Sakra, formerly the king of Yaksas addressed me as

Pihgala. 1 his seven-syllabled mantra 2 bestows yogic power and

prosperity.

i95 ' i96 . I delight Visnu with my attributes and am delighted b\

Hari’s attributes. When praised by all beings with (offerings of)

their deeds, they find joy in me. Hence I am called Tusti by those

who have reached the far shore of the ocean of yogic practices.

This six-syllabled mantra 3 gives satisfaction to the mind.
1:97-199. I take the' successful adepts to the conditional heaven 01

to the absolute heaven (Hari’s sublime abode). 4 The primeval

unmanifested beautiful sound denotes me. As the eternal Sarasvati I

express everything beautifully; hence the learned brahmins call me
Suvania. This seven-syllabled mantra 5 bestows (upon the adept)
all (forms of) success and prosperity.

199-201. As the earth, I support the holy golden mountain
studded with the moon, sun and planets to provide a (befitting)

dwelling for god \ edhas [Brahma). Therefore Yirinci [Bralivid)

praised me (by addressing me as) Hemamdlini. This eight-syllabled

mantra 6 bestows upon mankind the power of self-control.

201-204. For the benefit of all creatures I create [prasuye) the

course of (cosmic) principles [lattva-paddhati). In the world, I delight

(them) (ramayami) by bestowing upon them enjoyment and libera-

tion according to their deserts. I also control the course of created
cosmic principles together with the living beings through the

1 om yastaye namah.
2 om pingalayai namah.
3 om tustaye namah.
4 Suvar nayami is the first explication. Snvar is heaven and also

denotes Visnu's supreme state. Hence para and apara. The second expli-
cation is based on su + varna.

5 om suvarnayai namah.
6 om hemamalinyai namah. The mountain refers to the Hemameru

ranges.
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(influence of) time. Beneficial to the sages (surf),

1

I am ever present

in the orb of the sun in the form of Silrya[$akti). Hence the learned

thinkers, the sarins
,

call me Suryd. This six-syllabled mantra -

yields all desired fruits, both in the form of enjoyment and in the

form of liberation. Here I conclude the description of the fifty-three

names 3 mentioned in the (Srl-)sukta.

205-206. The wise, having obtained (union with) me, experience

the fulfilment of each specific desire. Although I have here associated

each (name and its mantra) with what they are specially capable of

fulfilling, the intelligent should not assume that they are limited in

their capacity to that alone. (In fact) they are capable of fulfilling all

desires, including liberation.

207-209. As this (sukta) of mine contains a string of names of

myself, Sri, its absolute deity, its significance is as unlimited as the

stars in the sky, or as gems in the ocean, or as the pleasures of this

earth, or as the longed-for objects hanging on the celestial wishing-

tree, or as the noble characteristics of the cow, or as the brilliant

energies of a brahmin, or as the countless divine attributes of

Janardana, the supreme God.

210-212. Were I to take Time (eternal), the god himself defined

by his smallest and largest denominations, I should still be unable

to complete listing all the attributes of this sukta. (Hence) this same

(sukta) is the object upon which Vedic scholars concentrate and the

sole resort of those who are learned in the Tantras. Men never fail

to take refuge (achieve union) in me through (the aid of) this

sukta. When a person ponders on the meaning of this sukta and

devotes lengthy study to it, he attains serenity of mind and achieves

the same state of existence (as) myself.

213-2 19. Having taken refuge in me or in God the supreme

Person, (the adept) who is full of faith and self-restraint, should

petition (us) in the following manner: 'As far as my ability and

1 Another name for the Visnu-devotees.
2 om siiryayai namah.

.

3 The text of the Sri-sukta as recorded here does not always tally with

the text given by Dr. J . Scheftelowitz's text in Die Apokryphen des Rgveda,

Breslau 1906, pp. 72-73. For instance, in the third verse here we have

hastinadciprabodhini instead of hastinddaprarnodinhn. Again kamso snu

instead of kamsy asmi (4), hiranyaprdkdrd instead of hiranyaprdvardm (4),

rddhim instead of vrddhim (7), and there are other minor discrepancies as

well. The numbers here stand for the number of the verses in the brf-sukta.

23
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character permit, I refrain from any adverseness (harming any
living being) and am well disposed (towards all creatures). 1

I have
ceased (to commit) the errors and sins that abound in this ocean of

(transient) existence. Despite that (conscious effort), may thou,
called to mind, destroy (the effects) of whatever (sins) I may
(inadvertently) commit. Since I am lazy, weak and ignorant (lit. not
duly educated), the three methods (of knowing thee), 2 described in
religious texts, cannot avail me. (Although I seek no gain), any
function that I perform here (I regard as) in obedience to thy bidding.

ence, because (I am) helpless, (I am) poor, humble and unprotect-
e

’ orily means of survival is by sheltering under thy cooling
s adow. O unlimited, sovereign mistress of us all and resort of
compassion, every scripture sings that thou art the sole refuge.

,

222 ‘ ^^a^ever is considered to be difficult to relinquish, or
(e se) a difficult burden to carry, such as the self and whatever
e ongs to the self, I have placed at thy auspicious lotus-feet. In

or er to approach thee, who art the goal envisaged by all methods of
(spiritual) endeavour, I accept thee as the (only) means. O Lotus-
orn oddess, deign to aid me, deign to protect me. All my sins

nee to be scorched away and my intellect, focussed on thee, needs
to be invigorated'. Having thus petitioned me, (the adept) should
take refuge in me as being the (only) shelter, or (he should
approach) the primary God, the lord of the universe, the Master and
supreme Person.

223-225. O Sakra, the greatest eradicator of all evil and the
remover of all bad luck

(
alaksmi

), this my sukta should be recited on
the occasion of any religious rite. It strengthens the power of the
ritual acts, brings prosperity to the listener, destroys all delusion and
removes all bad fortune as well as all imperfections. When (an
adept) worships it employing physical, mental and verbal functions,
it saves him from heinous sins and bestows everlasting prosperity
on him.

226-231. Here, O Sakra, I conclude my narration of this best of

Tantras, which contains all that the wise know to be truth. Just as the
science of liberation excels amongst all the various sciences; the
brahmin amongst all bipeds; the cow amongst all quadrupeds; gold

1 See ch. XVII, 66-80.
2 Karman, jnana and bhakti (performing religious duties, realization of

truth and devotion).
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amongst all metals and kaustubha amongst all gems; a mother

amongst all superiors and a son amongst all claimants; the mind

(
manas

)

amongst all senses and the wind amongst all that is mobile;

Mem amongst all mountains and Gangd 1 amongst all rivers; the

householder amongst all ranks of life and Vasistha amongst all

performers of japa (i.e. meditative prayer)
;
absolute renunciation

amongst all true states and visionary knowledge amongst all that is

profitable; so is this Tantra the best of all Tantras dealing with

realities.

231-233. Here (in this sukta) the essence, traits and majesty of

God Vasudeva, Visnu, Narayana, the preceptor and myself are

duly described. Those who possess a clear grasp of true knowledge

adhere to this (sukta) which is a view (knowledge) of myself. Holding

on to this ladder, they climb up step by step to the supreme state (of

existence). This is supreme amongst all Tantras and is stamped by a

name that is identical with mine.

234-237. One should not teach this (Tantra) to a person who has

not taken the ritual bath (signifying) acceptance of a vow (to

observe the Pancaratra religion), nor to a disloyal person, nor to a

person ignorant of the (teachings of the) Tantra, nor to someone

who is prone to jealousy, nor to someone who is not a devotee of

Vasudeva and not to anybody who is not a devotee of mine. This

(teaching) should be given only to a person of high moral standing,

who is well bathed (clean), practises austerities, is well versed in the

teachings of the Vedas and of the Tantras, who is especially devoted

to me and cherishes great devotion for Vasudeva Janardana; who

observes the pure vow (of Pancaratra), is clever and only acts

virtuously. O king of gods, here I conclude my description of all

the matters you enquired about. I am pleased with you, tell me

what else you wish to hear.

1 Gangd courses through three planes, one is heaven, another is this

earth and the last is the nether region, cf. e.g. Br.P. 2, 8, 26-42 and 50-52.



CHAPTER FIFTY-ONE 1

A BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE COSMOGONY

1-7. Sakra. 2
(I have) learned about the creation and dissolu^

0

and also about how certain (rites) should be performed and " 14

(specific) results are obtained therefrom. (I have also learned)
a

about the five compulsory duties and about incidental duties. I
have

listened with due attention to the Tantra called Laksmi Tantra,

the four sections of which deal with various aspects of
Tantra.

namely caryd, kriya, jnana and yoga (iconography and architecture,
ritual ceremonies, cosmogony and philosophy and meditation)-

u
also contains descriptions of old customs, ancient times and history,

as well as of diverse secret rituals and is embellished with many
(useful) sayings so as always to convince people. As it is

elaborate

and on account of changed times 3
is now (somewhat) out of date

and as my mind is weak (dull), I cannot grasp it properly. O lf>tus
'

born (goddess), I salute thee. For the benefit of the world, deign to

summarize the Tantra by picking out all the essential points fr°m
that vast ocean, filled with knowledge of thyself.

8. Narada:—Thus addressed, her mind melted (like that of) a cow
(answering) the call of her calf, the goddess Padma said to the

punisher of Paka.

9
_ i 8. Sri: O slayer of Vrtra, my son, it is well that you have

drawn my attention to it. Listen now to an abridgement of this

Tantra. I am the eternal I-hood of all beings and am considered to be

the creator of the universe in descending and ascending order.
4 Tbe

supreme I-hood is known as the turyallta (state). That is transcen-

dent (absolute) Brahman, the absolute state of existence and (the

As the editor remarks, only one manuscript contains the following
chapters. These seem to be a supplement to the main Tantra and are pro-

bably of a later date.
2 The opening verses are missing in the original manuscript.
3 This statement confirms the later date of this supplement. It is also

interesting to note that the colophons to these few chapters differ in content
from those of previous chapters. Instead of Pancaratmsare Laksmi tantre

the colophons of these last chapters read Pancayalyasdre Laksmltantyoddhayc
tantraythasamgrahe. This confirms the opinion that this is a brief summary
of Laksmi Tantra.

4 See ch. VII, in extenso.
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joint existence of) Laksmi and Narayana. There is no dualism there,

since we exist (unitedly) as the existing (principle) and its state of

existence. When activity stirs up there (in that state), as in the

ocean when the moon rises, I, the £akti of Narayana, am then

characterized by the creative urge, and that is my turya state

coinciding with the beginning of my state of evolution. Therein

both the pure and the impure creation lie dormant. I he pure

creation includes Vyfihas, Vibhavas, Vyuhantaras and other such

manifestations of God contained in those categories of the Vyfihas,

the Vibhavas and the Vyuhantaras. My (three) states of existence,

susupti etc., should be classified under the following (headings).

(The cosmic principles) avyakta, mahat etc. and the evolving

creation are contained in the impure creation. O lord of gods, each

of my three states of existence (susupti etc.) should be dealt with in

its proper order. These four states are also present in 'the living

beings. (The afore-mentioned) categories are components of the

impure creation and are (of a) limited (nature).

18-23. There is another set of categories in both the pure and
impure stages of the creative evolution which is (also) pervaded by
me that consists of the cognizer, the medium of cognition and the
object of cognition. Cognizers are of ten tvpes and are classified

according to states of the void and the living etc. 1 Classified into

external and internal, the medium of cognition is divided into two.

One should determine various types of the already described

objects of cognition, which are cognized through both types (of the

above-mentioned medium of cognition) and which appear in the

state of yogic trance (i.e. samddhi) and other subsequent (states of

the cognizer). The turydtita state of these (c.ognizers) is when they

realize their identity with God. Here ends the description of my
(gradual) descent (into grosser creation). Now listen to my gradual
ascension (through dissolution). Starting from the final state (of

materialization) as the created objects return to rest in me through
both the pure and impure courses of creation, that process is called

my ascension.

23-24. Bearing in mind that these two phases, my ascension and
descent, are parts of one (process), a person fixing his mind (solely)

1 What is meant actually by ten types of cognizers and the state of void
is not clear. Ch. XIV, 47-49 lists nine types of living beings. Possibly the
void state refers to the emancipated.
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on me and dedicating his (entire) life to me, (finally) ach»
eveS

(union with) me.

24-32. O king of heaven, I am beyond the limitations of f° rI ’

time or place. In fact these (limiting factors) are pervaded hy 0

With myself as the substratum, I voluntarily evolve this
enti

universe. Thus, I have briefly revealed to you the different
aspens

of my presence as the received and the receiving 1 and this is h°w
evolve as the definable (vdeya, the material creation). No* listen

f
attentively to my defining (vdcaka, knowledge) aspect. Consisting

0

pure knowledge, I first evolve into prana. Then through speed10

stages I evolve into (subsequent states) known as sdnld, suk$,,ia ’

ma iya and vaikhari. As santd, manifesting the four forms, the four

objects of the knowledge of the four forms (Vyiihas), I
evolve

urther into the subtle state. In the subtle state I remain in the dual

01m of sakti and ndda. Evolving from the subtle state I arrive a

the state of madhyamd. (That is the state of) bindit, in which the

totality of all the sounds is latent. I am that state of all
sounds,

ma iya. Trom there I evolve into the state of vaikhari. I his is t 10

state, in which sounds are differentiated, manifest themselves an
are divided into groups of fifteen etc. (the vowels etc.). (He) who is

versed in the knowledge of Sabdabrahman and bears in mind my
two states of ascension and descent (dissolution and creation),
enters (the state of) the one who is beyond the reach of sound.

gicihya and grahaka, meaning the objects of enjoyment and the enjoycrs -



CHAPTER FIFTY-TWO

THE MANTRAS

1-23. Sri:—Now, Puramdara my son, listen to the course (of my
manifestation) as mantra. I am revelation and bliss, and I am the

I-hood of Hari. Know me, who am called prana and consist of pure

knowledge, as the mother of the mantras. As I become active to

create all these (created objects) come out of me and again (at

the time of dissolution) they surely are dissolved in me. I am the

prowess
(
bala

)

of all these and they manifest forms of myself. I am
manifest in two ways, in three ways, in four, five, six, seven, eight,

sixteen, twenty-five, fifty and sixty-three ways. I, the Goddess, the

wish-fulfilling gem, manifest (myself) in diverse forms. The vowels,

the consonants, a combination of vowels with consonants, sounds,

words, all extant sacred sciences and Tantras as well as sentences,

topics, sections
(
alinikas

)

and chapters, various external and internal

Agamas both popular and Vedic, and different spoken languages,

consider all these as my mantra-form. I manifest myself in diverse

polarized forms as subject and object (of knowledge) according

to varying intellectual capacity. Similarly, my manifestation as the

aggregate (of all mantras) or as one individual (mantra) depends on

the varying mental capacity (of adepts). Mantras are of four types,

classified as bija, pinda, pada and samjna. O Vasava, consider five

gems amongst them to be the outstanding ones. All these are

present in my siikta as butter is present in curd or, O ruler of heaven,

as nada arises from Silrya, Soma and Agni and the part
(
indu-

khanda). What is here regarded as (my) Silrya manifestation

corresponds with my waking state. Agni is my dream state and my
state of deep sleep is Soma (manifestation) which is otherwise called

maya. The remaining part called indukhanda is my tarya state. 1

Nada is the state beyond that. Sakti, which is the state of inertia

(santa), is in fact nada’s state of existence. Brahman, that exists

beyond (even) that, is indeed the (state of union) between LaksmI

and Narayana. The group of twenty-four (satcatuhsatkam?) is

produced from Silrya, Agni and Soma. All other sounds are generated

1 hrlm and srim.

A
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from the vowels, and this concludes the description of sounds. d*j_lS

is the most powerful bija (hrim), that bestows (on the adept)
the

fulfilment of all desires. To those desiring sons it gives sons, and a

kingdom to those desiring a kingdom, prosperity to those longin£

for prosperity, liberation to those aspiring after liberation-
1

destroys (the adept’s) enemies and attracts those who are welcome-

It is indeed the wish-fulfilling gem and there is no real gem that can

fulfil desires. The other bijas such as sa, ka etc .,
1

ful fillers of a

wishes, rank next to this one and (the adept) should perform

anga-nyasa with these two substitutes 2 of mayd's aksara in comb 1

nation with all the six vowels from beginning to end and at the

same time he should display the jdU-mudrd ,

3 The same method
^

also enjoined for the remaining four bijas {aim, /dim, oiiii
and

im). Through the addition of the first bija {om), which infnses

{them with) the total I-hood (of God), all the various groups 0

mantras become identified with me. The deities of the mantras,
sustained by my sakti, are thus identical with me, so that I thereby

become the focus of meditation. Each particular deity (presiding

over each mantra) should be envisaged as possessing the fenialc

form and appropriate colour, weapons and ornaments etc. Conse-
quently, becoming identified with me (mantras) soon y

rield the

desired results. Thus O Sakra, I conclude my brief exposition of the

system of mantras.

1 srim and k$mrhn.
2 For adesa- see Panini, i, i, 56.
3 No description of this mudra is given.
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SUMMARIZING RITUAL PERFORMANCES

1-2. Sri:—O Puramdara, in brief I shall now devote a section to

ritual performances. (The adept), having washed himself clean and

having bathed in accordance with the precepts of sacred scriptures,

should retire to a solitary place. Then, O Sakra, after performing

the rite to purify the site, he should through the promotion of

higher knowledge perform hhutasuddhi.

3-15. The eight (cosmic principles) starting from the earth-

element and ending with prakrti are known as the sources. Differ-

entiated by (being) subtle or gross, they are considered to be of two

types. Those which can be seen by the eye are described as gross.

When these lie dormant within their sources, they are described as

subtle, or in the form of essence. Thus divided into the two groups

of gross and subtle, the (cosmic) principles are eight in number.

One should relate (the principles) to their relevant objects and senses.

One should step by step merge the five gross elements in the five

relevant triplets of (conative and cognitive senses and the element-

potential, such as) the genitals, the sense of smell and smell (itself,

the element-potential of the earth-element) respectively. Hie mind

and consciousness of self should be dissolved into the ego. The life-

principle {prana) and determination are dissolved into the principle

of intelligence. Saliva, rajas and lamas should be dissolved into the

basic avyakta {prakrti). O ruler of heaven, one should envisage the

eight basic mantras belonging to these two groups of eight (sources)

(as follows) : the name of the relevant principle preceded by pranava

and hum phat added after it (= principle). The eight subtle basic

mantras should be formed as follows: mamsa, meda, asrj, refah,

vyoman and the three aksaras (maya, prasuti and prakrti) each

joined by bindu {m) . To each of these eight basic mantras maya

combined with indukhanda {i) is added. The wise should recognize

that Nivrtli, Pratislha, Vidya, Sdnti, Sdntyatitd, Abhimdnd, Prana

and Gunavali are the respective saktis of (the principles) starting

from prthivi and ending with prakrti. (The mantras constructed) _by

adding vahni, maya and ardhacandra {ri) to the above-mentioned
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eight subtle basic mantras belong to these eight presiding (saktis).

Envisaging me as thousands of blazing fires of dissolution containing
nothing but smokeless cinders, (the adept) should burn the ground
with the fire coming out of my mouth. Whereupon he should
sprinkle the place with the water that comes out of mv mouth and
resembles millions of moons. This concludes the procedure for
purification of the site. Now listen to the description of the process
of bhutasuddhi .
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BHOTA$UDDHI and anganyAsa

i-g. Sri:—Having attracted the carth(-clemcnt) from within his

body and envisaging it as square, flat, yellow and bearing the sign of

thunder, by exercising (his) mantra(-power, the adept) should

merge it in its own source, the smell-potential. Then he should

dissolve it in its own ftya-mantra. When it becomes dissolved in its

own M/a-mantra, he should next, by means of his own basic mantra,

dissolve it in me, the substratum (of everything). Then he should

throw me into the outside (real) water. Taking that (water-clement)

of half-moon form, possessing the lotus sign, from within his own

body by means of his own mantra, he should merge it in its own

source, the essence of fluidity and in its own (6ya-)mantra. And

after dissolving it in me its (final) support, he should then (throw) me

into the fire and thus step by step without return (all is finally

dissolved) in the revealed prakrti. The wise should not conclude

that the process of dissolving my saktis invariably follows the same

pattern. As (a lump of) butter may be dissolved either in the milk

from which it was churned, in some other milk, or else in another

(lump of) butter, so also the wise should call to mind the Sakti, the

supreme supervisor, (of dissolution) back to the final source, (which

is) prakrti. Thus my greatest sakti [prakrti), along with my seven

other saktis should be raised up to the (state of) dvadasdnta to

become dissolved in me who incorporate the mantras. That body of

mine incorporating all mantras resembles millions of fires, moons and

suns in brilliance, and possesses eyes, heads and faces in every

direction and exists (as such) only for the benefit of all living beings.

9-

10. Sakra :—O lotus(-goddess), deign to tell me on which parts of

(the adept’s) body this process of dissolution should be performed and

how should the images of the earth etc. be envisaged ?

10-

14. Sri:—Up to the knee is the position of the earth, up to the

waist is the position of water, up to the navel is the position of fire,

up to the heart is the position of air, up to the throat is the position

of the ether, up to the mouth is the position of the ego, up to the

eyebrows is the position of mahat (cosmic intelligence) and the
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absolute
(
prakrti

)
exists in the void. The superb image of the earth

is square and possesses a thunder mark on it. (The image) of water is

considered to be of half moon shape, white and possesses a lotus
mark. (That) of fire is said to be triangular, marked with the svastika
and redin colour. (That) of air is said to be round and smoke-
coloured, with six spots. Space is considered to be nothing but a
(vague) image, blackish in colour.

I5" I 9* ^ hen in this manner the elements have been dissolved in
the cavity of the heart, supported by knowledge hanging like a
string inside the susumnd-duct, (the adept) should lead (the self) up
above himself, up the ladder of saktis and should dissolve it in me,w o am present inside the great lotus at dvddasanta . The great
otus at dvadasdnta has a thousand petals and is brilliant like
mi 10ns o suns and millions of moons. This body consisting of
supreme bliss incorporates within itself both Agni and Soma. Maya,

inscrutable, incomparable consciousness, is incorporated by
me, and only a part of her is projected as the bliss (self) of living
erngs, t e greatest of all rivers. 2 (The adept) should bring his own

bliss and merge it into (me), who am supreme bliss.
~° ^ien 011 sides (the adept) should burn his body, which

resem es a heap of salt, with myriads of mighty flames, that
consist of knowledge and proceed from my mouth; the sixth red
day-btus possesses bindu and is the fire of the (human) body.

erea ter e should shower it with the nectar of Soma that spouts
from the mouth of myself who consist of Soma . Next he should

iv-

^ese ^aktis (inhering in the cosmic principles) that form
is o y, in whom the mantras are incorporated, are issued by
me out of my (sakti called) sisrksa (urge to create), when I who
consist of both pure consciousness and the principle of life (prana)
am launched on creation. Then with those iaktis (inhering in cos-
mic principles), that belong to himself, (the adept) should en-
visage the creation of all (the principles), starting from prakrti
and ending with visesa

, in the order enjoined by the scriptures
(codana). From them (he should envisage) the (re-)creation of

1 Viz. dvddasanta.

The highest Sakti projects herself in various directions and in various
forms, flowing out of her like countless rivers. Jlvasakfi is one of these
ia£/z-streams and, beingsentient, is the best one as it is closest to the supreme
Sakti.
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his body
(
pinda), which shines because it reveals its source (the

pure Sakti). Having thus (re-)created his body infused with match-

lessly pure LaksmI, step by step, he should bring back his own self,

characterized as knowledge and bliss, from the Absolute bliss to the

place of his heart, following the same previously described course.

Thereafter he should perform mantra-nyasa on his hands and body

(in the following way). He should first perform nydsa of my bija-

mantra on all the joints of his fingers of both hands, starting from

the thumbs and ending with the little-fingers, on his palms and on

the backs of both palms, on all the joints (of his bod}7
), from navel

down to the ankles, and again from the navel up to the head, and

then he should perform nydsa of the a«ga-mantras such as the

(mantra of) the heart and the like. Thereafter the wise (adept)

should once more perform nydsa of the six attributes, jhana etc.

with the aid of these six (rtrigrt-mantras) heart etc., on his navel,

back, hands, thighs, shanks and feet. When the body is thus (re-)

created and infused with the pure and beautiful LaksmI, (the adept)

should then visualize, with the sight of higher knowledge, the

performance of nydsa of the six supports.

-

1 See verses 15-19.
2 The adharapadma etc. See ch. XXXV, 56-59.
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A YOGIN'S VISION OF HIS INNER BODY

1-6. Sri. O Indra, listen, I shall now describe the supports. O
master of wealth, 1 the wise envisage six lotuses, (separately)
situated behind the genitals (i.e. in the anus), in the genitals, inside
the navel, in the heart, within the mouth and between the eyebrows.
These have petals (called) Vedas

t Rasas
, Prajandthas, Arkas

,

Vikarakas and the two Asvins. Ihese are as brilliant as millions of
suns and contain (sounds) from ka to la and (all) vowels with ha and
ksa added to them. (The adept) should envisage me, the Goddess, in
t e^orm of a jewel-lamp, as being present in these lotuses. He may
ix is mind on any one of these (lotuses) he chooses and practise
yoga. Ie should visualize this primeval absolute (Sakti) as present
in his body and having a single form extending flame-like over all

e otuses from the first adhdra (lotus) to the lotus at dvddasdnta.
us meditating on her, who is absolute consciousness and proceed-

ing step by step from lower lotus to higher lotus, when his mind
ecomes totally absorbed by (Sakti), that state of existence is

Visnu s absolute state.

7 19. Now listen to this description of my body(-image) in case
you wish (to visualize me) within the bounds of your bodj''. You
should visualize in' (your) heart a watery Mahendra hall2 with
four doois, (guarded), O Sakra, by the female doorkeepers, the
dark Balakini at the front (door), the fair Vanamala at the southern
(door), the same complexioned Vibhisika at the back (door) and
the smoke-coloured Sankari at the northern (door). There, within the
hall, one should visualize an eight-petalled lotus resembling thou-
sands of suns and adorned with pericarp and filaments. The eastern
petal contains Vasudeva, the southern Samkarsana; the western
petal contains Pradyumna, and the northern petal Aniruddha. All
of them carry the conch-shell and the disc; all are decorated with
vanamala \ all are coloured according to the present yuga and all

are visualized as facing me. On the corner petals four great elephants,

1 Indra is here identified with Kubera.
2 Refers to a mandala.
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Gulgulu, Gurunya, Madana and Salala, (respectively), should be

envisaged as showering nectar on me. In the centre of the pericarp I,

the supreme ruler of all the worlds, should be envisaged as having a

complexion like pure gold, as holding two lotuses (in two of my

hands), while the other two are held in the posture of granting

protection and boons, and as wearing all sorts of ornaments, as the

inscrutable, incomparable, flawless wife of Visnu. I sprinkle the

repeatedly heated three worlds with my cool rays issuing forth

from my moonlight-like smile and from the corners of my divine

dark eyes. (The adept) should worship the great Goddess (i.c.

myself) with offerings, which are visualized in his mind, which

being free of blemish consist only of the bliss of Brahman (i.e.

God Himself) and myself alone. Or (you may envisage her) as

seated on Visnu's lap, (her face) beautiful with the expression of

happiness she derives from His company, her right arm always

encircling Him. It is then necessary to realize (the mystery) of our

etherial forms, and to comprehend that our matrimonial relationship

which surpasses understanding remains hidden in the Vedas. The

place of the seed ... 2

1 The possessive case denotes identity.

2 The chapter is found in incomplete condition. The next chaptei 1

entirely missing.
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CHAPTER FIFTY-SEVEN

THE FOUR STATES OF SOUND AND CONCLUSION

1-8. Sri— : . .

.

1 who is God, the sustainer, comprehended through

intuition, and the superior Sakti, the aggregate of the three forms

—this is the nature of the supreme japa.

LaksmI is projected (into creation) in two ways, as sound and as

meaning (the object of sound). I here are four stages of sounds

active state, named santa, pasya, madhya and vaikhari (respective

ly), and the active state of meaning (
artlia

)

has similar (foui stages).

The sonic state in which all impressions are dissolved, and there are

no distinctive sounds such as vowels etc., is known as santa, whic

is the resting place (of all spiritual endeavour). The sonic state

when Sakti is manifested as the revealer but is as yet unpolarized

and integral, is called pasyanti. When it (= sound) is recognize as

the revealer, it is called sound. When that sound is undisturbe y

impressions (obtained from material objects) it is called nia iya.

When it (= sound) is filled with impressions and has hundie s o

differentiations, then as there cannot be several (of these basic soun s)

inhering in all these material (sound-manifestations), it becomes

differentiated into parts manifested in eight places (the eight places

of pronunciation) and is called vaikhari
,
possessing diverse mam

festations. .

8-25. The absolute (sonic sakti) is called santa, when (sound) is

totally unmanifested and inert. A thousand billionth part (of 1 11s

sound) is the madhyama sound, and a thousand billionth part 0

that again is the vaikhari sound. Vaikhari is manifested in t ree

ways as the sounds, the words and the sentences. The (sonic ^a ti

vaikhari) becomes more and more limited through these stages 0

sound etc. 2 This is the fourfold Sakti, manifesting herself in a

reverse and obverse order. 3 Through these four gradual phases,

namely £anta, pasya etc. (Sakti as sound) becomes creatively

manifest and again through (the obverse) order, of four phases,

1 The beginning is missing.
2 Sound, word and sentence.
3 Viz. tending towards creation or dissolution.

24

J
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namely vaikhari, madhyama etc. (she) gradually unmanifests
herself .

1

This (vaikhan) is again recognized as having three forms,
vyaktd, vyaktasamd and avyaktd. Vyaktd is that (sound) which is

produced inside the bodies of the living beings, and which has a
beginning and an end. Sound that is produced by means of (instru-
ments such as) a vina, a flute, a drum and so on, and which requires
irect efforts on the part of living beings, is called vyaktasamd.
ounc that is produced by the disturbance of air (caused bv the

movement of water or air) in sea, river, mountain-caves etc., is
called avyaktd. Each of these (varieties of sound) is liable to the
afore-said four stages (of development) classified as santa etc.,m ot i their couises of creation and dissolution. The objects denoted
are a so of four types corresponding to the classification of sound as
anta etc. Sakti manifesting herself in such manner is known asan a. his japa 2

is called madhyama, which exists encirclingmam es e sound (like varna etc.). Sakti in the form of (pronounced)

fu
Pr°dUCed Pom bodily contact; one who is inhered by

a l le polarized (anuviddha) one; and one who is produced by
rec ( luman) effort all these four £aktis

,

3 which are beingmam este
, determine the superimposition of denoted objects on the

^
U

,

ndand are collectively known as the last (fourth) state (of sound),(a i) is revealed in sound (either) as related to the objects of sound
or a.s ota y unrelated as in the three (other) phases (of sound),

4 and
this realization, which is achieved by means of mantras, is, verily,
t e supreme japa. That which is defined in the LaksmI Tantra as
consisting o Agni and Soma

, which is approachable after (the adept)
goes eyond (sound s) polarized expressions as the objects denoted
an t e (sound) denoting (them) and crosses the (sea of) night
(ignorance), pervaded by LaksmI (as tamas), is manifested in the
orm o arika. (The adept) should purify all mantras by merging
them in the vast ocean of Tara, the motionless, which is Absolute
bliss infusing himself with her presence. Then he should worship
them (as merged) in her, and hence illumined by her special grace.
\\ hereupon he should meditate on the deity of the mantra by
(performing) ordinary and special (rites). While engaged in this way

1 This explains the terms pratilomaja and anulomaja .

2 Tarika, the mantra.
3 Four aspects of the same vaikliavi-sakti.
4 Madhyama, pa£yantl and santa (para).
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he should perform the japa of the mantras. Since this japa is ever-

lastingly worshipped, he should visualize the appearance of paiti-

cular deities of mantras, their special (bodily) positions and other

systematic saniskaras ,
in conformity with the injunctions of

scripture. This omniscient japa is considered to be the Absolute.

26-

27. Narada:—This great secret should not be revealed to the

unworthy. No sooner had she said this than she disappeared into

the ether like a flash of lightning. Having received this precious

treasure, Sakra rejoiced and was freed from care.

27-

38. Atri:—Whereupon, O lady, illustrious Narada cease

speaking. O beauteous lady, the illustrious Sri was worshipped b>

Indra. Amazed, Indra immediately betook himself to the abo e

of Brahma. When asked, he duly told Brahma eveiything. W en

questioned, the wise Brahma narrated this to the Prajapatis.

(renowned) sages heard it from Narada on the Malaya .mountain.

Arigiros taught Pavaka this excellent Tantra. Pavaka (handed it on

to) Katyayana and he (in turn) imparted this (knowledge) to

Gautama in his hermitage. Gautama (handed it onto) Bharad\aja,

and he to the great sage Garga, and Garga to Asita, Devala an t le

sage Jaiglsavya. The (latter) sage taught the pitaras and conse-

quently overcame all temptations. The daughter of Ekanjananna

pika ( ?), who was created from his own mind, taught it to her so

the great sage Vyasa, and Vyasa to his son the excellent yo&m

Suka. Suka narrated it to the Prajapati, named Svarbhanu.

Yasistha taught it to the wise Arundhatl, who taught Narada.

the yogins, such as ICapila and others, obtained this Tantra of

LaksmI from him. The moon-crested Samkara narrated it to Parvati.

Hiranyagarbha, the spokesman of yogins, (explained) it to Saras\ a-

ti. All the loyal wives of gods, the sages who have revealed know-

ledge of Brahman and the yogins always regard the LaksmI Tantra

as their means of deliverance. Learning it from Brahma, O wise one,

I have given a full account of it to you, who are cherished an

loved by me.

39-55. O Anasuya, listen again to this short (exposition) with a

mind free from intolerance. Having heard it, you should practise 1

carefully and meticulously. Your mind should be focussed on the

image of LaksmI and Narayana, casting aside all the distracting

sins present in this ocean of (transient) existence. If a sin be com-

mitted by chance or through ignorance, LaksmI and Narayana,
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when propitiated, very soon spontaneously obliterate (its effect).

Do not worry about how they (the divine couple) achieve their aims.

Occupy yourself with protecting humanity. Consciously and
spontaneously practise humility, which comes from the conviction
that always, in all places, in all circumstances anil by all means,
Hari, the possessor of Sri, will protect those who take refuge with
Him. (In problems of life) regard Laksmi’s husband as the only
means to achieve (anything) and the only end (worth achieving),
and lay yourself and everything you own at the feet of Sri’s consort.
Dear lady, here I conclude my narration of this scripture, of its

meaning and its results obtained, of this sublime knowledge, the
Laksmi Iantra, together with its secret implications and a short
summary, which I have done with care. On no account should y° 11

pass it on to a non-devotee of Vasudeva. You should teach this
excellent Iantra to him whose mind is solely occupied with Laksmi

a s husband. It should never be studied in front of an
mlidel, or before anyone who has not taken the bath (preliminary
to the taking) of a vow, or before those who are hostile towards
parents, who abuse sacred scriptures and contradict their teachers,
w 10 are against married couples, or who hate women. Only those
w 10 lave taken a bath (preparatory to) vowing (to study) the Vedas,
who are dear to parents and teachers and never abuse sacred
scriptures, possess discriminating knowledge of absolute and
conditional (reality), who are reverent believers and graced by
a sml and Laksmi s husband, who understand the divisions of

ritual performances and sacrifices, who are familiar with the
injunctions of other Tantras and know the process of yoga and its

subordinate rites, who know the real nature of things (as expounded)
in all sacred scriptures, who know the Vedas and Vedangas as well as
t le octiine of I asupati, who are capable of thinking logically and
know all that comes under the discussion of logic and other means
o 'nowledge and who have knowledge of all spiritual sciences, are
worthy of receiving this instruction.

om. Adoration to Vasudeva, whose beloved is Sri. om. Adoration
to the wife of Visnu, whose beloved is Narayana. Adoration to
eternally pure knowledge, the (supreme) cause of creation, the
completely tranquil knowledge, that is identical with the (state of)

Laksmi and Narayana.
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Abhinivesa, 6411., 66
Abhimati, 30
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Abhimana, 204, 361
Abhiseka, 269, 276
Abhyavaharika, 220
Abhyasa, 294-5
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280, 343
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Avabhrta, 330
Avastambha, 292
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Avyaktaprakrti, XXIII
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Asvin, 366
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Astangapranam a, 22511.

Asarvajna, XXX
Asita, 371
Asrj/361

Asura, 52
Asta, 9
Astra, i6r, 173, 195, 20911.
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208, 234!., 25411., 31 1, 319
Asmita, 6411., 66
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Ahata, 232
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Acamana, 199, 222, 251, 337
AcamanTya, 220, 222, 232, 248
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Acarya, 269, 2 7on.
Atman, 8, 42, 248, 288
Atmaniksepa, 94-5
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Aditya, 347
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Adisiddha, 1950., 237
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Adhara cakra, 154
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Amala, 304, 31 1, 323
Amalaka, see amala
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A rad liana, XXII
Arya, 26
Arsa, 1 3 1

Alambana, 25011.

Alocana, 32
Avahana, 21 off., 224
Avahana-mudra, 21911.

Asaya, 66-7, 16S
Asvalayana, 277
Asana, 213, 220, 25011.

Ahnika, 147, 359
Ahlada, 136, 161. 163
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Ijya, 8911.

Ida, 7511., 23911., 27911., 330-32
Idam, 267n.
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Idampad a, 74
Iddha, 141, 145
Indirasuta, 33611.

Indu, 168
Indukhanda, 359, 361
1 11duman (Jala, I93n.
Indhana, 141
Ista, 140-1, 145

Iksana_ 236n.
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Isa, i6n.f., 64, 271, 273
Isana, 21411., 26411.
Isitavya, i6n.f., 64
I^ivara, 28, i68n., 176, 271, 273ff.
Isvarata, 99
ISvaranusandhana, 33111., 3340.
Isvari, 349

Ucatana, 262
Uccaihsravas, 411.

Ucchvasa, 102
Uttama, 136
Utsaha, 306
Udaya, 9, hi, 142, 172
Uddama, 135
Udbhijja, 68
Udyati, ion.

Udyama, 159
Udyoga, 33
Unmesa, ion., 35, 39, 100, 144, 332
Upakarana, 16
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Upanayana, 258n.
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Upamsu, 252
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Rddhi. 304
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Ekavlra, 26
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Ojas, see tejas
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Ausadha, 135
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Kadamba, 305, 314
KapardI, 28
Kapila, 2211., 60, 341, 371
Kamala, 27, 45
Kampa, 217
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KarmalaksmI, 299
Karma£rl-mantra, 299
Karmasamya, 70
Karmatmanah, 40
Kalana, 83
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Kaladhvan, 1 10

Kali yuga, 2i8n.
Kall&vara, 307
Kalkin, 60
Kalpa, 9011.
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Kavacamudra, 130
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Kanva, 23!., 277
Katyayana, 277, 371
Kantatman, 60
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Kama, 2, 78, 139
Kamadhenu, 28, 138

Kamadhenu-mudra, 196
KamesvarT, 46
Kamyayaga, 26211.

Karpanya, 94f.
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Karana, 203
Kala, XXIII, 29, 38, 40, 83, 92,

138m, 160, 215, 271, 345
Kalakuta, 4
Kalakurma, 212

Kalanemighna, 60

Kalapavaka, 136
Kalamaya, 29
Kalaratrl, 26

Kalavahni, see kalanala

Kalanala, 137, 143, 161, 164

Kali, 40
Kalya, 29
Kasyapa, 233, 277

KasyapI, 113

Kimsuka, 305, 314
Kincitkara, 41
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Knnda, 56, 213, 241, 317
Kubera, 2i4n., 36611.
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Kulaya, 35
Kusa, 1 3 1 , 152, 232, 26011., 324
Kustha, 24911.

Kurca, 26011.

Kurma, 2211., 208, 215
Krta, 214, 236
Krta yuga, 21811.
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Krsna, 26
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Krodatman, 60
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269
Ksatra, 262
Ksatriya, 118, 12311., 273n.

Ksalana, 249
Kslroda, see kslrarnava
Kslrarnava, 4, 6, 213, 2i5n.

Ksudra, 68
Ksudha, 26
Ksetra, 98, 1 15
Ksetrajna, 8, 42, 98, 1 15
Ksetresa, 1

1 3 , 193
Ksetresvara, see ksetresa

Ksepana, 106

Kham, 287
Khaganana, 215
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Khadga, 26411.

Khadira, 319
Kharva, 215
Kharva-blja, 208

Kharva, 113

Khani, 40
Khila, 102

Gahga, 47, 199 .
235 »

292 » 355

Gana, 77
Ganesa, 194. 237 »

264
Ganesa-mantra, 237

Ganesa mudra, 194

Ganesvara, see Ganesa

Gati, ior
, 144

GadadhvamsI, 135

Gadadhara, 135

Gandha, 30
Gandharva, 77
GandhasrI, 204
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Garuda-mantra, 215

Garga, 371
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Gunavatl, 204, 361
GunaSrT, 204
Gunasuksma, 204
GunasuksmasrI, 204
Gunatmika, 81

Guru, 194
Gurunya, 242, 367
Gulgula, 317
Gulgulu, 242, 367
Guhyaka, 339
Grhnana, 290
Grhltika, 290
Go, 28, 113
Gopana, 135, 172, 184
Goptrtvavarana, 95
Goloka, 39n.

Govinda, 6on.

Gautama, 277, 371
Gaurl, XXXf., 28, 30, 50, 112, 138

GranthiparnI, 249
Grasana, 7m.
Grahana, 106

Grahaka, 35811.

GrahayantI, 290
Grahya, 358n.

Ghana, 291 11.

Gharmamsu, 135
Ghusta, 290
GhusyantI, 290
Ghoratva, 31

Ghora, 179
GhosayantI, 290
Ghosavarna, 101

Ghosasambhava, 138
GhosanI, 138
Ghosa, 290
Ghosetara, 290
Ghosonmesa, 290

Cakra, 29, 152, 172

Cakra-asana, 152

Cakraka, 338
Cakra-mantra, 1 74f.

Cakra-mudra, I72f.

Cakrangl, 322
Cakrabja-mandala, 270, 273^, 31m,

Cakri, 167
Cancala, 135
Canda, 24, 234
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Candika, 23f.

CantJI, 23!.

Caturgati, 167

Caturmurti, see caturvyuha

Caturvyuha, XXV, nn.f., 79n * 92

Caturhotr, 156
CatuspadI, 101
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Candra, 42, 207, 338, 345
Candrakalastuti, XVII
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Candrl, 208
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Carca, 85
Carya, XXIf
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Cinta, 47
Cudakarana, 25811.

Cetana, 73
Cetya, 73
Caitanya, XXXIV, 8on.
Caitya, 41, 65
Codana, 20811., 364

Chandah, 135
Chandahpati, 135, 167
Chaladhvamsin, 135

Jagadyoni, 138, i 4 if.

Jatila, 249
JacJayuja, see Yonija
Jana, yjn., i66n., 256n.
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Janmahantr, 135
Japa, XVIII, 115, 121, 131, i33
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Jaya, 151, 193, 234
Jayadeva, 166
JayantI, 306
Jayabhadra, 304
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Jaya-mantra, 317ft.

Jaya ariga-mantra, 305
Jaya murti-mantra, 305
Jaladhikarana, 29
Jagrat, 56ff.

Jatakarman, 258n.

Jati, 101

Jati-mudra, 360
Jighrksa, 290
JIva, XXVII, XXXf., 34, 3 6f.,

39ff., 65ft., 696., 78/84, 92, 107,
109, 138, 203, 286

JIva(deha)kosa, 44n., 67
Jivaiakti, 169

Jihvamullya, 113

Jihvamulasthita, i7on.

Jaigisavya, 371
Jaina, 138
Jnana pada, XXI

Jnanasakti, 31, 46, njSn.

Jnana samadhi, no, 201

Jvala, 135

Jhasa, 167

Dambika, 117

Tagara, 249
Tattva, 39L, 83, 114, 120, 124, 126,

160, 164, 203
Tattvadharaka, 136, 167
Tattva diksa, 273
Tattva paddhati, 8 in., 352
Tattva-mudra, 279n.
Tattvadhvan, 110
Tantra, 3, 102, 278, 29m., 294
Tantra siddhanta, XVIII, 266n.
Tantrantara siddhanta, XVIII, 266
Tanmatra, 30, 83, 130, 13811., 202
Tapa, 77, i66n., 256n.
Tamas, XXIII, XXIV, 2, 1 1, 15, 27!.,

38, 40, 64!., 67, 72n.f., 8iff., I29n.,

142, 201, 203, 2o6n., 2i4f., 293f.,

361, 37°
Tarpana, I98n., 200, 222n., 251, 263,

278, 284
Tarka-mudra, 299
Talatala, 77n.
Tapana, 1

Tamasa, 50
TamasI, 25
Tarksya, 208
Tara, I26f., 130, 157., 163
Taraka, see Tara
Taranada, 290
Tara-mantra, 134!., 164, 197, 2°9 ,

218, 238, 240, 29on., 293, 326,

328b, 339
Tara, see Tarika
Tarika, VI, 47, 90, 102, 123, 126, 132,
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161, I76
Tarikakrti, 138
Tarika blja-mantra, 303n.
Tarika pada-mantra, 300
Tarika-mantra, XIX, 203, 207, 209b,

219, 223b, 226, 232f., 234f., 246^

255, 257ff., 265, 272, 275f., 278,

280, 282f., 284, 286, 288, 290,

296ff., 299, 301, 326, 328b, 331,

337 ft-, 338ff., 347, 370
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Tarika vidva, 143
Tarim, 138
Tala, 56
Talalaksma, 136
Talu, 33811.

Tirodhana, XXVI, 65, 69, 30311.

Tirobhava, 67, 70, 78
Tirtha, 198
TIrtliasatta, 199
Tustida, 46
Turlya, XXX, 4011., 59n -. 7 2 »
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12411., 339
Turya, 14, 55, 57, 59, I2I »
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160, 166, 255, 357, 359
Turyatlta, 130, 255, 356k

TulasT, 253
Trpti, 136
Trsa, 26
Tejas, XXV, ion.f., 13, 2of., 39, 59.

70, 85, 90, 106, 1 14, 149. T 55» *6o,

169, 265, 27911.

Tejasvin, 135
Taijasa, 31, 34, 59, 13°

Tyaga, see 6aranagati

Trayl, XXVII, XXIXff., 28E, 112,

157. 172
Traylkarman, 111

Trasarenu, 22711.

Trana, 305
Triguna, 25, 81

Trigunatmika, see gunatmika
Trida£a, 61

Triratna, 279
Trilocana, 28
Trivarga, 158
Trivikrama, 60
Tristubh, 158, 283
Trisandhya, 28011.

Treta yuga, 21811.

Traigunya, 15, 23, 203
Trailokyai&varyada, 137, 141

Traivikrama, 46
Tryasra, 135

Daksa, 23311.

Daksina, 281
Danda, 26411.

Dandadhara, 136
Dandin, 31911.

Dattatreya, 2211., 47, 60

Dattavakasa, 136

Dantya, 33811.

Damana, 136
Darbha, 225
DarvI, 260
Dasakumaracaritam, 21911.

Dasaratha, 47
Da£ahotr, 156

Dasanana, 47
Darnodara, 60
Daya, 151

Dasa, 27311.

Dahapavaka, 207

Dik, XXVIII
Digbandha(na), 31811., 32611.

DIksa, 267
DIptiman, 135
Dlrghaghona, 135

Durga, XXIX, 23!., 52. &3 n.,. H 3 .

307
Durgasapta£ati, XVII
Durvasas, 4
Duratyaya, 26
Drsya, 290
Drsyamana, 290

Deva, 27311., 343
Devadatta, 135
Devapatnyas, 157

Devamitra, 34811.

Devayajna, 8911.

Devala, 369
Devah, 346
Devi, 343
Devlmahatmya, XXXIV
Dehanyasa, 209
Dehin, 4m.
Dainyam, 94
Dyuti, 305
Dravya, 101

Dvadasanta, 205ff., 25011., 254, 26811.,

332 . 338 - 34°. 348 - 363 f - 366

Dvaparayuga, 218

DvipadI, 101

Dvesa, 64a., 66
DharanI, 47, 113
Dharta, 136
Dharma, 21, 30, 47, 60, 78, 132, 215,

236
Dharesa, 136
Dhata, 27, 235n.

Dhatrlphala, 252
Dhaman, 1 19, 176
Dharana, 89, 107, hi, I 97 >

Dharanabandha, 198
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DharanasrI- (mantra), 298 f.

Dhara, XX, 47
Dharadhara, 136
DhT, 26, 46, 75, 215, 221, 225. 288f.
Dhyana, XVII, 89, 252
Dhyanadhivasana, 33m.
Dhyanavisramabhumayah

, 2 2n

.

Dhruva, 47, 49n., 60, 171, 275
Dhvaja, 264m
Dhvani, 102, 332

Nati, 207
Nanda, 51

Nandana, 324
Nara, 60
Narasambhava, 113
Narasimha, 60
Nava-padma-mandala, XIX
NavapadT, 101
N^ga, 77, 242f., 264n.
Nagakesara, 322
Nagasayinl, 113
Nage6a Bhatta, XVII
Nadi(ka), 133, 339
Nadi-cakra, 351
Nada, 100, i27ff., 203, 290, ^33 338

34i
;
358^

Nabhi-cakra, 33811., 3430.
Namakarana, 256m
Namarupa, i5n.

Narada, 3, 5, 371
Nigama, 146, 151
Nigraha, see tirodhana
Nityamukta, 141
Nitya-vibhuti, nn.
Nitya-samhrti, 68
Nitya, XXXIII, 46
Nityodita, i3n.

Nidra, 26, 46f.

Nimesa, 10, 139
Niyati, XXIII, 38, 40, I38n.
Niyama, 82, 300
Niranjana, 46, 138
Niralambanabhavanam, XXIV
Nirrti, 214a., 26411.

Nirguna, 204
Nirguna, 205
Nirnlti, 290
Nirvapana, 201

Nirvikalpapratyaksa, 32n.

Nivartaka, 165ft.

Nivrtti, 204, 361

Nisumbha, 5of.

Nisc.'iya, 33
Nisreni, 134
Nispumsana. 251
Nlvara, 25111.

Nryajna, 8911.

Nrsimha, 4911.

Nrsirnhavatara, see Nrsimha
Nemi, 136
Naimittika, 68
Naivedya, 246, 25711.

Nyagrodhasayin, 60
Nyasta, 21

1

Nyasa, 14, 8011.
, 146, 173, 199, 209!.,

215, 239, 246f., 265, 286n., 311,

3 I 3f-. 315. 3-2*. 328, 330. 334-
365

Pankaja, 29
Pancabindu, 145, 175, 296
Paiicahotr, 157 •

Pancopanisad-mantra, 9011.

Patala, 102
Pati, 138m
Pada, XXX, 115!., i2of., 164,

16911., 23411., 285, 359
Pada-mantra, 134, i98f.
Padam, 9, 75, 96, 269
Padartha, 33m
Padadhvan, no
Padma, 29, 152, 169, 209, 212, 2 1511.,

235, 264m, 345
Padmaka, 249
Padmakunda, 25711.

Padmanabha, 60, 113
Padmanidhi, 194
Padmasana, 1 1

3

Pantha, 136
Parama akasa, see paramam nabhah
Parama guru, 194
Paramavyoman, see paramam nab-
hah

Para, 203, 290, 347m, 370m
Paravasudeva, XXXII, 1311.

Paravyuha, 61 f.

Param Brahma, 9m
Paramam nabhah, 38ft., 101

Paramatman, 8, 137!., 175, 198
Paramatma-mantra, 133
Paramatmastha, 138
Parame£vara, 169
Paramesthin, 194, 237
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Paratlta, 330
Paramrta, 254
Paravara, 24
Pariklesa, 300
Paristarana, 26011.

Paryagnikarana, 261

Paryaiikasana, 24811., 251
Pala, 283, 309
Palasa, 131, 26211.

Pavitra, 173, 225, 260!., 326
Pasu, 13811., 350
Pascimanana, 142
Pasya, 290, 338, 342, 347, 369
PasyantT, XXX, 100, 112, 290, 333,

34°n., 34411., 369
Pasyetara, 290
Paka, 107
Patala, 5, 7711., 341
Patalasayana, 60, 113
Padya, 220k, 232, 248, 250!., 330,

337
Parijata, 411.

Parijatajit, 46
Parijatahara, 60
Parthiva, 19611.

Parvatl, 371
Pala, 27311.

Pavaka, 371
Pasa, 13811., 209f., 26411.

Pasupata, 5, 268
Pasanamani, 259a.
Pinga, 352
Pingala, 7511., 167, 23811. f., 279, 33off.

Pinda-mantra, ii5f., 122, 126, 160,

i68f., 198, 265, 278, 286, 296flF.,

359, 364
Pitaras, 146, 237
Pitrgana, 194
Pitrja, 31
Pitryajiia, 8911.

Pi6aca, 77, 252
Pums, XXVIIn., 30, 346
Purnsavana, 258
Pundarika, 29
Putraka, 269
Puman, 168
Pura£carana, i3of., 278
Pura^carana yoga, 297
Purl, 24
Purusa, IXf., 41, 84, 92, 116, 124,

157, 167, 169, 27411.

Purusa£akti, 170

Purusasrl-mantra, 299
Purusa-sukta, XXIV, 2of., 23n., 38,

40, 6in., 114, I5if., 217!!. , 221,

266, 328, 33611.

Pu rusesvara, 136
Purusottama, 35k, 86

Puskara, 29, 196, 351
Pusti, 46f.

Puraka, 200, 224
Purana, 197, 259
Purnariga, 136
PrthivI, 36, 124, 171, 361

Paustikakarman, 26211.

Prakarana, 102

]
3raka.^a, 81, 101

Prakrti, XXIII, XXXIII, nn., 21,

23/1., 27, 35, 37k, 40, 46, 52, 54, 64,

67!., 72, 81 fk, 107, no, 124, 12811.,

143, 164, 166, 202k, 205!!., 217,

22611., 27m. f., 274, 286!., 295, 340,

34if., 346, 352, 361
Prakrtikosa, XXVIII, XXX*
Prakrti-mantra, 27211.

Prakrtisrl, 299
Pracanda, 193, 234
Prajanatha, 366
Prajapati, XXVIII, 33^- 338 . 371

Prajapati Brahma, XXIV
Prajnadhara, 142
Pranava, 90, 123!., 128, 132,

I 55* I 57» 1 73 > 200, 203, 214, 2i8fk,

238, 272, 275, 279, 298, 338k, 347,

361
Pranlta, 260
Pratardana, 136
PratapI, 306
Pratipatti, 132
Pratibimbavada, XXXIn.
Pratibha, 99
Pratilomaja, 37011.

Pratistha, 98, 204, 254, 321, 325k,

330. 333*-. 361
Pratyaksa, XIX
Pratyaya, 98, 29m.
Pratyayartha, 7711.

Pratyalldha, 174
Pratyahara, 152, 338
Prathama, 135
Pradesinl, 19311.

Pradyumna, XXVIIIk, 12, 14, 20k,

27, 35fk, 47, 56, 6on., 92, 106k, 111,

126, 127^., 132, 159^, 242k, 3*66
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INDEX

Pradyumnasakti , 287

Pradhana, XXXVI, 28, 6311., 143,

167, 222, 271

Pradhanasrl-mantra, 299

Prapatti, 93 * 9&. x 49 f-. 334
Prabhuta, 31

Pramata, 37 f.

Prayata, 337
Prayatna, 34, 42, 83

Prayatnasthana, 112

Prayoga, 151

Pravartaka, i65f., (-mantra) 167

Prasada, 121, 305
Prasarana, 135
Prasuti, XXIII, XXIX, 35E, 38, 40,

64, 81, no, 164, 203, 361

Prasutiko&a, XXVIII, XXXIIIf.,

45n -

Prastara, 232
Prastha, 283
Pragvasana, 41

Prajapatya, 67
Prajna, 130

Prana, 29, 40ft., 67, 83, 133, 144,

i6of., 170, 175, 265, 292, 358f.,

361, 364
Prana nadl, 197
Pranayaga, 35m
PranasrI, 204
Prananam, 159
PranabodhinI, 290
Prana, 204, 290
Pranayama, 152, 20of., 224a., 238n.,

300, 348n.

Pratikulya, 94
Pradesa, 318
Prapana, 220, 223m, 225, 246, 265,

329, 337
Prayaicitta, 95E, 262
Prasadaka, 102

Prasada-mantra, 132m
Priyangu, 249, 25m.
Prlti, 46, 79, 1I2, 222
Pritivardhinl, 46
Preranl, 307
Proksana, 236n.

Proksanl, 260!.

Phullanayana, 136

Badara, see Badar!
Badarl, 312, 323

139 -

297 f"

Baddlia. 14 1

Bandhujlva, 244

Bandhuka. 213 0
Bala. XXV. XXVI I. ion., lit. *

29,35. 39. 70. 85. 1 ob, 160. -I

265, 292, 359
f

Balarama. 2on„ 47 . 56n.. > 66 '

21211 .

Bala. 322
Balakika, 243

BalakinI, 366

Bali. 8911.

Balagra, 22711.

Baliya, 269
Baliyantahkarana. 121

Bindu, 100. 129. i&7. 175. 2°3.

291. 358, 3& 1
- 364

Bimba, 2i5n., 224. 272. 344

Bilva, 6, 280, 323

Blja-mantra, 115^. I22 >
l 32 -

1 62 ff . ,
16911., 204. 2 7 lff.. -

301. 304, 3°6 *
359f . 363. 365

Buddhi, XXIII. XXXIII, 29I.. 33 -

35 f., 42, 47 . 67. 83. 2I 4 .
2 7 i

Buddliiyoga, 86

Buddhlndriya, 3 1

Budhyamana, 290

Budhyamanetara, 290

Brhaspati, 5 b

Bodha, ioo, 108, 114

BodhayantI, 29°

Bodha, 290
Bodhrl, 290
Brahma, see tara

Brahmataru, 262

Brahma-mudra, 299

Brahmayajna, 89n.

Brahmarandhra, 210, 226, 239 J -

254*- 330. 35^

Brahmavadin, 50

Brahmasila, 329 *-

Brahmasri, 299
BrahmasrI-mantra, 298

Brahmasthana, 227

Brahma,XXVI I,XXIXff.. 4f„ 26 29 .

36. 50, 52, 8811., 90, 1 12, 1 17, i 65n -’

243, 261, 26411., 297f., 343 .

352

Brahmahjali, 299

Brahmanda, 35 *-' II0
’
2T2

* 34°

Brahmandakosa, XXVIII, XXX
Brahmi, 26, 49. 88, 343n -
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Bhakti, 8on., 354n -

Bhagavatl, 2 3f.

Bhagavaddharma, 2

Bhagavaddharmasarnhita, 2

Bhagavadyajiia, 24
Bhagavan, XXIII, 23!., 38f.

Bhattaraka, 27311.

Bhadra, 23511.

Bhadrakall, XVII, XXIX, 23

Bhadra, 23L
Bhadrasana, 250
Bharadvaja, 371
Bhallataka, 1 36
Bhavat, 45, 48, 54, 58, 62, io2f., 119.

140
Bhagavata, 175, 197 *

273n »
2 77

Bhagavata dharma, 3

Bhanu, 1

Bharatl, 26
Bhargavl, 47
Bhava, 44f., 48, 58. 62!., 09. I02f-

119, I4O
Bhavabhumika, 37
Bhavasrsti, 67
Bhavasana, 236, 239, 241, 258

Bhavasana-mudra, I 93n -

Bhaviki, 67
Bhasa, 28
Bhaskara, 143
Bhaskararaya, XVII
Bhuvah, 5, 7711., 15711.. l66 -

256n >

27911 .

Bhuvana, XXX, 5n., ion., 2Sn., 47,

77n., 1 2of
. , 160, 2i5n., 256n.

Bhuvanapala, 136
Bhuvanesvarl, 138
Bhuvanadhvan, no, 121, 14 1

Bliu, 5, 157, 166, 279n., 346

Bhuta-mantra, 203
Bhutabhavana, 135
Bhutayajna, 89n.
Bhuta£uddhi, 202, 204, 2iof., 218,

25911., 36iff.

Bliutasrl, 299
Bhutatman, 135
Bhutadi, 3of., 215
Bhuti, see Bhutisakti
Bhuti&akti, XXIX, 154ft., 162, 176,

259, 267n.f.

Bliurja, XXI, 313, 320
Bhrgu, 47, 277
Bhokta, XXVI, 40, 64, 107, 128

Bhoktrsakti, 350
Bhoga, 64, 275
Bhogayaga, 239
Bhogasthana, 241

Bhogyasakti, 350
Bhojyasana, 24Sn.

BhautikI, 67
BhramanI, 307, 3 21

Bhramarl, 52

Mandapa, 249
Mandala, 102, 138, 227, 232, 234,

242m, 256n., 264, 270, 299, 34<>I-

Mani, 34Sn.

Matsya„ 22n.

Madana, 242, 367
Madhu, 50, 276, 295
Madhuparka, 219, 222b, 248, 251, 337

Madhura, 47
Madhusudana, 60

Madhyama, XXX, 74n »
IO°'

1 1 6, 333, 33 s * 342 > 344n *» 35 «»

369!-
Madhyamavrtti, 74
Madhya, see madhyama
Manas, XXIII, XXXIII, 31, 33 •»

67, 138m, 203, 355

Manu, XXXIII, 34, 68

Manuputra, XXXIII
Manomaya, 35n.

Mantranyasar 1*987 208, 365

Mantramayl tanu, 97
Mantramatrka, 124!.

Mantra-sastra, XVII, XXII
Mantrasiddhi, 285n.

Mantra siddh5.nta, XVIII, 266n.

Mantradhvan, no
Mantrasana, 248n.

Mantranusandhana, 333 ^*

Manvantara, 68

Marlci, 34
Marta, 5m
Mardana, 143
Malaya, XXI, 3 . 37 1

Masura, 328
Maha, 77n., i66n., 256n., 33 1

Mahat, XXVII, XXXIII, 23, 29L.

34, 36, 67, 79, 81, 83* x 32 '
2°3n *,

MahZklll,
7
XXIII, XXIX, 26, 28f.,

36, 49f., 1

1

2

Mahatala, 77n.
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Mahadhenu, see Mahavidya
Mahanasa, 226
Mahananda, 107
Mahapataka, 276
Mahapapa, see mahapataka
Mahabala, 306
Mahamandala, 270
Mahamaya, 1, 24, 26f., 30, 164
Mahamarl, see Mahakali
Mahamoha, 64ft., 307
Mahayana, XXXIV
Mahayoga, 288
Mahayoni mudra, 308
MahalaksmI, XVII, XXIII, XXIX,

23 » 27, 36, 40, 45, 49, 112, 126, 138,
300

Mahalaksml-mantra, 300
MahalaksmI-vidya, 143
MahavanI, see Mahavidya
Mahavidya, XXIII, XXIX, 1, 26,

28
» 36, 40, 45n., 49f.

Mahavidya blja, 142
Mahavibhuti, 88n.
Maha&akti, 149
Mahasri, XXIX, 23!., 27, 29, 300
Mahima, 46, 112
Mahisa, 50
MahisamardinI, 49!., 165
Mahendra, 366
MaheSvara, 165
Mahe&varl, 23
Ma, 68

Mata, 3811.

Matrka, XXX, 109, u 2 f., 123!., 126,

343n -

Matrka pitha, I23n.f.

Matrka-mantra, 127
Matrka yantra, 126
Matrda£a, 4of.

Matra, 116
Madhava, 6on.

Madhyandina, 175, 277
Mana, 3811.

Manava, 2 in., 34
Manasa, 252
Manasara, 228n.

Manasalambana, 120
Maya, XXIII,XXVI, XXIX, 1, im.,

24 » 38 » 4°» 44n *; 46, 49 , 81, no,
II 2f„ 137, 145, 16I, I64, 167, 175,
203* 205ff., 210, 216, 241, 271,

298, 3oif., 321, 323, 361, 364

Maya anga-mantra, 307
Mayakosa, XXVIII, XXX, XXXIV,

3 ^. 45n » 20511.

Maya-mantra, 321
Mayamaya, 307, 321
Maya murti-mantra, 306, 321
Maya yoga, 24
Mayasrl, 204
Mayin, XXXIII, 68
Marana, 26211.

Masa, 328
Mamsa, 361
MamsI, 249m, 322
Miti, 38n.
Mitra, XXVIII, 33
Mlnadhara, 46
Mukta, 14 m.
Mukti, 7on.

Muktimarga, 132
Mucukunda, 26211.

Mudita, 147
Mudga, 25m., 29m.
Mudgara, 264
Mudra, 154, 193, 20m., 215, 276,

29911., 307ff., 311, 314, 3i6n.f.,

321, 328
Mudhatva, 31
Murti, 168
Murti-mantra, in, 100
Murdha, 338n.
Mula, I99f., 240
Mula-mantra, 310
Muladhara, 133, 212, 291, 338
Musta, 24911.

Mrga, 77
Mrtyunjaya-mantra, 159
Mekhala, 25711.

Meda, 361
Medha, 305
Meru, 166, 253, 339, 355
Maitri, 147
Moksa, 78
Moksada, 132
Mota, 322
Mora, 1 16
Moha, 66
MohinI, 24, 307

Yaksa, 352
Yaks! (ini), 138, 252, 285
Yajur(veda), 102, 129m, 132, 156!.,

1 75 . 213, 277, 336
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Yajur- lantra, 329
Yajun aya-mantra, 157
Yantra 98, 117, i6S, 283, 294, 325

Yama, 113, 152, 214m, 26411., 300

Yamui a, 235
Yava, 12711.

YasasI arl, 46
Yuga, 218, 236, 366
Yuka, 22711.

Yoga, XXI, XXXlf., XX, 6211., 66,

70, 8, 80, 85, 8911., 92f., 98, 149.

153! , 171, 216, 2S7, 289, 292, 296,

303, 326, 331ft., 33sf > 34s * 356
Yogadhata, 135
Yoganidra, 50
Yoga )ada, XXII
Yogai laya, XXIX
Yogi i. XXXIV, 175
Yoni, 81, 212, 31911.

Yonij.t, 68

Raktadantika, 51
Raksc., 98, 252
Rariga, 113
Rajas, XXIII, XXVIIIf., 2, nn., 15,

20, 23, 28, 31, 38, 40, 67, 7211. f.,

81, 83, 12911., 142, 203, 20611., 214,

293 f-> 361
Rati, XXIX, 36, 46k, 1 12, 141
Ratharenu, 22711.

Rama, 39, 290
Rasa, 30, 207, 366
Rasa&rl, 204
Rasatala, 7711.

Rahasya, 8811.

Raksasa, 77
Raga, 6411., 13811.

Raja, 322
Raj ill, 14
Rama, 47, 60, 6311., 170
Rahujit, 60
Rukminl, 4511., 47
Rudra, XXIX, XXXI, 28, 42, 112,

129
Rupa, 30
RupasrI, 204
Recaka, 20m., 238, 258, 26311.

Reta, 361
Repha, 112
Revatl, 47
Rocana, 313, 320
RohinI, 166

Laksana, 34011.

Laksmldhara, 199
Laksml-mantra, 114, 153. 3 10

LaksmI-mantranyasa, 310

Laksmlmurti-rnantra, 303, 310

Laksmlmurti-mantranyasa, 310

Laksmlsakti, 137*

Laghu, 40
Lambodan, 113

Laya, XXVI, XXXIII, 130

Layayaga, 223, 225, 240, 310

Lalitasahasranamam, XVII, XXIn.

Larigalastra, 166

Labha, 151

Lavanya, 304, 3iof.

Likhitam, H 9n.

Liriga, 67, 84
Lingaja, 67
Liksa, 22711.

Lila*, 18

Lllavibhuti, nn., 88n.

Laingika, 67
Lokanatha, 60
Lokanatlia-mudra, 195

Lokesa, see Lokanatha

Lodhra, 47

Vaca, 2490.

Vajra, 195, 26411.

Vajropala, 27111.

Vadavavaktra, 60

Vanamala, 57, 9of» I25 *
* 74 »

2°9 *-'

242, 245, 366, (lika) 243

Varabhaya mudra, 195

Varaha, 22n., 47, 60, 63

Vanina, 172, 214m, 264a.

Varuna-mantra, 186

Varga, 101, I24n.

Varganta, 160, 167

Varna, XXX, 109, 116, 168, 37°

Varna-marga, hi
Varnairama, 80

Varma, 161, 242
Varma-mantra, 171, 25411.

Va£ikarana, 262n.

Vasistha, 52f., 339, 34 1 * 355 » 37 1

Vahni, 167, 204, 361

Vak, 26, 102

Vagl§a, see Vagi£vara

Vagl£vara, 60, 305
Vagl6varl, 112L, 237
Vagbhava, 139I.

25
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Vagbhavablja-mantra, 14m.
Vacaka, 358
Vacika, 252
Vacya, 358 (ta) 100

Vata, 1 12

Vamana, 47, 60, 167
Vayavya, 19611.

Vayu, 124, 21411., 26411.

Vanina, 196
Varunl, 4, 113
Vasana, 66f., 71, 92, 227
Vasudeva, XXVIII, 8f., 1 in.f., 2ofb,

28, 36f., 39, 55, 58ff„ 73, 79ff., 85,

88, 90, 92, io6f., no, 120, 127,
130, 160, 221, 242b, 287, 355, 366,

372 (ta) 39
Vikalpa, 33, 42, ioi, 326
Vikara, 34, 64
Vikaraka, 366
Vikramin, 135
Vikranti, 113
Vijaya, 193, 23511.

Vijaya, 165, 306
Vijnana, 13, 20, 35, 90
Vijnanamaya, 35n.

Vijnana£akti, 31
Vitala, 7711.

Vidya, 28, 46, ii2f., 133, 13811.!.,

142ft., 146ft., 204, 361
Vidyadhara, 77
Vidyadhideva, 60
Vidvesana, 262
Vidhata, 235a.
Vidhana, 17211.

Vidhi, 27
Vidhi-vidhana, I72n.
Vinayaka, 113
Vindhya, 51
Vipaka, 66f.

Vipracitti, 51
Vibudha, 136
Vibhava, XX, XXV, XXIX, 14, 22,

55. 57 f *> 6ofb, 86, 92, 113, 120,
i6 7> 357

Vibhavari, 138
Vibhlsika, 243, 366
Vibhu, 4m., 56
Vibhuti, 8, 46, 112, 342
Vimdna, 200
Viraja 34
Virat (Viraj), XXVII, 34, 36, 67
Virinci, 27!., 36, 352

Visakhayupa, XVIII, XXIX, 58ff.

Visuddhadhvan, 19
Visesa, 34, 67, 164, 34011., 344
Visesana, 3311.

Visrama, 1 1

1

Visva, 8, 129b
Visvakama, 113
Vi£vabhavana, 135
Vi£varupa, 8, 40
Visva, 1 13
ViSvatman, XIX
Visvapyayakara, 136
Visvamitra, 341
Visnu, XXIX, 12911., 16511.

Visnusakti, XIX, 112, 351
Visvaksena, 90, 195, 243, 246, 263!.
Visarga, 31, 101, 113, 125, 128
Visarjana, 264
Visarjana-mantramudra, 195
Visrsti, 124, 145
Vistara, 135
Vihangama, 60
Vlrya, XXV, XXVII, iofb, 2 of., 29,

35, 39, 70, 85, 90, 106, 1 14, 149,

160, 265
Vrtti, 32, 61

Vrddhi, 304
Vrsakarman, 136
Vetala, 252
Veda, 1, 4!., 13, 25, 89, 95, 122, 129,

172, 269, 281, 324, 326, 340, 343,

347. 349, 355, 3^6, 372
Vedagarbha, 26
Vedavid, 60
Vedavidya, 113
Vedatman, 132
Vedaiiga, 372
Vedanta, XXVIII, XXXIV, 20, 25,

70, 72, 150, 163, 292, 342, 346b
Vedanta De£ika, XXII
VedI, 221
Vedhas, 352
Vaikarika, 31
Vaikuntha, 234^, 325
Vaikhari, XXX, 34, 100, 112, 333,

338, 344n -, 347» 35on » 35$, 3^-
Vaikhari-6akti, 37on.

Vaikhanasa, XXIII
Vaijayantimala, i74n.

Vaidehl, 113
Vairagya, 30, 213, 294
Vaivasvata (Manu), 51
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Vaisya, 53, 117, 12311., 129, 27311.

Vaisvanara, 346
Vaisnava, XXXIV, I27f., 284

Vaisnava guru, 117

Vaisnava-mantra, 280

Vyaktasama, 370
Vyakta, 370
Vyakti, ill

Vyakhya(mudra), 237
Vyapaka, 161

Vyapakanyasa, 310
Vyapaka-mantra, 134
Vyapara, 58
Vyapara£akti, 73
Vyapin, 143, i6of., 170, 173, 175

Vyapti, 1 10

Vyasa, 2211.. 371
Vyahrti, 123, 132, 157, 279k
VyucchantI, 290
Vyutkrama, 143
Vyusita, 290
VyususI, 290
Vyusta, 290
Vyuha, XVIIff., XXV, XXXf., nn„

i3f., 16, igf., 23n., 36, 39, 54 ff *

62, IOO, 106, IIO, II2n., 120, I22f.,

129, 156, 159, 164, i66n.f., 205,

357 *-

Vyiiha-£akti, 112, 205
Vyuhantara, XXX, 4, 22, 60, no,

1 12, 357
Vyoma(n), 24, 28k, 161, 203, 207,

215, 28711., 361
Vyomarekha, 231
Vyomesa, i4iff., 145, 297!.

VyosusI, 290

Samkara, 3!., 28, 90, 96, 343n *»

37i
Samkaracarya, XXIV, XXXI, 15

Sakuna-sukta, 326
Saktikosa, XXVIII, XXXIV 36k

Saktigrasanakrt (-mantra), 173
Saktigrasa-mantra, 172
Saktipata, XXXI
Saktimat, XXV
Sakti mudra, 195
Saktiyantra, 226m
SaktI&a, 60
Sanku, 229n.

Sankha, 56, 235
Sarikhanidhi, 194

Sabda, 30, 99, 114, i 24 >
* 3°, 332 ^-*

343n - ,

Sabdabrahman, XXX, 101, 109!.,

114, 121, I27f., 132, 140, 154, I 7 1 .

206, 216, 218k, 226, 333 *-» 336 > 338 »

358
Sabdasakti, 140, 2o6n., 256n., 332

Sabdairl, 204
Sabdasamhara, 333
Sabdanusandhana, 332

Sambara, 307
Saranagati, XXXII, 93*. 277

Sarlradhara, 154

Salala, 242, 367
Samkari, 243, 366

Sakambharl, 52

Sakta Agama, XVII
Saktatantra, XXII
Sakti, XXXIV
Satk 248
Santa, 8, I2n., ioof., i 4°» *45

Santatva, 31, 99*-

Santata, see Santatva

Santarupa, 100

Santam, 332
Santa, 24, 35n., 338 » 344 » 347 * 35 •

369*-

Santatman, 60

Santi, 36, 39 ,
^ 2

>
* 72n- 204

Santikarman, 334n -

Santirupa, 138
Santida, 136
Santodita, i3n *» 99n -f*

Santonmesa, see Santodita

Santyatlta, 204, 361

Sarngin, 91, 96 , 120, 337

Sali, 248, 251, 260, 283k, 3M

36!

SaSvata, 167

Sastr, 136
Sastra, x, 95 f *. 102 >

122

Sikha, 209n., 242

Siras, 169, 209. 24 *

Sirali(-mantra), 157

Siva, see Samkara
Sira, 264a.

Suka, 371
Sukra, 157
SuddhaSakti, 205n.

Suddhasattva, 72
Suddhasattvamayl, 22n.

Suddhi, 46
Subha, 298
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Sumbha, 5of.

Sudra, n8, 123, 27311.

Sunya, 28711.

Sunyabhava, 288n.

Sunyamaya, 40
Sula, 26411.

Sesa, 212
Saileya, 249a.

Saiva, 5, 138, 350
Sosaka, 106

Saunaka, 81, 336
Sraddha, 345f.

Srama, i3n.

Sraddha, I94f.

Sraddhadharma, XVII
Srikantha, 113
Sridhara, 6on.

Srinivasa, 85
Sripati, 46, 60

Srlblja-mantra(-mudra), 193
Srivatsa, 57, 90, 155, 243
Sri-sukta, XXXV, i 57 , 219 2 23f

26611., 328f„ 334f., 337> 35,
Sruti, XXXIII, 3, 81, 1 72, 305
Syamaka, 25m.
Sveta, 167

Sat padma, 290
Sathi, 249n.

Sadanganyasa, 279m
Sadadhvanah, XXX, 168
Saddhotr, 157
Soda£amatra, 238n.

Samjfia, 115, 133, 136, 1G0, 297!
359

Sam
jna-mantra, 161, 169!., 296

Samyama, XXXII, 86
Samrambha, 33, 42
Samvid, 15, 77
Samsara, 91, 276, 351
Samsrava(homa), 263
Samskara, 100, 116, 121, 371
Samstambhana, 239
Samstarana, 263n.

Samhara, see Samhrti
Samhita, I72n.

Samhrti, 65, 68, 71, 91
Samkarsana, XXVIII, i2ff., I9f.,

28, 35 f-. 39. 56 . 6on., 92, 106,
III, 1x4, 123, 127, 1 29I., Xj9f.,

166, 242f., 287., 366

Samkalpa, 33, 159, 222, 225, 26711.

,

287, 321
Sarngati, 100
Saguna, 28n.

SagunaSakti, 2311.

Sankoca, XXVII
Sarnnyasa, see saranagati
Sati, 28
Sattva, XXIII, XXIX, 2, 1 in., i 5>

23, 26, 28, 3 1 f
. , 38, 40, 67, 72!., 81,

83* 9b, 12911., 142, 150, 198, 201,
203, 2o6n., 214, 343!., 361

Satpratigraha, 15

1

Satya, 61, 7711., 106, r66n., 25611.,

350
Satya, 1 13, 350
Saddharmapara, 149
Sandhya, 151, 281
Sannidhi, 239
Sannirodha, 239
Saptarsi, 68
Saptahotr, 157
Samayl, 269
Samayopadesa, 27511.

Samastipurusa, 40
Samadhi, XXXII, 53, 85!., 89, i3of. #

H9 , 152, 293!., 357
Samahita, 200
Sanirddhi, 304
Sampata(homa), 271!.
Sampu'tita, 3 1911.

Sampradana, 77
Sarasvati, XXIX, 26, 28, 35, 46,

126, 165, 256, 292, 305, 341, 352,
37i

Sarasvatl-vidya, 142
Sarupata, 109
Sarga, 106
Sarvakamada, 46
Sarvakalika, 116
Sarvakrt, 4m.
Sarvatomukha, 114
Sarvatyaga, XIX
Sarvarodhaka, 136
Sarvavedadi, 132
Sarvahitayoga, 288
Sarvasandharanaksama, 132
Sarvausadhi, 249
Salaksana, 74
Salila, 101
Savana, 131
Sahasrara, I9n., 167
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Saliasrara-mantra, 168

Saksin, 84
Sattvata, XVIII, XXIII, 3, 14, 60,

70, t 2911., 326, 329, 334
Sattvika, 6911.

Sadhaka, 26gf.

Sadhana, XVI, 278
Samaga, 136
Saman, 102, 12911., 132, 138, 156,

213. 329. 336
Samarasya, XXXIVn., 19^-

Samanya, 136
SamkarsanI, 35
Sarpdrstika, 220
Sarnsparsika, 220
Samkhya, XIX, XXIVff., XXXIV,

5, 66, 70, 85 f., 89, 92f., 95, 137 .

348 . 350
Sarasvata (sukta), 126, 326
Sarupya, 22011.

Savitrl-mantra, see Gayatrimantra
Siddha(sanisad-rnantrarnudra) , 1 3 1

,

195
Siddhanta, 150
Siddhartha, 233
Siddhi, 89, 306
Siddhida, 167
Siddhiprada, 136
Sindhu§ayin, 46
Sisrksa, 19, 73, 99, 364
Slta, 47, 6311.

Slmantonnayana, 25811.

Sukha, 40, 66
Sutala, 77n.
Sudarsana, 56, 160, 164!., i67ff.,

1 73b
Sudarsana cakra, 175
Sudar£anapada-mantra, 163
Sudarsana-blja, i65n.
Sudarsana-mantra, 163, 166
Sudha, 1 13, 170
Sunanda, 51
Suparna, 90
Subhaga, 304
Subhaga, 284, 300
Subhadra, 235n.
Suratha, 52
Surabhi-mantra, 23311.

Surabhi mudra, 233
Sura, 249n.
Susupti, 14, 40, 55, 57, 115b, t6o,

357

Susumna, 75, 207, 239n., 2540., 263,

30S, 330, 333, 341, 344 . 35 1
* 364

Susumna-sakti, 351
Siikta, 102, 326, 335, 337, 353 . 355 »

359
Suksma, 100, 113, 207

Suksmasarfra, 3411.

Suti, see prasuti

Sutratman, 109, 2890.

Surl, 8, 353
Surya, 1, 106, 128, 133, 144* I 5 I

»

i56£„ 159, i63ff., 168, 175. 218,

268, 276, 296f., 336, 338, 347, 359 .

(mandala) 1930.

Suryasakti, 156, 353
Srsti. XXVI, 65, 67, 71. 91

Srstikrt, 145, 169
Srsti-sakti, 67, 107

Soma, XXIX, 1, 23. 75, 106, 128,

132b, 151, 154ft., 207b, 2i4n., 233,

239, 257, 2 59* 264n., 276, 308,

33°. 33^n., 345b, 359, 364* 37°

Soma-sakti, 350
So ’ham, 133
San 11andaka, 243
Saubhagya, 304
Saumanasya, 304
Saura, 138
Stara, 263n.

Stimita, 238
Styanata, XXX
Strl, 346
Sthandila, 232
Sthanu, 28

Sthanaka, 55
Sthapana, 239
Sthiti, XXVI, XXXIII, 65. 68, 71,

8l, 91

Snanavidhi, 196
Snanasana, 248
Snaniya, 232
Spanda, 30, 2i5n., 35on.

Spandamana, 287
Spandatman, 332n.

SparSa(tanmatra^, 30
SparsasrI, 204
Smrti, 81

Sragdhara, 136
Sruk, 260b, 274, 288

Sruva, 260ft., 283
Svah, 5, 77n., 157, 256n., 279n.

Svadha, 257
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Svapna, XXX, 41, 55, 59, 1 15E, 121,
160

Svabhava, 81, 157
Svara, 10 1, 124
Svarga, 5, 346
Svarupa, 114
Svarbhanu, 371
Svasti, 284
Svastika, 152, 212, 310E, 364
Svastikrti, 220
Svadhyaya, 8911., 98
Svarocisa (Manu), 52
Svaha, 163, 259, 26iff., 272, 284,

297, 306
Svedaja, 68

Hamsa, 149, 282, 33611., 33811.
Hamsa-mantra, 132
Hams!, 282
Hayagrlva, 2 1311.

Hari (consonant), 115
Haridra, 249n.

Havisya, 278, 280
Havis, 159
Hasta, 22711.

Hastanyasa, 209
Hirnsa, 95
Himalaya, 52
Hiranyagarbha, XXVII, 29, 40, 371
Hrdaya, I72n., 20911., 241, 298
Hrdayapurusa, 292
Hrnmantra, see hrdaya
Hrllekha, 144, 3030.
Hrslkesa, 218, 278, 335
Hetideva, 170
Hotrnarn hrdaya, 157
Hotr-niantra, 328f.
Homa, 154, 311, 314c., 318, 322, 329,

339
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AthV. 6, 1 1

5

» 3 : ch. XLII, p. 279
RgV. I, 22, 20: ch. II, p. 8

Ibid. II, 1, 13 : ch. XXIX, p. 15

Ibid. II, 42: ch. XLIX, p. 326
Ibid. Ill, 62, 10 (Gayatrl-mantra)

:

ch. XXIV, p. 132; ch. XXIX, p.

157; ch. XLIV, p. 279
Ibid. 6, 61: ch. XLIX, p. 326

Ibid. X, 90, 1: ch. XXIX, p. 157;

XXXVI, p. 219; XLII, p. 279
Ibid. X, 190, 1: ch. XLII, p. 279;

ch. XLIX, p. 326

RgV. Kh. 5, 87: ch. XXIX, p. 157;
‘

ch. XXXVI,' p. 219; ch. XLIX,

pp. 328-329; ch. L
Tai.Br. 2, 6, 5, 3: ch. XLIX, p. 328

Ibid. 2, 7, 15, 5 : ch. XLIX, p. 329

Tai.A. 1, 10, 1: ch. XXIX, pp. 156-

158
Ibid. 3, 2-1 1 : do, do
Ibid. 4, 5: do, do

Ibid. 10, 15, 1 : do, do



OTHER MANTRAS

Vaisnava-mantras or vydpakamantras : p. 134, chs. XXIV and XXXVI
om (pranava-mantra)
om namo visnave (the six-lettered mantra)
om namo ndrdyandya (the eight-lettered mantra)
om namo bhagavate vdsudevdya (the twelve-lettered mantra)
om jitam te pundarikdhsa namas te visvabhdvana namas te 'stu hrsikesa
mahapurusa purvaja (these last four are pada-mantras of om)

Prasada-mantra : ch. XVIII, p. 102
om haum

Hamsa-rnantra

:

ch. XXI

V

om namo hamsdya svdhd vansad hum phat

Ndvdyana murti-mantra: ch. XXI, p. 116
om ksim ksih namah ndrdyandya visvatmane hrim svdhd

Visnngayatri :

om ndrdyandya vidmahe vdsudevdya dhimahi tan no visnuh pvacodaydt

Ajapd-mantra: ch. XXX
So *ham

Sudar^ana-mantra group : chs. XXIX, XXX and XXXI
sahasrdra im (sudar£anablja-mantra)
sahasrara (sudarsanapinda-mantra)
om sahasrara hum phat (the six-lettered sudarsana-mantra)
om sam ham sram ram hum phat (sudarsanasamj ha-mantra)
om jrah krah phat hum phat phat phat kalacakrdya svdhd (sudarsanapada-
mantra)
om ryum (pravartakagnipinda-mantra)
om vrum (nivartakagnipinda-mantra)
namai cakraya vidmahe sahasrajvdldya dhimahi tan no cakrah pracodayat
(sudar£anagayatrl-mantra)
om prarn mahdsudarsana cahraraja mahadhvaga astagatasarvadustabhayahhara
chindhi chindhi bhindhi bhindhi vidaraya vidaraya paramantrdn grasa grasa
bhaksaya bhaksaya bhutani trdsaya trasaya hum phat svahd (saktigrasa-
mantra)

The six basic bija-mantras besides pranava : ch. XXVI, XXVII
hrim (Tara)

srlm (Anutara)

aim (vagbhava)

klim (kama)
auh (Sarasvatl)

ksmrim (MahalaksmI)
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Mantras belonging to Tdrd-mantra, used in daily worship of the Goddess

Laksmi and Narayana : chs. XXXIII and XXXVIII

Tara's ariga-mantras

:

om hrdm jndnaya hrdaydya namah (hrnmantra)

om hrim aisvarydya sirase svdhd (sirahmantra)

om hrftin saktayc sikhdyai vausat (sikha-mantra)

om hraim balaya kavaedya hum (kavaca-mantra)
om hraum tejase netrdbhydm vausat (netra-mantra)

o)ii hrah vlrydya astraya phat (astra-mantra)

Tara's upanga-mantra, see p. 185

(Ariga and upariga mantras are used for nyasa rites which precede all

tantric rituals)

Mantras of ornaments and weapons used by the Goddess : see p. 185 (these

also are used for nyasa rites)

Mantras of the containers (adhara), see p. 185

Mantras of the lords of the containers (adharesa), see p. 185

Mantras of avyaktapadina, suryamandala, indumandala, agnimandala and

cidbhasana, see pp. 185-186

(These last three groups of mantras are used in the preliminary rites, when

the adept envisages the entire cosmic structure with the Goddess at the top

of it. The adept meditates on the Goddess as she is represented in her cosmic

role. He envisages the entire cosmos first within himself and identifies

himself with her and then on the mandala and on the seat of the image that

he is going to worship. These mantras are represented in the nava-nabha

mandala. See diagram V).

Mantras of the parivdra devatd (i.e. deities belonging to Tara's entourage)

Mantras of ksetrapala and dvaradevatas viz., Sri, Canda, Pracanda, Jaya,

Vijaya, Ganga, Yamuna, Sankhanidhi and Padmanidhi, see p. 186

Ganesa-mantra, see p. 186

Ganesa's anga-mantra, see p. 1S6

Vaglsvarl-mantra, see p. 1S6

Vaglsvarl's anga-mantra, see p. 186

Mantras of guru, paramaguru, paramesthin, pitaras and adisiddha, see p. 186

Mantras of the lords of the directions (lokesa), see p. 186

Mantras of the weapons belonging to the lords of theT directions, see p. 187

Visvaksena-mantra, see p. 187
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Visvaksena’s ariga-mantra, see p. 187

Garuda-mantra,
otn kham khagananaya namah

,
(this is used when the adept meditates on

Visnu's seat)

;

Mantras usedfor the worship of mantra-mdtrkd on the mdtykdpltha : ch. XXIII
orn hrlm namah (this is used for preparing the ground, where matrkapltha is
to be drawn)
om hrlm bhtih (this is used while scented clay is being spread on the ground)
om ham namah, om kham namah etc. (thus a mantra is formed with each
letter excepting the vowels and these mantras are used to worship the letters
inside the matrka-yantra)

Mantra-matrka's upacara-mantra
om namo mantra-mdtrke idam arghyam grhdna, (likewise, other mantras of the
upacaras, offered to mantra-matrka, should be constructed)

Pranama-mantra of mantra-matrka:
°yn padmasthe padmanilaye padme padmdksavallabhe sarvatattvahrtddhdre

ranam janam Isvari vyakuru tvarji param divyam rupam laksmimayam

Mantras used during the performance of the adept’s daily religious duties and
of the daily worship : chs. XXVIII and XXX

astra-mantra for general protective purposes:
om hrlm astraya phat
langalastra-mantra: -

om hrlm halaya astraya hum phat

Mantras belonging to the rite of bhuiasuddhi: - ch. XXXV, 209
dasaprakrti-mantras

om hrlm prthivyai hum phat
orn hrlm adbhyah hum phat
om hrlm tejase hum phat
om hrlm vayave hum phat
om hrlm akasaya hum phat
om hrlm manase hum phat
om hrlm ahamkaraya hum phat
om hrlm buddhaye hum phat
om hrlm mahate hum phat

om hrlm traigunyayai hum phat
om hrlm hum mamsamedarasebhyah tham thah

Mantras of the ten saktis of the subtle prakrtis:

om nivrttaye Im
om pratisthayai im
om vidyayai im
om santaye im
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out Jdntydtitdyai im
om abhimdndyai im
om pranayai im
om gunavatyai im
om guyiasuksmayai im
om nirgundyai im

Mantras of the ten tutelary deities of these saktis:

om im gandhasriyai rim

om im rasasriaiyai rim

om irji rupasriyai rim

om im sparsairiyai rim

om im sabdasriyai rim

om im abhimanasriyai rim

om im gunasriyai rim

om im pranasriyai rim
om im gnnasuksmairiyai rim

om im mayasriyai rim

dahaka-mantra

:

om hrim rthum namah

plavaka-mantra

:

om hrim tyam namah
om hrim rtsam atmane namah (jlva-mantra)

hastanyasa-mantras

:

om hrim angnsthabhyam namah
om hrim laksmyai tarjavlbhydm namah
om hrim kirtyai madJiyamabhyam namah
om-hrim jayayai anamikabhyam namah
om hrim mayayai kanisthdbhyam namah

avahana-mantra : chs. XXXIII, XXXVII and XXXVIII, see p. 187

prasadana-mantra, chs. XXXIII, XXXVII and XXXVIII, see p. 187

visarjana-mantra, chs. XXXIII, XXXVII and XXXVIII, see p. 187

arghya-mantra, chs. XXXIII, XXXVII and XXXVIII, see p. 187

(Other upacaras are also offered with similar mantras changing only the

name of the relevant upacara and the gender of the pronoun)

Narayana's avahana-mantra: ch. XXXVI
om irim (5) vyapaka-mantras, the first rc of the Purusa-sukta avahayami

laksmiiam paramatmanam avyayam dtisthatdm imam murtim madanugraha-

kamyaya sriyd sdrdham jagannatho divyo narayanah puman

Narayana's other upacara-mantras : ch. XXXVI
rc (from the Purusa-sukta) om om bhagavan idam idam idam padyaiyi priyatam

bhagavan vasudeva

(Mantras of other upacaras follow the same pattern)
:
p. 221-222
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atmanivedana-mantra : ddso 'ham tc jaganndtha saputrddiparigrahah,
presyam prasddhi kartavye main niyunksva kite sadci

snanasana-mantra
sphutikytam^ maya deva tv idam sndnapare tvayi, sapddaplfhaiii paramam
subham sndndsanani mahat, asudayasu sndndrtham madanitgrahakdinyavd]

Surabhi-mantra; ch. XXXVII; see p. 187

Visvaksena's visarjana-mantra: ch. XL
°m huryi vauvyi vi$vaksenaya vau$at om surasrestha ksamasva

paheopanisad-mantras: ch. XVII
om sain namah pardya paramesthydtmanc namah
oin yam namah pardya purusatmane namah
oi)i ram namah pardya viivdtmane namah
oin vdm namah pardya nUydtmane namah
om lam namah pardya sarvdtmane namah

(These mantras are used in connection with the
performed during the pratistha ceremony)

;

introductory fire sacrifice

Gayatrl sirah mantra: ch. XXIX,
om apo jyoti rasa ’mytam brahma bhiVi bhuvali suvar om

Bodhana-mantra: ch. XL
om hrlm bodhaya oin hrim bodhaya

Tanka group of mantras for the meditation of Tdrikd-vidyd

a particular Tarika murti-mantra

:

om hrlm subhage svaha

Tara's pada-mantra:
oin{3)h* ity(3 )

im (3) oiji am (3) haum(3) hamsah(3
)
om hrlm srlm namo visnave,

om linn snm namo ndrdyanaya, om hrlm srlm namo bhagavate vdsudevaya
om inm srimt ji am te . . . . purvaja, om hrlm srhji bhagavdn visno ndrayana
jaganma tya jagannidhana srlnivasa bhagavantam abhigacchdmi bhagavantam
prapa ye lagavantam gato ’smi bhagavantam abhyarthaye bhagavantam
anudhyato ham bhagavatparikarabhuto ham bhagavadanujndto ham bhagavati
systo ham bhagavatprasadat bhagavanmaylm bhagavatlm tdrikdmaylm laksmim
padair avartayisyami, tad yathd\om irlm hrlm gurubhyo gurupatnlbhyah om
srlm hrlm paramaguritbhyo paramagurupatnlbhyah om hrlm srlm paramesthine
paramesthinyai om hrlm irhn purvasiddhebhyo piivvasiddhdbhyah om'hrim
srlm laksmlyogibhyO- laksmiyoginlbhyo namo namah, om hrlm irlm im namah
samsiddhisamyddhyadipraddyai paramaikarasyayai paramahamsi samastaja-
navdnmdnasasvdtmdtivartinyai nirarambhastimitaniranjanaparanidnandasam-

dohamaharnavasvarupe paraparayai visnuvisnupatnyai vivisnu im svaha
,
om

hrim srlm iryi namo nirantaraprathamdnaprathamasdmarasydyai svasvatan-
tryasammimisitanimisonmesaparampardrambhe svacchandaspandamdnavijna-
navandhaye parasuksmayai visnupatnyai mdyayai im svaha, om srim hrlm irhn
im namo svasamkalpabalasamunmllitabhagavatvydptibhdvasvabhdve svecchd-
ves'avijymbhanidnasattdvibhutimiirtikdracatiiragunagrdmayugatrikamahormijd-
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Idyai visnupatnyai paiicabindave im svahd, orn hrim sritjt him (3)
namo nityo-

ditamahdnandaparamcisundara bhagavadvigrahaprakdse vividhasiddhdiijands-

pade sddgunyaprasaramayaparamasattvarupapayamavyomaprabhdve vicitrd-

nandanirmalasitndarabhogajdlaprciUdraparindmapravinasvabhdvdyai parama-

siiksmasthiilaYupasuksmayai visnupcitnyai paiicabindave him[3) svahd, om hrim

srim am hrim

(

3 )
namah svasamkalpasamiYanasamiryamdnabahuvidhajivako-

sadrsatpuiijdyai kalitakdlakalyavikalpabhedaphenapindanivahdyai vilasani-

davsitabhohtrbhogyabhogopakaYanabhogasampadckarnahdsindhave paramasuks-

rnasthiilarupasthu Idya i visnupatnyai paiicabindave hrim(3) svahd, om hrim

srim namah samastajagadiipahdrasvikrtabuddhimano ’ngapratyangasunda-

rdyai vidhdcatustayasamunmesitasamastajanalaksmikiYtijaydmdydpYabhdvdt-

masarnastasampadekanidhaye samastasakticakrasutradhdYdyai sarnastajana-

bhogasanbhdgyaddyini vividhavisayopaplavaprasarnani ndrdyandhkasthitdyai

om hrim srim namo narayanayu laksmindrdyandbhydrn svahd irim hrim om

Tarika’s anga-mantra, see p. 298

Tarika’s parivara-mantras, see pp. 298-299

MahalaksmI-mantra, see p. 300 notes

Laksml’s murti-mantra

:

om hrim laksmyai namah pararrialaksrndvasthitdyai hrim srim hrim svahd

Laksml’s ariga-mantras, see p. 304

LaksmT's sakhi-mantras, see p. 304

LaksmT’s anucara-mantras, see p. 304 and notes thereon

KIrti's murti-mantra:
om hrim hrim trairn kirtyai namah sadoditdnandavigrahdya hritfi kritjt svahd

KIrti's aiiga-mantras

:

om kram tarn .... (the rest is like LaksmT’s anga-mantra)
om hrim tarn ....

om krum tarn ....

om krrm tarn

om hraim tarn ....

om hraurn tarn

KIrti’s sakhi-mantras:
om rnrirn tarn dyutyai svahd
om srim tarn sarasvatyai svahd
om mrim tarn medhayai svahd
om ir'im tarn irutyai svahd

KIrti’s anucara-mantras:
om var)i tarn vagisaya namah
om am tarn jayadevaya namah
om pram tarn prasddaya namah
oryi tram tarn tranaya namah
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J aya’s murti-mantra

:

om hrim jayayai om
(
na)mah ajitadhdmavasthituyai hrim jrim svaha

Jaya’s anga-mantra

:

omjram tam (the rest is like Laksml’s anga-mantra)
om jviYjfi tam
om jrutfi tam ....

om jrfrn tam ....

om jrem tam
om jrom tarri ....

Jaya’s sakhl-mantras

:

oryi jirn jayantyai svaha
oryi vim vijayayai svaha
om am aparajitayai svaha
om siryi siddhyai svaha

Jaya’s anucara-mantras

:

om pram tam pratdpinyai namah
orfijram tam jayahhadrdya namah
om mraryi tar^i mahahalaya namah
orji utfi tam utsahaya namah

Maya’s murti mantra:
om hritfi mayayai namah mohatitanamasritayai hrini mrim svaha

Maya’s anga-mantras

:

om mram tani (the rest is like Laksml’s anga-mantra)
om mrim tam ....

or}i mrum tam
om mrjm tam
om mrairp, tam ....

OYp, mraam tam ....

Maya’s sakhl-mantras, see p. 307

Maya’s anucara-mantras, see p. 307
(These last five sets of mantras belonging to Tarika and her four eman-

ations viz. LaksmI, Kirti, Jaya and Maya are meant for special worship
and intensive meditation on them).

Sri-sukta-group of mantras belonging to Goddess LaksmI: ch, L; see
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